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Preface

This volume contains 31 papers selected out of 100 submissions for the 5th Conference on
Advances in Financial Technologies (AFT ‘23) held on October 23–25, 2023. Each paper
received detailed reviews by several program committee members and external reviewers.

The conference was held at Princeton University in Princeton, NJ. Each accepted paper
was presented via a 15-minute live presentation, followed by a 5-minute question/answer
period with the audience.

Two full-day workshops were co-located with AFT on October 26. Aniket Kate and
Andrew Miller co-organized the workshop on Decentralized Credit Networks (DCN), and
Christian Cachin and Giuliano Losa co-organized the workshop on Heterogeneous Trust in
Distributed Systems (HTDS).

We would like to thank all Program Committee members and subreviewers for their service
in selecting the AFT program, and all authors for submitting their work for consideration.
We are also grateful to the AFT steering committee, and especially Ittay Eyal, for their
support and guidance throughout the process.

We are also extremely thankful to our industry sponsors, whose financial support is
essential to running AFT:

a16z Crypto (gold-level)
Ava Labs (gold-level)
IC3 (silver-level)
IOHK (silver-level)
DeCenter (silver-level)
StarkWare (silver-level)

We also thank the IACR for granting AFT ‘in cooperation’ status.
Finally, we would like to thank all of the staff at Princeton University who made this

event possible, and especially Elizabeth Wang, Michele Brown, and Mitra Kelly.
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Abstract
Privacy-preserving transaction systems on blockchain networks like Monero or Zcash provide
complete transaction anonymity through cryptographic commitments or encryption. While this
secures privacy, it inhibits the collection of statistical data, which current financial markets heavily
rely on for economic and sociological research conducted by central banks, statistics bureaus, and
research companies. Differential privacy techniques have been proposed to preserve individuals’
privacy while still making aggregate analysis possible. We show that differential privacy and privacy-
preserving transactions can coexist. We propose a modular scheme incorporating verifiable local
differential privacy techniques into a privacy-preserving transaction system. We devise a novel
technique that, on the one hand, ensures unbiased randomness and integrity when computing the
differential privacy noise by the user and on the other hand, does not degrade the user’s privacy
guarantees.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Motivation
The issue of privacy holds significant importance and poses ongoing challenges in blockchain
systems. This concern has become a substantial barrier for traditional financial institutions
seeking to adopt blockchain technologies [26]. Initially, blockchain protocols offered only
limited pseudo-anonymity. However, user concerns have given rise to privacy-preserving
blockchain systems such as Monero [42], ZCash [4], and Twilight [20]. These systems
aim to increase users’ anonymity and conceal transaction details. For instance, ZCash [4]
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enables users to encrypt transaction data, thereby safeguarding the privacy of the sender,
the recipient, and the transaction amount. Additionally, ZCash ensures the validity of
transactions without revealing any supplementary information beyond the transaction’s
legitimacy. These advancements within blockchain systems show a proactive approach to
addressing privacy concerns, facilitating the broader adoption of blockchain technology.

However, many pivotal applications such as statistics gathering [29], federated model
learning [32, 31], and anomaly analysis [30] necessitate the acquisition of aggregated models
from the shared data of numerous users while still maintaining user confidentiality. While
such aggregate and statistical models can yield benefits to the market as a whole [43], it is
equally crucial to ensure that data collection is conducted to minimize privacy threats to the
users. In particular, we aim to inhibit the ability of the data analyst to link multiple data
points of the user [19] or retrace their real identity via third-party datasets [16]. If these
risks aren’t adequately addressed, users may opt to evade participation in data collection
initiatives or provide misleading information that could lead to biased models.

Central Bank Digital Currencies (CBDCs) present a significant use case for the aggregation
of statistical models. Central banks across the globe have exhibited a growing interest in
developing and issuing CBDCs, which represent a digitized form of a nation’s fiat currency
and are intended to be widely available to the general public. Blockchain-based CBDCs are
designed to align with the requirements of regulated financial institutions. Consequently,
these institutions favor permissioned blockchain platforms that mandate identity management,
audibility, and non-deniability to comply with government-established monetary regulations.

However, the transactions resulting from existing privacy-preserving systems tailored for
financial institutions [3] appear random, preventing the extraction of meaningful insights
through observation. They prioritize the properties of unlinkability and untraceability to
protect user privacy. Unlinkability ensures that user actions cannot be easily linked together,
while untraceability maintains the anonymity of each transaction’s sender and recipient.
These systems safeguard sensitive user information and transaction history by upholding
these properties. Therefore, central banks cannot derive valuable insights and may struggle
to meet regulatory requirements.

Local differential privacy [33] potentially solves this by adding random “noise” to the
data. This noise ensures that no specific user can be identified from the processed data,
a privacy guarantee laid out by Dwork et al. (2006) [23]. Thus, financial institutions can
gather and analyze aggregated data without risking the exposure of sensitive information
tied to individual transactions. However, a challenge arises here: while local differential
privacy empowers users to introduce noise to their data, some may distort this feature by
injecting biased noise into it, which may adversely affect the integrity of the information
collected [11, 14]. Therefore, in blockchain environments, it is crucial to have a mechanism
verifying the correctness of introduced noise when implementing local differential privacy.

1.2 Verifiable Differentially Private Transactions
In this paper, we introduce the Verifiable Differentially Private (VDP) transaction scheme,
designed to ensure user privacy and data integrity during the data collection process for
aggregated models. Our innovative scheme bolsters the capabilities of any privacy-preserving
transaction system that maintains unlinkability and untraceability, such as Zcash [4]. With
this enhanced setup, a third-party entity, like a data analyst, can gather aggregated data
while simultaneously preserving user privacy and supplying plausible deniability.

Our approach stands out from other privacy-preserving transaction methodologies by
incorporating verifiable Local Differential Privacy (LDP) utilizing zero-knowledge proofs.
This integration forms an integral part of the privacy-preserving transaction system. By
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adopting LDP methods [33], data analysts, such as the statistical bureau of a central bank
collecting financial information, can provide users with plausible deniability for their data
that can be represented as binary variables. These variables can encompass a wide range of
characteristics, such as non-profit organization affiliation or location in the U.S. Furthermore,
including zero-knowledge proofs allows data analysts to verify the accuracy and integrity of
the disclosed data.

Local Differential Privacy (LDP) approaches typically require users to generate random
numbers that are then used to create noise in the data [33]. Keeping these random numbers
confidential is crucial for maintaining user privacy. At the same time, it’s also important
that the process of creating random numbers and generating noise from them is unbiased.
This means that even if someone involved in the process – either the user or the data analyst
– has malicious intent, the LDP approach should still meet the following requirements: (i)
The generation of noise cannot be influenced by either the user or the data analyst; (ii) The
user can provide proof, without compromising privacy, that the noise is not biased; (iii) Once
the random numbers for a particular input are calculated, the user cannot change these
numbers or add a different level of noise. To meet these requirements, we introduce the
VerRR algorithm, which is a straightforward verifiable LDP mechanism based on the concept
of ’randomized response’ [24].

1.3 Related Work
In the following sections, we outline the different approaches for verifiable differential privacy
employed by various works and highlight the differences from our technique.

1.3.1 Central Differential Privacy
When applying Differential Privacy (DP) techniques for preserving privacy, traditional
methods often rely on the assumption that the process of noise generation and application is
intrinsically reliable. However, recent scholarly work [12, 13] has underscored the naivety of
this assumption. These studies expose DP’s vulnerability to a range of manipulation attacks,
thereby threatening the integrity of the data under examination.

Several studies have proposed strategies to counter various manipulation attacks. The
key aim across all these works is to generate and apply the noise in a way that can be verified.
Within the centralized DP model, studies such as [6, 38, 41] have zeroed in on a series of use
cases. In these instances, the data owners forward their data – either in plain text, encrypted
or in a secret-shared format – to a single party or a consortium of parties who together
form an entity termed a “curator”. This curator subsequently applies noise and generates an
anonymized, privacy-preserving data set suitable for further analysis.

Secure Multi-Party Computation (sMPC). In the context of secure multi-party compu-
tation (sMPC), a user secretly shares their input and distributes the shares across several
servers. As proposed in [6], if at least one of the servers collecting the data is honest, the
resulting computation is either correct or detected to be incorrect. Unfortunately, such a
single-client-multi-server model does not fit the use case of our work since we operate under
the assumption that the data analyst, who also serves as the curator, could potentially have
malicious intentions and is not divided into separate entities.

Zero-Knowledge Proofs. In the study by Narayan et al., the curator creates a database
comprising different users’ data elements and subsequently publishes a cryptographic com-
mitment to the entire database [38]. When a data analyst sends a query interested in specific
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statistical properties, the curator executes the differential privacy function. In addition,
the curator generates2 a Non-Interactive Zero-Knowledge (NIZK) proof, validating that the
result aligns with the prior commitment, and sends both the result and the proof back to the
data analyst. The data analyst then verifies the NIZK against the commitment to ensure
that the differential privacy mechanism was correctly executed.

The most notable downside of the naive zero-knowledge approach employed by previous
works is that it is assumed that the noise was sampled correctly and without bias. However,
if the party that produces the NIZK is malicious, it may use far from random noise and
thus either harm the privacy of the users or skew the results towards a value it favors. In
contrast, in our technique, we ensure that some of the randomness is sampled by the user
itself (unlike the work of [41] where the curator randomly samples the randomness) and some
by the analyst, thus producing noise that is non-biased.

1.3.2 Local Differential Privacy Mechanisms
LDP mechanisms allow for developing a randomized response that is operated locally, making
it fit for distributed blockchain environments. However, ensuring data integrity is a more
challenging task since data manipulation occurs locally. Research, such as [2, 35], concentrates
on making adjustments to existing LDP mechanisms to make them verifiable. This allows
data analysts to verify how users introduce noise to the data.

The study by Kato et al. employs cryptographic randomized response techniques to
validate existing LDP mechanisms. Their approach ensures the complete execution of privacy
protection on the client side, without sacrificing user privacy [35]. However, their method’s
primary drawback is its interactive nature. Interactive methods are typically more time-
consuming and resource-intensive than their non-interactive counterparts. They necessitate
several communication exchanges and direct engagement with the data analyst. Furthermore,
interactive methods do not support throttling. Hence, during periods of high network usage,
while non-interactive systems can manage the demand by forming a queue that will eventually
be cleared unbeknownst to the users, interactive systems may freeze, forcing users to endure
an uncertain waiting time. Our proposed scheme, on the other hand, is non-interactive,
overcoming these limitations.

Garrido et al. follow an approach based on zero-knowledge Succinct Non-interactive
ARgument of Knowledge (zk-SNARKs) to adapt the implementation of select LDP mech-
anisms to a verifiable computation technique to prove the correctness of a differentially
private query output [36]. However, their technique does not uphold the unlinkability and
untraceability properties needed in a privacy-preserving transaction system. These properties
are not upheld since the prover (i.e., the user) signs the randomness used as the base of
the LDP mechanism with their private key, and the verifier (i.e., the data analyst) needs to
know the prover’s public key to verify the integrity of the response. By knowing the prover’s
public key, the data analyst can later connect the generated randomness and the transfer it
was used in, thus revealing the identity of the user making the transfer.

Outline. The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we introduce
some preliminary concepts and provide the relevant background regarding blockchain-based
privacy-preserving transaction systems and verifiable differential privacy. We present a

2 For ease of explanation, we mention the curator as the producer of the NIZK, but in the cited study,
this task is delegated to a separate party: the analyst.
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high-level overview of our scheme in Section 3, and dive into the scheme’s full details in
Section 4. In Section 5, we evaluate the performance of our scheme. We discuss design
choices in Section 6 and summarize our contribution in Section 7.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Blockchain-Based Privacy-Preserving Transactions
Blockchain transaction systems are typically modeled using two approaches: (i) The account
model, used in Ethereum [46]. This model is more user-friendly as it presents an abstraction
of accounts and balances; (ii) The Unspent Transaction Output (UTXO) model, used in
Bitcoin [37] and Zcash [4]. This model presents an abstraction of a plurality of coins, each
with a balance and a condition for spending3. While it is considered an open problem how to
“hide” a transaction’s sender in an account model [28] 4, “hiding” the sender in the UTXO
model is easy [4]. Thus, this work focuses on the UTXO model.

In a privacy-preserving transaction system using the UTXO model, when a sender
transfers funds to a recipient, to preserve the privacy of the transaction, three things need to
be hidden: (i) The sender’s identity, (ii) The recipient’s identity, and (iii) The transferred
amount. The transferred amount is usually hidden through a cryptographic commitment
and a zero-knowledge proof proving that the sum of input coins is greater or equal to the
sum of the output coins. The recipient’s anonymity is ensured by creating outputs that
either have one-time public keys [42] or by hiding the output token’s identity by having the
coin itself be a commitment [4] to its properties (e.g., owner, amount). Maintaining the
sender’s anonymity varies widely across techniques; Monero [42] uses ring signatures to hide
the source address among a randomly picked set of potential source addresses, while Zcash
uses a Merkle tree and zero-knowledge proof of membership to obscure the spent token.

Our work is based on Zcash’s approach to concealing sender, recipient, and amount but
is flexible enough to incorporate other privacy-preserving transaction systems that encode
the entire token as a commitment. This includes the model proposed by [3], which is better
suited for CBDCs and permissioned settings, replacing the Merkle tree membership proof
with proof of knowledge of a signature of an entity that certifies the coin. Zcash terminology
is used throughout the paper.

2.2 Differential Privacy
Differential Privacy (DP) [23, 22] is a formal notion of privacy designed to allow learning
helpful information about a population while learning as little as possible about an individual.
DP guarantees that the presence or absence of any specific individual in a dataset does not
affect the query output results of that database. To achieve this privacy requirement, DP
models change the data by using some randomness that masks the user identity.

There are two main models of DP: the centralized model and the local model. In the
centralized model, sensitive data is collected centrally in a single dataset, and a trusted data
curator can access the raw data. Each user sends their data to the curator without noise

3 In most cases, presenting a signature that is verifiable under a public key that its hash is encoded in the
coin.

4 In an account model, hiding the sender involves hiding it within a K sized anonymity set [10], while a
UTXO based approach hides the sender within all possible senders in the system.
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1:6 Privacy-Preserving Transactions with Verifiable Local Differential Privacy

in this model. Since we assume analysts requesting access to this dataset are malicious,
the curator is responsible for correctly executing the differentially private mechanisms the
analysts specify.

▶ Definition 1 (ϵ−differentially privacy [22]). A randomized algorithm K is ϵ−differentially
private if for all data sets D1 and D2 differing on at most one element, and all S ⊆ Range(K),
P [K(D1) ∈ S] ≤ eϵP [K(D2) ∈ R].
The probability is taken over the coin tosses of K.

Local DP models can be based on a randomized response mechanism as was first proposed
by Warner in 1965 [45] and formalized in the context of learning by Kasiviswanathan et
al. [34]. In this model, the data curator and the analyst are often the same, and no trusted
third party exists that holds the data and executes the mechanism. Therefore, the user
makes data differentially private before sending it to the analyst, ensuring that even if an
adversary gains access to the personal responses of individuals in the database, it will not be
able to learn much about the individual’s data.

▶ Definition 2 (Local randomizer [24]). An ϵ−local randomized R : X →W is an
ϵ−differentially private algorithm that takes a database of size n = 1 as input.

We incorporate local DP techniques into our scheme since our work is based on a privacy-
preserving transaction system in which we assume that any parties (i.e., the users or the
data analyst) may be dishonest but not both. Therefore, an honest user cannot trust the
analyst to properly blind their data without leaking it.

2.3 Randomized Response

Dwork and Roth presented in [24] a variant of the randomized response mechanism, in which
a user answers a “Yes” or “No” question as follows:
1. Flip a coin.
2. If tails, then respond truthfully.
3. If heads, then flip a second coin and respond “Yes” if heads and “No” if tails.

In this algorithm, the user flips two coins before returning the response. Flipping two
coins creates uncertainty about the true answer. This uncertainty is the source of privacy,
as it gives plausible deniability to the data subject. In section A in the appendix of our
full version [18], we prove the randomized response algorithm described above satisfies
ln 3-differentially privacy.

We note that when using the randomized response technique, the number of “Yesses”
and “Noes” depends on the result of tossing the coin once or twice. Therefore, if an analyst
wants to estimate the true number of “Yesses”, it would need to analyze the randomness
in the randomized response algorithm and estimate how many of the “Yesses” are truthful
responses and how many are “fake”, and are a result of the random coin flips.

2.4 Basic Cryptographic Building Blocks

The following section extensively explains zero-knowledge proofs, which are crucial in our
scheme. We denote the symbol λ to represent the system-wide security parameter.
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2.4.1 Commitment Schemes
A commitment scheme is a protocol between a sender and a receiver defined by three
probabilistic polynomial time algorithms: ⟨Setup, Commit, Open⟩. The sender and receiver
each invoke the Setup operation with the desired security parameter and then get back
public parameters to be used for Commit and Open. The sender uses the Commit operation
to encode a message m and get back a commitment to m. The sender then sends the
commitment to the receiver. At a later stage, the sender may convince the receiver that the
commitment encodes the message m by interacting with the receiver via the Open operation.
In order for the commitment scheme to be useful, it needs to satisfy two security properties:

Hiding: For any probabilistic polynomial time adversary A there exists a negligible5

function ϵ such that for every two messages m0, m1 chosen by A and a commitment
cm← Commit (mb) for b ∈ {0, 1} it holds that: Pr [b← A (pp, cm)]− 1

2 ≤ ϵ (λ).
Binding: For any probabilistic polynomial adversary A there exists a negligible function
ϵ such that for every m and cmt← Commit (m) and every m′ ̸= m chosen by
A: Pr [Open (pp, cmt, m) = m′] ≤ ϵ (λ).

A commitment can either be information-theoretic binding or hiding, and it can be
computationally binding or hiding (but cannot be both information-theoretic binding and
hiding). In our scheme, the commitment does not need to be homomorphically additive or
have any special property, and as such, it is completely pluggable.

2.4.2 Digital Signatures
A digital signature scheme is a triple ⟨Gen, Sign, V erify⟩ of probabilistic polynomial time
algorithms. Gen(1λ) outputs (sk, pk) a private key and a public key respectively. For a
message m, Sign (m, sk) outputs a signature σ. For a message m, a public key pk and a
signature σ, V erify (pk, m, σ) accepts or rejects. The security property we require from a
signature scheme is:

Unforgability: For every probabilistic polynomial time adversary A with access to a
signing oracle O which replies to queries denoted by a set Q there exists a negligible
function ϵ such that Pr [V erify (pk, m, σ) = 1 ∧m /∈ Q] ≤ ϵ (λ).

As in the case of the commitment scheme, the signature scheme employed by our protocol
can vary, and its choice is insignificant.

2.4.3 Public Key Encryption
An encryption scheme is a triple ⟨Gen, Enc, Dec⟩ of probabilistic polynomial time algorithms.
Gen(1λ) outputs (sk, pk) a private key and a public key respectively. For a message m,
Enc (m, pk) outputs a ciphertext c. Given a ciphertext c and a private key sk, Dec (c, sk)
outputs a message m. For every public key pk with a corresponding sk and message m it
holds that Pr [Dec (Enc (m, pk) , sk) = m] = 1. The security property we require from an
encryption scheme is:

Indistinguishablility: For every probabilistic polynomial time adversary A and every
pk generated by Gen(1λ) and for every two messages m, m′ there exists a negligible
function ϵ such that Pr [A (Enc (m, pk)) = 1]− Pr [A (Enc (m′, pk)) = 1] ≤ ϵ (λ).

5 A function ϵ : N → R is negligible if for every positive polynomial p (n) there exists an N such that
∀n > N : ϵ (n) < 1

p(n) .
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1:8 Privacy-Preserving Transactions with Verifiable Local Differential Privacy

Our protocol does not require any stronger property for the encryption scheme, such as
resistance against chosen ciphertext attacks (CCA1 and CCA2).

2.5 Zero-Knowledge Proofs
For a language L ∈ NP , denote the relation RL to be the pairs (x, w) of statements and
witnesses for x being in L.

A zero-knowledge proof is a protocol between a prover P and a verifier V in which the
prover can convince the verifier that it knows a witness w for a statement x if and only if
(x, w) ∈ RL, and the verifier learns nothing from the protocol.

More formally, a pair of algorithms (P, V ) is a zero-knowledge proof system for a language
L if the following three conditions hold:

Completeness: For every x ∈ L there exists w such that Pr [⟨P (w), V ⟩(x) = 1] = 1.
Soundness: For every x /∈ L and every P ∗ and every w there exists a negligible function
ϵ such that Pr [⟨P ∗(w), V ⟩(x) = 1] ≤ ϵ (λ).
Zero-knowledge: For every probabilistic polynomial time V ∗ there exists a probabilistic
polynomial time simulator S such that for every x ∈ L: V iewP

V ∗ (x) ≡ S (x).

While zero-knowledge proofs are not restricted to statements belonging to languages in
NP , they are often used for such, especially for languages where verification of (x, w) ∈ RL
is efficient and can be modeled as a boolean or arithmetic circuit, but an efficient algorithm
to find w for a random x is not known. A prominent example is: (x, w) ∈ RL ⇔ f (w) = x

where f is a cryptographic hash function.
In an anonymous set membership, given a set of items found as leaves in a Merkle tree,

one can prove knowledge of an item in the Merkle tree by proving in zero-knowledge a path
comprised of hash pre-images from one of the leaves to the root of the Merkle tree. Such
a technique is the cornerstone behind the privacy-preserving cryptocurrency Zcash [4]. In
Zcash, a sender wishing to hide the payment source simply creates a zero-knowledge proof
that they use a coin that was added to a Merkle tree. The Merkle tree’s leaves are all coins
added as part of past transactions.

Zero-knowledge proof schemes come in different forms, each with its strengths and
weaknesses. In this work, we focus on schemes ideal for privacy-preserving payments, and
thus we require the scheme to be non-interactive, efficiently verifiable, and have a small proof
size (succinct). A scheme with such properties is termed a zk-SNARK (Zero-Knowledge
Succinct Non-interactive ARgument of Knowledge).

3 Overview of the VDP Transaction Scheme

Our privacy-preserving, verifiable, and differentially-private transaction scheme expands the
functionality of any given privacy-preserving transaction system (e.g., Zcash [4]) by enabling
a third party (e.g., a data analyst) to collect information about transaction attributes while
preserving user privacy.

Before elaborating on the participants, components, and transaction flow, we reiterate the
scheme’s primary objective. The two main actors in our setting are a user with potentially
sensitive information they are unwilling to disclose without plausible deniability and a data
analyst who aims to create a statistical model by aggregating information gathered from
user transactions. The users conduct transactions of a privacy-preserving nature. These
transactions reveal nothing about the transactor’s identity, the recipient’s identity, or the
properties of the transaction (such as the amount transferred). Each transaction a user
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performs is accompanied by an additional Differentially Private Attribute (DPA) which results
from applying an LDP algorithm to the transaction’s private data6. The DPA can embed
details like the sender’s non-profit status, enabling the data analyst to tally transactions
made by Blockchain users from both profit and non-profit sectors.

An LDP mechanism generates the differentially-private attribute that involves sampling
randomness and using it for noise generation. The randomness must be kept secret from
anyone but the user itself, lest a curious analyst can peel off the noise and be able to
reconstruct the original value. At the same time, the scheme should force the user to generate
randomness in a non-biased manner. Suppose the user is free to choose the randomness it
uses. In that case, it can manipulate the result of the LDP mechanism making the data too
“noisy”, thus affecting the integrity of the data collected by the analyst.

Consequently, we seek a scheme with the following properties: (i) Neither the user nor the
analyst can bias the generation of the noise used for the LDP mechanism; (ii) The user can
prove in a privacy-preserving manner that the noise is non-biased; (iii) Once the randomness
used to create the transaction’s noise is computed, the user cannot compute new randomness
or add a different amount of noise. We prove that our scheme fulfills all three aforementioned
properties in Section 4.4.1. Another essential property of our scheme is preserving user
privacy, meaning that once the transaction is complete, the analyst cannot identify the user
who initiated the transaction. We prove this property in Section 4.4.2.

3.1 Participants
Our scheme involves the following participants:

Users. Users can exchange tokens within the system using transfer transactions, which are
recorded on the blockchain. We presume that users possess specific individual attributes that
they wish to disclose confidentially to the data analyst. These characteristics can cover a
wide range of areas, for instance, signifying if the user is based in the U.S., is exempt from
tax, or any other pertinent information that can be denoted as a binary variable.

Data analyst. This entity has the authority to collect aggregated information from the
private attributes and activities of the users in the system. We assume that the analyst is
only interested in analyzing data using statistical models regarding the system as a whole
and is not interested in learning about specific individuals in the system.

Registration authority. This is a privileged entity in charge of registering all system users.
For each user, it issues a long-term credential (i.e., a certificate) that binds the user’s public
key to its attributes. The same attributes will later be used as input to the LDP algorithm.

3.2 Threat Model
Our scheme is designed as a protocol that considers the interaction between two parties,
the user and the data analyst, both of whom may exhibit dishonest behavior and possess
conflicting objectives.

6 In this work, we focus on the randomized response mechanism applied to one binary attribute. However,
we argue that our ideas can be extended to randomized response vectors applied to multiple and
non-binary attributes.
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The first threat arises from the data analyst’s desire to compute aggregated information
derived from the user’s transactions while potentially disregarding the user’s privacy. Indeed,
the analyst may deviate from the protocol in an attempt to link between the transaction
and the user who submitted it [5].

The second threat arises from users who prioritize their privacy at the expense of providing
misleading or corrupted data, which can undermine the integrity of the analysis conducted
by the analyst. There are two primary ways in which users can launch such attacks: (i)
Users can intentionally introduce randomness or noise manipulatively, rendering the data
unreliable for generating unbiased and trustworthy aggregate statistical estimations [15];
(ii) Data poisoning attacks targeted at DP mechanisms. Data poisoning attacks involve
adversarial manipulation of the input in order to influence the final aggregate result.

Since the analyst is interested in collecting statistics over attributes that correspond to
the users themselves and for each transaction, such as whether the user is a non-profit or
not or whether the user is based in the U.S., it is crucial that a user cannot mutate their
attributes as they see fit. We guarantee this by requiring identities to be issued by the
registration authority. Therefore, our scheme operates in the permissioned setting, whereas
in a permissionless setting, each user is free to choose their own attributes.

Both the user and the analyst may deviate from the protocol. This introduces an element
of uncertainty, as a party adhering to the protocol cannot definitively determine if the other
party is also following protocol or diverging from it. Therefore, we aim to devise a protocol
that protects the interest of any of the two parties as long as that party is honest. We
note that such a protocol would fit the aforementioned threat model where both parties
can deviate from the protocol, as each party can be assured that if it correctly follows the
protocol, it will be protected from the misbehavior of the counter-party.

As we will see in the security analysis in Section 4.4, the focus on protecting the interests
of honest parties lets us assume knowledge about the probability distribution of certain
messages sent by honest parties, which then will set the probability distribution of messages
sent by the counter-party regardless of whether it incorrectly samples its randomness.

In our protocol, the user initiates the protocol by sending a message to the data analyst,
and the data analyst responds with its message. We consider a scenario where the data
analyst does not respond to the user’s message or sends back information that the user
considers invalid as a scenario in which the data analyst aborts the protocol. Similarly
to [3, 4], we consider network-level privacy out of scope and assume that the analyst cannot
de-anonymize the user from inspecting the source of its network connection.

3.3 Components

Our scheme comprises three modular components: (i) A protocol to obtain and bind
randomness. (ii) A verifiable LDP mechanism. (iii) An expanded privacy-preserving transfer
that includes verifiable differentially-private data.

Obtain and bind randomness protocol. This protocol is a privacy-preserving verifiable
joint random number generation protocol between the user and the analyst. The protocol
uses a serial number created by the user to bind a set of unspent input random seeds used in
a specific transfer to their corresponding jointly generated randomness. The analyst uses this
serial number to verify that only one randomness is created for each set of unspent inputs.
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Verifiable LDP mechanism. This mechanism makes the user’s attributes differentially
private before they are disclosed to the analyst. For simplicity, in this work, we use the basic
randomized response mechanism described in Section 2.3 to make a single binary attribute
differentially private.

Expanded privacy-preserving transfer. Our verifiable differentially private (VDP) transfer
expands the transfer transaction defined by the underlying privacy-preserving transaction
system. As we explained in Section 2.1, our scheme works with any transfer mechanism
that: (i) Encodes tokens as commitments to properties of the token (token value, owner, and
random seed are all part of the input to a cryptographic commitment scheme). (ii) Uses
serial number exposure as a double-spending prevention (for a random seed ρ, the serial
number is PRF (ρ) ).

To verify the correctness of the randomness used as the source of randomness in the LDP
mechanism and to ensure that the analyst cannot link a specific transfer to its sender, our
VDP transfer uses two serial numbers. The user creates the first serial number during the
obtain and bind randomness protocol. The second serial number, also created by the user,
is used to prove the correctness of the randomness used by the verifiable LDP mechanism.
From the analyst’s point of view, the second serial number will only be accepted if the first
serial number was previously observed (without being able to link the two together).

The analyst can verify that it has previously seen the first serial number because both
numbers have the same precursor, a set of unspent input random seeds. The generated
serial numbers satisfy the following security properties: (i) They are collision resistant –
two different sets of unspent tokens produce two different serial numbers. (ii) They are
deterministic – the same set of unspent tokens will always produce the same serial number.
(iii) They are unforgeable – only the user who owns the unspent tokens can produce a valid
serial number. Although both serial numbers are computed on the same set of unspent
inputs, the analyst cannot link them to each other thanks to their construction. The unspent
input seeds are passed through Pseudo-Random functions with different keys and hence are
computationally unlinkable.

Additionally, our transfer uses zk-SNARK proofs to verify the integrity of the data
disclosed by the user (i.e., the DPA). The proofs prove that the disclosed DPA matches the
user’s original attributes and is created using the jointly generated randomness as the base
of the randomness used in the LDP mechanism.

3.4 VDP Transaction Flow
The VDP transaction scheme is illustrated in Figure 1. At first, the user contacts the
registration authority (1.1) and uses a registration protocol to get a long-term credential (1.2).
From then on, the user can use this credential as input for every VDP transfer transaction.

The VDP transfer is comprised of the following stages: The user retrieves its tokens from
the ledger (2.1). The user contacts the data analyst (2.2) and executes the BindRandomness
protocol. Thus, the user obtains a verifiable random value (2.3). The user executes the VDP
transfer algorithm in three stages. First, the user adds noise to their attributes using the
verifiable LDP mechanism (creates the DPA) and encrypts the result using the data analyst’s
public key. Then, the user computes the zk-SNARK proofs needed to verify the jointly
generated randomness and the integrity of the DPA. Finally, the user uses the underlying
transfer scheme in a black box manner to create a new unspent token. The resulting transfer
transaction and the DPA encrypted with the analyst’s public encryption key are posted on
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Figure 1 Overview of the VDP Transaction scheme.

the ledger (2.4). Finally, the analyst (3) decrypts the encrypted DPA and includes it in its
statistical computation, and the second user (3) (i.e., the recipient of the transaction) can
now use the newly created token.

4 The VDP Transaction Scheme

This section details the complete VDP transaction scheme.

4.1 The BindRandomness Protocol
The BindRandomness protocol presented in Figure 2 is a privacy-preserving verifiable protocol
executed between the user and the analyst. This protocol has two main goals: (i) Obtaining
an unbiased random value jointly generated by the user and the analyst. (ii) Computing
a verifiable and unlinkable serial number. This serial number will enable the user to later
prove in zero knowledge that they know a random value jointly generated with the analyst
to be used as a source of randomness for a randomized algorithm.

The BindRandomness protocol takes as input a security parameter λ and a vector ρ⃗ =
(ρ1, . . . , ρm) s.t. ∀i ∈ [m] : ρi ∈ {0, 1}λ.
ρ⃗ represents m distinct seeds of unspent input tokens, and outputs two random values ξu,
ξA, a commitment cmξu

, and a signature σA.
In the initial stages of the protocol, the user samples a random value ξu, commits to it

using COMM(ξu), and computes the serial number ν1 with PRF1(ρ⃗). The user then sends
the commitment cmξu and the serial number ν1 to the analyst. The analyst checks if ν1 was
observed before and if so it aborts. Otherwise, the analyst will add ν1 to some accumulator
ACC, and continue on with sampling a random value ξA and signing (cmξu , ν1, ξA) to obtain
σA. The protocol ends with the analyst sending the user ξA and the signature σA. The user
verifies the signature and discards ξA if the signature is found to be invalid.

After the protocol’s execution, the analyst has a value ν1 in its accumulator, which is
correlated to m unspent tokens that the user may use in a future transaction. By signing
the accompanied commitment of the user cmξu

alongside ξA, the randomness picked by the
user, as well as the randomness picked by the analyst are both indirectly bound to {ρi}m

i=1
the seeds used for the unspent input tokens. As we will show in the next section, this is a
crucial part of the security of our scheme: If the user used an unspent input’s seed ρi to
obtain randomness from the analyst, it must also use the corresponding unspent input in a
transfer in order to use the randomness for the LDP computation.
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BindRandomness
User Analyst

1 : ξu ←$ {0, 1}λ

2 : cmξu
= COMM(ξu)

3 : ν1 = PRF1(ρ⃗)

4 : (cmξu
, ν1)

5 : Check ν1 /∈ ACC
6 : ACC← ACC ∪ {ν1}

7 : ξA ←$ {0, 1}λ

8 : σA = Sign(cmξu
, ν1, ξA)

9 : (σA, ξA)

10 : return ξu, cmξu
, σA, ξA

Figure 2 The BindRandomness protocol.

4.2 The VerRR Mechanism
The VerRR algorithm is a simple, verifiable LDP mechanism based on randomized response
presented in Section 2.3. This mechanism makes one binary attribute of the user differentially
private. In this setting, the user can answer any question that requires a binary answer. For
example, to answer the question “Are you a non-profit?” the user can reply “0” for non-profit
or “1” for pro-profit. To answer the question “Are you based in the U.S.?” the user can reply
“0” for a yes or “1” for a no.

We chose this simple implementation as a proof of concept, but argue that this mechanism
can be easily replaced by a more sophisticated LDP mechanism, such as one capable of
handling histogram queries as in the Rappor mechanism used by Google [25]. As evident
from our security proofs in Section 4.4, our technique achieves simulation security; therefore,
the entire protocol inherits the security of the LDP function.

The VerRR algorithm uses the jointly generated random value ξ as the source of random-
ness needed to compute the double coin toss coin1 and coin2. Based on the results of the
coin tosses, the algorithm determines the value of output ˆdpa (the original dpa value, or a
random output of “0” or “1”).

The pseudocode for the VerRR algorithm is given in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 VerRR.

Input:

Verifiable randomness ξ

A private attribute dpa

Output:

Two coin toss results coin1 and coin2

A differentially private value ˆdpa

1: Compute first coin toss
coin1 = (ξ mod 4) mod 2

2: Compute second coin toss coin2 = (ξ mod 4)/2
3: if coin1 = 0 then
4: ˆdpa← dpa
5: else
6: if coin2 = 0 then
7: ˆdpa← 1
8: else
9: ˆdpa← 0

10: end if
11: end if
12: Output coin1, coin2, ˆdpa
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Algorithm 2 VDPtransfer.

Input:
Public parameters pp

Verifiable randomness ξu and its commitment
cmξu

Serial number ν1

Verifiable randomness ξA

Signature σA for (cmξu
, ν1, ξA)

Underlying transfer parameters:
x=((θold

i )m
i=1, (addrold

sk,i)m
i−1,info7)

Output:
New tokens (θnew

i )m
i=1

Encrypted VDP value δ

Transfer transaction txVDP

1: Compute randomness ξ = ADD(ξu, ξA)
2: Compute commitment cmξ = COMM(ξ)
3: for each i ∈ [m]:

a: Parse θold
i as (ρi, dpa, addrold

pk,i, *)
b: Parse addrold

sk,i to retrieve aold
sk,i

c: Parse addrold
pk,i to retrieve aold

pk,i

4: Compute ν2 = PRF2(ρ⃗) s.t. ρ⃗ := (ρ1, . . . , ρm)
5: Compute VerRR(ξ, dpa) to retrieve

(coin1, coin2, ˆdpa)
6: Set −→wξ = (ξu, ξA, cmξu

, σA, ξ, ρ⃗, ν1, (aold
sk,i)m

i=1)
7: Set −→xξ = (cmρ, ν2, (snold

i )m
i=1, cmξ, pkA)

8: Compute proof πξ = Prove(pkξ, xξ, aξ)
9: Encrypt and mask attribute

δ = EncpkA
(ru, ˆdpa)

10: Set −→wδ = (coin1, coin2, ξ, dpa, ru, (aold
pk,i)m

i=1)
11: Set −→xδ = (COMMξ, δ, pkA, pkRA)
12: Compute proof πδ = Prove(pkδ, xδ, aδ)
13: Execute underlying transfer Pour(x)
14: Set txVDP = (txPour, δ, πξ, πδ)
15: Output (θnew

i )n
i=1, txVDP

4.3 The VDP Transfer

The VDPtransfer algorithm expands the underlying transfer algorithm (e.g., the Pour al-
gorithm used by Zcash [4]) by outputting additional information about the user’s attributes.
The analyst can later use this information to generate aggregate statistics regarding system
users. To preserve privacy and allow plausible deniability, the user applies an LDP mechanism
to its attributes, making them differentially private before disclosing them.

On a very high level, the algorithm expands the underlying transfer algorithm of unspent
m tokens with randomness seeds ρ⃗ such that |ρ⃗| = m executed by user u as follows:
1. u computes the jointly generated random value ξ out of the verifiable random values ξu

and ξA obtained from executing the BindRandomness protocol.
2. u uses ξ as the source of randomness needed to generate the random values used in the

VerRR algorithm.
3. u makes their attribute dpa differentially private and encrypts its value using the analyst’s

public key pkA.
4. u computes two zero-knowledge proofs – the Binding proof πξ, and the Encrypted VDP

proof πδ – to prove the connection between the jointly generated random values ξu, ξA, ξ,
the unspent tokens with random seeds ρ⃗, and the attribute dpa that was made differentially
private. Additionally, u binds (ρ)m

i=1 to ν2 = PRF2(ρ⃗) and sends the underlying transfer
encoding, the proofs ξu and ξA, and ν2 to the analyst. Sending to the analyst ν2 ensures
that the user cannot reuse ξ a second time. The analyst is expected to add ν2 to an
accumulator ACC and ensure ν2 /∈ ACC upon receiving it from a user. Since ν1 is
computed using PRF1 and ν2 is computed using PRF2, and PRF1 ̸= PRF2 then also ν1
is unlinkable to ν2.

The pseudocode for the VDPtransfer algorithm is given in Algorithm 2.

7 info represents the rest of the parameters needed for the underlying transfer
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4.3.1 The Binding Proof
The proof, made by user u, is defined as follows:

πξ =


∃ξu, ∃ξA, verify(pkA, σA, ”cmξu

||ν1||ξA”) = 1 ∧ cmξu
= COMM(ξu)∧

∃cmξu
, ∃σA, ξ = ADD(ξu, ξA) ∧ cmξ = COMM(ξ) ∧ ν1 = PRF1(ρ⃗)∧

∃ξ, ∃ρ⃗, ν2 = PRF2(ρ⃗) ∧ cmρ = COMM(ρ⃗) ∧ ρ⃗ ∈ ASC
∃ν1, ∃(aold

sk,i)m
i=1)

∧m
i=1 snold

i = PRFask
(ρ⃗[i])

 .

Where instances are of the form −→xξ = (cmξ, cmρ, ν2, (snold
i )m

i=1, pkA), and witnesses are
of the form −→wξ = (ξu, ξA, cmξu , σA, ξ, ρ⃗, ν1, (aold

sk,i)m
i=1). We define ASC as an m relation

(n1, n2, ...nm)|n1 < n2 < ... < nm (i.e., an m relation where all the elements are smaller than
the elements to their right).

An instance −→xξ specifies a commitment for a jointly generated randomness, a commitment
for the unspent tokens, a public serial number binding the unspent tokens to the jointly
generated randomness, the serial numbers of m distinct token (computed by the underlying
token management system), and the analyst’s public key. A witness −→wξ specifies user u’s
randomness and commitment to it, the analyst’s randomness and signature for it, the jointly
generated randomness, the seeds for the m distinct unspent tokens, the private serial number
binding the unspent tokens to the jointly generated randomness, and the m private addresses
of the m unspent tokens.

Given a Binding proof instance −→xξ, a witness −→wξ is valid for −→xξ if the following statements
hold:
1. The signature σA created by the analyst is valid, i.e., verify(pkA, σA, “cmξu

||ν1||ξ′′
A) = 1

2. The commitment cmξ is a valid commitment for randomness ξ, i.e., cmξ = COMM(ξ).
3. The randomness ξ was computed using the user’s randomness ξu and the analyst’s

randomness ξA, i.e., ξ = ADD(ξu, ξA).
4. The vector ρ⃗ is sorted in ascending order, i.e., (ρ1, ρ2, ..., ρm)|ρ1 < ρ2 < ... < ρm.
5. The serial numbers ν1, ν2 are computed correctly, i.e., ν1 = PRF1(ρ⃗) and ν2 = PRF2(ρ⃗).
6. The public serial number ν2 matches a private serial number ν1, s.t. ν1 appears in the

analyst’s accumulator.
7. The commitment cmu is a valid commitment for the randomness ξu generated by the

user, i.e., cmξu = COMM(ξu).
8. The commitment cmA is a valid commitment for the randomness ξA generated by the

analyst, i.e., cmξA
= COMM(ξA).

9. For each i ∈ [m], the serial number snold
i of token θold

i is computed correctly, i.e.,
snold

i = PRFask
(ρi) s.t. ρi = ρ⃗[i].

4.3.2 The Encrypted VDP Proof
The proof, made by user u, is defined as follows:

πδ =


∃ξ, ∃dpa, cmξ = COMM(ξ) ∧ ˆdpa = VerRR(ξ, dpa)∧
∃coin1, ∃coin2, coin1 = (ξ mod 4) mod 2 ∧ coin2 = (ξ mod 4)/2∧
∃ru, ∃(aold

pk,i)n
i=1 δ = EncpkR

(ru, ˆdpa))∧
verify(pkR, σdpa, “(apk,i)n

i=1||dpa”) = 1

 .

Where instances are of the form −→xδ = (COMMξ, δ, pkA, pkRA), and witnesses are of the
form −→wδ = (coin1, coin2, ξ, dpa, ru, (aold

pk,i)m
i=1).
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An instance −→xδ specifies a commitment for a jointly generated randomness, the encrypted
value of the user’s attribute after making it differentially private, the analyst’s public key,
and the registration authority’s public key. A witness −→wδ = (ξ, coin1, coin2, dpa, ru, (aold

pk,i)m
i=1)

consists of the jointly generated randomness and the two coin toss results derived from it,
the user’s attribute, the user’s random scalar used during the ElGamal encryption process,
and the m public addresses of the m unspent tokens.

Given an Encrypted VDP proof instance −→xξ, a witness −→wξ is valid for −→xξ if the following
statements hold:
1. The commitment cmξ is a valid commitment for randomness ξ, i.e., cmξ = COMM(ξ).
2. The double coin toss results coin1 and coin2 are derived from randomness ξ, i.e.,

coin1 = (ξ mod 4) mod 2 and coin2 = (ξ mod 4)/2.
3. The encrypted value δ was computed by encrypting the user’s attribute dpa with the

analyst’s public key pkA after making it differentially private using coin1 and coin2, i.e.,
δ = EncpkR

(LDP(dpa, coin1, coin2)).
4. The signature created by the registration authority is valid, i.e.,

verify(pkR, σdpa, “(apk,i)n
i=1||dpa”) = 1.

4.4 Security Analysis
4.4.1 Preserving Integrity
In our scheme, the user sends the analyst an encrypted result of computing the VerRR
algorithm on their private attribute termed dpa. As the analyst does not see how the user
computes the noise, it is crucial that the scheme preserves the integrity of the process in
case the user is being dishonest. We prove a stronger result; If either (but not both) of the
parties is malicious, the final result of our protocol distributes as an ideal functionality F for
a randomized response differential privacy algorithm. In order to prove integrity, we first
define three lemmas:

▶ Lemma 3. Let U be the uniform distribution. Unless both8 the user and the analyst are
malicious, and if the analyst accepts the proofs accompanying the transaction, BindRandomness
(see Figure 2) outputs ξA and ξu such that ξA + ξu ∼ U

(
0, 2λ

)
.

▶ Lemma 4. Denote πξ and πδ to be Non-Interactive Zero-Knowledge proofs accepted by the
analyst with a corresponding commitment COMMξ to ξ and δ being the claimed result9 of
applying VerRR on dpa ∈ {0, 1}∗ with some randomness ξ′. Then it holds that: ξ = ξ′.

▶ Lemma 5. Denote dpa to be the user’s attribute and δ the result (claimed by the user) of
VerRR on some dpa′ accepted by the analyst. Then, it holds that indeed dpa′ = dpa.

The proofs can be found in section B in the appendix of our full version [18]. Now that
we have proved the lemmas above, we can prove the integrity theorem (proof found in section
B in the appendix of our full version [18]):

▶ Theorem 6 (preserving integrity). Let F an ideal functionality for the VerRR computation
where the user (U) sends its data dpa and the analyst (A) receives F(dpa), and denote
⟨U(dpa), A⟩ as a random variable that represents the final LDP value to be sent to the analyst.
Then, unless both the user and analyst are malicious, it holds that: ⟨U(dpa), A⟩ ∼ F(dpa).

8 If both are malicious, we cannot guarantee anything about the distribution of the final randomness
ξ = ξA + ξu as ξA, ξu may both not be sampled uniformly.

9 In the protocol, δ is an encryption of the result, but for simplicity, we omit this.
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Although Theorem 6 and its auxiliary lemmas are enough to prove the user cannot falsify
F(dpa), a malicious user may attempt to execute several instances of the BindRandomness
protocol and pick one result over the other in order to skew the randomness in its favor. We,
therefore, prove that our scheme has a finality property with respect to the execution of
BindRandomness:

▶ Theorem 7 (Finality). Let {sni}m
i=1 be a set of serial numbers exposed by the underlying

payment scheme, which correspond to tokens being spent in a future transaction by a user,
and let ρ⃗ be its corresponding vector of random seeds. Denote {(ξ(i)

u , ρ⃗)
∣∣ ξu ∈ {0, 1}λ}∞

i=1
to be an infinite series of inputs to BindRandomness with the aforementioned ρ⃗ but with
a different randomness ξ

(i)
u each time. Then, only the first element in the series, (ξ(1)

u , ρ⃗)
grants the user with an output from the Analyst.

The proof for Theorem 7 can be found in section B in the appendix of our full version [18].
Note that the binding proof πξ uses as input the serial numbers {sni}m

i=1 and ensures that the
input seeds for the serial numbers ρ⃗ are the same as the input seeds for ν1 and ν2, therefore
a user cannot pick ν′

1 for which ν′
1 ̸= PRF1(ρ⃗) in BindRandomness and then spend tokens

corresponding to {sni}m
i=1.

4.4.2 Preserving User Privacy
We show that our scheme does not degrade the privacy of the underlying transfer scheme
which is used in a black box manner.

▶ Theorem 8 (preserving privacy). Let U be an honest user that completed a VDPtransfer
preceded by interacting with the analyst via BindRandomness. Once the transfer completes,
the analyst’s guess about which user sent the VDPtransfer or interacted via BindRandomness
is the same as it was before.

In section B in the appendix of our full version [18], our proof for the theorem shows
that the zero-knowledge proofs used in our scheme are simulatable, and hence anything
computable by the analyst after observing them could have been computed before observing
them.

5 Evaluation and Implementation

We implement our scheme in ∼ 500 lines of Go using the Gnark ZK-SNARK library [8]. Our
implementation is available publicly in [17]. We use the Groth16 [27] scheme instantiated
with the BN-254 curve as it is the most efficient according to the evaluation of [21].

Our choices of public key encryption, digital signatures, commitment schemes, and
Pseudo-Random Functions were influenced by efficiency considerations, particularly the cost
of operations in arithmetic circuits over a finite field that is the order of the BN-254 curve.

We use the MiMC [1] hash function for the Pseudo-Random Function and the commitment
scheme. Although it gives only computational hiding and not information-theoretic hiding
such as the Pedersen [39] commitment, it is cheaper because of the smaller10 number of
constraints.

For Public Key Encryption and digital signatures, we use Elgamal and edDSA, respectively,
over a curve tailored to be efficient for ZK-SNARKs as it is defined over a field whose order [9]
is the order of the BN-254 curve.

10 Scalar multiplication in Elliptic Curves has logarithmic complexity.
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Table 1 Performance of πξ proof. Times are in
milliseconds.

Inputs Constraints Setup Proof Ver
1 9769 725 99 0.944
2 12678 889 113 0.959
4 18496 1417 164 0.971
8 30132 2064 216 1
16 53404 3741 364 1.04

Table 2 Performance of πδ proof. Times are in
milliseconds.

Inputs Constraints Setup Proof Ver
1 12882 869 103 0.93
2 13155 879 104 0.935
4 13701 907 107 0.941
8 14793 966 114 0.951
16 16977 1288 157 0.961

(a) πξ Proof. (b) πδ Proof.

Figure 3 Performance Evaluation of both proofs as a function of the number of unspent inputs
used in each transaction.

We investigate the overhead of using our scheme in conjunction with a privacy-preserving
asset transfer by evaluating the time our proofs require.

We benchmark on a c5a.2xlarge AWS machine equipped with 8 vCPUs and 16GB RAM.
We evaluate the performance of both our proofs (πξ, πδ) by running 100 independent trials
and computing the number of constraints, averages for setup time, proof time, and verification
time for different numbers of input tokens. The results are depicted in Table 1 and Table 2
for πξ and πδ respectively.

As seen from the performance evaluation results shown in Figure 3, our scheme has a
practical execution time. Moreover, the number of inputs adds a negligible increase to the
verification time, and has a small magnitude on the proof generation time. Additionally,
as the verification time is very short (totaling less than 2ms for all input counts up to 16
inputs), we conclude that the additional computations and data that we added with our
VDPtransfer transaction do not add much overhead to the original underlying transfer.

6 Discussion

6.1 The LDP Mechanism

Embedding any local differential privacy mechanism, especially a verifiable one, into a privacy-
preserving transaction system, is a significant challenge. This is due to the need to maintain
user privacy and prevent the unintentional leakage of information during data disclosure.
For instance, applying the well-known Laplace mechanism [23] to render transaction values
differentially private is ineffective when dealing with outliers, such as exceptionally high
transaction values [40]. Merely adding noise following a Laplace distribution would not
sufficiently conceal these extreme values, thereby compromising the privacy of the user
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involved in such a transaction. This approach, thus, does not align with our context. Given
these observations, our focus has shifted to data requests that necessitate binary responses,
which are inherently less susceptible to outlier effects.

For our local differential privacy mechanism, we utilized the randomized response tech-
nique [24]. We chose this mechanism for several reasons. Firstly, the randomized response
method is based on simple probabilities, making it relatively straightforward to understand
and analyze [44]. This characteristic is crucial when deploying the mechanism in a distrib-
uted, trustless environment. Secondly, the randomized response is well-suited for handling
discrete values, aligning with our scheme’s binary attribute. Lastly, the randomized response
technique is suitable for local differential privacy and demonstrates strong accuracy and
low error bounds, particularly when applied to many users [7]. These attributes make it
applicable and well-suited to address the threat models specific to our research.

The challenge in a privacy-preserving transaction system was achieving verifiable ran-
domness without revealing the user’s identity. To the best of our knowledge, our approach
is pioneering in addressing this issue. We devised a non-interactive method that employs
two serial numbers for verification. While the user generates these serial numbers, the data
analyst cannot link specific randomness to a particular transaction due to the unique creation
and utilization of these numbers. Specifically, the first serial number is exclusively generated
and applied during the randomness acquisition, and the second is solely utilized during the
transfer as a component of the zk-SNARK proof, as detailed in Section 4.

6.2 The Zero-Knowledge Proof Scheme
Our approach uses the ZK-SNARK scheme of Groth16 [27], necessitating a trusted setup.
A Zero-Knowledge proof system with a trusted setup stipulates that the randomness used
during the setup process must be discarded to prevent misuse. If this randomness were to
leak, any party possessing it could generate a deceptive proof. Contrarily, in a transparent
setup, the randomness is publicly accessible and known to all parties, including the verifier,
eliminating the need for an external trusted setup phase. Although it may seem that the
transparent setup might be superior, in our specific context, a trusted setup aligns perfectly
with our adversarial model, negating the need for a proof scheme incorporating a transparent
setup.

The trusted setup is viable for us since our model consists of a single analyst and multiple
(potentially infinite) users, where the analyst solely serves as a verifier, and the users operate
as provers. Therefore, the analyst can generate the trusted setup since there is no other party
that has to verify the proof generated by the analyst. Furthermore, since the data a user
sends comprises cryptographic commitments, the analyst cannot derive any information from
what a user sends, even if the randomness used during the trusted setup was not discarded.

6.3 Incentivising Conformation by Design
Our scheme has two phases: (a) obtaining randomness; (b) using it in a transaction. When
obtaining the randomness to be later used in a transaction, the randomness is only bound to
the unspent outputs that the user wishes to spend in the future. Consequently, if the user
decides to use an unspent output for a transaction to some recipient, they may change their
mind about the recipient but not about the (unspent) input tokens.

At first glance, it may seem like a dishonest user may want to deliberately skew the
analyst’s statistics by consistently selecting noise that hides their data. Such a dishonest
user may obtain randomness for an unspent output, compute the corresponding noise, and if
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the noise is “bad”, they have three strategies: (i) Throw away the randomness and never use
it; (ii) Use the randomness by sending its corresponding unspent outputs back to themselves
and then repeating the process by obtaining new randomness; (iii) Trying to manipulate the
randomness by requesting new randomness corresponding to different subsets of unspent
outputs.

Discarding the randomness, as suggested in strategy (i), also means discarding the
funds associated with the unspent outputs used to generate the randomness, which incurs a
significant cost. Hence, there is an incentive for a dishonest user not to do so.

Surprisingly, using randomness by sending the unspent outputs back to the user, as
suggested in strategy (ii), does not affect the analyst, as the analyst cannot differentiate
between a transfer to the same user and a transfer to a different user in the first place. In
other words, the analyst’s aggregated statistics stay the same whether dishonest users pick
this strategy or not.

This leaves us with the dishonest user’s last strategy (i.e., strategy (iii)), binding various
combinations of unspent outputs with the same total sum for one of the combinations to yield
noise that hides the user’s data. In our implementation, the user cannot simply reorder the
set of unspent inputs and request a new randomness since, as part of the πξ proof, the user
proves that the random seeds of the unspent inputs are sorted in ascending order. Therefore,
the only reason strategy (iii) is possible is that in our implementation, BindRandomness
computes ν1 as a PRF on a vector ω = (ρ1, ρ2, ..., ρm). Indeed, if the user has unspent
outputs corresponding to {ρ1, ρ2, ..., ρl} such that l > m, it has

(
l

m

)
independent attempts

of obtaining a randomness it desires. However, such a strategy can be easily mitigated by
defining ν1 as a vector instead of a single value. Specifically, if in BindRandomness the user
sends: ν⃗1 = (PRF1(ρ1), PRF1(ρ2), ..., PRF1(ρm)) and the analyst checks ν1,i /∈ ACC for
every ν1,i ∈ ν⃗1. This strategy becomes equivalent to the aforementioned strategy (i). We
note that defining ν1 as a vector instead of a single value also eliminates the need for the set
of unspent inputs to be in ascending order.

7 Conclusions

In this work, we describe the VDP transaction scheme that fits the needs of digital payment
systems that require built-in governance and regulations such as CBDCs. The scheme
combines privacy-preserving transactions with statistical insights gathering without harming
privacy. Since the VDP transaction scheme expands the functionality of any given privacy-
preserving transaction system, it can uphold privacy guarantees towards the users. At the
same time, since the VDP transaction scheme incorporates a mechanism for verifiable LDP,
it can provide users with plausible deniability and prevent bias in users’ responses, thus
maintaining the integrity of the statistical insights. To achieve verifiability, we adapt the
implementation of the random response mechanism; We replace the randomness used in the
original random response with a jointly generated randomness and add zk-SNARK proofs.
Furthermore, we prove that our scheme can preserve user privacy and statistical insight
integrity even if one of the main participants (i.e., the user or the analyst) is malicious.
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Abstract
Cryptocurrencies that are based on Proof-of-Work (PoW) often rely on special purpose hardware to
perform so-called mining operations that secure the system, with miners receiving freshly minted
tokens as a reward for their work. A notable example of such a cryptocurrency is Bitcoin, which is
primarily mined using application specific integrated circuit (ASIC) based machines. Due to the
supposed profitability of cryptocurrency mining, such hardware has been in great demand in recent
years, in-spite of high associated costs like electricity.

In this work, we show that because mining rewards are given in the mined cryptocurrency,
while expenses are usually paid in some fiat currency such as the United States Dollar (USD),
cryptocurrency mining is in fact a bundle of financial options. When exercised, each option converts
electricity to tokens.

We provide a method of pricing mining hardware based on this insight, and prove that any other
price creates arbitrage. Our method shows that contrary to the popular belief that mining hardware
is worth less if the cryptocurrency is highly volatile, the opposite effect is true: volatility increases
value. Thus, if a coin’s volatility decreases, some miners may leave, affecting security.

We compare the prices produced by our method to prices obtained from popular tools currently
used by miners and show that the latter only consider the expected returns from mining, while
neglecting to account for the inherent risk in mining, which is due to the high exchange-rate volatility
of cryptocurrencies.

Finally, we show that the returns made from mining can be imitated by trading in bonds
and coins, and create such imitating investment portfolios. Historically, realized revenues of these
portfolios have outperformed mining, showing that indeed hardware is mispriced.
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1 Introduction

The cryptocurrency boom was heralded by the arrival of Bitcoin [56], which introduced the
idea of a decentralized currency to the mainstream. Bitcoin relies on pseudonymous users
called miners to operate the cryptocurrency’s ledger in a decentralized manner. In particular,
a computationally-heavy mechanism called PoW is used to achieve consensus between miners
on the system’s state and secure it from various attacks [72].
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Miners are rewarded for their work via a form of computation based lottery, yielding
additional rewards the more they compute on behalf of the system. These mining rewards
have led to an arms-race in which miners purchase increasingly efficient and performant
hardware [6]. Today’s Bitcoin mining is mostly performed in industrial-scale mining “farms”
hosting ASICs tailor-made for mining [61].

To stay competitive, miners buy mining rigs in advance at a significant capital expenditure,
and they go to great lengths to keep their hardware’s electricity cost at a minimum [61]. Thus,
miners turn off their machines if it is unprofitable to mine [58, 68, 46, 42], and even transport
hardware between remote locations on a seasonal basis to save on electricity [62, 18, 40].

The profits derived from mining are highly volatile as they depend on the erratic exchange-
rate of the cryptocurrency received as reward (see Figure 1) and on the level of competition
from other miners. These factors make mining a risky investment and may indirectly hurt
the cryptocurrency if fewer miners are there to secure it.

Despite the high-risk returns from mining, mining calculators utilize basic techniques
to evaluate the price of mining hardware. These naïve approaches revolve around a metric
called the hashprice, which assumes that the currency’s exchange-rate is constant and ignore
the associated risk.

▶ Definition 1 (Hashprice). The hashprice of a specific mining machine is the expected profit
that it produces per unit of computation, given that the exchange-rate of the mined token and
the computational power mining it are constant until the end-of-life of the machine.

This metric was introduced by the Luxur mining pool [47], and is widely used by the
community [54, 67, 26, 60]. Indeed, this metric is used by the top 8 websites which correspond
to the keywords mining calculator [81, 48, 53, 86, 29, 59, 21, 25, 25], according to the web
traffic analyzer similarweb [70]. These sites were frequently recommended on mining-related
resources [91, 74].

1.1 Our Approach
In contrast to using the expected rewards as captured by the hashprice, we advance a
more nuanced approach for evaluating cryptocurrency mining hardware, such as ASICs that
accounts for risk attitudes regarding the exchange rate. Risk attitudes are subjective, and
hard to measure but are reflected in the exchange rate itself. We utilize tools from financial
option pricing to incorporate the market’s risk attitude into the ASIC pricing model.

Specifically, we show that using publicly available information about the market (such as
the interest-rate) and information about the efficiency of hardware (such as hash rate and
power consumption of each device), one can derive a correct price for the hardware. This
price is correct in the sense that any other price creates arbitrage and thus allows market
forces to earn a risk-free profit.

Then, we construct an investment portfolio of tokens and bonds which imitates an ASIC
and provides the same profits as a given mining machine. This portfolio has the same price
as the correct price of the machine which it imitates. We empirically evaluate such imitating
portfolios over historical data and show that they earn more than the corresponding ASICs,
while costing less.

To obtain the correct price and an imitating portfolio which has an equal cost, we prove
ASICs are equivalent to a bundle of financial options that allow their owners to exchange
electricity for coins at different points in time. Then, we present algorithms which compute
the correct hardware cost and the corresponding imitating portfolio.
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Figure 1 Bitcoin’s exchange rate, annual volatility and global hash-rate, as functions of time.

Summary of Contributions

An economic model for PoW cryptocurrency mining. We model mining while
accounting for the inherent risk due to the volatile exchange-rate of cryptocurrencies. At
first glance it may seem that higher volatility in rewards implies higher risk for miners,
which may devalue mining machines, but in fact, we show that mining machines increase
in value if the cryptocurrency is more volatile. This is because if the exchange rate
plummets, the losses of miners are bounded (they can always shut off their machines
and avoid paying for electricity), but if exchange rates increase steeply their gains can be
significant.
An algorithm for pricing cryptocurrency mining hardware. Using our model,
we provide an algorithm that computes the price of an ASIC given its specifications and
market parameters, without relying on subjective measures like a miner’s risk preference
or the expected exchange-rate of the mined cryptocurrency. We prove that any other
price creates arbitrage.
The effects of risk and delay on the price of mining hardware. We quantify the
impact of the volatility of Bitcoin’s exchange-rate and the delays miners frequently face
when ordering new hardware on the value of mining machines.
Imitating portfolios for mining hardware. We construct an imitating portfolio
consisting of coins and bonds, which ideally provides the same returns as a specific ASIC.
Empirical evaluation. We make a three-way comparison between historical hardware
prices, the correct prices obtained by our results, and the costs of the corresponding
imitating portfolios. Historically, our portfolios earn more than ASICs while costing less,
even when considering trading fees. These results imply that ASICs are overpriced.

1.2 Motivating Example
To motivate our work, we show in Example 2 that the hashprice metric (given in Definition 1)
is flawed. Furthermore, we show that more complex hardware pricing methods such as
using the expected profit of a mining machine produce incorrect prices that create arbitrage
opportunities.

AFT 2023
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▶ Example 2. A vendor offers the option of using its ASIC tomorrow to mine a single block.
The vendor assures that if the ASIC is turned on, it will earn exactly 1 Bitcoin (henceforth
denoted as BTC or B), and will require $250 worth of electricity. For simplicity, let the
interest rate be 1.

Assume bitcoin’s value starts at $400 today, and will either double or halve tomorrow
with equal probability. Note that per the definition of the hashrate metric (see Definition 1),
the price of the option is $400− $250 = $150. Furthermore, this price does not depend on
the exchange-rate’s random walk, but rather solely on its current value.

A more complex method to evaluate the price of the option would be to use its expected
profits. At a $200 rate, activating the ASIC will result in a loss of $50, as $250 is paid and only
$200 is received; thus, rational agents will not activate the ASIC, and will lose nothing. On
the other hand, if the exchange rate increases to $800, it is possible to earn $800−$250 = $550
by turning the hardware on. In total, the expected return is 1

2 · $0 + 1
2 · $550 = $275.

It is tempting to say that this is the correct price for the option, but it does not take
exchange-rate volatility into account. We later show that the correct price is in fact $183 1

3 .
To show why both $150 and $275 are incorrect, note that these prices create arbitrage

opportunities. We proceed by constructing a trading strategy that capitalizes on the arbitrage
created by the latter price, and note that a similar strategy can be used for the former.
Assume there is at least one rational buyer for the opportunity, willing to pay $275. If so,
that buyer will surely prefer purchasing it for the lower price of $274!

We can sell the opportunity for the lower price without actually owning it, all the while
promising the buyer that no matter the world state the same exact profits will be earned.
Essentially, we are performing a short on the opportunity.

To fulfill the promise we do the following: immediately upon selling the opportunity we
borrow $183 1

3 from the bank, giving us a total of $183 1
3 + $274 = $457 1

3 . We buy B 11
12 , which

under the current exchange-rate are worth 11
12 · $400 = $366 2

3 . After this, we remain with a
profit of $457 1

3 − $366 2
3 = $90 2

3 , which we pocket as a profit. This is summarized in Table 1.
If bitcoin’s value goes up, our rational buyer will want to turn on the (imaginary) ASIC

and receive the promised B1 reward in exchange for the $250 activation fee, which is paid
to us. We use the fee to pay back the loan, leaving us with $250− $183 1

3 = $66 2
3 , exactly

enough to buy B 1
12 , that together with our existing B 11

12 can be given to the buyer as the
mining reward, thus covering our short. Note we have also paid back all debt, while our
pocketed $90 2

3 profit was untouched. The balances throughout the day are shown in Table 2.
On the other hand, if the value goes down, the rational buyer will not want to pay

the activation fee as it is more expensive than the B1 (= $200) profit; even if the buyer is
interested in receiving a single bitcoin, buying it on the free market is cheaper than activating
the ASIC. So, we have covered our short without having to pay the mining reward. We still
need to repay our $183 1

3 debt, and luckily our coins are worth exactly 11
12 · $200 = $183 1

3 .
Again, we keep our pocketed profit. Table 3 presents all changes in our holdings.

Although we started with no money, we made a riskless profit of $90 2
3 due to the incorrect

pricing of the ASIC. In Section 4, we show how to correctly price it, and prove that when
using our method no arbitrage opportunities arise.

Organization

This paper is structured as follows: we present additional background on cryptocurrencies
and option theory in Section 2. We go on to define a mining model in Section 3, and present
our methods for correctly pricing ASICs in Section 4, deferring most proofs to the full version
[90].We then employ our methods to perform an empirical evaluation using real-world data
in Section 5. We go over related work in Section 6 and conclude with a discussion on the
implication of our results and future work in Section 7.
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Table 1 Balance of all assets on the first day of Example 2. In step #1, after selling the
opportunity we have a −1 quantity of it, essentially performing a short on it.

# Step Cash Debt Coins Opportunities

0 Start of day. $0 $0 0 0
1 Sell opportunity. $274 $0 0 −1
2 Borrow $183 1

3 . $457 1
3 $183 1

3 0 −1
3 Buy 11

12 coins. $90 2
3 $183 1

3
11
12 −1

Table 2 Balance of all assets on the second day of Example 2, if the exchange-rate has doubled.
Regarding step #4: giving the buyer 1 coin covers the short on the opportunity.

# Step Cash Debt Coins Opportunities

0 Start of day. $90 2
3 $183 1

3
11
12 −1

1 Get activation fee. $340 2
3 $183 1

3
11
12 −1

2 Pay loan back. $157 1
3 $0 11

12 −1
3 Buy 1

12 coins. $90 2
3 $0 1 −1

4 Pay buyer 1 coin. $90 2
3 $0 0 0

Table 3 Asset balance on the second day, if the exchange-rate has halved. Rational buyers will
not activate the ASIC for a loss, thus there is a 0 amount of the opportunity at step #0.

# Step Cash Debt Coins Opportunities

0 Start of day. $90 2
3 $183 1

3
11
12 0

1 Sell all coins. $274 $183 1
3 0 0

2 Pay loan back. $90 2
3 $0 0 0

2 Background

We now go over preliminary details necessary for our work. We begin by describing in
Section 2.1 the mechanisms which underlie PoW cryptocurrencies, and by reviewing the
economical considerations made by real-world miners in Section 2.2. We finish by giving a
brief overview of option theory in Section 2.3.

2.1 Cryptocurrencies
Bitcoin and other similar tokens let users exchange funds by creating transactions [36] that
are collected in blocks in a decentralized manner by pseudonymous users called miners, who
are allowed to freely join or leave the system. The creation of blocks is called mining. To
enforce some chronological order on transactions, each block must point to a preceding one,
with the resulting data-structure often referred to as a blockchain. Thus, a blockchain is in
essence a decentralized ledger of transactions, where blocks should ideally be mined one after
the other.

Proof-of-Work

Bitcoin relies on a mechanism called PoW to ensure miners invest some expected amount
of effort to create blocks, thus preventing miners from maliciously retroactively changing
the ledger to their benefit [88]. This is enforced by requiring blocks to have a cryptographic

AFT 2023
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hash [50] which is lower than some target value (when this hash is interpreted as a number).
The hash function used in Bitcoin is SHA256 [30]. Currently, the best known method for
finding a low SHA256 hash is to try many different inputs by brute force [50]. Thus, the
performance of mining hardware is measured by its hash-rate, the amount of hash calculations
it can perform per unit of time. The mining target value is set by the mechanism to keep block
creation rate roughly constant even when computational power is added to the network [89].
The specific mechanism overseeing this is called the difficulty-adjustment algorithm (DAA).
Thus, the probability that a single miner will create a block decreases if more hash-rate is
competing against it.

In our work, we focus on Bitcoin. Historical data shows that Bitcoin’s hash-rate was
consistently more than 100 times higher than the combined power of other popular crypto-
currencies [8]. This allows us to avoid considerations such as “coin-hopping” (wherein miners
switch between mining different cryptocurrencies), similarly to other papers [32, 89, 72, 37, 79].
Indeed, previous research shows that such behavior is rare in practice [51].

Mining Incentives

To encourage mining even in the face of the ever-mounting computational effort required,
Bitcoin and similar cryptocurrencies reward the creator of each block with a block reward.
As the size of blocks is limited, users can incentivize miners to prefer their transaction over
others by paying a transaction fee to the first miner that includes it in a block. Transaction
fees have roughly amounted to 1.5% of Bitcoin mining profits over the past year [16].

Single miners do not expect to find a block often, and so the majority of bitcoin mining is
done in mining pools [85, 69, 76], where miners mine cooperatively and split rewards amongst
themselves according to their relative contribution. Thus, small and constant returns can be
expected by miners who take part in pools.

2.2 Real-World Considerations of Miners
Cryptocurrency exchange-rates and electricity costs are important considerations for miners
[61, 33, 57, 84]. This is affirmed by large-scale miners, who claim to respond to market
changes by turning mining rigs on and off “at a minute’s notice” and “in real-time” [68, 46, 58].
Indeed, historical data indicates that miners rapidly turn hardware on and off, going as far
as using old and inefficient hardware when the current rates deem it profitable [42]. On the
other end of the spectrum, large-scale miners are not afraid of shutting hardware down for
prolonged periods of time to move it to remote areas with cheap electricity [62, 18, 40].

Such behavior is facilitated by hardware and software vendors, who create products
that are designed to rapidly switch between multiple low-power modes according to market
conditions [10, 75, 42, 23, 22].

Even amateur miners use such optimizations by adopting after-market software that adds
similar functionality to hardware which doesn’t have it by default [74, 12, 3, 15, 82, 13, 83, 24].

2.3 Financial Options
A European call-option is a contract involving two parties and an underlying asset. By
purchasing a call-option, the buyer receives from the seller the right to buy the asset at some
agreed-upon price, the strike price, at a specific future date, the expiration date. As this is
a right and not an obligation, the buyer need not exercise it if deemed unprofitable. For
example, if by the date of expiry the underlying asset’s price is lower than the strike price, it
is preferable to buy the underlying asset directly and to discard the option.
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In 1973, the Black-Scholes method for option valuation was proposed by [9], a seminal
work in the field of option theory, and was later expanded upon by Merton [52]. Both rely on
the no-arbitrage principle which argues that options should be priced such that no arbitrage
possibility involving the underlying asset exists. Using option pricing as a foundation, various
financial decisions have been cast as options [14, 78, 77, 27], for example the decision of
whether to delay or abandon a project. This technique is called real option valuation.

Techniques from real option theory are introduced as needed throughout Section 4, with
the required modifications for our setting. Further exploration of the topic is beyond the
scope of this paper, but can be found in classic texts such as [19].

3 Model

We now describe an accurate model which accounts for the considerations made by real-world
miners (see Section 2.2).

3.1 Mining Model
We divide time into discrete mining opportunities (or turns), and assumes a miner can either
activate its hardware or leave it off for the whole duration of a single turn t.

If the ASIC has a hash-rate of h hashes-per-second and the total hash-rate active on the
network excluding the ASIC is H (t), activation of the ASIC allows the miner to receive a
fraction h

H(t)+h of the block-reward, which is Rt coins. This is a highly accurate approximation
of the rewards earned by mining, as explained previously in Section 2.

Denote the ASIC’s efficiency, measured in the Kilowatt-hours (kWhs) required for the
computation of a mining opportunity, as φ, and the cost of electricity as et dollars per kWh.

To model hardware failures, we assume the ASIC “decays” gradually according to a
mortality distribution: let M (t) be the fraction of the ASIC that “remains” after t time
units. For example, M can be a complementary cumulative density function (CDF) of some
distribution [49]; let F be the CDF, then the complementary CDF is defined to be 1− F .

3.2 Financial Model
In our financial model of the world, for simplicity we call the mined cryptocurrency “Bitcoin”,
and refer to the fiat currency in which mining expenses are paid for as the USD, but both
can be replaced by any other similar cryptocurrency and fiat currency.

We model the change in Bitcoin’s exchange rate as a multiplicative random walk. We
denote the Bitcoin-to-USD exchange rate at turn t by ct, the probability for its value to
rise to ∆ct in the next turn by q, and to fall to δct in the next turn by 1− q, resulting in a
binomial price tree. A general form of such a tree is depicted in Figure 2.

While it may seem simplistic to assume that the price at every step can either increase or
decrease by a factor, using sufficiently small steps yields a granular price model. Indeed, this
distribution is commonly used in finance to model the value of assets such as currencies and
stocks [14, 64]. Note that the length of each step of the exchange-rate’s random walk does
not have to coincide with the length of a mining opportunity. As we focus on evaluating a
single mining opportunity, we use arbitrarily small steps to achieve a high granularity.

Denote the economy’s annual multiplicative risk-fee rate as r. We assume 0 < δ < 1 <

r < ∆, otherwise, riskless arbitrage opportunities emerge, which we assume to not exist.
This assumption is crystallized in Definition 3.
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Figure 2 A coin’s exchange rate as a multiplicative random walk, with a start value of c0, a q

probability to increase by a factor of ∆, and a 1 − q probability to decrease by δ.

▶ Definition 3 (The no-arbitrage assumption). The free market adjusts asset prices such that
it is impossible to outpace market gains without exposure to more risk. If such an arbitrage
opportunity arises, market forces quickly use it until a pricing equilibrium is found, thus
closing the opportunity.

We mainly deal with the following types of assets:
i. The underlying cryptocurrency.
ii. A mining opportunity, denoting its value as V (·).
iii. A risk-free asset. An asset with a future return which is independent of the state of the

world that is reached. Its multiplicative return is the risk-free rate. An example of such
an asset is a government-issued bond, the value of which is denoted by B.

We also create portfolios holding combinations of the above assets, and denote their
values by Φ (·). We assume that assets are traded with sufficient liquidity, a clearly defined
price and that it is possible to hold a “short” position on each one (owing the asset to another
party, equivalent to holding a negative amount of it).

4 Theoretical Results

In this section, we derive the main results that allow us to evaluate the price of a mining
machine, with all proofs given in the full version.

4.1 Pricing an ASIC
An ASIC gives its owner an option to activate it for each of the mining opportunities
available during its lifetime, so an ASIC’s value is exactly the sum of the values of all these
opportunities, and by pricing a single opportunity we can price an ASIC.

▶ Definition 4 (The value of the t-th mining opportunity, at turn k.). Let k ≤ t. Given that
the coin’s exchange rate at k is ck, we shall denote the value of the t-th opportunity at time
k as V (t, k, ck).

Some parameters (such as h) are left out of the notation for brevity.
Recall Example 2, which has demonstrated that it is hard to evaluate a future mining

opportunity, e.g. calculate V (t, k, ck) when k < t, as the future exchange-rate is unknown.
Specifically, that example examined a very basic case: V (1, 0, $400). Thus, we take a step
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back and attempt to evaluate something easier, starting with each option’s “immediate” value,
which we soon define, and use a series of theorems and claims to evaluate a future option’s
value relative to arbitrary points in time, thereby giving the tools to calculate V (t, k, ck).

Total ASIC Value

Assuming we have successfully evaluated ASIC activation for a single turn, we can evaluate
an “entire” ASIC received at time s, relative to time t ≤ s:

VASIC (s, t, ct)
def=

∞∑
τ=s

M (τ − s) · V (τ, t, ct) (1)

Reception Delay

A method for evaluating ASIC prices could allow us to estimate the potential decrease in
price associated with receiving hardware farther in the future. Often, ASIC manufacturers
are backlogged and either deliver orders in the far future, or charge a premium for early
deliveries. Assuming ASICs do not decay while in transit, the loss of receiving an ASIC at
time s′ instead of s is:

VASIC (s′, t, ct)− VASIC (s, t, ct) (2)

4.2 Pricing the Current Mining Opportunity

We begin by evaluating the t-th opportunity relative to turn t. Following Definition 4, this is
notated by V (t, t, ct). At turn t, we know everything required to calculate the value of the
t-th mining opportunity, as the biggest cause of uncertainty, the cryptocurrency’s exchange
rate ct, is given. Thus, we call V (t, t, ct) the immediate value of the t-th mining opportunity.

Immediate Value of a Single Opportunity

At the t-th mining opportunity, an ASIC’s owner has the option of paying the electricity
cost of activating the ASIC for the duration of the opportunity, which under our model is
h · φ · et, and in return receive the partial reward of h

H(t)+h ·Rt · ct. This opportunity can
never be worth strictly less than zero, as a miner is not obliged to turn on its ASIC, and
indeed a rational miner will not do so if it incurs a loss.

In total, the value at time t of the t-th mining opportunity is:

V (t, t, ct)
def= max

(
h

H (t) + h
Rtct − hφet, 0

)
(3)

Shutdown Price

Immediately arising from Equation (3) is that if the cost of turning on the ASIC exceeds
the profits, meaning that h

H(t)+h Rtct ≤ hφet, then no miner will turn it on, as paying
the activation cost to buy the mined cryptocurrency on the free market is a better deal
than actually using the hardware. This corresponds with the behavior of actual miners, as
described in Section 2.2.
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4.3 Pricing the Next Mining Opportunity
We now tackle the problem presented in the previous section more generally – pricing the
t-th mining opportunity in relation to turn t− 1. We do so by modifying techniques from
option-pricing theory (as in [9, 28]). Specifically, to price this mining opportunity, we
construct a portfolio of mining opportunities and coins at turn t− 1.

The portfolio is crafted to yield identical valuations at turn t regardless of the change in
the exchange-rate (see Claim 5). Thus, it is termed a risk-free portfolio. Its exact value at
t− 1 can be known by discounting and accounting for the risk-free rate (see Theorem 6).

We consider a portfolio that consists of the t-th mining opportunity and a short on (a
yet to be chosen amount of) at−1 coins, thus its value at turn t− 1 is:

Φ (t− 1) = V (t, t− 1, ct−1)− at−1ct−1 (4)

And, its value at turn t is:

Φ (t) = V (t, t, ct)− at−1ct (5)

▷ Claim 5. A portfolio holding the t’th mining opportunity and a short on at−1 coins,
where: at−1 = V (t,t,∆ct−1)−V (t,t,δct−1)

ct−1(∆−δ) . is a risk free-portfolio for the turn between t − 1, t.
The portfolio’s value in all possible states at t is: Φ (t) = V (t, t, ∆ct−1)− at−1∆ct−1.

The full version [90] contains a formal proof. The main idea is that there is one degree
of freedom (choosing the short amount, at−1) which must satisfy an equation equating the
value of the portfolio in both possible world states.

We now evaluate the return of the portfolio, and use it to price the mining opportunity.

▶ Theorem 6. If no arbitrage opportunities exist, the multiplicative return of holding the
portfolio constructed in Claim 5 between turns t− 1 and t is equal to the risk-free rate.

The proof (given in the full version [90]) shows that every other return contradicts the
no-arbitrage assumption. As in Example 2, we can make a risk-free profit whenever such
arbitrage opportunities arise.

We now reach an expression for the opportunity’s price:

▶ Corollary 7. The value of the t-th opportunity at t− 1 is:

V (t, t− 1, ct−1) = V (t, t, ∆ct−1)− V (t, t, δct−1)
∆− δ

(
1− ∆

r

)
+ V (t, t, ∆ct−1)

r

In the above, all factors can be calculated at time t− 1.

We provide a proof in the full version [90]. It consists of using the return of the portfolio
together with its values at turns t− 1 and t to extract the value of the opportunity at t− 1.

In Example 8, we revisit Example 2 and apply Corollary 7 to it.

▶ Example 8. Surprisingly, the price of the opportunity shown in Example 2 is lower than
the naïve estimate. The opportunity’s immediate value if the exchange-rate has gone up is:

V (1, 1, 800) = max (1 · 800− 250, 0) = $550

And, for the down state it is:

V (1, 1, 200) = max (1 · 200− 250, 0) = $0
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By plugging the above into Corollary 7 we obtain the correct value of the opportunity at
turn 0:

V (1, 0, 400) = 550
1 + 550− 0

2− 1
2

(
1− 2

1

)
= $1831

3

According to Theorem 6, any other price creates arbitrage.

4.4 Pricing Relative to an Arbitrary Time
Algorithm 1 extends the previous method to evaluate the t-th opportunity relative to any
previous point in time k. The idea behind the algorithm is to apply the same methods of
Section 4.3 on every possible world-state, starting from turn t and going back, one step at a
time, until reaching k. We now proceed to explain the method in depth.

Algorithm 1 MiningOpportunityValue.
Input : t - the mining opportunity to evaluate.

k - the turn to evaluate relative to.
ck - coin’s exchange-rate at turn k.

Output : value of t-th opportunity at turn k.
for ct ∈ {∆t−k · ck, ∆t−k−1 · δ · ck, . . . , δt−k · ck} do

V (t, t, ct)← h ·max
(

Rt·ct

H(t)+h − φ · et, 0
)

end
for τ ∈ t− 1, . . . , k do

for cτ ∈ {∆τ ck, ∆τ−1δck, . . . , ∆δτ−1ck, δτ ck} do
aτ ← V (t,τ+1,∆·cτ )−V (t,τ+1,δ·cτ )

cτ ·(∆−δ)
Φ (τ + 1)← V (t, τ + 1, ∆ · cτ )− aτ ·∆ · cτ

V (t, τ, cτ )← aτ · cτ + Φ(τ+1)
r

end
end
return V (t, k, ck)

The random-walk describing the coin’s exchange rate for the period between turns k

and t forms a tree with root ck and leaves ∆τ δt−k−τ ck, for every τ ∈ [0, t− k]. The leaves
represent the trivial cases for evaluation, each one corresponds to a possible world state at
turn t. As the opportunity expires at that turn, its value can be calculated directly from the
definition given in Equation (3).

Proceeding inductively, let τ ∈ [k, t− 1]. We shall evaluate the opportunity at one of the
vertices of the (τ − k)-th level, assume it is cτ . It points to two vertices from level τ − k + 1,
specifically ∆cτ , δcτ . Section 4.3 suggests that if the opportunity values for these two vertices
are already calculated, the opportunity’s value at cτ ’s world-state can be obtained. Claim 9
covers this case.

▷ Claim 9. Let τ < t. Given that the opportunity’s valuations at τ + 1 are known, it is
possible to evaluate V (t, τ, cτ ), which is equal to:

V (t, τ, cτ ) = V (t, τ + 1, ∆cτ )− V (t, τ + 1, δcτ )
∆− δ

(
1− ∆

r

)
+ V (t, τ + 1, ∆cτ )

r
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(a) Example 11’s equiprobable two turn random
walk, with a starting exchange-rate of $200 per BTC.

$ 550
9
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3
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(b) The value of Example 11’s mining opportunity at
each possible world state, according to Algorithm 1.

Figure 3 Visual depictions of the possible states for Example 11’s exchange-rate random walk,
and the corresponding mining opportunity values and imitating portfolios.

The proof is given in the full version [90]. It uses the valuations at τ + 1 to create a
risk-free portfolio at turn τ that holds the t-th opportunity. The return of the portfolio at
τ + 1 can then be used to retrieve the value of the opportunity, similarly to Corollary 7.

By applying Claim 9 on every vertex of the current level and continuing in a dynamic
manner to previous levels, it is possible to reach our goal and finally derive the value at the
root of the tree, which corresponds to turn k.

A formula for a mining opportunity’s value

Careful mathematical reasoning can be applied to Algorithm 1 to derive a formula for the
value of the t-th opportunity:

▶ Theorem 10. Let γ↓ = 1− ∆
r

∆−δ , γ↑ = γ↓ + 1
r , τ0 =


log

(
(H(t)+h)φet

Rtδt−kck

)
log( ∆

δ )

. The value of the t-th

mining opportunity at turn k < t is:

V (t, k, ck) =
t−k∑

τ=τ0

(
t−k

τ

)
γτ

↑

(−γ↓)k+τ−t
V

(
t, t, ∆τ δt−k−τ ck

)
The proof is given in the full version [90]. By recursively applying Claim 9 on V (t, k, ck),

a sum that only includes values of immediate opportunities is reached; this sum is shortened
by ignoring opportunities with zero value. By Theorem 6, the value which is obtained is the
only one which does not violate the no-arbitrage principle.

Example 11 shows how to use Theorem 10 in a complex setting.

▶ Example 11. Assume that bitcoin’s exchange-rate at turn 0 is $200, and can either double
or halve with equal probability. Extending the walk to two turns produces the tree in
Figure 3a.

Furthermore, assume the vendor from Example 2 offers you the option of using its ASIC
at the second turn for 10 minutes, under the same conditions as before. By following
Algorithm 1, the value of the opportunity at each state can be calculated, as shown in
Figure 3b. The algorithm proceeds as follows:
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We start from the leaves and evaluate the immediate value of the opportunity at each one.
At the leaf where the exchange-rate is $800, the opportunity is worth $550. On the other
hand, if the rate is either $200 or $50, the opportunity is worth $0. We have determined the
value of the opportunity at all possible states of turn 2.

Now, by using Claim 9 on each of the two possible states at turn 1, we get that the value
of the opportunity can be either $ 550

3 (if the exchange rate is $400) or $0 (if it is $100).
Finally, we take one step back and look at turn 0. By employing Claim 9 again together

with our previous results, we find that the opportunity is worth $ 550
9 at the first turn.

4.5 Imitating Portfolio
Buying mining hardware can entail difficulties: storing and maintaining it is costly, and
receiving ordered ASICs promptly requires paying a hefty premium when demand is high.

Imitating an ASIC’s revenue using purely financial means (e.g., an investment portfolio
of tokens) might be better – it can start to produce revenue immediately without waiting,
and avoids the aforementioned expenses. In Theorem 12, we show construct such a portfolio
using coins and bonds.

▶ Theorem 12. At turn τ , it is possible to construct an imitating portfolio for the t-th
mining opportunity which is comprised of tokens and bonds. If this portfolio is properly
adjusted at each turn until reaching time t, it can be sold to produce the same profits as the
imitated mining opportunity.

The proof relies on a series of claims, which we go over now. The portfolio we construct
imitates the t-th opportunity between turns τ, τ + 1, for τ < t. Denote by aτ , Bτ the
respective amount of coins and risk-free bonds in the imitating portfolio at time τ . Thus,
the portfolio’s value at time τ is:

Φ (τ) = Bτ + aτ · cτ (6)

And, at τ + 1 it is

Φ (τ + 1) = r ·Bτ + aτ · cτ+1 (7)

▷ Claim 13. If there are no fees for trading bonds and coins, a portfolio can be constructed
at turn τ to be worth exactly the same as the t-th mining opportunity in all world-states of
turn τ + 1: Φ (τ + 1) = V (t, τ + 1, cτ+1). This portfolio is comprised of aτ tokens and Bτ

risk-free bonds, where:

aτ = V (t, τ + 1, ∆ · cτ )− V (t, τ + 1, δ · cτ )
cτ · (∆− δ)

Bτ = ∆ · V (t, τ + 1, δ · cτ )− δ · V (t, τ + 1, ∆ · cτ )
r · (∆− δ)

The proof is similar to that of Claim 5, see the full version [90] for details.

▷ Claim 14. At turn τ , the portfolio constructed in Claim 13 is equal in value to the t-th
mining opportunity: Φ (τ) = V (t, τ, cτ ).

The proof is given in the full version [90]. It relies on showing that at turn τ the risk-free
portfolio of Claim 9 is equal in value to Bτ . Finally, the claim is reached by applying algebraic
manipulations to the definitions of the risk-free portfolio and the portfolio of Claim 13.

We finish the proof of Theorem 12 by combining Claims 13 and 14.
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▶ Corollary 15. The portfolio of Claim 13 is an imitating portfolio for the t-th mining
opportunity between turns τ , τ + 1, meaning the portfolio is equal in value to the opportunity
at both turns. Additionally, if there are no fees, selling the imitating portfolio for turns
τ, τ + 1 at turn τ + 1 generates enough money to buy the imitating portfolio for τ + 1, τ + 2.
Thus, after the initial investment is made, no influx of funds is required to adjust the portfolio
between turns, meaning that the initial purchase of the portfolio costs exactly the same as the
opportunity that it imitates.

Like in Section 4.4, the imitating portfolio can be evaluated at multiple time periods by
dynamically moving backwards in time. Algorithm 2 provides an algorithmic construction
of such a portfolio. If the portfolio changes between turns, the necessary adjustments cost
additional fees; these are included in the empirical evaluation given in Section 5.

Algorithm 2 ImitateMiningOpportunity.
Input : t - the mining opportunity to imitate.

k - the turn to at which to create the portfolio.
ck - coin’s exchange-rate at turn k.

Output : an imitating portfolio for the t-th opportunity relative to turn k.
at ← 0
Bt ← 0
for ct ∈ {∆t−k · ck, ∆t−k−1 · δ · ck, . . . , δt−k · ck} do

V (t, t, ct)← h ·max
(

Rt·ct

H(t)+h − φ · et, 0
)

end
for τ ∈ t− 1, . . . , k do

for cτ ∈ {∆τ ck, ∆τ−1δck, . . . , ∆δτ−1ck, δτ ck} do
aτ ← V (t,τ+1,∆·cτ )−V (t,τ+1,δ·cτ )

cτ ·(∆−δ)

Bτ ← ∆·V (t,τ+1,δ·cτ )−δ·V (t,τ+1,∆·cτ )
r·(∆−δ)

Φ (τ)← Bτ + aτ cτ

V (t, τ, cτ )← Φ (τ)
end

end
return {(aτ , Bτ ) | τ ∈ k, . . . , t}

In Example 16, we construct an imitating portfolio using the results of Section 4.5.

▶ Example 16. Recall Example 11, we revisit it and construct imitating portfolios for each of
the example’s states. These portfolios are summarized in Figure 4. Portfolios are comprised
of holdings in coins and bonds, thus we represent them as tuples where the left item is the
amount of coins, and the right one is the bonds’ value in USD. Portfolios are sold on the last
turn, so all final portfolios hold no assets. The portfolios are constructed like so.

First, evaluate the opportunity’s price at all states. Next, apply Claim 13 on each possible
state at turn 1. The imitating portfolio for the state where the exchange-rate equals $400
is comprised of 550−0

400·(2−0.5) = 11
12 coins, and 2·0−0.5·550

1·(2−0.5) = −$ 550
3 worth of bonds. On the

other hand, if the exchange-rate is $100 then the portfolio has 0−0
100·(2−0.5) = 0 coins and

2·0−0.5·0
1·(2−0.5) = 0 bonds. Finally, the portfolio for the first state has

550
3 −0

200(2−0.5) = 11
18 coins and

2·0− 1
2 · 550

3
1·(2−0.5) = − 550

9 bonds.
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B 11
18 , −$ 550
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B 11
12 , −$ 550
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B0, $0 B0, $0
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B0, $0

Figure 4 Imitating portfolios for each possible world-state of Example 16, per Algorithm 2.

To show that these portfolios are indeed imitating, we analyze their returns on the final
turn. If an imitating portfolio is sold on the final turn, by construction its return should
equal the one given by the actual mining opportunity.

If the exchange-rate is $800, the portfolio we constructed is worth 800 · 11
12 −

550
3 = $550,

so selling it produces exactly the same profits as the opportunity at this state. If the
exchange-rate is $200, look at the two possible cases: if the previous turn’s exchange-rate
was $400, our portfolio is comprised of 11

12 coins and bonds worth −$ 550
3 , thus selling the

portfolio gives a profit of 400 · 11
12 −

550
3 = $0, again equal to the opportunity’s. Conversely, if

the previous rate was $100, our portfolio holds no assets, so there is nothing to sell, and as
before the profit is $0, equal to the opportunity’s.

5 Empirical Evaluation

We now employ our methods on real world data, deriving prices for the Bitmain Antminer
S9, an ASIC which has dominated the market for an extended period of time, and constitutes
around 33% of the currently active hash-rate on Bitcoin [42, 84].

5.1 Parameters
The parameters which are used throughout this section were obtained from real-world data,
and were set to the following values:

ASIC price and specifications

We compare our prices to historical market prices which were obtained from the manufacturer’s
Amazon page. We took hardware specification from [80], and assumed ASICs last 2 years on
average. In fact, hash-rate considerations imply that their profits vanish even faster.

Mining and imitation fees

In our evaluation, we compare between ASICs and their corresponding imitating portfolios.
If there were multiple options for relevant parameters, we always chose the ones that make
the imitating portfolios’ job harder:
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Figure 5 ASIC prices according to different valuation methods, as functions of time, including
the costs associated with the corresponding imitating portoflios.

Electricity fees were set to $0.035 per kWh, lower than the average rates paid by industrial
users and miners in the US [35, 1].
Mining pool fees were set to 2%. Large pools (consistently comprising at least 40% of
Bitcoin’s hash-rate over the past year) have asked for 2.5% [38, 16, 87].
Trading fees for bonds and BTC-to-USD were set to 1%, more than fees offered by large
companies. For example, Coinbase asks for 0.6% at most [20].

Exchange rate, hashrate and interest rate

The historical BTC-to-USD exchange-rate and global hashrate were taken from blockchain.
com. Annual volatility, defined as the standard deviation of log-returns, and future global
hash-rate growth (which we assumed to be exponential in accordance with the literature
[11]) were evaluated using data starting at 2013 and ending at the estimation date. The
economy’s annual risk-free rate was set to 2%.

5.2 Results

We now go over the results of our empirical evaluation.

Official Prices Do Not Account For Risk

We obtain the correct prices for the Antminer S9 by using Algorithm 1 with parameters
corresponding to various points in time.

Figure 5 compares prices given by our method to Bitmain’s official Amazon prices, and to
a naïve evaluation method anecdotally used by miners (labeled “Expected”), which assumes
the future BTC-USD exchange-rate will continue its recent rate of growth. This naïve method
ignores risk and uses only expected values, as in Example 2. The official prices are closer to
the naïve price, suggesting that they do not fully account for risk.

blockchain.com
blockchain.com
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Figure 6 Realized revenue (after expenses) and initial cost for a 2-year operation of an ASIC and
its corresponding imitating portfolio. An ASIC’s initial cost is its Amazon price, and its expenses
are the electricity it consumes. The portfolio’s initial cost is the cost of buying it, and its expenses
are the trading fees required for maintaining it over 2 years.
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(a) ASIC and portfolio bought on July 2016.
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(b) ASIC and portfolio bought on June 2017.
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(c) ASIC and portfolio bought on April 2018.
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(d) ASIC and portfolio bought on May 2019.

Figure 7 Realized revenue (after expenses) of an ASIC and its imitating portfolio, each bought
for $1000 at different points in time.

Imitating Portfolios

We now utilize Algorithm 2 to produce imitating portfolios for the Antminer S9. These
portfolios are benchmarked and compared to the actual hardware using the realized exchange-
rates and hash-rates to evaluated the returns made by each.

When evaluated on recent data, our imitating portfolios earned more than the equivalent
ASICs, while costing less to buy and maintain, meaning ASICs are overpriced.

Figure 6 aggregates realized revenues and initial costs of ASICs and the corresponding
imitating portfolios. We assume ASICs are received and activated immediately after purchase,
which is far from typical as usually miners wait a long time to receive hardware. The revenue
for both is after deducting all expenses (electricity for ASICs, and trading fees for portfolios).

Similarly, Figure 7 compares the realized revenue (after expenses) obtained from investing
$1000 in an imitating portfolio with an equal investment in real mining hardware.
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(a) Higher volatility increases ASIC value.
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(b) ASICs received later in time decrease in value.

Figure 8 The effects of volatility and delay on hardware value.

Our imitating portfolio’s revenue is not equal to an ASIC’s because of a gap between
the realized and projected growth rates of the network’s total hash-rate. Also, a portfolio’s
accuracy increases with the granularity of its time-steps, while the adjustments made at every
step might increase its cost. We used 25 steps per mining opportunity, which empirically
produces accurate results.

To provide an additional angle on these results, we show in Figure 5 both the correct
prices of mining hardware over time, and the total cost of the corresponding imitating
portfolios, including the average-case fees paid for all necessary adjustments. Although an
imitating portfolio is more expensive when compared to the correct price, it still costs less
than the official price.

Volatility Increases Value

Figure 8a depicts our evaluation of ASIC prices as a function of volatility, where each line
represents a different purchase date. Bitcoin’s annual volatility, as estimated on September
9th, 2021, and its peak annual volatility, which occurred in the year preceding April 29th,
2018, are depicted as vertical lines.

Our method gives higher prices for ASICs when volatility is higher. For example, an
ASIC bought on June 2021 could cost 20% more if the volatility was at its historical peak.

Of note is the increase in value for hardware bought on February 2020. This can be
explained by the crash in global hashrate experienced at the beginning of 2021 (see Figure 1).
The combination of high volatility and low hashrate means that it is profitable to turn on
hardware which might not be the most efficient or powerful (equivalently, the hardware’s
shutdown price is lower).

Reception Delay Decreases Value

By applying Equation (2) on historical data, we learn that a delay in the reception of an
ASIC can severely lower its value, with a month’s delay decreasing value by 30%, as seen in
Figure 8b.

6 Related Work

To the best of our knowledge, our work is the first to evaluate the price of mining hardware,
and to show that mining hardware can be imitated by purely financial means.
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Economic Models of Mining

Other works have attempted to model the economics of mining without evaluating hardware
prices, but most of these have not addressed the risk inherent in exchange-rate fluctuations
and their affect on the economics of mining. For example [44, 45, 55], examine mining
revenue in an economic setting where different cryptocurrencies co-exist. Several papers
explore single-token economic models of mining, but most focus on the willingness of new
miners to enter the market based on expected returns, and usually consider equilibria in a
single shot interaction, e.g. [4, 31], or works such as [71], which consider a myopic Nash
equilibrium in a game model of the bitcoin market. An equilibrium of miners in a bounded
horizon setting is explored in [34, 39], both show that miners may gain by turning their
hardware on and off repeatedly, thereby taking advantage of difficulty adjustments.

Some tried accounting for risk, for example [5], where the price of bitcoin (but not of
mining hardware) is based on user adoption and friction due to exchange-rate uncertainty,
or [7] which focuses on estimating hashrate allocation between multiple tokens by using
miner risk-preference to estimate their expected revenue, which our method shows can give
an incorrect result.

Concurrently and independently of our work, [43] consider mining hardware as an option,
but present a simpler model that lacks several factors inherent to the mining market such as:
changing electricity costs, hardware decay and delivery delays. Our work also adds empirical
evaluation of the model compared to historical data and an analysis of the performance of
imitating portfolios.

Economic Models of Cryptocurrency Security

An analysis of Bitcoin’s security in a model where miner rewards are based on transaction fees
and block-rewards are negligible is carried out in [79]. An economic analysis of the security
of Bitcoin is performed by [17], arguing that when the currency is under attack, its value
drops, causing mining hardware to lose value. In [88], it is shown that a malicious mining
strategy strictly dominates the honest one in Ethereum-like cryptocurrencies, meaning that
attacking the cryptocurrency is riskless when compared to the “honest” mining protocol, but
can earn more profits.

Improving Mining Performance and Mining Pools

Some works attempted to improve the performance of mining machines [2, 41, 73], thus also
increasing profits. But, these do not analyze the value of mining hardware.

A different approach is for so-called “solo” miners to operate as part of mining pools,
which are coalitions of miners who mine together to get a steadier revenue-flow. Indeed, most
mining is performed by pools [85]; thus, risk-aversion is believed to be widespread among
miners. The economics of pools were examined by [63, 66, 65], which again neglected risk.

7 Conclusion

In this paper we show that widespread notions regarding ASIC prices and their dependence
on subjective measures like projected expected exchange-rates are flawed. Instead, we present
a method for correctly pricing mining hardware, and show ASICs can be imitated using
bonds and tokens.

Popular opinion holds that as Bitcoin becomes more widely used, its volatility will
decrease. Our evaluation shows that a decrease in volatility negatively affects the value of
hardware, while at the same time making imitating portfolios cheaper to maintain (smaller
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adjustments are needed). Combined, both negate the financial incentives put in place to
encourage mining. As Bitcoin’s security relies on miner participation, lower mining revenues
hurt security and undermine Bitcoin’s usage as a currency.

Future Work

The security risk inherent in lower volatility can be addressed by adopting random reward
mechanisms to artificially increase volatility: if rewards are made to follow a random walk,
the returns of miners become more volatile, thus increasing potential profits and miner
participation. To prevent miners from foreseeing future profits and stopping mining, rewards
should be determined post-hoc.

We assumed that the global hash-rate is exogenous to the model, a possible extension
could be to endogenize this. Miners may purchase hardware as long as it remains profitable
to do so. Another interesting extension is to consider mining hardware capable of mining
multiple currencies.

These additions could allow using our results to estimate the global-hash rate as dependent
on the reward and difficulty adjustment mechanisms of a coin and its competitors, potentially
helping to design better ones that avoid pitfalls like selfish-mining and “hash-wars”. Hash-rate
could also be analyzed in relation to a coin’s exchange-rate, which are correlated according
to anecdotal evidence, see Figure 1.

Glossary

Following is a list of important notations used in the paper.
VASIC Value of an ASIC, in US dollars.
B The symbol for the Bitcoin cryptocurrency.
R The reward received for mining a block, in tokens.
B Government issued bonds, yielding the risk-free rate.
c The value of a single coin, in USD.
δ The multiplicative factor by which the coin’s price can decrease.
1− q The probability of a decrease in the coin’s price.
φ Kilowatt-hours required for the computation of a single mining opportunity.
e Price of electricity, in US Dollars per kilowatt-hour.
H The global hash-rate active on the network, in hashes-per-second.
h The hash-rate of the ASIC to price, in hashes-per-second.
a Amount of coins to hold a long position on.
M The ASIC’s mortality distribution.
V Value of a mining opportunity, in US dollars.
Φ Value of a portfolio, in US dollars.
r The yearly risk-free rate.
a Amount of coins to hold a short position on.
∆ The multiplicative factor by which the coin’s price can increase.
q The probability of an increase in the coin’s price.
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Abstract
Front-running attacks, which benefit from advanced knowledge of pending transactions, have
proliferated in the blockchain space since the emergence of decentralized finance. Front-running
causes devastating losses to honest participants and continues to endanger the fairness of the
ecosystem. We present Flash Freezing Flash Boys (F3B), a blockchain architecture that addresses
front-running attacks by using threshold cryptography. In F3B, a user generates a symmetric key to
encrypt their transaction, and once the underlying consensus layer has finalized the transaction, a
decentralized secret-management committee reveals this key. F3B mitigates front-running attacks
because, before the consensus group finalizes it, an adversary can no longer read the content of a
transaction, thus preventing the adversary from benefiting from advanced knowledge of pending
transactions. Unlike other mitigation systems, F3B properly ensures that all unfinalized transactions,
even with significant delays, remain private by adopting per-transaction protection. Furthermore,
F3B addresses front-running at the execution layer; thus, our solution is agnostic to the underlying
consensus algorithm and compatible with existing smart contracts. We evaluated F3B on Ethereum
with a modified execution layer and found only a negligible (0.026%) increase in transaction latency,
specifically due to running threshold decryption with a 128-member secret-management committee
after a transaction is finalized; this indicates that F3B is both practical and low-cost.
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Figure 1 F3B architecture. Senders publish encrypted transactions to the consensus group. The
secret-management committee releases the decryption shares once the transactions are no longer
pending. Finally, the consensus group reconstruct the key and decrypt and execute the transaction.
The secret-management committee and the consensus group can consist of the same set of servers.
For clarity in this paper, we logically separate them into two different entities.

1 Introduction

Front-running is the practice of benefiting from the advanced knowledge of pending transac-
tions [20, 7, 1]. Although benefiting some entities involved, this practice puts others at a
significant financial disadvantage, making this behavior illegal in traditional markets with
established securities regulations [20].

However, the open and pseudonymous nature of blockchain transactions and the difficulties
of pursuing miscreants across numerous jurisdictions have made front-running attractive,
particularly in decentralized finance (DeFi) [38, 20, 15]. Front-running actors in the blockchain
space can read the contents of pending transactions and benefit from them by, e.g., creating
their own transactions and positioning them according to the target transaction [4, 15, 20].

Front-running negatively impacts honest DeFi actors and endangers the fairness of this
multi-billion market [18]. One estimate suggests that front-running attacks amount to $280
million in losses for DeFi actors each month [42]. Front-running also threatens the underlying
consensus layer’s security by incentivizing unnecessary forks [17, 15].

Despite work addressing front-running, several unmet challenges exist, such as high
latency, being restricted to a specific environment, or raising security concerns. Namecoin,
an early example of mitigating front-running attacks by having users send a commit and
later a reveal transaction, requires two rounds of communication with the underlying block-
chain [29]. Submarine further improves Namecoin’s design by hiding the addresses of smart
contracts involved, but it induces three rounds of communication to the underlying block-
chain [39, 29]. Both approaches induce high latency. Other works have taken a different
approach to mitigate front-running attacks by tailoring their solution to a specific application
or consensus algorithm [13, 52, 60, 5, 2, 3, 40, 25].

A promising approach is to use threshold encryption, where clients encrypt their trans-
actions to prevent malicious actors from understanding those transactions, as presented in
Fairblock [43] and Shutter [57, 58]. However, these schemes require clients to choose a future
block to derive the encryption key, which raises security concerns. Suppose a transaction
failed to be finalized in the client-chosen block due to, for example, a crypto mania that
overwhelms the blockchain network [31] or a deliberate denial of service attack [20]. In this
case, the transaction is undesirably revealed (see Section 3.3 for details).
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We present Flash Freezing Flash Boys1 (F3B), a novel blockchain architecture with front-
running protection that has a low latency overhead and is compatible with existing consensus
algorithms and smart contract implementations. Like Fairblock [43] and Shutter [57, 58],
F3B addresses front-running by adopting threshold encryption, but it accomplishes this on a
per-transaction basis rather than a per-block basis. Rather than selecting an encryption
key linked to a future block, clients generate an encryption key for each transaction. This
ensures that a transaction remains confidential until the block containing the transaction
has received enough confirmations.

As described in Figure 1, F3B’s architecture consists of the following steps: (a) A
client encrypts their transaction to a secret-management committee (SMC) and sends their
encrypted transaction to the consensus group that operates the underlying blockchain. (b)
The SMC reads the encrypted transaction from the underlying blockchain. (c) The SMC
prepares the decryption shares for the consensus group. (d) The SMC releases the decryption
shares to the consensus group once the underlying blockchain has finalized the transaction.
(e) The consensus group reconstructs the key. (f) The consensus group decrypts and executes
the transaction. Once the SMC begins to release the decryption shares, malicious actors
cannot launch a front-running attack because the transaction is already irreversibly ordered
on the blockchain. Although adversaries may attempt to run speculative front-running
attacks, where they guess the contents of a transaction on metadata information like the
sender’s address, these attacks are more likely to fail and can prove to be unprofitable [4].
Nonetheless, we discuss mitigation solutions for these attacks in Section 10.4.

F3B addresses two key practical challenges: (a) mitigating spamming of inexecutable
encrypted transactions onto the underlying blockchain, and (b) limiting latency overhead.
To mitigate spamming, we introduce a deposit-refund storage fee for storing encrypted
transactions, along with the standard execution fee (e.g., gas in Ethereum). To limit the
latency overhead, users write only data onto the underlying blockchain once to achieve
front-running protection.

We propose two cryptographic threshold schemes that can plug into F3B: TDH2[56] and
PVSS [53]. TDH2 enables clients to encrypt their transactions under the same public key
of a secret-management committee which is only changeable by time-consuming DKG or
resharing protocols. On the other hand, PVSS empowers clients to adopt a different secret-
management committee for each transaction but at the cost of the additional preprocessing
time for preparing the shares for each transaction.

We implemented a prototype of F3B with post-Merge2 Ethereum [23] as the underlying
blockchain and Dela [19] as the secret-management committee. We measure the latency
overhead by comparing the time it takes to decrypt and execute a transaction with the
time it takes just to execute the transaction. Our analysis shows that, with a committee
size of 128, the latency overhead is 0.026% and 0.027% for Ethereum under the TDH2 and
PVSS respectively; In comparison, Submarine, which also offers per-transaction protection
and hides the address of smart contracts as F3B, exhibits a 200% latency overhead, as it
requires three rounds of communication with the underlying blockchain [39, 11]. For part of
our prototype, we modified Ethereum’s execution layer by adding a new transaction type
featuring encryption and delayed execution. By only modifying the execution layer, we

1 The name Flash Boys comes from a popular book revealing this aggressive market-exploiting strategy
on Wall Street in 2014 [38].

2 The Merge refers to the merge executed on September 15th, 2022, to complete Ethereum’s transition to
proof-of-stake consensus.
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can (a) provide compatibility with various consensus algorithms embedded in Ethereum’s
consensus layer, including Proof-of-Work (PoW), Proof-of-Authority (PoA) and the recently
added, Proof-of-Stake (PoS) and (b) protect existing smart contracts without requiring any
code modifications.

In this paper, our key contributions are as follows:
1. The design of a blockchain architecture with front-running protection that uses threshold

encryption on a per-transaction basis, enabling confidentiality for all pending transactions,
even if transactions are delayed, while achieving low overhead.

2. The design of two protocols based on TDH2 and PVSS for F3B satisfies various demands
and user scenarios.

3. A prototype that, on Ethereum’s execution layer, demonstrates F3B’s ability to be agnostic
to (a) the underlying consensus algorithm and (b) to smart contract implementations
while achieving low-latency overhead.

4. A systematic evaluation of F3B on post-Merge Ethereum by looking at transaction latency,
throughput, and reconfiguration costs.

2 Background

In this section, we present a brief background on blockchain and smart contracts, and we
introduce front-running attacks and mitigation strategies.

2.1 Blockchain & Transaction Ordering
A blockchain is an immutable append-only ledger of ordered transactions [44]. However,
transactions go through a series of stages before they are finalized – irreversibly ordered – on
the blockchain. After a sender creates a transaction, they need to propagate the transaction
among the consensus nodes that then place the transaction in a pool of pending transactions,
most commonly known as mempool. Notably, these transactions are not yet irreversibly
ordered, thus opening up the possibility for front-running attacks. Furthermore, under certain
probabilistic consensus algorithms, such as PoW or PoS, a transaction inserted onto the
blockchain can still be reordered by inducing a fork of the underlying blockchain. Hence, to
guarantee irreversible ordering for probabilistic consensus algorithms, a transaction must
receive enough block confirmations – the number of blocks succeeding the block containing
the transaction [44, 34, 14].

2.2 Smart Contract & Decentralized Exchange
A smart contract is an executable computer program modeled after a contract or an agreement
that executes automatically [50]. A natural fit for smart contracts is on top of decentralized
fault-tolerant consensus algorithms, such as PBFT-style algorithms, PoW, and PoS, to ensure
their execution and integrity [63, 44, 32].

Although Bitcoin uses a form of smart contracts [44], it was not until Ethereum’s
introduction that the blockchain space realized Turing-complete smart contracts, the backbone
necessary for creating complex decentralized exchanges. To interact with these complex
smart contracts, users need to pay gas, a pseudo-currency that represents the execution cost
by miners [21]. However, the expressiveness of smart contracts comes with significant risks,
from inadvertent vulnerabilities to front-running. Front-running is exhibited by the lack of
guarantees that the underlying blockchain provides regarding ordering.
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2.3 Front-Running Attacks & Mitigation
The practice of front-running involves benefiting from advanced knowledge of pending
transactions [20, 7, 1]. In itself, knowledge of pending transactions is harmless, but the ability
to act on this information is where the true problem lies. In the context of blockchains, an
adversary performs a front-running attack by influencing the order of transactions, provided
that transactions in the mempool are entirely in the clear.

Cryptocurrencies suffer from mainly three types of front-running attacks [20]: displace-
ment, insertion, and suppression. Displacement is the replacement of a target transaction
with a new transaction formulated by the front-running attacker. Insertion is the malicious
introduction of a new transaction before a target transaction in the finalized transaction
ordering. Suppression is the long-term or indefinite delaying of a target transaction.

In an ideal world, front-running protection would consist of an immediate global ordering
of each transaction, as clients broadcast their transactions to prevent attackers from changing
their order. In reality, even if all participants were honest, such global ordering is practically
impossible due to clock synchronization [16] and consistency problems (e.g., two transactions
having the same time). Malicious participants can still carry out front-running attacks,
because timings can easily be manipulated.

A more practical solution involves encrypting transactions, thereby preventing the con-
sensus group from knowing the contents of the transactions when ordering them. This
solution mitigates front-running attacks as an attacker is hindered from taking advantage of
pending encrypted transactions.

3 Strawman Protocols

In order to explore the challenges inherent in building a framework, such as F3B, we first
examine a couple of promising but inadequate strawman approaches, representative of
state-of-the-art proposals [39, 11, 43, 57] but simplified for expository purposes.

3.1 Strawman I: Sender Commit-and-Reveal
The first strawman design has the sender create two transactions: a commit and a reveal
transaction. The commit transaction is simply a commitment (e.g., hash) of the intended
reveal transaction, which is simply the typical contents of a transaction that is normally
vulnerable to front-running. The sender will propagate the commit transaction and then
wait until its finality by the consensus group, before releasing the reveal transaction. Once
the reveal transaction is propagated, the consensus group proceeds to verify and to execute
the transaction, in the execution order that the commit transaction was finalized on the
blockchain. Given the finality in the former transaction, the sender is unable to change the
contents of the reveal transaction.

This simple strawman protocol mitigates front-running attacks because the commit
transaction determines the execution order and the contents of the commit transaction do not
expose the contents of the reveal transaction. However, this strawman protocol presents some
notable challenges: (a) the sender must remain online to continuously monitor the blockchain
to know when to release their reveal transaction, (b) the reveal transaction might be delayed
due to a congestion event like the cryptokitties mania [31] or a deliberate denial-of-service
(DoS) attack like the Fomo3D incident [20], (c) this approach is subject to output bias, as
the consensus nodes or the sender can deliberately choose not to reveal certain transactions
during the reveal phase [4], such as only revealing profitable ones and aborting others, and
(d) this approach has a significant latency overhead of over 100%, given that the sender must
now send two non-overlapping transactions instead of the one standard transaction.
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3.2 Strawman II: The Trusted Custodian
A straightforward method for removing the sender from the equation, after sending the
commit transaction, is to employ a trusted custodian. After the consensus group finalizes the
transaction onto the underlying blockchain, the trusted custodian reveals the transaction’s
contents.

This strawman protocol mitigates front-running attacks, as the nodes cannot read, before
ordering, the contents of the transaction. However, the trusted custodian presents a single
point of failure: Consensus nodes cannot decrypt and execute a transaction if the custodian
crashes. Instead, by employing a decentralized custodian, we can mitigate the single point of
failure issues.

3.3 Strawman III: Threshold Encryption with Block Key
The next natural step is to have a decentralized committee that generates a public key
for each block, thus enabling a user to encrypt their transaction for a future block. The
committee would then release the private key after the block finality. Furthermore, the
committee can use identity-based encryption [55] to enable users to derive a future block key
based on the block’s height.

This strawman protocol seems to mitigate front-running, as the transactions in a block are
encrypted until they are finalized in their intended block. However, if an encrypted transaction
fails to be included in the specified block, its contents will be revealed shortly thereafter
while remaining unfinalized, thus making it vulnerable to front-running. Blockchain networks
have repeatedly observed such failures due to congestion, such as cryptokitties manias [31],
or well-funded DoS attacks, such as the Fomo3D attack that flooded the Ethereum network
with transactions for three minutes [20]. Such an approach can incentivize a consensus node
to intentionally produce an empty block by aiming to reveal the pending transactions for that
block. Therefore, we require a per-transaction rather than a per-block level of confidentiality,
thus ensuring that a transaction is never revealed before it is finalized on the blockchain.

4 System Overview

In this section, we present F3B’s system goals, architecture, and models.

4.1 System Goals
Our system goals, inspired by our strawman protocols, are

Front-Running Protection: prevents entities from practicing front-running.
Decentralization: mitigates a single point of failure or compromise.
Confidentiality: reveals a transaction, only after the underlying consensus layer finalizes
it.
Compatibility: remains agnostic to the underlying consensus algorithm and to smart
contract implementation.
Low-Latency: exhibits low-latency transaction-processing overhead.

4.2 Architecture Overview
F3B, shown in Figure 1, mitigates front-running attacks by working with a secret-management
committee to manage the storage and release of on-chain secrets. Instead of propagating
their transactions in cleartext, the sender can now encrypt their transactions and store the
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corresponding secret keys with the secret-management committee. Once the transaction
is finalized, the secret-management committee releases the secret keys so that consensus
nodes of the underlying blockchain can verify and execute transactions. Overall, the state
machine replication of the underlying blockchain is achieved in two steps: the first is about
the ordering of transactions, and the second is about the execution of transactions. As long
as most trustees in the secret-management committee are secure and honest and the key is
revealed to the public when appropriate, each consensus node can always maintain the same
blockchain state.

F3B encrypts the entire transaction3, such as the smart contract address, inputs, sender’s
signature, and other metadata, as those information can provide enough information to
launch a probabilistic front-running attack, such as the Fomo3D attack [20] or a speculative
attack based on the leakage of metadata [4].

4.3 System and Network Model
F3B’s architecture consists of three components: senders that publish (encrypted) trans-
actions, the secret-management committee (SMC) that manages and releases secrets, and
the consensus group that maintains the underlying blockchain. For the F3B based on the
PVSS scheme, the client can choose a different SMC for each transaction. For the F3B based
on the THD2 scheme, an SMC has a fixed membership over one epoch. When transiting
from one epoch to the next, the SMC can modify its membership under the THD2 scheme
with backward secrecy to prevent new trustees from decrypting old transactions without
interrupting users’ encryption by running a resharing protocol [62].

The secret-management committee and the consensus group can consist of the same set
of servers. For clarity in this paper, we logically separate them into two different entities.

For the underlying network, we assume that all honest blockchain nodes and trustees of
the SMC are well connected and that their communication channels are synchronous, i.e., if
an honest node or trustee broadcasts a message, then all honest nodes and trustees receive
the message within a known maximum delay [46].

4.4 Threat Model
We assume that the adversary is computationally bounded, that the cryptographic primitives
we use are secure, and in particular that the Diffie-Hellman problem and its decisional variant
are hard. We further assume that all messages are digitally signed and that the consensus
nodes and the SMC only process correctly signed messages.

The secret management committee consists of n trustees, where f can fail or behave
maliciously. We require n ≥ 2f + 1 and set the secret-recovery threshold to t = f + 1. We
assume that the underlying blockchain is secure: e.g., at most f ′ of 3f ′ + 1 validators can
fail or misbehave in a PBFT-style or PoS blockchain, or the adversary controls less than 50%
computational power in a PoW blockchain. We acknowledge that the security assumptions
for the secret management committee and the underlying blockchain might differ, potentially
reducing the overall system’s security to the least secure subsystem.

We assume that attackers do not launch speculative front-running attacks [4], but we
present a discussion on some mitigation strategies for reducing side-channel leakage in
Section 10.4.

3 Section 10.4 further discusses how to hide the sender’s address.
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Figure 2 F3B per-transaction protocol steps: (1) Send an encrypted transaction to the underlying
blockchain, (2) Prepare shares by trustees while waiting for transaction finality, (3) Reconstruct the
key, (4) Execute the transaction.

5 F3B Protocol

In this section, we introduce the F3B’s protocol, starting with some preliminaries, followed
by the F3B’s detailed design. The full paper [65] offers a more comprehensive protocol
description, and Section 10 introduces some optimizations.

5.1 Preliminaries
In this subsection, we introduce our preliminaries, including our baseline model for the
underlying blockchain and the cryptographic primitives used in F3B.

Blockchain Model

To compare F3B’s impact, we model the underlying blockchain to involve a consensus protocol
that finalizes transactions into a block that is linked to a previous block. We assume the
underlying block’s time as Lb seconds. In PoW and PoS-based blockchains, a transaction is
finalized only after a certain number of additional blocks have been added to the chain (also
known as block confirmations). Thus, we define that a transaction is finalized after m block
confirmations. Therefore, our baseline transaction latency is mLb.

Shamir’s Secret Sharing

A (t, n)-threshold secret sharing scheme enables a dealer to share a secret s among n trustees
such that any group of t ≤ n or more trustees can reconstruct s and no group less than t

trustees learns any information about s. Whereas a simple secret sharing scheme assumes an
honest dealer, verifiable secret sharing (VSS) enables the trustees to verify that the shares
they receive are valid [24]. Public verifiable secret sharing (PVSS) further improves VSS to
enable a third party to check all shares [53].

Distributed Key Generation (DKG)

DKG is a multi-party (t, n) key-generation process for collectively generating a private-public
key pair (sk, pk), without relying on a single trusted dealer; each trustee i obtains a share
ski of the secret key sk, and collectively obtains a public key pk [27]. Any client can now
use pk to encrypt a secret, and at least t trustees must cooperate to retrieve this secret [56].
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5.2 Protocol Outline

We present the outline of F3B protocols with two different threshold cryptographic schemes.
Figure 2 presents the protocol outline, and the full paper [65] offers a more comprehensive
protocol description.

5.2.1 Protocol based on TDH2

Setup

Before an epoch, the secret-management committee runs a DKG protocol to generate a
private key share ski

smc for each trustee and a collective public key pksmc written onto
the underlying blockchain. To offer chosen-ciphertext attack protection and to verify the
correctness of secret shares, we utilize the TDH2 cryptosystem [56] containing NIZK proofs.

Per-Transaction Protocol

1. Write Transaction: A sender first generates a symmetric key k and encrypts it with pksmc

from the underlying blockchain, thus obtaining the resulting ciphertext ck. Next, the
sender creates their signed transaction and symmetrically encrypts it by using k, denoted
as ctx = enck(tx). Finally, the sender sends (ctx, ck) to the consensus group who writes
the pair onto the blockchain.

2. Shares Preparation by Trustees: Once written, each secret-management committee trustee
reads ck from the sender’s transaction and prepares their decrypted share of k.

3. Key Reconstruction: When the sender’s transaction (ctx, ck) is finalized onto the underlying
blockchain (after m block confirmations), each secret-management committee trustee
releases their share to the consensus group. The consensus group verifies the decrypted
shares and uses them to reconstruct k by Lagrange interpolation of shares when there
are at least t valid shares.

4. Decryption and Execution: The consensus group finally symmetrically decrypts the
transaction tx = deck(ctx) using k, thus enabling it to execute tx.

Resharing Protocol

To modify a SMC’s membership and to offer backward secrecy over epochs, an SMC can
periodically run a verifiable resharing protocol [62] to replace certain trustees or redistribute
the trustees’ private keys. Unlike DKG, resharing keeps the epoch’s public key, thus preventing
undesirable interruptions of encryption services.

5.2.2 Protocol based on PVSS

Per-Transaction Protocol

0. Share Preparation By sender: For every transaction, the sender runs the PVSS protocol
[53] to generate an encrypted key share sharei for each trustee, as well as a corresponding
NIZK proof and public polynomial commitment. The proof and commitment can be used
to verify the correctness of key share and protect against chosen-ciphertext attacks. The
sender obtains the symmetric key k from the PVSS protocol.
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m block confirmations Execution Time
Commitment Time

Time:

(a) Execution and finality time in Ethereum.

m block confirmations

Time:

(b) Execution and finality time in F3B.

Figure 3 In Ethereum, once they are inserted in the blockchain, the transactions are executed and
finalized after receiving m block confirmations. Whereas, in F3B, transactions are encrypted, and
their executions are postponed after receiving m block confirmations when the secret-management
committee releases the encryption keys. Both scenarios have a similar finality time.

1. Write Transaction: A sender first creates the ciphertext ck with the key shares, NIZK
proofs, and commitments generated during share preparation. Next, the sender creates
their transaction and symmetrically encrypts it by using the symmetric key k, denoted
as ctx = enck(tx). Finally, the sender sends (ctx, ck) to the consensus group who writes
the pair onto the blockchain.

2. Shares Preparation by Trustees: Same as (2) in 5.2.1.

3. Key Reconstruction: Same as (3) in 5.2.1.

4. Decryption and Execution: Same as (4) in 5.2.1.

5.3 Overhead Analysis

We analyze both protocols’ overheads. Write Transaction (step 1) is identical to sending a
transaction to the underlying blockchain. We assume trustees can finish Shares Preparation
by Trustees (step 2) within the confirmation time of the tx4. Hence, the time for steps 1
and 2 is equivalent to finalizing a transaction on the underlying blockchain and waiting until
its finality, which takes mLb time based on our baseline model (Section 5.1). As in PVSS
protocol, the sender can finish Share Preparation By sender (step 0) before having the tx;
thus step 0 does not contribute to the transaction latency. Comparing our protocol with the
baseline, Key Reconstruction (step 3) and Decryption and Execution (step 4) are additional
steps, and we denote the time of those steps to be Lr.

Figure 3 demonstrates the conceptual difference in finality and execution time between
F3B and the baseline. As the secret-management committee releases the secret keys with a
delay of m blocks, this introduces an execution delay of m blocks. However, in both cases,
to prevent attacks such as double-spending, the recipient should not accept a transaction,
until it is finalized. Therefore on a commercial level, F3B is similar to the baseline because
it exhibits the finality time of a transaction that is of use to the recipient5.

4 As we presented in Section 9, confirmation time in Ethereum is much longer than the share preparation
time by trustees.

5 In F3B, transaction finalization is slower due to the key reconstruction and delayed execution after
transaction finality. However, the overhead is negligible compared to finality time, as discussed in
Section 9.
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5.4 TDH2 and PVSS: Pros and Cons
When applying THD2 and PVSS to F3B, each scheme has some advantages and disadvantages.
This subsection offers qualitative comparisons, whereas Section 9 provides quantitative
comparisons between the two protocols.

Preprocessing: In TDH2, the secret-management committee needs to do DKG per
epoch, whereas in PVSS, the sender needs to prepare shares per transaction.
Membership: In TDH2, the secret-management committee’s membership is fixed per
epoch, whereas in PVSS, the sender can choose a different secret-management committee
for each transaction, providing the best flexibility.
Ciphertext: TDH2 has a constant ciphertext length, whereas PVSS’s ciphertext grows
linearly with the size of the secret-management committee.

In conclusion, no one protocol can completely replace another. System designers need to
choose one or both protocols based on their needs and constraints to mitigate front-running
attacks.

6 Achieving the System Goals

In this section, we present how F3B achieves the system goals outlined in Section 4.1.

Front-Running Protection: prevents entities from practicing front-running. We reason
the protection offered by F3B from the definition of front-running: if an adversary cannot
benefit from pending transactions, he cannot launch front-running attacks. In F3B, the
sole entity that knows the content of a pending transaction is the sender who is financially
incentivized to not release its contents. The content is revealed only when its transaction is
finalized; thus, by definition, the attacker has no means to launch a front-running attack.
However, we acknowledge that attackers can use side channels (e.g. metadata such as sender’s
address and transaction size) of the encrypted transaction to launch speculative front-running
attacks, as discussed in Section 4.4 and Section 10.4. We present a more comprehensive
security analysis discussion in Section 7.

Decentralization: mitigates a single point of failure or compromise. Due to the properties
of DKG [27], THD2 [56], and PVSS [53], the SMC can handle up to t − 1 malicious trustees
and up to n − t offline trustees.

Confidentiality: reveals a transaction, only after the underlying consensus layer finalizes it.
The sender encrypts each transaction with a newly generated symmetric key. The symmetric
key is (a) encrypted under the secret-management committee’s public key in TDH2-based
protocol, (b) embedded into the encrypted shares in PVSS-based protocol. In both protocols,
f + 1 trustees are required to retrieve the symmetric key. Per our threat model, only f

trustees can behave maliciously; this ensures that the symmetric key cannot be revealed. We
outline a more detailed security analysis in Section 7.

Compatibility: remains agnostic to the underlying consensus algorithm and to smart
contract implementation. F3B requires modifying the execution layer to enable encryp-
ted transactions. However, the consensus layer remains untouched, thus agnostic to the
underlying consensus algorithms. Furthermore, F3B does not require to modify smart con-
tract implementations, thus enabling existing smart contracts to benefit from front-running
protection automatically.
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Low-Latency: exhibits low-latency transaction-processing overhead. Similar to the
baseline model, F3B requires clients to write only one transaction onto the underlying
blockchain. This enables F3B to have a low-latency overhead compared to other front-
running protection design that require multiple transactions for the same security guarantees.
We present an evaluation of this latency overhead in Section 9.

7 Security Analysis

In this section, we introduce the security analysis of F3B’s protocol.

7.1 Front-Running Protection

From our threat model, we reason about why an attacker can no longer launch front-running
attacks with absolute certainty of a financial reward, even with the collaboration of at most
f malicious trustees. As we assume that the attacker does not launch speculative attacks
based on metadata of the encrypted transactions, the only way the attacker can front-run
transactions is by using the plaintext content of the transaction. As the attacker cannot
access the content of the transaction before it is finalized on the underlying blockchain,
then the attacker cannot benefit from the pending transaction. This prevents front-running
attacks (by the definition of front-running). As we assume that the symmetric encryption we
use is secure, the attacker cannot decrypt the transaction based on its ciphertext. Due to
the properties of TDH2 [56], DKG [27], and PVSS [53] with our threat model, the attacker
cannot obtain the private key and/or reconstruct the symmetric key. Recall that the attacker
can collude with at most only f trustees, and that f + 1 are required to recover or gain
information about the symmetric key.

7.2 Replay Attack

We consider a scenario in which an adversary can copy a pending (encrypted) transaction and
submit it as their own transaction to reveal the transaction’s contents, before the victim’s
transaction is finalized. By revealing the contents of the copied transaction, the attacker can
then trivially launch a front-running attack. However, we explain the reason the adversary is
unable to benefit from such a strategy.

In the first scenario, the adversary copies the ciphertext ck and the encrypted transaction
ctx from txw, then creates a new write transaction tx′

w, digitally signed with their signature.
However, even if the adversary’s tx′

w is decrypted and executed before the victim’s transaction
txw, it effectively results in the blockchain executing txw

6. This leaves the adversary with no
time to front-run their own tx′

w without knowing its contents.
In our second scenario, the adversary instead sends the transaction to a blockchain with

smaller m block confirmations. Consider two blockchains b1 and b2 whose required number
of confirmation blocks are m1 and m2 with m1 > m2. If the adversary changes the label
L to L′ for the blockchain b2 instead of blockchain b1, the secret-management committee
will successfully decrypt the transaction. However, we argue it is hard to form a valid
write-transaction with L′ by the adversary.

6 Note that tx is already a signed transaction; thus, txw and tx′
w have the same effect on the blockchain.
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For the TDH2 protocol, the adversary would need to generate e′ = H1 (c, u, ū, w, w̄, L′)
and f = s + re′, without knowing the random parameter r and s. Suppose the adversary
generates u = gr, ū = ḡr′ with r ̸= r′ and w = gs, w̄ = ḡs′ with s ̸= s′. For tx′

w to be valid,
we must have gf = wue and ḡf = w̄ūe, this implies that (s − s′) + e(r − r′) = 0. As r ̸= r′ ,
the adversary has only a negligible chance of having tx′

w pass verification.
For the PVSS protocol, the adversary must replace the original generator h with h′

derived from H(L′). Hence, the adversary has to do the proofs without secrets. The security
of PVSS guarantees that they only have a negligible probability of succeeding. Note that the
base point has to be random to ensure the security. Using Elligator maps [8] guarantees that
the generator h is random.

8 Incentive

F3B must incentivize actors to operate and follow the protocol honestly. In this section, we
address the critical incentives that, in F3B, prevent spamming transactions and that deter
collaboration among trustees from prematurely revealing transactions.

8.1 Spamming Protection

As the consensus group cannot execute encrypted transactions, an adversary could, at a low
cost, spam the blockchain with non-executable transactions (e.g., inadequate fees, malformed
transactions), thus delaying the finality of honest transactions. To make such an attack
costly, we introduce a storage deposit, alongside the traditional execution fee (e.g., gas
in Ethereum) and adjustable based on the transaction’s size. The underlying blockchain
can deduct the storage deposit from the sender’s balance, much like paying a transaction
fee. Then the blockchain can partially refund the deposit after successful execution by the
consensus nodes. This approach imposes a low-cost fee on compliant users and a penalty on
those who misbehave.

8.2 Operational Incentive

We need a similar incentive structure for the secret-management committees; similar to the
way consensus nodes are rewarded for following the blockchain protocol via an execution
fee. Whereas SMCs could be rewarded using the execution fee, this fee does not prevent
SMC trustees from colluding for their financial gain. For example, an SMC might silently
collude with a consensus group by prematurely giving them the decryption shares. Given
the difficulty of detecting out-of-band collusion, we need to discourage it from doing so by
significantly rewarding anyone who can prove the existence of such collusion.

We propose an incentive structure, where we require each trustee in a secret-manage-
ment committee to lock an amount c for collateral and, in exchange, they are rewarded
proportionally to the staked amount ac for the services they provide. Remind that, based on
our threat model (Section 4.4), t trustees must collude altogether to reconstruct a transaction.
To maintain security, the potential gain that t trustees benefit from front-running must
be less than the potential loss (1 + a)ct, which malicious trustees would incur through the
slashing protocol described in Section 8.3. Hence, a higher potential loss value (1 + a)ct

ensures security for a longer epoch length. If other factors stay consistent, designers can
support a longer epoch length by either increasing the collateral requirement (by raising c)
or by involving more trustees (by increasing t).
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and-reveal approach latency with F3B against
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“F3B-X” represents X trustees.

8.3 Slashing Protocol
We need to have a protocol that rewards anyone who can prove a trustee’s or the entire secret-
management committee’s misbehavior to discourage the release of the shares prematurely.
At the same time, we do not want anyone to accuse a secret-management committee or a
specific trustee without repercussions if the SMC or trustee did not actually misbehave.

To accomplish our objective, each trustee of the secret-management committee must
stake some amount of cryptocurrency in a smart contract that handles disputes between a
defendant (the entire secret-management committee or a particular trustee) and a plaintiff.
To start a dispute, the plaintiff will invoke the smart contract with the correct decryption
share for a currently pending transaction and their own stake. Suppose the smart contract
validates that this is a correct decryption share and that the dispute started before the
transaction in question was revealed by the secret-management committee. In this case, the
defendant’s stake is forfeited and sent to the plaintiff.

At a protocol level, to prove a correct decryption share in protocol with TDH2, the
plaintiff submits [ui, ei, fi] such that ei = H2

(
ui, ûi, ĥi

)
where ûi = ufi

ui
ei

and ĥi = gfi

hi
ei

. In
the protocol based on PVSS, the plaintiff submits [si, πsi

], where πsi
is the NIZK proof that

shows logg pki = logsi
ŝi. Even if the sender knows si, it is impossible to maliciously slash a

trustee without the πsi
, which only the corresponding trustee knows.

Deploying such a mechanism would require the smart contract to access the ciphertext of
a transaction (e.g., u or ŝi is necessary to verify the submitted share).

9 Evaluation

We prototype F3B by using post-merge Ethereum [23] as the underlying blockchain and
Dela [19] written in Go [28] as the secret-management committee for our evaluation. Remain-
ing consistent with Ethereum’s security assumptions, one epoch length lasts 6.4 minutes and
the trustees forming the secret-management committee from validators for a given epoch are
randomly selected. We instantiate our cryptographic primitives by using the Edward25519
elliptic curve with 128-bit security supported by Kyber [37], an advanced cryptographic
library. We ran experiments on a server with 32GB of memory and 40 (2.1GHz) CPU cores.
The network communication delay is simulated to be a fixed 100ms. We further discuss F3B
integration with Ethereum in Section 10.
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Table 1 Latency Overhead for Ethereum
Blockchain.

Latency Overhead varying SMC sizes

TDH2 PVSS
Confirmations 64 128 64 128

8 0.164% 0.206% 0.160% 0.214%
16 0.082% 0.103% 0.080% 0.107%
32 0.041% 0.052% 0.040% 0.053%
64 0.020% 0.026% 0.020% 0.027%

128 0.010% 0.013% 0.010% 0.013%

Table 2 Storage overhead for two protocols
with different Secret-management Committee
sizes.

Storage Overhead (bytes)

Number of trustees TDH2 Protocol PVSS protocol

8 80 792
16 80 1568
32 80 3120
64 80 6224

128 80 12 432

9.1 Latency

In Figure 4, we present the breakdown latency of each step for both TDH2 and PVSS
protocols after a transaction finality while varying the number of SMC trustees from 8 to 128
nodes: (a) shares preparation by trustees, and (b) key reconstruction, and (c) decryption
and execution. In addition, we show the time needed for PVSS shares generation by the
sender in purple of Figure 4. As discussed in Section 5.3, only (b) and (c) represent the
overhead at the per-transaction level.

Recall that the overall transaction latency using F3B is mLb + Lr (Section 5.2). In
post-Merge Ethereum, the block time is fixed to 12 seconds, i.e., Lb = 12 [9], and, by
official standard, a block requires 64 block confirmations (two epochs) to be “finalized”, i.e.,
m = 64 [22].

Figure 5 presents the end-to-end latency comparison between the baseline protocol (Sec-
tion 5.1), a sender-only commit-and-reveal protocol, as presented in Strawman 1 (Section 3.1),
and F3B’s protocol – varying the size of the secret-management committee stated after
the string “F3B-”. With the new PoS consensus, finalizing any data in Ethereum requires
mLb = 64 ∗ 12 = 768 seconds. The baseline protocol’s total latency is 768 seconds, as it
requires only one write to the blockchain. Recall that in the sender-based commit-and-reveal
approach (Strawman I), the sender commits a hash to the blockchain, taking 768 seconds,
then reveals the transaction in another 768 seconds, totaling 1536 seconds. This results in a
100% latency overhead compared to the baseline, as the two steps must be sequential: the
hash must be finalized on the blockchain before the reveal transaction can be propagated.
Submarine, a more advanced approach that conceals the smart contract address, requires
three sequential transactions. The sender must publish these three transactions in order,
with the blockchain finalizing each one before the next one can be sent, suffering a latency
delay of 768 ∗ 3 = 2304 seconds or a 200% latency overhead compared to the baseline [39, 11].

Compared with F3B, the reveal phase (key-reconstruction step) does not require the
sender to write any data onto the blockchain. Therefore, we emphasize a significant difference
between F3B and other application-based commit-and-reveal approaches, where F3B requires
sending only one transaction to the underlying blockchain. Figure 5 shows that our design
brings a low-latency overhead of 197ms and 205ms for two protocols, equivalent to 0.026%
and 0.027% for Ethereum (relative to the 768 seconds finality time), under an SMC size of
128.

We acknowledge that some Ethereum users may accept a lower confirmation number to
accept a transaction, even though Ethereum officially requires 64 blocks [22]. Without loss of
generality, we outline different confirmation numbers with F3B’s latency overhead in Table 1.
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Figure 7 The latency cost of DKG setup and
three resharing scenarios.

9.2 Throughput
Figure 6 presents the F3B’s throughput results with a secret-management committee consist-
ing of 128 trustees, assuming the underlying blockchain is not the bottleneck. If the keys are
individually reconstructed, F3B provides limited throughput due to network transmission
overhead incurred from sequential execution. Instead, we can batch keys by reconstructing
them concurrently and presenting them in one network transmission. We present this batch-
ing effect in Figure 6 by varying the batching size to measure throughput and corresponding
latency. By increasing the batching size from 1 to 2048, we can improve throughput from
5 txns/sec to 359 txns/sec with the TDH2 protocol, and from 4 txns/sec to 348 txns/sec
with the PVSS protocol. The increased throughput comes with a higher latency cost: With
a batching size of 2048, the key reconstruction step of TDH2 now takes 5.71 seconds to
process, and the same step of PVSS takes 5.88 seconds; this latency is equivalent to a 0.74%
and 0.77% latency overhead over Ethereum. Our results show that F3B provides more than
sufficient throughput to support Ethereum (15 tx/sec [51]).

9.3 Reconfiguration in TDH2
Figure 7 demonstrates the cost of reconfiguring a secret-management committee in the TDH2
protocol. Recall that DKG is a one-time setup operation per epoch, bootstrapped during
the previous epoch. Our experiment shows that, with a committee size of 128 trustees, DKG
takes about 144 seconds; this is about 37.5% of Ethereum’s epoch time (384 seconds). We
offer a further discussion about the transition between two epochs in Section 10.1. To provide
backward secrecy and dynamic membership, a secret-management committee can run a
verifiable resharing protocol [62] within an epoch and, by keeping the public key, without
interrupting users’ encryption. Figure 7 illustrates the cost of three scenarios: (a) resharing
among the same committee, (b) replacing one trustee, and (c) replacing a quarter of trustees.
They all exhibit latency of the same magnitude.

9.4 Storage Overhead
In the TDH2 protocol, as the symmetric key is encrypted with the shared public key, the
size of ck is independent of the number of trustees. We also optimize the original TDH2
protocol to remove the label L from the ciphertext but only insert L in the computation
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and verification steps of each party (consensus group, secret-management committee, sender)
for protection against replay attacks (Section 7.2). Ultimately, we achieve 80 bytes per
transaction of the storage overhead presented in Table 2.

In the PVSS protocol, however, the ciphertext ck contains encrypted shares, NIZK proofs,
and polynomial commitments. The size of the ck thus approximately grows linearly with the
number of trustees, as demonstrated in Table 2. The difference in storage overhead is one of
the trade-offs when system designers need to consider using which encryption algorithm in
F3B, as discussed in Section 5.4.

10 Discussion

In this section, we discuss some deployment challenges. We leave a detailed analysis for
future work.

10.1 Transition of Epoch
Each epoch has its unique public epoch key for a user to encrypt his symmetric key used
for encrypting a transaction. However, users will have difficulty choosing the correct epoch
key when the time is close to the transition between two epochs. With Fairblock [43] and
Shutter [57, 58], undesirable transaction revealing occurs when a user chooses the wrong
public key. Whereas, if the transaction is not finalized, F3B never reveals any transaction,
regardless of the chosen key; thus offering confidentiality to all unfinalized transactions. We
also expect that such an epoch transition is infrequent, compared with a block transition,
thus it causes much less trouble to users. In F3B, if a user uses an old epoch key for his
encryption, he can safely try again to select the new epoch key. To mitigate the issue even
more, the expiring epoch committee can offer some grace period, thus allowing both old and
new epoch keys to be valid for a certain period. This significantly reduces the danger of a
user choosing an incorrect key.

10.2 Ethereum Gas Fees
Ethereum uses gas fees to cover the cost of executing a transaction and implements a
maximum gas limit per block. Incorporating F3B on Ethereum would then require (1)
that the gas limit of each transaction to be in cleartext, and (2) that the summation of all
transactions’ gas limit within a block does not exceed the block gas limit. This opens the
possibility for another type of spamming attack (Section 8.1), where an adversary submits
transactions with substantial gas limits, thus leaving little room for other transactions.

Recall that the actual gas used by transactions cannot be determined because the
sender encrypts its contents, and that accurately estimating the gas cost of a transaction is
particularly difficult due to the uncertainty of the global state when validators process the
transaction. One potential approach to mitigating this kind of attack would be to then burn
the remaining (unused) gas. However, this approach could be too strict in practice, hence we
can instead envision partial refunds: refunding the remaining gas up to a percentage.

10.3 Verifiable Key Propagation
Under our proposed protocol, every consensus node must fetch the shares and run the
Lagrange interpolation to reconstruct the key. Would it instead be possible for one of the
consensus nodes to reconstruct the symmetric key k from the secret shares and to propagate
it to other consensus nodes with a succinct proof?
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Therefore, we propose a solution that requires additional storage overhead in exchange
for faster verification: Instead of constructing their encrypted transaction as (ck, ctx), the
sender additionally adds a hash of the symmetric key hk = H(k) as the third entry, creating
the following signed write transaction: txw = [ck, ctx, hk]sigskA

.
During key reconstruction, after recovering or receiving k, consensus nodes need to verify

whether the hash of k is consistent with the one (hk) published on the ledger. If it is
consistent, a consensus node can continue to decrypt the transaction and propagate the key k

to others. If it is inconsistent, however, a consensus node must reconstruct the key from
decryption shares and publish the shares to the underlying blockchain to slash the sender
who provides a wrong hk.

10.4 Metadata Leakage

In our architecture, adversaries can only observe encrypted transactions until they are
finalized, thus preventing the revelation of transaction contents to launch front-running
attacks. Nevertheless, to launch speculative attacks, adversaries can rely on side channels
such as transaction metadata. Concretely, as the sender needs to pay the storage fee
(Section 8.1) for publishing an encrypted transaction to the underlying blockchain, this leaks
the sender’s address. Knowledge of the sender’s address can help in launching a front-running
attack because an adversary might be able, based on the sender’s history, to predict the
sender’s behavior. To prevent this second-order front-running attack, a sender can use
a different address to pay for the storage fee. The underlying blockchain can also offer
anonymous payment to users, such as Zerocash [49] or a mixing service [66], to further hide
the payment address. Another side-channel leakage is the size of the encrypted transaction or
the time the transaction is propagated. A possible remedy for mitigating metadata leakage
is PURBs [45].

10.5 Key Storage and Node Catchup

In our protocol, if a new node wants to join the consensus group, it cannot execute the
historical transactions to catch up, unless it obtains all decryption keys. The secret-manage-
ment committee or consensus group can store these keys independently from the blockchain,
but this requires them to maintain an additional immutable ledger. As consensus nodes
already maintain one immutable storage medium, namely the underlying blockchain, the
keys can be stored on this medium as metadata; and the blockchain rule can require storing
valid keys when producing blocks.

However, this optimization brings about a timing issue, i.e., When should the blockchain
require the consensus group to store keys in a block? From our protocol, the transaction
is finalized at block height n and revealed at block height n + m, thus making the earliest
block to write the key at block height n + m + 1. With respect to the latest block height to
write the key, there is much more flexibility and we need to consider the balance between
the delay tolerance for all consensus nodes to retrieve the key and the time that consensus
nodes must retain the key. Assuming that the key reconstruction step takes up to δ block
times, the key should be written in or before the block n + m + δ.

Although this setup would work well for a blockchain with fixed block time, care must
be taken for blockchains where block time is probabilistic as the key might not have been
replicated to all consensus nodes at block height n + m + δ, thus some artificial delay for
new blocks could be induced.
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11 Related Work

Namecoin is a decentralized name service and an early work on front-running protection
using a commit-and-reveal design [29]. In Namecoin, a user first broadcasts a salted hash of
their name and then, after finality, broadcasts the actual name. Our first strawman protocol
(Section 3.1) is based on Namecoin.

After Namecoin, Eskandari et al. [20] systematized front-running attacks on the block-
chain by presenting three types of front-running attacks: displacement, insertion, and
suppression. Daian et al. [15] also quantified front-running attacks from an economic point of
view, determining that front-running attacks can also pose a security risk to the underlying
consensus layer by incentivizing unnecessary forks driven by the maximal extractable value
(MEV).

Many previous works explore the idea of applying threshold cryptography on blockchain.
Virtual ASICs use threshold encryption to implement an all-or-nothing broadcast in the
blockchain layer [26]. Sikka [59], Ferveo (Anoma) [5], Schmid [52], Dahlia [40], and Helix [3]
apply threshold encryption to mitigate front-running but only present discussions with specific
consensus algorithms. Fairblock [43] and Shutter [57, 58] enable encrypted transactions on
a per-block basis, but if an encrypted transaction fails to be included in the sender-chosen
block, then the transaction would be revealed; our Strawman III design (Section 3.3) is based
on their approach.

Calypso is a framework that enables on-chain secrets by adopting threshold encryption
governed by a secret-management committee [33]. Calypso allows ciphertexts to be stored on
the blockchain and collectively decrypted by trustees according to a predefined policy. F3B
leverages Calypso to specifically mitigate front-running attacks and extends its functionality
to release the transaction contents once finalized automatically. F3B adopts per-transaction
encryption, thus protecting all unfinalized transactions from front-running attacks, even if
the transactions are delayed.

Other works adopt different approaches to mitigate front-running. A series of recent
studies focus on fair ordering [30, 35, 36], but they cannot prevent an adversary with a
rapid network connection [4]. Wendy explores the possibility of combining fair ordering
with commit-and-reveal [36] but is in need of quantitative overhead analysis. Submarine is
an application-layer front-running protection approach that extends a commit-and-reveal
design to prevent leakage of the smart contract address. However, it presents a high latency
overhead by requiring senders to have three rounds of communication with the underlying
blockchain [39, 11].

Some works adopt time-lock puzzles [48] to blind transactions. For example, the injective
protocol [12] uses a verifiable delay function [10] to achieve a proof-of-elapsed-time. However,
an open challenge remains to link the time-lock puzzle parameters to an actual real-world
delay [4].

Finally, works such as MEV-SGX [41], Tesseract [6], Secret Network [54], and Fairy [60]
use a trusted execution environment [64] to mitigate front-running. Nevertheless, these
approaches use a centralized component that is then subject to a single point of failure or
compromise [47, 61].

12 Conclusion

In this paper, we have introduced F3B, a novel blockchain architecture that addresses front-
running attacks with TDH2 and PVSS as threshold encryption protocols on a per-transaction
basis. Our evaluation of F3B demonstrates that F3B is agnostic to consensus algorithms
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and to existing smart-contract implementations. We have also shown that F3B meets the
necessary throughput while presenting a low-latency overhead, thus fitting with Ethereum.
Given that the deployment of F3B would require modifications to a blockchain’s execution
layer, F3B, in return, would also provide a substantial benefit: the F3B-deployed blockchain
would now, by default, contain standard front-running protection for all applications in need
at once without requiring any modifications to smart contracts themselves.
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Abstract
Public blockchains implement a fee mechanism to allocate scarce computational resources across
competing transactions. Most existing fee market designs utilize a joint, fungible unit of account
(e.g., gas in Ethereum) to price otherwise non-fungible resources such as bandwidth, computation,
and storage, by hardcoding their relative prices. Fixing the relative price of each resource in this
way inhibits granular price discovery, limiting scalability and opening up the possibility of denial-of-
service attacks. As a result, many prominent networks such as Ethereum and Solana have proposed
multidimensional fee markets. In this paper, we provide a principled way to design fee markets
that efficiently price multiple non-fungible resources. Starting from a loss function specified by the
network designer, we show how to dynamically compute prices that align the network’s incentives (to
minimize the loss) with those of the users and miners (to maximize their welfare), even as demand for
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efficiently set fees in order to improve network performance.
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1 Introduction

Public blockchains allow any user to submit a transaction that modifies the shared state
of the network. Transactions are independently verified and executed by a decentralized
network of full nodes. Because full nodes have finite resources, blockchains limit the total
computational resources that can be consumed per unit of time. As user demand may
fluctuate, most blockchains implement a transaction fee mechanism in order to allocate finite
computational capacity among competing transactions.
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Smart contracts and gas. Many blockchains allow transactions to submit and/or execute
programs that exist on-chain called smart contracts. Once such a transaction is included in
a block, full nodes must re-execute the transaction in order to obtain the resulting updated
state of the ledger. All of these transactions consume computational resources, whose total
supply is finite. To prevent transactions with excessive resource use and transaction spam,
some smart-contract blockchains require users to pay fees in order to compensate the network
for processing their transactions.

Most smart contract platforms calculate transaction fees based on a joint unit of account.
In the Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM), this unit is called gas. Each operation in the EVM
requires a hardcoded amount of gas which is intended to reflect its relative resource usage.
The network enforces a limit on the total amount of gas consumed across all transactions in
a block. This limit, called the block limit, prevents the chain from expending computational
resources too quickly for full nodes to catch up to the latest state in a reasonable amount of
time. Block limits must take into account the maximum amount of each resource that each
block may consume (such as storage, bandwidth, or memory) without posing an extreme
burden on full nodes meeting the minimal hardware specifications. Because the block limit
fixes the total gas supply in each block, the price of gas in “real” terms (e.g., in terms of US
Dollars) fluctuates based on demand for transactions in the block.

One-dimensional transaction fees. Calculating transaction fees through a single, joint unit
of account, such as gas, introduces two major challenges. First, if the hardcoded costs of each
operation are not precisely reflective of their relative resource usage, there is a possibility of
denial-of-service attacks (specifically, resource exhaustion attacks [44]), where an attacker
exploits resource mispricing to overload the network. Historically, the Ethereum network has
suffered from multiple DoS attacks [13, 14, 52] and has had to manually adjust the relative
prices accordingly (e.g., [12, 22]). Amending the hardcoded costs of each gas operation in
response to such attacks typically requires a hard fork of the client software.

Second, one-dimensional fee markets limit the theoretical throughput of the network.
Using a joint unit of account, such as gas, to price separate resources decouples their price
from supply and demand. As an extreme example to illustrate this dynamic, if the block gas
limit is fully saturated with exclusively CPU-intensive operations, gas price will increase as
transactions compete for limited space. The cost of transactions that consume exclusively
network bandwidth (and nearly no CPU resources) will also increase because these also
require gas, even if demand and supply for bandwidth resources across the network remain
unchanged. As a result, fewer bandwidth-intensive transactions can be included in the block
despite spare capacity, limiting throughput. This limitation occurs because the joint unit
of account only allows the network to price resources relative to each other and not in real
terms based on the supply and demand for each resource. As we will soon discuss, allowing
resources to be priced separately promotes more efficient resource utilization by enabling
more precise price discovery. We note that this increase in throughput need not increase
hardware requirements for full nodes.

Multidimensional fee markets. Due to the potential scalability benefits of more granular
price discovery, a number of popular smart contract platforms are actively exploring multidi-
mensional fee market mechanisms [5, 18]. We discuss some example proposals that are under
active development below.
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Rollups and data markets. Rollups are a popular scaling technology that effectively de-
couples transaction validation and execution from data and consensus [17]. In rollups, raw
transaction data is posted to a base blockchain. Rollups also periodically post succinct proofs
of valid execution to the base chain in order to enable secure bridging, prevent rollbacks, and
arbitrate potential disputes by using the base chain as an anchor of trust. Rollups naturally
create two separate fee markets, one for base layer transactions and one for rollup execution.
As rollups have become a popular design pattern for achieving scalability, specialized block-
chains (called lazy blockchains) that exclusively order raw data through consensus (i.e., do
not perform execution) have emerged [8, 7, 45, 43, 51]. These blockchains naturally allow
for transaction data/bandwidth and execution to be priced through independent (usually
one-dimensional) fee markets [4]. Similarly, Ethereum developers have proposed EIP-2242,
wherein users may submit special transactions which contain an additional piece of data
called a blob [2, 1]. Blobs may contain arbitrary data intended to be interpreted and executed
by rollups rather than the base chain. Later, EIP-4844 extended these ideas by establishing
a two-dimensional fee market wherein data blobs and base-chain gas have different limits
and are priced separately [19]. EIP-4844 therefore intends to increase scalability for rollups,
as blobs do not have to compete with base-chain execution.

Incentivizing parallelization. Most smart contract platforms, including the EVM, execute
program operations sequentially by default, limiting performance. There are several proposals
to enable parallel execution in the EVM which generally fall into two categories. The
first involves minimal changes to the EVM and pushes the responsibility of identifying
opportunities for parallel execution to full nodes [33, 24, 49]. The other approach involves
access lists which require users to specify which accounts their transaction will interact with,
allowing the network to easily identify non-conflicting transactions that can be executed
in parallel [15, 23]. While Ethereum makes access lists optional, other virtual machine
implementations, such as Solana Sealevel and FuelVM, require users to specify the accounts
their transaction will interact with [53, 38, 3]. Despite this capability, a large fraction of
transactions often want to access the same accounts in scenarios including auctions, arbitrage
opportunities, and new product launches. Such contention significantly limits the potential
benefits of the virtual machine’s parallelization capabilities. As a result, developers of
Solana proposed multidimensional fee markets that price interactions with each account
separately [54]. Transactions which require sequential execution are charged higher fees,
incentivizing usage of spare capacity on multi-core machines.

This paper. In this paper, we formally illustrate how to efficiently update resource prices,
what optimization problem these updates attempt to solve, and some consequences of these
observations. We frame the pricing problem in terms of an idealized, omniscient network
designer who chooses transactions to include in blocks in order to maximize total welfare,
subject to demand constraints. (The designer is omniscient as the welfare is unknown and
likely unmeasurable in any practical setting.) We show that this problem, which is the
“ideal end state” of a blockchain but not immediately useful by itself, decomposes into two
problems, coupled by the resource prices. One of these two problems represents the cost
to the network for providing certain resources and is simple enough to be solved on chain.
The other is a maximal-utility problem that miners and users implicitly solve when creating
and including transactions for a given block. Correctly setting the resource prices aligns
incentives such that the resource costs to the network are exactly balanced by the utility
gained by the users and miners. This, in turn, leads to block allocations which solve the
original “ideal” problem, on average.

AFT 2023
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For convenience, we provide appendix A in the full version [27] as a short introduction to
convex optimization. We recommend readers unfamiliar with convex optimization at least
skim this appendix, as it provides a short introduction to all the mathematical definitions
and major theorems used in this paper.

1.1 Related work
The resource allocation problem has been studied in many fields, including operations
research and computer systems. Agrawal, et al. [6] proposed a similar formulation and price
update scheme for fungible resources where utility is defined per-transaction. Prior work
on blockchain transaction fees varies from the formal axiomatic analysis of game theoretic
properties that different fee markets should have [48, 25] to analysis of dynamic fees from
a direct algorithmic perspective [31, 39, 47]. Works of the latter form generally focus on
whether the system converges to an equilibrium. Moreover, these mechanisms focus on
dynamic pricing at the block level (e.g., how many transactions should be allowed in a block?)
and not directly on questions of how capacity should be allocated and priced across different
transaction types.

EIP-1559. EIP-1559 [21], implemented last year, proposed major changes to Ethereum’s
transaction fee mechanism. Specifically, EIP-1559 implemented a base fee for transactions to
be included in each block, which is dynamically adjusted to hit a target block usage and
burned instead of rewarded to the miners. While EIP-1559 is closely related to the problem
we consider, it ultimately has a different goal: EIP-1559 attempts to make the fee estimation
problem easier in a way that disincentivizes manipulation and collusion [16, 48]. We, on the
other hand, aim to price resources dynamically to achieve a given network-specified objective.
Finally, we note that prior work such as [31] has proved incentive compatibility for a large
set of mechanisms that are a superset of EIP-1559. It is likely (but not proven in this work)
that our model fits within an extension of their incentive compatibility framework. We leave
game theoretic analysis and strategies to ensure incentive compatibility as future work.

2 Transactions and resources

Before introducing the network’s resource pricing problem, we discuss the general set up and
motivation for the problem in the case of blockchains.

Transactions. We will start by reasoning about transactions. A transaction can represent
arbitrary data sent over the peer-to-peer network in order to be appended to the chain.
Typically, a transaction will represent a value transfer or a call to a smart contract that exists
on chain. These transactions are broadcasted by users through the peer-to-peer network
and collected by consensus nodes in the mempool, which contains all submitted transactions
that have not been included on chain. A miner gets to choose which transactions from the
mempool are included on chain. Miners may also outsource this process to a block builder in
exchange for a reward [20]. Once a transaction is included on chain, it is removed from the
mempool. (Any conflicting transactions are also removed from the mempool.)

Nodes. Every transaction needs to be executed by full nodes (which we will refer to as
nodes). Nodes compute the current state of the chain by executing and checking the validity
of all transactions that have been included on the chain since the genesis block. Many
blockchains have minimum computational requirements for nodes in a blockchain: any node
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meeting these requirements should be able to eventually “catch up” to the head of the chain
in a reasonable amount of time, i.e., execute all transactions and reach the latest state, even
as the chain continues to grow. (For example, Ethereum requires 4GB RAM and 2TB of
SSD Storage, and they recommend at least a Intel NUC, 7th gen processor [30].) These
requirements both limit the computational resources each block is allowed to consume and
promote decentralization by ensuring the required hardware does not become prohibitively
expensive. If transactions are included in a blockchain faster than nodes are able to execute
them, nodes cannot reconstruct the latest state and can’t ascertain the validity of the chain.
This type of denial of service (DoS) attack is also referred to as a resource exhaustion attack.
(As a side note, in some systems, it is possible to provide an easily-verifiable certificate that
the state is correct. This certificate allows nodes to validate the state of the chain without
executing all past transactions. In these systems, the time-consuming step is generating the
certificate. A similar market mechanism might make sense for these systems, but we do not
explore this topic here.)

Resource targets and limits. There are several ways to prevent this type of denial of
service attack. For example, one method is to enforce that any valid transaction (or sequence
of transactions, e.g., a block) consumes at most some fixed upper bound of resources, or
combinations of resources. These limits are set so that a node satisfying the minimum node
requirements is always able to process transactions quickly enough to catch up to the head of
the chain in a reasonable amount of time. Another possibility is to disincentivize miners and
users from repeatedly including transactions that consume large amounts of resources while
allowing short “bursts” of resource-heavy transactions. This margin needs to be carefully
balanced so that a node meeting the minimum requirements is able to catch up after a
certain period of time. This intuition suggests having both a “resource target” and a larger
“resource limit,” which we will formalize in what follows.

Resources. Most blockchain implementations define a number of meterable resources (simply
resources from here on out) which we will label i = 1, . . . , m, that a transaction can consume.
For example, in Ethereum, the resources could be the individual Ethereum Virtual Machine
(EVM) opcodes used in the execution of a transaction. In this paper, the notion of a resource
is much more general than simply an opcode or an “execution unit”. Here, a resource can refer
to anything as coarse as “total bandwidth usage” or as granular as individual instructions
executed on a specific core of a machine – the only requirement for a resource, as used in
this paper, is that it can be easily and consistently metered across any node. For a given
transaction j = 1, . . . , n, we will let aj ∈ Rm

+ be the vector of resources that transaction j

consumes. In particular, the ith entry of this vector, (aj)i, denotes the amount of resource
i that transaction j uses. We note that the resource usage (aj)i does not, in fact, need to
be nonnegative. While our mechanism works in the more general case (with some small
modifications), we assume nonnegativity in this work for simplicity.

Combined resources. This framework naturally includes combinations of resources as
well. For example, we may have two resources R1 and R2, each cheap to execute once in a
transaction, which are costly to execute serially (i.e., it is costly to execute R1 and then R2 in
the same transaction). In this case, we can create a “combined” resource R1R2 which is itself
metered separately. Note that, in our discussion of resources, there is no requirement that
the resources be independent in any sense, and such “combined resources” are themselves
very reasonable to consider.
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Resource utilization targets. As mentioned previously, many networks have a minimum
node requirement, implying a sustained target for resource utilization in each group of
transactions added to the blockchain. (For simplicity, we will call this sequence of transactions
a block, though it could be any collection of transactions that makes sense for a given
blockchain.) We will write this resource utilization target as a vector b⋆ ∈ Rm whose ith
entry denotes the desired amount of resource i to be consumed in a block. The resource
utilization of a particular block is a linear function of the transactions included in a block.
We will denote the included transactions as a Boolean vector x ∈ {0, 1}n whose jth entry is
one if transaction j is included in the block and is zero otherwise. We will write A ∈ Rm×n

as a matrix whose jth column is the vector of resources aj consumed by transaction j. We
can then write the total quantity of consumed resources by this block as

y = Ax, (1)

where y ∈ Rm is a vector whose ith entry denotes the quantity of resource i consumed by all
transactions included in the block. Additionally, we can write the deviation from the target
utilization, sometimes called the residual, as

Ax − b⋆,

i.e., a vector whose ith element is the total quantity of resource i, consumed by transactions
in this block, minus the target b⋆

i for resource i. For example, in Ethereum post EIP-1559,
there is only one resource, gas, which has a target of 15M [29]. (We will see later how this
notion of a resource utilization target can be generalized to a loss function.)

Resource utilization limits. In addition to resource targets, a blockchain may introduce a
resource limit b ∈ Rm such that any valid block with transactions x must satisfy

Ax ≤ b.

Continuing the example from before, Ethereum after EIP-1559 has a single resource, gas,
with a resource limit of 30M.

Network fees. We want to incentivize users and miners to keep the total resource usage
“close” to b⋆. To this end, we introduce a network fee pi ∈ R for resource i = 1, . . . , m, which
we will sometimes call the resource price, or just the price. If transaction j with resource
vector aj is included in a block, a fee pT aj =

∑
i pi(aj)i must be paid to the network. (In

Ethereum, the network fee is implemented by burning some amount of the gas fee for each
transaction and can be thought of as the “burn rate”.) For now, we will assume that as the
fee pi gets larger, the amount of resource i used in a block (Ax)i will become smaller and
vice versa.

Resource mispricing. Given A and b, it is, in general, not clear how to set the fees p in order
to ensure the network has good performance (in other words, so that the resource utilization
is “close” to b⋆). As a real world example, starting in Ethereum block number 2283416 (Sept.
18, 2016) an attacker exploited the fact that resources were mispriced for the EXTCODESIZE
opcode, causing the network to slow down meaningfully. This mispricing was fixed via the
hard fork on block 2463000 (Oct. 18, 2016) with details outlined in EIP-150 [12]. (The
effects of this mispricing can still be observed when attempting to synchronize a full node. A
dramatic slowdown in downloading and processing blocks happens starting at the previously
mentioned block height.) Though usually less drastic, there have been similar events on
other blockchains, underscoring the importance of correctly setting resource prices.
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Setting fees. We want a simple update rule for the network fees p with the following
properties:
1. If Ax = b⋆, then there is no update.
2. If (Ax)i > b⋆

i , then pi increases.
3. Otherwise, if (Ax)i < b⋆

i , then pi decreases.
There are many update rules with these properties. As a simple example, we can update the
network fees as

pk+1 =
(
pk + η(Ax − b⋆)

)
+ , (2)

where η > 0 is some (usually small) positive number, often referred to as the “step size” or
“learning rate”, k is the block number such that pk are the resource prices at block k, and
(w)+ = max{0, w} for scalar w and is applied elementwise for vectors. Recently, Ethereum
developers [18] proposed the update rule

pk+1 = pk ⊙ exp (η(Ax − b⋆)) . (3)

Here, exp(·) is understood to apply elementwise, while ⊙ is the elementwise or Hadamard
product between two vectors. The remainder of this paper will show that many update rules
are attempting to (approximately) solve an instance of a particular optimization problem
with a natural interpretation, where parts of the update rule come from a specific choice of
objective function by the network designer. (We show in section 3.3 that a similar rule to (3)
can be derived as a consequence of the framework presented in this paper, under a particular
choice of variable transformation.)

We note that [31] has studied fixed points of such iterations in the one-dimensional case,
extending the analysis of EIP-1559. However, the multidimensional scenario can be quite
a bit more subtle to analyze. For instance, the multiplicative update rule (3) can admit
“vanishing gradient” behavior in high-dimensions [34]. We suspect that the one-dimensional
fee model of [31] can be extended to the multidimensional rules (2) and (3) but leave this for
future work.

3 Resource allocation problem

As system designers, our ultimate goal is to maximize utility of the underlying blockchain
network by appropriately allocating resources to transactions. However, we cannot perform
this allocation directly, since we cannot control what users and miners wish to include in
blocks, nor do we know what the utility of a transaction is to users and miners. Instead,
we aim to set the fees p to ensure that the resource usage is approximately equal to the
desired target, which we will represent as an objective function. We will show later that
the update mechanisms proposed above naturally fall out of a more general optimization
formulation. Similarly to the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP), each update rule is a
result of a particular objective function, chosen by the network designer [42, 41].

Loss function. We define a loss function of the resource usage, ℓ : Rm → R ∪ {∞}, which
maps a block’s resource utilization, y, to the “unhappiness” of the network designer, ℓ(y). We
assume only that ℓ is convex and lower semicontinuous. (We will not require monotonicity,
nonnegativity, or other assumptions on ℓ, but we will show that useful properties do hold in
these scenarios.)
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For example, the loss function can encode “infinite dissatisfaction” if the resource target
is violated at all:

ℓ(y) =
{

0 y = b⋆

∞ otherwise.
(4)

(Functions of this form, which are either 0 or ∞ at every point, are known as indicator
functions.) Note also that this loss is not differentiable anywhere, but it is convex. Another
possible loss, which is also an indicator function, is

ℓ(y) =
{

0 y ≤ b⋆

∞ otherwise.
(5)

This loss can roughly be interpreted as: we do not mind any usage below b⋆, but we are
infinitely unhappy with any usage above the target amounts. Alternatively, we may only
care about large deviations from the target b⋆:

ℓ(y) = (1/2)∥y − b⋆∥2
2,

or, perhaps, require that the loss is simply linear and independent of b⋆,

ℓ(y) = uT y, (6)

for some fixed vector u ∈ Rm. Another important family of losses are those which are
separable and depend only on the individual resource utilizations,

ℓ(y) =
m∑

i=1
ϕi(yi) (7)

where ϕi : R → R ∪ {∞} for i = 1, . . . , m, are convex, nondecreasing functions. (The loss (5)
is a special case of this loss, while (6) is a special case when the vector u is nonnegative.)
We will make the technical assumption that ϕi(0) < ∞ for every i, otherwise no resource
allocation would have finite loss.

We will see that each definition of a loss function implies a particular update rule for
the network fees p. This utility function can more generally be engineered to appropriately
capture tradeoffs in increasing throughput of a particular resource at the possible detriment
of other resources.

Resource constraints. Now that we have defined the network designer’s loss, which is a
way of quantifying “unhappiness” when the resource usage is y, we need some way to define
the transactions that users are willing to create and, importantly, that miners are willing
(and able) to include. We do this in a very general way by letting S ⊆ {0, 1}n be the set of
possible transactions that users and miners are willing and able to create and include. Note
that this set is discrete and can be very complicated or potentially hard to maximize over
(as is the case in practice). For example, the set S could encode a demand for transactions
which depend on other transactions being included in the block (as is the case in, e.g., miner
extractable value [37, 26, 46]), network-defined hard constraints of certain resources (such as
Ax ≤ b for every x ∈ S), and even very complicated interactions among different transactions
(if certain contracts can, for example, only be called a fixed number of times, as in NFT
mints). We make no assumptions about the structure of this set S but only require that the
included transactions, x ∈ {0, 1}n, obey the constraint x ∈ S.
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Convex hull of resource constraints. A network designer may be more interested in
the long-term resource utilization of the network than the resource utilization of any one
particular block. In this case, the designer may choose to “average out” each transaction over
a number of blocks instead of deciding whether or not to include it in the next block. To
that end, we, as designers, will be allowed to choose convex combinations of elements of the
constraint set S, which we will write as conv(S). (In general, this means that we can pick
probability distributions over the elements of S, and x is allowed to be the expectation of any
such probability distribution; i.e., we only require that, for the designer, x is reasonable “in
expectation”.) Here, components of x may vary continuously between 0 and 1; these values
have a simple interpretation. If xi is not 0 or 1, then we can interpret the quantity 1/xi

as roughly the number of blocks after which transaction i is included. Of course, neither
users nor miners can choose transactions to be “partially included”, so this property will
only apply to the idealized problem we present below. While this relaxation might seem
unrealistically “loose”, we will see later how this easily translates to the realistic case where
transactions are either included or not (that is, xi is either 0 or 1) by users and miners.

Transaction utility. Finally, we introduce the transaction utilities, which we will write as
q ∈ Rn. The transaction utility qj for transaction j = 1, . . . , n denotes the users’ and miners’
joint utility of including transaction j in a given block. Note that it is very rare (if at all
possible) to know the values of q. However, we will see that, under mild assumptions, we do
not need to know the values of q in order to get reasonable prices, and reasonable update
rules will not depend on q.

Resource allocation problem. We are now ready to write the resource allocation problem,
which is to maximize the utility of the included transactions, minus the loss, over the convex
hull of possible transactions:

maximize qT x − ℓ(y)
subject to y = Ax

x ∈ conv(S).
(8)

This problem has variables x ∈ Rn and y ∈ Rm, and the problem data are the resource
matrix A ∈ Rm×n, the set of possible transactions S ⊆ {0, 1}n, and the transaction utilities
q ∈ Rn. Because the objective function is concave and the constraints are all convex, this is
a convex optimization problem. On the other hand, even though the set conv(S) is convex,
it is possible that conv(S) does not admit an efficient representation (for example, it may
contain exponentially many constraints) which means that solving this problem is, in general,
not easy.

Interpretation. We can interpret the resource allocation problem (8) as the “best case
scenario”, where the designer is able to choose which transactions are included (or “partially
included”) in a block in order to maximize the total utility. While this problem is not terribly
useful by itself, since (a) it cannot really be implemented in practice, (b) we often don’t
know q, and (c) we cannot “partially include” a transaction within a block, we will see that
it will decompose naturally into two problems. One of these problems can be easily solved on
chain, while the other is solved implicitly by the users (who send transactions to be included)
and miners (who choose which transactions to include). The solutions to the latter problem
can always be assumed to be integral; i.e., no transactions are “partially included”. This will
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allow us to construct a simple update rule for the prices, which does not depend on q. For
the remainder of the paper, we will call this combination of users and miners the transaction
producers.

Offchain agreements and producers. Due to the inevitability of user-miner collusion, we
consider the combination of the two, the transaction producers, as the natural unit. For
example, it is not easily possible to create a transaction mechanism where the users are
forced to pay miners some fixed amount, since it is always possible for miners to refund
users via some off-chain agreement [48]. Similarly, we cannot force miners to accept certain
transactions from users, since a miner always has plausible deniability of not having seen
a given transaction in the mempool. While not perfect for a general analysis of incentives,
this conglomerate captures the dynamics between the network’s incentives and those of the
miners and users better than assuming each is purely selfishly maximizing their own utility
(as opposed to strategically colluding) and suffices for our purposes.

3.1 Setting prices using duality
In this section, we will show a decomposition method for this problem. This decomposition
method suggests an algorithm (presented later) for iteratively updating fees in order to
maximize the transaction producers’ utility minus the loss of the network, given historical
observations.

To start, we will reformulate (8) slightly by pulling the constraint x ∈ conv(S) into the
objective,

maximize qT x − ℓ(y) − I(x)
subject to y = Ax

(9)

where I : Rn → R ∪ {∞} is the indicator function defined as I(x) = 0 if x ∈ conv(S) and
I(x) = +∞ otherwise.

Dual function. The Lagrangian [11, §5.1.1] for problem (9) is then

L(x, y, p) = qT x − ℓ(y) − I(x) + pT (y − Ax),

with dual variable p ∈ Rm. This corresponds to “relaxing” the constraint y = Ax to a penalty
pT (y − Ax) assigned to the objective, where the price per unit violation of constraint i is pi.
(Negative values denote refunds.) Rearranging slightly, we can write

L(x, y, p) = pT y − ℓ(y) + (q − AT p)T x − I(x).

The corresponding dual function [11, §5.1.2], which we will write as g : Rm → R ∪ {−∞}, is
found by partially maximizing L over x and y:

g(p) = sup
y

(
pT y − ℓ(y)

)
+ sup

x

(
(q − AT p)T x − I(x)

)
. (10)

Discussion. The first term can be recognized as the Fenchel conjugate of ℓ [11, §3.3]
evaluated at p, which we will write as ℓ∗(p), while the second term is the optimal value of
the following problem:

maximize (q − AT p)T x

subject to x ∈ conv(S),
(11)
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with variable x ∈ Rn. We can interpret this problem as the transaction producers’ problem
of creating and choosing transactions to be included in a block in order to maximize their
utility, after netting the fees paid to the network. (We will sometimes refer to this problem
as the transaction producers’ packing problem.) We note that the optimal value of (11) in
terms of p, which we will write as f(p), is the pointwise supremum of a family of linear (and
therefore convex) functions of p, so it, too, is a convex function [11, §3.2.3]. Note that since
the objective is linear, problem (11) has the same optimal objective value as the nonconvex
problem

maximize (q − AT p)T x

subject to x ∈ S,

where we have replaced conv(S) with S. (See full version [27] appendix A.2 for a simple
proof.) Finally, since f(p) is the optimal value of problem (11) for fees p, the dual function g

can be written as

g(p) = ℓ∗(p)︸ ︷︷ ︸
network

+ f(p)︸︷︷︸
tx producers

.

Since the dual function g is the sum of convex functions ℓ∗ and f , it, too, is convex. (We
will make use of this property soon.) Having defined the dual function g, we will see how
this function can give us a criterion for how to best set the network fees p.

Duality. An important consequence of the definition of the dual function g is weak duality [11,
§5.2.2]. Specifically, letting s⋆ be the optimal objective value for problem (8), we have that
g(p) ≥ s⋆ for every possible choice of price p ∈ Rm. This is true because we have essentially
“relaxed” the constraint to a penalty, so any feasible point x, y for the original problem (9)
always has 0 penalty. (There may, of course, be other points that are not feasible for (9) but
are perfectly reasonable for this “relaxed” version, so we’ve only made the set of possibilities
larger.) The proof is a single line:

g(p) = sup
x,y

L(x, y, p) ≥ sup
y=Ax

L(x, y, p) = sup
y=Ax

(
qT x − ℓ(y) − I(x)

)
= s⋆.

A deep and important result in convex optimization is that, in fact, there exists a p⋆ for
which

g(p⋆) = s⋆,

under some basic constraint qualifications.1 In other words, adding the constraint y = Ax

to the problem is identical to correctly setting the prices p. Since we know for any p that
g(p) ≥ s⋆ then

g(p⋆) = inf
p

g(p),

or, that p⋆ is a minimizer of g. This motivates an optimization problem for finding the prices.

1 The condition is that the relative interior of A conv(S)∩dom ℓ is nonempty. Here, we write A conv(S) =
{Ax | x ∈ conv(S)} and dom ℓ = {x | ℓ(x) < ∞}, while the relative interior is taken with respect to
the affine hull of the set. This condition almost always holds in practice for reasonable functions ℓ and
sets S.
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The dual problem. The dual problem is to minimize g, as a function of the fees p. In other
words, the dual problem is to find the optimal value of

minimize g(p), (12)

with variable p ∈ Rm. If we can easily evaluate g, then, since this problem is a convex
optimization problem, as g is convex, solving it is usually also easy. An optimizer of the dual
problem has a simple interpretation using its optimality conditions. Let p⋆ be a solution to
the dual problem (12) for what follows. If the packing problem (11) has a unique solution x⋆

for p⋆, then the objective value f is differentiable at p⋆. (See full version [27] appendix A.2.)
Similarly, under mild conditions on the loss function ℓ (such as strict convexity) the function
ℓ∗ is differentiable at y⋆, with derivative satisfying ∇ℓ(y⋆) = p⋆. In this case, the optimality
conditions for problem (12) are that

∇g(p⋆) = y⋆ − Ax⋆ = 0. (13)

In other words, the fees p⋆ that minimize (12) are those that charge the transaction producers
the exact marginal costs faced by the network, ∇ℓ(Ax⋆) = p⋆. Furthermore, these are exactly
the fees which incentivize transaction producers to include transactions that maximize the
welfare generated minus the network loss, subject to resource constraints, since y⋆ and x⋆

are feasible and optimal for problem (8).

Differentiability. In general, g is not always differentiable, but is almost universally subdiffer-
entiable, under mild additional conditions on ℓ (e.g., ℓ does not contain a line). Condition (13)
may then be replaced with

0 ∈ ∂g(p⋆) = −Y ⋆(p⋆) + AX⋆(p⋆),

where

Y ⋆(p) = argmax
y

(
pT y − ℓ(y)

)
,

while X⋆(p) ⊆ conv(S) are the maximizers of problem (11) for price p. We define AX⋆(p) =
{Ax | x ∈ X⋆(p)}, and write ∂g(p⋆) for the subgradients of g at p⋆ (cf., full version [27]
appendix A). The condition then says that the intersection of the extremizing sets Y ⋆(p⋆)
and AX⋆(p⋆) is nonempty at the optimal prices p⋆. We show a special case of this below,
when p = 0, with a direct proof using strong duality that does not require these additional
conditions.

3.2 Properties
There are a number of properties of the prices p that can be derived from the dual problem (12).

Nonnegative prices. If the objective function ℓ is separable and nondecreasing, as in (7),
then any price pi feasible for problem (12) must be nonnegative, pi ≥ 0. (By feasible, we
mean that g(p) < ∞.) To see this, note that, by definition (7), we have

ℓ∗(p) = sup
y

(
pT y − ℓ(y)

)
=

m∑
i=1

sup
yi

(piyi − ϕi(yi)) ,

so we can consider each term individually. If pi < 0 then any yi ≤ 0 must have

piyi − ϕi(yi) ≥ piyi − ϕi(0) → ∞,

as yi → −∞ since ϕi(yi) is nondecreasing in yi. So g(p) → ∞ and therefore this choice of p

cannot be feasible, so we must have that pi ≥ 0.
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Superlinear separable losses. If the losses ϕi are superlinear, in that

ϕi(z)
z

→ ∞, (14)

as z → ∞ and bounded from below, in addition to being nondecreasing, then ℓ∗(p) is finite
for p ≥ 0. This means that the effective domain of g, defined as the set of prices for which g

is finite,

dom g = {p ∈ Rm | g(p) < ∞},

is exactly the nonnegative orthant. (This discussion may appear somewhat theoretical, but
we will see later that it turns out to be an important practical point when updating prices.)
While not all losses are superlinear, we can always make them so by, e.g., adding a small,
nonnegative squared term to ϕi, say

ϕ̃i(z) = ϕi(z) + ρ(z)2
+,

where (z)+ = max{0, z} and ρ > 0, or by setting ϕi(z) = ∞ for z ≥ 0 large enough.

Subsidies. Alternatively, if the function ℓ is decreasing somewhere on the interior of its
domain, then there exist points y⋆ for which prices pi are negative – i.e., sometimes the
network is willing to subsidize usage by paying users to use the network to meet its intended
target. The interpretation is simple: if the base demand of the network is not enough
to meet the target usage, then the network has an incentive to subsidize users until the
marginal cost of the target usage matches the subsidy amounts. We note that this may only
apply to very specific transaction types in practice, as it is difficult to issue subsidies in an
incentive-compatible manner that doesn’t encourage the inclusion of “junk” transactions.

Maximum price. There often exist prices past which transaction producers would always
prefer to not submit a transaction (or, more generally, will only submit transactions that
consume no resources, if such transactions exist). In fact, we can characterize the set of all
such prices.

To do this, write S0 ⊆ S for the set of transactions bundles that use no resources, defined

S0 = {x ∈ S | Ax = 0}.

If 0 ∈ S then S0 is nonempty (as 0 ∈ S0), and we usually expect this set to be a singleton,
S0 = {0}. Otherwise, we are saying that there are transactions that are always costless to
include. Now, we will define the set

P =
⋂

x∈S\S0

{p ∈ Rm
+ | pT Ax > qT x}.

This is the set of prices p ∈ P such that, for every possible transaction bundle x ∈ S, the
price of this transaction bundle, pT Ax, paid to the network, is strictly larger than the total
welfare generated by including it, which is qT x. (That is, any transaction bundle x that is
not costless is always strictly worse than no transaction, for transaction producers, at these
prices.) The set P is nonempty since 1T Ax > 0 for every x ∈ S \ S0 (and S \ S0 is finite) so,
setting p = t1, we have that

pT Ax − qT x = t1T Ax − qT x → ∞ > 0,
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as t → ∞, so t1 ∈ P for t large enough. The set P is also a convex set, as it is the intersection
of convex sets. Additionally, if p ∈ P , then any prices p′ satisfying p′ ≥ p must also have
p′ ∈ P , where the inequality is taken elementwise. In English: if certain resource prices p ∈ P

would mean that transactions that consume resources are not included, then increasing the
price of any resources to p′ ≥ p also implies the same.

3.3 Solution methods
As mentioned before, the dual problem (12) is convex. This means that it can often be
easily solved if the function g (or its subgradients) can be efficiently evaluated. We will see
that, assuming users and miners are approximately solving problem (11), we can retrieve
approximate (sub)gradients of g and use these to (approximately) solve the dual problem (12).
In a less-constrained computational environment, a quasi-Newton method (e.g., L-BFGS)
would converge quickly to the optimal prices and be efficient to implement. However, these
methods aren’t amenable to on-chain computation due to their memory and computational
requirements. To solve for the optimal fees on chain, we therefore propose a modified version
of gradient descent which is easy to compute and does not require additional storage beyond
the fees themselves.

Projected gradient descent. A common algorithm for unconstrained function minimization
problems, such as problem (12), is gradient descent. In gradient descent, we are given an
initial starting point p0 and, if the function g is differentiable, we iteratively update the
prices in the following way:

pk+1 = pk − η∇g(pk).

Here, η > 0 is some (usually small) positive number referred to as the “step size” or “learning
rate” and k = 0, 1, . . . is the iteration number. This rule has a few important properties.
For example, if ∇g(pk) = 0, that is, pk is optimal, then this rule does not update the prices,
pk+1 = pk; in other words, any minimizer of g is a fixed point of this update rule. Additionally,
this rule can be shown to converge to the optimal value under some mild conditions on g,
cf. [9, §1.2]. This update also has a simple interpretation: if ∇g(pk) is not zero, then a small
enough step in the direction of ∇g(pk) is guaranteed to evaluate to a lower value than pk, so
an update in this direction decreases the objective g. (This is why the parameter η is usually
chosen to be small.)

Note that if the effective domain of the function g, dom g, is not Rm, then it is possible
that the (k + 1)st step ends up outside of the effective domain, pk+1 ̸∈ dom g, so g(pk) = ∞
which would mean that the gradient of g at price pk+1 would not exist. To avoid this, we can
instead run projected gradient descent, where we project the update step into the domain of
g, in order to get pk+1 ∈ dom g, i.e.,

pk+1 = proj(pk − η∇g(p)) (15)

where proj(z) is defined

proj(z) = argmin
p∈dom g

∥z − p∥2
2.

In English, proj(z) is the projection of the price to the nearest point in the domain of g, as
measured by the sum-of-squares loss ∥ · ∥2

2. (This always exists and is unique as the domain
of g is always closed and convex, for any loss function ℓ as defined above.) There is relatively
rich literature on the convergence of projected gradient descent, and we refer the reader
to [50, 9] for more.
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Evaluating the gradient. In general, since we do not know q, we cannot evaluate the
function g at a certain point, say pk. On the other hand, the gradient of g at pk, when g

is differentiable, depends only on the solution to problem (11) and the maximizer for the
conjugate function ℓ∗, at the price pk. (This follows from the gradient equation in (13).) So,
if we know that transaction producers are solving their welfare maximization problem (11)
to (approximate) optimality, equation (13) suggests a simple descent algorithm for solving
the dual problem (12).

From before, let y⋆ be a maximizer of supy

(
yT pk − ℓ(y)

)
, which is usually easy to compute

in practice, and let x0 be an (approximate) solution to the transaction inclusion problem (11)
(observed, e.g., after the block is built with resource prices pk). We can approximate the
gradient of g at the current fees p using (13), where we replace the true solution x⋆ with
the observed solution x0. Since x0 is Boolean, we can compute the resource usage Ax0 after
observing only the included transactions. We can then update the fees pk in, say, block k, to
a new value pk+1 by using projected gradient descent with this new approximation:

pk+1 = proj(pk − η(y⋆ − Ax0)). (16)

Discussion. Whenever ℓ is differentiable at y⋆, we have that ∇ℓ(y⋆) = p. (To see this, apply
the first-order optimality conditions to the objective in the supremum in the definition of ℓ⋆.)
We can then think of y⋆ as the resource utilization such that the marginal cost to the network
∇ℓ is equal to the current fees p. Thus, the network aims to set p such that the realized
resource utilization is equal to y⋆. We can see that (15) will increase the network fee for a
resource being overutilized and decrease the network fee for a resource being underutilized.
This pricing mechanism updates fees to disincentivize future users and miners from including
transactions that consume currently-overutilized resources in future blocks. Additionally,
we note that algorithms of this form are not the only algorithms which are reasonable. For
example, any algorithm that has a fixed point p satisfying ∇g(p) = 0 and converges to this
point under suitable conditions is also similarly reasonable. One well-known example is an
update rule of the form of (3):

pk+1 = pk ⊙ exp(−η∇g(pk)),

when the prices must be nonnegative, i.e., when dom g ⊆ Rm
+ . We note that one important

part of reasonable rules is that they only depend on (an approximation of) the gradient of
the function g, since the value of g may not even be known in practice. Additionally, in some
cases, the function g is nondifferentiable at prices p. In this case, the subgradient still often
exists and convergence of the update rule (16) can be guaranteed under slightly stronger
conditions. (The modification is needed as not all subgradients are descent directions.)

Simple examples. We can derive specific update rules by choosing specific loss functions.
For example, consider the loss function

ℓ(y) =
{

0 y = b⋆

+∞ otherwise,

which captures infinite unhappiness of the network designer for any deviation from the target
resource usage b⋆. The corresponding conjugate function is

ℓ∗(p) = sup
y

(yT p − ℓ(y)) = (b⋆)T p,
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with maximizer y⋆ = b⋆. (Note that this maximizer does not change for any price p). Since
dom g = Rm, then the update rule is

pk+1 = pk − η(b⋆ − Ax0). (17)

If the utilization Ax0 lies far below b⋆, the fees pk might become negative, i.e., the network
would subsidize certain resource usage to meet the requirement that it must be equal to b⋆.

Nondecreasing separable loss. A more reasonable family of loss functions would be the
nondecreasing, separable losses:

ℓ(y) =
m∑

i=1
ϕi(yi).

From §3.2 we know that the domain of g is precisely the nonnegative orthant when the
functions ϕi are superlinear (i.e., satisfy (14)) and bounded from below, so we have that
proj(z) = (z)+, where (w)+ = max{0, w} for scalar w and is applied elementwise for vectors.
Additionally, using the definition of the separable loss, we can write

ℓ∗(p) =
m∑

i=1
sup
yi

(yipi − ϕi(yi)) .

Letting y⋆
i be the maximizers for the individual problems at the current price pk, we have

pk+1 = (pk − η(y⋆ − Ax0))+.

For example, if ϕi is an indicator function with ϕi(yi) = 0 if yi ≤ b⋆
i and ∞ otherwise, as in

the loss (5), then an optimal point is always y⋆
i = b⋆

i , when pi ≥ 0. Since no updates will
ever set pi < 0, we therefore have,

pk+1 = (pk − η(b⋆ − Ax0))+,

which is precisely the update given in (2).

Exponential update rule. A log transform of the prices leads to an update rule resem-
bling (3), proposed by Ethereum developers [18]. We assume that the loss function is
separable and nondecreasing (cf., §3.2) and that a minimum demand condition is met (given
in the full version [27, §3.2]) so that the prices are strictly positive. As a result, we can write
the prices p as p = exp(p̃) for some p̃ ∈ Rm, where the exponential is applied elementwise.
The gradient with respect to p̃ is ∇g(p̃) = ∇g(p) ⊙ exp(p̃). Writing the resulting gradient
update for p̃ and then taking the exponential of both sides, we get

pk+1 = pk ⊙ exp
(
−pk ⊙ η∇g(pk)

)
.

When we use the indicator loss function (4), we obtain a rule similar to the original EIP-1559
update (3) but with an extra factor of pk in the exponent:

pk+1 = pk ⊙ exp(η(pk ⊙ (Axk − b⋆))). (18)

The lack of this extra factor in EIP-1559 may explain some of the behavior explored in [40].
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Figure 1 Resource utilization for multidimensional pricing (left) clusters closer to target values
than for uniform pricing (right), which includes limited information about individual targets or caps.

4 The cost of uniform prices

In this section, we show that pricing resources using the method outlined above can increase
network efficiency and make the network more robust to DoS attacks and resource demand
distribution shifts. We construct a toy experiment to illustrate these differences between
uniform and multidimensional resource pricing but leave more extensive numerical studies to
future work.

The setup. We consider a blockchain system with two resources (e.g., compute and storage)
with resource utilizations y1 and y2. Resource 1 is much cheaper for the network to use
than resource 2, so b⋆ = (10, 1) and y ≤ b = (50, 5). Furthermore, we assume that there is
a joint capacity constraint on these resources, y1 + 10y2 ≤ 50, which captures the resource
tradeoff. Each transaction aj is therefore a vector in R3

+ with aj = (a1j , a2j , a1j + 10a2j).
As in §3.3, we consider the simple loss function ℓ(y) = 0 if y = b⋆ and +∞ otherwise, which
has the update rule given in (17). In the scenarios below, we compare our multidimensional
fee market approach to a baseline, where both resources are combined into one equal to
a1j + 10a2j with b⋆ = 20% × max(b1, b2) = 10. We demonstrate that pricing these resources
separately leads to better network performance. All code is available at

https://github.com/bcc-research/resource-pricing.

We run simulations in the Julia programming language [10]. The transaction producers’
optimization problem (11) is modeled with JuMP [28] and solved with COIN-OR’s simplex-
based linear programming solver, Clp [32]. The solution is usually integral, but when it is
not, we fall back to the HiGHS mixed-integer linear program solver [35].

Scenario 1: steady state behavior. We consider a sequence of 250 blocks. At each block,
there are 15 submitted transactions, with resource usage randomly drawn as a1j ∼ U(0.5, 1)
and a2j ∼ U(0.05, 0.1). (For example, these may be moderate compute and low storage
transactions.) Transaction utility is drawn as qj ∼ U(0, 5). We initialize the price vector
as p = 0 and examine the steady state behavior, where the price updates and transaction
producer behavior are defined as in the previous section. We use a learning rate η = 1 × 10−2

throughout. The resource utilization, shown in figure 1, suggests that our multidimensional
scheme more closely tracks the target utilities b⋆ than a single-dimensional fee market.
Furthermore, the number of transactions included per block is consistently higher, illustrated
in figure 2 (purple line).
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Figure 2 Multidimensional pricing allows us to include more transactions per block (left) by
optimally adjusting prices (right). The thicker line is the four-sample moving average of the data.

Figure 3 Resource utilization for multidimensional pricing (left) clusters closer to target values
than for uniform pricing (right) after a burst to the resource limit to handle transactions that make
heavy use of resource 2.

Scenario 2: transactions distribution shift. Often, the distribution of transaction types
submitted to a blockchain network differs for a short period of time (e.g., during NFT mints).
There may be a change in both the number of transactions and the distribution of resources
required. We repeat the above simulation but add 150 transactions in block 10 with resource
vector aj = (0.01, 0.5). (For example, these transactions may have low computation but high
storage requirements.) We draw the utility qj ∼ U(10, 20) and begin the network at the
steady-state prices from scenario 1. In figure 3, we see that a multidimensional fee market
gracefully handles the distribution shift. The network fully utilizes resource 2 for a short
period of time before returning to steady state. Uniform pricing, on the other hand, does
not do a good job of adjusting its resource usage and oscillates around the target. Figure 4
show that, as a result, multidimensional pricing is able to include more transactions, both
during the distribution shift and after the network returns to steady state. We see that the
prices smoothly adjust accordingly.

5 Extensions

Parallel transaction execution model. Consider the scenario where the nodes have L

parallel execution environments (e.g., threads), each of which has its own set of m identical
resources. In addition, there are r resources shared between the environments. We denote
transactions run on thread k by xk ∈ {0, 1}n. The resource allocation problem becomes
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Figure 4 Multidimensional pricing allows us to include more transactions per block by optimally
adjusting prices (right). The thicker line is the four-sample moving average of the data.

maximize
L∑

k=1
qT xk − ℓ(y1, . . . , yL, yshared)

subject to yk = Axk, xk ∈ conv(S) k = 1, . . . , L

yshared = Bz, z =
L∑

k=1
xk, z ∈ conv(Sshared)

As before, the Boolean vector sets S and Sshared encode constraints such as resource limits
for each parallel environment and the shared environment respectively. In addition, we’d
expect to have z ≤ 1 if each transaction is only allocated to a single environment, which
can be encoded by Sshared. By stacking the variables into one vector, this problem can be
seen as a special case of (8) and can be solved with the same method presented in this work.
(The interpretation here is that we are declaring a number of “combined resources”, each
corresponding to the parallel execution environments along with their shared resources.)

Different price update speeds. Some resources may be able to sustain burst capacities for
much shorter periods of times than other resources. In practice, we may wish to increase
the prices of these resources faster. For example, a storage opcode that generates a lot of
memory allocations will quickly cause garbage collection overhead, which could slow down
the network. We can update (15) to include a learning rate for each resource. These learning
rates can be chosen by system designers using simulations and historical data. We collect
these in a diagonal matrix D = diag (η1, . . . , ηm) and change the update rule to be

pk+1 = proj(pk − D∇g(pk)).

Contract throughput. Alternatively, we can define utilization on a per-contract basis
instead of a per-resource basis (per-contract fees were recently proposed by the developers
of Solana [54]). We define the utilization of a smart contract j as zj = (wT aj)xj , where w

is some weight vector and xj ∈ Z+ is the number of times contract j is called. In matrix
form, z = AT w ⊙ x, where ⊙ is the Hadamard (elementwise) product. For each contract,
the utilization zj is 0 when xj = 0, which can be interpreted as not calling contract j in a
block. When xj > 0, the utilization is (

∑
i wiaij) xj . When we use per-contract utilizations,

the loss function can capture a notion of fairness in resource allocation to contracts. For
example, we may want to prioritize cheaper-to-execute contracts over more expensive ones
by using, e.g., proportional fairness as in [36], though there are many other notions that may
be useful. With this setup, the resource allocation problem is
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maximize qT x − ℓ(z)
subject to z = AT w ⊙ x

x ∈ conv(S).

Again, we can introduce the dual variable p ∈ Rn for the equality constraint, and, with a
similar method to the one introduced in this paper, iteratively update this variable to find
the optimal fees to charge for each smart contract call.

6 Conclusion

We constructed a framework for multidimensional resource pricing in blockchains. Using
this framework, we modeled the network designer’s goal of maximizing transaction producer
utility, minus the loss incurred by the network, as a an optimization problem. We used
tools from convex optimization – and, in particular, duality theory – to decompose this
problem into two simpler problems: one solved on chain by the network, and another solved
off chain by the transaction producers. The prices that unify the competing objectives of
minimizing network loss and maximizing transaction producer utility are precisely the dual
variables in the optimization problem. Setting these prices correctly (i.e., to minimize the
dual function) results in a solution to the original problem. We then demonstrated efficient
methods for updating prices that are amenable to on-chain computation and derived an
EIP-1559-like mechanism as an example. In a simple numerical example, we find that the
proposed mechanism allows the network to equilibrate to its resource utilization target more
quickly than uniform pricing, while offering greater throughput without increasing node
hardware requirements. Finally, we show a number of simple extensions to our framework
that capture other proposed mechanisms such as per-contract fees. We find that it allows
the network to equilibrate to its resource utilization target more quickly than the uniform
price case and offers greater throughput without increasing node requirements.

To the best of the authors’ knowledge, this is the first work to systematically study
optimal pricing of resources in blockchains in the many-asset setting. Future work and
improvements to this model include a detailed game-theoretic analysis, extending that of [31],
along with a more concrete analysis of the dynamical behavior of fees set in this manner.
Finally, a thorough numerical evaluation of these methods under realistic conditions (such as
testnets) will be necessary to see if these methods are feasible in production.
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Abstract
Filecoin is the largest storage-based open-source blockchain, both by storage capacity (>11EiB) and
market capitalization. This paper provides the first formal security analysis of Filecoin’s consensus
(ordering) protocol, Expected Consensus (EC). Specifically, we show that EC is secure against an
arbitrary adversary that controls a fraction β of the total storage for βm < 1 − e−(1−β)m, where m

is a parameter that corresponds to the expected number of blocks per round, currently m = 5 in
Filecoin. We then present an attack, the n-split attack, where an adversary splits the honest miners
between multiple chains, and show that it is successful for βm ≥ 1 − e−(1−β)m, thus proving that
βm = 1 − e−(1−β)m is the tight security threshold of EC. This corresponds roughly to an adversary
with 20% of the total storage pledged to the chain. Finally, we propose two improvements to EC
security that would increase this threshold. One of these two fixes is being implemented as a Filecoin
Improvement Proposal (FIP).
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1 Introduction

Filecoin is the largest storage-based blockchain in terms of both market cap [3] and total
raw-byte storage capacity (>11EiB) [6]. In Filecoin, miners, called Storage Providers (SPs),
gain the right to participate in the consensus protocol and to create blocks by pledging
storage capacity to the chain.2 They are in return compensated with a financial reward in
the form of newly minted FIL, the cryptocurrency underlying Filecoin, whenever their blocks
are included on-chain, where probability of a miner minting new block corresponds to their
storage power. The Filecoin consensus mechanism Storage Power Consensus (SPC) consists
mainly of two components: first, a Sybil-resistance mechanism that keeps an accurate map
of the storage pledged by each storage provider; and second, a consensus protocol that can
be run by any set of weighted participants and outputs an ordered list of transactions.

1 Corresponding author, part of work was done at Protocol Labs.
2 Filecoin further incentivizes the storage of “useful” data, where SPs have the additional opportunity to

boost their raw-byte storage power, offering deals to verified clients, yielding quality adjusted power [2].
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In this paper, we ignore the mechanisms that keep the mapping between miners and their
respective storage accurate (i.e., the Sybil-resistance mechanism and the quality adjusted
power policy) and focus on the sub-protocol run by the weighted miners to produce an
ordered list of transactions. This sub-protocol is called Expected Consensus (EC) and weighs
each participant according to their storage power. We assume that the weighted list of miners
is accurately maintained and given as an input to EC. EC is a longest-chain style protocol [1]
(or, more accurately, a heaviest-chain protocol). At a high level, it operates by running a
leader election at every time slot in which, on expectation, m participants may be eligible to
submit a block, where m is a parameter currently equal to 5. Each participant is elected with
probability proportional to their weight. Multiple valid blocks submitted in a given round
may form a tipset, which is a set of blocks sharing the same height (i.e., round number) and
parent tipset. In EC, the blockchain is a chain of tipsets (i.e., a directed acyclic graph [DAG]
of blocks) rather than a chain of blocks. For example, in Figure 1a blocks {A,B,C}, {D,E}
and {F,G,H} each form a different tipset; and in Figure 1b blocks {A,B,C}, {D,E} and {F}
each form a different tipset. Every block in a tipset adds weight to its chain of tipsets, while
the fork choice rule is to choose the heaviest tipset. EC works in a very similar fashion as
longest-chain protocols like Bitcoin do, but it uses tipsets instead of blocks. EC’s security
has, until now, only been argued informally, as with Bitcoin in its early days. Intuitively,
tipsets make it harder for an adversary with less storage to form a competing chain of tipsets
with more blocks than the main chain, as miners can create a number of blocks proportional
to their storage power. This is analogous to Nakamoto’s private attack on the longest-chain
protocol [22]. Specifically, assuming that two competing chains of tipsets are growing, with
different amount of storage power producing the two, since in EC more than one block can
be appended to a chain at each round, the difference between the number of blocks created
on each chain will grow roughly m times faster than in the case without tipset (i.e., where
each chain can grow by at most one block at each round). However, this intuitive security
justification only applies when examining the private attack, a specific instance, not a general
adversary. The lessons learned from the balance attack [23] on GHOST [28] highlight that a
comprehensive analysis encompassing all potential attacks is crucial for assuring the security
of a blockchain protocol. This comprehensive evaluation is the main focus of this paper.

In this work, we conduct a formal security analysis of EC and prove that EC is secure
against any adversary that owns a fraction β of the total storage power for βm < 1−e−(1−β)m

(Section 5). To achieve this, we carefully extend the proof technique developed in [14] to EC:
the key step is to identify the sufficient condition for a block to stay in the chain forever,
regardless of the complex DAG structure in EC. Indeed, the incorporation of tipsets introduces
substantial complexities to the problem. For instance, in the longest-chain protocol, the
chain growth is an independent and identically distributed random variable in each round.
Conversely, within EC, the chain growth becomes dependent on the entire history of the
blockchain, given that it depends on the structure of the DAG. This increased dependency
adds layers of intricacy to the security analysis. Following similar literature [14, 16, 19], we
consider a rather strong adversary, which we specify in Section 2, that has “full control” over
both the network and the tie breaking rule. We then propose an attack, the n-split attack,
in Section 6 in which an adversary with power β such that βm ≥ 1− e−(1−β)m can break the
security of EC, effectively proving that the security threshold βm = 1− e−(1−β)m is tight
for EC. With current parameters, this means that EC is secure against an adversary that
holds roughly 20% of the total storage power. In our attack, an elected leader, controlled
by the adversary, equivocates by sending different blocks to different miners at each round
with the aim to split the honest miners into different chains and thus reducing the weight
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(a) Example of a tipset chain: {A,B,C}
is the first tipset after Genesis, and the
parent tipset of {D,E}, which is itself the
parent tipset of tipset {F,G,H}.

(b) Example of two tipsets with equal
weight. Tipset {D,E} and tipset {F} both
have a weight of 5. (roughly, the weight is
calculated as the sum of the blocks in all
the tipsets, see Section 3.3 for details).

Figure 1 Tipset structure in EC.

of each tipsets’ chain. While the honest participants are split and all mine on potentially
many different forks, the adversary can construct a private tipsets’ chain on the side, i.e., a
chain that does not include any block mined by an honest miner (called for simplicity honest
block) and that will not be broadcast to any honest miner until the end of the attack. Finally,
in Section 7, we propose two countermeasures against this attack aimed at augmenting
the security threshold of Filecoin. The first one entails eliminating the concept of tipsets,
substituting EC with the longest-chain protocol [19, 13, 9], as our observations suggest that
lowering the value of m can enhance the security threshold. The second approach involves the
adoption of a consistent or reliable broadcast protocol [12, 18] to prohibit the adversary from
equivocating. Our second countermeasure is currently in the process of being implemented
as a Filecoin Improvement Proposal [7].

Related Work

This work is directly inspired by the line of work formally analyzing longest-chain protocols
either in the proof-of-work case [16, 27, 20] or proof-of-stake [10, 19, 14, 25]. We adapt the
technique in [14] to account for tipsets instead of blocks (see Lemma 5). The main difference
between using a chain of tipsets and a chain of blocks is that in the tipset case, the number
of blocks in the chain at each round can increase by any finite integer value and also depends
on the structure of the DAG. By contrast, in the chain-of-blocks case, the number of blocks
of any honest chain increases by zero or one at each round. This makes the tipset analysis
more complex.

Similar attacks to the one we describe in Section 6 were proposed by Bagaria et al. [10]
in the context of proof-of-stake and by Natoli and Gramoli [23] in the proof-of-work context.
In both these works, the attacks are described on a DAG-based blockchain, where each new
block can include any previous block as its parent. We adapt it to the tipset case, which is
slightly different: in the case of tipsets, a block may have multiple parents, but only blocks
that have themselves the same set of parents can be referenced by the child block. The idea
behind these attacks is to have an adversary publish its blocks in a timely manner on different
forks to ensure that honest miners keep on extending two or even more chains instead of one,
effectively spreading their power (be it stake, computation or storage) on different chains.
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2 Model

In this section we present our model and assumptions.

2.1 Participants
Filecoin requires participants to pledge storage capacity to the chain to be added to the list
of participants. Following the work in [16, 19] we consider a flat model, meaning that each
participant accounts for one unit of storage. This could easily be extended to a non-flat model
by considering that a participant holding x units of storage controls x “flat” participants.
We consider a static model wherein the set of participants is fixed during the execution of
the protocol. We assume that each participant i possesses a key pair (ski, pki) and that every
participant is aware of the other participants and their respective public keys.

We consider a static adversary that corrupts a fraction β of the participants at the
beginning of the execution of the protocol. In order to defend against an adaptive adversary
who can corrupt honest nodes on the fly (i.e., dynamically, at the start of each round), one
can either use key evolving signature schemes [13] or checkpointing [8]. However, in order to
keep the problem simple, we do not consider an adaptive adversary in this paper.

2.2 Network assumptions
We consider the lock-step synchronous network model adopted in [16, 19]. Time is divided into
synchronized rounds, each indexed with an integer in N. Following Filecoin’s terminology [1],
we refer to each time slot as an epoch. Each epoch has a fixed duration (currently 30 seconds
in Filecoin). To abstract the underlying peer-to-peer gossip network in Filecoin, we simply
assume that all messages sent by honest nodes are broadcast to all nodes and that all honest
nodes re-broadcast any message they deliver. All network messages are delivered by the
adversary, and we allow the adversary to selectively delay messages sent by honest nodes,
with the following restrictions: (i) the messages sent in an epoch must be delivered by the
end of the current epoch; and (ii) the adversary cannot forge or alter any message sent by
an honest node. The adversary does not suffer any network delay. Note that the adversary
can selectively send its message only to a subset of honest nodes. However, due to the
re-broadcast mechanism, all honest nodes will receive the message by the end of the next
epoch.

The non-lock-step synchronous model, also known as the ∆-synchronous model, is also
frequently employed in blockchain security analysis [9, 13, 14, 24, 27]. This model ensures
messages sent by honest nodes are delivered within a sliding window of ∆ epochs. While
this model might be more suitable for proof-of-work blockchains, where miners persistently
mine and broadcast blocks, its application becomes less pertinent for PoS blockchains. In
the latter, honest nodes primarily remain dormant, awaiting the epoch boundaries to send
messages. Given the efficiency of today’s network infrastructure, a 30-second window adopted
by EC is quite conservative. Consequently, we find little justification to incorporate the
∆-synchronous model in our EC analysis.

2.3 Randomness
Random beacon. A random beacon [26] is a system that emits a random number at regular
intervals. EC relies on drand [4], a decentralized random beacon, to provide miners a different
random number at each epoch. This service is run by a set of 16 independent institutions
that run a multi-party protocol to output, at regular intervals, a fresh random number. We
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assume that this random number is unbiasable (i.e., truly random) and unpredictable before
the beginning of the epoch. We also assume that each miner in Filecoin has the same view of
each drand output, i.e., that drand is secure. We denote drandi the random beacon emitted
by drand and used by Filecoin miners at epoch i.

Verifiable Random Function. A Verifiable Random Function (VRF) [21] is a function that
outputs a random number in a verifiable way, i.e., everyone can verify that the output is
indeed random and was generated correctly. A VRF is composed of two polynomial-time
algorithms: VRF.Proof and VRF.Verify (we omit the key generation). VRF.Proof takes as
inputs a seed seed and a secret key sk and outputs a tuple (y = Gsk(seed), p = πsk(seed))
where y is a random number and p is a proof that can be used to verify the correctness of y.
VRF.Verify takes as input a tuple (seed, y, p) and a public key pk and uses p to verify that
y = Gsk(seed), in which case it outputs 1; otherwise, it outputs 0. A VRF is correct if:
1. if (y, p) = VRF.Proofsk(seed), then VRF.Verifypk(seed, y, p) = 1;
2. for all (sk, seed), there is a unique y s.t. VRF.Verifypk(seed, y, πsk(seed)) = 1;
3. Gsk(seed) is computationally indistinguishable from a random number for any probabilistic

polynomial-time adversary.

Throughout the rest of this paper, we assume the existence of a correct VRF.

3 Filecoin’s Expected Consensus (EC)

Filecoin’s consensus protocol, EC, consists of three main components: a leader election
sub-protocol, a mining algorithm and a fork choice rule. Briefly, at the beginning of each
epoch, participants will check their eligibility to produce a block by running the leader
election. If they are elected, they use the fork choice rule to select a tipset and include
it as their parent before broadcasting their block. We define the protocol more formally
in this section. However, we intentionally omit some details, such as those regarding how
participants must continually post proofs related to their pledged storage, as they are not
relevant to our analysis. Instead, we assume that all participants continuously maintain one
unit of storage. Furthermore, in practice in Filecoin [1] a participant with power x that is
elected twice in the same epoch will create only one block that weighs twice more. This is
not relevant to our analysis, so we ignore it and prefer a flat model wherein a participant
elected twice simply creates two blocks under two different identities. Such a model will
favor an adversary as we illustrate in Section 6 and hence renders our analysis stronger.

Due to space limitations, a pseudocode representation of the algorithms described in this
section can be found in Appendix A.

3.1 Leader Selection Protocol
EC’s leader election is inspired by Algorand’s cryptographic sortition [17]. Briefly, the
leader selection relies on a Verifiable Random Function (VRF) [21] that takes as input
the drand output value for that epoch. In each epoch, each participant will compute
VRF.Proofsk(seed) = (y = Gsk(seed), p = πsk(seed)) where seed is the drand value. If y is
below a predefined value target that is a parameter of the protocol, then that participant
is elected leader. Any other participant can then use p in order to verify that the random
value y was computed correctly (i.e., VRF.Verifypk(seed, y, p) = 1) and that the participant is
indeed an elected leader. The value of target is chosen such that on expectation m leaders
are elected in each epoch. m is a parameter of the EC protocol currently set to m = 5.
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Proving that the leader selection mechanism is secure is outside the scope of this paper,
as similar results were already proven in, e.g., Algorand [17]. Instead, we assume that in
each epoch, there is an independent random number of participants that are elected leaders
and that the number of leaders in each epoch follows a Poisson distribution of parameter m.
For a coalition that consists of a fraction α of all the participants, their number of elected
leaders in an epoch follows a Poisson distribution of parameter α×m.

3.2 Block and Tipset Structure
A block is composed of a header and a payload. The payload includes transactions as well
as other messages necessary for maintaining the set of participants up to date. We omit its
content in this analysis.

When a participant is elected to create a block, they include in the header of the block
their proof of eligibility (i.e., the VRF proof), an epoch number (the epoch at which the
block was created), a proof of storage called WinningPost to prove that they maintain the
storage they have pledged (we omit the details of such proof) and finally a pointer to a set
of parent blocks. For a block B, we denote B.parent its parents set and B.epoch its epoch
number. The parents of a block must satisfy certain conditions. First, they must all be
in the same epoch, and that epoch needs to be smaller than the block’s epoch. Second,
all parent blocks need to have the same set of parents themselves. Each set of blocks that
are in the same epoch and have the same set of parents is called a tipset and denoted T .
Formally, a tipset T is a non-empty set of blocks: T = {B1, · · · ,Br}, each of which belongs
to the same epoch, i.e., B1.epoch = · · · = Br.epoch and has the same set of parents, i.e.,
∀(Bi,Bj) ∈ T 2 : Bi.parent = Bj .parent. Since all blocks in a tipset have the same parent, we
abuse the notation and denote T .parent to denote the parent of tipset T . Similarly, T .epoch
denotes the tipset epoch. We note that T .parent is a tipset itself.

Since each block references a set of blocks, a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) structure
can be inferred from each block or tipset, where the blocks are the vertices and the references
to parents are the edges. Similarly, the set of tipsets referencing each other as parents form
a chain. For example, Figure 1a represents a chain of 4 tipsets (including the genesis) and a
blockDAG of 9 blocks. Formally, a chain C is then a set of ordered tipsets C = {T0, T1, · · · , Tl}
such that Ti.parent = Ti−1 for all i > 1. By convention, we have T1.parent = T0 =
{Genesis block} and Ti = ∅ if there is no block in epoch i. We note C[Ti] = {T0, T1, · · · , Ti}.
Similarly, for a tipset T , we can infer the associated chain, denoted C[T ] as follows: C[T ] =
{T0, · · · , (T .parent).parent, T .parent, T }.

3.3 Fork Choice Rule and Weight Function
In order to decide which tipset to include as its parents, EC provides a weight function that
assigns a weight to different tipsets. The fork choice rule will then consist of choosing the
tipset with the heaviest weight. In practice, EC’s weight function [1] is a complex function of
(1) the number of blocks in the chain and (2) the total amount of storage committed to the
chain. Moreover, the total amount of storage is taken far in the past to ensure that everyone
agrees on it. Since in our analysis we assume a static model where the set of participants is
fixed during the execution of the protocol, we only take into consideration the number of
blocks in the chain. We discuss the impact of this simplification in Section 8. Formally, for a
tipset T , we denote its weight w(T ) and have:

w(T ) =
∑

Ti∈C[T ]

|Ti|.
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In the case of a tie between two chains, a deterministic tie-breaker is used. In practice,
the tipset that contains the smallest VRF value is chosen. However, in our analysis we
consider a powerful adversary that has the power to decide on ties. See Figure 1b for a visual
representation of two tipsets with equal weight.

3.4 Mining Algorithm
We describe the mining algorithm that miners in Filecoin run continuously. At each epoch
i > 0 each participant with key pair (sk, pk) performs the following:
1. Fetch the drand value for epoch i and verify eligibility by checking

Gsk(drandi)
?
≤ target,

where target is chosen such that on expectation m leaders are elected (with m = 5 in the
current implementation).

2. If elected leader, create a block as follows:
Choose the tipset with the highest weight (i.e., the most blocks) and reference it as
the block’s parent.
Include a proof of eligibility (i.e., the VRF value: VRF.Proofsk(drandi) = (y, p)), a
WinningPost to prove storage maintenance, as well as the payload.

3. Broadcast the block newly created.

In parallel, whenever they receive a new block in epoch i, participants verify its validity and,
if it is valid, add it to their blockDAG. A block is valid if and only if:
1. The election proof (y, p) is valid, i.e., VRF.Verifypk(drandi, y, p) = 1 and y ≤ target.
2. The WinningPost is valid (details omitted).
3. All the transactions in the payload are valid (details omitted).
4. All its parent blocks form a valid tipset, i.e.:

They all belong to the same epoch.
They all have the same parents.
They are all valid blocks.

We analyze the backbone of EC in a static setting and hence omit some details of the
protocol. For example, in practice, the leader election mechanism uses a lookback parameter,
meaning that only participants who pledged their storage sufficiently in the past are eligible
for block creation. Because we consider a flat and static model, these details are not relevant
to our analysis.

4 Security Definitions

Security properties. We consider the standard security properties of robust transaction
ledgers defined for blockchain systems [16, 14]. We start by defining a transaction ledger and
confirmed transactions in the ledger.

▶ Definition 1 (Transaction ledger generated by a chain C). Given a chain C, a transaction
ledger L generated by C is a deterministic, totally-ordered and append-only list of transactions.
In particular, if C1 is a prefix of C2, then L1 generated by C1 is a prefix of L2 generated by C2.

For example, one way to generate a transaction ledger from a chain C is to order the
transactions from C by order of chronological appearance (i.e., epoch number where they
appeared in the chain) and lexicographical order. Any deterministic rule is however valid
and we leave this unspecified.
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▶ Definition 2 (Confirmed transaction parameterized by τ ∈ R). If a transaction tx in the
ledger appears in a block which is mined in epoch j ≤ i− τ , then tx is said to be τ -confirmed
in epoch i.

Our goal is to generate a transaction ledger that satisfies persistence and liveness as
defined in [16, 14]. Together, persistence and liveness guarantee a robust transaction ledger;
transactions will be adopted to the ledger and be immutable.

▶ Definition 3 (Robust transaction ledger from [16, 14]). A blockchain protocol Π maintains
a robust transaction ledger if the generated ledger satisfies the following two properties:

(Persistence) Parameterized by τ ∈ R. If a transaction tx becomes τ -confirmed at epoch i

in the view of one honest node, then tx will be at least τ -confirmed in the same position
in the ledger by all honest nodes for every epoch k ≥ i.
(Liveness) Parameterized by u ∈ R, if a transaction tx is received by all honest nodes at
epoch i, then after epoch i + u all honest nodes will contain tx in the same place in the
ledger forever.

Notations. We then define random variables and stochastic processes of interest and their
properties.

Let α and β be the collective fraction of storage power controlled by honest nodes and
malicious nodes, respectively (α + β = 1). We follow the notations of [11]. Let H [r] and Z[r]
be the number of blocks mined by the honest nodes and by the malicious nodes in epoch r,
then H[r], Z[r] are independent Poisson random variables with means (1 − β)m and βm

respectively [1] (the value of the target parameter is chosen to ensure this). In addition,
the random variables {H[0], H[1], · · · } and {Z[0], Z[1], · · · } are independent of one another,
since the value provided by drand to feed the leader election is random. We now define the
auxiliary random variables X[r] and Y [r] as follows. If at epoch r an honest node mines
at least one block (i.e., H[r] ≥ 1), then X[r] = 1 and epoch r is called a successful epoch,
otherwise X[r] = 0. If at epoch r honest nodes mine exactly one block (i.e., H[r] = 1),
then Y [r] = 1 and epoch r is called a uniquely successful epoch, otherwise Y [r] = 0. Epoch
r is called an isolated successful epoch if it further satisfies that there is no honest block
in epoch r − 1 (i.e., H[r − 1] = 0 and Y [r] = 1). Further, X[r1, r2] and Y [r1, r2] are the
number of successful and uniquely successful epochs, respectively, in the interval (r1, r2], and
H[r1, r2] and Z[r1, r2] are the number of blocks mined by honest nodes and by the adversary
respectively in the interval (r1, r2].

In EC, chains may have equal weights. For simplicity and generality, we assume tie-
breaking always favors the adversary. This means that the persistence will be broken as long
as there are two sufficiently long forks with equal weights.

Given a chain of tipsets C, let C[r] be the chain truncated up to blocks in epoch r. Further,
let w(C) be the weight of C. Let Wmax[r] and Wmin[r] be the maximum and minimum weights
of chains adopted by honest nodes at the end of epoch r. Then, by our network model, we
have:

Wmin[r] ≤Wmax[r] ≤Wmin[r + 1]. (1)

Even if some honest nodes’ chains are “behind” in epoch r, by our re-broadcast mechanism,
their view for epoch r will catch up with the rest of the honest nodes in epoch r + 1.
Furthermore, honest participants always extend the heaviest chain they are aware of, hence
the inequality above.
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We also have the following minimum honest chain growth property, which is essential to
our proof. For t ≥ r + 1,

Wmin[t] ≥Wmin[r + 1] + X[r + 1, t] ≥Wmax[r] + X[r + 1, t]. (2)

This inequality again follows from the fact that honest participants always extend the
heaviest chain they know of. However, it could be that different honest participants have
different views and thus create blocks on different chains, hence why we consider X in the
inequality above and not H.

5 Security Proof

In this section, we prove our main theorem, Theorem 4 stated below, parameterized by the
security parameter κ. The proof will proceed in multiple steps. We extend the technique
of Nakamoto blocks developed in [14]. We first define the notion of Nakamoto epochs in
EC and prove that the honest blocks mined in Nakamoto epochs remain in the heaviest
chain forever. Then we show that Nakamoto epochs exist and appear frequently regardless
of the adversarial strategy. Straightforwardly, the protocol satisfies liveness and persistence:
transactions can enter the ledger frequently through the Nakamoto epochs, and once they
enter, they remain at a fixed location in the ledger.

▶ Theorem 4. If βm < 1− e−(1−β)m, then EC generates a robust transaction ledger that
satisfies persistence (parameterized by τ = κ) and liveness (parameterized by u = κ) in
Definition 3 with probability at least 1− e−Ω(κ1−ϵ), for any 0 < ϵ < 1.

5.1 Nakamoto epochs
Let us define the events:

Ers = {event that Z[r − 1, t] < X[r + 1, t] for all t ≥ s},

Fs =
⋂

0≤r≤s−2
Ers,

Us = {event that epoch s is an isolated successful epoch} = {H[s− 1] = 0, Y [s] = 1},

and

Gs = Fs ∩ Us.

We will call epoch s a Nakamoto epoch if the event Gs occurs. And we have the following
lemma.

▶ Lemma 5. If epoch s is a Nakamoto epoch, then the unique honest block mined in epoch s

is contained in any future chain C[t], t ≥ s.

Proof. Let bs be the unique honest block mined in epoch s. We will argue by contradiction.
Suppose Gs occurs and let t ≥ s be the smallest t such that bs is not contained in C[t], an
honest chain adopted by some honest node at the end of epoch t. Let br, mined in epoch r,
be the last honest block on C[t] (which must exist, because the genesis block is by definition
honest). If r > s, then C[r − 1] is the prefix of C[t] before block br, and does not contain
bs (because C[r − 1] is a prefix of C[t]) contradicting the minimality of t. So br must be
mined before or in epoch s. Since epoch s is an isolated successful epoch, we further know
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Figure 2 Upper bound and lower bound of the weight of C[t] in the proof of Lemma 5. Blocks
with dotted lines are adversarial blocks. The parent links are omitted for readability; each block has
all blocks from the previous epoch as parents.

that r ≤ s − 2. The part of C[t] after block br must consist of all malicious blocks by the
definition of br. Note that this may also include malicious blocks in epoch r (i.e., headstart
of the adversary). Hence, we have an upper bound for the weight of C[t].

w(C[t]) ≤Wmax[r] + Z[r − 1, t] < Wmax[r] + X[r + 1, t], (3)

where the first inequality is illustrated in Figure 2, and the second inequality follows from the
fact that event Fs occurs. We also have a trivial lower bound: w(C[t]) ≥Wmin[t]. Therefore,
we have

Wmin[t] < Wmax[r] + X[r + 1, t], (4)

which contradicts the minimum honest chain growth property (Eqn. 2). ◀

Note that Lemma 5 implies that if Gs occurs, then the entire chain leading to the unique
honest block mined in epoch s from the genesis is stabilized after epoch s.

5.2 Occurrence of Nakamoto epochs

Although the existence of Nakamoto epochs ensures that the block at this epoch will be
finalized, i.e., it will appear in every honest future chain, the question now remains whether
Nakamoto epochs exist at all and, if so, at what frequency they appear. We start answering
this question by proving in the next lemma that Nakamoto epochs have a strictly positive
probability of happening, i.e., the probability of each epoch being a Nakamoto epoch is
strictly positive. Due to space limitations, the detailed proof can be found in Section 5.2 of
the full version [29].

▶ Lemma 6. If βm < 1− e−(1−β)m, then there exists p > 0 such that P (Gs) ≥ p for all s.
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5.3 Waiting time for Nakamoto epochs
We have established the fact that the event Gs has P (Gs) ≥ p > 0 for all s. But how long do
we need to wait for such an epoch to occur? We answer this question in the following lemma,
wherein we provide a bound on the probability that in a interval (j, j + k] of k consecutive
epochs, there are no Nakamoto epochs, i.e., a bound on:

q(j, j + k] := P (
j+k⋂

s=j+1
Gc

s),

where Gc
s is the complement of Gs.

▶ Lemma 7. If βm < 1− e−(1−β)m, then there exist constants α, A so that for all j, k ≥ 0,

q(j, j + k] ≤ A exp(−α
√

k). (5)

Proof. Following the definition in Lemma 6, let

B̂rt = event that Z[r − 1, t] ≥ X[r + 1, t].

Similar to the calculation in Lemma 6, we have

P (B̂rt) ≤ A1e−α1ε2(t−r) (6)

for some positive constants A1, α1 independent of r, t.
Also we have

Gc
s = F c

s ∪ U c
s =

⋃
(r,t):r≤s−2,t≥s

B̂rt ∪ U c
s . (7)

Divide (j, j + k] into
√

k sub-intervals of length
√

k (assuming
√

k is a integer), so that the
i-th sub-interval is:

Ji := [j + 1 + (i− 1)
√

k, j + i
√

k].

Now look at the first, fourth, seventh, etc sub-intervals, i.e. all the i = 1 mod 3 sub-
intervals. Introduce the event that in the ℓ-th (1 mod 3) sub-interval (J3ℓ+1), a pure
adversarial chain that is rooted at a honest block (or more accurately a tipset including
at least one honest block) mined in that sub-interval (J3ℓ+1) or in the previous (0 mod 3)
sub-interval (J3ℓ) catches up with a honest block in that sub-interval (J3ℓ+1) or in the next
(2 mod 3) sub-interval (J3ℓ+2).

Formally,

Cℓ =
⋂

s∈J3ℓ+1

⋃
(r,t):r∈J3ℓ∪J3ℓ+1,r≤s−2,t≥s,t∈J3ℓ+1∪J3ℓ+2

B̂rt ∪ U c
s .

Note that for distinct ℓ, the events Cℓ’s are independent since B̂rt’s in different Cℓ’s do not
have overlap (the J intervals were cut specifically for this purpose). Also, we have

P (Cℓ) ≤ P (no Nakamoto epoch in J3ℓ+1) = 1− p < 1 (8)

by Lemma 6.
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Introduce the atypical events:

B =
⋃

(r,t):r∈(j,j+k] or t∈(j,j+k],r<t,t−r≥
√

k

B̂rt , and

B̃ =
⋃

(r,t):r≤j,j+k<t

B̂rt .

The events B and B̃ are the events that an adversarial chain catches up with an honest block
far ahead (more than

√
k epochs).

By (6) and an union bound we have that

P (B)
≤

∑
(r,t):r∈[j+1,j+k] or t∈[j+1,j+k],r<t,t−r≥

√
k

A1e−α1ε2(t−r)

≤
j+k∑

r=j+1

( ∞∑
t=r+

√
k

A1e−α1ε2(t−r)) +
j+k∑

t=j+1

( t−
√

k∑
r=0

A1e−α1ε2(t−r))
≤ 2k

A1e−α1ε2√
k

1− e−α1ε2 ,

and

P (B̃) ≤
∑

(r,t):r≤j,t>j+k

A1e−α1ε2(t−r)

≤
j∑

r=0

( ∞∑
t=j+k+1

A1e−α1ε2(t−r))
=

j∑
r=0

A1e−α1ε2(j+k+1−r)

1− e−α1ε2

≤ A1e−α1ε2(k+1)

(1− e−α1ε2)2 .

Now, we have:

q(j, j + k]

≤ P (no Nakamoto epoch in
⋃√

k/3
ℓ=0 J3ℓ+1)

≤ P (no isolated successful epoch in
⋃√

k/3
ℓ=0 J3ℓ+1) + P (B) + P (B̃) + P (

√
k/3⋂

ℓ=0
Cℓ)

= e−Ω(k) + P (B) + P (B̃) + (P (Cℓ))
√

k/3 (9)

≤ e−Ω(k) + 2k
A1e−α1ε2√

k

1− e−α1ε2 + A1e−α1ε2(k+1)

(1− e−α1ε2)2 + (P (Cℓ))
√

k/3

≤ A exp(−α
√

k) (10)

for some positive constants A and α. The equality (9) is due to the independence of Cℓ’s
and the inequality (10) is due to (8). Hence the lemma follows. ◀

We can also tighten the exponent, but at the cost of larger constants in the bound. The
proof of the following lemma is almost verbatim identical with the proof of Lemma 7, and its
detailed explanation can be found in Appendix C of the full version [29].
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▶ Lemma 8. If βm < 1− e−(1−β)m, then there exist constants αϵ, Aϵ so that for all j, k ≥ 0,

q(j, j + k] ≤ Aϵ exp(−αϵk
1−ϵ), (11)

for any 0 < ϵ < 1.

5.4 Persistence and liveness
Equipped with all the previous lemmas, we can now prove the persistence and liveness
properties of EC for βm < 1− e−(1−β)m.

Proof of Theorem 4. Suppose current epoch is r. Then by Lemma 8, with probability at
least 1− e−Ω(κ1−ϵ), there is at least one Nakamoto epoch in the interval (r− κ, r]. Let epoch
s ∈ (r − κ, r] be a Nakamoto epoch. Then by Lemma 5, the chain up to epoch s − 1 is
permanent since the unique honest block in epoch s never leaves the heaviest chain. Hence
EC is persistent with probability at least 1 − e−Ω(κ1−ϵ). The liveness of EC is simply a
consequence of the frequent occurrence of Nakamoto epochs. Particularly, for each honest
transaction, either it will be included by an honest block B in a Nakamoto epoch or it has
already been included by B’s ancestors. ◀

6 n-split Attack

In order to confirm whether an adversary with power βm ≥ 1− e−(1−β)m can indeed break
the persistence and liveness properties of the system, we consider the following n-split attack.

6.1 Attack description
The attacker tries to split the honest participants among n chains such that in each epoch,
at most one honest block is added to each chain (i.e., no two honest players mine on the
same chain). To do this, the attacker creates n copies of one of its block (each copy has the
same election proof, but different payloads) and sends one different block to each of the n

honest players; see illustration in Figure 3a. To maintain the split for a long period, the
adversary must repeat the attack at every epoch where at least one honest block is mined. In
this case, the weight of the chain of each honest player will increase by two: one honest block
and one adversarial block. For example in Figure 3a, since blocks C and D are both honest
(i.e., created by honest miners), by the next epoch, epoch 3, all the participants will have
received them and use the deterministic tie breaker to all decide to mine on the same tipset,
say {D}. Hence the adversary must create equivocating blocks in epoch 2 as well in order to
ensure that in epoch 3, honest miners all choose different tipsets to append their block to. In
Figure 3b, the adversary sends equivocating blocks E1 and E2 to prevent blocks H and F

from being appended to the same chain. These figures include only two honest blocks at
epoch 2 and 3 for clarity. In practice, the adversary will create as many equivocating blocks
as there are honest miners to ensure that everyone sees a different block and that no two
honest participants mine on the same tipset.

Whenever there is no honest block mined in an epoch, the attacker does nothing. In this
case, the weight of the chain of each honest player will not increase. Meanwhile, the attacker
also reuses all its blocks to build a private chain, i.e., a chain that it does not broadcast to
other participants and that does not include any honest blocks. The expected chain growth
of the adversary’s private chain is βm. The weight of the honest chain increases by two
if there is at least one honest block mined in an epoch (which happens with probability
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(a) The adversary sends two dif-
ferent blocks B1, B2 in epoch
1 such that in epoch 2, hon-
est blocks C, D have different
parents and hence cannot be in-
cluded in a tipset. The honest
power is thus split between dif-
ferent tipsets’ chains.

(b) The adversary keeps the net-
work split in epoch 3 by creat-
ing two equivocating blocks: E1
and E2 in epoch 2. In epoch
3, honest blocks H and F are
mined on two different tipsets.

(c) If ties are always broken in
favor of the adversary, the ad-
versary can instead create an-
other block B3 in epoch 1. In
epoch 2, blocks E1 and E2 are
preferred to C and D, hence in
epoch 2, all the tipsets’ chains
increase by only one block. The
attack is repeated in the next
epoch, as long as the adversary
has enough blocks to create a
fork as heavy as the honest
chains.

Figure 3 n-split attack. Each block filled in grey is an equivocating block, meaning they were
created by the adversary using the same leader election proof in one epoch. Each green block is an
honest block.

1 − e−(1−β)m), and 0 otherwise (which happens with probability e−(1−β)m). Hence, the
expected chain growth of the honest chain is 2(1− e−(1−β)m). Therefore, this attack succeeds
with non-negligible probability when βm > 2(1− e−(1−β)m), i.e., when the adversarial chain
grows at a higher rate than the honest split chains. Rather than specifying the exact success
probability, we demonstrate that it remains constant, independent of the confirmation depth
τ , as defined in Definition 2. Let L be adversarial lead, i.e., the adversary has a lead of L

additional private blocks over the public heaviest chain. Suppose that with probability pL0 ,
the initial lead before the attack starts is L0. Although pL0 decreases with L0, it remains
non-zero because there’s a chance the adversary could mine L0 blocks before the honest nodes
mine any block. Note that in the n-split attack, as long as the adversarial lead L > 0, the
adversary can invariably split the honest nodes across n chains. Therefore, the adversarial
private chain will grow faster than the honest public chain when βm > 2(1 − e−(1−β)m).
According to the standard random walk (with drift) theory [15], L goes to 0 only with a
probability of e−O(L0). This implies that the n-split attack succeed with probability at least
pL0(1− e−O(L0)), for any value of the confirmation depth τ .

Some numerical results: for m = 3, we have β > 0.512; for m = 5, we have β > 0.382; and
β > 0.284 for m = 7. Approximately, β ≳ 2/m. Intuitively, with this attack, the threshold is
inversely proportional to m, as with a bigger m, the adversary is elected leader more often
and thus has more opportunities to keep the network split. If the adversary were elected
leader on a less regular basis, it would be harder to keep sending equivocating blocks and
thus keep the network split for longer. Note that this threshold applies specifically to the
attack described above, and it differs from the security threshold identified in Theorem 4.
This is because different thresholds may exist for different attacks.

Following the standard model of longest-chain analysis [16, 13, 14], we give the power of
tie-breaking to the attacker (i.e., tie-breaking always favors the attacker’s block). Recall that
the same assumption is made in our model (Section 2) and proof (Section 5). For example in
Figure 3c, if we assume that the adversarial blocks (in red) will always be favored in the
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case of two chains with the same number of blocks, then the adversary does not need to
create a block on the same tipset as honest blocks (as in Figure 3b). The adversary will
instead create another block B3 and mine yet on another tipset than the honest participant
in epoch 2. In epoch 3 the adversarial chains ending in tipsets {E1} and {E2} are preferred
over {C} or {D}, hence honest blocks H and F are mined on different forks and each fork’s
weight increased by only one in epoch 2, as opposed to 2 in Figure 3b. By repeating this
attack at each epoch, the weight of the chain of each honest player will only increase by one
when there is at least one honest block mined. Following the same argument as above, this
attack succeeds with non-negligible probability when βm > (1− e−(1−β)m), i.e., when the
adversarial chain grows at a higher rate than the honest split chains. We notice that this
now matches the security threshold in Theorem 4, hence proving that βm = 1− e−(1−β)m

is the tight threshold of the protocol in our security model as defined in Section 2. Indeed,
Theorem 4 proves that no adversary below this threshold can break the security of the EC,
and the n-chain split attack just described proves that an adversary above this threshold can
indeed break the persistence and liveness of the EC.

Some numerical results: for m = 3, we have β ≃ 0.293; for m = 5, we have β ≃ 0.196;
and β ≃ 0.143 for m = 7. Approximately, β ≃ 1/m. As remarked before, the threshold is
inversely proportional to the number of leaders elected as, intuitively, being elected more
often gives more opportunities to an adversary.

6.2 Discussion

Rationality of the attack. We note that this attack is detectable as everyone can see that
blocks with the same proof of eligibility but different payload were created. In practice, this
behaviour is slashable in Filecoin [1]. However, in Filecoin an adversary has the ability to
spread its storage over multiple identities, i.e., create multiple identities that each possesses
one unit of storage. For example in Filecoin the minimum unit of storage that can be pledged
to the chain is 32 GiB. As of August 2023 the total storage pledged to the chain is around
11 EiB [6], hence an adversary that possesses 20% of the total power, i.e., 2.2 EiB could
potentially “spread” its storage over 2.2×1018

32×109 ≃ 108 different identities, that each possesses
32 GiB of storage. At each epoch, except with extremely small probability, the adversary will
have a new “identity” elected to create a block (it is very unlikely for a miner with 32GiB
of storage out of 11 EiB to be elected twice in a row). Assuming that each identity gets
slashed and removed from the list of participants after equivocation, after performing the
attack over 1000 epochs, the adversary will still have 9.9999 · 107 identities left out of 108

and will only be slashed 103

108 = 10−5 of its total collateral. In this analysis we considered
orders of magnitude rather than exact numbers, so for simplicity we counted only the “real
power” and did not account for the “boosted adjusted power” that can be gained through the
FIL+ program [5]. Note that it is not possible for any honest miner to know which identities
belong to the adversary before the equivocation. Hence excluding equivocating participants
from the protocol is not sufficient to prevent the attack.

Furthermore, we note that for the adversary to be slashed, a special transaction, a fraud
proof transaction must be submitted on-chain by any participant. An adversary that is
able to continually exclude honest blocks as is the case with the n-split attack may thus in
practice never be slashed as no honest participant will get the opportunity to include the
slashing transaction on-chain. This is why even when considering incentives and the slashing
mechanism in place, this attack is still rational.
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Network control. In this attack, we assumed a powerful adversary that not only has the
power to break ties in its favor, but has also full control of the network, as specified in
Section 2.2. However we remark that for this attack to work, an adversary only needs limited
power over the network. Specifically, the adversary needs to be directly connected to every
participants but does not need to control the propagation time between honest participants,
as we illustrate now.

In Filecoin honest miners will stop accepting blocks for an epoch after a cutoff time.
For the split to happen the adversary could send each block B1, . . . , Bn to each different
participants 1, . . . , n right before the cutoff, i.e., participant i receives block Bi from the
adversary just before the cutoff time, ensuring block Bi is accepted by participant i. The
adversary would need to know the propagation time between itself and each participant to
do so, however this is easy to estimate. Since participant i, receives Bi just before the cutoff
time, whatever the propagation delay between i and another honest participant j is, the
adversary is guaranteed that j will received Bi from i after the cutoff time and hence that
any honest miner j ̸= i will not accept Bi.

Furthermore we note that when participant j receives block Bi, after the cutoff, j will
detect the equivocation as j already received block Bj from the adversary. However at that
point, j has already created its block that includes Bj as a parent, hence it is too late for j to
discard Bj due to equivocation. The mitigation that we propose in Section 7.2 changes this.

7 Mitigations

We propose two possible mitigations to the n-split attack described in Section 6 which could
also help increase the security threshold of EC.

7.1 Replace EC by the Longest-chain Protocol in SPC
One solution to the n-split attack is to remove the notion of tipsets and instead change EC to
the longest-chain protocol (i.e., Ouroboros family of protocols [19, 13, 9] in the proof-of-stake
setting), where one block has exactly one parent. In the longest-chain protocol, the effort
of an adversary to split the network would have much less impact on the overall security
of the protocol since each chain can increase by one block at each epoch at most anyway.
Furthermore, moving to the longest-chain protocol allows for inheritance of all the security
properties (e.g., a security threshold of 50%) of all proof-of-stake protocols based on that
setting [13, 10, 14]. Dembo et al. [14] indeed showed that in the longest-chain case, the worst
attack is the private attack. Hence, the n-split attack described in Section 6, or its variant,
would not be the worst attack anymore. However, transitioning from EC to a longest-chain
protocol is not a straightforward task. First, it’s crucial to understand that merely setting
m = 1 does not transform EC into a longest-chain protocol, as more than one block can
still be added per epoch. Furthermore, our analysis indicates that an EC with m = 1 has a
security threshold of approximately 43.2%, as opposed to 50% in the longest-chain protocol.
Consequently, to enhance the security, the concept of a tipset will need to be eliminated.
Implementing such a change, however, would necessitate a hard fork.

7.2 Consistent Broadcast
Another solution is to use a form of consistent or reliable broadcast [12, 18]. This type
of broadcast prevents an adversary from equivocating (i.e., creating two blocks with the
same leader election proof but different contents). The consistent broadcast consists in
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(a) Current case.

(b) Case with a (simplified) consistent broadcast.

Figure 4 The dashed arrow represents the arrow of time. The different cutoff and arrival time
are marked with vertical arrows. The adversary ensures that j receives Bj right before the cutoff so
j accepts Bj . In the first case, by the time j sees an equivocation, it is too late as Bj was already
included as a parent. In the second case, assuming j receives Bi before the second cutoff, then j

will discard Bj and not include it as a parent.

adding a second cutoff to the cutoff discussed in Section 6.2. Specifically, it ensures that
after participant j received Bj from the adversary (before the first cutoff), j will wait for
a “second” cutoff before forming its block and including Bj as a parent. When j receives
equivocating block Bi from the adversary, j will detect the equivocation and decide not to
include Bj (neither Bi), hence the attack is mitigated. This is illustrated in Figure 4. The
epoch in Filecoin is thus split as follows: during the first period, participants will store every
valid block received in their “pending blocks” set. In the second period, after the first cutoff
and before the second cutoff, every new valid block received will be stored in the set of
“rejected blocks” for that epoch. In the third period, after the second cutoff, participants will
compare the set of pending blocks and rejected blocks, if they detect equivocating blocks,
they are removed from the pending set. Every block that is left in the pending set will then
be included in the tipset. This implementation as it is simple and backward compatible
(i.e., only requires a soft-fork) although it assumes synchronicity. With consistent broadcast,
however, the adversary is still able to split the network in two ways. First it could do so
by ensuring that only a fraction of the honest nodes accept its block (i.e., the network will
be split between the nodes that accept the adversarial block vs those that do not). The
second way in which the network could be split is if the adversary is elected more than
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once, say ℓ times in one epoch (here we assume that the adversary controls many different
participants). Then the adversary could similarly ensure that for each block it is able to
create (with different election proofs), only some of the nodes accept it. The network is
then split in 2ℓ ways (all the combination of accept vs reject for each of the ℓ blocks). We
hypothesize that, under a non-equivocating adversary, the security threshold of EC with
m = 5 is approximately 40%. Intuitively, with this level of power, the adversary creates fewer
than two blocks per epoch on average; furthermore, without the ability for equivocation, it is
impossible for the adversary to maintain two chains of equal weights over numerous epochs.
We leave a formal proof as future work.

8 Limitations and Future Work

For practical reasons, this work made a few simplifying assumptions. We discuss them here.

Incentive consideration. This work considers the classic model of honest vs malicious
participants and does not address the rationality of participants. A formal study of incentive
compatibility is also important for understanding the security of EC. However, we leave this
for future work. Assuming a fully malicious adversary that is willing to lose money to attack
the system, a scenario we consider in this paper, makes for a stronger proof than assuming a
rational adversary. In Section 6.2, we discussed why it is realistic to consider an irrational
adversary for the n-split attack we proposed, as slashing may not always be possible if the
adversary has the ability to censor transactions. It still remains to show that the honest
strategy is compatible with a rational strategy even in the presence of an adversary. We
leave this for future work.

Weight function. In our analysis, we only took into consideration the number of blocks in
the chain for the weight function. We leave as future work an analysis that also considers
the total storage, as specified in Expected Consensus [1]. Specifically we believe that a
complex weight function allows for more vectors of attack and that an adversary could use
this to try to blow the weight of its own chain. For example, the adversary could remove its
storage from the main chain and thus decrease the weight of the main chain, while privately
creating an alternative chain that would be heavier because it has more storage pledged.
The mechanisms for maintaining and removing storage are, however, complex and ignored in
this work. For simplicity, we thus consider the weight of a tipset to simply be equal to the
number of blocks referenced in its blockDAG.

9 Conclusion

In this paper we presented a formal analysis of Expected Consensus, a sub-protocol of
Filecoin’s Storage Power Consensus, and we proposed two concrete ways to improve SPC’s
security. One of our mitigations, using consistent broadcast, is currently being implemented
as a Filecoin Improvement Proposal. It remains an open problem to quantify the new security
threshold of EC with this fix, although our proofs remain valid in this case, hence the security
threshold is at least such that βm < 1− e−(1−β)m as proved in Section 5. Furthermore, we
made many simplifying assumptions in this work. It would be interesting to relax these
in the future work; e.g., by extending this proof to the dynamic and asynchronous case,
considering the more complex variant of the weight function or incorporating incentives.
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Appendix

A Pseudocode for EC

The main algorithm is presented in Algorithm 1 and the algorithm for block validation is
presented in Algorithm 2.

B Concentration Inequalities

▶ Lemma 9 (Chernoff). Let X =
∑n

i=1 Xi, where Xi = 1 with probability pi and Xi = 0
with probability 1 − pi, and all Xi’s are independent. Let µ = E[X] =

∑n
i=1 pi. Then for

0 < δ < 1, P(X > (1 + δ)µ) < e−Ω(δ2µ) and P(X < (1− δ)µ) < e−Ω(δ2µ).

▶ Lemma 10 (Poisson). Let X be a Poisson random variable with rate µ. Then for 0 < δ < 1,
P(X > (1 + δ)µ) < e−Ω(δ2µ) and P(X < (1− δ)µ) < e−Ω(δ2µ).
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Algorithm 1 Main algorithm.
1: import
2: drand
3: ForkChoiceRule
4: Broadcast
5: VRF
6: isValid (Algorithm 2)
7: Parameters:
8: epochLength
9: m

10: target ▷ Chosen such that m leaders are elected on expectation
11: Init:
12: epochNumber ← 0
13: blockDAG←{Genesis Block}
14: upon event time.Now() % epochLength == 0 do ▷ Beginning of the epoch
15: epochNumber ← epochNumber +1
16: seed← drand(epochNumber)
17: (y, p)← VRF.Proofsk(seed)
18: if y ≤ target then
19: T ←ForkChoiceRule(blockDAG) ▷ Choose the DAG with the most blocks
20: B ← CreateBlock(T , (y, p), epochNumber,WinningPost payload)
21: Broadcast(B)
22: upon event Receiving block B do
23: if isValid(B) == 1 then
24: blockDAG.append(B)

Algorithm 2 isValid(B).
1: Input: block B
2: import
3: drand
4: isPayloadValid
5: isStorageValid
6: Parse (T , (y, p), epochNumber,WinningPost payload) ← B
7: seed← drand(epochNumber)
8: if VRF.Verifypk(seed, y, p) == 0 or y > target then ▷ Check the election proof
9: return 0

10: if isPayloadValid(payload)==0 then ▷ Check the payload
11: return 0
12: if isStorageValid(WinningPost) == 0 then ▷ Check the storage proof
13: return 0
14: for Bi ∈ T do ▷ Check validity of parent blocks
15: if isValid(Bi) == 0 then
16: return 0
17: return 1
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Abstract
Proof-of-work (PoW) cryptocurrencies rely on a balance of security and fairness in order to maintain a
sustainable ecosystem of miners and users. Users demand fast and consistent transaction confirmation,
and in exchange drive the adoption and valuation of the cryptocurrency. Miners provide the
confirmations, however, they primarily seek rewards. In unfair systems, miners can amplify their
rewards by consolidating mining power. Centralization however, undermines the security guarantees
of the system and might discourage users.

In this paper we present Tailstorm, a cryptocurrency that strikes this balance. Tailstorm merges
multiple recent protocol improvements addressing security, confirmation latency, and throughput with
a novel incentive mechanism improving fairness. We implement a parallel proof-of-work consensus
mechanism with k PoWs per block to obtain state-of-the-art consistency guarantees [29]. Inspired
by Bobtail [9] and Storm [4], we structure the individual PoWs in a tree which, by including a list of
transactions with each PoW, reduces confirmation latency and improves throughput. Our proposed
incentive mechanism discounts rewards based on the depth of this tree. Thereby, it effectively
punishes information withholding, the core attack strategy used to reap an unfair share of rewards.

We back our claims with a comprehensive analysis. We present a generic system model which
allows us to specify Bitcoin, Bk [29], and Tailstorm from a joint set of assumptions. We provide
an analytical bound for the fairness of Tailstorm and Bitcoin in honest networks and we confirm
the results through simulation. We evaluate the effectiveness of dishonest behaviour through
reinforcement learning. Our attack search reproduces known optimal strategies against Bitcoin,
uncovers new ones against Bk, and confirms that Tailstorm’s reward discounting makes it more
resilient to incentive layer attacks. Our results are reproducible with the material provided online [30].

Lastly, we have implemented a prototype of the Tailstorm cryptocurrency as a fork of Bitcoin
Cash. The client software is ready for testnet deployment and we also publish its source online [23].
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1 Introduction

Proof-of-work (PoW) cryptocurrencies can be thought of as stacked systems comprising
four layers. The PoW layer moderates access of weakly identified parties using a mining
puzzle: proposing a new block requires finding a small hash. The consensus layer allows
all participants to agree on a specific block ordering. The application layer maintains a
distributed ledger by writing cryptocurrency transactions into the blocks. Finally, the
incentive layer motivates participation in the PoW layer by minting new cryptocurrency for
successful miners.

The circular dependencies between the layers result in interdependent failures. Consensus
faults are inevitable when individual miners gain too much control [19]. Unreliable consensus
enables double spending and erodes confidence in the cryptocurrency. Devaluation of the
currency renders the mining rewards worthless as well. Lastly, misaligned incentives encourage
centralization among the miners, eventually allowing the strongest one to break consensus.

In this paper, we introduce and analyze Tailstorm, a new cryptocurrency that strengthens
two layers of the stack. We employ an innovative incentive mechanism as well as a state-of-
the-art consensus mechanism, while retaining the PoW and application layers of Bitcoin. We
draw inspiration from the organization of delta blocks in the Storm protocol [4] as well as
the use of partial PoW in the Bobtail [9] and Bk protocols [29].

Bitcoin’s consensus [39] uses a sequential PoW mechanism where each block references a
single parent block. The blocks form a tree and the participants mine new blocks that extend
the longest branch according to the longest chain rule. Blocks off the longest branch are
discarded. Evidently, attackers who possess more than 50 % of the hash rate pose a threat
to the system: they can execute double-spend attacks by mining their own branch until
it eventually becomes the longest. But even less mining power might suffice since honest
participants also discard the blocks of other honest miners if they are not on the same branch.
This happens naturally in realistic networks due to propagation delays. If an attacker can
induce and exploit communication delays, all discarded blocks may benefit the attacker;
effectively increasing their strength [24].

In contrast, Tailstorm implements a parallel PoW consensus mechanism that largely
avoids discarding blocks. For this, we closely follow the approach taken by Keller and Böhme
at AFT ’22 [29]. Their protocol, Bk, confirms each block with k votes. Bk blocks do not
require a PoW, only votes do. Notably, votes confirming the same block can be mined in
parallel because they do not depend on each other. Discarding only occurs when there are
more than k votes for the same block. Even then, individual discarded votes only account
for 1/k of a block’s PoW. As Keller and Böhme [29] argue, this makes consensus more robust
against consensus layer attacks.

But it is futile to analyze the consensus without considering incentives. Ideally, rewards
are distributed fairly, which means that a miner’s expected reward is proportional to its
hash rate. Arnosti and Weinberg [3] show that even small inequalities in reward allocation
encourage substantial centralization of hash rate which ultimately poses a threat to consensus
and the cryptocurrency itself [19].

Unfairness arises from natural network delays and dishonest behavior. Both of these
factors affect Bitcoin. In latent networks, two blocks mined around the same time may refer
to the same parent, even if both miners follow the longest chain rule. One of the blocks will
be discarded, the other rewarded. The stronger miner has more hash rate to support their
own block, hence the weaker miner is worse off. Network-level attackers can additionally
exploit latency to manipulate impartial participants in their favor. But even without delays,
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Figure 1 Example of a Tailstorm blockchain with k = 3 subblocks per summary. Squares are
summary blocks, circles are subblocks, arrows indicate hash-references. Dashed rectangles mark
subblock trees with depth d and discounted subblock reward r. Reduced depth implies lower rewards.

Bitcoin miners with more than one third of the hash rate can reap an unfair share of rewards
by temporally withholding blocks instead of acting honestly [16, 21, 40, 47]. As we will
demonstrate, Bk suffers from the same problem, partly due to its leader election mechanism.

Tailstorm addresses the unfairness problem through an innovative reward scheme that
punishes withholding. The Tailstorm blockchain consists of subblocks and summary blocks.
Similar to Bk, summaries do not require a PoW, but subblocks do. Assembling a new
summary requires k subblocks that confirm the same parent summary. To preserve the
security properties of Bk, subblocks confirming the same summary are conflict-free, and
hence can be mined in parallel. Taking inspiration from Bobtail [9], subblocks optionally
refer to another subblock instead of a summary, and hence form a tree. With Tailstorm, we
propose to discount rewards based on the depth of this tree, as depicted in Figure 1. Mining
subblocks in private causes branching of the tree, reduces its depth, and ultimately leads to
lower rewards.

We support our claims with a comprehensive analysis and make the following contributions.
1. We formulate a generic system model for PoW cryptocurrencies. The models abstracts

PoW and communication, defines a joint set of assumptions, and enables valid comparisons
between different consensus protocols and incentive mechanisms.

2. We specify Bitcoin, Bk, and Tailstorm in the joint model. To isolate the effect of
Tailstorm’s discount reward scheme and Bk’s leader election mechanism, we additionally
specify a hybrid protocol, TS/const, modelling Tailstorm without discounting and Bk

without leader election.
3. We provide an upper bound for the orphan rate of Tailstorm in honest networks. Compared

to Bitcoin [43], Tailstorm creates less orphans and hence presents less opportunity for
unfairness.

4. We implement the system model as a simulator and show that Tailstorm is more fair than
Bitcoin in honest but realistic networks with propagation delays. We confirm Bitcoin’s
inherent tradeoff: while short block intervals are desirable for fast confirmations and a less
volatile stream of rewards, they also bias rewards in favour of strong miners. In Tailstorm,
these concerns are largely separated by configuring long summary block intervals for
fairness and short subblock intervals for fast confirmations and frequent rewards.

5. We evaluate multiple hard-coded attack strategies against the specified protocols, finding
that attacks which are profitable against Bk are less profitable against Tailstorm, with
the TS/const protocol lying in between.

6. We follow Hou et al. [26] and search optimal attack strategies using reinforcement learning.
Our search reproduces optimal strategies against Bitcoin [21, 47] and generally matches
or outperforms the hard-coded strategies. The regularity of our results indicates that
we indeed found near-optimal strategies against all protocols and enables the conclusion
that Tailstorm is less susceptible to incentive layer attacks than the other protocols.
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7. We describe the Tailstorm application layer, which implements a cryptocurrency on top
of the proposed consensus protocol. It preserves Bitcoin’s transaction logic while enabling
faster confirmations. Transactions are stored in subblocks in much the same way that
the Storm protocol [4] stores transactions in delta blocks.

8. Lastly, we implement a prototype of Tailstorm which is ready for testnet deployments
and make the code available online [23].

We structure the paper in order of our contributions. Section 2 defines the system model
and Section 3 presents the specification of Tailstorm. In Section 4, we evaluate the protocols
in an honest network with propagation delays. In Section 5, we evaluate hard-coded attack
strategies, and in Section 6 we conduct the search for optimal policies with reinforcement
learning. Section 7 presents the Tailstorm cryptocurrency and our prototype implementation.
In Section 8, we discuss related work, limitations and future work. Section 9 concludes.

2 System Model

Recall the layered view on PoW cryptocurrencies presented in the introduction: The PoW
layer moderates access using a mining puzzle, the consensus layer establishes a specific block
ordering, the application layer writes cryptocurrency transactions into the blocks, and the
incentive layer mints new cryptocurrency for successful miners. We now present a system
model that abstracts PoW and communication to enable concise specification of the consensus
layer. Application and incentives are considered in later sections.

In practice, PoW consensus protocols are executed as distributed systems, where indepen-
dent nodes communicate over a P2P network. Messages exchanged between the nodes may
be subject to natural or potentially malicious delays. To facilitate specification, we abstract
this distributed system and model it algorithmically. We define a virtual environment that
emulates distributed protocol execution in a single thread of computation. Within the virtual
environment, nodes are represented as numbers, and blocks are represented as vertices in
a directed acyclic graph (DAG). Mining is simulated as a loop with random delays, while
communication is modeled by restricting the visibility of blocks to a subset of the nodes.
The behaviour of nodes is defined by functions, which can be customized to model different
protocols.

We define the virtual environment in Algorithm 1. The environment maintains a DAG
where each vertex represents one block. Each block b has an associated list of parent blocks
that constitute the outgoing edges in the DAG. We denote this list parents(b). In practice,
edges arise from hash references pointing to other blocks in the blockchain. We say that
block b is a descendant of block b′, if b′ is either a parent of b, or is connected transitively
by the parents relationship. In this case, we say b′ is an ancestor of b. Each block has
properties which are assigned as the protocol unfolds. For example, the virtual environment
uses the Boolean property pow(b) to track whether block b has a PoW or not.

We label the participating nodes with integers ranging from 1 to n. For each node, the
virtual environment maintains a local view of the DAG and a preferred tip of the chain.
In Lines 10 and 21, we restrict the local view of node i to blocks where visibility(b, i)
was set to true. Initially, local views are empty and new blocks are not visible to any node.
We denote as tip(i) the preferred tip of node i, the block to which a new block from i

will point. We describe the behaviour of nodes as pure functions. These functions are
called by the environment to obtain instructions from the node which the environment then
interprets according to our assumptions. This makes all modifications of the DAG and all
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Algorithm 1 Virtual Environment.

1 t← Root(); // Root: protocol’s genesis block template
2 b← block obtained from appending template t to the block DAG; // reification
3 for i = 1, . . . , n do // n: number of nodes
4 tip(i)← b; // tip(i): state of node i
5 visibility(b, i)← true; // visibility(b, i): whether node i sees block b

6 while true do // concurrent PoW loop
7 sample delay dpow ∼ Expon(rate λ); // λ: PoW rate
8 sample node i ∼ Discrete(1, . . . , n with weights κ1, . . . , κn); // κ1, . . . κn: relative hash rates
9 wait for dpow seconds, handling other tasks concurrently;

10 with local view of node i do // partial and immutable view on block DAG
11 tmpl← Extend(tip(i)); // Extend: protocol’s mining rule
12 b← block obtained from appending template tmpl to the block DAG; // reification
13 pow(b′)← true; // mark block as mined
14 visibility(b, ·)← false; // block not yet propagated
15 if Validate(b) then Deliver(b, i); // Validate: protocol’s chain structure

16 function Deliver(block b, node i) is // Turn block visible for node . . .
17 for p ∈ parents(b) do // . . . in topological order . . .
18 wait until visibility(p, i) is true;
19 if not visibility(b, i) then // . . . and at most once.
20 visibility(b, i)← true;
21 with local view of node i do // partial and immutable view on block DAG
22 (tip(i), share, append) ← Update(tip(i), b); // Update: protocol’s state update rule

23 for b′ ∈ share and j = 1, . . . , n, j ̸= i do // handle block broadcast requests
24 pick message delay dnet according to network assumptions;
25 Deliver(b′, i) in dnet seconds;

26 for tmpl ∈ append do // handle requests to append blocks without PoW
27 b′ ← block obtained from appending template tmpl to the block DAG; // reification
28 pow(b′)← false; // block has no PoW
29 visibility(b′, ·)← false;
30 if Validate(b′) then Deliver(b′, i); // Validate: protocol’s chain structure

communication explicit in Algorithm 1. In particular, nodes do not directly append blocks
to the DAG; they return block templates, which the environment then reifies by appending a
new block to the DAG.

A protocol is fully specified through four functions: Root and Validate define the
structure of the blockchain, while Update and Extend define the behavior of honest nodes.

The Root function takes no argument and returns a single block, which we call genesis.
Initially, the genesis is the only block in the DAG. Validate takes a block as argument and
returns true if the block is valid and false otherwise. E. g., Bitcoin’s Validate checks the
pow property and that there is exactly one parent. The environment enforces block validity
during the reification of blocks, while deployed protocols would reject invalid blocks in the
communication layer. The genesis is not subject to the validity rule.

The Update function specifies how nodes react to newly visible blocks, after they are
mined locally with PoW, appended locally without PoW, or received from the network. The
function takes two arguments: the node’s currently preferred tip and the new block. The
function returns the new preferred tip, a list of blocks the node intends to share with other
nodes, and a list of block templates it wants to append to the chain without PoW. On the
other hand, the function Extend defines how nodes grow the chain with PoW. It takes a
single argument, a node’s currently preferred tip, and returns a template for the block that
the node intends to mine.
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Algorithm 2 Tailstorm: Chain Structure.
1 function Root() is
2 return block template b with summary(b) = true and height(b) = depth(b) = 0;

3 function Validate(block b) is
4 if summary(b) then
5 p← last summary before b;
6 S ← subblocks between b and p;
7 return (|S| = k) ∧ (depth(b) = 0) ∧ (height(b) = height(p) + 1);
8 else // b is subblock
9 p← first parent of b;

10 return
pow(b) ∧ (|parents(b)| = 1) ∧ (depth(b) = depth(p) + 1) ∧ (height(b) = height(p));

We follow related work [51, 43, 15, 37, 29] and model the mining process in continuous
time. The virtual environment generates independent mining delays from the exponential
distribution Expon(λ), with rate λ measured in expected number of proofs-of-work per second.
Accordingly, the expected value of the distribution, 1/λ, is called the mining interval and is
measured in seconds. After each mining delay, the environment randomly selects a successful
miner, obtains a block template from Extend, and reifies the block by appending it to the
DAG. We support arbitrary hash rate distributions among the nodes by setting the weights
κ1, . . . , κn in Line 8 accordingly.

The Deliver function captures the process of making blocks visible to nodes. The
specified protocols have in common that block validation requires knowledge of all referenced
blocks. We avoid a lot of boilerplate code in the specification, by ensuring that parent blocks
are delivered before their children. Upon delivery, the virtual environment first invokes the
Update function to obtain the node’s new preferred tip, a list of blocks the node wants to
share, and a list of block templates the node intends to append without PoW. It then handles
the node’s requests to share and append. Communication is modelled through delayed
delivery, while appends happen immediately.

3 The Tailstorm Protocol

This section specifies the Tailstorm consensus protocol and reward mechanism using the
algorithmic model described in Section 2. The specification serves as the basis for our
theoretical analyses, network simulations, and attack search in subsequent sections. We first
describe Tailstorm’s chain structure in Section 3.1. We then specify the behaviour of honest
nodes in Section 3.2. As a point of reference, we also specify Bitcoin and Bk protocols in
the extended version of the paper. In this section, we assume that the application layer
implements a cryptocurrency which we can use to pay rewards. We defer the description
of Tailstorm’s application layer to Section 7. Throughout this section, we focus on honest
miners who follow the protocol as intended. Later sections will consider dishonest behaviour.

3.1 Chain Structure
Algorithm 2 defines Tailstorm’s chain structure. Each block is either a summary or a subblock.
Subblocks must have PoW and they must have exactly one parent. Summaries do not require
PoW and reference k subblocks, each confirming the same ancestor summary.

Each block b has two integer properties, height(b) and depth(b). The genesis has height
and depth zero. Subblocks inherit the height of their parent and they increment the depth
by one. Summaries increment the height and reset the depth to zero. Figure 1 in Section 1
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Algorithm 3 Tailstorm: Node.
1 function Preference(summary s, summary b) is
2 hs, hb ← height(s), height(b);
3 ns, nb ← size of subblock tree confirming s and b;
4 rs, rb ← reward obtained from (s, b);
5 return (hb > hs) ∨ (hb = hs ∧ nb > ns) ∨ (hb = hs ∧ nb = ns ∧ rb > rs);

6 function Extend(tip t) is // t: currently preferred block
7 if t has children then p← maximum-depth subblock after t else p← t;
8 return subblock template b with
9 parents(b) = [p], height(b) = height(p), and depth(b) = depth(p) + 1;

10 function Update(tip t, block b) is // t: currently preferred block // b: new block
11 pref, share, append← t, [b], []; // new preferred tip, blocks to broadcast, templates to append
12 if summary(b) then
13 if Preference(pref, b) then pref← b;
14 else // b is subblock
15 p← last summary before b;
16 if Preference(pref, p) then pref← p;
17 S ← all subblocks in subblock tree confirming p;
18 if |S| ≥ k then
19 L← result of Algorithm 4: Subblock Selection;
20 create summary template s with parents(s) = L;
21 append ← [s];

22 return pref, share, append;

illustrates a valid Tailstorm chain for k = 3. Note that the subblocks confirming the same
summary form a tree and that the depth property tracks the depth of this tree. The height
property on the other hand counts the number of trees that have been summarized.

To incentivize participation, Tailstorm allocates rewards to the miners of subblocks. The
reward size is proportional to the depth of the subblock tree: let b be a summary block, and
S be the set of subblocks in the corresponding subblock tree. Then all subblocks in S are
allocated the same reward

discount(b) = c

k
· max

x∈S
(depth(x)) , (1)

where c represents a tunable upper limit on the subblock reward. In Figure 1 we show the
rewards for c = 1. Note that the reward scheme punishes non-linearities in the blockchain,
and this punishment affects all included subblocks equally.

3.2 Honest Nodes
Algorithm 3 specifies the behaviour of honest nodes. The algorithm revolves around a
preference order (ln. 1-5) that ranks summaries first by height, then by number of confirming
subblocks, and finally by potential personal reward for the individual node. Nodes set the
highest ranked summary as their preferred summary (ln. 13+16) and they mine subblocks
(ln. 6-9) that confirm their preferred summary. To maximize the depth of the subblock tree,
nodes append their subblocks to the longest existing branch.

Whenever nodes learn about a new block (ln. 10-22), they share it with the other nodes
and they update their preference. As soon as there are k subblocks (ln. 18) confirming the
preferred summary, nodes assemble the next summary. When there are more than k subblock
candidates for the next summary, nodes choose the subblocks to maximize their own rewards.
We present a greedy algorithm for subblock selection in Algorithm 4. Note that nodes may
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Algorithm 4 Tailstorm: Subblock Selection.
1 R← ∅; // selected subblocks
2 while |R| < k do // select one subblock per iteration
3 C ← S \R; // S: candidate subblocks
4 for x ∈ C do
5 Bx ← x and all ancestors of x in S;
6 B′

x ← Bx \R; // newly referenced blocks
7 rx ← number of node’s own subblocks in B′

x; // reward
8 C ← {x ∈ C : |R|+ |B′

x| ≤ k}; // enforce tree size k
9 y ← arg maxx∈C rx; // select candidate with highest reward

10 R← R ∪B′
y; // track referenced subblocks

11 return leaves in subblock tree R; // invariant: |R| = k

choose different subblocks and thereby create conflicting summaries. Such conflicts create
temporary forks of the blockchain which are resolved quickly according to the preference
order described above. We analyze the implications on fairness in Section 4.

3.3 Difficulty Adjustment
A major goal for most blockchains, including Tailstorm, is for the blockchain itself to grow
at a constant rate so as to maintain constant transactional throughput. However, in any
deployed blockchain, the puzzle solving rate λ changes over time because nodes may come
and go or may add or remove mining hardware. The changes in solving rate lead to changes
of the growth rate. Adjusting for the fluctuations requires feedback from the consensus to
the PoW layer. Typically, blockchains adjust the puzzle solving difficulty depending on the
observed chain growth using a dynamic difficulty adjustment algorithm (DAA).

There exists a rich body of prior work concerning DAA design and analysis [8, 18, 25, 27,
35], but a deep investigation of ideal DAAs for the Tailstorm protocol is beyond the scope
this paper. We note, however, that existing DAAs for Bitcoin can be adapted to Tailstorm
by counting the number of subblocks where Bitcoin DAAs use the length of the blockchain.
For any Tailstorm block b (summary or subblock), we define

progress(b) = k · height(b) + depth(b) , (2)

which counts the number of PoWs included in the chain. Any Tailstorm DAA should adjust
the puzzle solving difficulty such that progress grows at a constant rate.

3.4 Protocol Variant With Constant Rewards
Tailstorm discounts rewards proportional to the depth of the subblock tree. We see the
discounting mechanism as a core contribution of this paper. To isolate the effect of discounting,
we introduce a protocol variant without discounting, which we call TS/const. While Tailstorm
pays out at most c units of reward per subblock, the TS/const protocol pays out exactly c

units of reward per subblock. In all other aspects, TS/const is identical to Tailstorm.
Note, that the TS/const protocol does not use the subblock tree structure, neither for

consensus nor for incentives. In that regard, TS/const resembles the parallel PoW protocol
Bk [29] where all subblocks refer to a summary, never another subblock. The only difference
with Bk is that TS/const does not implement leader election: while Bk restricts the creation
of the next summary to the miner of the subblock with the smallest hash, any TS/const
node may (re-)create valid summaries locally.
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4 Fairness Under Protocol Compliance

A fair PoW protocol rewards miners in proportion to the amount of work they do. Dispro-
portionate or inconsistent allocation discriminates against weak miners and encourages the
formation of pools and centralization. In this section, we explore the causes of unfairness in
Tailstorm under the assumption that all miners are honest. We measure work in number of
hashes evaluated. The system is fair if rewards are proportional to the miners’ hash rates.

The root cause of unfairness is the inherent asymmetry in reward loss when multiple PoW
solutions are discovered in short order. In Tailstorm, if more than k subblocks are produced,
all having the same height, then all but k of them will be discarded. The discarded blocks
are commonly called orphans and receive no rewards. Typically, miners do not orphan their
own blocks. Since miners with a high hash rate are more often able to choose which blocks
will be orphaned, miners with a relatively low hash rate lose a disproportionate amount of
rewards. In Bitcoin, this effect is amplified because orphaning can occur for each block (set
k = 1 in the above argument).

4.1 Analytical Orphan Rate Analysis
In this section, we develop an analytical model for the orphan rate and use it to compare
the fairness of Bitcoin and Tailstorm. Let B be a random variable denoting the number of
subblocks orphaned during the production of a summary block in Tailstorm or the number
of orphans per block in Bitcoin. The orphan rate is given by ρ = E[B]/k, which represents
the expected number of PoW solutions orphaned for every PoW solution confirmed. In the
remainder of this section, we will derive a bound on ρ.

Following Rizun’s orphan rate analysis for Bitcoin [43], we model block propagation
delays as

τ(τ0, z, Q) = τ0 + zQ, (3)

where τ0 represents network latency (seconds), z represents bandwidth (bytes per second),
and Q represents block size (bytes). In order to adapt this expression for Tailstorm, we
assume that the transactions included in a summary block are spread evenly across the k

subblocks, so the subblock size is Q/k. The expected summary block interval is T and the
subblock mining rate is λ = k/T .

▶ Theorem 1. For network parameters τ0, z, and Q, summary block interval T , and subblock
count k, Tailstorm’s expected orphan rate ρ is bounded from above by:

ρ(τ0, z, Q, T ) ≤ τ0

T
+ zQ

kT
.

Proof. Assume there are k + X subblocks, all pointing to the same summary block. Then, k

of these subblocks will be included in the next summary and X will be orphaned. Recall
from Algorithm 3 that honest miners proceed to the next summary as soon as they learn
of k subblocks. So, if X subblocks are orphaned, they must have been mined before the
kth subblock has propagated to all nodes. Additionally, subblocks k through k + X must
originate from different miners, since no miner orphans its own subblock.

Let Yt be a random variable representing the number of subblocks generated during an
arbitrary time interval t > 0 under the assumption, introduced in Section 2, that mining
intervals are exponentially distributed with rate λ = k/T . A standard result from the theory
of Poisson processes shows that YT ∼ Poisson(k) [46, ch. 5]. The same theory shows that
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Table 1 Upper bounds on orphan rate obtained from Theorem 1 assuming various combinations
of k and expected block (Bitcoin) or summary block (Tailstorm) intervals T .

Bitcoin Tailstorm

block interval k = 1 k = 5 k = 10 k = 15

T = 75 seconds 10.08 % 7.35 % 7.01 % 6.89 %
T = 150 seconds 5.04 % 3.67 % 3.50 % 3.45 %
T = 300 seconds 2.52 % 1.84 % 1.75 % 1.72 %
T = 600 seconds 1.26 % 0.92 % 0.88 % 0.86 %

Yt ∼ Poisson(t k
T ) for arbitrary t > 0. According to our network model, the kth subblock

(as well as the k − 1 before) is fully propagated after τ(τ0, z, Q/k) seconds. Thus, X is equal
to Yτ(τ0,z,Q/k) in distribution. E[X] bounds the expected number of subblocks orphaned
per summary block. The orphan rate, that is subblocks orphaned per subblocks included, is
bounded by

ρ(τ0, z, Q, T ) ≤ E[X]
k

=
τ(τ0, z, Q/k) k

T

k
= τ0

T
+ zQ

kT
. (4)

◀

Table 1 shows how the upper bound varies depending on the expected summary block
interval T and the subblock count k. The orphan rate for Bitcoin [43] appears in the column
for k = 1. In this analysis we assume that Q = 32 MB, z = 100 MB/s, and τ0 = 5 s. Generally,
we can see that the orphan rate decreases with both expected summary block interval T

and k. This suggests that, when summary block intervals are constant across protocols,
Tailstorm with high k increases fairness over Bitcoin and Tailstorm with lower k.

4.2 Measuring Fairness in Simulation
Section 4.1 provides an analytical bound for Tailstorm’s orphan rate. This bound is only
tight if all subblocks originate from different miners, which is unlikely to happen in practice.
To obtain a more realistic analysis, albeit in a more specific setting, we now consider strong
miners who are likely to produce multiple blocks within a single propagation delay. Since the
mathematical analysis for this scenario is complex, we rely on simulation instead. Additionally,
instead of using the orphan rate metric, itself only a proxy for fairness, we directly measure
a miner’s deviation from their fair share of rewards.

We implement the virtual environment as described in Section 2, Algorithm 1 and measure
how the choice of protocol – Bitcoin and Tailstorm under various parameterizations – affects
rewards. The network is configured with one weak and one strong miner operating with 1 %
and 99 % of the total hash rate, respectively. All messages are delayed for 6 seconds.

We simulate one million PoW solutions per configuration. We split the simulation into
independent observations, each representing one day of protocol execution. Specifically, with
T denoting the expected summary block interval, we terminate individual executions when
⌊24 × 3600 × k/T ⌋ PoWs are mined. For each execution, we identify the longest chain of
blocks and calculate the accumulated rewards for both miners. Since each observation covers
one day of mining, the variance represents daily volatility of rewards.

A miner’s fair share of reward equals its relative hash rate. To measure fairness, we
compare actual rewards to the fair share. Figure 2 shows the weak miner’s relative reward
as a percentage of its fair share. The leftmost facet shows the Bitcoin protocol for expected
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Figure 2 Observed fairness for different configurations of Bitcoin (leftmost facet) and Tailstorm
(right facets) with expected summary interval T ranging from 600 to 150 seconds. Colors represent
expected subblock mining intervals.

block intervals ranging from roughly 9 seconds to 600 seconds. The remaining three facets
show Tailstorm with summary block intervals T of 600, 300, and 150 seconds for k ranging
from 2 to 64. Like colors represent such configurations where subblocks are generated at the
same frequency λ = k/T . We omit the configurations where the expected subblock interval
T/k is lower than the network propagation delay of 6 seconds.

The Figure illustrates the tradeoff between reward fairness and volatility in Bitcoin
and Tailstorm. In the leftmost facet, it shows how increasing the expected block interval
improves fairness but also increases volatility in Bitcoin. In contrast, the right facets show
how Tailstorm can be configured to independently control both reward fairness (by adjusting
the summary block interval T ) and volatility (by adjusting k). In particular, choosing higher
k leads to more frequent rewards and lower volatility, while longer summary block intervals
tend to increase fairness. The latter observation aligns with the results in Table 1, which
also shows that fairness tends to increase with the summary block interval.

5 Attack Evaluation

We now extend the virtual environment defined by Algorithm 1 in Section 2 to model
adversarial behavior. We then specify and evaluate several attack strategies against Tailstorm.

To account for the possibility of collusion among multiple dishonest parties, we pessimisti-
cally assume that they indeed collude. Therefore, we model a single but strong node deviating
from the protocol. Throughout the remaining sections we refer to the single dishonest node
as the attacker and to the honest nodes as defenders. The attacker observes the virtual
environment’s state and reacts to any updates accordingly. We describe attacks as policies,
which determine the action to take based on the observed state.

5.1 Network

We deploy a virtual environment comprising n nodes. The first node represents the attacker
and is assigned fraction α of the total hash rate. The remaining hash rate is distributed
evenly among the n − 1 defenders. Henceforth, we refer to α as the attacker’s strength.
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In Bitcoin, blocks form a linear chain. If there are two blocks with the same height, only
one will be included in the blockchain long term. Since honest Bitcoin nodes prefer and mine
on the block first received, nodes with better connectivity obtain an advantage. The same
block race situation can arise in Tailstorm. Here, there can be only one summary at each
height and the nodes’ preference of summaries (Alg. 3) likewise depends on the order they
are received. Attackers able to send blocks more quickly might be able to manipulate the
defenders’ preference to suit their needs.

We follow Eyal and Sirer [16] and Sapirshtein et al. [47] who model the block race advantage
with a single network parameter γ, which defines the proportion of defenders, weighted by
hash rate, that will opt for the attacker’s block in the case of a block race. We pessimistically
assume that the attacker receives all blocks without delay. Defender nodes can send blocks
to one another with a negligible delay of ε. When the attacker sends a block to a defender,
we introduce a random delay, which we draw independently from a uniform distribution on
the interval [0, n−2

n−1
ε
γ ].

Note that we chose these delays to enable comparison with related work [16, 47] on selfish
mining against Bitcoin. Other constructions with different distributions are possible but
redundant: γ = 0 implies an inferior network level attacker who wins no block races, γ = 1
models a superior attacker who wins all block races, and intermediate attackers can be
modeled by choosing γ accordingly. The effect of non-negligible delays among the defenders
was analyzed in Section 4.

▶ Theorem 2. Let γ ∈ [0, 1] be given. For any choice of ε > 0 and n > 1
1−γ + 1, our

definition of γ is equal to the attacker’s block race advantage in [16, 47].

Proof. Let A be the event that a randomly chosen honest miner accepts the attacker block
over honest and Ai the event that a specific miner accepts the attacker block. By the law of
total probability we have P [A] = 1

n−1
∑n−1

i=1 P [Ai]. Note also that if we assume w.l.o.g. that
An−1 was the miner of the competing block, then P [An−1] = 0. Since defenders communicate
with each other with delay ε while the attacker communicates with defenders with uniform
random delay up to time n−2

n−1
ε
γ , it must be the case that

P [Ai] = ε

(
n − 2
n − 1

ε

γ

)−1
, ∀i < n − 1 , (5)

provided that n−2
n−1

ε
γ > ε. Choosing n > 1

1−γ + 1 satisfies this constraint. Equality in the
constraint is not valid because it forces P [Ai] = 1 for all γ. Therefore,

P [A] = 1
n − 1

n−1∑
i=1

P [Ai] (6)

= 1
n − 1

n−2∑
i=1

P [Ai] (7)

= n − 2
n − 1

ε
n−2
n−1

ε
γ

(8)

= γ. (9)

◀

Constraint n > 1
1−γ + 1, from Theorem 2, is fundamental; if n is smaller, then it is not

possible for an honest miner to communicate a block to another honest miner faster than the
attacker can. The constraint implies that γ < n−2

n−1 . Hence, we can model γ = 1 only in the
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Figure 3 Notation in Section 5.2 Observation Space. This example uses three nodes and k = 3.

limit that the number of miners approaches infinity, which is not possible in practice. Other
authors [16, 47] have directly considered γ = 1, but we feel that the restriction to γ < 1 is
natural. Given that the miner of the defending block in a block race will never adopt the
attacker’s competing block, γ = 1 implies that individual miners have zero hash rate, which
is not realistic.

5.2 Observation Space

The virtual environment maintains complex state. It tracks the full history of blocks, delayed
messages, and the partial views of all nodes. Some of this information is not available to
attackers in practice, other parts are not relevant. To enable concise policies, we follow
Sapirshtein et al. [47] and restrict what the attacker can see.

Figure 3 illustrates our notation. At any given time, let ba = tip(1) denote the attackers
preferred summary block, and let bd denote the best block (according to Preference in
Alg. 3) among the preferred blocks of the defenders: tip(2), . . . , tip(n). We use bc to refer
to the best summary block among the common ancestors of ba and bd. In other words, bc is
the latest block that all nodes agree upon. For any summary block b, we use R(b) to identify
the subblocks which are both a descendant of b and have the same height as b. Note that
Tailstorm’s chain structure (Alg. 2) implies that R(b) and b together span a tree. Section 3
defines the depth of a subblock to be its depth within this tree. We define R′(b) as the largest
subset of R(b) such that all subblocks are mined by the attacker and R′(b) ∪ {b} is still
connected. In the following, we use |S| to refer to the cardinality of a set S and depth[S] to
refer to the maximum depth among all blocks in S. The attacker observes

ha: the attacker’s height advantage, height(ba) − height(bc) ,
hd: the defenders’ height advantage, height(bd) − height(bc) ,
sa: the attacker’s inclusive subblock count, |R(ba)| ,
s′

a: the attacker’s exclusive subblock count, |R′(ba)| ,
sd: the defenders’ subblock count, |R(bd)| ,
da: the attacker’s inclusive depth, depth[R(ba)] ,
d′

a: the attacker’s exclusive depth, depth[R′(ba)] , and
dd: the defenders’ depth, depth[R(bd)] .

The example shown Figure 3 implies (ha, hd, sa, s′
a, sd, da, d′

a, dd) = (1, 1, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2) .
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Algorithm 5 Tailstorm: Attacker.

1 function Update(tip t, block b) is // t: currently preferred block // b: new block
2 pref, share, append← t, [], []; // new preferred tip, blocks to broadcast, templates to append
3 if b is own summary block then pref← b;
4 W ← set of withheld blocks (= blocks not shared before);
5 withhold, extend← P(ha, hd, sa, s′

a, sd, da, d′
a, dd); // P: attack policy

6 switch withhold do
7 case Adopt do pref← bd // bd: defender’s block, see Sec. 5.2 ;
8 case Match do share← {x ∈W | progress(x) ≤ progress(bd)} ;
9 case Override do share← {x ∈W | progress(x) ≤ progress(bd) + 1} ;

10 case Wait do nothing;
11 switch extend do
12 case Inclusive do
13 if |R(pref )| ≥ k then // R(b): full subblock tree confirming b, see Sec. 5.2
14 append← summary template using R(pref );

15 case Exlusive do
16 if |R′(pref )| ≥ k then // R′(b): partial subblock tree confirming b, see Sec. 5.2
17 append← summary template using R′(pref );

18 return pref, share, append;

5.3 Action Space
The virtual environment (Alg. 1) calls a node’s Update function whenever this node learns
about a new block: after it was mined locally with PoW, appended locally without PoW,
or received from the network. We implement the attacker’s dishonest Update function in
Algorithm 5. We allow for generic attacks by letting the attacker choose from a set of
potentially dishonest actions. We assume that there is a policy P which maps observations
(see Sect. 5.2) to action tuples of the form (withhold, extend). The withhold action type
controls the preferred tip of the chain and the withholding of blocks. We hereby follow closely
the actions used by Sapirshtein et al. [47] for selfish mining against Bitcoin [16].

Wait Continue mining on ba and withhold new blocks.
Match Release just enough blocks to induce a block race between bd and an attacker block.
Override Release just enough blocks to make the defenders discard their block bd.
Adopt Abort attack, prefer defenders’ block bd, and discard ba.

Recall from Section 2 that “blocks” refers to vertices in the block DAG. This makes the
withhold action protocol-agnostic. For Tailstorm, blocks can be subblocks or summaries.
Note that while Adopt and Wait are always feasible, Match and Override are not. If the
attacker’s chain is too short, the defenders will not consider adopting it. In such cases, Match
and Override, as implemented in Algorithm 5, fall back to releasing all withheld blocks.

The second action type, extend, is specific to Tailstorm. It controls how the attacker
assembles new summary blocks, more specifically, which subblocks it considers for selection
with Algorithm 4.

Inclusive Use all available subblocks to create new summaries.
Exclusive Use only subblocks which were mined by the attacker.

Note that the attacker never delays the next summary block longer than necessary. As
soon as there are enough subblocks for an inclusive or exclusive summary (according to the
chosen action), this summary will be created.
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Figure 4 Observed normalized reward as a function of attacker strength α for different protocols
(color) and reference policies (line style and markers). The three facets represent the network
assumptions γ ∈ {5, 50, 95}%. We set protocol parameter k = 8 where applicable. TS/const is
Tailstorm without reward discounting. We add a gray reference line for the fair reward α (overlaps
with honest policy) and a gray dotted curve for the known upper bound α/(1− α).

5.4 Reference Policies
We evaluate the following policies. In each, the attacker assembles Inclusive summaries.

Honest Emulate Algorithm 3: adopt the longest chain and release all blocks:
Adopt if hd > ha. Otherwise Override.

Get Ahead Withhold own subblocks, release own summaries:
Adopt if hd > ha. Override if hd < ha. Otherwise Wait.

Minor Delay Withhold own subblocks, override defender summaries as they come out:
Adopt if hd > ha. Wait if hd = hc. Otherwise Override.

To evaluate the policies above, we reuse the simulator from Section 4.2, configuring the
network as described in Sections 5.1 to 5.3. We set block race advantage γ ∈ {5, 50, 95} % and
allow the attacker strength α to range from 20 % to 45 %. We run one hundred simulations
per configuration, and stop each as soon as the DAG contains 2048 blocks. At the end of
each simulation we select the longest chain of blocks and calculate its rewards. We configure
Tailstorm’s discount reward scheme, as defined in Section 3.1, with c = 1 such that at most
one unit of reward is minted per unit of chain progress.

Some policies cause more orphans than others. Assuming effective difficulty adjustment
according to Section 3.3, the amount of simulated time depends on the attacker’s behaviour.
The attacker’s mining cost is proportional to the time spent on the attack. To facilitate
comparison across policies, we normalize rewards with respect to simulated time. Formally, we
define the normalized reward as the attacker’s reward up to block b divided by progress(b).
Note that relative reward, a metric commonly used for Bitcoin [55, 16, 47, 54], is not sufficient
to account for Tailstorm’s reward discounting.

Figure 4 reports the average normalized reward (across 100 simulations) on the y-axis
for the varying α on the x-axis and with γ varying by facet. The green curves represent
the different reference policies against Tailstorm. We also evaluate the reference policies
against the TS/const protocol as defined in Section 3.4 (orange curves) and against Bk (red
curves). In addition, we evaluate the SM1 policy against Bitcoin (blue curve) as described
by Sapirshtein et al. [47]. For orientation we include their upper bound α/(1 − α) as a gray
dotted curve and add a solid gray line for α, the expected reward of honest behaviour.
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The figure supports multiple conclusions. First, the curves for the Honest policy coinciding
with the line for α indicates that the policy indeed replicates honest behavior in all evaluated
protocols. Second, comparing the measurements for Tailstorm with the ones for TS/const
shows clearly that the discounting of rewards reduces efficacy of all dishonest reference
policies. Third, Minor Delay is generally the most effective reference policy. Forth, Minor
Delay produces less reward in Tailstorm than SM1 does in Bitcoin. Fifth, for low γ, Minor
Delay is more profitable against Bk than SM1 is against Bitcoin.

Note however, that Minor Delay might not be the best strategy against Tailstorm, just
like SM1 is not always optimal for Bitcoin [47]. This motivates to search for optimal policies.

6 Attack Search

Previous research has identified optimal attacks against Bitcoin and Ethereum through the use
of Markov Decision Processes (MDP) and exhaustive search [55, 21, 47]. However, for more
complex protocols, the state space of MDPs can become prohibitively large, and exhaustive
search becomes impractical [26, 29, 54]. As a result, many authors in the past have resorted
to evaluating hard-coded attacks instead of searching for optimal policies [9, 17, 29, 34, 13].

We adopt the approach introduced by Hou et al. [26] and employ reinforcement learning
(RL) to search for attacks. The observation and action spaces described in Section 5 readily
define a partially observable MDP. To search for optimal attacks, we replace the hard-coded
policy P with an RL agent that learns to select actions based on past observations.

We utilize off-the-shelf RL tooling by first exposing our simulator and attack space as an
OpenAI Gym [10]. Next, we deploy Proximal Policy Optimization (PPO) [48] as our agent.
To support reproduction and future research, we release the Gym as Python package [28]
and include all training scripts in our open source repository [30].

The modularity of our simulator allows us to apply the same RL pipeline to different
protocols. We insert the protocol specifications along with their associated observation
and action spaces, while reusing the virtual environment and network assumptions across
protocols. For Bitcoin, we adopt the attack space defined by Sapirshtein et al. [47]. Details
about the attack spaces for Bitcoin and Bk are provided in the extended version of this paper.

We use Bitcoin as a reference protocol to measure the completeness of our approach.
Previous research by Sapirshtein et al. [47] has yielded the optimal policy. As we will
demonstrate, our search mechanism reproduces these results closely.

We search for optimal policies for all possible combinations of attacker strength α ∈
{20, 25, 30, . . . 45} %, and block race advantage γ ∈ {5, 50, 95} %. We evaluate four protocols:
Bitcoin, Bk, Tailstorm, and TS/const with k = 8 where applicable. In total, this amounts to
7 · 3 · 4 = 84 different learning problems.

For each learning problem, we conduct multiple training runs with varying hyperpara-
meters. For the objective function we choose normalized reward, as evaluated for the reference
policies in Figure 4. From the training we obtain 1292 policies.

We select the best trained policy for each problem by simulating 100 independent protocol
executions for each and proceeding as follows. As in Section 5.4, we stop individual executions
as soon as there are 2048 blocks. We then select the longest chain of blocks and observe the
attacker’s normalized reward. This reward is averaged over the 100 observations per policy
to determine the policy with the highest average reward. For reference, we apply the same
filtering method to select the best policy among the reference policies from Section 5.4.
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Figure 5 Observed normalized reward of the best known policy with the axes set up like in
Figure 4. Solid curves with •-markers represent trained reinforcement learning models. Dashed
curves with ×-markers represent the reference policies defined in Section 5.4.

Figure 5 shows the performance of the selected policies, with γ varying by facet, α on the
x-axis, and average normalized reward on the y-axis. The solid colored curves represent the
best trained policies, while the dashed colored curves represent the best reference policies.
As in Figure 4, we include gray reference curves for Bitcoin’s known upper bound α/(1 − α)
(dotted) and fair share α (solid). Note that for γ = 50 %, Nakamato and Bk visually overlap.

In comparing the performance of different protocols, we say that protocol A performs
better (or worse) than B in the event that A returns fewer (alternatively more) rewards to
the attacker than does B. Figure 5 supports the following conclusions. First, Bk performs
worse than Bitcoin for low γ, but better than Bitcoin for high γ. The break-even point
seems to be at γ = 50 %. Second, Tailstorm consistently outperforms Bitcoin and Bk, even
with constant rewards (TS/const). Moreover, discounting of rewards consistently makes
Tailstorm less susceptible to selfish mining and similar incentive layer attacks. Third, the
learned policies consistently match or outperform the hard-coded reference policies. This
finding is important because anything else would indicate deficiencies in the training. Forth,
the learned policies are close to optimal for Bitcoin. This can be seen in two ways. Firstly,
Sapirshtein et al. showed that the SM1 policy is close to optimal for γ = 0 [47, Fig. 1a].
Our figure for γ = 5% shows that the learned policy matches SM1 (the dashed blue curve
with ×-markers). Secondly, the authors showed that the optimal policy reaches the upper
bound α/(1 − α) for γ = 1 [47, Fig. 1c]. Our figure for γ = 95% shows that the learned policy
matches this bound as well.

Until now, we have evaluated the efficacy of policies in absolute terms. We now take a
different perspective and ask: how strong must an attacker be for dishonest behaviour to
pay off? Recall that honest behaviour implies an expected normalized reward of α (solid
gray line in Figures 4 and 5). To answer the question, we calculate break-even points, which
represent the minimum relative hash rate α, such that following the policy produces more
than α of normalized reward. We start from the optimal policies presented in Figure 5 and
select only those policies that feature dishonest behavior. Recall that each of the remaining
policies was trained on a fixed relative hash rate α. For each protocol and choice of γ, we
select the dishonest policy trained for the lowest α. We then evaluate this policy against
alternative α values ranging from 5 % to 50 %. Our simulator provides noisy observations
and the reward distribution varies stochastically. Hence, we use Bayesian optimization to
minimize the difference between the observed reward and α, i. e., to get as close to the
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Table 2 Break-even points: minimal α (in %) where dishonest behaviour (Figure 5) pays off.

Trained Policy Reference Policy

γ 5 % 50 % 95 % 5 % 50 % 95 %

Bitcoin 33.6 26.5 ≤ 5 32.7 24.5 ≤ 5
TS/const 28.9 28.6 21.7 37.9 32.6 28.4
Tailstorm 41.6 35.8 35.8 43.7 41.0 39.3
Bk 22.2 27.8 25.3 31.3 31.1 30.7

break-even point as possible. Table 2 reports the results. Observe that for the trained
policies, the break-even points are consistently either lower or close to the break-even points
of the hard-coded reference policies. Bk, TS/const, and Tailstorm are also less sensitive to
changes in γ than Bitcoin. Tailstorm has the highest break-even points among all protocols,
indicating that it is most resilient to incentive layer attacks.

7 Tailstorm Cryptocurrency

So far, we have focused on Tailstorm’s consensus and incentive mechanisms. Throughout
our analysis, we have assumed a cryptocurrency on the application layer that facilitates the
creation and distribution of rewards to participants of the consensus layer. In this section,
we describe and discuss the Tailstorm cryptocurrency and our prototype implementation.

7.1 Transaction Handling
Tailstorm implements the unspent transaction output (UTXO) model as it is used in
Bitcoin [39]: Each UTXO represents a designated amount of cryptocurrency. Transactions
consume and create UTXOs, but they never create more cryptocurrency than they consume.
Consumed UTXOs cannot be consumed again. Ownership and transfer of value follows from
restricting the consummation of UTXOs to the holders of specific cryptographic keys.

Tailstorm uses the same public key cryptography as Bitcoin, and it also supports Bitcoin’s
UTXO scripting facility. The dissemination and processing of transactions follows Bitcoin’s
approach as well. However, as we describe next, Tailstorm deviates from Bitcoin in how
transactions are recorded in the blockchain.

Taking inspiration from Storm [4], each subblock contains a list of transactions. Let txa
be a transaction listed at position idxa in subblock suba summarized in summary block
suma and let txb, idxb, subb, and sumb be defined similarly. Assume txa and txb are
incompatible, e. g., because they spend the same UTXO twice. If txa and txb are listed
in the same subblock, i. e., suba = subb and idxa ≠ idxb, then this subblock is marked
invalid. We proceed similarly if txa and txb are summarized by different summaries: due to
Tailstorm’s chain structure (see Alg. 2) suma and sumb must differ in height and we mark the
higher one as invalid. Honest nodes ignore invalid blocks and all their descendants at the
consensus layer. Hence, under the above circumstances, incompatible transactions are not
persisted in the blockchain, as is the case in Bitcoin.

However, special attention is required for incompatible transactions in different subblocks
summarized by the same summary block, i. e., suba ̸= subb and suma = sumb. A critical
assumption of our analyses as well as parallel PoW in general [29] is that subblocks confirming
the same summary are compatible and thus can be mined independently. We thus cannot
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mark the summary invalid in this case and the incompatible transactions are persisted in the
blockchain. To resolve this conflict, Tailstorm executes only one of the transactions at the
application layer and ignores the other according the following rules. Let dsta denote the
distance of suba to suma in the block DAG, and let dstb be defined similarly. If dsta < dstb,
then txa is ignored. Ties are broken by the PoW hash function, i. e., if dsta = dstb
and hash(suba) > hash(subb), then txa is ignored. If txa is ignored then all dependent
transactions (i.e. those spending the UTXOs produced by txa) are ignored as well. Note that
even though incompatible transactions are persisted in the blockchain, the double-spending
semantics are equivalent to Bitcoin: offending transactions off the longest branch are ignored.

7.2 Fast Confirmations
To reap the full consistency guarantees of parallel PoW [29], prudent cryptocurrency users
should wait for one summary block confirmation before accepting their transactions as final.
For example, if their transaction is included in subblock suba and first summarized in suma,
then they should wait for another valid summary sumb with height(sumb) = height(suma)+1.
Assuming a 10 minute summary block interval and large k, the full confirmation will likely
occur in 10 to 20 minutes, depending on whether the transaction was included early in the
subblock tree or later.

If time is short and the transacted value is low, e. g. if the user is selling a cup of coffee to
go, they can consider waiting for a number of subblock confirmations instead. For example,
consider Tailstorm with k = 60 and a 10 minute summary block interval. Subblocks will
be mined every 10 seconds in expectation. The heuristics are similar to a fast version of
Bitcoin: If the seller waits for 6 subblock confirmations, i. e., for a subblock subb with
depth(subb) = depth(suba) + 6, the settlement will take about one minute. Invalidation
of the payment, e. g. due to a double spend, implies a fork of the subblock tree of length 6
or more. Tailstorm discounts mining rewards according to the depth of the subblock tree;
whereas the tree could have achieved depth 60, it now can achieve depth at most 54. One
tenth of the minted rewards is lost, and the cost of the coffee is dwarfed.

7.3 Tailstorm Prototype
We have implemented Tailstorm and make the code available online [23]. We started from a
fork Bitcoin Unlimited’s implementation of Bitcoin Cash. Our fork implements the Tailstorm
consensus layer and incentive mechanism as specified in Section 3. The prototype uses k = 3,
but is easily configurable by changing a compile-time flag. The DAA is calibrated for a target
summary block interval of ten minutes. Subblocks are expected to arrive every 200 seconds.

To minimize propagation delays, we have implemented several network compression
mechanisms. First, we adapt the Graphene protocol [41] to avoid redundant transmission
of transactions. Second, we adapt the Compact Block protocol [12] to reduce the size of
summary blocks. Third, the transaction list is encoded bit-efficiently in each subblock.

We leave the implementation of Tailstorm’s application layer, i. e. the transaction handling
as described in Section 7.1, for future work. Finally, we note that our implementation has
minimal testing and, being a prototype, is not ready for production use.

8 Discussion

Tailstorm inherits the consistency guarantees of parallel PoW consensus [29]. To increase
fairness, we discount rewards based on the tree structure of subblocks which itself is inspired
from Bobtail [9]. To obtain fast confirmations, we write transactions into subblocks like
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Storm [4]. Alongside these foundational influences, we incorporate insights from a variety of
related works, which we here can only list partially. For more details we refer to the surveys
of Garay and Kiayias [19], describing the different ways of defining the consensus problem,
and Bano et al. [6], focusing on the different solution approaches and protocols.

Tailstorm improves fairness by avoiding orphans and discounting rewards. The former is
not new [2, 50, 51], however, the motivation differs. Sompolinsky and Zohar [51] propose
to improve Bitcoin’s consistency by referencing blocks that would otherwise be orphaned
(called uncles) and then counting both blocks and uncles (GHOST-rule) whereas Bitcoin
counts only the blocks (longest chain rule). However, the authors explicitly avoid rewarding
uncles and hence do not improve fairness. Follow-up work [2, 50] does not discuss rewards
at all. In Ethereum PoW, a deployed variant of GHOST [51], and Kaspa, a deployed variant
of GHOSTDAG [50], uncles receive partial rewards and the blocks that include uncles get
additional rewards. The unfair dynamic of Bitcoin, where included blocks receive the full
reward and orphans none, is largely preserved. We think that GHOST-like protocols can
become more fair by applying Tailstorm’s ideas: discounting of rewards, applied equally to
all involved miners.

Pass and Shi [42] explicitly set out to increase fairness in PoW. Their Fruitchains protocol
uses two kinds of blocks like Tailstorm. Blocks record fruits and fruits record transactions.
Unlike in Tailstorm, both fruits and blocks require PoW. Applying the 2-for-1 trick of
Garay et al. [20], both are mined with the same hash puzzle observing different bits of the
output. Fruits have a lower difficulty and thus are created more frequently. The rewards are
distributed evenly across recent fruits while blocks receive nothing. According to Zhang and
Preneel [54], Fruitchains are more vulnerable to incentive layer attacks than Bitcoin for block
race advantage γ = 0, and thereby less fair. Furthermore, Fruitchains suffer from a tradeoff
between fairness and transaction confirmation time [54]. A related line of research [5, 53]
extends the 2-for-1 into an n-for-1 trick and makes the miners work on multiple chains in
parallel. The chains are then interleaved to form a single coherent transaction ledger. Unlike
Fruitchains, however, Prism [5] and OHIE [53] focus on consistency, liveness, and throughput.
We leave for future work to investigate whether and how the fairness of these protocols can
be improved by applying Tailstorm’s reward discounting.

Kiffer and Rajaraman [33] propose to discount rewards inversely proportional to the overall
hash rate participating in the system. This reduces centralization in their model, but we worry
that motivating lower hash rates might harm the primary goals of consensus: consistency
and liveness. Their mechanism poses an alternative to Bitcoin’s halving mechanism, which
statically reduces block rewards by 50 % roughly once every 4 years, to avoid long term
inflation of the cryptocurrency. In contrast, Tailstorm’s reward discounting is focused on the
short term and punishes non-linearities within a single subblock tree.

But our approach is not without limitations. In Section 4, we analyze the impact of
message propagation delays on fairness. We assume that these delays are uniform, affecting
all miners equally. However, in practice, propagation delays depend on the connectivity
of individual miners. Some inequalities arise from economies of scale, larger miners can
invest more in low latency connections, others from the underlying physics of information
propagation: miners located in the same region or on the same continent implicitly form
are cartel, whereas joining the network from a distant location puts them at a disadvantage.
We leave for future work to analyze how Tailstorm is affected by more realistic network
topologies [1, 14, 38, 44, 45].

In Section 6, we perform a search for optimal attack strategies. Our search algorithm
is based on reinforcement learning (RL), which means it is not exhaustive. It is possible
that the RL agent did not discover the optimal strategy against certain protocols. This
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challenges our conclusion that Tailstorm is less susceptible to incentive layer attacks than the
other protocols, Bitcoin and Bk. To encourage further exploration we release the RL Gym
environment on PyPI [28], allowing others to discover more effective attacks. Assuming the
absence of better strategies, our results can be confirmed by encoding our attack space as a
Markov Decision Process (MDP) and employing exhaustive search techniques, as has been
done for Bitcoin [21, 47], Ethereum [55] and other longest chain protocols [54]. However,
to the best of our knowledge, such techniques have not yet been successfully applied to
DAG-based protocols like Tailstorm.

Another limitation is that our action space might not cover all possible attacks. We
closely follow the modeling of the selfish mining attack space against Bitcoin [47], where
we observe consent that the four actions Adopt, Match, Override, and Wait are indeed
complete. We are convinced that adding two actions for summary formation, Inclusive and
Exclusive, is enough to represent the most profitable attacks. However, our conclusions
can be challenged by presenting a more effective incentive layer attack against Tailstorm,
which cannot be expressed in our attack space. We encourage this endeavour by making all
analytical code available online [30]. After modifying the attack space, new strategies can
be drafted, evaluated, and optimized, while the virtual environment, protocol specifications,
and RL attack search can be reused without changes.

On a separate note, Carlsten et al. [11] demonstrate that selfish mining becomes more
profitable when considering transaction fees in addition to mining rewards. They present a
strategy targeting Bitcoin which leverages transaction fees to outperform honest behavior for
any α > 0 and γ < 1. Similar attacks are likely feasible against all PoW cryptocurrencies,
including Tailstorm, however they also exceed the scope of this paper.

Lastly, Arnosti and Weinberg [3] show that even small cost imbalances or economies of scale
lead to highly centralized PoW mining ecosystems. While, Tailstorm reduces the imbalances
compared to other PoW protocols we studied, it cannot fully mitigate centralization. Our
notion of fairness revolves around rewarding miners in proportion to their hash rate. This
definition is not new [1, 7, 31, 42, 54]. However, from an economic standpoint, to prevent
centralization, miners should be rewarded in proportion to their operational mining costs [3].
Unfortunately, achieving this goal seems to be impossible. Mining costs primarily depend on
the price and the availability of energy and specialized mining hardware. Purchasing energy
in large quantities tends to be more cost-effective, and strong miners may even consider
operating their own power plants. Scaling up operations also enables miners to develop
and deploy more efficient mining hardware, and then selling it to weak miners after it has
become outdated [52]. Given that these unfair scaling effects do not only affect Tailstorm, but
PoW cryptocurrencies in general, one might be lead to consider alternative approaches like
proof-of-stake [22, 32, 49]. But even then, it remains questionable whether any permissionless
system can fully avoid centralization [36].

9 Conclusion

Tailstorm integrates parallel PoW [29], partial transaction confirmation [4, 9], and a novel
incentive mechanism – reward discounting – into a PoW cryptocurrency that provides fast
and secure confirmations for its users and fair rewards for its miners. We thereby solve a long
standing issue of longest chain protocols, where the operator has to choose between either a
short block interval with fast but less reliable confirmations and unfair rewards, or a long
block interval with slow confirmations and more fair but infrequent rewards. Our prototype
demonstrates that Tailstorm can replace Bitcoin not only theoretically but also in practice.
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Contribution Statement

George originally developed the idea of reward discounting as a way to combat withholding
attacks in Bobtail. George and Gregory refined that idea into an early version of Tailstorm
suitable for a hard fork of Bitcoin Cash. They also contributed to the prototype imple-
mentation. Patrik contributed the protocol specification, simulation-based analyses, and
reinforcement learning interface. George contributed the analytical orphan rate analysis.
George and Patrik contributed the hard-coded reference policies. Ben and Patrik conducted
the attack search with reinforcement learning. Guided by earlier stages of the analyses,
Patrik provided improvements to Tailstorm consensus and its transaction handling. Patrik
and George wrote this paper.
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Abstract
We revisit decentralized random beacons with a focus on practical distributed applications. Decent-
ralized random beacons (Beaver and So, Eurocrypt’93) provide the functionality for n parties to
generate an unpredictable sequence of bits in a way that cannot be biased, which is useful for any
decentralized protocol requiring trusted randomness.

Existing beacon constructions are highly inefficient in practical settings where protocol parties
need to rejoin after crashes or disconnections, and more significantly where smart contracts may
rely on arbitrary index points in high-volume streams. For this, we introduce a new notion of
history-generating decentralized random beacons (HGDRBs).

Roughly, the history-generation property of HGDRBs allows for previous beacon outputs to
be efficiently generated knowing only the current value and the public key. At application layers,
history-generation supports registering a sparser set of on-chain values if desired, so that apps like
lotteries can utilize on-chain values without incurring high-frequency costs, enjoying all the benefits
of DRBs implemented off-chain or with decoupled, special-purpose chains. Unlike rollups, HG is
tailored specifically to recovering and verifying pseudorandom bit sequences and thus enjoys unique
optimizations investigated in this work.

We introduce STROBE: an efficient HGDRB construction which generalizes the original squaring-
based RSA approach of Beaver and So. STROBE enjoys several useful properties that make it suited
for practical applications that use beacons:
1. history-generating: it can regenerate and verify high-throughput beacon streams, supporting

sparse (thus cost-effective) ledger entries;
2. concisely self-verifying: NIZK-free, with state and validation employing a single ring element;
3. eco-friendly: stake-based rather than work based;
4. unbounded: refresh-free, addressing limitations of Beaver and So;
5. delay-free: results are immediately available.
6. storage-efficient: the last beacon suffices to derive all past outputs, thus O(1) storage require-

ments for nodes serving the whole history.
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1 Introduction

A random beacon is a shared source of agreed-upon random bits. First introduced in 1981
by Rabin [44] in the context of digitally-signed documents, beacons use unpredictability to
put adversarial strategies in doubt. Trusted beacons are increasingly recognized as a critical
resource for Decentralized Finance (DeFi), blockchains, Byzantine Fault Tolerance (BFT),
leader elections, and a range of Decentralized Applications (dApps) including lotteries.

At fundamental protocol layers such as consensus, beacons drastically reduce the time
and effort needed to withstand protocol-defeating attacks. For example, Feldman and
Micali [30] implemented a common coin to achieve 2-round probabilistic consensus, breaking
the deterministic lower bound of f + 1 rounds [26]. As another example, most proof-of-stake
blockchains use randomness to select leaders proposing blocks and, for increased efficiency,
also use randomness to select subcommittees to confirm the blocks. To make sure the
malicious actors have negligibly small window to corrupt the leaders or the subcommittees, it
should be impossible for them to predict or bias the randomness used in the process, which
creates strong demand for good randomness beacon protocols. Moreover, for the light-clients
of these blockchains to synchronize the state, they need to verify the selection of leaders and
subcommittees, implying that they have to verify the random beacon outputs.

At higher levels of abstraction, new and important properties and optimizations emerge.
Crash failures, delays, and asynchrony in the interactions between processes or the execution
of smart contracts in a ledger environment make it essential to have stronger and coordinated
record-keeping, to make it easier to retrieve and verify past results.

To complicate matters, many high-level applications like lotteries or gaming require
high-frequency streams. Frequencies and latencies at the scale of seconds are too slow.
Registering streams bit-by-bit in real-time on a ledger is simply infeasible given transaction
throughput and latencies, let alone enormously cost-prohibitive fees. Registering intermittent
results is a feasible and cheaper workaround - as long as the intermittent results provide
sufficient content and validation to enable optimistic fault detection and recourse for any
on-chain relying parties. To date, such applications either run at very slow speeds (lotteries)
or require centralized trust (gaming platforms).

While a naive approach might register a long sequence accompanied by aggregate signa-
tures and rollups to prove step-by-step correctness, so that relying parties can check content
and validity, we take a novel and alternative approach, employing history generation for
streamlined communication size and speed. Our protocols are direct and simple, providing a
concise element to regenerate the entire back sequence (effectively compressing it) and to
validate it (obviating NIZKs, let alone aggregation).

Decentralized random beacons. Beaver and So presented the first decentralized beacon
(DRB) [4], achieved by way of a threshold homomorphic secret sharing of future bits. Their
approach capitalized on the Blum-Blum-Shub pseudorandom generator [7], in which successive
squares in an RSA ring are produced. By reversing the sequence and employing tricks for
threshold Lagrange interpolation, [4] gave a self-certifying sequence obviating any need for
ZKPs.

History-generating DRBs. A key contribution of this work is the notion and implementation
of history generation, a technique that is essentially equivalent to compressing long sequences
and providing a maximally concise validity check. In the context of random streams produced
by DRBs, we are able to take strong advantage of the sequential nature of the stream to
achieve optimizations exceeding those available to general-purpose calculations-with-ZKPs.
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Unbounded sequences. In the threshold homomorphic VSS approach of [4], there is a
bound on the number of bits to be produced without engaging in some kind of refreshing
state. The results are limited by stakeholders rather than VDF-style delays: there is no
explicit notion of using work as a computationally-guaranteed limit on the cadence of a
beacon. We address both limitations using a generalized construction without incurring
proof-of-work.

Contributions. STROBE is a decentralized random beacon providing the following proper-
ties:

History-generating: It can regenerate and verify high-throughput beacon streams,
supporting sparse (thus cost-effective) ledger entries;
Concisely self-verifying: It is NIZK-free, with state and validation employing a single
ring element;
Eco-friendly: It is stake-based rather than work-based;
Unbounded: It is refresh-free, addressing limitations of Beaver and So;
Delay-free: Results are immediately available.
Storage-efficient: O(1) storage for nodes serving the whole beacon history.

Roadmap. §2 describes intuitions of our constructions and how applications can benefit
from the novel, history-generating property. We cover related work in §3, with particular
attention to feature tradeoffs in Table 1. Details of the construction appear in §4, with
security model in §5 and proofs in §6. We describe some extension in §7 and application
details in §8.

2 Construction Intuition

Our starting point is to view RSA decryption as a trapdoor one-way function in reverse,
which can be efficiently verified. The beacon output of an epoch is essentially the RSA
decryption of the previous epoch’s output, and this carries on perpetually. The verification
of an output is to just RSA encrypt it with the public key and see that if it equals to the
previous epoch’s output. In this sense, the beacon is self-certifying.

Step 1: Beacon setup. Viewed in a non-distributed setting, the setup of the beacon
generates RSA modulus N = pq along with a root-ing parameter s. Then the beacon
proceeds perpetually as:

x→ x1/s → x1/s2
→ · · · → x1/sT

→ · · ·

To parties that just know about N as a public parameter, this provides some attractive
properties: (1) The next value in the beacon is hard to predict given the earlier values. (2)
It’s easy to verify a beacon value against the last value. In fact, we can check the value
against any historical value, except that it gets progressively harder with the gap. (3) An
especially tantalizing property is that any historical beacon value, can in fact be simply
generated from the knowledge of the current value.

Step 2: Removing the trusted party. Of course, the problem with this is that taking
roots in an RSA ring is hard without knowing the prime factors p and q. So we need a
trusted party holding the primes to be generating all the beacon values. Recent advances
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in distributed RSA modulus generation allows us to generate a public modulus N , with
no single party knowing the factors. Imagine that in addition we also give secret shares of
s−1 (mod ϕ(N)) to n distinct parties:

sk1 + sk2 + · · ·+ skn = s−1 (mod ϕ(N))

At the time epoch T + 1, the n parties can then output xski

T each, where xT is the output
of the last epoch. On multiplying all the public shares, we get xT +1 = xs−1

T (mod N). At
the same time, observe that even (n − 1) of the secret keys are effectively independently
random. Also observe every public share is also self-certifying wrt the last epoch, in the
sense xski

T = (xski

T +1)s.

Step 3: Adapting to the threshold setting. Adapting the n-of-n setting to a threshold
t-of-n setting introduces additional challenges which do not affect known-order groups.
Essentially, Shamir secret sharing involves fractional Lagrange interpolation coefficients
which are efficient to compute to group elements if we know the order. However, this is not
possible to do in the exponent of RSA group elements, as ϕ(N) is not public. We adapt and
extend the techniques pioneered by [4] and also used by [48] to address this challenge. The
core trick is to lift the Lagrange coefficients by a factor of n!, so that they are not fractional
anymore - details in Section 4.

3 Related Work

Random Beacons. Practical bias-resistant random beacons producing regular series of
random outputs typically follow one of three approaches: the first one uses publicly verifiable
secret sharing (PVSS) mechanisms; the second uses verifiable random functions (VRFs),
often in conjunction with threshold cryptography, and the third relies on verifiable delay
functions (VDFs).

Beacons of the first type use the following blueprint design, they need 4 rounds for
n participants to generate a random value. In the first round all nodes simultaneously
secret-share a freshly generated random value s among the rest of the nodes. They do so
by publishing the following values: n shares of s each encrypted under receiving party’s
public key, a commitment to the secret, and a non-interactive zero-knowledge proof that
those were generated correctly. In the second round, the parties run some sort of consensus
algorithm to agree which nodes did the sharing correctly and which failed. This can also be
replaced with posting the shares on chain where anyone can verify the proofs independently,
although this typically relies on consensus provided by a chain (rather than enabled by
the beacon). In the third round, the parties reveal their secrets and in the fourth round
for parties that withheld their secrets, shares of those secrets are broadcast for recovery.
The resulting beacon’s value is derived from the revealed or recovered secrets. The rounds
can be pipelined to get regular random outputs at each round. Starting from the original
proposal of Ouroboros [36] a sequence of papers (Scrape [17], Albatross [18], HydRand [47],
RandHerd [49]), OptRand [6] has improved the communication, computation complexity
per node and the verification complexity for beacon of this type. No centralized or trusted
setup and standard cryptographic assumptions are the main advantages of those protocols.
However, those protocols still remain communication-intensive, since they need to run the full
protocol (including consensus) for every fresh random value and computation wise intensive,
since every party needs to check that every secret-share has been correctly constructed. A
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public verifier needs O(n) messages to verify each beacon’s value, making it communication-
wise expensive to verify a series of random values. A full chain of our beacon, in contrast,
can be verified using only the current beacon’s output and the public parameters.

Beacons of the second type rely on a setup phase where a secret key is generated in
a distributed manner, after which homomorphic VSS and/or threshold signatures can be
employed. The use of homomorphic VSS was pioneered in the first DRB in 1993 [4],
where successive values of a BBS generator are revealed. The shares of square roots are,
homomorphically and similar in spirit to threshold RSA, square roots of shares. The shares
and the reconstructed values each act as verifiers of previous values (viz. by way of squaring).
This particular solution suffers from a need to refresh to new sequence values periodically; it
is not unbounded as-is.

In numerous other generalized approaches of this second style, nodes can use a unique
threshold signature scheme, such as threshold BLS [10, 11] (tBLS) in Dfinity [34] and
drand [28], or as threshold RSA (tRSA) signatures [48] in Cachin et al. [15]) to sign an
agreed-upon progression of values (either block-hashes, or round-numbers, or a combination
of those). More generally, a verifiable random function is built in these construction to which
unique signatures are a particular instantiatiation, but other constructions are also possible,
e.g. NSEC5 VRF [41] used by Chainlink. The main advantage of those protocols is efficiency
(each party only sends a single message per beacon’s value) and ease of public verifiability
(current beacon’s value can be verified using only public parameters). The disadvantages
are a complicated setup phase (though straightforward when a trusted party is assumed),
for example to generate the threshold key for tBLS over the internet it still takes elaborate
protocols with O(n4) communication complexity costs [35, 38] and O(f) worse case run time.
Alternatively, instead of a threshold key, the parties can use independently generated keys (as
is currently being done in the Ethereum’s RANDAO approach [12]), although unfortunately
such beacons have some small degree of bias from the parties who may decide to withhold
their messages, we therefore do not focus on such beacons here despite the fact that certain
application (e.g. Ethereum’s committees selection) may stay resilient to small bias of the
beacon. We improve on the approach of tRSA by building a random beacon straight from
the RSA assumption requiring no additional proofs for correctness of signature’s shares.
Our scheme naturally gives a novel property of history generation in contrast to existing
approaches.

There is also a third approach that relies on a proof-of-delay mechanism [8]: either a
block-hash is passed through a verifiable delay function (VDF), or the values submitted
by the participants are passed through a VDF function to generate a random value. This
approach makes it simpler to build unbiasable beacons, as the participants will not have
enough time to see how the bias on their contributions would affect the resulting value of
the beacon. Most prominent systems are RANDAO w. VDF [27], continuous VDF [29] and
RandRunner [46]. But those approaches are highly computationally intensive for the prover
and require precise estimates of concrete complexity, which are hard to predict in practice
(competitions with high-reward incentives were set-up by Chia Networks (chia.net) and
Ethereum (ethereum.org) in partnership with Protocol Labs (protocol.ai) to get concrete
estimates of VDFs’ complexity). In the presence of a quantum adversary a quantum-resistant
VDF could be used to produce a quantum-resistant random beacon, e.g. Veedo [50].

Recent surveys [22, 45] systematize knowledge of randomness beacons and discuss the
complexity and practicality of the constructions in more details. In Table 1 we compare
selected beacons to STROBE which is the only one that provides the property of history
generation. Self-cerifying beacons allow to inexpensively verify a beacon value against the
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previous one; refresh-free beacons allow for generation of indefinite sequence of random values
per single setup; BA-free beacons do not use Byzantine-Agreement protocols. Beacons based
on the RSA assumption require a trusted setup or a distributed RSA modulus generation,
our protocol additionally requires the generation of an inverse of a public exponent. The
VDF-based beacons in RSA groups also do require a trusted setup.

Table 1 Comparison among several beacon protocols.
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Albatross [18], HydRand [47],
OptRand [6], RandHerd [49] ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓ PVSS

RandRunner [46], RANDAO++ [27],
cVDF [29], Veedo [50] ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗/ ✓ VDF

Dfinity [34], drand [28] ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓ DKG tVRF

C03 [13], BS93 [4] ✗ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓ mod RSA

STROBE (this work) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ mod+
inv

RSA

Distributed generation of an RSA modulus and an inverse of a public exponent. The
setup of our construction requires the generation of an RSA modulus N that is a product of
two primes. The most common way of generating such a modulus in a centralized setting
(a.k.a. with a trusted setup), is to randomly sample κ-bits integers running Miller-Rabin
probabilistic primality tests on them [40,43] until two primes are obtained with overwhelming
probability, multiplying them gives a 2κ-bits bi-prime N . Since currently there is no known
way to sample a bi-prime (using only public randomness) for which nobody knows the
factors, the only way to alleviate the trusted setup is to distribute the generation of the
bi-prime modulus via a dedicated multi-party computation protocol. Boneh and Franklin [9]
initiated the study of distributed RSA modulus generation devising a protocol in a passive
security model with honest majority. The follow-up protocol of Algesheimer, Camenisch and
Shoup [1] devised a protocol for generation of N that is a product of two safe primes, passively
secure with honest majority. The follow-up work has hardened the original Boneh-Franklin’s
protocol to be secure in the presence of actively malicious parties and honest majority [31].
The works mentioned above also generate an inverse (RSA decryption key) in a distributed
manner. An improvement to this part of the protocol was also made by Catalano et al. [19].
A promising approach of getting rid of the setup phase altogether, that was proposed in
RandRunner [46] and in the work of Damgård and Koprowski [24], can potentially get applied
to this work.

4 The STROBE Protocol

We now define the syntax of a History Generating Decentralized Random Beacon (HGDRB)
and describe our STROBE construction.

▶ Definition 1 (HGDRB). A History Generating Decentralized Random Beacon (HGDRB)
is a set of algorithms (Setup, Gen, Eval, V erifyShare, Combine, V erify, Back):
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Setup: (λ, n, t) → (pk, sk1, · · · , skn). The Setup algorithm takes the security parameter
λ and threshold parameters n and t. The scheme allows t-of-n reconstruction, with secret
shares given to n parties. The output is a public key pk and secret shares sk1, · · · , skn.

Gen: pk → x0. The (one-time) Gen algorithm samples an initial random value x0.
Eval: (ski, xT ) → xT +1,i. Each party takes the last epoch’s (T ) output xT , computes and

outputs a share of the next epoch’s output xT +1,i.
VerifyShare: (pk, xT,i, xT +1,i) → {0, 1}. The VerifyShare algorithm checks the epoch T +1

shares against the corresponding epoch T shares.
Combine: (pk, xT,P1 , xT,P2 , . . . , xT,Pt) → xT +1. Given t shares from epoch T that pass

VerifyShare the Combine algorithm outputs the next epoch’s beacon value xT +1.
Verify: (pk, xT , xT +1) → {0, 1}. The Verify algorithm checks the epoch T +1 beacon output

against the epoch T beacon output.
Back: (pk, xT , k) → xT −k: This outputs the beacon value at epoch T − k given the epoch

T beacon value xT and k < T .

Informally, correctness asserts that honestly computed beacon values will pass verify
checks with respect to previous beacon outputs. The same should hold for share outputs
as well. The Back function allows to compute any historical beacon value efficiently (going
back a polynomial number of epochs).

The STROBE protocol

We now provide our HGDRB construction, called STROBE. It is based on threshold inversion
in RSA groups and its security follows from the RSA assumption.

Setup(λ, n, t): The Setup algorithm takes the security parameter λ and samples an RSA
modulus N = pq with ϕ(N) = 4p′q′.
Sample primes p, q such that p − 1 = 2p′, q − 1 = 2q′ with p′, q′ also being primes.
Pick a prime s, s.t. min(p′, q′) > s > n. Let N = pq and observe that s ∤ ϕ(N).
Sample a1, · · · , at−1 ← [1, N ] and let f(X) = v + a1X + · · · + at−1Xt−1, where v =
(n!s)−1 (mod p′q′).
Send secret shares ski = f(i) (mod ϕ(N)) to parties i ∈ [1, n]. Publish pk = (N, s).

Gen(pk): The Gen algorithm samples a seed value seed← [1, N ]. This is a public random
value that can be computed by MPC or by taking a block hash. It then outputs
x0 = seed4(n!)2

(mod N).
The 4(n!)2 factor is an artifact of the security proof and will be explained in Section 6.

Eval(ski, xT ): Each party takes the last epoch’s (T ) output xT , computes and outputs a
share of the next epoch’s output xT +1,i:

xT +1,i = xski

T = x
f(i)
T (mod N).

VerifyShare(pk, xT,i, xT +1,i): The epoch T + 1 shares can be self-verified against the
corresponding epoch T shares, by checking that

xs
T +1,i = xT,i (mod N).

Combine(pk, xT,P1 , xT,P2 , . . . , xT,Pt): Given t epoch T shares, first check that each of
them pass VerifyShare. Let γ denote the set of these indices {P1, · · · , Pt}. The Combine
algorithm then computes the combined epoch T beacon value xT by computing the
interpolation:

xT =
∏
i∈γ

x
n!Li(0)
T,i (mod N),
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where the Lagrange basis polynomials Li’s are defined as:

Li(X) =
∏

j∈γ,j ̸=i

X − j

i− j
.

The polynomials satisfy the following property: for ∀i, j ∈ γ : Li(i) = 1, and Li(j) = 0
for i ≠ j. The (n!) factor is essential to clear the denominators of the interpolation
coefficients, which makes sure there is no fractional exponent to compute.

Verify(pk, xT , xT +1): The epoch T + 1 beacon output can be self-verified against the
corresponding epoch T beacon output, by checking that

xs
T +1 = xT (mod N).

Back(pk, xT , k): This outputs the beacon value at epoch T − k as:

xT −k = xsk

T (mod N).

We assume that each share carries the identity information (metadata) about which
party generated it. Apart from the V erify (and V erifyShare) algorithms checking against
the last epoch outputs, the Back algorithm provides an alternate way to check against any
previous epoch output, all the way to epoch 0 (and 1). In fact if the shares from epoch 1
are also made part of the trusted pk, then this provides a way of checking the beacon value
without accessing the past beacon values at all. The trade-off is that checking against beacon
values in the past grows computationally expensive with the number of epochs elapsed.
As an extension of the core protocol, we can also leverage techniques from popular VDF
constructions, as described in Section 7. We now give the proof of correctness of the protocol.

4.1 Proof of Correctness of STROBE
We have x0 = seed4(n!)2

. Assume inductively, xT −1 = seed4(n!)2s−T +1
. Correctness of the

beacon outputs follows as below:

xT =
∏
i∈γ

x
n!Li(0)
T,i = x

n!
∑

i∈γ
f(i)Li(0)

T −1 = seed4(n!)2s−T +1n!
∑

i∈γ
f(i)Li(0)

= seed4(n!)2s−T +1n!f(0) = seed(n!)2s−T 4(n!)vs

As v = (n!s)−1 (mod p′q′), we have 4(n!)vs = 4 (mod ϕ(N)). Therefore, seed4(n!)vs =
seed4 (mod N).

Substituting, we get:

xT = seed4(n!)2s−T

.

This carries the induction successfully forward, and also leads to successful verification:
xs

T = xT −1. Similar steps apply to the individual shares as well.

5 Security Model

There are various flavors of security that we could require of a random beacon. To narrow
down the syntax, we will focus on stake-based, self-certifying, threshold beacons. The baseline
security we want is that an adversary should not be able to predict future beacon values
based on seeing past values and corrupting less than a threshold number of participants.
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Unpredictability vs. Pseudorandomness

We could require the next beacon value to be pseudorandom, instead of just unpredictable.
We observe that we could essentially compile an unpredictable beacon into a pseudorandom
one, either by applying a random oracle (similarly to what is described as “tick-tock” in [29]),
or if we want to avoid the RO assumption, by extracting hardcore bit(s), as in [7]. There
exist applications where unpredictability suffices [21], but in most of the cases, such as a
decentralized lottery or leader election, unbiased randomness is essential [45]. We also note
that, for a self-certifying and/or history generating beacon, there needs to be a part of
the beacon output that cannot be pseudorandom, as otherwise it cannot be used for the
certification assertion and/or historical value computation.

Active vs. Passive

A passive adversary just observes the transcript of an honest run of the protocol, including
public shares and beacon outputs and then tries to predict the next beacon value. An active
adversary, on the other hand, can actively modify the public share values and beacon outputs.
In this paper we consider active adversaries. In our setting, the self-certification essentially
ensures that there is only a unique value for each expected public share or beacon value
that can pass onto the next phase. This makes any adversarial modifications immediately
noticeable and subject to rejection.

Selective vs. Adaptive

Another dimension to specify the adversary is on whether we restrict it to corrupt parties that
it declares upfront (selective), or allow the parties to be corrupted dynamically as it observes
and interacts with the protocol (adaptive). Our core protocol only satisfies selective security
in this respect. We leave it as an open problem to construct an adaptively secure protocol
which retains the efficiency standard of our selective one. A generic (complexity-leveraging)
approach can be used to get an adaptively secure scheme from a selectively secure one:
the reduction simply needs to guess the set of corrupted parties and then run the selective
reduction aborting if the selection of corrupted parties does not match the one requested
by the adversary. This, unfortunately, leads to a loss in security that is exponential in the
number of parties, n, thus limiting the number of parties to be at most logarithmic in the
security parameter λ. There are other promising approaches in the works for threshold RSA
cryptosystems. Canetti et al. [16] proposed a methodology for transforming a selectively-
secure threshold scheme into an adaptively-secure one, where the protocol needs to be
modified to carefully erase secrets and to use simple zero-knowledge proofs, the adversary
is rewinded in the proof which also incurs a security loss although not as large as with the
complexity-leveraging approach. A follow-up work of Almansa et al. [2] simplified this result
for RSA, but at the cost of the secret’s re-sharing after every round, with an emergent benefit
of making the scheme proactively secure. In a proactively secure scheme the adversary can
corrupt at most t players in a time period determined by the protocol. Since the set of
corrupted parties changes, each party can become corrupt at some point (i.e. leak its secrets),
but if the party recovers from a compromise then a subsequent secret’s re-sharing will enable
the party to be honest again.

Given the above discussion, we now formally define the security model that we consider
for our core protocol: unpredictable, passive and selective.
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▶ Definition 2 (Selective-secure Unpredictability). We say that an HGDRB is Selective-secure
Unpredictable if the following adversary has negligible advantage:
1. The Challenger runs Setup(λ, n, t) and outputs pk to the Adversary.
2. The Adversary selects a time epoch S < poly(λ) and a set of parties γ = {P1, P2, · · · , Pt−1}

to corrupt.
3. The Challenger sends the transcript of the protocol till time epoch S to the Adversary, as

well as the secret shares for parties in γ. This includes the outputs of Gen and those of
Eval for all i ∈ [1, n] and T ≤ S.

4. The Adversary outputs a quantity x′.
5. The Adversary wins if V erify(pk, xS , x′) passes.

In the next section, we formally prove that our construction satisfies Selective-Secure
Unpredictability. We also claim that the construction protects against active adversaries, as
the self-verification of beacon and share values ensure that only the unique correct values
would not be rejected.

6 Proof of Security

In this section, we show that the STROBE protocol satisfies Selective-secure Unpredictability
under the RSA assumption.

▶ Definition 3 (RSA Assumption). The Challenger samples RSA number N = pq and picks
a quantity s co-prime to ϕ(N). Then it randomly samples z ← [1, N ] and sends (N, s, z) to
the Adversary. The Adversary outputs y. The RSA assumption states that the probability of
ys = z (mod N) is negligible.

▶ Theorem 4 (Security). The STROBE protocol is Selective-secure Unpredictable under the
RSA Assumption.

Proof. Let (N, s, z) be an RSA challenge for a prime s > n.

Setup. The Challenger outputs pk = (N, s). Suppose the Adversary picks an epoch S

and corrupts parties in the set γ = {P1, · · · , Pt−1}. Sample bP1 , · · · , bPt−1 ← [1, N ]. Send
Adversary shares ski = bi, for all i ∈ γ.

Eval. Consider an implicit polynomial f(X), such that f(0) = v, where v =
(n!s)−1 (mod p′q′), and f(i) = bi, for all i ∈ γ:

f(X) = vL0(X) +
∑
i∈γ

biLi(X).

Here Li(X) are Lagrange basis polynomials of degree t− 1 each:

Li(X) =
∏

j∈{γ∪{0}},j ̸=i

X − j

i− j
.

The polynomials satisfy the following property: for ∀i, j ∈ (γ∪{0}) : Li(i) = 1, and Li(j) = 0
for i ̸= j. Note that it is possible to evaluate zn!Li(j) for any i, j ∈ [0, n], since the (n!) factor
eliminates the denominators of interpolation polynomials, making it possible to evaluate the
exponentiation.
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Set x0 = z4(n!)2sS and xT,j = z4f(j)(n!)2sS−T +1 . Now, for j ∈ γ, we can compute xT,j

explicitly based on f(j) = bj . We now show that for j /∈ γ, we can compute xT,j without
explicitly computing f(j). Observe that 4v = 4(n!s)−1 (mod ϕ(N))), therefore zv4n!s = z4

hence xT,j can be explicitly constructed as follows:

xT,j = z4f(j)(n!)2sS−T +1
= z(f(j)4n!s)·(n!)sS−T

= z
(4L0(j)+

∑
i∈γ

bi·(4n!s)·Li(j))·(n!)sS−T

Note that the last (n!) factor is essential to make sure we can clear the denominator of
L0(j) and thus avoid any divisions in the exponent. Send x0 and the xT,j ’s for all T ∈ [1, S]
and j ∈ [1, n] to the adversary.

RSA response. Let’s suppose the adversary comes up with x′ as the next epoch candidate.
Given the self-certification checks upto time epoch T , we inductively have xk = xs−k

0 =
z4(n!)2sS−k , for k ∈ [0, S]. If the adversary response x′ passes verification, then we should
have x′s = xS = z4(n!)2 , Let w = (4(n!)2)−1 (mod s) and let w(4(n!)2) = 1 + ks for some
computable integer k. Then x′sw = z4(n!)2w = z1+ks. Therefore, z = (x′wz−k)s. Hence
x′wz−k will be a winning response to the RSA challenge.

Distributions. Finally, we observe that as sS is invertible modulo ϕ(N) and sampling
uniformly from [1, N ] and [1, ϕ(N)] are statistically indistinguishable, the distribution of x0
in the STROBE construction and this proof are statistically indistinguishable. Matching these
distributions is the technical reason behind the extra 4(n!)2 factor in the Gen algorithm. ◀

On active adversaries

An active adversary is allowed to tamper with the intermediate shares and beacon values.
Observe that, as s is invertible with respect to ϕ(N), the beacon values are deterministic in
the past as well as the future, given a current value. Therefore, given the initial value x0, an
adversarially tampered beacon value would be verifiably detected.

It is possible that intermediate shares could be tampered with without detection in certain
circumstances. For example, if one of the parties is absent in all the epochs up to a certain
point and then starts participating. The upshot of such attacks is essentially denial of service.
The correct verifiability of beacon outputs is not affected.

7 Extensions

In this section we discuss some extensions of our core scheme to enable further functionalities
and guarantees.

7.1 Dynamic Beacon Committees
STROBE can also easily handle dynamically changing the participants executing the beacon
protocol. For example, this could involve rotating to a newly chosen committee (even of a
different size) of parties after some fixed number of epochs. The new committee will then
continue to generate future outputs of the beacon. In fact, the new committee can also
be chosen based on the output of the distributed beacon. Dynamic participation can be
accommodated by using the old committee to reshare the secret key to the new committee
through existing literature on dynamic proactive secret sharing [5, 39]. Note however, that
such protocols need to make the assumption that honest parties from previous committees
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delete their shares so that an adversary cannot recover the secret key even by corrupting
more than a threshold number of parties from a previous committee. The above scenario is
also referred to as a “long range” attack (c.f., [21]).

7.2 Succinct Proofs of Beacon Validation
In earlier sections we observed that it is possible to check the beacon value xT at epoch T

against the seed value x0 by checking x0 = xsT

T . However, this takes sequential time T . One
way to speed up verification is to exploit the RSA repeated powering structure of this check
and use existing techniques like [42,51] to add a proof in addition to the beacon value.

In particular, we can just apply Wesolowski’s [51] proof technique in reverse and produce
the proof π = x

⌊sT /ℓ⌋
T , where ℓ is the result (a prime number) of a random oracle H applied

to (x0, xT , T ). The verifier computes ℓ and r as the remainder on dividing sT by ℓ and then
checks x0 = πℓxr

T . However, a drawback of this method is that producing the proof takes
about T time as well, which may not be ideal to do every epoch.

A better approach is to use a continuous VDF [29]. In a continuous VDF, it is efficient to
publish and use intermediate proofs at every time epoch. The Ephraim et al [29] continuous
VDF makes use of the recursive structure of Pietrzak’s VDF [42]. The high level idea is
that they checkpoint a logarithmic number of past values and keep recursively merging an
appropriate number of them in order to prevent growing the proof size. We can also similarly
checkpoint and merge based on a similar recursion, while reversing the order: x0 = xsT/2

u

and xu = xsT/2

T , where u = T/2 is the midpoint.
We can use a continuous VDF at defined intervals as well, instead of every epoch. A

verifier can sequentially compute the expected value until the last such interval and then
just check the VDF proof.

7.3 Deeper Blockchain Integration
The design described in Section 4 relies on external authorities. However, incorporating
STROBE within the infrastructure of a blockchain would enable the generation of randomness
as a side effect of the normal system operations, taking no additional dependency on external
authorities. Allowing efficient reconfiguration of STROBE for permissionless environments
with highly dynamic set of nodes remains an open problem. Nevertheless, integration
of STROBE into permissioned (BFT-based) blockchain platforms is straightforward. For
instance, in Hyperledger Fabric [14], contracts run on private sets of computation nodes and
use the Fabric protocols for cross-contract calls. In this setting, STROBE authorities can
coincide with the Fabric smart contract authorities. Upon a contract setup, they perform a
setup and key distribution, and then start generating randomness when authorized by the
contract. For generating randomness, the only secrets maintained are the private STROBE
authorities keys; all other operations of the contract can be logged and publicly verified. The
threshold trust assumption – namely that of integrity and availability – is preserved.

Incentives for Randomness Generation

One open question is on managing the incentives of releasing shares for the randomness
beacon. On a first sight the fault-tolerance of STROBE makes the problem a public goods
game, since only a threshold needs to participate. One way to break this has been proposed
in prior work [3, 37] where the shares are published on chain and rewards are given only to
“useful” shares (i.e. the first t that make it on-chain). This breaks the public goods game
and makes it a race between the authorities who are eager to release their share and get
rewarded.
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8 Applications

In this section, we discuss applications of random beacons. In particular, we argue how the
novel history generation feature of STROBE can enable attractive technical advancements in
many scenarios.

8.1 Blockchain Light-clients

Blockchain’s light client [20] is typically a resource-constrained node that performs limited
verification of the blockchain by downloading block headers and verifying high-level state
transitions following consensus decisions. In the context of proof-of-stake blockchains, a
light-client would verify the validators’ signatures over block headers (in BFT-style protocols)
or leader elections (in longest-chain-style protocols), or both (in hybrid-style blockchains),
as well as track the changes to the validator set. Some protocols (e.g. Ethereum 2.0) do
subsampling of the committees artificially lowering the number of parties in order to help
drive the protocol to agreement faster. Both leader election and subsampling is done through
the random-beacon protocols. This guarantees that the process is fair, transparent and
verifiable, as well as that no malicious party can increase the probability of them being
elected, and that no attacker can predict the next leaders or members of the subcommittees
in advance preventing the launch of a targeted attack. All of these properties are provided by
verifiability, uniformity, unbiasability and unpredictability of a random beacon. However, a
major challenge for light-clients is to follow and verify the beacon outputs in order to be able
to follow and verify consensus decisions. A protocol that allows to generate historical values
of the beacon, like ours, would allow the light-client to only verify the latest output and be
able to generate the prior values locally simplifying the process of verifying the leaders and
subcommittees.

8.2 Blockchain-based Gambling and Lotteries

Lotteries and gambling smart contract solutions are gaining in popularity, and a portion
of them advertise transparency, unbiased randomness generation (uncontrollable from par-
ticipants) and consumer privacy. It is well known that the original success of Bitcoin was
partly due to gambling activities, especially via the Satoshi Dice which operated since 2012
and dominated the bitcoin transactions in its first years of operation [32]. There is a growing
number of blockchain gambling contracts, and as of September 2021, according to statistics
provided in [25], there exist at least 151 lottery, 129 casino, 70 poker and generally 600+
gambling smart contracts in Ethereum alone. Moreover, lotteries have also been proposed as
an alternative reward scheme for miners by randomly recirculating lost coins and collecting
gold dust [33].

One of the main advantages of STROBE in this setting is that the latest beacon can
be automatically used to “verifiably” derive all of the previous random numbers down to
the original genesis beacon. This property can be utilized by smart contract developers to
minimize cost by skipping beacon epochs when required, but lotteries can still continuously
run for every epoch. It also works as a DoS defense, especially when the beacon is provided
by an external oracle service to the blockchain; if there is significant delay on updates, the
latest beacon suffices to execute all of the pending lottery games.
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8.3 High-throughput Beacon Streams
There exist applications requiring constant high-throughput of beacons, especially in the
online gaming sector. Most games require a combination of “skills” and “luck”, and as video
gaming has become a market where professional players participate in tournaments with real
prizes, a fair beacon stream would enable new types of transparent gaming features. Due to
potential internet speed issues, server overloading and other factors, reliability might be at
stake [23] and thus, some game providers prefer UDP connections to offer greater flexibility
by executing packets out of order or discarding non important ones [52]. STROBE’s history
generation feature fits really well in streaming designs, and allows client software to generate
game states by computing every missing beacon. Note that in these applications, VDF-based
beacons are not good candidates due to the intrinsic delay and high-latency, while the proof
of stake nature of STROBE offers fairness guarantees by not relying in the event organizer’s
or software publisher’s honesty. Along the same lines, STROBE has an advantage in low
or expensive bandwidth locations (i.e., remote IoT devices) by allowing reading a beacon
infrequently and generating past randomness internally.

Finally, STROBE allows for flexible and more efficient database requirements on nodes
serving the API for the derived random beacon per round. Typically, only the last beacon
suffices, thus O(1) storage, while one can implement a service that maintains a wisely selected
number of checkpoints for faster past-beacon lookups as a trade-off between memory/storage
and computations.
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1 Introduction

Cryptocurrencies have had a growing impact on global finance. Shortly after the emergence
of Bitcoin [33], use cases were primarily as a payment instrument for online fringe activities
such as gambling, or the purchase of illegal goods [11, 31]. However, spot prices (i.e., the
exchange rate to fiat currencies) rapidly skyrocketed – Bitcoin went from being worth nothing
in 2009 to exceeding $60,000 in 2021 – so that cryptocurrencies became an important type
of (speculative) financial asset [16].

Consequently, trading infrastructure rapidly expanded from spot exchanges, where people
exchange cryptocurrencies for fiat currencies [32], to cryptocurrency derivative platforms [44].
Today, approximately 50–100 billion US dollars are traded every day on these off-chain
derivative exchanges.1 This number far exceeds that of cryptocurrency spot markets, and
can be compared to the roughly 200 billion USD traded on the NASDAQ on a given day at
the time of writing.2 In short, cryptocurrency derivative markets are critical to understand
the impact of cryptocurrencies on global finance.

The rapid increase in trading volume and user participation led financial regulators to
pay close attention. The U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) Chair famously
emphasized the need for stronger regulations for better investor protection and market
integrity [49]. At the international level, the Financial Stability Board (FSB) raised its risk
evaluation of cryptocurrency and prioritized the risk assessment of cryptocurrency markets
for 2022 [16,17]. Out of these concerns about potential threats, financial authorities took
regulatory measures regarding the cryptocurrency industry [5, 21,50].

These regulatory changes, as well as large price swings, are expected to impact investor
behavior. However, little quantitative analysis has been conducted to measure the degree of
influence of all of these potential factors. The core contribution of this paper is to examine
the degree to which price appreciation, volatility, and regulatory measures influence user
decisions to engage in cryptocurrency investments. To do so, we rely on a dataset we obtained
about the hourly performance data of more than eight million investors (registered by July
20, 2021, and most of whom are presumed to be invididual investors) in one of the largest
cryptocurrency derivatives markets, from which we can derive how many new investors sign
up to the exchange. We use that data to investigate how cryptocurrency prices affect the
number of investors in the market with a regression model that can address the long-run
relationship between the new registration and major cryptocurrency prices.

A prevailing narrative is that short-term speculation motivates cryptocurrency investments
[15,29] – if so, investors should flock to investment platforms as market volatility increases.
We look at the effect of four cryptocurrencies (“reserve” cryptocurrencies like Bitcoin, “meme”
currencies like Dogecoin, etc.) prices and volatility on investor registrations, and build a
regression to tease out factors that appear to matter. Building this regression presents a
number of technical challenges we elaborate on, and our analysis ultimately shows a nuanced
picture. The number of investors increases over time, with both price rise and volatility
acting as a crucial effect on the rate of increase. However, not all currencies are equal:
contrary to Bitcoin or Ethereum, whose price hike and high volatilities immediately affect
user registration, Ripple and Dogecoin prices have much less impact on user registrations in
the short term, and it takes longer time for the impact of their high volatility to materialize.
Our regression also shows the significant influence of regulatory measures. Our analysis shows

1 https://coinalyze.net/futures-data/global-charts/
2 https://www.nasdaqtrader.com/Trader.aspx?id=DailyMarketSummary
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that the SEC litigation against Ripple Labs, Inc. and its executives basically negated any
positive effect of Ripple’s price rise on user registrations. The same analysis also suggests that
the statement by the Chinese government that it was tightening cryptocurrency regulation3

also adversely affected user registrations.

2 Related work

Bitcoin is a digital asset maintained by cryptographic primitives and distributed ledger
technology. All transactions are recorded on a public ledger (“blockchain”) and verified by
peers engaging in a cryptographic puzzle (“miners”). Originally proposed as a payment
method independent of trusted third parties [33], Bitcoin’s use cases during its first few years
were fraught with controversy: Meiklejohn et al. [31] showed that one of the major outlets
for Bitcoin transactions was Silk Road, a marketplace for (mostly) illegal goods [11]. Moore
and Christin showed that Bitcoin exchanges, where people trade Bitcoin for national (“fiat”)
currencies, frequently failed, and sometimes absconded with their users’ money [32].

Despite (or maybe thanks to) the negative publicity, Bitcoin price skyrocketed within a
few years. Multiple pieces of literature tried to understand why. Kristoufek [27] showed a
correlation between Bitcoin price and the volume of related online search queries. In addition,
they found that increased interest in Bitcoin inflates its price, which leads to a bubble-like
price movement. Ciaian et al. [12] showed that Bitcoin’s attractiveness to investors is an
important driver, along with other conventional economic determinants. Urquhart [45]
showed that an increase in realized Bitcoin price volatility is correlated to a larger number of
related online searches one day later.

More generally, researchers proposed theoretical foundations to integrate various price
determinants that had been observed empirically [7, 13, 34, 35, 40, 43]. Network effects appear
critical: cryptocurrency appeal, and thus price, grows with the number of users, due to the
increased security and (indirectly) usability a large user base provides. For instance, Liu and
Tsyvinski’s recent empirical analysis [28] shows that cryptocurrency prices correlate with the
growth in the number of active on-chain addresses.

By analyzing conditional exposure to tail risks in other cryptocurrencies and in con-
ventional financial asset prices, Borri [8] had showed cryptocurrency prices were affected
by other cryptocurrencies, but were decoupled from conventional financial assets prices.
Iyer [22] argues this may no longer be the case: correlation between cryptocurrency prices
and conventional financial asset prices has been growing.

While this growing body of literature looks into correlations between cryptocurrencies
and other financial assets, relatively little is known about market participants. Baur et al. [6]
analyzed early Bitcoin holder demographics between 2011 and 2013 and showed that the
main purpose of holding Bitcoin is for investment. By analyzing the BitMEX platform, Soska
et al. [44] showed derivative investors were a mix of hobbyists and professional traders – with
the latter often winning against the former. Kawai et al. [26] show that some derivatives
investors provide unreliable investment advice on Twitter.

Despite these advances, many critical issues to characterize cryptocurrency investor
behavior are yet to be answered. One of the issues is the influence of the price of major cryp-
tocurrencies on potential investors – i.e., people who have not yet opened investment accounts
in cryptocurrency markets, but are interested in investing. We argue this understanding is
critical to better constructing a sustainable cryptocurrency investment environment.

3 https://www.gov.cn/xinwen/2021-05/21/content_5610192.htm?ivk_sa=1023197a
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3 Dataset

We obtained investor performance records over two years and a half from a large cryptocur-
rency derivative exchange public API, and use a subset of this data in the present paper.
This section first briefly describes perpetual futures, the derivatives product predominantly
traded on the exchange, before discussing the investor data present in our dataset.

3.1 Cryptocurrency derivative exchanges
While several platforms investigated various types of cryptocurrency contracts, BitMEX is
generally credited with pioneering cryptocurrency derivative products, starting in November
2014 [2,3]. Compared to conventional derivatives markets, the most popular contract available
is the perpetual futures contract, which, contrary to conventional derivative products (e.g.,
options), has no expiry date: Investors can hold their positions as long as their margin size is
large enough to avoid liquidation. Soska et al. present a comprehensive study of BitMEX
and of the perpetual futures contract [44]. Below we provide a quick summary of this type
of contract, which subsequently became highly popular on all derivative exchanges, including
the one we study in this paper.

3.1.1 Perpetual futures
Perpetual futures are investments in the future value of underlying cryptocurrencies: a typical
case is the value of Bitcoin (BTC) against US dollar (USD) – or a related “stablecoin” (a
cryptocurrency pegged to a fiat currency) like Tether (USDT). Investors of perpetual futures
can go “long” or “short.” An investor expecting a rise in BTC value against USD will go
long (i.e., bet on the appreciation of BTC); conversely, investors expecting a decline will go
“short.” Longs and shorts are evenly matched among investors: every long contract is paired
with a corresponding short contract placed by other investors.

Perpetual cryptocurrency future markets typically allow very high leverage, far beyond
what their traditional finance counterparts tolerate. For instance, BitMEX [44] allowed up
to 100x leverage. The platform we study allowed up to 125x leverage during the period we
investigate (September 2020–July 2021). In short, an investor could invest up to 125 BTC
worth of USD with only 1 BTC worth of USD as collateral. If the investor goes long (resp.
short), and the value of bitcoin appreciates (resp. depreciates) against the US dollar, the
investor can reap significant profit. On the other hand, leveraged positions are incredibly
risky: for a 125x leveraged position, a swing of (slightly less than)4 0.8% compared to the
purchase price, in the direction opposed to the bet made, results in liquidation. That is, the
investor’s position is immediately closed, and the investor loses all their money.

3.1.2 Performance indices
The exchange we study uses two indices to characterize investor performance: Profit and
Loss (PnL) and Return on Investment (RoI). PnL shows the absolute profit (resp. loss) of an
investment portfolio. An absolute metric, PnL tends to get large with investors who can take
larger positions. On the other hand, the RoI, defined as the PnL divided by the investors’
margin size (i.e., the funds the investor deposited in the market), is independent of the initial
endowment.

4 Due to transaction fees and other early liquidation mechanisms.
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3.1.3 Rankings
The market we study provides ranking information of investors based on their PnL and RoI.
The investor with the highest PnL (or RoI) ranks first, and other investors are sorted in
descending order. Crucially, this ranking includes inactive investors who registered on the
market but do not have any positions. These inactive investors have, by definition, a PnL
and a RoI of zero, which is higher than that of investors who have incurred losses. As a
result, the rank of an investor with a slightly negative PnL/RoI is orders of magnitude larger
than that of an investor with a slightly positive PnL/RoI.

3.1.4 Cryptocurrency prices
The exchange also provides real-time prices of major cryptocurrencies via its public API. We
collect these prices every minute throughout our measurement period. All collected prices
are denominated in Tether (USDT).

3.2 Data collected
The cryptocurrency derivatives exchange we study started to publish ranking information
on a leaderboard in mid-2020. While the leaderboard web front-end only shows the top
investors, the public API initially provided information on every investor on the platform.
Ranking data was updated hourly until May 9, 2021. Updates then shifted to a daily basis,
until July 26, 2021. At that point, the exchange stopped providing ranking data for all
investors; instead, the API now merely matches what the web front-end shows. As a result,
we use data collected between August 20, 2020 and July 20, 2021.

4 Estimating the number of investors

4.1 Number of investors
As discussed above, the exchange API provides performance indices and ranking data about
all investors. Unfortunately, to query data about a specific investor, we need their ID, and
we cannot directly obtain the number of investors on the platform. Instead, we use ranking
data as a proxy to estimate it.

Figure 1 shows the number of investors in our dataset, the maximum PnL rank among
the investors, and their ratio at the beginning of each month in our observation period.

Figure 1 The number of investors in our
dataset and the maximum (lowest) rank among
the investors.

Figure 2 The daily increase in the number of
investors in the market and the prices of Bitcoin
(BTC) and Ether (ETH).
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The figure shows that we collected data on more than one million investors and this
ratio stays above 0.80 after October 2020 – the first month is an anomaly due to our data
covering only a week or so. The large sample size ensures the lowest rank among collected
investors is statistically very close to the number of investors in the market.5 With this in
mind, Figure 1 shows 7.5 million new investors joined the market increased in the ten months
between September 1, 2020 to July 1, 2021.

Using maximum PnL rank as a proxy, we can estimate the number of investors in the
market on a daily basis, even with an imperfect coverage of investors. Figure 2 shows both
the daily increase in users on the platform, and the Bitcoin (BTC) and Ethereum (ETH)
spot prices. Graphically, there seems to be a strong correlation between the number of new
users joining the market, and the price of these currencies. The outliers (abnormally large
increases) in November 2020 and July 2021 come from data collection errors due to changes
in the exchange API implementation and collector breakdown.

In Section 6, we refine this intuition with a complete regression analysis.

4.2 Leaderboard data idiosyncracies
We have to account for certain idiosyncracies in our data. We infer registration numbers from
the leaderboard data, which we itself get from a public API. However, there may be some
lag times between what the API returns (leaderboard data may not be faithfully updated in
real-time), and actual numbers; this can have an impact on our regression analysis.

Figure 3 Hourly relative increase in the number of investors. The black dots show the exact time
the largest rank in an hour was observed and the relative increase from the previous hour’s largest
rank. The background color shows the number of observations for a block of an hour and a 0.5%
relative increase.

Figure 3 shows when new user registrations appear in our data, on a hourly basis. Each
point corresponds to the relative increase in number of registered users compared to the
previous hour, using the maximum leaderboard rank among observations in the hour as a
proxy, as discussed earlier. We plot this data over our complete measurement interval (so,
roughly 7,000 points corresponding to the number of hourly samples in our 10-month data).
We observe that the reported number of users jumps during 0:00-3:00AM UTC on most days
and usually does not change much thereafter. From this behavior, we hypothesize that the
exchange updates the set of investors in the performance rankings once a day at midnight,
integrating most, if not all, of those who registered in the previous day at that time.

5 As a rough estimation, the probability that the relative error between the lowest rank and the (actual)
number of investors in the market is equal to or less than 0.001% throughout our observation period
(293 days) with one million samples (∼ the number of investors at the beginning of October 2020) is:
P r(Relative Error < 0.001%) =

(
1 − (1 − 0.00001)1,000,000

)293 ≃ 0.987. Given the increasing sample
size, the actual probability is better than the approximation.
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Therefore, we define the number of investors in the market in a day d as Id ≡ maxτ∈d+1 Iτ ,
where Iτ is the largest observed leaderboard rank in a time slice τ . We also define the daily
increase in a day d (Nd) as Nd ≡ Id − Id−1.

5 Regression analysis

We start by discussing the regression variables, before exploring how to construct our
regression, considering the properties of the data we have at our disposal.

5.1 Variables

5.1.1 Daily user increase
Our first month of data has problematically sparse samples (3.0 × 104) and low coverage
(2.67%). Hence, we discard it, and limit our analysis to October 1, 2020–July 20, 2021. We
fix the handful of discontinuities observed in Figure 2 – due to data collection errors – by
removing the outliers and replacing them with linear interpolations.

As Figure 2 shows, the daily increase Nd does not converge or revert to a mean value. In
fact, as we will see in Section 6, Nd is a non-stationary variable. Fortunately, the Box-Cox
transformation [9, 52] allows us to include such variables in an autoregressive model like the
one we consider, by instead using a transformed variable that satisfies certain properties.6 In
our case, the logarithm of the daily increase, log Nd, satisfies these requirements.

5.1.2 Prices
As noted above, we gather per-minute cryptocurrency prices. For currency X, at day d, we
thus collect a vector of prices PX,d = {PX,1, . . . , PX,1440} corresponding to the 1 440 minutes
in a day. The realized daily volatility σX,d is:

σX,d =
√

1440
|PX,d|

∑
τ∈d,τ>1

(log PX,τ − log PX,τ−1)2
,

where PX,τ is the price of cryptocurrency X measured at time τ in day d.
Here too we use a Box-Cox transformation, and consider the logarithm of the daily average

prices, log P̄X,d, as an explanatory variable. Its first difference ∆ log P̄X,d ≡ log P̄X,d −
log P̄X,d−1 is the logarithmic return of the price, showing the approximate percentage change
in the daily price. We will also use the realized volatility σX,d as an additional explanatory
variable. To calculate daily average prices P̄X,d in a manner robust to short-lived volatile
price movements, we will follow Biais et al. [7], by calculating the average of median values
over short time intervals (5 minutes).

We select four cryptocurrencies for their importance and/or unique characteristics.

Bitcoin (BTC). Bitcoin has the largest market cap among cryptocurrencies, and is frequently
touted as the “reserve currency” of the cryptocurrency ecosystem. BTC-USDT is the most
popular futures contract in the exchange we consider, and Bitcoin presents the largest open
interest, that is, the total amount (in USDT) of futures contracts held by market participants.

6 Namely, that the mean and variance of its first difference are stationary.
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Ethereum (ETH). Ethereum has the second largest market cap among cryptocurrencies,
and features the second largest open interest in the exchange. ETH is the utility token in
the Ethereum blockchain, which supports many smart contracts, including the majority of
decentralized finance (DeFi) contracts and protocols. ETH thus gives us some insights into
potential investor interests (and beliefs) in more elaborate blockchain proposals.

Ripple (XRP). XRP is another major cryptocurrency with a decentralized consensus
mechanism [10]. Ripple Labs, Inc., the company behind XRP, was sued by the U.S. Securities
and Exchange Commission (SEC) in December 2020.7 At the time of writing, the suit has
not been resolved. Among all cryptocurrency legal wranglings, this case is interesting to
understand the potential influence of regulatory measures on user interest in a pretty popular
coin, specifically, the third largest coin by market capitalization at the time.8 Hence, XRP
could give us insight into investor reactions to regulatory issues.

Dogecoin (DOGE). Originally a “meme” cryptocurrency primarily designed with humorous
goals in mind, DOGE received increased attention due to numerous social media campaigns
by influencers touting its potential (notably for tips and micropayments). As a result of the
attention, DOGE soared in value from 0.005 USDT in January 2021 to 0.5 USDT in May
2021, before hitting an all-time high of 0.75 USDT on May 7, 2021. Social media attention
faded away shortly thereafter, and the currency lost significant value. DOGE is thus an
interesting currency to include, as a loose proxy for social media activity.

Table 1 summarizes statistics for the logarithms and realized volatilities for the four
cryptocurrencies above. Reflecting the price hike in DOGE in early 2021, the standard
deviations for DOGE are higher than other variables. We will later use the mean values
and standard deviations of level variables for the Principal Component Analysis (PCA).
Appendix A shows the plot of daily average prices and realized volatilities of four selected
cryptocurrencies.

Table 1 Descriptive statistics for the daily increase in the number of investors and the logarithm
of daily average price and realized volatility of BTC, ETH, XRP, and DOGE.

log N log P̄BT C log P̄ET H log P̄XRP log P̄DOGE σBT C σET H σXRP σDOGE

• Level variable
Mean 9.862 10.371 7.145 -0.636 -3.396 0.047 0.059 0.087 0.100

Median 10.077 10.469 7.434 -0.610 -2.917 0.042 0.051 0.071 0.066
Std. Dev. 0.899 0.518 0.714 0.583 1.923 0.025 0.038 0.060 0.099

Max. 11.465 11.059 8.346 0.589 -0.370 0.233 0.475 0.417 0.900
Min. 7.654 9.261 5.827 -1.556 -5.990 0.010 0.019 0.018 0.015

• First difference
Mean 0.006 0.004 0.006 0.003 0.014

Median -0.012 0.006 0.006 0.002 0.001
Std. Dev. 0.212 0.037 0.046 0.077 0.127

Max. 1.174 0.126 0.163 0.291 1.238
Min. -1.256 -0.145 -0.196 -0.321 -0.470

7 See https://www.sec.gov/news/press-release/2020-338.
8 See https://coinmarketcap.com/historical/20201220/

https://www.sec.gov/news/press-release/2020-338
https://coinmarketcap.com/historical/20201220/
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5.2 Method
All of our variables are time-dependent and potentially highly correlated. An unbiased regres-
sion analysis generally requires time-dependent variables to be at least (weak-)stationary [4,
19, 20, 30] and to present low correlation [39]. Stationarity means the mean values should
be finite, time-invariant, and auto-covariances should only depend on the time interval over
which they are calculated. By successively differencing a non-stationary variable, we might
eventually end up with a stationary variable (e.g., a random walk variable yt following
yt = yt−1 + ϵt with white noise ϵt is not stationary, but its first difference, ∆yt = ϵt, is). We
denote by I(d) the number of successive differencing operations required to make the tested
variable stationary. I(d), also called the order of integration, will be key in determining
which regression model to use. Also, keeping the correlation between explanatory variables
low is an essential part of pre-processing to hold a regression analysis informative.

5.2.1 Unit root test
To check stationarity, we rely on the unit root test technique. One of the best known such
tests is the Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) test [14]. ADF tests the null hypothesis that
the variable tested is a unit root (i.e., I(1)). If it rejects the null hypothesis with a small
enough p-value, the process is deemed stationary (I(0)). The Phillips-Perron (PP) test [38]
is also widely used to test stationarity. PP assumes the same null hypothesis as ADF, but
allows heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation in the error term. We will use both PP and
ADF in our analysis.

5.2.2 Principal Component Analysis
We employ Principal Component Analysis (PCA, [18]) to solve the problem of high correlation
between explanatory variables. PCA is an orthogonal projection of the original variables
(X) onto a lower-dimensional set of variables (SL), preserving as much information as
possible: SL = X̂WL, where L is the dimension of PCA-vector space (L ≤ dim(X)).
WL is the coefficient matrix for constructing principal components from normalized price-
related variables X̂i, which is composed of the variables normalized with its mean value
(Xi) and standard deviation (

√
V ar(Xi)): X̂i ≡ Xi−Xi√

V ar(Xi)
. Because PCA components

are orthogonal, PCA prevents the regression analysis from being contaminated by highly
correlated components. We can then calculate the original variables’ coefficients from those
for PCA components by simple linear algebraic manipulations.

5.2.3 Autoregressive distributed lag model
We will build our regression using an autoregressive distributed lag (ARDL) model, which,
contrary to most regression models, can accommodate a mixture of I(0) variables and
I(1) variables [36]. This makes it particularly suited to our problem, given the apparent
non-stationarity of at least some of our variables.

We will use the following unrestricted error correction model (UECM) representation of
ARDL in our analysis:

∆l̂og Nd = c0 +
∑

S γSIS,d

+π0 ̂log Nd−1 +
∑

i πivi,d−1 +
∑

i π′
iwi,d−1

+
∑p−1

i=1 αi∆ ̂log Nd−i

+
∑

i

∑qi−1
j=0 βi,j∆vi,d−j +

∑
i

∑q′
i−1

j=0 β′
i,j∆wi,d−j

+ϵd ,

(1)
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where p, qi(q′
i), IS,d, and ϵd represent the lag order of the normalized daily increase(

l̂og Nd ≡ log Nd−log Nd√
V ar(log Nd)

)
, those for principal components for daily average prices (vi) and

realized volatilities (wi) in d-th day, indicator variables of interest (labeled by S), and the
error term, respectively. α, β, β′, γ, π0, π, and π′ are regression coefficients.

Pesaran et al. [36] propose a bounds test in an ARDL model (PSS-bounds test), to
determine the existence of a long-run equilibrium relationship (i.e., cointegration) between
variables. The test compares the test statistic with two critical boundaries. If the tested
statistic is larger than the upper boundary (called I(1)-boundary), the test confirms the
existence of a long-run relationship; On the other hand, if the tested statistic is lower than
the lower boundary (I(0)-boundary), the test rejects the existence of a long-run relationship.
If the tested statistic falls between the I(0) and I(1) boundary, no conclusion about the
existence, or lack thereof, of a long-run relationship can be derived. PSS-bounds test has five
cases (Case I-V) for the specification of deterministic terms. We consider Case I (no constant
term in the ARDL model), Case II (a constant term in the ARDL model and cointegration),
and III (a constant term in the ARDL model, but no constant term in cointegration). In the
UECM representation, the cointegrations are mainly given by the second line in Eqn. (1):

l̂og Nd + 1
π0

(∑
i πivi,d +

∑
j π′

jwi,d

)
= 0 (Case I) ,

l̂og Nd + 1
π0

(
µ +

∑
i πivi,d +

∑
j π′

jwi,d

)
= 0 (Case II) ,

l̂og Nd + 1
π0

(∑
i πivi,d +

∑
j π′

jwi,d

)
= 0 (Case III) ,

(2)

where µ is the deterministic term(s) for cointegration.
Intuitively, Eqn. (1) says that the change in l̂og Nd is explained by (1) the short-run

change in itself and explanatory variables and (2) the deviation from cointegration (i.e.,
long-run equilibrium status) if it exists.

We can consider the marginal effect of explanatory variables ( ∂ ̂log Nd+k

∂VX,d
) in an arbitrary

temporal duration k (≥ 0) when they converge to zero over time.
Short-run multipliers ( ∂ ̂log Nd

∂VX,d
) represents the immediate impact of an explanatory variable

VX,d. In Eqn. (1), short-run multipliers are given by βi,0 and β′
i,0. The cumulative marginal

effect up to k-th day (
∑k

l=0
∂ ̂log Nd+k

∂VX,d+l
) shows the accumulated impact of change in explanatory

variables lasting for k days, and converges to a finite value as k increase when the marginal
effect converges to zero. Since

∑k
l=0

∂ ̂log Nd+k

∂VX,d+l
=

∑k
l=0

∂ ̂log Nd+l

∂VX,d
, we can also interpret this

quantity as the cumulative effect that today’s change in an explanatory variable will cause
for k days in the future.

Long-run multipliers (limk→∞
∑k

l=0
̂log Nd+k

∂VX,d+l
) denote the cumulative marginal effect on

̂log Nd+k coming from a persistent change in an explanatory variable. From the discussion
above, this quantity represents the cumulative effect today’s change in an explanatory variable
causes in the long future. Going back to Eqn. (1), long-run multipliers are given by −π

π0
and

−π′

π0
for the principal components of daily average prices and realized volatilities, respectively.

Our analysis considers two major regulatory measures that affected cryptocurrency
prices in our observation period, using two indicator variables (IS): (1) the influence of the
SEC litigation against Ripple Labs, Inc. and (2) the Chinese government’s statement that
it planned to tighten cryptocurrency regulation. The big swings in XRP price after the
announcement of the lawsuit may affect newly-participating investor behavior. To capture
the potential effects, we introduce the indicator variable:
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ISEC,d =
{

1 d is before Dec. 22, 2020 ,

0 otherwise .
(3)

Dec. 22, 2020 is the day the SEC publicly announced the lawsuit. In the definition of Eqn. (3),
the sum of the constant term and ISEC (c0 + ISEC) reresents the constant percentage change
in user registrations before the lawsuit was announced; this becomes a constant term (c0)
after that announcement. We employ this definition of ISEC to avoid shifting the critical
values of the PSS-bounds test [36].9

We use another indicator variable to capture the effect of the Chinese government’s
statement. It was published on May 21, 2021 [5]. This statement is considered to have had a
significant impact on wide range of cryptocurrencies adversely.

ICHN,d =
{

1 d ≥ May 21, 2021 ,

0 otherwise .
(4)

A statistically significant coefficient for ISEC and ICHN would indicate a spill-over effect
that is not absorbed in cryptocurrency prices. Geofencing has been an issue for major crypto-
exchanges as evidenced by multiple legal proceedings [46–48, 51], with investors allegedly
residing in countries that restrict participation (specifically, the US and China). We have no
reason to believe the market we study is immune to geofencing issues. Hence, we expect the
announcement of these regulatory actions to impact potential investor behavior. Moreover,
these measures were announced within our observation period, making it possible to precisely
gauge their impact. We also considered the UK ban on retail crypto-derivatives trading
that became effective on Jan. 6, 202110 as a potentially relevant case, but did not observe
any significant impact. We cannot distinguish whether this is because the announcement
was made before our observation period started (June 10, 2020), and investors had already
factored it into account, or because UK regulations have less of an overall impact.

Our analysis uses urca package for R [37] for unit-root tests and statsmodels package for
Python [42] for the remaining analyses. We employ heteroskedasticity autocorrelation (HAC)
robust variance estimation throughout our analyses to compensate for the potential impact
of determinants other than our selected terms and autocorrelation.

6 Results

We start with unit root tests to ensure all variables are I(0) or I(1) so that we can use
ARDL. Then, we consider the correlation between explanatory variables and finally perform
a complete analysis of our ARDL model to tease out the factors behind user registrations.

6.1 Unit root test
Table 2 summarizes the unit root test results for level variables and their first difference,
where we determine the lag order in ADF to minimize Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) [1].
Both ADF and PP provide consistent results about variable stationarity. The analysis shows
that (taking their logarithms), the daily user registration increases and the daily average

9 PSS-bounds test’s critical values must be modified if the regression formula includes indicator variable(s)
that do not disappear as the observation period increases. We defined ISEC in Eqn. (3) to mitigate the
potential contamination from long-lasting non-zero indicator variables.

10 https://www.fca.org.uk/news/press-releases/fca-bans-sale-crypto-derivatives-retail-
consumers
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Table 2 Unit root test results.

Level variable First difference

Variable Intercept Intercept and
Trend term Intercept Intercept and

Trend term
Order of

integration

ADF test
log N -1.91 -0.49 -10.07∗∗∗ -10.31∗∗∗ I(1)
log P̄BT C -2.38 -0.45 -6.53∗∗∗ -7.23∗∗∗ I(1)
log P̄ET H -1.84 -0.60 −10.52∗∗∗ −10.70∗∗∗ I(1)
log P̄XRP -1.71 -1.55 −11.12∗∗∗ −11.16∗∗∗ I(1)
log P̄DOGE -1.10 -1.39 −7.85∗∗∗ −7.87∗∗∗ I(1)
σBT C -4.04∗∗∗ -4.02∗∗∗ -9.40∗∗∗ -9.41∗∗∗ I(0)
σET H −4.11∗∗∗ −4.17∗∗∗ −9.78∗∗∗ −9.78∗∗∗ I(0)
σXRP −5.31∗∗∗ −5.29∗∗∗ −7.70∗∗∗ −7.71∗∗∗ I(0)
σDOGE -6.44∗∗∗ −6.53∗∗∗ −9.67∗∗∗ −9.66∗∗∗ I(0)

PP test
log N -1.82 -1.98 -26.53∗∗∗ −26.93∗∗∗ I(1)
log P̄BT C -2.39 -0.27 −14.25∗∗∗ −14.65∗∗∗ I(1)
log P̄ET H -1.85 -0.44 −13.03∗∗∗ −13.15∗∗∗ I(1)
log P̄XRP -1.72 -1.57 −13.03∗∗∗ −13.04∗∗∗ I(1)
log P̄DOGE -1.06 -1.29 −14.60∗∗∗ −14.60∗∗∗ I(1)
σBT C −8.18∗∗∗ −8.40∗∗∗ −31.31∗∗∗ −31.30∗∗∗ I(0)
σET H −9.47∗∗∗ −9.77∗∗∗ −33.92∗∗∗ −33.88∗∗∗ I(0)
σXRP −7.69∗∗∗ −7.70∗∗∗ −26.83∗∗∗ −26.80∗∗∗ I(0)
σDOGE −6.80∗∗∗ −6.91∗∗∗ −21.84∗∗∗ −21.80∗∗∗ I(0)

*, **, *** denote significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% level, respectively.

prices are unit root I(1), but volatilities are stationary, i.e., I(0). Hence, we can use ARDL
in our analysis for daily registrations and PCA components constructed from price-related
variables: the PCA components, which are composed of the linear combination of log P̄X

and σX , are at most I(1).

6.2 Principal Component Analysis
Table 3 shows that the Pearson correlation coefficients between log daily average prices and
realized volatilities are so high that regression analysis with these variables will suffer from a
multi-collinearity problem [18,39].

Table 3 Pearson correlation coefficients for daily average prices and realized volatilities.

Daily average price Realized volatility

log P̄BT C log P̄ET H log P̄XRP log P̄DOGE σBT C σET H σXRP σDOGE

log P̄BT C 1.00 0.90 0.64 0.78 0.31 0.25 0.27 0.33
log P̄ET H 1.00 0.78 0.95 0.31 0.30 0.20 0.31
log P̄XRP 1.00 0.81 0.12 0.18 0.25 0.24

log P̄DOGE 1.00 0.25 0.25 0.13 0.29
σBT C 1.00 0.92 0.56 0.52
σET H 1.00 0.57 0.49
σXRP 1.00 0.54

σDOGE 1.00

Therefore, we consider the Principal Component Analysis (PCA) of daily average prices
and realized volatilities. Table 4 summarizes the construction of PCA components from
normalized log daily average prices ( ̂log P̄X) and realized volatilities (σ̂X). The table shows
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Table 4 Principal component coefficients and percentage of variance explained by each principal
component.

Daily average price Realized volatility
̂log P̄BT C

̂log P̄ET H
̂log P̄XRP

̂log P̄DOGE % of variance σ̂BT C σ̂ET H σ̂XRP σ̂DOGE % of variance

PC1 0.015 0.017 0.015 0.016 86.0 0.019 0.019 0.016 0.015 70.4
PC2 -0.060 -0.018 0.071 0.011 9.4 -0.031 -0.033 0.027 0.050 16.3
PC3 -0.074 0.036 -0.069 0.095 4.1 -0.013 -0.007 0.070 -0.050 11.3
PC4 -0.146 0.368 0.008 -0.246 0.4 -0.145 0.144 -0.007 0.009 2.0

that the first component (PC1) for both log daily average prices (v1) and realized volatilities
(w1) are composed of the almost equally weighted sum of four coins, which basically denotes
the average trend of cryptocurrency prices and volatilities. The second component in daily
average prices (PC2) has large BTC and XRP coefficients with opposite signs, capturing how
XRP price trends deviate (or get “decoupled”) from BTC price trends, to which the SEC
litigation against Ripple may have contributed. The realized volatilities’ second component
measures the volatility difference between major coins (BTC and ETH), on the one hand,
and relatively less prominent coins (XRP and DOGE), on the other hand. Figure 4 shows

Figure 4 First and second components for log daily average prices (top) and realized volatilities
(bottom).

the first and second components for log daily average prices (v1, v2) and realized volatilities
(w1, w2). As we expect from Table 4, the first component for log daily average prices (v1)
represents cryptocurrency price trends: rising until May 2021 and the subsequent downturn.
The second component for log daily average (v2) prices denotes a sudden decrease in the
value in late December 2020, when the SEC announced its litigation against Ripple. The
increase in early April 2021 might be caused by investors getting more relaxed about the
impact of this litigation on XRP [23]. Finally, the second component for realized volatilities
(w2) displays sharp positive spikes in February and April 2021 caused by XRP and DOGE
as well as the negative spike in May 2021 due to the high volatility of BTC.
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Table 5 Model selection for ARDL analysis.

Num. of PCA components
for log daily average prices

(Cum. % of variance)

Num. of PCA components
for realized volatilities

(Cum. % of variance)

Indicator
variables

Model 1 1 (86.0%) 1 (70.3%) No
Model 2 2 (95.4%) 1 (70.3%) No
Model 3 2 (95.4%) 2 (86.6%) No
Model 4 2 (95.4%) 2 (86.6%) Chinese govt. statement

Model 5 2 (95.4%) 2 (86.6%) Chinese govt. statement
+ SEC XRP lawsuit

6.3 ARDL model analysis
We next delve into our regression analysis with the ARDL model. We determine the lag
order of autoregressive terms (∆l̂og Nd) and distributed lag terms (∆vi,d and ∆wi,d) to
minimize the Bayesian information criterion (BIC) [41]. In determining the lag orders, we
limit ourselves to a maximum lag order of ten for both autoregressive terms and distributed
lag terms. This means that we consider a lag of up to ten days. Then, we select a model with
the smallest BIC from those with lag orders higher than or equal to one for all distributed lag
terms, so that we can construct a UECM representation. Fortunately, models with smaller
lags yield smaller BIC values than those with higher orders, so our self-imposed limitation
for the maximum lag order does not affect our results.

Model Specification. We consider five models, summarized in Table 5, for analyzing the
influence of cryptocurrency prices on user registrations to a cryptocurrency derivatives market.
Models 1–3 analyze the effect of model complexity. Models 4 and 5 measure the influence of
regulatory measures on daily registration by comparing them with Model 3. During model
selection, we found that models with different combinations of principal components all
reduced to those listed in Table 5. For example, a model selection starting from a model
with the first principal component for log daily prices and the first and second components
for realized volatilities reduces to Model 1 in optimization.

6.3.1 Fitting result
Table 6 summarizes the estimation results for all ARDL regressions. First, our full-fledged
Model 5 exhibits minimum values for all information criteria. That indicates Model 5 is
the best among fitted models. Model 4 presents the second-smallest information criteria
values. These results indicate that adding the indicator variables for controlling regulatory
measures, as well as the selection of principal components, enhances the explanatory power
of our ARDL models.

Second, the first difference of the first principal component (PC1) for the logarithm of
the daily average price (∆v1,d) significantly influences user registrations. Given the standard
deviation for the daily registration (log N) and the logarithm of daily average prices (log P̄X)
in Table 1 and the coefficients for PC1 in Table 4, a 1.0% increase in cryptocurrency prices
for a given day will roughly drive a 2.0% increase in user registrations in the same day.11

This pattern consistently shows up in all models, which indicates that rising cryptocurrency
prices positively correlate with decisions of potential investors to join the market.

11 Due to normalization while constructing the PCA components, we have to multiply the ratio of standard
deviations (

√
V ar(log N)/V ar(log PX)) and the coefficient for constructing PCA (Table 4) to the

coefficient for ARDL in Table 6 to get the coefficient in their original scales.
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Table 6 ARDL regression results for Models 1–5. The values in parentheses are standard errors.

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5

Const. (c0) -0.002
(0.010)

-0.005
(0.010)

-0.004
(0.010)

0.038∗∗

(0.015)
−0.041
(0.034)

̂log Nd−1
−0.281∗∗∗

(0.073)
−0.440∗∗∗

(0.096)
−0.477∗∗∗

(0.099)
−0.707∗∗∗

(0.104)
−0.712∗∗∗

(0.099)

∆ ̂log Nd−1
−0.234∗∗

(0.095)
−0.152∗

(0.089)
−0.145∗

(0.090) – –

Log daily average price

v1,d−1
4.193∗∗∗

(1.098)
6.749∗∗∗

(1.474)
7.268∗∗∗

(1.517)
11.384∗∗∗

(1.734)
12.730∗∗∗

(1.695)

v2,d−1 – −1.050∗∗∗

(0.253)
−1.211∗∗∗

(0.275)
−1.401∗∗∗

(0.261)
−2.371∗∗∗

(0.467)

∆v1,d
22.940∗∗∗

(2.506)
26.536∗∗∗

(2.596)
24.339∗∗∗

(3.265)
23.245∗∗∗

(2.958)
24.116∗∗∗

(2.916)

∆v2,d – −4.764∗∗∗

(1.187)
−4.783∗∗∗

(1.170)
−5.091∗∗∗

(1.194)
−6.388∗∗∗

(1.425)
Realized Volatility

w1,d−1
0.960∗∗∗

(0.344)
1.334∗∗∗

(0.336)
1.404∗∗∗

(0.360)
1.990∗∗∗

(0.308)
2.241∗∗∗

(0.341)

w2,d−1 – – 0.588∗∗∗

(0.211)
0.343∗∗

(0.174)
0.488∗∗∗

(0.213)

∆w1,d
2.017∗∗∗

(0.450)
2.136∗∗∗

(0.390)
2.038∗∗∗

(0.328)
1.900∗∗∗

(0.349)
2.028∗∗∗

(0.347)

∆w1,d−1
0.793∗∗∗

(0.220)
0.638∗∗∗

(0.216)
0.594∗∗

(0.235) – –

∆w2,d – – 0.138
(0.303)

0.343
(0.174)

0.177
(0.301)

Indicator variables

ICHN – – – −0.201∗∗∗

(0.047)
−0.145∗∗∗

(0.049)

ISEC – – – – 0.239∗∗

(0.095)

PSS-bounds test
Case-I
(w/o const.) 5.263∗∗∗ 5.395∗∗∗ 4.729∗∗∗ 7.442∗∗∗ 7.442∗∗∗

Case-II
(w const.) 3.969∗∗ 4.411∗∗∗ 4.063∗∗ 6.182∗∗ 6.182∗∗∗

Case-III
(w/o const.) 5.271∗∗ 5.457∗∗∗ 4.779∗∗∗ 7.408∗∗∗ 7.408∗∗∗

Best-fit model UECM(2,1,2) UECM(2,1,1,2) UECM(2,1,1,2,1) UECM(1,1,1,1,1) UECM(1,1,1,1,1)
Num. of observations 292 292 292 292 292
Log-Likelihood 64.647 78.637 82.623 95.690 99.369
AIC -111.294 -135.274 -139.246 -167.380 -172.737
BIC -78.265 -94.905 -91.538 -123.300 -124.984
HQIC -98.061 -119.100 -120.132 -149.721 -153.607
R2 0.325 0.387 0.404 0.454 0.467

***, **, and * represent significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level.

Third, the first difference of the first principal component for the realized volatilities
(∆w1,d), i.e., the change in the overall volatility trend, shows a similar influence pattern.
The same-day increase in the variable (∆w1,d) consistently has a significant impact on the
daily increase in the number of investors in all models. In the original variables scale, a 0.01
increase in all realized volatilities causes a 3.0% larger user registration on the same day.

These influence patterns of (the logarithm of) daily average prices and realized volatilities
are consistent with often heard narratives about motivations for engaging in cryptocurrency
investments: cryptocurrency investors are supposedly primarily driven by speculation, so
cryptocurrency price rise and high volatilities will drive more user participation.

However, our regression analysis also shows a more complex picture of the factors
influencing investor behavior. Model 4, which includes the indicator variable that captures
the potential impact of the Chinese government’s statement (ICHN ), suggests that the
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constant term (c0) is positive and significant at the 5% level. This implies that the daily
registration increases (log N) by 3.4% every day in the original scale, which is given by
multiplying ICHN by the standard deviation of log N (= 0.038×0.899), even if cryptocurrency
prices were stable before the statement was published. However, our analysis shows that
the Chinese government statement poured cold water on investor enthusiasm. Specifically,
the influence of ICHN term swallows the constant term, and the sum of these two terms
(c0 + ICHN ) turns to negative (-0.163), meaning that new registrations will decrease by 14.7%
(= 0.163 × 0.899) every day in the original scale if cryptocurrency prices are stable. This
result evidences the strong impact of a specific regulatory issue on investor behavior that is
not explained by decreasing cryptocurrency prices. Note that the constant term for Model 4
does not have to be zero, although we employ PCA for both the dependent and explanatory
variables. This is because the indicator variable (ICHN ) is not centered.12

Finally, we consider the effect of the SEC litigation against Ripple on user registrations.
The constant term (c0) for Model 5 loses significance at the 5% level, and ISEC holds a
large coefficient of 0.239. So, the constant percentage change in user registrations before
the lawsuit announcement (c0 + ISEC) is 0.198, suggesting a 17.8% daily increase in user
registration in its original scale. However, this increase subsided after the litigation was
announced, once again showing that a regulatory issue impacted user behavior.

PSS bounds test result. Next, we consider the long-run effect of prices in detail. Since
marginal effects

(
∂ ̂log Nd+k

∂VX,d

)
for all explanatory variables converge to zero as time goes on

(see Appendix B), we can consider a stable long-run equilibrium state.
Since we use normalized variables for regression (see Section 5), the constant terms

for Models 1–3 are theoretically zero, consistent with the results in Table 6. Hence, the
appropriate bound test case specification for Models 1–3 is Case-I in Eqn. (2). On the other
hand, Table 6 shows that the constant term for Model 4 is non-zero at the 1% significance
level, indicating that Case-II or Case-III are appropriate. There is no theoretical restriction
to determine the appropriate bound test case specification for Model 5, so we consider
Case I–III.

Fortunately, all PSS bounds test results in Table 6 reject the null hypothesis that there is
no cointegration (i.e., an equilibrium state) between the daily user registration and the price-
related variables at the 5% significance level. This result strongly suggests the existence of a
long-run equilibrium relationship between the inflow of new investors to the cryptocurrency
investment market and cryptocurrency prices.

Figure 5 shows the observed user registration and the estimation from our cointegrations
in Models 3–5. It demonstrates that our cointegration replicates the observed data well.
This result has crucial implications. Since cryptocurrency derivatives are traded on off-chain
exchanges, investor demographics, such as population, are not fully observable. This can
cause considerable information asymmetry between market operators and outsiders, such
as investors and financial regulators. However, our cointegration may be useful as an easy
way to estimate the number of market investors from publicly available price data, thereby
reducing this information discrepancy.

12 A linear regression of a normalized dependent variable with normalized explanatory variables requires
that the constant term be zero, as is the case in Models 1–3. However, the sum of the constant term
and the average value of the indicator variable(s) has to be zero when the un-centered variable(s) is/are
integrated. In Model 4, that sum is 0.038 − 0.201 × 61

292 ≃ −4.0 × 10−3, which satisfies this condition.
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Figure 5 The logarithm of daily user registration increase replicated from our cointegration (solid
lines) in Models 3–5 and its observed value (red dashed line).

6.3.2 Individual cryptocurrency influence
This section considers the influence of each cryptocurrency on daily user registrations. Since a
linear algebraic relation connects the original price-related variables and principal components
(SL = X̂WL), we can derive the coefficients for the daily average prices and realized volatilities
in their original scale from those for principal components.

Table 7 summarizes the short-run and long-run multipliers for the daily average prices
and realized volatilities in Models 3–5 in their original scales.

Table 7 Long-run and short-run multipliers. The value in the parentheses are standard errors for
estimates.

Model 3 Model 4 Model 5

Multipliers Short-run Long-run Short-run Long-run Short-run Long-run

log P̄BT C
1.145∗∗∗

(0.181)
0.668∗∗∗

(0.035)
1.148∗∗∗

(0.176)
0.633∗∗∗

(0.028)
1.307∗∗∗

(0.194)
0.822∗∗∗

(0.082)

log P̄ET H
0.621∗∗∗

(0.085)
0.378∗∗∗

(0.011)
0.605∗∗∗

(0.079)
0.384∗∗∗

(0.008)
0.653∗∗∗

(0.080)
0.452∗∗∗

(0.028)

log P̄XRP
0.034

(0.112)
0.071∗

(0.037)
−0.025
(0.116)

0.151∗∗∗

(0.031)
−0.146
(0.302)

0.045
(0.054)

log P̄DOGE
0.161∗∗

(0.023)
0.103∗∗∗

(0.003)
0.151∗∗∗

(0.020)
0.112∗∗∗

(0.003)
0.151∗∗∗

(0.020)
0.119∗∗∗

(0.004)

σBT C
1.229∗∗∗

(0.441)
0.638

(0.499)
1.175∗∗∗

(0.447)
1.373∗∗∗

(0.358)
1.178∗∗

(0.444)
1.379∗∗∗

(0.360)

σET H
0.806∗∗∗

(0.308)
0.352

(0.349)
0.773∗∗

(0.311)
0.881∗∗∗

(0.248)
0.771∗∗

(0.309)
0.874∗∗∗

(0.251)

σXRP
0.553∗∗∗

(0.129)
1.211∗∗∗

(0.199)
0.504∗∗∗

(0.116)
0.882∗∗∗

(0.113)
0.566∗∗∗

(0.132)
1.043∗∗∗

(0.155)

σDOGE
0.346∗∗

(0.135)
0.971∗∗∗

(0.195)
0.310∗∗

(0.121)
0.613∗∗∗

(0.111)
0.363∗∗∗

(0.136)
0.750∗∗∗

(0.147)

Const. (µ) - 0.007
(0.020) - −0.054∗∗∗

(0.019) - 0.057
(.050)

CECT (−π0) - 0.477∗∗∗

(0.099) - 0.707∗∗∗

(0.104) - 0.712∗∗∗

(0.099)

***, **, and * represent significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively.

6.3.2.1 Short-run multipliers

First, we consider the short-run multipliers ( ∂ log Nd

∂VX,d
), the immediate response of daily

registration (log Nd) to the change in an explanatory variable (VX,d). Table 7 clearly shows
that Bitcoin’s average daily price increase and realized volatility have the largest immediate
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impact on daily user registrations. This result is consistent with the prevailing belief that
Bitcoin drives cryptocurrency investments. In fact, a 1.0% increase in the daily average
BTC price will cause a 1.1–1.3% increase in user registrations on the same day, and higher
volatility can drive registrations further up.

On the other hand, Ripple (XRP) and Dogecoin (DOGE) show smaller immediate
impacts from daily average prices and realized volatilities. DOGE appreciation shows positive
correlations with user registrations in Models 3–5, but the effect magnitude is roughly
one-tenth that of the BTC price. XRP’s price changes do not seem to have a significant
effect on user registrations.

A potential explanation for these sharp differences across cryptocurrencies lies in their
respective popularity. Price swings in Bitcoin and Ethereum gain a lot more media exposure
than other cryptocurrencies, which explains the much stronger correlation between the price
of these currencies, and the changes in user registrations. On the other hand, although
Dogecoin’s social media popularity skyrocketed in early 2021, we do not observe a strong
direct immediate impact on user registrations; presumably, because this popularity did not
immediately percolate to more mainstream media.

6.3.2.2 Long-run multipliers

Next, we consider the long-run multipliers for each cryptocurrency (limk→∞
∑k

l=0
∂ log Nd+k

∂VX,d+l
),

the cumulative influence of the persistent change in an explanatory variable (VX) on the
daily registration (log N). They show an interesting contrast to short-run multipliers.

First, we can observe, in Model 5, a reduction in the long-run multiplier for XRP’s daily
average price when controlling for the SEC Ripple litigation. In Models 3 and 4, where the
indicator variable ISEC is absent, the long-run multiplier is 0.071 (p-value = 0.053) and
0.151 (p-value ≃ 0.000), indicating the influence is either significant (Model 4), or very close
to being significant at the 5% level (Model 3). However, the long-run multiplier for XRP
is insignificant even at the 10% level in Model 5. This result, combined with insignificant
short-run multipliers, indicates that the XRP price trends lost any importance as a potential
investor decision criterion, after the SEC litigation was publicly announced. That is, potential
investors basically stopped considering XRP prices when thinking about whether they should
join in the derivatives market. Incidentally, this litigation is still proceeding at the time of
writing, and is not expected to be resolved between Q3 2023 at the earliest; whether new
investors are still ignoring XRP prices in their decision-making, or whether the situation has
reverted to what it was before the public announcement of the suit is an interesting open
question. (v2 in Figure 4 hints at a possible return to a state of affairs similar to that before
the SEC litigation.)

Regarding realized volatilities, the long-run multipliers show that XRP and DOGE have
larger values than BTC and ETH in Model 3. However, in Models 4 and 5, BTC shows the
largest impact in both daily average price and realized volatilities, indicating the importance
of BTC price also with respect to long-term effects. This implies that not explicitly including
the effects of regulatory measures (especially the one in May) would result in a large estimate
of the impact of less prominent coins.

6.3.2.3 Cumulative marginal effect

Figure 6 shows the cumulative marginal effect (
∑k

l=0
∂ log Nd+k

∂VX,d+l
) of the daily average prices

and realized volatilities in Models 4 and 5. As we discussed in Section 5, the cumulative
marginal effect can be interpreted in two ways. First, it denotes the cumulative marginal
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effect of the change in an explanatory variable (VX) lasting k days. It also shows the
cumulative effect of the change in an explanatory variable that happens today over the
future k days (because

∑k
l=0

∂ log Nd+k

∂Vd+l
=

∑k
l=0

∂ log Nd+l

∂Vd
). The result for daily average prices

Figure 6 The cumulative marginal effect of the daily average prices and realized volatilities up to
two weeks in Models 4 (top panels) and 5 (bottom panels), The black dashed line shows the sum of
cumulative marginal effects for BTC and ETH.

shows that the effect of price change peaks immediately; the maximum influence comes on
the day the price rises except for XRP (whose prices, as discussed above, do not have a
significant short-term impact), and the cumulative effects plateau soon thereafter. In short,
user registration increases by a lot immediately, and, then, the positive influence gradually
decreases.

The effects of the realized volatility also peak within a few days. However, contrary to
the decreasing trend in daily average prices, the cumulative effects pile up as time goes
on. The cumulative effects in major coins, BTC and ETH, have a relatively slight gradient
since the largest impacts manifest themselves on the same day. This means potential
investors immediately react to a volatile situation. Given the chained volatility increase
(volatility clustering) between BTC and ETH (and others) documented in several pieces
of literature [24, 25] – in short, volatility of major coins foster volatile conditions for less
prominent currencies as well – the sum of the influences of these coins (black dashed line in
Figure 6) seemingly has a measurable market impact. In contrast, the cumulative effects
of XRP and DOGE’s realized volatilities accumulate by a large number on the next day
and the day after that. In short, it takes a longer time for novice crypto investors to digest
a volatile situation for relatively minor coins. This is an unsurprising result: contrary to
high volatility in BTC and ETH prices, which can attract high publicity in both traditional
media and social media, high volatility in less prominent coins, such as XRP and DOGE,
will attract the attention of fewer people, which in turn will make its immediate effect more
muted. For instance, as noted above, Dogecoin became a social media darling in early 2021,
but it took a while for this excitement to propagate to mainstream media, and drive outside
investors into cryptocurrency trading.
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7 Conclusion

From ranking data on the performance of more than eight million investors in a major
cryptocurrency derivatives exchange, we estimated the evolution of the number of market
participants from October 1, 2020 to July 20, 2021.

We graphically observed that the daily increase in the number of users seemed to exhibit a
strong correlation with major cryptocurrency prices. We formalized this result using the high
descriptive capabilities of the autoregressive distributed lag (ARDL) model with Principal
Component Analysis (PCA), which accounts for the idiosyncrasies of our data – numerous
explanatory variables are not stationary, and are highly correlated.

We empirically analyzed the relationship between the daily user registrations and metrics
related to four major cryptocurrencies, Bitcoin, Ethereum, Ripple, and Dogecoin. First,
we showed evidence of a long-run equilibrium relationship between the daily registration
increase and the prices of the selected cryptocurrencies. The relation is useful for estimating
the number of cryptocurrency investors from publicly available price data.

Second, our analysis shows the significant influence of cryptocurrency prices on investor
behavior. High price increases and volatility, in general, have the largest impact on user
registration on the same day. Among the selected cryptocurrencies, the daily average price
of Bitcoin is the largest contributor; this is unsurprising given Bitcoin’s leading status among
cryptocurrencies. Ethereum prices also significantly impact the daily user registration. In
contrast, our analysis shows that Dogecoin prices have a significant but relatively small
influence on user registration. A striking result of our analysis is that the impact of Ripple
price fluctuations disappears when we control for the SEC litigation against Ripple Labs, Inc.
Also, our regression suggests that this lawsuit, and the Chinese government’s statements
on tightening regulation on cryptocurrency mining and trading have a significant negative
impact on user registration. These results indicate the powerful influence of regulatory
measures on investor behavior.

Our regression analysis also evidences the impact of price volatility. All coins we selected
show significant short-run and long-run effects of volatility on user registrations. This result
is consistent with a common narrative that speculation is the primary reason for investors to
start investing, so high volatility will attract more people to cryptocurrency exchanges.

However, our analysis also paints a more nuanced picture of the impact of volatility.
Volatility effects considerably accumulate over time for relatively minor coins, while they are
much more immediate for major cryptocurrencies. This hints at differences in information
propagation speed: prominent coins are constantly scrutinized and trends are publicized in
real-time, while news updates about less prominent coins initially only reach smaller circles
of enthusiasts, mostly on social media, before eventually percolating to the mainstream.

As a limitation, we did not comprehensively assess regulatory measures taken in jurisdic-
tions besides the USA and China. Investor reactions may differ depending on coin specifics,
regulation relevance, and jurisdictional importance to exchanges and derivatives trading.
However, while limited, our analysis clearly documents examples of the critical influence
regulators can have on investor behavior.

Overall, our analysis paints a far more nuanced picture than the simplistic narrative that
cryptocurrency derivatives are purely fueled by short-term speculation. Our empirical analysis
instead shows potentially complex relationships between prices, volatility, and other factors
such as regulatory issues. We hope this could be a starting point to help better understand
investors (especially individuals) decisions to participate in cryptocurrency derivative markets,
despite the odds being frequently stacked against smaller participants [44].
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A Cryptocurrency prices

This section shows the daily average prices and realized volatilities of the cryptocurrencies
we consider: Bitcoin (BTC), Ethereum (ETH), Ripple (XRP), and Dogecoin(DOGE).

Figure 7 The daily average prices (upper panels) and realized volatilities (lower panels).

B Convergence of marginal effects

This section considers the convergence of marginal effects
(

limk→∞
∂ ̂log Nd+k

∂VX,d
= 0

)
.

We can derive the difference equation for a marginal effect from Eqn. (1) and substitute
the coefficients with the estimates in Models 1–5 summarized in Table 6. For example, the
equation for the first principal component of daily average prices (v1,d) in Model 5 is:

∂ ̂log Nd+k

∂v1,d
= (1 + π0)∂ ̂log Nd+k−1

∂v1,d
= (1 − 0.712)∂ ̂log Nd+k−1

∂v1,d
(k ≥ 2) . (5)

It clearly shows that the marginal effect converges to zero as k → ∞. We can similarly
consider the convergence of every marginal effect and confirm that all marginal effects
converge to zero in the limit k → ∞. This means we can consider long-run multipliers for all
explanatory variables.
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Abstract
Lending protocols in decentralized finance enable the permissionless exchange of capital from lenders
to borrowers without relying on a trusted third party for clearing or market-making. Interest rates
are set by the supply and demand of capital according to a pre-defined function. In the lead-up to
The Merge: Ethereum blockchain’s transition from proof-of-work (PoW) to proof-of-stake (PoS),
a fraction of the Ethereum ecosystem announced plans of continuing with a PoW-chain. Owners
of ETH – whether their ETH was borrowed or not – would hold the native tokens on each chain.
This development alarmed lending protocols. They feared spiking ETH borrowing rates would lead
to mass liquidations which could undermine their viability. Thus, the decentralized autonomous
organization running the protocols saw no alternative to intervention – restricting users’ ability to
borrow.

We investigate the effects of the merge and the aforementioned intervention on the two biggest
lending protocols on Ethereum: AAVE and Compound. Our analysis finds that borrowing rates
were extremely volatile, jumping by two orders of magnitude, and borrowing at times reached 100%
of the available funds. Despite this, no spike in mass liquidations or irretrievable loans materialized.
Further, we are the first to quantify and analyze hard-fork-arbitrage, profiting from holding debt
in the native blockchain token during a hard fork. We find that arbitrageurs transferred tokens
to centralized exchanges which at the time were worth more than 13 Mio US$, money that was
effectively extracted from the platforms’ lenders.
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1 Introduction

Participants in financial markets borrow or lend for a plethora of reasons: raising capital
for investments such as buying a house, saving for retirement, or short-selling securities.
Particularly consequential for the stability of the financial market is leveraged trading.
Thereby, a trader takes on leverage by borrowing from a counterparty, typically a broker or
bank, to buy financial securities. The lender must approve the borrowing and puts certain
restrictions in place to safeguard their funds (margin requirements). Given the counterparty
risks, i.e., the risk that the other party defaults on their contractual obligation, regulators
closely monitor these activities and enforce certain restrictions to reduce the likelihood of
major financial upheaval.

Decentralized Finance (DeFi) promises to offer financial services to users without requiring
prior clearance or a known and trustworthy counterparty. Instead, DeFi is built using smart
contracts, i.e., executable code on the blockchain. Lending protocols have a central role
in the DeFi protocol space. They allow anyone to become a lender by depositing their
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funds in the protocol. Further, anyone can borrow funds as long as their deposited assets
exceed their borrowed funds in value by a pre-defined margin (over-collateralization). The
restriction to over-collateralize loans on lending protocols is their key to unlocking trustless
loans. Additionally, the over-collateralization margin aims to ensure that there is enough
time for a position at risk of becoming under-collateralized to become liquidated in time for
the debt to be recovered.

Thus, it is crucial for lending protocols to correctly assess the risks of the crypto assets
they allow as collateral in the market and to set the margin accordingly. Lending protocols
strive to find the right balance between (i) offering competitive rates to borrowers and (ii)
low risks for lenders. As the risks associated with the various collateral assets are likely
to change over time, lending protocols can adjust various risk-related parameters, such as
the over-collateralization margin. These changes are generally discussed and decided by the
decentralized autonomous organization (DAO) that governs the protocol.

The Ethereum blockchain is the birthplace of DeFi and the home of the leading lending
protocols in terms of total value locked [27]. Initially, the consensus mechanism of the
Ethereum blockchain relied on the energy-intensive proof-of-work (PoW). Ethereum had
planned for years to switch to the more energy-efficient proof-of-stake (PoS). The Merge,
which was executed in September 2022, marked the end of PoW and the start of PoS.
However, in the lead-up to the merge, there was opposition from parts of the Ethereum
mining community whose business model relied on PoW. They pushed for a hard fork that
would retain a PoW blockchain. Thus, even though the vast majority of the Ethereum
community announced that they would switch to PoS, it was unclear how the value of ETH
would be distributed between the two blockchains.

The approaching merge and possibility of a hard fork, as well as the resulting distribution
of value between the two blockchains posed a challenge to lending protocols. Anyone who
held ETH on the blockchain in the last block before the merge would then own the same
number of tokens on both the PoS chain and the PoW chain after the merge. Thus, given
that future markets indicated that the PoW token (ETHW) would retain a value of a few
percentage points of its PoS counterpart, some users borrowed ETH ahead of the merge in
order to receive both tokens after the merge. We will refer to this as hard-fork-arbitrage, a
form of event-driven arbitrage.

Thus, protocols expected the demand for ETH borrowing to increase drastically and,
as a result, expected both ETH borrowing rates and the utilization, the ratio between the
ETH loans and ETH liquidity, of the ETH market to skyrocket. Furthermore, given the
intertwined nature of DeFi protocols and the central position lending protocols occupy
therein, the stability of these platforms is essential.

In response, the DAOs governing AAVE and Compound, the two largest lending protocols
on the Ethereum blockchain, decided to intervene. While AAVE paused ETH borrowing
entirely ahead of the merge, Compound adjusted the risk parameters that determine the
borrowing rate and capped ETH borrowing. This intervention, however, led to market
distortions that adversely affected lenders, who were effectively on the losing side of the
hard-fork-arbitrage. Furthermore, the lending market dried up as protocols ceased to have
any available liquidity.

Our Contributions
We analyze lending protocols during a critical time period. The execution of the merge on
the Ethereum blockchain tested the resiliency of lending protocols toward significant external
events. Thus, it provides a crucial case study of challenges faced by DeFi protocols under
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extraordinary circumstances. We analyze the effects of the merge on lending protocols as well
as their attempts to mitigate borrowing rate spikes. They feared that such rate spikes would
cause both mass liquidations, i.e., enforced repayment of the debt, and the accumulation of
bad debt, i.e., debt that is not over-collateralized, leading to losses for lenders and potentially
harming their own viability. Our analysis focuses on AAVE and Compound, the biggest
DeFi lending protocols. Together AAVE and Compound account for more than 85% of the
volume locked on lending protocols on the Ethereum blockchain, the home of most DeFi
applications [27].

We find that the changes the protocols implemented, capping borrowing, may have helped
prevent mass liquidations and the accumulation of bad debt but were only partially
successful in keeping rates at normal levels.
We show that the protocols failed to adequately compensate their lenders, thus placing
them at the losing end. The beneficiaries were arbitrageurs, including the now infamous
Alameda research, who extracted in excess of 300,535 ETHW tokens in what we term
hard-fork-arbitrage. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to study and quantify
hard-fork-arbitrage.
Finally, we find that the widespread use of ETH staked through LIDO as collateral posed
a grave danger to the entire Ethereum blockchain as staking power could have been
gobbled up at a significant discount.

2 Related Work

DeFi lending emerged in 2017 and first became popularized during the 2020 DeFi summer.
Bartoletti et al. [3] provide a systematization of existing knowledge regarding DeFi lending
protocols. Further, they offer a formal framework to model the interactions between users in
lending pools. In the first empirical study of lending protocols, Gudgeon et al. [22] study
different interest rate rules across DeFi lending protocols. Their work analyzes the historical
responses of the markets to their liquidity depths. We, on the other hand, investigate the
response of lending protocols to the merge and illustrate their reliance on intervention.

A recent line of work studies the risks stemming from the increasing complexity of DeFi
protocol compositions. Tolmach et al. [41] provide a formal analysis of DeFi composability
and propose a technique for efficient property verification. A measurement study by Kitzler et
al. [23] empirically analyzes and visualizes DeFi compositions – demonstrating the intertwined
nature of DeFi protocols. Wachter et al. [46] measure growing asset composability as a proxy
for the interoperability of the DeFi applications. This interoperability poses a systemic risk
to the DeFi ecosystem, given its resulting convolution.

The central position of lending in DeFi and the aforementioned intertwined nature of
DeFi can lead to increased sensitivity to shocks in the ecosystem. Chiu et al. [5] outline that
DeFi lending protocols make cryptocurrency prices more sensitive to fundamental shocks.
Their work finds that intervention to provide risk management in DeFi lending protocols may
improve efficiency and stability while compromising decentralization. In our work, we analyze
how actions and interventions taken by DAOs panned out and affected market participants.

DeFi lending is generally used to facilitate crypto asset price speculation as opposed to
real economy lending, as highlighted in a recent bulletin by Aramonte et al. [2]. As the
authors and others [48, 9] point out, the borrowed funds from lending can be reused as
collateral to take out additional loans leading to increased leverage. Such leverage spirals,
which are in part made possible by DeFi composability, exasperate the vulnerability of
lending protocols towards external events. In contrast to these works, we study the response
to and resilience of lending protocols toward external events of lending protocols.

AFT 2023
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An active line of research documents and measures multiple attacks and arbitrage
opportunities exploiting the design of lending protocols [11, 37, 50]. A particular focus is
placed on liquidations. While Perez et al. [33] study the efficiency of liquidations, Qin et al. [36]
study optimal liquidation strategies. Our work studies and quantifies a novel and previously
unstudied form of arbitrage on lending protocols, which we term hard-fork-arbitrage.

3 Background

In the following, we discuss the specifics regarding the merge on the Ethereum blockchain
(cf. Section 3.1), the PoW hard fork (cf. Section 3.2), as well as the mechanisms of lending
protocols (cf. Section 3.3) and DAOs (cf. Section 3.4).

3.1 The Merge
On 15 September 2022, the merge [13] was executed on the Ethereum mainnet. The merge
marked the end of energy-intensive PoW and the start of energy-efficient PoS for the Ethereum
blockchain.

PoW, originally proposed by Nakamoto [32], is the most established consensus for
blockchains. Miners must solve a computationally intensive puzzle, and the winner of the
puzzle updates the blockchain by appending the newest block. Due to the energy-intensive
nature of PoW, there have long been calls to reduce the energy consumption of blockchains.

The most established blockchain consensus alternative to PoW is the energy-efficient PoS,
which was adopted by Ethereum during the merge. Stakers, the miner counterpart for PoS
blockchains, offer their funds as collateral for the chance to be selected as a block’s validator.
For every block, a staker is selected as the block’s validator. The chance of being selected as
a validator in each round is proportional to their locked-up funds.

3.2 EthereumPoW
Unsurprisingly, there was uproar from the Ethereum mining community before the merge.
The transition rid the miners of their revenue stream and thereby forced them to scrap
their hardware or move to other PoW chains. Thus, there were multiple efforts to fork the
Ethereum blockchain and create a spinoff, PoW version [16, 14]. Chandler Guo, a prominent
cryptocurrency miner, led the most notable effort to the Ethereum blockchain. The resulting
chain is known as EthereumPoW (ETHW) [16].

Thus, ahead of the merge, a chain split into ETH and ETHW was anticipated. Anyone
holding ETH on the original chain right before the merge would automatically receive an
equal amount of ETHW tokens after the fork. Speculations surrounding the upcoming chain
split led to a trading start of ETHW ahead of the merge. ETHW started trading on 9 August
2022 around 97 US$ and was trading around 45 US$ during the merge.

There have been more than twelve Ethereum hard-forks in the past [40], the most
prominent blockchain that resulted from earlier forks being Ethereum Classic (ETC) [12].
This specific fork was anticipated to be particularly challenging for EthereumPoW. Both the
rise of DeFi and the prevalence of asset-backed tokens1 on the Ethereum chain complicated
matters. For example, the organizations behind USDT and USDC, the biggest stablecoins

1 Asset-backed tokens are tokens that derive their value from underlying assets that are not necessarily
on the same blockchain. E.g., the stablecoin USDC is a token emitted by an organization that promises
that for each USDC they hold one US$.
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in terms of market capitalization [6], announced that they would support the transition
to PoS [39, 38]. As they are both asset-backed, users would hold equal amounts of their
USDC/USDT tokens on both chains right after the merge, but the tokens on the ETHW
chain would be worthless as they are no longer backed. Note that not only stablecoins but,
in fact, the vast majority of ERC20 tokens are asset-backed and were therefore expected to
become worthless on the ETHW chain.

3.3 Lending Protocols

Lending protocols are among the most successful DeFi applications. They facilitate trustless
and decentralized cryptocurrency loans. In traditional finance, one generally receives loans
from financial institutions such as banks. As security, banks require collateral for the loan,
for example, the house in the case of a mortgage. Additionally, the conditions of the loan are
negotiated and vary across loans. DeFi, on the other hand, automates lending by relying
on smart contracts. Lending protocols allow anyone to become a lender. By locking their
cryptocurrency assets in the protocol’s smart contract users become liquidity providers. In
exchange for providing capital, they earn interest on their assets. Thus, liquidity providers
are the lynchpin of lending protocols as they provide the capital.

Interest payments are made by borrowers who take out loans against their locked crypto-
currency collateral. More specifically, borrowers can take out loans without prior clearance
by depositing collateral, as long as the collateral is greater in value, i.e., the loans are
over-collateralized. Over-collateralization, thus, is the key behind the trustless nature of
lending protocols, as it protects lenders against downside price movements of the borrowers’
collateral. Once a loan is no longer sufficiently over-collateralized the borrower is incentivized
to adjust the position. Generally, loans are insufficiently collateralized if the value of the
collateral does not exceed the debt value by more than 20%. This margin does vary depending
on the protocol’s risk assessment of the collateral. In case the borrower does not react, the
position will likely be closed by liquidators at a cost for the borrower.

Note that loans on lending protocols are generally for an indefinite time, as interest
payments are made periodically. Additionally, the interest payments are generally variable
and typically dependent on the asset borrowed as well as the utilization. The utilization
at time t of an asset is given as Ut = Lt/Dt, where Lt denotes the total outstanding loans
and Dt denotes the deposits. We will go through the specifics for AAVE and Compound in
the following. AAVE V2 and Compound V2 were the largest and newest markets for ETH2

borrowing around the time of the merge. Together they currently account for more than
85% of the volume locked in lending protocols [27].

Borrowers on AAVE can choose between stable interest payments and variable interest
rate payments. Both are charged periodically, at every time step, and depend on the asset’s
utilization. Note that the interest rate is charged periodically by simply adjusting the balance
of the debt tokens held by the borrowers (debt is compounded). The interest rate a borrower
is charged at time t is given as follows

2 Users technically borrow wrapped ETH (WETH), an ERC20 compatible version of ETH, on the two
protocols. As WETH is simply a wrapped version of ETH that has virtually the same value as ETH,
we refer to WETH as ETH throughout.
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rt =


r0 + Ut

Uoptimal
rslope1 if Ut ≤ Uoptimal,

r0 + rslope1 + Ut − Uoptimal

1 − Uoptimal
rslope2 if Ut > Uoptimal,

where Ut is the current utilization of the asset, and r0, rslope1 , rslope2 , Uoptimal are configuration
parameters. Uoptimal is the target utilization of the protocol, once the utilization rises beyond
Uoptimal borrowing rates rise sharply. Note that both the stable and variable interest rates
are computed as indicated above, but the configuration parameters for the same asset differ.
The configuration parameters for ETH were set as indicated in Table 1a during the merge.
Further, we draw both the stable and variable interest rates as a function of the utilization
in Appendix C (cf. Figure 15). Once the utilization surpasses Uoptimal, the interest rises at a
significantly higher rate, i.e., there is a kink in the interest rate curve at Uoptimal. A loan
that is taken out with a variable interest rate is charged periodically according to the current
variable interest rate. On the other hand, a loan that is taken out with a stable interest rate
at time t, rs

t , continues to be charged this rate. Note that the stable rate is not guaranteed
to remain stable for an indefinite time period. Instead, it can be adjusted if the loan’s stable
rate is lower than the current supply rate received by lenders [20].

Table 1 Parameters for ETH on AAVE V2 and Compound ahead of the merge. Note that the
Compound parameters were adjusted on 10 September 2022 (cf. Section 5.1).

(a) AAVE.

Uoptimal r0 rslope1 rslope2 R

stable rate 70% 3% 4% 100% 10%
variable rate 70% 0% 3% 100% 10%

(b) Compound V2.

r0 rslope1 R

variable rate 2% 10% 20%

Lenders, on the other hand, deposit their assets and in return receive continuous interest
rate payments. Precisely, the supply rate, that is the rate they receive, at time t is given as

st = Ut(Ds
t r̃s

t + Dv
t rv

t )(1 − R),

where Ds
t is the share of stable loans, rs

t is the average stable interest rate, Dv
t is the share

of variable loans, and rv
t the variable interest rate. Further, R is the reserve factor, which

signifies the minimum proportion of borrow rate payments that flow into the protocol’s
treasury. Thus, the supply rate is always lower than the borrowing rate, especially when
utilization is low. The difference between the two rates is the revenue source of the protocol.
We note that lenders can withdraw their assets at all times, as long as the utilization allows
for it, i.e., there are sufficient funds that are currently not being borrowed.

As opposed to AAVE, Compound only offers variable interest rate loans. Furthermore,
while AAVE indicates annualized rates and then charges for the time the money was borrowed,
Compound charges a per-block rate. However, the Compound smart contract is configured
with yearly rates and assumes 2,102,400 blocks per year [8]. Throughout this work, whenever
we display annualized rates for Compound, for better comparability with AAVE, we will
assume 6,245 blocks per day (2,279,425 blocks per year), the average number of daily blocks
ahead of the merge.

For ETH, the interest rate at time t is given as follows

rt = r0 + Ut · rslope,
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where Ut is again the utilization, and r0, rslope are configuration parameters3. We provide the
parameters ahead of the merge in Table 1b. Notice that while the interest rate on Compound
is higher than on AAVE for low utilization, it is significantly lower for high utilization.
Similarly to AAVE, lenders on Compound deposit their assets and receive interest payments
continuously. The supply rate is given as

st = rt · Ut(1 − R),

where rt is the borrowing interest rate and the R is again a reserve factor.
On both AAVE and Compound, loans that are close to no longer being sufficiently

over-collateralized become available for liquidation. To be precise, if the health factor of a
position drops below 1, a position can be liquidated. A position’s health factor is given as

H =

∑
i∈A

(Ci · li)∑
i∈A

Di
,

where A is the set of available assets on the platform. Ci is the position’s collateral in asset
i and Di is the position’s debt in asset i. Finally, li is the liquidation threshold for asset
i, which is a configuration parameter. A position with a liquidation threshold of 75% is
considered under-collateralized if the value of the debt rises above 75% in comparison to the
collateral. Once a position becomes available for liquidation, its collateral is auctioned off at
a discount if the liquidator repays the debt in return.

3.4 DAO

Many DeFi protocols, including AAVE and Compound, are governed by a DAO. A DAO is
generally composed of the protocol’s token holders, who come together to make decisions
regarding the protocol according to specified rules that are enforced by the smart contract.
Generally, DAOs can make changes to the protocol itself and make decisions regarding the
protocol’s funds.

The AAVE DAO is composed of AAVE (AAVE’s native token) holders, while the
Compound DAO is composed of COMP (Compound’s native token) holders. Both DAOs
have the power to change the lending protocol’s risk parameters in order to be able to respond
to changing risks regarding the market’s assets. The community generally first discusses
proposed changes and then decides by voting. Depending on the outcome of the vote, the
changes will automatically be adopted by the protocol’s smart contracts.

Finally, despite their name, DAOs are only as decentralized as the distribution of
governance tokens among the actively participating users. However, an analysis of the
voting power of various DAOs has shown that the voting power is generally, in effect, very
concentrated [21].

3 Note that ahead of the merge, ETH adopted Compound’s standard interest rate model, i.e., the interest
rate increases linearly with the utilization and does not exhibit a change in slope. This, however, was
adapted in anticipation of the merge (cf. Section 5).
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4 Data

We concentrate the data analysis between 9 August, the day the price for ETHW became
available, and 15 October 2022, a month after the merge. With this time frame, we can
observe behaviors on lending protocols and their implications. Note that we occasionally
include data for shorter or longer time periods to understand general trends better or to
zoom in on details. In the following, we provide a concise description of our data collection.

4.1 Ethereum
To collect data from the Ethereum blockchain, we run an Erigon [25] Ethereum archive node,
i.e., a node that builds an archive of historical state. In particular, we collect data from
AAVE [1] and Compound [7], the two biggest lending protocols on the Ethereum blockchain
that have an ETH borrowing market. To obtain the relevant data from the lending protocols,
we filter for event logs emitted by the two regarding the relevant underlying assets. We also
query the historical state of the lending markets by calling the implemented functions daily
through the web3.eth API [47].

Further, we follow the ETH debt borrowed on the two protocols to identify whether
the debt was transferred to cryptocurrency exchanges and, thereby, likely sold. We filter
through the transaction traces stored on our Erigon archive node. We utilize the Etherscan
(Ethereum block explorer) Label Word Cloud [24] to obtain wallet labels and later be able
to identify transfers to exchanges.

4.2 EthereumPoW
We run a full geth [17] EthereumPoW node to collect EthereumPoW blockchain data. To the
best of our knowledge, geth is the only node implementation specifically for EthereumPoW.

Further, to follow the ETH debt borrowed on the two protocols after the merge, we
filter through the transactions stored on our EthereumPoW node. Note that geth does not
implement a trace filter. Thus, we filter the transactions and identify ETHW transfers done
through a regular transaction, i.e., a transfer from one account to another. We might miss
additional transfers in transactions that execute a contract but still obtain a lower bound for
the ETHW transferred. We utilize the Etherscan Label Word Cloud [24] and OKLINK [19]
(EthereumPoW block explorer) to obtain wallet labels. Note that the addresses owned by
exchanges before the merge still belong to those exchanges on the EthereumPoW blockchain.

4.3 Price Data
We gather hourly price data for the relevant cryptocurrencies from Yahoo Finance [49] by
interacting with their Python API [51]. We use Yahoo Finance price data instead of the
Chainlink price oracle, as Yahoo Finance tracked the ETHW price. However, when discussing
a position’s health, we will utilize prices from the respective Chainlink price oracle [4].

5 Merge Anticipation

We commence the analysis by considering the ETHW price leading up to and post-merge (cf.
Figure 1). Notice that ETHW’s price measured in terms of US$ (in green) and ETH (in red)
moves very similarly. Thus, we infer that the price movements of ETHW were considerably
more pronounced than those of ETH. We also see that the price of ETHW generally falls
in relation to that of ETH, with one notable exception: right before the merge, ETHW’s
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Figure 1 ETHW price in anticipation of and after the merge. The execution of the merge is
marked by the dashed blue line. Notice the sharp price increase right before the merge and the
dramatic price drop by more than 75% right after the merge. The line plots are quite similar as the
ETH-USD price was significantly less volatile around the merge.

price measured in ETH spiked. Further, we notice that the value of ETHW was around
3% that of ETH at the time the merge was executed. Thus, everyone that held ETH right
before the merge – irrespective of whether the ETH was borrowed or not – received ETHW
tokens worth 3% of their holdings. In particular, one only needed to hold the ETH tokens
in one’s wallet for a single block, the last block prior to the merge, in order to receive an
additional 3% in value. Thus, in anticipation of this event, lending protocols feared that
users would take out ETH loans right before the merge in order to profit from the fork.
Note that liquidity providers, with their ETH locked, did not profit from the hard fork and,
thus, had the incentive to pull out their funds, further driving up utilization. As excessive
borrowing activities can cause major distress to lending protocols, they intervened in order
to disincentive/disallow such behavior.

5.1 Compound

On 16 August 2022, one month before the merge, the Compound community started discussing
the consequences of the merge for their protocol. They devised plans to get ahead of the
anticipated event [30]. The Compound community raised concerns regarding the liquidity
risk for ETH ahead of the merge. In particular, they feared that DeFi users would withdraw
ETH from Compound and/or borrow any available ETH. To address this, it was suggested
to update the risk parameter and cap the amount of ETH that can be borrowed. After two
weeks of discussion, a vote was held by the COMP token holders on 8 September 2022 [31].
The community voted in favor of the changes, and the alterations were executed two days
later, on 10 September 2022. Thus, the process took a total of three weeks.

As part of the change, Compound switched the interest rate model for ETH to what they
call the jump interest rate model. In this model the interest rate at time t contains a kink
and is given by

rt =
{

r0 + Ut · rslope1 if Ut ≤ Uoptimal,

r0 + Ut · rslope1 + (Ut − Uoptimal) · rslope2 if Ut > Uoptimal.

Here, Ut is again the asset’s current utilization, and r0, rslope1 , rslope2 , Uoptimal are configur-
ation parameters (cf. Table 2).
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Table 2 Parameters for ETH Compound after the adoption of Proposal 122 [30].

Uoptimal r0 rslope1 rslope2 R

variable rate 80% 2% 20% 4910% 20%

To better understand the effect of the imposed changes and the Compound ETH market
ahead of the merge in general, we plot the evolution of the ETH debt and liquidity in
Figure 2a. Further, we show the borrowing rate and utilization over time in Figure 2b. In
both plots, we can clearly see the effect of the merge on Compound’s ETH lending market.

Notice that, as expected, two effects play out simultaneously ahead of the merge. For
one, we observe an increase in debt, i.e., users appear to borrow ETH in order to be able
to exploit this hard-fork-arbitrage opportunity. By borrowing ETH, they can increase the
amount of ETH in their wallet and thereby increase the amount of ETHW they will receive
once the chains forked. In fact, we looked at all wallets that increased their ETH debt by
more than 1,000 ETH between 9 August 2022 and the merge. There were 18 addresses with a
debt increase exceeding 1,000 ETH in total, and we could directly trace 50% of the borrowed
funds to cryptocurrency exchanges (cf. Table 3).

When checking whether the addresses transferred the borrowed funds to cryptocurrency
exchanges, e.g., Binance, Coinbase, FTX, etc., we monitor ETH(W) transfers from the
wallets after they borrowed ETH from Compound. In particular, we check whether any funds
were transferred to deposit addresses of exchanges. Exchanges typically have users transfer
their assets to deposit addresses, these are created for each user, and then the exchanges
forward these funds to their main addresses [45]. We search for transfers to exchanges by
identifying the transfer of funds from the borrower’s address to a deposit address that is
then transferred to a known address of an exchange, in transaction data and their trace data
on the Ethereum blockchain and EthereumPoW blockchain. We remark that we only filter
for these direct transfers to exchanges and thus might miss some additional transfers, where
the borrowing address first transferred the funds to another address they control. Further,
some of the biggest borrowers ahead of the merge were smart contracts (identified in italics
in Table 3) as opposed to externally owned wallets. It is unlikely that the borrowed funds
are transferred directly from these smart contracts to exchanges, and we were also never
able to identify such a transfer. However, while we might miss some additional transfers to
exchanges, only filtering for direct transfers to exchanges allows us to confidently say that the
funds were indeed transferred to exchanges by the borrowers and lets us avoid over-counting.
Thus, providing us with a lower bound for the total amount transferred to exchanges.

Table 3 notes to which exchange(s) funds were transferred by each borrower. Further, we
indicate whether the borrower transferred the funds to exchanges before (on the Ethereum
blockchain) and/or after (on the EthereumPoW blockchain) the merge. Any transfer to
exchanges before the merge was ETH as opposed to ETHW, but some exchanges announced
ahead of time that they would give the users ETHW for the ETH held with them [42]. We
further indicate in Table 3 whether the funds transferred to exchanges amounted to at least
50% and/or 99% of the debt taken on by the address ahead of the merge. Most addresses,
especially if we disregard the smart contracts where our method does not identify transfers
to exchanges, transferred at least half of their new debt to exchanges. While we cannot
determine the exact purpose of these transactions, it is highly likely that they intended to sell
ETHW. Interestingly, the wallet with the highest debt increase ahead of the merge belonged
to the now infamous Alameda Research: the cryptocurrency trading firm that allegedly
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(b) ETH borrow rate and utilization ahead of the merge. Notice the sharp increase in utilization and
borrow rate ahead of the merge and the subsequent sharp drop. Yet, the borrow rate and utilization did
not reach dramatic levels and stayed below 0.1 and 0.35 respectively.

Figure 2 Compound ETH market around the time of the merge. Figure 2a shows the market’s
debt and liquidity, while Figure 2b the borrowing interest rate and utilization.

traded FTX customer funds and lost them. This led to the bankruptcy of FTX in November
2022 [44]. We also want to highlight that we tracked 49,206 ETH(W) to exchanges from only
the borrowers shown in Table 3 – more than 49% of the ETH debt on Compound (100,000
ETH) ahead of the merge. At the time of the merge, the transferred ETHW was worth more
than 2 Mio US$. Note that while borrowers did have to pay interest, these expenses were far
lower than the value of ETHW, as is shown in Appendix B (cf. Figure 13).

Besides observing an increase in debt, especially by the 18 addresses discussed previously,
we also note a decrease in liquidity (cf. Figure 2a). The reasons behind this decrease are
likely more complex. For one, lenders might fear a rise in utilization in Compound’s ETH
market. When utilization levels are very high, lenders can no longer withdraw their funds
(liquidity risk). Additionally, lenders might also wish to receive ETHW on the forked chain.
However, ahead of the merge, the official ETHW Twitter account recommended for funds be
withdrawn from multiple DeFi pools [15], including Compound’s ETH market, in order to
ensure that they would receive ETHW. There was even talk about freezing DeFi contracts
on the ETHW fork [18]. However, if utilization in Compound’s ETH market was high,
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Table 3 We analyze ETH(W) transfers to cryptocurrency exchanges of all addresses (contracts
are in italics) whose net borrowing preceding the merge exceeded 1,000 ETH on Compound. Note
that the volume column indicates the debt increase. For each wallet, we display the exchanges to
which funds were transferred and whether this occurred before or after the merge. Further, we
indicate whether the wallet transferred the equivalent in value, at least 50%, and/or at least 99% of
that debt to exchanges.

wallet address volume [ETH] exchanges before after >50% >99%

0x712d0f306956a6a4b4f9319ad9b9de48c5345996 15,000.00 FTX, OKX, MXC, Bybit ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

0xa9f00c00ea5fd167da64917267e60f9d9430b321 9,640.00 FTX ✓ ✗ ✓ ✗

0xe40eea78752e969022c3dd18ae68713fd003e1c5 7,771.00
0xb0449ec1a8a60f95322617d6ed52e1ba1a7beb49 7,000.05 FTX ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓

0x8888882f8f843896699869179fb6e4f7e3b58888 6,611.92
0x66b870ddf78c975af5cd8edc6de25eca81791de1 5,499.71 Binance, FTX, OKX, Bybit, MXC ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

0xee8e0fcc8bff03ec5f100d02cb7b3196d78863a7 4,499.92 FTX, MXC, Binance ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

0x6a704a0e46dcc67a6316644372e261e8fb6f658c 3,000.00 ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

0xcfc50541c3deaf725ce738ef87ace2ad778ba0c5 2,498.00 Coinbase ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗

0x9681319f4e60dd165ca2432f30d91bb4dcfdfaa2 2,000.00 FTX, Binance ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

0x5add1cec842699d7d0eaea77632f92cf3f3ff8cf 1,665.05 MXC ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗

0x42283fa21d5642c1744c2888f041ddea5d79149c 1,650.00 ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

0xde6b2a06407575b98724818445178c1f5fd53361 1,550.00 OKX ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓

0xb5c4402ff7cbe97785dddc768c4e3a4f033474fb 1,501.00 FTX, MXC ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗

0xf71b335a1d9449c381d867f4172fc1bb3d2bfb7b 1,400.00 FTX ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓

0x6d68c0f44e86587aa443ddb12ed9f10920195ada 1,300.00 OKX, Bybit ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓

0xec97b52fc79f9ec7e951f050c80f65cc087197d3 1,100.00 ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

0xe7072cdf38d3a6a4b92929abc302325f7b1ca628 1,002.00 ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

it is unlikely that it would decrease after the hard fork. Borrowers have no incentives to
repay their ETHW debt on the EthereumPoW fork, as their collateral assets there are likely
worthless. Thus, users would never be able to withdraw their ETH from Compound on the
EthereumPoW chain even if they were not frozen. Despite a noticeable decrease in liquidity,
the market’s liquidity remained significantly larger than the protocol’s debt, which reached
the borrowing cap of 100,000 ahead of the merge.

Thus, the intervention by the Compound community ensured that the protocol’s utilization
remained relatively low, i.e., it never exceeded 35% (cf. Figure 2b). As a consequence, the
borrowing rate also remained relatively low. We further note that Compound did not
experience an increase in liquidations of positions ahead of the merge. Figure 3a shows the
total number of monthly liquidations and the share of those liquidations that had ETH
debt covered by the liquidators. We presume that it was the intervention by the Compound
community that helped prevent mass liquidation as the borrowing rate never exceeded 10%.

In addition to averting liquidation, the amount of bad debt on Compound, i.e., positions
whose debt value exceeds the collateral value, did not increase significantly in the lead-up
to the merge (cf. Figure 3a). Bad debt can be detrimental to a lending protocol, as the
respective loans become irretrievable and present a loss for lenders. While generally, positions
become liquidated before the debt value exceeds the collateral, extreme price swings can leave
insufficient time to liquidate the positions. Yet, in this case, the stable amount of bad debt
and the overall small share of bad debt (less than 0.01%) relative to the total debt on the
protocol indicates that the increased rates did not impact the protocol’s health significantly.

At the same time, the actions of the Compound community ensured that those who did
manage to take out loans in time, i.e., before the borrowing cap was reached, could make
significant profits. In Figure 4, we plot the break-even borrowing rate in the lead-up to the
merge along with the actual Compound borrowing rate. The break-even borrowing rate
at time t indicates the annualized rate a user would be willing to pay for borrowing ETH
between time t and the merge, given the relative price between ETHW and ETH at time t.
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(b) Total debt and bad debt, i.e., debt value exceeds the collateral value, on Compound before and after
the merge. The bad debt is a very small proposition of the total debt – less than 0.01%. The inset shows
a close-up of the bad debt on a linear scale. Notice that the bad debt on Compound does not spike up
ahead of the merge.

Figure 3 Stability of ETH borrowing on Compound. Figure 3a shows the number of liquidations
over time and Figure 3b shows the total and bad debt around the time of the merge. An increase in
liquidations was avoided on Compound.

Note that we take the futures price at time t and not the price ETHW started trading at
post-merge, as a borrower at time t could not know this price but rather had to rely on the
price of future contracts. We compute the break-even borrow rate at time t as follows(

1 + pETHW(t)
pETH(t)

) ∆year
∆merge

− 1,

where pETHW(t) is the price of ETHW in US$, pETH(t) is the price of ETH in US$, ∆year is
the number of seconds in a year, and ∆merge the number of seconds until the merge. Notice
that at all times, the break-even borrow rate exceeded the actual borrow rate by at least
one order of magnitude. Further, the break-even borrow rate was, for the most part, smaller
than the maximum possible borrow rate on Compound. We show the maximum borrow
rate before the imposed changes, BR1

max, in violet and the maximum borrow rate after
the imposed changes, BR2

max, in light blue. Thus, users could infer that with a very high
probability the short-term borrowing costs would be significantly lower than the value of
the ETHW, they would receive once the chains forked. As a result, users were enticed to
take leveraged long positions if they still could, i.e., until the borrowing cap was reached.
Importantly, the opposite was true for lenders. They were insufficiently compensated and
would have been better off withdrawing the funds and directly profiting from the merge.
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Figure 4 Break-even borrowing rate, i.e., the annualized interest rate users are willing to pay until
the merge in return for ETHW, compared to Compound’s borrowing rate. We indicate the maximum
borrow rate before, BR1

max, and after the implemented changes, BR2
max. Note that Compound’s

borrowing rate was always at least one order of magnitude smaller than the break-even borrow rate.

5.2 AAVE

The AAVE community started discussing the possible repercussions of the merge on 23
August 2022 [35]. They were also concerned that users would borrow as much ETH as possible
to maximize their ETH holdings in anticipation of the fork. Such activity would increase
utilization, make liquidations harder, and possibly lead to ETH suppliers withdrawing their
ETH from the platform.

An additional challenge for AAVE, as opposed to Compound, was that they allow staked
ETH (stETH) – the token users receive in exchange for staking their ETH with LIDO – as
collateral. LIDO [28] is a protocol that allows you to easily stake your ETH on the PoS
consensus layer – the Beacon chain. Normally, in order to stake ETH on the Beacon chain,
users require 32 ETH, but LIDO is a liquid staking solution that allows its users to stake
any amount. Thus, increasing accessibility to ETH staking. Staking rewards received by the
ETH staked through LIDO on the Beacon chain are distributed to the users on a daily basis.
More precisely, LIDO updates its Beacon chain balance every 24 hours on the Ethereum
mainnet. The stETH balances in the wallets automatically update accordingly. Thus, stETH
is an interest-earning token. stETH can be bought and sold by users.

Importantly, staking on the Beacon chain was activated more than a year ahead of the
merge. Thus, many LIDO users had staked their ETH and received stETH in return ahead of
the merge. Some stETH holders decided to utilize their stETH as collateral to take out ETH
loans on AAVE, proceeded to stake the ETH they borrowed on LIDO, again received stETH,
and continued this process. The staking rewards received by stETH holders historically
exceeded the ETH borrowing rates on AAVE, making the aforementioned strategy profitable.
The AAVE community feared liquidations of these positions as ETH borrowing rates were
anticipated to rise ahead of the merge.

In their attempt to mitigate such scenarios, the AAVE community took a different route
than the Compound community. They decided to pause all ETH lending on the platform
ahead of the merge. A vote regarding the proposal was held between 2 and 6 September
2022 [26]. As the community was in favor of the changes, they were implemented on 7
September 2022 – a good week ahead of the merge. Thus, from 7 September onward, it was
no longer possible to borrow ETH on AAVE.
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(a) Amount of ETH variable debt, stable debt, available liquidity, and liquidity on AAVE around the merge.
The available liquidity is the difference between liquidity and debt. Ahead of the merge AAVE paused
ETH borrowing. We indicate the time of the aforementioned changes. Notice that the available liquidity
continues to sink even though borrowing was paused as lenders are leaving the market. Furthermore, the
slight increase in debt even after lending was paused is due to the fact that interest is accumulated on
Aave.
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(b) The ETH variable and stable borrow rate, as well as utilization ahead of the merge. Notice the sharp
increase in utilization and borrow rate ahead of the merge and the subsequent sharp drop. The utilization
of AAVE’s ETH market reached 100% ahead of the merge even though lending was paused.

Figure 5 AAVE ETH market around the time of the merge. Figure 5a shows the market’s debt
and liquidity, while Figure 5b the borrowing interest rate and utilization.

As shown in Figure 5a these changes prevented a further increase in borrowing. In particu-
lar, the borrowed stable debt volume (red) increased until 7 September but remained basically
flat from the implementation of these changes to the merge. Post-merge, the borrowed volume
drops dramatically, highlighting that this borrowing activity was predominantly fuelled by
speculators betting on the ETHW windfall. Thus, as plotted in Figure 5b, the implemented
changes failed to keep borrowing rates in check. Liquidity providers enticed to directly hold
ETH to themselves profit from the merge, withdrew their funds from the ETH pool, thus
driving up the utilization rate. Additionally, the general uncertainty surrounding lending
platforms in the weeks leading up to the merge may have spooked some lenders, further
increasing outflows. We note that even with this intervention the utilization reached 100%,
but the time it took to reach this level was likely prolonged. If the utilization had reached
this level earlier, total interest payments would have been higher, thus compensating lenders
more fairly.
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Table 4 We analyze ETH(W) transfers to cryptocurrency exchanges of all addresses (contracts
are in italics) whose net borrowing in the lead-up to the merge exceeded 1,000 ETH on AAVE. Note
that the volume column indicates the debt increase. For each wallet we display the exchange(s)
to which funds were transferred and whether this occurred before or after the merge. Further, we
indicate whether the wallet transferred the equivalent in value, at least 50%, and/or at least 99% of
that debt to exchanges.

wallet address volume [ETH] exchanges before after >50% >99%

0xd275e5cb559d6dc236a5f8002a5f0b4c8e610701 49,998.89 Bitfinex ✓ ✗ ✓ ✗

0x54dda22ae140edb605c73073eabb6f4aea2fc237 39,999.57 Binance, FTX ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓

0xcde35b62c27d70b279cf7d0aa1212ffa9e938cef 22,762.39 OKX, FTX ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

0x236f233dbf78341d25fb0f1bd14cb2ba4b8a777c 17,500.00 ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

0x68963dc7c28a36fcacb0b39ac2d807b0329b9c69 16,022.93 FTX ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓

0xf6bf776c06a9946a7beba3bacbdaeb44e90684e1 15,000.00 FTX ✓ ✗ ✓ ✗

0x68030330e8158be3fa5b3ec3c94bf07e42824b9b 14,894.68 Binance, Bybit, OKX, FTX ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

0x5beabefb832db8c0f5a2370b447613c8ebe572eb 8,951.73
0x2bde0f6bfc26389fadccee7c1ca14bbf29c45812 7,520.00 ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

0x4256886373b79e4e12c12b6796e99cde90f5f236 7,353.31
0x321bf29f2d5dad204b5e25c31cac4348b6f29f96 7,304.10
0x8d8b9c79196f32161bcb2a9728d274b3b45eb9af 7,051.00 ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

0xe40eea78752e969022c3dd18ae68713fd003e1c5 6,950.00
0x4c1bda12452146184a8085c890e22fb7933aff2f 6,250.00
0x48608b596888e0b9512be7f3f5f2e05d3c3d5180 5,300.00 FTX ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓

0xcc8a1601a32b48cebf45224ca6d786c24414a10b 4,500.00 FTX ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗

0x2a0fe598e69a4fc882f6f7a954662cf0a0819467 4,460.18
0xca00bf9fa7bee6034565bf5d8e7f95fe52182241 4,200.00 ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

0x1bda63dab1743089af8c0c94ed0b75772a9b9858 4,000.40 Binance ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓

0xadbab4f38ff9dcd71886f43b148bcad4a3081fb9 3,998.62 MXC ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗

0x916792f7734089470de27297903bed8a4630b26d 3,768.00 FTX ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓

0xe8b22a88deb45c7848d394fd039b8d811511a9f3 3,000.00 Binance, OKX, FTX ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓

0x9b1945d5434b2e69eb00e44b9022ad4172922eb5 2,999.00
0x2662d826a86d602c01affd6974432e43009eb14b 2,729.17
0xb1473f4d2e416310e4715cc7bcbe8074aed24a56 2,200.00 Bybit, OKX ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓

0xb5c4402ff7cbe97785dddc768c4e3a4f033474fb 2,180.00 MXC, FTX ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗

0x3da0ca6c78ea283200a0d5b2790aa5de280e43cc 2,000.00 ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

0x66b870ddf78c975af5cd8edc6de25eca81791de1 1,998.65 Binance, Bybit, FTX, MXC, OKX ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

0x1778767436111ec0adb10f9ba4f51a329d0e7770 1,711.01 FTX ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓

0xa1175a219dac539f2291377f77afd786d20e5882 1,600.00 ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

0x474e2cb1aac71f66d0aa7adb0cd92c919f842fe4 1,599.88 Binance, MXC, Bybit, FTX ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

0x7f960b97b12ef8b6828529e961f6646ad764d90b 1,500.00 MXC ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓

0x307111465e4cedd89fa28b9768981b8768a3cabe 1,400.00
0x09d0ed8d3ebf0b0b5d2a3d7096546d6d7085b8bb 1,364.00 FTX ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓

0x74b8c7680502931c33d9446e26592b8318eb7248 1,110.99
0x3d9663bbd7f238b940ad4244fac58ff54ce870dc 1,100.00 Binance, FTX ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓

0xecfb36305daa4244281d8249783bddf0918db361 1,016.00 Binance, FTX ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓

0x7ce450c2974746e3d21b13cb05d253e6fd56f6bd 1,000.00 OKX ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓

0x05f65845a202aadabce5475b6495f54fb2073b04 1,000.00 Peatio ✓ ✗ ✓ ✗

Similarly, as done for Compound in Section 5.1, we again track the funds borrowed by
the biggest AAVE borrowers ahead of the merge to see whether the funds were transferred
to cryptocurrency exchanges – indicating that the borrowers wanted to sell the ETHW. In
Table 4, we indicate whether and when funds were transferred to exchanges for all 38 ETH
borrowers on AAVE that increased their debt by more than 1,000 ETH ahead of the merge.
We highlight smart contract borrowers in italics and note again that for these we were not
able to track direct transfers to cryptocurrency exchanges. Focusing on the borrowers whose
addresses were externally owned wallets, we find that more than 72% of those transferred
at least 50% of the debt they took on directly to cryptocurrency exchanges, while 58%
transferred at least 99%. Further, we find that these 29 borrowers moved 39% (251,329
ETH(W)) of all funds borrowed on AAVE (643,367 ETH(W)) to cryptocurrency exchanges.
The transferred ETHW amounted to more than 11 Mio US$ at the time of the merge. The
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lenders were essentially deprived of these funds, as they were not fairly compensated for their
service as liquidity providers. As we illustrate in Appendix B in Figure 14, the borrowing
costs were far lower than the value of ETHW.

While the borrowing rates on AAVE increased significantly before the merge, the worst
fears of mass liquidations did not materialize. As shown in Figure 6a, the number of
liquidations occurring on AAVE did not rise significantly in the lead-up to the merge.
Similarly, as plotted in Figure 6b, no significant increase in the proportion of bad debt can
be observed. While the utilization rate did spike, this only persisted for a short time, and
as the maximal borrowing rate is capped at 103% on an annualized basis, the total interest
expense for borrowers was manageable.

In Figure 7, we again plot the break-even rate (yellow). As for Compound, the actual
borrowing rates were significantly lower than the break-even rates, making leveraged long
positions in ETH profitable. Given that ETHW futures traded at about 3%, the maximal
annual borrowing rate of 103% that AAVE allows was orders of magnitude lower than the
break-even rate. Thus, the protocol again inadequately compensated lenders.
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(a) The monthly number of liquidations on AAVE. We show in green the total number of liquidations,
and in red the number of liquidations where liquidators covered the position’s ETH debt.
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(b) Total and bad debt, i.e., debt value exceeds collateral value, on AAVE before and after the merge.
The bad debt is a very small proposition of the total debt – less than 0.04%. Notice that the bad debt on
AAVE does not spike up ahead of the merge.

Figure 6 Stability of ETH borrowing on Aave. Figure 6a shows the number of liquidations over
time and Figure 6b shows the total and bad debt around the merge. As with Compound, an increase
in liquidations was avoided.

Figure 8 visualizes the average size of a lending position over time. Observe the clear
drop prior to the merge indicating that primarily larger liquidity providers exited, whereas
the smaller players were more likely to stay put. We presume that the larger and likely
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Figure 7 Break-even borrowing rate, i.e., the annualized interest rate users are willing to pay
until the merge in return for ETHW, in comparison to variable borrow rate on AAVE. We further
indicate the protocol’s maximum borrow rate, BRmax. Notice the significant discrepancy between
the AAVE variable borrow rate and the break-even borrow rate.

more sophisticated liquidity providers exited the AAVE with their ETH in time, while the
smaller and likely less sophisticated lender remained stuck in the pool once the utilization
reached 100%. Thus, the smaller lenders bore the brunt of the losses as they missed out on
the hard-fork arbitrage.
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Figure 8 Mean size of the lending positions on AAVE as a function of time. Notice the drop
prior to the merge, indicating that primarily large lenders exited, while smaller liquidity providers
were left back.

Unlike Compound, AAVE allows stETH to be used as collateral. The value of stETH
stems from the staking rewards as well as the fact that in the future stETH holders will
be able to swap stETH for ETH. However, unlike current ETH holders, stETH owners did
not receive ETHW after the merge. Therefore, unsurprisingly, stETH was trading at a
discount to ETH in the months before the merge (cf. Figure 9). Observe that this discount
is comparable to the value of ETHW. After the merge, the stETH-ETH price recovered and
was again trading close to parity.

While AAVE does not facilitate stETH borrowing, users can use stETH as collateral
to borrow ETH, which in turn can be used to acquire yet more stETH. AAVE allowed
1 stETH to be used to borrow 0.73 ETH – enabling a popular trading strategy as the
difference between the staking rewards and the ETH borrowing costs was quite significant
(cf. Figure 10). For months the staking rewards were significantly higher, enticing investors
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Figure 9 The stETH price over time. In the lead-up to the merge stETH was trading at a
significant discount but returned to price parity after the merge.
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Figure 10 Annualized stETH staking rewards (red) and the ETH borrowing rate (green) on
AAVE. In the months prior to the merge the staking rewards were significantly higher than the
borrowing costs, making it profitable for traders to use leverage to buy stETH.

to take on leverage. However, this reversed in the lead-up to the merge as borrowing rates
spiked. This is significant as we find 20.3% of the stETH market capitalization is deposited
on AAVE (cf. Appendix A). As AAVE does not support stETH borrowing, there is no
reason to deposit other than to take out loans. More than one-fifth of the stETH pledged
as collateral makes mass liquidations a real threat to the stETH price and, thereby, to the
blockchain consensus layer, as staking power can be acquired at a discount.

6 Discussion

Intervention by DAOs. While borrowing costs in the days prior to the merge were high
relative to the rates typically seen on these protocols, they were still far lower than the payoff
an ETH borrower could expect. Thus, rates were too low from the lender’s perspective.
Lenders were neither adequately compensated for forgoing this arbitrage opportunity nor
for the uncertainty that surrounded DeFi in general and lending protocols in particular. A
borrower wishing to borrow for the last block prior to the merge should have paid interest
at least equal to the price of one ETHW token – orders of magnitudes more than the
effective rate. Only such a rate would have compensated a lender for not profiting from
the hard-fork-arbitrage. Furthermore, AAVE liquidity providers were unable to withdraw
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their funds as the utilization rate approached 100%, thus depriving them of even having the
option to withdraw. Ultimately, the profits the arbitrageurs made at the expense of liquidity
providers, whom the protocols failed to adequately compensate.

In comparison, the largest centralized crypto exchange, Binance, encouraged users to
repay their ETH and, furthermore, withheld the ETHW that was awarded for borrowed
ETH [43]. Whether this course of action was more equitable is surely debatable. In fact,
Binance suspended withdrawals altogether [43]. However, it avoided the situation of charging
extremely high borrowing rates but still kept a lending market open. This was particularly
beneficial for traders who wanted to borrow ETH for reasons other than speculating on the
ETHW tokens.

This discussion highlights that the merge was an extraordinary situation that led to
interventions on both decentralized and centralized lending platforms. They capped borrowing,
limited rates, or tried to deter speculators by withholding the ETHW tokens. For DeFi
lending protocols, this meant having to give up their “no intervention” mantra. While
these interventions safeguarded the protocols as a whole, they were paid for by the liquidity
providers. This lack of compensation contributed to the DeFi lending market drying up.
Given the continued rapid growth of DeFi and the particular importance these protocols
play in this ever-more intertwined system, the lack of liquidity in such extraordinary market
situations poses a grave threat to the broader Ethereum ecosystem. As shown during the
2008 financial crisis, the drying up of the lending market can greatly exacerbate market
downturns.

Furthermore, we stress that the merge was announced well in advance leaving ample time
for the protocols to come up with and implement their proposals. While our study focuses
on one particular hard-fork, Ethereum has gone through more than a dozen hard-forks
since its genesis [40]. Not all of these were announced far ahead of time. Thus, future
more grave outcomes for lending protocols in the face of hard forks cannot be discounted.
Additionally, we note that external market shocks are rarely as foreseeable as in this case.
Rapid, unexpected developments could deprive DAOs of this course of action and pose greater
threats to the viability and security of the protocol. For instance, the recent accumulation
of bad debt on AAVE left by an attacker that borrowed a large amount of CRV tokens for
short-selling, could not be prevented due to events unfolding much more rapidly [10].

Security concerns beyond lending protocols. We note the potential ramifications of the
highly leveraged stETH positions the borrowing spirals created. The reversal of the difference
between staking rewards and borrowing costs made these leveraged positions in stETH
unprofitable. This posed a grave security threat, as a total of 20.3% of stETH was locked
on AAVE. Liquidations due to rising borrowing costs and/or a falling stETH price would
further devalue the collateral of other leveraged stETH holders, resulting in a downward
spiral. The ramifications thereof would spill over to the wider DeFi ecosystem, as users
could, for example, acquire stETH and its staking power at a significant discount. As LIDO
accounts for more than a fourth of staking power on the Beacon chain [34] and given the size
of these lending protocols, their viability is crucial to DeFi as a whole.

Market inefficiencies. Finally, we add that the ETH lending market on AAVE and Com-
pound is an example of market inefficiencies in the cryptocurrency market. In an efficient
market, i.e., a market where prices reflect all relevant information [29], the hard-fork-arbitrage
we studied in this work should not exist as the combined market value of ETH and ETHW
after the fork should be equal to the market value of ETH before the fork (no arbitrage
condition). Thus, the hard-fork-arbitrage is an empirical example of market inefficiencies
in DeFi.
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7 Conclusions

Given the central role of lending protocols in DeFi and the composability of the latter, the
stability of these protocols is crucial to the entire ecosystem. Therefore, unsurprisingly,
concern grew in the months leading up to the merge that hard-fork-arbitrageurs would
borrow large amounts of ETH, which would drive up rates and potentially lead to mass
liquidation. Both Compound and AAVE saw no alternative to intervention and effectively
capped borrowing.

Our analysis finds that these interventions may have helped prevent widespread liquida-
tions. However, these interventions led to market distortions and were made at the expense
of the protocol’s liquidity providers. On the other hand, large borrowers like Alameda
Research, who speculated on the hard-fork-arbitrage transferred proceeds from the hard-fork
arbitrage worth more than 13 Mio US$ at the time of the merge to centralized exchanges.
These tokens were in effect extracted from the liquidity providers, who were by far not
fairly compensated for either their service or for the risk they bore. Furthermore, as the
utilization rate approached 100%, the lending market ceased to function. Neither could
liquidity providers withdraw nor could new debt be taken on, effectively drying up the DeFi
lending market.

Finally, we find that the increased complexity resulting from the ever-increasing compos-
ability of DeFi poses security concerns not only for DeFi protocols but even for the consensus
layer. For example, over one-fifth of the ETH staked through LIDO was locked on AAVE as
collateral during the merge. Widespread liquidations would have led to a dramatic drop in
the price of stETH, effectively giving a discount to anyone wishing to acquire staking power.
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A stETH Market Capitalization and AAVE stETH Collateral

We plot the market capitalization of stETH before and after the merge in Figure 11. The
stETH market capitalization corresponds to the combined ETH balance of LIDO validators
on the Beacon chain. We point out that the stETH market capitalization is ever-increasing in
that time frame, as withdrawals from the Beacon chain have not been activated. At the same
time additional ETH is staked on the Beacon chain and the staked ETH balance increases as
the validators are receiving rewards for performing their duties. Note that validators that do
not carry out their duties correctly will be slashed and the ETH balance will reduce, this,
however, did not happen to a large extent for LIDO validators.
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Figure 11 Market capitalization of stETH.

We also plot the amount of stETH locked on AAVE in Figure 12. As stETH cannot
be borrowed, the stETH on AAVE is likely used as collateral to take out debt. A popular
strategy for stETH holders was to take out ETH debt to be able to stake additional ETH
with LIDO [35]. Thus, it is both astonishing and worrying at the same time that around
20% of all stETH are locked on AAVE. A price drop of stETH cloud cause liquidations of
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Figure 12 Amount of stETH locked on AAVE around the merge.
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Figure 13 The cumulative interest rate for a borrower on Compound starting from 9 August
2022 until the merge.

loans on AAVE with stETH collateral which would further apply downward pressure on the
stETH price. Thus, the high levels of stETH locked on AAVE pose a security concern for
the Ethereum consensus layer.

B Cumulative Rates on AAVE and Compound

We plot the cumulative borrowing rate a borrower would have paid for an ETH debt taken out
on 9 August 2022, the day ETHW started trading, and held until the merge, 15 September
2022. In Figure 13, we show the cumulative rate that would have been paid by an ETH
borrower. A borrower would have paid around 0.03% for an ETH debt held for that time
window – significantly less than the relative value of ETHW compared to ETH during the
merge. Notice that the rate increases almost linearly as a consequence of the relatively low
borrowing rate on Compound in the lead-up to the merge.

In Figure 14, on the other hand, we plot the cumulative borrowing rate for an ETH
borrower on AAVE during the same time period. The cumulative rate paid on AAVE would
have been higher than on Compound with 1%, but still significantly less than the price of
ETHW in terms of ETH during the merge. The cumulative borrowing rate on AAVE rapidly
increased starting from 7 September 2022 as a result of the sharp increase in the borrowing
rate ahead of the merge.
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Figure 14 The cumulative interest rate for a borrower on AAVE starting from 9 August 2022
until the merge.

C Interest Rate Curves
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Figure 15 ETH borrowing rates on AAVE and Compound as a function of the utilization.

The interest rate for the two lending protocols are given in Section 3.3. Here, we show
the interest rate curves as a function of utilization for AAVE and Compound in Figure 15.
Furthermore, as described in Section 5.1, Compound updated their interest rate model in
anticipation of the merge to the jump interest rate model that qualitatively looks similar to
that of AAVE.
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Abstract
In permissionless consensus, the ordering of transactions or inputs in each block is freely determined
by an anonymously elected block leader. A rational block leader will choose an ordering of inputs
that maximizes financial gain; the emergence of automatic market makers in decentralized finance
enables the block leader to front-run honest trade orders by injecting its own inputs prior to and
after honest trades. Front-running is rampant in decentralized finance and reduces the utility of
the system by extracting financial value from honest trades and increasing demand for block-space.
Current proposals to prevent input order attacks by encrypting user inputs are not permissionless, as
they rely on small static committees to perform distributed key generation and threshold decryption.
Such committees require party authentication, knowledge of the number of participating parties
or do not permit player replaceability and are therefore not permissionless. Moreover, alternative
solutions based on sequencing inputs in order of their arrival cannot prevent front-running in an
unauthenticated peer-2-peer network where message arrival is adversarially controlled.

We present FairPoS, the first consensus protocol to achieve input fairness in the permissionless
setting with security against adaptive adversaries in semi-synchronous networks. In FairPoS, the
adversary cannot learn the plaintext of any client input before it is included in a block in the
chain’s common-prefix. Thus, input ordering attacks that depend on observing pending client inputs
in the clear are no longer possible. In FairPoS, this is achieved via Delay Encryption (DeFeo et
al., EUROCRYPT 2021), a recent cryptographic primitive related to time-lock puzzles, allowing
all client inputs in a given round to be encrypted under a key that can only be extracted after
enough time has elapsed. In contrast to alternative approaches, the key extraction task in delay
encryption can, in principle, be performed by any party in the permissionless setting and requires no
distribution of secret key material amongst authenticated parties. However, key extraction requires
highly specialized hardware in practice. Thus, FairPoS requires resource-rich staking parties to insert
extracted keys into blocks, enabling light-clients to decrypt past inputs and relieving parties who join
the execution from decrypting all inputs in the entire chain history. Realizing this in proof-of-stake is
non-trivial; naive application of key extraction to proof-of-stake can result in chain stalls lasting the
entire key extraction period. We overcome this challenge with a novel key extraction protocol, which
tolerates adversarial delays in block delivery intended to prevent key extraction from completing
on schedule. Critically, this also enables the adoption of a new longest-extendable-chain rule which
allows FairPoS to achieve the same guarantees as Ouroborous Praos against an adaptive adversary.
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1 Introduction

In permissionless consensus, the ordering privilege of the block leader is exploited in front-
running [18], where adversarial inputs can be interleaved with honest inputs to extract
financial value from the honest victim in applications such as automatic market makers [5].
Such behaviour financially penalizes the honest user, but also generates excess demand
for block-space since front-running attacks [5] always require additional inputs from the
adversary, inflicting block congestion at times, as acutely observed on Avalanche [2]. Current
proposals to mitigate front-running with varying notions of input fairness violate assumptions
underlying permissionless consensus such as Proof-of-Stake (PoS) [19].

A commonly proposed notion of input fairness requires encrypting inputs which are then
decrypted after finalization1. To guarantee timely decryption and to avoid malicious parties
withholding the reveal of the plaintext input, threshold decryption [32, 7] or identity-based
encryption [33, 21] involving static committees have been proposed. The honest-majority
committees with distributed private or master key material then guarantee the decryption of
inputs as specified by the protocol. However, such protocols require authenticated parties to
prevent Sybil interference and assume secure, private communication and are therefore not
permissionless; ongoing research efforts to lift such protocols into the permissionless setting
are discussed in Section 2.

Alternatively, the notion of sequencing transactions in the order of their arrival at honest
consensus nodes has been proposed in [29, 28, 27, 13]. This is meaningful in the permissioned
setting where communication between client and consensus node is fast, preventing an
adversary to observe a pending transaction and then emit a front-running transaction which
can then propagate faster than the victim’s transaction. However, this notion of input
order fairness does not easily translate to the permissionless setting, where transactions are
propagated across a permissionless, unauthenticated peer-to-peer network where delay is
adversarially controlled.

We introduce FairPoS, a PoS blockchain consensus protocol that achieves a novel notion
of input fairness (Def. 6, Thm. 19) in permissionless consensus, while retaining the security
guarantees of Ouroborous Praos [19]. As in Praos, we prove security against an adaptive
adversary, which controls the network delay and corrupts parties as the protocol execution
unfolds. Our novel notion of input fairness in permissionless consensus guarantees that the
plain-text content of any finalized input (in the common-prefix) could not have been observed
by the adversary prior to its finalization. FairPoS achieves this by encrypting inputs with
the delay encryption scheme by DeFeo et al. [12], which improves on time-lock puzzles [34].

1 In permissionless, longest-chain consensus, input finalization occurs when the block containing the input
joins the common-prefix.
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Classical time-lock puzzles store plaintext messages that can be obtained by clients after an
extraction process that requires performing a known number of non-parallelizable sequential
operations (i.e. requiring a certain minimum amount of time for recovering a message).
However, naively encrypting inputs with time-lock puzzles requires a dedicated extraction
process for each client input, which quickly becomes infeasible at higher throughput. Delay
encryption, in contrast, allows all inputs in a block to be encrypted under a single unknown
key, which can be extracted as time elapses. Hence, only a single key extraction is required
for each block. The extraction procedure to recover the decryption key is parameterized
to run in at least time d, and can be performed by any party with access to specialized
hardware to ensure timely execution. This preserves adaptive security, as no relevant key
material is learned upon corruption of an honest party.

Still, it is not practical for non-staking parties or clients with limited resources to
perform key extraction. First, we expect only resource-rich participants to have access to
the specialized hardware [1] necessary to perform extractions in d time; otherwise, a long-
running, non-trivial extraction cost would be imposed on clients following the blockchain and
interacting with smart contract applications. Secondly, without any integrated mechanism
to publicly expose extraction keys, any party joining the protocol would need to perform
key extractions for all blocks beginning from genesis, which becomes rapidly more expensive
at higher chain lengths. A key contribution of FairPoS is a novel key extraction protocol,
requiring staking parties to insert the extracted keys from past blocks into later, child blocks
of the same chain within a fixed schedule, thus ensuring decryption keys are made public
in lock-step with chain growth. The challenge here is to prevent the arbitrary delay of
adversarial blocks to impede chain growth if honest parties cannot finish key extractions
on time due to delayed arrival of past blocks. In standard blockchain consensus, chains in
the local view can immediately be extended, but parties in FairPoS can only extend a chain
if past key extractions are completed on time. Note that it is not sufficient to require a
block to arrive at an honest party within the maximum network delay, so that key extraction
can begin as intended. The adversary can trivially deliver dishonest blocks to a subset of
honest parties only with the maximum permitted receipt delay, and then induce an additional
network delay as this dishonest block is relayed to others. The local receipt delay of this
block at other parties must then exceed the limit, causing irreconcilable inconsistencies
and potential chain stall. Although such attacks cannot be prevented as the adversary is
permitted to delay messages up to a maximum bound, they are carefully addressed in FairPoS
by incrementing receipt delay bounds for blocks which are further away from the chain tip
(Fig. 3). The novel longest-extendable-chain rule then asserts this notion of timeliness of
block arrivals, guaranteeing that any honest chain can be extended by another honest leader
within a fixed time. We highlight honest chain growth as a critical property and formally
prove that FairPoS achieves both input fairness whilst maintaining the security of Praos [19].

Paper overview. We provide an overview of related work in Section 2. In Section 3,
we introduce Delay Encryption and an abstract model of Ouroborous Praos execution (δ-
PoS). In Section 4, we then define our proposed notion of Input Fairness for permissionless
consensus and present the FairPoS model, extending δ-PoS with delay encryption and a
novel “longest-extendable-chain” selection rule. In Section 5, we gently introduce FairPoS
and formally demonstrate that achieves input fairness whilst maintaining the asymptotic
security of Ouroborous Praos (δ-PoS) against an adaptive adversary. Full proofs of stated
theorems and lemmas are provided in Appendix C of [16].
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2 Related Work

Encrypt-and-reveal with timed cryptography. The basic idea of encrypt-and-reveal is to
encrypt client inputs, and then to decrypt these when they are finalized in the blockchain.
The “blockchain state” implied by the ordering of inputs is then “revealed” as past inputs
are decrypted over time. For “decryption” to be permissionless, it must be possible without
the knowledge of any secret key material; here, time-lock puzzles [34] were first proposed,
which permit any party with the ciphertext to compute the decryption key with d squarings
in a group of unknown order. Similarly, timed commitments were proposed in [11], which
are accompanied by zero-knowledge proof of well-formedness; namely, that the time-lock
commitment is well-formed and opens after d squaring operations. Time-lock puzzles have
been formalized in the universal composability framework in Tardis [6], permitting secure
composition with other protocols.

Mitigating front-running with time-lock puzzles in exchanges has been proposed in
Clockwork [17]. In [26], blockchain inputs are encrypted with time-lock puzzles to prevent
adversarial ordering based on the input plaintext. We note that this approach requires
extracting decryption keys for each submitted input individually, which quickly becomes
impractical for higher throughput levels. Open square [35] proposes a service which permits
users to outsource the extraction of cryptographic time-locks to anonymous servers. De
Feo et al. introduce the first time-lock primitive which permits all clients to encypt to
the same session key, called Delay Encryption (§3.1), which improves on time-lock puzzles
and minimizes “wasted” work spent on solving individual time-locks separately; thus, delay
encryption represents the state-of-the-art in time-lock encryption.

In all timed-crypto primitives, the existence of a “fastest” hardware is assumed. Fur-
thermore, it must be assumed that such hardware is accessible to all participants. We
highlight two open challenges; firstly, there has been little research on parameterizing time-
cryptography for real-world hardware designs. Secondly, the “fastest” hardware design is
likely to be specialized and costly such that in practice, only resource-rich participants are
likely to have access to such extraction hardware. A key objective of FairPoS is to address
the second challenge by requiring block leaders to include extracted keys in the blockchain,
thereby minimizing redundant work and allowing non-staking users to decrypt past inputs in
lockstep with chain growth.

Encrypt-and-reveal with threshold cryptography. An alternative to timed-cryptography
is to rely on a dedicated committee to generate a distributed master key, permitting the
encryption and subsequent decryption of inputs, after they are finalized in the longest
chain. Threshold decryption [7, 32] imposes a significant overhead, as each encrypted input
must be individually decrypted by the dedicated committee. We note a recent you-only-
speak-once (YOSO) line of work that investigates cryptographic protocols via anonymously
elected committees [9, 24, 15, 14, 22] promising player replaceability in the absence of party
authentication. Protocols in the YOSO model allow for permissionless solutions with the
same effect of the aforementioned solutions based on threshold encryption. The concept of
Encryption to the Future [14] allows for encrypting messages in such a way that they can
be decrypted only by the block leader of a later slot, also allowing for realizing “Witness
Encryption on Blockchains” (WEB) as proposed in [24] using threshold Identity Based
Encryption (IBE). However, protocols in the YOSO model require techniques for proactively
secret-sharing state to future committees; accomplishing this with high throughput in a
practical manner remains an open problem. The central technique in the WEB construction
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from [14] is efficiently implemented in [33], which allows clients to encrypt their inputs to
a future round number in string form; the identity-specific key associated with the current
round number is then jointly released by the committee, permitting the public decryption
of client inputs encrypted to the same round. An alternative construction called signature-
based witness encryption is proposed by McFly [21], which realizes a special case of WEB
with an efficient instantiation of the threshold IBE technique from [14]. This approach
permits the encryption of an input to the set of committee verification keys and a round
specific reference string. McFly scales to larger committee sizes, promising practicality for
permissioned consensus systems. We emphasize that such encrypt-and-reveal approaches
are not permissionless; an authenticated party must be assigned to each protocol role in an
execution, communication between committee members must be secure and private and
parties are not arbitrarily replaceable.

Fair ordering. A line of research from authenticated consensus [29, 28, 27, 13] proposes
a notion of fair input ordering. A block leader will order inputs based on their order of
arrival. However, fair ordering is only meaningful in a setting with a secure connection
between client and round leaders: in an unauthenticated, peer-to-peer gossip network setting
common in massively distributed permissionless blockchain protocols, the receipt-order of
messages is adversarially controlled, making it difficult to justify any notion of fair message
arrival. A secure connection with the next block leader implies public knowledge of its
identity, contradicting the permissionless setting. The work of [27] lifts the notion of
receipt-order-fairness to the permissionless setting; however, we argue the adopted notion of
transaction arrival ordering is difficult to justify when client messages are propagated across
an unauthenticated, peer-2-peer network with adversarially controlled delivery schedules; the
adversary observing a propagating client transaction can inject their own inputs and control
the receipt order for each honest consensus node. Moreover, this work is only secure against
static adversaries.

3 Preliminaries

3.1 Delay Encryption
The delay encryption (DE) scheme by De Feo et al. [12] consists of the following four
algorithms: A global DE.Setup parameterized with a security parameter λ ∈ {0, 1}∗ and
delay parameter d generates public encryption (DE.pk) and extraction (DE.ek) keys. In each
round, a public session id ∈ {0, 1}∗ is sampled, and DE.Encaps can be used to generate a pair
(c, k) of a ciphertext c and a key k corresponding to id and the encryption key DE.pk. The
DE.Extract algorithm runs in at least d time, and returns a session key idk, with which the
DE.Decaps algorithm can compute a key k from ciphertext c for all (c, k) generated with the
same session id and public paramaters from a given setup.
1. DE.Setup(λ, d)→ (DE.ek, DE.pk)
2. DE.Encaps(DE.pk, id)→ (c, k)
3. DE.Extract(DE.ek, id)→ idk
4. DE.Decaps(DE.pk, id, idk, c)→ k

Delay encryption is an isogeny-based delay protocol, and similar to [20] is built from isogeny
walks in graphs of pairing friendly supersingular elliptic curves. In implementations [20],
such isogeny evaluations occupy memory space in the terabytes. Parties performing Extract
are expected to deploy specialized FPGA hardware [1] in order to achieve the parameterized
extraction time.
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3.2 Longest-chain PoS model and security
We present a model of longest-chain proof-of-stake protocols, formalized by the Ouroborous
line of work [31, 19, 3] and subsequent improvements [10, 30]. We adopt the approach
of [31, 19, 3, 30], where the PoS protocol is modelled by two orthogonal components: the
first describes the leader election process and the second part models the views of blockchain
trees which result from a protocol execution induced by a given leader schedule.

Idealized leader elections. Time in PoS is divided into units named slots, each capturing
the duration of a single protocol round. In a given round, a party with relative stake α ∈ (0, 1]
becomes a slot leader for a given slot with probability

ϕ(α) = 1− (1− f)α

where parameter active slot coefficient f is the probability that a leader holding all stake
will be elected leader in given slot: importantly, ϕ(α) is maintained even if share α is split
amongst multiple, virtual parties (eq. 2 in [19]). Let a characteristic string w be defined as a
sequence of leader election results, where an election result at slot t is defined as follows.

wt =


0 a single honest leader
1 multiple honest leaders / adversarial leader
⊥ no leader

In PoS [19], leader election is can be modelled by sampling characteristic strings from an
idealized, dominant distribution Df

α that is strictly more adversarial than the true setting
where the adaptive adversary corrupts up to (1−α) of the stake during the protocol execution
(Theorem 8 in [19]). Thus, any security that holds in PoS executions induced by characteristic
strings sampled from Df

α must also hold in the true protocol execution against an adaptive
adversary dynamically corrupting up to 1− α stake.

▶ Definition 1 (Dominant distribution Df
α (Definition 11 in [19])). For an adaptive adversary

corrupting up to 1 − α stake fraction and active slot coefficient f ∈ [0, 1), the dominant
distribution Df

α is defined by the following probabilities:

p⊥ = 1− f p0 = ϕ(α) · (1− f) p1 = 1− p⊥ − p0 (1)

▶ Definition 2 (Blocks, chains, trees and branches). A block B = (sl, st, d, ldr) generated
at slot sl contains state st ∈ {0, 1}∗, data d ∈ {0, 1}∗ and party ldr that generated B and
was the elected block leader of slot sl. A chain is a sequence of blocks B0, ..., Bn associated
with a strictly increasing sequence of slots, where B0 is the genesis block, and the state of
Bi is H(Bi−1), H(·) denoting a collision-resistant hash function. We write C.tip to denote
the block at the tip of chain C and Cj to denote a block B ∈ C such that B.sl = j. If such
a block does not exist, Cj = ⊥. Let C⌈k denote the chain obtained from C by removing the
last k blocks. Multiple chains form a tree if their blocks share state. A branch B in a tree
T is a chain which ends with a leaf block. We write C ⪯ B to indicate C is a prefix of B.
When quantifying over all chains in a tree, ∀C ∈ T , we quantify over all prefixes of all tree
branches. Let len(C) denote the number of blocks in chain C.

A model of δ-PoS executions. As in [23, 31, 19, 3], we model the execution of PoS initiated
upon the activation of an environment Z, which spawns both honest parties H and an
adversary A. Upon each activation by the environment, each party executes the protocol
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δ-PoS consensus model

The δ-PoS state Γt =
(
{T (i), m(i)}i∈H, T A

)
evolves in a single round Γt →wt+1 Γt+1

induced by environment Z, adversary A and characteristic string w as follows.

Trees. Honest {T (i)}i∈H and adv. T A evolve as follows:
T0 T (i)

0 consists of the genesis block.
T1 If wt+1 = 0, a single honest party runs Extend on the longest C in T (i), which is

then added to T (i) and T A.
T2 At any time during the round, adversary A may:

a) Run Extend on a chain in T A for slot t+1 if wt+1 = 1, upon which the extended
chain is added to T A.

b) Update any honest tree view T (i) with an additional chain from T A or an honest
message queue {m(i)}i∈H (see M2).

Msgs. Honest message queues {m(i)}i∈H evolve as follows:
M1 For chain C′ extended by honest party i in the round (T2), the entry (C′,H) is

added to local message queue m(i).
M2 At any time during the round, adversary A may deliver a chain from an entry

(C,P) ∈m(i) to a subset of honest users I ⊆ H:
a) Entry (C,P) in m(i) is updated to (C,P ′), where P ′ = P \ I.
b) Each (C,P) ∈m(i) must be delivered to all honest parties H by slot C.tip.sl + δ,

and is then removed from m(i).

Extend. To extend C, party i generates B = (t + 1, H(C.tip), d, i) with an ordering of
inputs d = {ini}i∈[m] input by environment Z for slot t.

Figure 1 Model of δ-PoS execution induced by environment Z and characteristic string w.

according to Figure 1, which precisely models the adversarial powers to influence the round-
wise evolution of block tree structures in the local view parties as the full PoS protocol in [19],
but omits details such as block proofs, signatures or individual leader election procedures
such as evaluation of verifiable random functions. A given characteristic string w induces
executions of our δ-PoS model that generate local tree structures identical to those resulting
from a full PoS [19] protocol execution that induces a leader election sequence consistent
with w and activates the same parties and adversarial actions.

Let the protocol execution state Γt in slot t, consist of honest party states, including the
local block tree view T (i) and the outbound message queue m(i) for each honest party i ∈ H.
Further, let Γt include the blockchain tree view T A of the adversary.

Γt =
(
{T (i), m(i)}i∈H, T A

)
(2)

The outbound message queue m(i) = {(C,P), ...} in Γt is the set of broadcast, yet undelivered
chains previously sent by honest party i. For each entry (C,P) ∈ m(i), C was initially
broadcast and added to the local message queue at slot C.sl ≤ t. Each entry in m(i) consists
of a chain C and honest party subset P ⊂ H, which has yet to receive the message. A is
required to deliver all honestly broadcast chains with a delay of no more than δ slots. The
model executes round-wise beginning from initial state Γ0, where the tree views of all parties
consist only of the genesis block.
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10:8 FairPoS: Input Fairness in Permissionless Consensus

In each round from slot t to t + 1, the leader is implied by by wt+1 ∈ {0, 1,⊥}. For a
uniquely honest slot, the environment Z is permitted to activate any honest party to extend
the longest chain in its local view, where the inputs for insertion in the block are provided
by Z. We interpret wslot = 1 as a strictly adversarial slot, since the adversary could affect
the structure of local trees views in the same way as multiple honest leaders: namely, by
producing multiple blocks associated with the same slot.

PoS Security. The seminal work on formalizing the Bitcoin backbone protocol [23] proved
liveness and persistence of longest-chain proof-of-work (PoW) protocols in terms of common-
prefix, chain growth and chain quality properties, which are also achieved for PoS in Ouroboros
Praos [19]. We restate these below and formally prove them for FairPoS in Section 5.

▶ Definition 3 (Common prefix, k-CP; with parameter k ∈ N). The chains C1, C2 possessed
by two honest parties at the onset of the slots t1 < t2 are such that C⌈k1 ⪯ C2 , where C⌈k1
denotes the chain C⌈k1 obtained by removing the last k blocks from C1, and ⪯ denotes the
prefix relation.

▶ Definition 4 (Chain growth, (τ, s)-CG; with parameter τ ∈ (0, 1] and s ∈ N). Consider
the chains C1, C2 possessed by two honest parties at the onset of two slots t1, t2 with t2 at
least s slots ahead of t1. Then it holds that len(C2) − len(C1) ≥ τ · s. We call τ the speed
coefficient.

▶ Definition 5 (Chain quality, (µ, k)-CQ; with parameters µ ∈ (0, 1] and k ∈ N).
Consider any portion of length at least k of the chain possessed by an honest party at the
onset of a round; the ratio of blocks originating from the adversary is at most 1− µ. We call
µ the chain quality coefficient.

4 The FairPoS protocol

As in δ-PoS, we model a FairPoS execution that is induced by an environment Z and a
characteristic string w; both protocol participants and adaptive adversary A are spawned
by Z, whereas w governs which parties may be activated by Z to generate blocks at each
slot. The adaptive adversary is permitted to spend its corruption budget on honest parties
anytime; in particular, it can observe any message emitted by an honest party, and then
decide its corruption strategy based on the message sent by the honest user. In FairPoS,
inputs provided to the block leader by Z are delay encrypted. Thus, a party must first be
activated by Z with a plain-text input and execute the input encryption procedure (Fig. 2).
Upon receiving encrypted inputs, Z can forward an ordering of encrypted client inputs to
the elected block leader in the FairPoS execution (Fig. 4).

Z

Input
encryption

FairPoS
consensus

3. Encrypted Input(s)1. Input

2. Encid(Input)

We introduce the FairPoS model in parts. In Section 4.1, we formally define the no-
tion of input fairness in the permissionless setting for clients sending transactions to a
FairPoS execution. In order for an encrypted input to reach the k-common-prefix, the
duration implied by the delay parameter d must be sufficiently long. We then define the
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FairPoS input encryption

Let KES = (Gen,Sign,Verify,Update) denote a key evolving signature scheme and SKE =
(Gen, Enc,Dec) a symmetric-key encryption scheme. Let the genesis block of a chain
contain a delay encryption parameter DE.pk and a chain tip imply account keys
{KES.vki}i∈[n].
Gen. Upon (Gen), set (sk, vk)← Gen(1k, T ), return vk.
Sign. Upon (Sign, C, in)
1. Let id = C.tip, assert vk ∈ accts(C.tip)
2. Set pk as DE.pk contained in chain genesis block C0.
3. Compute (c, k)← DE.Encaps(pk, id).
4. Encrypt input with key k: m← SKE.Enck(in).
5. Generate σ ← KES.Signsk(c |m | id).
6. Set sk← Update(KES.sk), erasing previous signing key.
7. Return (c, m, σ).

Figure 2 Input encryption procedure in FairPoS.

FairPoS input encryption procedure; our protocol deploys key evolving signature schemes as
in Ouroborous Praos [19], which prevents the adaptive adversary from obtaining static key
material upon corrupting an honest party that has just emitted an honestly signed input.

In Sections 4.2 and 4.3, we introduce the formal FairPoS protocol execution model, which
extends δ-PoS with key extraction and a novel longest-extendable-chain selection rule. Here,
encrypted inputs are generated as in Section 4.1 and given by the environment Z to parties
executing the protocol. We first describe how the adversary can prevent key extraction
processes to complete on time by delaying adversarial blocks, thereby motivating the design
of the longest-extendable-chain selection rule in the FairPoS model, which mitigates such ad-
versarial impedance and ensures honest chain growth independent of chosen delay encryption
parameter d.

A security analysis of FairPoS follows in Section 5, where the precise relationship between
input fairness, chain growth, common-prefix and chain quality properties is formalized.

4.1 Input fairness & encryption
▶ Definition 6 (Input fairness, IF). Consider the chain C possessed by an honest party at the
onset of a round, where k-CP holds true. Input fairness holds if for all blocks B ∈ C⌈k: 1. the
adversary cannot decrypt an honestly encrypted input in B before B is in the k-common-prefix;
2. encrypted inputs in B are eventually decrypted by all honest parties.

Input fairness is conditioned on k-common-prefix property in FairPoS. Intuitively, the
extraction delay d in FairPoS must be parameterized, such that the encrypted input can reach
the common-prefix before d time passes. For simplicity, we denote d as time in slots. Note
that input fairness permits an encrypted input to not become finalized and decrypted by the
adversary: we argue this outcome is acceptable as the client transaction is not executed and
thus cannot be exploited in any input ordering attacks. This is consistent with [7, 32, 33].

We sketch the input encryption procedure for FairPoS shown in Figure 2, where the
environment Z provides the plain-text input for a party to encrypt and sign. For a block B,
inputs are encrypted to a session id which is set to the chain tip that B is extending, such
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that id = C.tip and C.tip = B.st. To ensure that a slot leader cannot insert an encrypted
input to a later block, potentially deferring its insertion until the key extraction is completed,
we ensure that the input is bound to a child block of C.tip with a signature.

In the adaptive corruption setting, we deploy an efficient key evolving signature scheme
(KES) [8, 25] as in Ouroborous Praos [19]. Such schemes evolve secret key material forward
with each signature, thereby erasing any information that could be used to generate verifying
signatures of past rounds (See Appendix A of [16]). An adaptive adversary can always
corrupt an honest user who has just broadcast a newly delay encrypted and signed input; with
static key material only, the adversary would learn the signature key and generate verifying
signatures of the delay encrypted input to insert it into any later block, potentially after
decrypting the encrypted input2. In other words, since it is the signature of an honest user
that binds its encrypted input to a specific block, allowing the adaptive adversary to bind
the same honestly encrypted input to a later block will violate input fairness in Definition 6.

For the public verification of such signatures, we assume the presence of logical accounts
for all parties, each associated with a public, signature verification key inferred from the
chain tip.

Malformed inputs. As shown in Fig. 2, it will be possible for adversarial parties to encrypt
malformed inputs; elected, honest block leaders which included these encrypted inputs to
their blocks cannot discern the validity of the plaintext message, as the key extraction
procedure is intended to proceed until the input reaches the k-common-prefix.

We omit a detailed treatment of mitigation techniques, but sketch several possible
approaches. (1) A zero-knowledge proof of well-formedness may accompany each encrypted
input, proving well-formedness of the underlying input. (2) Fees may mitigate denial-of-
service attacks from mal-formed, adversarial inputs; we note that the correct execution- or
gas-dependent fee amount can also be proven in zero-knowledge for certain applications.

We also highlight the existence of consensus protocols with explicit focus on input
finalization for high transaction-throughput [4]. Here, finalized yet invalid inputs are simply
ignored when determining canonical, total ordering of the chain.

4.2 Introducing key extraction in FairPoS
In FairPoS, each block is associated with a session id string, to which inputs in the child block
are encrypted, as required by the input encryption procedure in Fig. 2. The extraction of
the session key idk required to decrypt the finalized, input ciphers is parameterized to take d

slots or rounds. A key design goal of FairPoS is to ensure that the session keys for each block
will be included in later blocks of the same chain so that lightweight clients following the
protocol execution do not need to perform expensive extractions to observe the blockchain
state. This suggests that the protocol must define a fixed “extraction schedule” parameter
D ≥ d, such that the session key of a block B must be included the earliest block following
slot B.sl + D of a chain extending B. Defining such a fixed extraction schedule, however,
is not trivial, as the adversary can delay its own blocks arbitrarily, and reveal them to a
selected subset of honest users only, and thereby induce additional block delays for other
honest parties as the dishonest block must be relayed over the network, further hindering
timely completion of key extraction processes run by honest parties.

2 In practice, clients may be required to safeguard static key material. For modelling consistency, we
assume clients performing the input encryption procedure can be adaptively corrupted just as parties
participating in FairPoS consensus, motivating the use of key evolving signature schemes.
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In this section, we provide preliminary definitions and intuition for how FairPoS achieves
scheduled key extraction without breaking honest chain growth; the latter is formalized as
the ∆-monotonicity property in Definition 7 which also holds in Praos [19]. Then, we define
receipt delays in Definition 8; this is the delay between the onset of a round and the local
arrival time of a block associated with the same round. Given receipt delays, we then show a
naive application of maximum receipt delay limits for blocks. The idea here is to ensure key
extraction processes are initiated in a timely manner by requiring blocks to arrive within
a maximum duration after their scheduled generation. We then show how the adversary
can attack such a naive scheme and cause chain stalls (eq. 3). This attack is overcome in
FairPoS by carefully incrementing maximum receipt delays for blocks further away from the
chain-tip, as illustrated in Example 9. We demonstrate that FairPoS achieves ∆-monotonicity
in Theorem 10, a key property required for FairPoS security (§5). A more formal treatment
of the full FairPoS consensus protocol follows in Section 4.3.

▶ Definition 7 (∆-Monotonicity, from [19]). Let T =
⋃

i∈H T (i) be an honest tree rooted in
genesis resulting from an execution of protocol π in a δ-synchronous network: it consists of
all chains broadcast by honest parties. Further, let depthT (i) denote the length of the chain
in T extended by the uniquely honest leader of slot i. T exhibits the ∆-monotonicity property
if the following holds true.

For all uniquely honest slots (i, j) s.t. j ≥ i + ∆ :
depthT (j) > depthT (i)

In PoS executed in a δ-synchronous setting, δ-monotonicity is trivially achieved: any honest
block tip must arrive in the view of other honest party after δ slots, and is thus considered
as a chain candidate for extension by any honest leader applying the longest chain selection
rule.

We introduce a formal notion of receipt delay, which, informally, quantifies how far a
local key extraction process is “behind schedule” due to adversarial delay of block arrival.

▶ Definition 8 (Receipt delay). Let r(i)(B) : B → Z0 be the delay in slots between B.sl and
the local arrival of block B from the view of the party (i). If B is an empty-block (⊥), we
define the receipt delay to be ⊥.

When the extraction window is defined as a slot interval preceding genesis, where slot indices
are “negative”, let the receipt delay is defined as ⊥. We allow a receipt delay of ⊥ to be
interpreted as a receipt delay of 0.

Attack on receipt delay consistency. The receipt delay of each block B must be bounded
by the protocol in order to guarantee a fixed future slot in which the honest party can
complete the extraction of the session key of B and produce a valid block. However, note
that the receipt delay is defined on the local view of a single party; the adversary can trivially
achieve inconsistencies in receipt delays between honest parties, such that arrival of a block
is considered “on-time” by party, but “too late” by another. We illustrate such an attack on
receipt delay consistency (Eq. 3) between honest parties.

A CA−−→ Pi
CA|Bi−−−−→ {Pj}j∈H (3)

For simplicity, consider a chain CA, which consists of adversarial blocks only. Then, let the
adversary forward the chain to an honest party Pi, such that all receipt delays for each block
in CA are exactly the maximum receipt delay permitted by the protocol. Should honest Pi
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Local view of honest party (a)

Local view of honest party (b)

Leader of slot t: (a)

3. Δ-WindowExt-Win.

w =

Max. receipt delay:
2. Δ-Window 1. Δ-Window 0. Δ-Window

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0

Leader of
slot t+Δ: (b)

Ext-Window

w =

Max. receipt delay:
3. Δ-Window 2. Δ-Window

234345456
1. Δ-Window

123 012

2343454 123 012

0. Δ-Window

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0

Ext. Schedule (D) = d + 4δ = 8 + 4

Figure 3 Key extraction in (d=8, δ=1, ∆=3)-FairPoS with maximally permitted receipt delays.

extend CA and subsequently deliver CA | Bi to all other honest parties {Pj}j∈H:j ̸=i with a
network delay of δ slots, the receipt delays of blocks in CA in the view of the other honest
parties will violate the protocol, as these will be r(j)(B) = r(i)(B) + δ for each B ∈ CA; by
assumption, r(j)(B) is the maximum permitted by the protocol. Thus, the honest chain
tip Bi will never be extended by other honest parties, as its prefix CA contains blocks with
invalid receipt delays, violating ∆-monotonicity for any ∆; in the view of other parties,
CA | Bi is an invalid chain.

FairPoS key extraction. We overcome this class of attacks in FairPoS by permitting
increasing receipt delay limits for blocks that are farther away from the chain tip (Figure 4).
The high-level idea is as follows: To achieve ∆-monotonicity (Def. 7), we consider honest
block leaders of slots which are ∆ slots apart. Even if the receipt delay view of a block may
differ from one honest leader at slot t to the leader of a later slot t + ∆, the leader at t + ∆
will grant the same block a higher, maximum receipt delay to account for any additional
network delays induced by the adversary, as shown above. Our protocol permits independent
choices of extraction delay (d), network delay (δ), montonicity parameter (∆) satisfying
Eq. 5. We provide a discussion of parameterizations of (d, δ, ∆)-FairPoS in Sec. 4.3. Before
formalising the FairPoS key extraction protocol, we provide an example parameterization of
FairPoS for intuition.

▶ Example 9. We illustrate an execution of (d=8, δ=1, ∆=3)-FairPoS in Fig. 3, where the
local chain view of honest parties (a) and (b) is shown. Here, party (a) is elected block leader
at slot t, whereas party (b) is elected block leader at slot t + ∆; for ∆-monotonicity to hold,
the chain extended by (a) must be extendable by (b); in party (b)’s local view, this requires
all blocks in the chain to respect the receipt delays imposed by the protocol, even if the
adversary has induced inconsistent receipt delays between honest parties. For simplicity, we
assume no leaderless slots (⊥) in this example.

Receipt delay limits (“max. receipt delay” in Fig. 3) imposed by FairPoS are organised in
slot intervals, called ∆-windows. Beginning from the current slot, preceding slots are divided
into slot windows of ∆ = 3 length. Each slot position within a n’th ∆-window is granted an
additional receipt delay of delta in the subsequent (n + 1)’th Delta window. The extraction
window defines the blocks for which the session keys must be extracted and included into the
block of the current slot; note that the extraction schedule (D = d + 4δ = 12) is consistent
with the maximum receipt delay (4δ = 4) imposed on blocks in the extraction window.

Fig. 3 illustrates a worst case scenario; honest party (a) is extending a fully adversarial
chain, where the adversary has forwarded the blocks to party (a) only, with the maximally
permitted receipt delays. Honest party (a) broadcasts the chain upon extending it in slot t,
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such that all blocks arrive at party (b) with an additional, worst case network delay δ = 1.
However, note that in the view of block leader party (b), each block of the chain in the n’th
∆-window is now in the (n + 1)’th ∆-window, which tolerates an additional receipt delay of
δ = 1. Thus, this chain from party (a) is extendable by party (b) after ∆ slots, implying
∆-monotonicity for ∆ = 3.

We highlight that each honest party has no knowledge of whether blocks were generated
by an adversary or honest party. Further, no honest party can infer the true receipt delays
in the local views of other honest parties. Informally, the FairPoS key extraction protocol is
designed to accommodate the “worst case” adversarial interference shown in this example.

4.3 The (d, δ, ∆)-FairPoS consensus protocol
We formalize the key extraction protocol introduced in §4.2 and present the full FairPoS
execution model (Fig. 4) which also extends δ-PoS (Fig. 1) with a novel longest-extendable-
chain selection rule. The design of FairPoS permits scheduled key extraction for each block
whilst maintaining ∆-monotonicity (Def. 10), essential for the security of FairPoS (§5).

Extraction window. A FairPoS protocol instance is parameterized with
extraction schedule D, the duration after which the extracted session keys of a block are
due in the next, available block. Here, we must account for the possibility of a gap between
the chain tip and the current slot, for which no extracted keys could have been inserted. We
therefore require a notion of an extraction window that denotes a window of preceding slots,
for which associated blocks have key extractions due in the current slot. We first formalize
gap2tip(t, C) as the number of empty slots between slot t and C.tip.sl.

gap2tip(t, C) = t− tip(C).sl for t > tip(C).sl

Then, the extraction window of current slot t and chain C with extraction schedule D can be
defined as the range of slots, which are at least D slots in the past and are associated with
blocks in C without key extractions already inserted in C due to a non-empty gap2tip(t, C).

extWinD(t, C) = (t−D − gap2tip(t, C) : t−D ] (4)

Extraction schedule & ∆-windows. Let (d, δ, ∆)-FairPoS be parameterized by delay encryp-
tion parameter d > 0, maximum network delay δ ≥ 0 and desired monotonicity parameter
∆ > δ (Definition 7). Parameters d, δ, and ∆ are chosen to satisfy the following relation.
Note that n denotes the number of ∆-windows in extraction schedule D (see ∆-windows in
Fig. 3).

D = n∆ where n = d/(∆− δ) s.t. n ∈ Z (5)

In words: the extraction schedule D is divisible by ∆. Furthermore, the number of ∆-windows
in D must equal d/(∆ − δ). We define the m’th “∆-window” of the current slot t as the
following slot interval, consistent with Figure 3.

∆WinD(t, m) = (t− (m + 1)∆ : t−m∆] for m ∈ [0 : D

∆) (6)
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Chain extendability. A chain C is extendable by leader of slot t with local receipt delay
view r(i) if the receipt delays specific to each slot and ∆-window are satisfied, as implied by
conditions 1 , 2 and 3 in Equation (7).

ext(t, C, r(i)) =
{

1 1 ∧ 2 ∧ 3

0 otherwise

1 ∀m ∈ [0 : D
∆ ) :

∀j ∈ ∆WinD(t, m) : r(i)(Cj) ≤ mδ + (t−m∆− j)

2 ∀j ∈ extWinD(t, C) : r(i)(Cj) ≤ D
∆ δ + (t−D − j)

3 ∀B ∈ C : B contains valid idk for each block in its extWin

(7)

Concretely, condition 1 reflects the maximum permitted receipt delays for each slot in the
m’th ∆-window. Condition 2 describes the maximum permitted receipt delays for slots in
the extraction window (Eq. 4). Observe that these conditions are satisfied in the view of
parties (a) and (b) in Figure 3 since the maximum receipt delays imposed by FairPoS are
satisfied. Condition 3 states that all blocks in the chain must include valid session keys
from past, parent blocks in their respective extraction windows.

▶ Theorem 10. (∆-Monotonicity of FairPoS) Every protocol execution of (d, δ, ∆)-FairPoS
results in an honest tree T that exhibits the ∆-monotonicity property.

Proof (Sketch). ∆-monotonicity holds, because each slot in the m’th ∆-window is granted
an additional δ receipt delay budget in the m+ 1’th ∆-window. Thus, if a chain is extendable
(eq. 7) in the view of an honest party, the same chain must be extendable by all other parties
following δ slots, despite the attack shown in eq. 3 that induces inconsistent receipt delays.
Intuitively, the protocol can tolerate worst-case, receipt delay inconsistencies of δ slots from
such attacks because each block is granted an additional δ in delay budget after ∆ slots. The
formal proof of Theorem 10 is stated in Appendix C of [16]. ◀

FairPoS execution model. We can now state the full FairPoS protocol and its execution
model in Fig. 4. FairPoS extends the δ-PoS model in Figure 1 with the longest-extendable-
chain selection rule, key extractions and the insertion of delay encrypted inputs, generated
by the procedure in Figure 2. The protocol execution state of (d, δ, ∆)-FairPoS is extended
with local receipt delays:

Γt =
(
{T (i), m(i),r(i)}i∈H, T A

)
(8)

Views in initial state Γ0 contain a genesis block, which includes public parameters
DE.pk, DE.ek. Importantly, we require the adversary A and each honest party to perform
exactly one extraction step for each pending key extraction in each round of the execution.
Thus, no party or adversary gains a time advantage in extracting session keys from blocks
(See E1 in Figure 4). It remains to formally define the longest extendable chain selection in
the local view of an honest party.

Longest-extendable-chain selection. In FairPoS, an honest slot leader chooses to extend the
longest extendable chain in its local tree view T (i), where chain extendability was previously
defined in Eq. 7.

maxExtChain(t, T (i), r(i)) = arg max
C∈T (i):ext(t,C,r(i))

len(C) (9)
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(d, δ, ∆)-FairPoS consensus model

The (d, δ, ∆)-FairPoS state Γt =
(
{T (i), m(i),r(i)}i∈H, T A

)
evolves in a single round

induced by environment Z, adversary A and characteristic string w as follows.

Trees. Honest {T (i)}i∈H and adversarial T A evolve as in δ-PoS (Fig. 1) except that
the honest leader i extends the longest-extendable chain (Eq. 9) in its view T (i).

Msgs. Honest message queues {m(i)}i∈H evolve as in δ-PoS (Fig. 1).

Receipt delays. The receipt delays {r(i)}i∈H in Γt evolve as follows:
R1 For each chain C delivered to honest party i by A at slot t + 1: for each newly seen

block Cj ∈ C, party i records r(i)(Cj)← t + 1− Cj .sl.

Extraction. Each honest party i ∈ H and adversary A performs:
E1 In each round, exactly a single Extract step on each block in its local view for which

key extraction is pending.

Extend. Party i generates B = (t, H(C.tip), dext|dins, Pi) where
dext = (idk, idk′, ...) are extractions of blocks in C within extWinD(t, C) (Eq. 4).
dins = {(cj , mj , σj)}j∈[n] is an ordering of encrypted inputs from enviroment Z;
Upon receiving dins from Z, party i asserts for each entry;
∃vkj ∈ accts(C.tip) : 1← KES.Verifyvkj

((cj |mj |C.tip), σj).
Then, party i adds chain C′ = C | B to its local view.

Figure 4 Model of FairPoS execution induced by environment Z and characteristic string w.
Encrypted inputs are generated in the input procedure in Fig 2 of §4.1.

4.4 Parameterization of FairPoS
We note that in parameterizing (d, δ, ∆)-FairPoS, the maximum network delay δ is conser-
vatively chosen to reflect network realities. For given δ, monotonicity parameter ∆ and key
extraction delay d can be chosen quasi-independently. For given choices of ∆ > δ, any d

is permitted that satisifies Equation (5); namely, d must be any multiple of (∆ − δ). In
Section 5, we show that the probability of input fairness being violated by the adversary
falls exponentially in d (Theorem 19). Thus, the security of input fairness can be chosen
independently of that of common-prefix, chain growth and chain quality properties. This is
important for utility; a larger d increases the robustness of input fairness, but this comes at
a cost of the freshness of blockchain state.

Freshness of visible blockchain state. All proposed encrypt-and-reveal approaches (Sec-
tion 2) to input fairness naturally accept a compromise in the “freshness” of visible blockchain
state; a delay parameter d naturally induces a gap between the current slot, and the most
recent block in the past with already decrypted inputs. In practice, clients must submit
inputs which are then applied to a blockchain state which is not yet decrypted - in other
words, clients must generate inputs based on older blockchain state. In applications with
frequent inputs accessing the same public state, such as in decentralized finance [36], this
likely results in increased number of invalid or reverted transactions, affecting the utility
of the blockchain. In decentralized exchanges, for example, the market price is constantly
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Figure 5 The decryption gap (D − d) between key extraction schedule (D) and key extraction
delay (d) is shown for selected parameterizations of (d, δ, ∆)-FairPoS. Decryption gap D − d can
be interpreted as the “efficacy” of the key extraction protocol in FairPoS, which aims to provide
extracted keys to blocks as soon as possible.

adjusted with each submitted trade. A trade order with a price limit informed by an outdated
price can become invalidated, as the older, lower price is no longer be available when the
encrypted trade order is finally decrypted. We emphasize that the trade-off between utility
and robustness of input fairness (Thm. 19) in FairPoS can be adjusted independently of
the structural blocktree properties of common-prefix (Thm. 15), chain growth (Thm. 16)
and chain quality (Thm. 17); in some applications a small, yet non-negligible probability
of front-running may be acceptable for a fresher, decrypted blockchain state offered by a
smaller delay extraction d parameter.

Decryption gap. Parameterizations of (d, δ, ∆)-FairPoS always imply an extraction schedule
greater than the extraction delay parameter (D > d) for non-zero network delay parameter δ

(Eq. 5). Let D − d denote the “decryption gap”; informally, it represents how much sooner
the consensus node performing key extraction can decrypt a block compared to a light-weight
client, which must wait for the extracted key to be included in a later block. This “slack”
in extraction schedule D is necessary to maintain consensus security due to adversarial
block delays attacking receipt delay consistency between honest users illustrated in §4.2. We
emphasize that the decryption gap D − d does not represent a compromise in input fairness
or structural security properties; instead, it reflects the efficacy of the FairPoS key extraction
protocol, which aims to provide extracted keys to lightweight clients as soon as possible after
these are extracted.

Figure 5 shows the “decryption gap” D− d for selected protocol parameters (d, δ = 6, ∆).
We highlight the first trade-off between ∆−δ and decryption gap D−d; a higher monotonicity
parameter ∆ in ∆− δ implies slower chain extendability, but can be exchanged for a smaller
decryption gap, implying higher chain utility for light clients. Furthermore, delay encryption
delay parameter d and decryption gap D − d are linearly correlated for given δ and ∆;
designing a secure key extraction protocol with sublinear decryption gap represents an
interesting problem for future work.

5 FairPoS security

Having presented a formal model of (d, δ, ∆)-FairPoS we proceed to demonstrate that it
satisfies common-prefix (Def. 15), chain growth (Thm. 16), chain quality (Thm. 17) and
input fairness (Thm. 19).
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Informally, common-prefix is demonstrated by showing that any execution of (d, δ, ∆)-
FairPoS produces local blocktree views which could have resulted from a ∆-PoS execution;
since common-prefix is interpreted as a structural branching property of local blocktree views,
this allows us to directly inherit common-prefix from ∆-PoS previously proven in Praos [19].
Chain growth and chain quality are implied by ∆-monotonicity of FairPoS, previously shown
in Theorem 10. Finally, input fairness in FairPoS is inferred from common-prefix, chain
growth and chain quality.

5.1 Common-prefix in FairPoS
Demonstrating k-common-prefix in FairPoS is accomplished by formally relating the tree
views generated in an execution of (d, δ, ∆)-FairPoS with those that could have resulted from
δ-PoS. Let the honest tree of protocol execution state

Γt =
(
{T (i), m(i),r(i)}i∈H, T A

)
be the union of honest tree views at slot t:

T H(Γt) =
⋃

i∈H
T (i) (10)

In the analysis of PoS [19, 30], the branching structure of the honest tree informs us about
events where a local chain was abandoned for a longer, alternative branch according to
the longest chain selection rule. Informally, the common-prefix property is violated if the
k-common-prefix shared between prior and newly adopted chains if their shared prefix is
“too short”. We begin our analysis with the (viable) branches which could have been adopted
by honest parties in the first place.

Viable branches in PoS. A viable branch B in a tree T must exceed all honest chains-
tips generated more than δ slots prior to B.tip.slot: this property arises from the honest
application of the longest chain rule. The honest leader of B.tip.slot must have received any
honest chain-tips generated δ slots prior and considered them as alternative candidates for
extension. Therefore, the viable branch B must exceed these in length. For branch B ∈ T ,
we first formalize its set of alternative chain candidates as follows.

altChnsδ(B, T ) =

{ C ⊆ T | C.tip.ldr ∈ H ∧ B.tip.sl > C.tip.sl + δ }
(11)

For a PoS protocol execution state Γt =
(
{T (i), m(i)}i∈H, T A

)
, the set of well-formed, viable

branches is formalized as the set of branches with lengths exceeding their honest, alternative
chains.

viableBranchesPoS
δ (Γt) =

{∀B ∈ T H(Γt) | len(B) > arg max
C ∈ altChnsδ(B,T H(Γt))

len(C) } (12)

Viable chains in FairPoS. The notion of viable branches must be strengthened for FairPoS
since the longest-extendable-chain rule introduces additional constraints for the adoption of
a chain in the local honest tree view. Let the extendable prefix of a branch B in the view of
honest parties at slot t be defined as the “longest extendable prefix” of a branch.

extPrefix(t,B, {r(i)}i∈H) = arg max
C⪯B : ∃i∈H : ext(t,C,r(i))

len(C) (13)

AFT 2023
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For a (d, δ, ∆)-FairPoS state, let the set of viable chains be defined as the extendable
prefixes (Equation (13)) of branches in the honest tree with lengths which exceed those of its
alternative chains (Equation (11)) generated ∆ slots prior: by the ∆-monotonicity property
(Theorem 10), these chains must have been extendable by the leader that generated the
respective prefix and considered these as candidates for extension. Viable chains in FairPoS
are defined as;

viableChainsFairPoS
∆ (Γt) = { C ⊆ T H(Γt) | 1 ∧ 2 }

1 ∃B ∈ T H(Γt) : C = extPrefix(t,B, {r(i)}i∈H)
2 len(C) > arg max

C′ ∈ altChns∆(C,T H(Γt))
len(C′)

(14)

In words; a viable chain in FairPoS and the local honest view must 1 be an extendable
prefix and 2 this prefix must also exceed its alternative chains in length.

Next, we restate the divergence notion from Praos [19, 30] which formally describes the
magnitude of branching caused by the switching between viable chains.

▶ Definition 11 (Divergence). For two chains C1 and C2, define their divergence to be the
quantity

div(C1, C2) = min(len(C1), len(C2))− len(C1 ∩ C2)

where C1 ∩ C2 denotes the common prefix of C1 and C2. We extend this notion of divergence
to the protocol execution state Γ resulting from the execution of protocol π induced by
characteristic w in the δ-synchronous setting: here, the maximum divergence over any two
viable chains is quantified.

divπ
δ (Γ) = maxC1,C2∈viableBranchesπ

δ
(Γ)div(C1, C2)

Finally, we define the divergence of a characteristic string w to be the maximum divergence
observable over all states which could have resulting from protocol executions induced by w.
More formally, let execπ

δ (Γ0, w) denote all possible executions of π beginning with state Γ0
which could have been induced by w in a δ-synchronous network. Then the divergence of a
characteristic string w is defined as:

divπ
δ (w) = maxΓ∈reachableπ

δ
(Γ0,w)divπ

δ (Γ)
where reachableπ

δ (Γ0, w) = {Γ | ∃λ ∈ execπ
δ (Γ0, w) : Γ0

λ−→ Γ}
(15)

For PoS, the probability that the divergence exceeds k-blocks over an execution of R

slots, is given by the following theorem from [19]. Bounding the probability of divergence
naturally implies common-prefix security.

▶ Theorem 12. (PoS Divergence, Theorem 4 in [19]) Let active slot coefficient f ∈
(0, 1] and α be such that α(1 − f)∆ = (1 + ϵ)/2 for some ϵ > 0. Further, let w be a
string drawn from {0, 1,⊥}R according to Df

α. Then we have Prw←$Df
α
[divPoS

∆ (w) ≥ k] ≤
exp(ln(R)− Ω(k −∆)).

Towards demonstrating k-common prefix in FairPoS, we first present a central theorem,
which states that for all executions of (d, δ, ∆)-FairPoS in the δ-synchronous setting, there
exists an execution of PoS in the ∆-synchronous setting, such that viable chains of the
d, δ, ∆-FairPoS honest tree are equivalent (≡) to the viable branches of the PoS honest tree:
here, we define the equivalence of chains such that only their structural properties are
considered, formally stated in Appendix B of [16].
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▶ Theorem 13 (Equivalent trees). For any (d, δ, ∆)-FairPoS execution λ induced by a
characteristic string w ∈ {0, 1,⊥}∗, Γ0 →λ Γ, there exists a ∆-PoS execution λ′ induced by
the same w, Γ′0 →λ′ Γ′, such that the viable chains in Γ are equivalent to the viable branches
in Γ′.

∀w ∈ {0, 1,⊥}∗ : ∀λ ∈ execFairPoS
δ (Γ0, w), Γ0

λ−→ Γ :
∃λ′ ∈ execPoS

∆ (Γ′0, w), Γ0
λ′

−→ Γ′ :

viableChainsFairPoS
δ (Γ) ≡ viableBranchesPoS

∆ (Γ′)

We refer to the full proof of Theorem 13 in Appendix C of [16]; here, we demonstrate
how to match any honest and adversarial action in ∆-PoS with a corresponding honest
or adversarial action in (d, δ, ∆)-FairPoS such that the viable branches of (d, δ, ∆)-FairPoS
evolve in lockstep with the viable chains in the ∆-PoS execution.

Since divergence is defined over viable chains and viable branches, we can infer Corollary 14
from Theorem 13.

▶ Corollary 14. ∀w ∈ {0, 1,⊥}∗ : divFairPoS
δ (w) ≤ divPoS

∆ (w)

This allows us to infer k-common-prefix from bounding the probability of the event divPoS
∆ (w) >

k for w ←$ Df
α in PoS [19].

▶ Theorem 15 (k-Common prefix in FairPoS). Let A be an adaptive adversary against the
protocol (d, δ, ∆)-FairPoS that corrupts up to (1−α) stake, where α be such that α(1− f)∆ =
(1 + ϵ)/2 for active slot coefficient f ∈ (0, 1] and some ϵ > 0. The probability that A makes
the protocol violate the k-common-prefix property in a δ-synchronous environment throughout
a period of R slots is no more than exp(ln R + ∆− Ω(k)).

Proof. Let w be drawn from dominant distribution Df
α (Equation (1)), with honest stake α

and parameter f satisfying α(1− f)∆ = (1 + ϵ)/2 for some ϵ > 0. From Corollary 14 and
Theorem 12 we infer the following:

Pr
w←Df

α

[divFairPoS
δ (w) ≥ k] ≤ Pr

w←Df
α

[divPoS
∆ (w) ≥ k] ≤ exp(ln R + ∆− Ω(k)) (16)

From Corollary 14, divFairPoS
δ (w) ≥ k =⇒ divPoS

∆ (w) ≥ k, implying the left equality
in Equation (16). The right inequality is inferred from Theorem 12. ◀

5.2 Chain growth, chain quality and input fairness
Both chain growth and chain quality of FairPoS can be derived from ∆-monotonicity of
FairPoS (Theorem 10) and probabilities bounding security failure from PoS [19]. We refer to
Appendix C in [16] for the full proofs of the following security theorems.

▶ Theorem 16 ((τ, s)-Chain growth in (d, δ, ∆)-FairPoS). Let A be an adaptive adversary
against the protocol (d, δ, ∆)-FairPoS that corrupts up to (1− α) stake, where α be such that
α(1−f)∆ = (1+ϵ)/2 for active slot coefficient f ∈ (0, 1] and some ϵ > 0. Then the probability
that A makes the protocol violate the chain growth property with parameters s ≥ 4∆ and
τ = cα/4 throughout a period of R slots, is no more than exp(−cαs/(20∆) + lnR∆ + O(1)),
where c denotes the constant c := c(f, ∆) = f(1− f)∆.

AFT 2023
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▶ Theorem 17 ((µ, k)-Chain quality in (d, δ, ∆)-FairPoS). Let A be an adaptive adversary
against the protocol (d, δ, ∆)-FairPoS that corrupts up to (1 − α) stake, where α be such
that α(1 − f)∆ = (1 + ϵ)/2 for active slot coefficient f ∈ (0, 1] and some ϵ > 0. Then the
probability that A makes FairPoS violate the chain quality property with parameters k and
µ = 1/k throughout a period of R slots, is no more than exp(ln R− Ω(k)).

Input fairness is obtained from chain growth, common prefix and chain quality. Informally,
given time d and chain growth rate τ , we can determine common-prefix and chain quality
parameters such that a decrypted input must have sufficient time (d slots) to reach finalization
or lie in an abandoned chain.

▶ Lemma 18 (Input fairness from CG, CP and CQ in (d, δ, ∆)-FairPoS). Input fairness
is implied in an execution of (d, δ, ∆)-FairPoS, in which (τ, d)-chain growth, (dτ(τ − δ/(∆−
δ))− 1)-common prefix and (1/(D + 1), D + 1)-chain quality hold, where D = d∆/(∆− δ)

In the full proof of Lemma 18 in Appendix C of [16], we derive the relation between the
security parameters of chain growth, common-prefix and chain quality shown above such that
there is always sufficient time for an honestly encrypted input to reach the common-prefix;
here we must carefully accomodate “time advantages” granted to the adversary. Firstly,
observe that whenever there are empty slots between the chain tip and current slot, the
adversary is granted time to decrypt the current session key without any progress towards
finalization. Secondly, in the case of a leading adversarial block-span, the adversary is granted
another head start in completing key extraction, as it can generate the block span prior to
their associated slots and begin key extraction ahead of time.

▶ Theorem 19 (Input fairness in (d, δ, ∆)-FairPoS). Let A be an adaptive adversary
against the protocol (d, δ, ∆)-FairPoS that corrupts up to (1− α) stake, where α be such that
α(1 − f)∆ = (1 + ϵ)/2 for active slot coefficient f ∈ (0, 1] and some ϵ > 0. Then, the
probability that A makes the FairPoS violate the input fairness property falls exponentially
with d.

Theorem 19 is proven in Appendix C in [16] which relates the delay extraction parameter d

with the security parameters of k-common-prefix, (τ, s)-chain growth and (µ, k)-chain quality.

6 Conclusion

We presented FairPoS, the first longest-chain, proof-of-stake protocol achieving input fairness
against an adaptive adversary. When adopting the leader election procedure from Ouroborous
Praos [19] or one that induces leader sequences (i.e. characteristic strings) consistent with
the dominant distribution (Definition 1), FairPoS achieves input fairness in addition to the
common-prefix, chain-growth and chain-quality properties of PoS [19]. We note that Kiayas
et al. [30] provide tighter bounds for k-common prefix in PoS. Applying this updated analysis
framework to security of FairPoS is planned as future work.
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Abstract
In the classical setting of differential privacy, a privacy-preserving query is performed on a private
database, after which the query result is released to the analyst; a differentially private query
ensures that the presence of a single database entry is protected from the analyst’s view. In this
work, we contribute the first definitional framework for differential privacy in the trusted curator
setting (Fig. 1); clients submit private inputs to the trusted curator, which then computes individual
outputs privately returned to each client. The adversary is more powerful than the standard setting;
it can corrupt up to n− 1 clients and subsequently decide inputs and learn outputs of corrupted
parties. In this setting, the adversary also obtains leakage from the honest output that is correlated
with a corrupted output. Standard differentially private mechanisms protect client inputs but do
not mitigate output correlation leaking arbitrary client information, which can forfeit client privacy
completely. We initiate the investigation of a novel notion of correlated-output differential privacy to
bound the leakage from output correlation in the trusted curator setting. We define the satisfaction
of both standard and correlated-output differential privacy as round differential privacy and highlight
the relevance of this novel privacy notion to all application domains in the trusted curator model.

We explore round differential privacy in traditional “dark pool” market venues, which promise
privacy-preserving trade execution to mitigate front-running; privately submitted trade orders and
trade execution are kept private by the trusted venue operator. We observe that dark pools satisfy
neither classic nor correlated-output differential privacy; in markets with low trade activity, the
adversary may trivially observe recurring, honest trading patterns, and anticipate and front-run
future trades. In response, we present the first round differentially private market mechanisms that
formally mitigate information leakage from all trading activity of a user. This is achieved with
fuzzy order matching, inspired by the standard randomized response mechanism; however, this also
introduces a liquidity mismatch as buy and sell orders are not guaranteed to execute pairwise, thereby
weakening output correlation; this mismatch is compensated for by a round differentially private
liquidity provider mechanism, which freezes a noisy amount of assets from the liquidity provider
for the duration of a privacy epoch, but leaves trader balances unaffected. We propose oblivious
algorithms for realizing our proposed market mechanisms with secure multi-party computation
(MPC) and implement these in the Scale-Mamba Framework using Shamir Secret Sharing based
MPC. We demonstrate practical, round differentially private trading with comparable throughput as
prior work implementing (traditional) dark pool algorithms in MPC; our experiments demonstrate
practicality for both traditional finance and decentralized finance settings.
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Figure 1 The standard model of differential privacy (L) vs. the trusted curator model (R). In this
work, we contribute the first definitional framework for differential privacy in the trusted curator
model (§3.1).
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1 Introduction

In the standard differential privacy setting (Fig. 1, left), a single analyst (A) receives a
query on private inputs from clients (P1, P2, P3) computed by the trusted third party (T ). A
differentially private query protects the privacy of an input xi submitted by client Pi. In
the trusted curator model (Fig. 1, right), the curator C evaluates a function on all privately
submitted inputs, (y1, y2, y3)←M(x1, x2, x3), and returns each output yi privately to client
Pi, which may be corrupted by the adversary. A (classically) differentially private mechanism
M will protect the honest input x1. However, if honest output y1 = M1(x1, x2, x3) and
adversarial output yi̸=1 = M i(x1, x2, x3) are correlated, honest y1 may be trivially inferred
from an adversarial yi̸=1, breaking client privacy. In this work, we introduce correlated-output
differential privacy (§3.3) to protect against such leakage to achieve client privacy in the
setting of the trusted curator. The conjunction with standard differential privacy protecting
inputs is defined as round differential privacy (§3.4), protecting the entire client transcript
in each interaction round. In this model, the adversary can inject inputs to each round;
round differential privacy insures that such a chosen-input attack has a bounded effect
on the honest user’s output. We highlight the investigation of round differentially private
algorithms for general and specific application domains as a research question of independent
interest. In this work, we investigate round differentially private market applications to
prevent front-running in traditional or decentralized finance.

The term front-running originates from the notion of “getting in front” of pending trades.
A party anticipating a large buy order may purchase the same asset first, as the pending
large buy order will likely drive up the price of the asset; the front-running party can then
sell the asset at a higher price following the execution of the large buy order. Front-running
occurs whenever submitted trade orders that have yet to be executed are observable by the

https://eprint.iacr.org/2023/943
https://github.com/maargama/CorrOutDP-darkpool
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front-running adversary. In traditional finance, the presence of pending orders may be public
or inferred from market order books. In decentralized finance, pending transactions are
publicly gossiped across a peer-to-peer network. In both settings, front-running is prevalent.

In traditional finance, Dark Pool venues [25] promise the private execution of trades.
Here, clients submit private orders to the venue operator, who then computes the execution
of trades without leaking pending orders submitted by clients; pre-trade privacy ensures that
pending orders remain private, whilst post-trade privacy protects the privacy of the trade
execution. An initial attempt to provide both pre-trade and post-trade privacy would be to
implement a market venue with a trusted curator role; in each round, parties can submit the
trade orders privately to the curator, which then computes an optimal matching of submitted
trade orders. The trade results are then privately output to each participating client. Since
all communication between individual client and curator is private, no trade orders or trade
outcomes are explicitly leaked. Removing the trusted curator role in dark pools with secure
multi-party computation (MPC) has been recently explored in [6, 7, 12, 13], demonstrating
practical run-times amenable to real-world trading volume.

However, we observe that round differential privacy is violated in classical order-matching
algorithms run by dark pool venues; a trade execution always implies a counter-party, thus
revealing the presence of another trade in the opposing direction (Lemmas 4 and 6); such
leakage occurs because trade execution are necessarily correlated between different parties.
In venues with low trade volume, such inferences may lead to practical attacks. Consider the
Time-Weighted Average Price (TWAP)1 trade, where a larger trade volume is scheduled as
smaller trades over time to minimize price impact. If the periodic execution of such smaller
trades is detected early, the remaining trade schedule can be anticipated and front-run. This
motivates our investigation of market mechanisms with formal, privacy guarantees protecting
the full transcript of interactions between trader and dark pool venue.

In this work, we contribute round-differentially-private (§4) market mechanisms for the
trusted curator model. Here, the actual “trade”, “no-trade” outcome for each order is de-
termined by sampling a Bernoulli distribution biased towards the deterministically computed,
optimal matching. However, since trades are filled or not filled based on independently
sampling trade outcomes, there is no guarantee that each executed trade is matched with an
equivalent volume in the opposing direction; therefore, a liquidity deficit may occur. Here,
market makers or liquidity providers make up for liquidity deficits. To prevent liquidity
providers from learning about the traded volume of a single user from their updated liquidity
balances, a random, yet bounded amount of market maker liquidity is frozen to obtain
round differential privacy; frozen liquidity is returned to the market makers at the end of
each privacy epoch, that is sufficiently long for honest users to complete long-running trade
strategies.

We instantiate our fuzzy order matching market mechanisms with oblivious MPC al-
gorithms (§5) and implement these algorithms using the Scale-Mamba framework [3] with
Shamir Secret Sharing based MPC; history has shown that dark pool venue operators
frequently exploit confidential order flow information [20, 21, 19], thus motivating us to
demonstrate practical feasibility of distributing round differential private market mechanisms
across MPC committees in lieu of a trusted operator. We show that our algorithms not
only satisfy stronger privacy guarantees than considered in previous work, they also achieve
high order throughput appropriate for most real-world settings. In fact, even with the
additional overhead induced by round differentially private algorithms, we obtain runtimes

1 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Time-weighted_average_price
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comparable to the algorithms presented in prior work implementing traditional dark pools
in MPC [12]. Finally, we emphasize that our fair market mechanism designs are applicable
to both traditional dark pool venue operators and decentralized finance. Our fair markets
can be instantiated in privacy-preserving smart contract frameworks realized by an MPC
committee and privacy-preserving ledger, most recently demonstrated by Baum et al. in [4]
with minimal complexity overhead; here, trade execution is settled in private on a public
ledger.

1.1 Related Work
Differentially private markets. Chitra et al. [11] propose a Uniform Random Execution
algorithm which permutes and splits submitted trades in a randomized, differentially private
manner. We note that [11] does not offer output or post-trade privacy; all executed trades
are seen by the adversary. Thus, this approach does not contribute to our goal of protecting
the privacy of long-running trader strategies performed over multiple rounds.

Dark pool markets. Recent proposals [6, 7, 12, 13] have convincingly demonstrated that the
role distribution of the dark pool operator can be instantiated in practice with multi-party
computation (MPC) to prevent abuse of private order information. Still, these works also do
not consider the entirety of information flow leaking from all honest trader activity; Firstly,
adversarial outputs reveal information about privately submitted honest inputs (Lemma 4)
and secondly, outputs are correlated, such that an adversary also obtains information about
honest outputs (Lemma 6). In the decentralized finance setting, homomorphic encryption has
been proposed to aggregate orders obliviously [24]; however, since all inputs are encrypted to
the same public key, any subsequent decryption to reveal the aggregated order will leak the
privacy of any single trade, if all but one client has been corrupted.

Differential privacy and MPC. Whilst differentially private mechanisms have been imple-
mented in MPC, these works do not consider privacy over the full, individual transcript in the
trusted curator model (§3.1), where clients submit private inputs and receive private outputs.
Instead, the MPC output is a single query result computed over inputs from a private
database. Here, the returned query is not considered private. The main use-case is generating
differentially private machine learning models over private data with MPC [22, 1, 27, 23].

2 Preliminaries

Differential privacy. Differential privacy was introduced in [14] as a technique for quantifying
the privacy guarantees of a mechanism. A central concept is the definition of neighbouring
datasets which are denoted x ∼ x′. Intuitively, this definition is used to capture the
information we want to protect. Typically x and x′ are identical except for the data about
one individual. We formally define neighbouring inputs in our setting of the trusted curator
in Section 3.1. Differential privacy is a restriction on how much the output distribution of a
mechanism can change between any neighbouring input datasets.

▶ Definition 1 ((ε, δ)-DP). A randomized mechanism M satisfies (ε, δ)-differential privacy
if for all pairs of neighbouring datasets x ∼ x′ and all sets of outputs S we have:

Pr[M(x) ∈ S] ≤ exp(ε) · Pr[M(x′) ∈ S] + δ
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Multi-party computation. Multi-party computation is a cryptographic technique that
allows a set of n mistrustful parties to calculate a function of their own private inputs without
revealing them. We consider an MPC protocol based on Shamir secret sharing, where a
secret value s is shared by giving each party i the evaluation f(i) of a polynomial f of degree
t and coefficients in Fp such that f(0) = s. The protocol assumes an honest majority, i.e.,
t < n/2, and it is actively secure with an abort, meaning that a malicious party deviating
from the protocol is caught with overwhelming probability and the honest parties abort
the protocol when this happens. In this work, we use Scale-Mamba [3], a framework that
implements various MPC protocols in the preprocessing model. In this methodology, the
computation has a preprocessing phase where input independent data is generated. This
data is then used in the input dependent online phase, where the desired computation over
private inputs is performed.

3 Round differential privacy in the trusted curator model

In this section, we first formalize the round-based trusted curator model (§3.1). Round
differential privacy is defined over two distinct notions: (1) Input differential privacy (§3.2)
protects the honest input, and mirrors the classic notion of differential privacy over a
private database. (2) Correlated output differential privacy (§3.3) protects leakage from
correlated outputs, and represents a novel privacy notion of general interest for all application
domains. Round differential privacy (§3.4) is defined over (1) and (2); here, we also form-
alize multi-round differential privacy, to protect the entire honest transcript over multiple
interaction rounds in the trusted curator model.

3.1 The trusted curator
We first define our proposed notions of privacy in the “trusted curator” model (Fig. 1), which
can then seamlessly be applied to the setting of secure multi-party computation. The trusted
curator C interacts with parties P1, ..., Pn, which are assumed to have established private,
authenticated communication links with the trusted curator. Interaction proceeds in rounds,
each consisting of the following phases.
1. Input phase All parties send their individual inputs to the trusted curator C, which

obtains the input set x1, ..., xn from parties P1, ..., Pn respectively.
2. Evaluation phase Upon receiving all inputs, the trusted curator locally computes a

known algorithm M over inputs received in the input phase: namely y←M(x), where
x = (x1, ..., xn) and y = (y1, ..., yn). Further, curator C is assumed to have access to
randomness to evaluate randomized algorithms.

3. Output phase The trusted curator privately sends each output element yi in y to
party Pi, and enters the input phase again. Any “public output” ypub is encoded in each
individual output; ∀i ∈ [n] : ypub ∈ yi.

Client corruption. The adversary A can statically corrupt up to n− 1 clients, upon which
it decides what inputs the corrupted clients submit in each interaction round. The adversary
decides corrupted inputs and observes the output for each corrupted client returned from the
trusted curator; the adversary cannot corrupt the curator itself. We denote the adversarial
output view from a round evaluating mechanism M on round inputs x as MA(x).

Public outputs. We permit the trusted curator to also return public outputs; naturally,
any public output is part of the adversarial output view MA(x).
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Privacy against the network adversary. We assume that the physical presence of a party in
each round is observable by the network adversary. Since obfuscating the active participation
across the network may be challenging, we assume parties to be physically online and to
participate in each round, but permit them to submit dummy inputs, allowing for passive
participation and obfuscating the logical presence of a party in a given round. Without
dummy inputs, the physical presence of a party will always leak the presence of a logical
input contributed by a party to the computation by the trusted curator; in the setting of
privacy-preserving markets, for example, the network adversary would learn that a party is
submitting some trade in a given round.

Further, we assume that parties can anonymously submit inputs to the trusted curator via
techniques such as mixnets [9, 8], thereby hiding their identity from the network adversary.
In practice, parties can delegate the physical interaction with the trusted curator model in
each round to trusted servers, and only need to come online when they wish to forward a
valid, non-dummy input.

Group privacy. We highlight that individual differential privacy guarantees introduced in
the subsequent section naturally imply group privacy; a mechanism protecting the presence
of a single client can do so for multiple clients, consuming equal privacy budget amounts for
each additional group member.

3.2 Differential privacy for inputs
In the standard setting of differential privacy, an analyst performs a query on a private
database and the result of the query is released to the analyst; a differentially private query
bounds how much the analyst output distribution changes, upon adding or removing an
entry in the private database.

We adapt the classic notion of differential privacy to the setting of the trusted curator.
Instead of protecting private database entries, we first wish to protect inputs submitted by
honest clients. We introduce a dummy value that allows clients to have no impact on a given
round. Thus, the following definition of neighbouring input vectors follows directly from the
standard definition of neighbouring databases under the add/remove relation in the classic
setting.

▶ Definition 2 (neighboring input vectors). Input vectors x = (x1, ..., xn) and x′ =
(x′

1, ..., x′
n) of equal length are neighboring, denoted as x ∼ x′, if the following holds true;

∃i ∈ [n] : xj = x′
j for all j ̸= i and (xi = dummy or x′

i = dummy)

For a randomized algorithm M evaluated on input vector x, let MA(x) = {Yj}j∈A denote
output distributions observed by corrupted clients. Then, the following definition follows
directly from the standard notion [15] of differential privacy where we consider the input
vector as the private database on which the query M is performed and the adversary obtains
the output view MA(x) of all corrupted parties. Note that there is no restriction on the
output distribution seen only by the honest user.

▶ Definition 3 ((ε, δ)-input DP). For an evaluation of (ε, δ)-input differentially private
algorithm M in the trusted curator model over neighboring private input vectors x ∼ x′, the
following must hold for any adversarially observable output event SA.

Pr[ MA(x) ∈ SA ] ≤ exp(ε) · Pr[ MA(x′) ∈ SA ] + δ
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As we will see in Section 3.3, input differential privacy is necessary, but insufficient
to protect both in- and output of an honest client in the trusted curator round. Whilst
Definition 3 protects the privacy of a user input, it does not guarantee that the honest
output remains private. This motivates correlated-output differential privacy, introduced in
the subsequent section Section 3.3. Again, the standard setting of differential privacy does
not consider the privacy of the query output, as there is only a single query result released
publicly or to the adversarial analyst.

▶ Lemma 4. Dark Pools violate (ε, δ)-input differential-privacy for any δ < 1.

Proof (Sketch). A dark pool venue operator can be idealized as a trusted curator which
privately receives trade orders from clients. Upon evaluating the market algorithm in private,
it privately outputs trade executions to clients. Assume an honest user submits the only
buy order and the corrupted client submitting a sell order observes that its trade order is
executed. Any change in the honest counter-party’s privately submitted buy order cancels
the matching of this order pair, observable to the adversary with probability 1, thereby
violating Definition 3. ◀

Adversarially chosen inputs. Note that input differential privacy in Definition 3 naturally
protects against chosen input attacks; informally, such an attack permits the adversary to
change its inputs and observe induced effects on its output distributions to learn something
about honest inputs. However, note that (ε, δ)-input DP applies equal privacy guarantees to
any input submitted to the trusted curator. Thus, for appropriately chosen privacy parameters,
a chosen input attack on an (ε, δ)-input DP mechanism will not reveal meaningful information
to the adversary, as its chosen input perturbation will not induce a sufficiently observable
effect on its output distributions.

3.3 Differential privacy for correlated outputs
In contrast to prior work, where a single output is returned from a differentially-private
mechanism, we must protect the privacy of outputs that are returned from the trusted
curator to individual clients over private channels. Even if input differential privacy protects
honest inputs, the individual outputs returned to clients may still be strongly correlated,
potentially allowing honest outputs to be inferred from corrupted ones.

▶ Definition 5 ((ε, δ)-correlated-output DP). For an evaluation of (ε, δ)-correlated output
differentially private algorithm M in the trusted curator model over fixed input vector x, the
following must hold for any adversarial output event SA and any honest output event Sh.

Pr[ MA(x) ∈ SA |Mh(x) ∈ Sh ] ≤ exp(ε) · Pr[ MA(x) ∈ SA |Mh(x) ̸∈ Sh ] + δ

Definition 5 is interpreted as follows; for any set of inputs and two different honest output
events (Mh(x) ∈ Sh vs. Mh(x) ̸∈ Sh), the output distribution MA(x) of the adversary
remains (ε, δ)-similar. In other words, any change in the honest output can only have a
bounded effect on the adversarially observable output distribution.

We highlight an immediate consequence of Definition 5 for economic applications; a
correlated-output DP mechanism cannot distribute funds to all clients where the supply of
output funds is known or public; an adversary corrupting n− 1 clients can trivially infer the
funds privately output to the single honest client by just aggregating its own outputs and
observing the difference to the total supply. Thus;
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11:8 Correlated-Output Differential Privacy and Applications to Dark Pools

▶ Lemma 6. Economic mechanisms evaluated in the trusted curator model which allocate a
fixed supply of “assets” over client outputs violate (ε, δ)-correlated-output differential privacy
for any δ < 1.

Overcoming this is not straight-forward, as financial applications cannot be allowed to arbit-
rarily mint or create funds out of thin air. We overcome these constraints by performing fuzzy
matching of orders and temporarily freezing funds to achieve correlated-output differential
privacy in rDP-volume-match (Section 4.1) and rDP-double-auction (Section 4.2).

Applications with correlated outputs. We argue there exist many applications in the
trusted curator setting which require correlated outputs; most closely related to this work are
economic applications which govern the private allocation of finite resources, which include
auctions, markets, financial derivatives and other economic contracts.

3.4 Single-round & Multi-round privacy
Since (ε, δ)-input DP and (ε, δ)-correlated-output DP protect different parts of the honest
round transcript, we must formally consider two separate privacy budgets which are consumed
with each interaction round in the trusted curator model. We define differential privacy for
each interaction round with the trusted curator as follows.

▶ Definition 7 (Round-DP). The evaluation of a mechanism that satisfies (εin, δin)-input
DP and (εout, δout)-correlated-output DP is (εin, δin)-(εout, δout)-round differentially private.

Definition 7 implies that the privacy of input and outputs may be parameterized independently.
Indeed, this permits the trade-off between utility and privacy for different parts of the honest
transcript to be decided separately; the input to an evaluation round may require a higher
degree of privacy than the returned output or vice versa.

Multi-round privacy. When applying differential privacy to queries on a static database, m

instances of (εi, δi)-differentially private queries taken together are (ε1 + ... + εm, δ1 + ... + δm)
differentially private using basic composition [15] with tighter bounds known using advanced
composition [17]. However, in the trusted curator model, the curator accepts fresh inputs in
each interaction round, allowing us to consider each round input as disjoint, private data.
We define multi-round differential privacy as the sensitivity of the adversarial output view
over m rounds to changes in inputs submitted and outputs received by a single client.

▶ Definition 8 (m-round-DP). Let the adversarial output view over m interaction rounds
between n-clients and the trusted curator be given as MA

1 (x1), ... , MA
m(xm). Then, we define

this m-round transcript as;

MA
mul(x̄) = (MA

1 (x1), ... , MA
m(xm)) where x̄ = (x1, ... , xm) are round-specific client inputs.

Let m-round client inputs x̄ = (x1, ..., xm) and x̄′ = (x′
1, ..., x′

m) be neighboring if they only
differ in inputs submitted by a single client throughout the m rounds;

∃!client i : ∀round r ∈ [m] :
(

xr = x′
r

)
or

(
xr ∼ x′

r where xr(i) ̸= x′
r(i)

)
Further, we denote an m-round output event for the adversary and honest client as SA

mul =
SA

1 , ...,SA
m and Sh

mul = Sh
1 , ...,Sh

m respectively.
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The m-round interaction is (εin, δin)-(εout, δout)-m-round differentially private if for any
two neighbouring m-round inputs x̄ and x̄′, any adversarial and honest m-round events SA

mul
and Sh

mul, the following holds true;

Pr[ MA
mul(x̄) ∈ SA

mul ]
≤ exp(εin) · Pr[ MA

mul(x̄′) ∈ SA
mul ] + δin (a)

Pr[ MA
mul(x̄) ∈ SA

mul |Mh
mul(x̄) = Sh

mul ]
≤ exp(εout) · Pr[ MA

mul(x̄) ∈ SA
mul |Mh

mul(x̄) ̸= Sh
mul ] + δout (b)

The following theorem relates single-round DP (def. 7) with m-round DP (def. 8),
allowing us to achieve multi-round privacy from sequential interaction rounds between clients
and the trusted curator.

▶ Theorem 9 (m-round composition (updated 2)). Let there be m consecutive inter-
action rounds with n clients and the trusted curator. In each round, the trusted cur-
ator evaluates round-specific algorithms M1, ..., Mm that are run independently and are
(εin

1 , δin
1 )-(εout

1 , δout
1 ) , ... , (εin

m, δin
m)-(εout

m , δout
m ) round differentially private and evaluated on

round-specific input vectors x1, ... , xm. Then, the m-round evaluation is( ∑
j∈[m]

εin
j ,

∑
j∈[m]

δin
j

)
−

( ∑
j∈[m]

εout
j ,

∑
j∈[m]

δout
j

)
m-round differentially private.

Proof. We use the basic version of the adaptive composition theorem for the proof. Since
the inputs in each round are either equal or neighboring, the m-round notion of input DP
(Eq. (a) in Def. 8) follows directly from applying the Composition Theorem for approximate
DP (see [26, Theorem 22]).

Towards satisfying the m-round notion of correlated-output DP (Eq. (b) in Def. 8) notice
that for each round we can define the event Sh that the honest output agrees with Sh

mul.
Definition 5 then tells us that each round is (εj , δj)-indistinguishable. Similar to the input DP
we can use the Composition Theorem to get guarantees for the m-round correlated-output
DP. ◀

4 Round differentially private market mechanisms

We propose round differentially private market mechanisms in the trusted curator model.
These include volume matching of orders, where a batch of buy and sell orders (§4.1) are
matched at a given exchange rate determined at an external reference market, and double
auctions (§4.2), where buy and sell orders also feature price limits, such that a clearing price
must first be computed for each round before orders can be matched. Following a gentle
introduction, each algorithm is formally proven to satisfy round differential-privacy.

To realize any meaningful notion of privacy in practice, we later distribute the trusted
curator by means of secure multi-party computation (MPC) in section §5.

4.1 Round-DP volume matching
In volume matching, the exchange rate is pre-determined by an external reference rate. A
trader only chooses to submit a sell, buy or to abstain from the round with a dummy order.
We introduce a (εin, δin)-(εout, δout)-round differentially private volume matching algorithm
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11:10 Correlated-Output Differential Privacy and Applications to Dark Pools

named rDP-Volume-match, overcoming the privacy limitations of the traditional dark pool
setting, where a matched buy and sell order pair implies leaking the presence of an order
execution to the counter-party and thereby violates both input- and correlated-output
differential privacy (Lemmas 4 and 6). We overcome this privacy challenge with the following
two phases in the rDP-Volume-match algorithm (Fig. 2).

1. Fuzzy order matching. In the first phase of rDP-volume-match, orders are matched in a
“fuzzy” manner; following a preliminary, deterministic matching step which maximizes number
of trades, each final trade output (trade/no-trade) for each client is sampled independently
from a distribution parameterized by εin and biased towards the preliminary matching result;
we adapt this technique from the standard randomized response mechanism [15, 28], that is
both (εin, 0)-input and (0, 0)-correlated output differentially private; the latter property arises
naturally from the independent sampling of outputs which occurs in randomized response.
Randomized, fuzzy matching of orders also implies that the final aggregate exchange of assets
may not sum to zero; in any given round, the total buy volume may not equal the total sell
volume. We handle this mismatch in the second phase of rDP-volume-match.

2. Liquidity compensation. We introduce a liquidity provider, which compensates for the
mismatch between buy and sell volume; however, without any additional treatment, the
adversary corrupting n− 1 traders and the liquidity provider can trivially learn the honest
output from the implied flow of assets between corrupt and honest parties (e.g. output
correlation). To ensure that the corrupt liquidity provider’s output is correlated-output
differentially private, a randomized amount of its liquidity is frozen; here, the parameterization
of rDP-Volume-match permits the choice of an upper limit (ρmax) on frozen volumes of both
the risky and numeraire asset types, thereby bounding the opportunity cost imposed on
the liquidity provider. We define a privacy epoch over multiple rounds in Definition 10,
during which the privacy guarantees of rDP-volume-match hold; if the frozen liquidity is later
returned to the liquidity provider, round differential privacy is no longer guaranteed. In
practice, we argue that it is acceptable to guarantee round differential privacy for a bounded
number of rounds, during which honest users can complete their multi-round trading strategy
without front-running interference. For privacy guarantees to hold indefinitely, assets would
have to burned. Note that assets are never minted, preserving the integrity of their supply.
We also note that, in principle, multiple liquidity providers could participate in each round
of rDP-Volume-Match; we model a single liquidity provider to simplify exposition and formal
proofs.

Next, we detail and motivate steps of rDP-volume-match and refer to Fig. 2 for a formal
description of the algorithm.

Orders in rDP-Volume-match. Let a valid, privately submitted trade order be the tuple
(b, s, id), where b and s represent buy and sell bits respectively, and id is the trader identifier.
Thus, let (b, s) ∈ [(1, 0), (0, 1), (0, 0)] represent a buy, sell and dummy order respectively. We
fix buy and sell unit volumes such that a single sell and buy order always match in exchanged
asset value.

1a. Deterministic matching (1a. in Fig. 2). Let the number of orders sent to the trusted
curator by n clients be x = {(b, s, id1), ..., (b, s, idn)}. Then, the maximum possible number
of matches between buy (b, s) = (1, 0) and sell (b, s) = (0, 1) orders is computed, which is
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rDP-Volume-match. Following inputs are assumed to be well-formed for simplicity.
Each trader P trd

i ∈ (P trd
1 , ...,P trd

n ) inputs trade order (bi, si, idi).
The liquidity provider P liq inputs liquidity amounts (xliq

0 , xliq
1 ).

The privacy parameters εin, εout, δout > 0 and ρmax.

1. Fuzzy order matching

1a. Deterministic matching of buy & sell orders
Aggregate number of buy and sells; ∀i: B ← B + bi, and S ← S + si

Determine the number of matched pairs; u← min(B, S).
Match u pairs of buy and sell orders;
Let matchi ∈ {0, 1} indicate a match for party Pi for i ∈ [n].

1b. Randomized response over order matches
∀i: If matchi, sample tradei ←$ eεin

/(1 + eεin
), otherwise tradei ←$ 1/(1 + eεin

)
If tradei is true and (bi, si) ̸= (0, 0);
∗ Return (bout

i = 1, sout
i = 0, idi) to P trd

i for a buy order (bi = 1, si = 0)
∗ Return (bout

i = 0, sout
i = 1, idi) to P trd

i for a sell order (bi = 0, si = 1)
Else return (bout

i = 0, sout
i = 0, idi) to P trd

i

2. Liquidity compensation

2a. Liquidity compensation for sampled trades
Aggregate final buy and sell volumes; ∀i: ob ← ob + bout

i , and os ← os + sout
i

Determine the liquidity mismatch; ∆0 ← (os − ob) and ∆1 ← −∆0

2b. Randomized liquidity freezing
Sample frozen volumes; ∀t ∈ {0, 1} : ρt ←$ Pfrz (Param. by ρmax, εout, δout in Eq. 4).
Return liquidity amounts (yliq

0 , yliq
1 )← (xliq

0 + ∆0 − ρ0 , xliq
1 + ∆1 − ρ1) to P liq.

Freeze (ρ0, ρ1), return to P liq at the end of the privacy epoch.

Figure 2 RDP-Volume-match algorithm.

simply the smaller of the number of buy b and sell s orders. Let the result of the deterministic
matching phase be the bit array match = (match1, ..., matchn), where bit matchi indicates if
the i’th submitted order was matched (1) or not (0). Once the total number of preliminary
matched pairs is computed, they are assigned randomly to the non-dummy orders; dummy
orders are never matched.

1b. Randomized response over matches (1b. in Fig. 2). Here, we apply the standard
randomized response mechanism [15, 28] to determine whether a trade or no-trade is returned
to the trader who submitted a valid trade order; for each bit in array match where matchi = 1,
the probability of the final tradei bit equaling 1 or 0 is given by;

Pr[ tradei = 1 |matchi = 1 ] = eεin
/(1 + eεin

) (1)

Pr[ tradei = 0 |matchi = 1 ] = 1/(1 + eεin
)

Conversely, for each bit matchi = 0 in match and in the case that party i did not submit a
dummy order, the probability of the final tradei outcome being sampled as 1 or 0 is given by;

Pr[ tradei = 1 |matchi = 0 ] = 1/(1 + eεin
) (2)

Pr[ tradei = 0 |matchi = 0 ] = eεin
/(1 + eεin

)
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Thus, for parties submitting valid, non-dummy trades, each of the final trading results in
array trade = [trade1, ..., traden] is obtained from independently sampling from distributions
Eq. 1 or 2 according to the matchi bit output from the deterministic matching subroutine
[1a]. Trader outputs are given by the array [(bout

1 , sout
1 , id1), ..., (bout

n , sout
n , idn)], where each

entry (bout
i , sout

i , idi) returned to party i indicates whether a buy (bout
i , sout

i ) = (1, 0), sell
(bout

i , sout
i ) = (0, 1) or no trade (bout

i , sout
i ) = (0, 0) was executed;

We emphasize that a trade can only be executed if a non-dummy order was submitted
at the beginning of the round, and in the same direction (sell or buy) as intended by the
trader. Dummy orders always return (bout, sout) = (0, 0) as output; the fuzzy matching is
only applied to valid, non-dummy orders only, and thus the trading “interface” remains the
same as in traditional volume matching algorithms; a trade order is either filled or not at all.

2a. Liquidity compensation for sampled trades (2a. Fig. 2). Fuzzy matching of orders via
randomized response implies that traded volumes from step [1b] in rDP-volume-match do not
match precisely; for the trade outputs [(bout

1 , sout
1 , id1), ..., (bout

n , sout
n , idn)], the following can

occur;∑
i∈[n]

sout
i ̸=

∑
i∈[n]

bout
i

Since sells and buys may not cancel out, we introduce the presence of a liquidity provider,
which compensates for this mismatch in traded asset liquidity. Then, the amount of the
numeraire asset (∆0) and risky asset (∆1) provided (∆ < 0) or received (∆ > 0) by the
liquidity provider is given as;

∆0 = −
∑
i∈[n]

sout
i − bout

i ∆1 =
∑
i∈[n]

sout
i − bout

i (3)

The liquidity provider compensates for this liquidity imbalance resulting from fuzzy
matching; its initial balances (xliq

0 , xliq
1 ) are updated to (xliq

0 + ∆0, xliq
1 + ∆1); however, note

that any change in the honest user’s trade execution will affect ∆0, ∆1 with probability 1,
observable by the corrupted liquidity provider and violating correlated-output differential
privacy (Def. 5); relaxing the correlation between the final exchange of assets and the update
in funds observed by the liquidity provider can only imply the minting or removal of funds
in the round outputs.

We propose a compromise, which is a randomized mechanism to freeze liquidity, protecting
the privacy of traders for the m-round duration that the liquidity remains frozen; we call this
a privacy epoch (Def. 10). Our algorithm DP-volume-match refrains from minting, preserving
the integrity of the underlying asset types.

2b. Randomized liquidity freezing (2b. in Fig. 2). (L8 in Figure 6). The liquidity provider
inputs (xliq

0 , xliq
1 ) amounts of numeraire (0) and risky (1) asset to a given round, and is

returned updated reserve balances (yliq
0 , yliq

1 ) = (xliq
0 + ∆0 − ρ0, xliq

1 + ∆1 − ρ1), where (ρ0, ρ1)
is the volume of assets (0) and (1) frozen in the given round and returned at the end of the
privacy epoch, chosen to be sufficiently long to protect a common trading strategies executed
over multiple rounds.

Note that it would be easy to freeze liquidity with perfect privacy if we had unbounded
liquidity. The liquidity provider could provide n units of each asset in every round and
liquidity would be frozen such that (yliq

0 , yliq
1 ) = (xliq

0 − n, xliq
1 − n). However, the required

liquidity would not be feasible for large n. Our mechanism instead provides a trade-off
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Figure 3 We plot selected parameterizations of Pfrz in Eq. 4. The choice of parameters represents
a trade-off between degree of privacy (εout, δout) and frozen funds (ρmax).

between privacy and frozen liquidity. In each round we sample ρ0 ∈ [0, ρmax] and set
ρ1 = ρmax − ρ0. We give the probability mass function Pfrz from which ρ0 is sampled in
Equation (4); this distribution is parameterized by a maximum amount of frozen liquidity
ρmax ≥ 1 in the round, and correlated-output differential privacy parameters εout, δout.

Pfrz(ρ0) =


δout · exp(εout · ρ0) ρ0 ∈ [ 0 : ⌈ρmax−1

2 ⌉ ]
δout · exp(εout · (ρmax − ρ0)) ρ0 ∈ [ ⌈ρmax−1

2 ⌉+ 1 : ρmax ]
0 otherwise

(4)

The sensitivity of ρ0 +∆0 and ρ1 +∆1 to the execution of a single trade is ±1. Distribution
frz allocates probability mass across multiples of unit trade volume; neighbouring freezing
events ρt and ρt ± 1 are allocated probabilities which differ by factor exp(εout). Since we
limit the amount of frozen tokens to the range [0 : ρmax], we must accept a non-zero δout

probability of violating (εout)-correlated-output differential privacy (See Lemma 13).

Parameterization of Pfrz. The freeze distribution is parameterized by (εout, δout, ρmax), but
we note that these cannot be chosen independently; parameters are set so the aggregate
probability mass of the Pfrz is 1. We illustrate various parameterizations of εout, δout and
ρmax in Fig. 3. To achieve (2.5, 4.5 · 10−4)-correlated-output differential privacy, ρmax must
be set to 6, implying that up to 6 unit volumes of each asset type provided by the liquidity
provider will be frozen. Lowering the ρmax reduces frozen liquidity, but implies higher privacy
parameters δout or εout. For ρmax = 6 and rounds exceeding 103 number of submitted orders
(as benchmarked in §5.3), we argue the opportunity cost of freezing up to 6 unit volumes of
each asset represents an acceptable cost for round-differential-privacy.

Cost of liquidity provisioning. In fuzzy order matching, the worst case liquidity mismatch
occurs when all submitted orders are in the equal direction and are all executed or fulfilled.
Here, the maximum mismatch in liquidity is exactly the number of clients submitting orders
in the round. Thus, the liquidity provider has to provide as much liquidity as number
of clients (xliq

0,1 = n), in addition to ρmax of each asset type in each round. However, in
rDP-Volume-match, the exchange rate is decided apriori according to an external reference
price; we argue that the vast majority of the liquidity can be sourced directly from the
external market trading at the reference price. In the blockchain context, this could be a
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11:14 Correlated-Output Differential Privacy and Applications to Dark Pools

large Automatic Market Maker with sufficient liquidity, thereby reducing the amount of
liquidity required from the liquidity provider to just ρmax of each asset type. We leave the
detailed analysis of effective incentivization of liquidity provisioning to future work; we
imagine traders submitting trade fees in each round, but do not model this explicitly.

▶ Definition 10 (Privacy epoch). We define a privacy epoch over the repeated execution of
rDP-Volume-match for m rounds, during which the participating liquidity provider contributes
amounts of risky and numéraire assets to be frozen in each round; all frozen funds are
returned when the m rounds of the privacy epoch are completed.

We emphasize that the following privacy properties hold for client in- and outputs during
the duration of a single private epoch; once the frozen funds are returned, round differential
privacy no longer holds. For purposes of mitigating front-running, we argue that the epoch
duration should be chosen to be sufficiently long permit the execution of common, long-
running honest user strategies. Alternatively, if the frozen funds provided by the liquidity
provider are never returned or burnt, the following privacy properties hold absolutely.

We refer to Appendix A of [10] for formal proofs of the following theorem and lemmas
which demonstrate round differential privacy for rDP-Volume-matching.

▶ Theorem 11. rDP-Volume-matching is (εin + εout, δout)-(εout, δout)-m-round-differentially-
private.

Theorem 11 follows directly from Lemmas 13 and 14, while the latter is demonstrated by
leveraging bounds from Lemmas 12 and 13; we refer to the proof strategy in Appendix A of
[10].

▶ Lemma 12. rDP-Volume-matching is (εin, 0)-input differentially private against an ad-
versary that sees the adversarial trade outputs.

▶ Lemma 13. rDP-Volume-matching is (εout, δout)-correlated-output differentially private.

▶ Lemma 14. rDP-Volume-matching is (εin + εout, δout)-input differentially private.

4.2 Round DP double auctions
We propose a round differentially private double auction algorithm, called DP-double-auction
for the trusted curator setting. Here, we introduce an initial sub-routine to compute an (εin

1 , 0)-
input differentially-private clearing price from trade orders input to the round. Subsequently,
rDP-volume-match (§4.1) is performed on the subset of trade orders with price limits consistent
with the clearing price.

For each round, we assume a discrete price range r = [r1, ..., rl]; without differentially
privacy, the discrete price maximizing the number of order matches would be selected; to
preserve input differential privacy, the exponential mechanism is applied to determine the
clearing price.

Orders in rDP-double-auction. Inputs submitted to DP-double-auction are input in the
form of x = [(w1, dir1, id1), ..., (wn, dirn, idn)], where each valid trade order (wi, diri, idi),
contains bit array wi = [wi1, ..., wil], where each bit wij indicates whether user i is willing to
buy (diri = 0) or sell (diri = 1) at price rj ∈ r.
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Round differentially private clearing price. In the spirit of the round differentially private
mechanisms introduced thus far, rDP-double-auction first computes a deterministic clearing
price, and then applies a randomized, mechanism to determine the final, (εin

1 , 0)-input
differentially private clearing price. Note that since the clearing price is “publicly” released,
there is no private client output privacy to protect. For each discrete price index j ∈ [l], we
aggregate trade orders willing to sell or buy at price rj ∈ r. Let Sj denote all sell orders
willing to sell at price rj ∈ [r] and Bj denote all buy orders willing to buy at price rj ∈ [r].
Then, the number of matched pairs at price rj is given by uj = min(Bj , Sj), resulting in
ux = {u1, ..., uj}. Here, we interpret (ux : Z≤l → Z≤n/2) as the utility function for sampling
the final clearing price with the exponential mechanism.

The exponential mechanism, first introduced by McSherry and Talwar [18], realizes
a probability distribution over a range of events, for which the mechanism designer can
express a utility score function ux applicable to each event; thus, events can be allocated
probability mass proportional to exp

(
εin

1 · ux(r)/(2∆u)
)
, where ∆u denotes the sensitivity

of the utility function to a change to a single input. In other words, the mechanism designer
can influence the probability distribution over events by allocating higher utility scores to
preferred outcomes.

In DP-double-auction, the sensitivity of ux(j) at any discrete price index j ∈ [l] is simply
1; thus ∆u = 1. A change in an honest input from valid to a dummy order or from a dummy
order to valid affects at most one match per price. Therefore,

∆u = max
x,x′

max
j∈[l]

| ux(j)− ux′(j) |≤ 1

Then, the probability distribution over which the clearing price is sampled is given by the
exponential mechanism parameterized by utility function ux, which in turn is determined
from the submitted trade orders x. Thus, the probability of each discrete price rj ∈ r is
given by;

Pr[j] = exp(εin
1 · ux(j)/2)∑

i∈[|r|] exp(εin
1 · ux(i)/2)

(5)

Since the exponential mechanism is (εin
1 , 0)-input differentially-private over all inputs

([18]), we consume εin
1 of our (εin, 0)-input differential-privacy budget when outputting the

clearing price computed over x, leaving another εin
2 for the subsequent rDP-volume-match at

price r, such that εin = εin
1 + εin

2 .

rDP-Volume matching at clearing price. We subsequently apply rDP-volume-match from
Section 4.1 at sampled clearing price from the preceding exponential mechanism step,
returning the trade outputs from DP-volume-match privately to each trading client and frozen
liquidity amounts to the liquidity provider.

▶ Theorem 15. rDP-double auction is m-round-differentially-private.

We refer to Appendix A of [10] for the formal proof of Theorem 15.

5 Round-DP market mechanisms with MPC

To obtain a fair market in practice, we instantiate the trusted curator with a set of MPC
parties who execute the market mechanisms described in Sections 4.1 and 4.2 using an MPC
protocol. In Sections 5.1 and 5.2, we present a formal description of the proposed market
mechanisms, as well as some textual explanation for the steps of the algorithms where some
care is required to ensure the efficiency of the MPC execution.
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We implement our oblivious algorithms in the online/offline preprocessing paradigm;
during a preceding (off-line) preprocessing phase, secret-shared data is generated which is
independent of secret client inputs. When running experiments, we focus on benchmarking
online phases, as pre-processing phase can be outsourced or parallelized. Thus, in Section 5.3,
we present online runtimes for both the rDP-volume-match algorithm and the rDP-double-
auction algorithm. We show that, even though these algorithms satisfy stronger privacy
guarantees than those in previous works on dark pools using MPC, high order throughput is
still achieved. Indeed, the runtimes of our rDP-volume-match algorithm are in the same order
of magnitude as those of the Bucket Match algorithm from [12], which provides a similar
functionality but without round-differential-privacy. The rDP-double-auction algorithm, on
the other hand, has a more expensive input correctness check, becoming more expensive as
we consider more price points. Even so, it can process around one thousand orders in just
2 seconds when considering 100 price points. Thus, we introduce the possibility for users
to choose the prices at which they wish to trade while achieving practical throughput and
satisfying round-differential-privacy.

5.1 rDP-volume-match with MPC
The formal description of the rDP-volume-match algorithm instantiated with MPC is presented
in Figures 5 and 6. Note that both the order format and the InputCheckVM procedure in
Figure 5, as well as the first 2 steps of the MatchVol procedure in Figure 6 are identical to
the ones in the Bucket Match algorithm from [12].

Randomness sampling. We note that distributions sampled during the randomized matching
response and the liquidity compensation are independent of the input orders, and can thus
be obliviously sampled ahead of time by running the procedure NoiseGen in Figure 6 together
during the preprocessing phase of the MPC algorithm. The sampling, described in Figure 4,
is performed using the inverse transform sampling method, adapted from [16]. To sample a
random value from a distribution given by probability mass function P , we start by taking
the corresponding cumulative distribution function, FX(x) =

∑
xi≤x P (X = xi). We then

sample a secret shared value ⟨z⟩ ∈ (0, 1] uniformly at random, which can be derived from a
randomly generated integer as shown in [16]. The desired distribution can now be obtained
by taking the first x such that FX(x) is greater or equal to ⟨z⟩.

Sample: On input P , the probability distribution of a discrete random variable X that may
take k different values x1, ...xk:
1. Sample ⟨z⟩ ∈ (0, 1] uniformly at random.
2. For all i: Fi ←

∑i

j=1 P (X = xj)
3. For all i: ⟨ci⟩ ← (Fi ≥ ⟨z⟩).
4. For all i: ci ← Open(⟨ci⟩).
5. Return xj for the lowest j such that cj = 1.

Figure 4 Sampling from a probability distribution P with MPC..

Input format check. Since the orders are secret shared among the MPC parties, a format
verification step is required. I.e., we need to check that every order i is such that (bi, si) ∈
{(1, 0), (0, 1), (0, 0)}. To do so, we run the InputCheckVM procedure in Figure 5, where orders
without the correct format are rejected.
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InputCheckVM: On input x′ = [x′
1, ..., x′

n], where x′
i = (⟨bi⟩, ⟨si⟩, ⟨idi⟩) and bi, si, idi ∈ Fp:

Check validity of inputs bits: (0, 0) ∨ (0, 1) ∨ (1, 0).
1. Sample αi, βi, γi uniformly at random.
2. ⟨ti⟩ ← αi · (⟨bi⟩ · ⟨bi⟩ − ⟨bi⟩) + βi · (⟨si⟩ · ⟨si⟩ − ⟨si⟩) + γi · (⟨bi⟩ · ⟨si⟩)
3. ti ← Open(⟨ti⟩)
4. If ti = 0 then add x′

i to a list x, otherwise reject x′
i.

5. Return x.

Figure 5 Input correctness check for the rDP-volume-match algorithm (from [12], Figure 3)..

NoiseGen: Use Sample from Figure 4 to compute the noise for steps 5 and 9:
For all i: ⟨πi⟩ ← Sample(Prr) (def. in Eq. 1).
⟨ρ0⟩, ⟨ρ1⟩ ← Sample(Pfrz) (def. in Eq. 4)

rDP-volume-matching: On input x′, xliq, submitted by (P trd
1 , ...,P trd

n ) and P liq, respectively,
where x′ = [x′

1, ..., x′
n], x′

i = (⟨bi⟩, ⟨si⟩, ⟨idi⟩), xliq = (⟨xliq
0 ⟩, ⟨x

liq
1 ⟩) and bi, si, idi, xliq

0 , xliq
1 ∈ Fp:

1. Let x← InputCheckVM(x′)
2. Let y, yliq ← MatchVol(x, xliq)
3. Return y = [y1, ..., yn], yliq to (P trd

1 , ...,P trd
n ) and P liq, respectively.

Subroutines invoked by rDP-volume-matching

MatchVol: On input x = [x1, ..., xn] and xliq = (⟨xliq
0 ⟩, ⟨x

liq
1 ⟩):

Step [1a] Deterministic matching of buy & sell orders
1. For all i: ⟨B⟩ ← ⟨B⟩+ ⟨bi⟩, and ⟨S⟩ ← ⟨S⟩+ ⟨si⟩
2. Let ⟨c⟩ ← (⟨S⟩ > ⟨B⟩) and ⟨u⟩ ← ⟨c⟩ · ⟨B⟩+ (1− ⟨c⟩) · ⟨S⟩.
3. For all i: ⟨bigi⟩ ← ⟨c⟩ · ⟨si⟩+ (1− ⟨c⟩) · ⟨bi⟩.
4. For all i, let ⟨σb

i ⟩ ←
∑i

h=1⟨bh⟩ and ⟨σs
i ⟩ ←

∑i

h=1⟨sh⟩.
5. For all i, let ⟨σ′

i⟩ ← ⟨c⟩ · ⟨σs
i ⟩+ (1− ⟨c⟩) · ⟨σb

i ⟩
6. For all i, let ⟨match′

i⟩ ← (⟨σ′
i⟩ ≤ ⟨u⟩) · ⟨bigi⟩

7. For all i: ⟨matchi⟩ ← (1− ⟨c⟩) · ⟨si⟩+ ⟨c⟩ · ⟨bi⟩+ ⟨match′
i⟩

8. Set match = [⟨match1⟩, ..., ⟨matchn⟩]
Step [1b] Randomized response over order matches

9. For all i:
Let ⟨tradei⟩ ← ⟨πi⟩ · ⟨matchi⟩+ (1− ⟨πi⟩) · (1− ⟨matchi⟩)
Let ⟨bout

i ⟩ ← ⟨bi⟩ · ⟨tradei⟩
Let ⟨sout

i ⟩ ← ⟨si⟩ · ⟨tradei⟩
Add yi = (⟨bout

i ⟩, ⟨sout
i ⟩, ⟨idi⟩) to the output list y.

Step [2a] Liquidity compensation for sampled trades
10. For all i: ⟨ob⟩ ← ⟨ob⟩+ ⟨bout

i ⟩, and ⟨os⟩ ← ⟨os⟩+ ⟨sout
i ⟩

11. Let ⟨∆0⟩ ← (⟨os⟩ − ⟨ob⟩) and ⟨∆1⟩ ← −⟨∆0⟩
Step [2b] Randomized liquidity freezing

12. yliq = (⟨yliq
0 ⟩, ⟨y

liq
1 ⟩)← (⟨xliq

0 ⟩+ ⟨∆0⟩ − ⟨ρ0⟩ , ⟨xliq
1 ⟩+ ⟨∆1⟩ − ⟨ρ1⟩)

13. Update (⟨ρfrz
0 ⟩, ⟨ρfrz

1 ⟩)← (⟨ρfrz
0 ⟩, ⟨ρfrz

1 ⟩) + (⟨ρ0⟩, ⟨ρ1⟩)
14. Return y = [y1, ..., yn], yliq.

Figure 6 rDP-volume-matching algorithm with MPC.

Fuzzy order matching. To achieve the desired differential privacy guarantees, we avoid
revealing any of the secret shared values throughout the computation. This is unlike the
Bucket Match mechanism from [12], where the trading direction with the most total volume
was revealed, and the matching procedure was simplified by opening successful orders as soon
as they were matched. As a consequence, we obtain a more complex, oblivious procedure,
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described in MatchVol in Figure 6. Here, we calculate the cumulative total volume for each
i and for each direction, thus obtaining ⟨σb

i ⟩ and ⟨σs
i ⟩ (note that we need to perform the

calculations in both directions to hide which direction has more total volume). We then
compare ⟨u⟩ (the total matched volume in each direction) with the cumulative volume at
each index i, and accept every order i until ⟨u⟩ is exceeded. A randomized response over the
matches is obtained by using the randomness ⟨πi⟩ sampled during MPC pre-processing.

Liquidity compensation. This phase of the oblivious algorithm, realized in step 12 of the
MatchVol procedure (Fig. 6), is identical to the liquidity compensation procedure described
in Section 4.1, except that we are now operating over secret shared values.

5.2 rDP-double-auction with MPC
The formal description of the rDP-double-auction algorithm instantiated with MPC is presented
in Figures 7 and 8.

Input format check. The correctness of the inputs is verified by the procedure InputCheckDA
in Figure 7, which checks that ⟨diri⟩ as well as every ⟨wij⟩ are bits and rejects order i if that
is not the case. For the orders in the correct format, this procedure additionally converts
⟨wij⟩ and ⟨diri⟩ into a sequence of pairs (⟨bij⟩, ⟨sij⟩), where ⟨bij⟩ and ⟨sij⟩ represents whether
order i is a buy, sell or a dummy for price j (i.e., ⟨bij⟩ and ⟨sij⟩ have the same meaning as
in Section 5.1, but are now associated with a specific price rj).

InputCheckDA: On input x′ = [x′
1, ..., x′

n], where x′
i = (wi, ⟨diri⟩, ⟨idi⟩), wi = [⟨wi1⟩, ..., ⟨wil⟩]

and wij , diri, idi ∈ Fp:
Check all inputs are bits.

1. For all j: sample αij uniformly at random.
2. Sample βi uniformly at random.
3. ⟨ti⟩ ← αi1 · (⟨wi1⟩ · ⟨wi1⟩ − ⟨wi1⟩) + ... + αil · (⟨wil⟩ · ⟨wil⟩ − ⟨wil⟩)
4. ⟨ti⟩ ← ⟨ti⟩+ βi · (⟨diri⟩ · ⟨diri⟩ − ⟨diri⟩)
5. ti ← Open(⟨ti⟩)
6. If ti ̸= 0 then reject x′

i. Otherwise, continue to the next step.
7. For all j, let ⟨bij⟩ = ⟨wij⟩ · (1− ⟨diri⟩) and ⟨sij⟩ = ⟨wij⟩ · ⟨diri⟩.
8. Add xi = (⟨bi1⟩, ⟨si1⟩, ..., ⟨bil⟩, ⟨sil⟩, ⟨idi⟩) to a list x.
9. Return x.

Figure 7 Input correctness check for rDP-double-auction..

Exponential mechanism. We obliviously determine how many orders can be matched at
each price point by calculating ⟨uj⟩ for each price rj the same way as ⟨u⟩ was calculated
in the rDP-volume-matching algorithm. The exponential mechanism can now be used to
select the best trading price. The probability Pr[j] associated with price point rj depends
on the corresponding utility value ⟨uj⟩, and since the utility must remain private, the
calculated probabilities Pr[j] will also be secret shared values. While this does not affect the
sampling procedure (the algorithm in Figure 4 remains unchanged if the probability mass
function is private), computing each Pr[j] will require the expensive evaluation of a secure
exponentiation.

To avoid exponentiation and efficiently compute the selection probabilities with MPC, we
use the techniques proposed in [5]. Firstly, instead of considering the selection probabilities
as given in Eq. 5, we reduce the complexity by calculating unnormalized probabilities ⟨Wj⟩
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(called weights), where ⟨Wj⟩ = exp(ε · ⟨uj⟩/2). The clearing price sampling can later be
performed using these weights by multiplying ⟨z⟩ with

∑l
j=1 exp(ε · ⟨uj⟩/2), as shown in

steps 4-8 of FindPrice in Figure 8. Secondly, there are two possible solutions for computing
the weights according to the value of εin

1 (recall that εin
1 is the input privacy budget consumed

when executing the exponential mechanism; εin
1 is public and fixed beforehand):

(i) For εin
1 = 2 · ln(2), we get ⟨Wj⟩ = 2⟨uj⟩. This value can be directly written as

(⟨0⟩, ⟨0⟩, ⟨2⟩, ⟨uj⟩) by using the floating-point notation introduced in [2]. With this nota-
tion, a secret shared floating-point value ⟨f⟩ is represented as a tuple (⟨s⟩, ⟨o⟩, ⟨v⟩, ⟨p⟩)
with f = (1− 2 · s) · (1− o) · v · 2p, where s is the sign bit (set to 1 when f is negative),
o is the zero bit (set to 1 when f is zero), v is the mantissa and p the exponent.

(ii) For εin
1 = 2·ln(2)/2d, where d ∈ N, we get ⟨Wj⟩ = 2⟨uj⟩/2d = 2⌊⟨uj⟩/2d⌋ ·2(⟨uj⟩ mod 2d)/2d .

The weight ⟨Wj⟩ can thus be obtained by calculating the exponentiation with base 2
on the integer part of ⟨uj⟩/2d, and multiplying it by a corrective term 2(⟨uj⟩ mod 2d)/2d

which takes one out of 2d possible values depending on uj . The 2d possible terms are
publicly pre-computed and the correct one is obliviously selected using ⟨uj⟩.

There is an additional procedure in [5] for calculating the weights for arbitrary values of
εin

1 . This procedure relies on the decomposability of the considered utility function, meaning
that clients can locally calculate the weights associated with their own inputs and these can
later be combined to obtain a correct global weight using MPC. Since our utility function is
not decomposable, this method is not applicable. An alternative for computing the weights
for arbitrary εin

1 would be to first publicly calculate all the possible weights according to the
amount of submitted orders, and then obliviously select the correct weight for each price
point. This would however imply several secure comparisons and become inefficient for large
amounts of submitted orders and available price points. It is therefore preferable to choose
εin

1 according to the formats in (i) or (ii), which already provide considerable flexibility.

rDP-double-auction: On input x′, xliq, submitted by (P trd
1 , ...,P trd

n ) and P liq, respectively,
where x′ = [x′

1, ..., x′
n], x′

i = (wi, ⟨diri⟩, ⟨idi⟩), wi = [⟨wi1⟩, ..., ⟨wil⟩], xliq = (⟨xliq
0 ⟩, ⟨x

liq
1 ⟩) and

wij , diri, idi, xliq
0 , xliq

1 ∈ Fp, as well as a list of prices r = [r1, ..., rl]:
1. Let x← InputCheckDA(x′)
2. xmatch, ⟨cR⟩, ⟨uR⟩ ← FindPrice(x)
3. Execute MatchVol from Figure 6 from step 3 with inputs xmatch = [xmatch

1 , ..., xmatch
n ], xliq,

⟨cR⟩ and ⟨uR⟩.
Subroutine invoked by rDP-double-auction

FindPrice: On input x = [x1, ..., xn], where xi = (⟨bi1⟩, ⟨si1⟩, ..., ⟨bil⟩, ⟨sil⟩, ⟨idi⟩):
1. For all j: ⟨Bj⟩ ← ⟨Bj⟩+ ⟨b1j⟩+ ... + ⟨bnj⟩, and ⟨Sj⟩ ← ⟨Sj⟩+ ⟨s1j⟩+ ... + ⟨snj⟩.
2. For all j, let ⟨cj⟩ ← (⟨Sj⟩ > ⟨Bj⟩) and ⟨uj⟩ ← ⟨cj⟩ · ⟨Bj⟩+ (1− ⟨cj⟩) · ⟨Sj⟩.
3. Calculate weights ⟨W1⟩, ..., ⟨Wl⟩ using Algorithm 3 from [5] on input ⟨u1⟩, ..., ⟨ul⟩.
4. For all j: ⟨Fj⟩ ←

∑j

h=1⟨Wh⟩
5. Sample ⟨z′⟩ ∈ (0, 1] uniformly at random and let ⟨z⟩ ← ⟨z′⟩ · ⟨Fl⟩.
6. For all j: ⟨qj⟩ ← (⟨Fj⟩ ≥ ⟨z⟩).
7. For all j: qj ← Open(⟨qj⟩).
8. R← rj for the lowest j such that qj = 1.
9. Set xmatch

i = [⟨biR⟩, ⟨siR⟩, ⟨idi⟩].
10. Return xmatch = [xmatch

1 , ..., xmatch
n ], ⟨cR⟩ and ⟨uR⟩.

Figure 8 rDP-double-auction algorithm with MPC.
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Figure 9 Runtimes in seconds (with logarithmic scale on the x-axis) for the online phase of the
rDP-volume-match algorithm.

After a price is selected, we can run the rDP-volume-matching algorithm in Figure 6,
starting from step 3 of the MatchVol procedure. Note that since we do not know which orders
accept the selected price, every order submitted to the double auction will also be considered
when subsequently executing the volume matching. Orders that did not accept the select
price will appear as dummies during the matching.

5.3 Experiments
To benchmark the performance of our MPC algorithms, we implemented and executed them
using Scale-Mamba [3] with Shamir secret sharing between 3 parties. All the parties are run
on identical machines with an Intel i-9900 CPU and 128GB of RAM. The ping time between
all the machines is 1.003 ms. Precise numerical values for the results presented here are given
in Appendix B of [10].

Online phase of rDP-volume-match. The runtimes for the online phase of one round of the
rDP-volume-match algorithm for an increasing number of submitted orders can be found in
Figure 9. These runtimes include the InputCheckVM procedure described in Figure 5 which,
is identical to the one in the “Bucket Match” dark pool algorithm from [12], and has an
average runtime of 0.00013 seconds (0.13 ms) per order. The randomness sampling for the
randomized matching response and the frozen liquidity can be done in the preprocessing
phase of the MPC, and is thus not considered for the presented results. The runtimes
increase approximately linearly with the number of orders (note the logarithmic scale on the
horizontal axis), and we see that our algorithm achieves a high order throughput, taking
just under 4 seconds to process 10 thousand orders. While InputCheckVM is identical to the
input correctness check of the Bucket Match algorithm from [12], our matching procedure
MatchVol is slower than the one in Bucket Match. Because of the stronger privacy guarantees
we want to satisfy, we cannot reveal intermediary computation results such as which direction
has larger total volume or which orders are already matched, as in the Bucket Match. This
results in a more complex (and thus more expensive) matching phase. Nonetheless, we note
that our runtimes are in the same order of magnitude as the ones presented in [12]. Our
rDP-volume-match algorithm can process 10 thousand orders in 3.94 seconds. The Bucket
Match algorithm, on the other hand, processes 26838 orders in 4.14 seconds, i.e., it processes
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around 2.5 times as many orders in a similar amount of time. The slightly lower throughput
of rDP-volume-match should still be high enough for most real-world applications, especially
considering the improved privacy it provides.

Online phase of rDP-double-auction. The runtimes for the online phase of the rDP-double-
auction algorithm for an increasing number of submitted orders and different values of εin

1
can be found in Figure 9. These runtimes include the InputCheckDA procedure described in
Figure 7, as well as the FindPrice procedure from Figure 8 and the MatchVol from Figure 6
starting from step 3.

Figure 10 Runtimes in seconds (with logarithmic scale on the x-axis) for the online phase of
the rDP-double-auction algorithm with different values of εin

1 , showing: (left) selection between 10
different price points; (right) selection between 100 different price points. εin

1 is the amount of input
privacy budget consumed when executing the exponential mechanism to find the clearing price.

The average runtime of InputCheckDA is of 0.00030 seconds (0.30 ms) per order when
considering 10 price points and 0.00145 seconds (1.45 ms) per order when considering 100
price points. The percent contribution of this part of the algorithm to the total runtime
becomes more significant as the number of orders increases, constituting around 50% of the
total runtime across all εin

1 values when considering 10 thousand orders with 10 price points,
and 70% to 80% when considering 10 thousand orders with 100 price points, depending on
the choice of εin

1 . The FindPrice procedure, on the other hand, does not get significantly
slower with the increase in the number of orders. This is also the only part of the algorithm
that depends on the choice of εin

1 , since the method for calculating the weights associated
with each price point changes depending on εin

1 , as described in Section 5.2. As expected,
the difference in runtime for different εin

1 ’s becomes more noticeable when considering more
price points, with FindPrice taking around 2.2 seconds more with εin

1 = ln(2)/2 than with
εin

1 = 2 ln(2). Nonetheless, this increase remains comparatively small when we consider large
numbers of orders.

6 Future work

In this work, we have initiated the study of differential privacy in the trusted curator model,
resulting in a definitional framework of round differential privacy, which protects both
private inputs and private, yet correlated-outputs. We argue this setting applies to many
economic or financial application domains. We introduce round differentially private market
mechanisms for traditional finance, but also decentralized finance when instantiated with
privacy-preserving smart contracts [4].
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We highlight the investigation of general correlated-output differentially private mechan-
isms for common output correlation classes as an interesting avenue for future work. In the
setting of standard differential privacy, the Laplace, Gaussian or exponential mechanisms
provide “plug-and-play” techniques to transform query algorithms into differentially privacy
mechanisms. The investigation of similarly general techniques to achieve correlated-output
differential privacy would represent a useful toolkit in the trusted curator setting. Achiev-
ing efficiency for such generalized mechanisms with custom MPC protocols would greatly
facilitate the deployment of round-differentially-private mechanisms in practice.
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Abstract
Recent years have seen the emergence of practical advanced cryptographic tools that not only
protect data privacy and authenticity, but also allow for jointly processing data from different
institutions without sacrificing privacy. The ability to do so has enabled implementations of a
number of traditional and decentralized financial applications that would have required sacrificing
privacy or trusting a third party. The main catalyst of this revolution was the advent of decentralized
cryptocurrencies that use public ledgers to register financial transactions, which must be verifiable
by any third party, while keeping sensitive data private. Zero Knowledge (ZK) proofs rose to
prominence as a solution to this challenge, allowing for the owner of sensitive data (e.g. the identities
of users involved in an operation) to convince a third party verifier that a certain operation has been
correctly executed without revealing said data. It quickly became clear that performing arbitrary
computation on private data from multiple sources by means of secure Multiparty Computation
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the following classes of applications: 1. Identity Management, KYC & AML; 2. Markets &
Settlement; 3. Legal; and 4. Digital Asset Custody. We examine how ZK proofs, MPC and related
PETs have been used to tackle the main security challenges in each of these applications. Moreover,
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1 Introduction

Modern Cryptography and Traditional Finance. Due to their sensitive nature, financial
applications require strong security guarantees. Clearly, it is necessary to ensure authenticity
and integrity of any financial operation, i.e. guaranteeing that the operation has been
ordered by an entity authorized to do so and that this order has not been tampered with.
Moreover, it is also necessary to achieve privacy, i.e. preventing attackers from obtaining
sensitive information related to financial operations (e.g. the identities of entities involved in
a transaction and/or the value of that transaction). In the digital realm, authenticity and
privacy guarantees can be achieved against powerful adversaries who control communication
networks (e.g. the Internet) by means of digital signatures and encryption, respectively.

A Decentralized Conundrum. The meteoric rise of decentralized financial applications
based on cryptocurrencies and smart contracts hosted on blockchain platforms brought
to light a whole new set of challenges. While traditional financial applications are hosted
and executed by financial institutions in a centralized manner, the decentralized nature of
blockchain-based applications requires all operations to be verifiable by third parties by
means of publicly available records. If only simple cryptographic primitives are employed,
this means that sensitive data that was once internally handled by financial institutions must
now be exposed on the blockchain in order to perform a financial application. For example,
Bitcoin requires revealing the sender and the receiver of a financial token that is transferred,
so that a transfer transaction is considered valid if and only if the rightful owner of the token
signs it.

Privacy-Enhancing Technologies (PETs) to the Rescue. While sacrificing privacy to
achieve decentralization may be acceptable in some situations, most financial operations
involving companies and private citizens cannot be conducted in this manner due to a number
of reasons (e.g. protecting business interests and complying to regulations). In order to
solve this issue, the cryptocurrency community turned to Privacy-Enhancing Technologies
(PETs) that allow for achieving the same authenticity and privacy guarantees as in traditional
centralized financial applications while providing the public verifiability guarantees needed
in decentralized blockchain platforms. In particular, many of the first proposals towards this
goal involved using a technology called Zero Knowledge (ZK) proof systems [67] : a method
that allows the owner of sensitive data to prove a statement about this data without having
to reveal it. For example, in the token transfer transaction example, a ZK proof allows a
user to prove that an “encrypted” transfer transaction has been signed by the rightful owner
of the token, without revealing neither the owner’s nor the receiver’s identity, e.g. as in [15].

From Decentralized to Traditional Finance. The vast usefulness of advanced PETs in
blockchain applications also sparked an interest in deploying similar solutions for traditional
financial applications. The aforementioned ZK proof technology has also been used in
innovative solutions to the Know Your Client (KYC) and Anti Money Laundering (AML)
problems commonly encountered in the banking industry, e.g., as in [79, 118, 115, 110]. As
in the case of privacy preserving cryptocurrency transactions, in many scenarios an entity
wants to prove that they comply with KYC/AML regulations without revealing their identity
nor their sensitive data. For example, a client can prove to a third party service provider
that their identity has been verified by their bank and that they are authorized to use a
certain service and perform operations up to a certain financial volume, while keeping their
identity, and other attributes (e.g. the list of operations they are allowed to perform) private.
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PETs for the Masses - or - From ZK to MPC. The ZK proof technology lends itself
extremely well to applications that require a single entity to publicly prove a statement about
its private data, e.g. the KYC/AML or cryptocurrency examples above. However, it is limited
by the fact that the entity who generates a ZK proof must necessarily know all the private
information about which the statement is proven. This is a serious limitation in two cases: 1.
applications that must process sensitive data provided by multiple entities; 2. applications
where certain data (e.g. cryptographic secret keys) are far too valuable to be stored on
a single device, which leaks the data if its security is compromised. Fortunately, these
limitations can be addressed by means of secure Multiparty Computation (MPC) [36, 66],
which allows a set of entities to jointly execute an arbitrary program that computes on an
“encrypted” version of their private data and only reveals the output of this computation.

For example, specific-purpose MPC protocols have long been used for sealed-bid auc-
tions [70, 25] among entities who do not trust each other, nor a third party auctioneer. In
this case, the parties provide as input “encrypted” versions of their bids and jointly compute
a program that determines the winner of the auction, without revealing the value of the
bids or any other information. In the context of blockchain-based cryptocurrencies, MPC
protocols [77] have also been successfully deployed [42] for protecting secret signature keys
used to authorize/authenticate transactions. In this case, many entities locally store a “share”
of the signing key that does not reveal any information about the key itself unless all shares
are united. When a transaction must be signed, all these entities use MPC to jointly execute
a program that takes as input all the signing key shares, reconstructs the true key and
computes the signature on the given transaction, while only revealing the resulting signature
and nothing else. Since knowledge of the key is split among many entities, an attacker now
has to compromise many, potentially all, entities instead of a single server.

Systematizing Privacy-enhancing Technologies in Finance
The goal of this SoK is to systematize financial applications that can benefit from PETs, as well
as systematizing relevant PETs according to their respective applications and technological
readiness. As summarized in Table 1, we consider 5 main classes of financial applications,
which are each addressed in the specific section indicated next to the application class name.
At a high level, these applications can be potentially facilitated by the PETs indicated in the
PET column of Table 1, which are introduced in detail in Section 2. In particular, we focus
on financial applications that require handling private data from multiple entities, as ZK
proof technology for financial applications has been extensively addressed in previous works
(e.g. [24, 3, 4, 91]). While we aim at providing a general overview of PETs for financial
applications covering broad ranges of both PETs and applications, we do not intend to
provide an exhaustive review of the PET literature. For each class of applications, we strive
to survey the works that introduced the most relevant insights and groundbreaking results,
since it would be infeasible to cover every single optimization of each PET that would be
relevant for each application.

The financial applications we cover and the respective relevant PETs are summarized as
follows:

Identity, KYC & AML (Section 3): Identity management is a classical problem that has
the added challenges of Know Your Client (KYC) and Anti Money Laundering (AML)
regulations in the financial sector. PETs can be used in these applications to provide
robust identity management with privacy preserving methods for enforcing KYC & AML
regulations in both decentralized and traditional scenarios.

AFT 2023
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Table 1 PET stack for financial applications. TSS = Threshold Secret Sharing, DP = Differ-
ential Privacy, (F)HE=(Fully) Homomorphic Encryption, PSI = Private Set Intersection, MPC
= Multiparty Computation, ZK = Zero Knowledge proofs. See Section 2 for a discussion of each
concept.

PET (§2)

(§3) Identity, KYC & AML MPC, ZK

(§A, [10]) Legal MPC, ZK

(§B, [10]) Digital Asset Custody TSS, MPC

(§4) Markets & Settlement (F)HE, MPC, ZK

(§5) Future applications PSI, DP, MPC

Legal Procedures (Section A in [10]): Many legal procedures require evidence to be presen-
ted in court. However, in many cases the evidence or even the relevant law/regulation
must be kept private. PETs allow for such legal procedures to be conducted without
sacrificing neither privacy nor auditability (i.e. the ability of any entity to verify that a
legal procedure has been properly executed). Furthermore, due to the novelty of PETs
it is not always clear how they fit within existing legal frameworks and how they might
help and provide utility while fulfilling privacy regulations such as GDPR.

Digital Asset Custody (Section B in [10]): Digital assets such as cryptocurrencies are usu-
ally transferred by means of a digital signature, which can only be generated given a
secret key. Since storing this key in a single device poses a risk of key leakage, PETs
can be employed to distribute the signing power (and thus the power to move the asset)
among many entities, in such a way that the system is only compromised if all entities
are compromised.

Markets & Settlements (Section 4): Both the traditional and decentralized financial mar-
kets use complex trading instruments that may be abused by entities who retain privileged
information about trades. PETs provide a robust solution to this issue via distributed
“Dark Pools” or privacy preserving DeFi mechanisms (e.g. Automated Market Makers)
that process trades without revealing any sensitive information to the entities evolved.

Future Applications (Section 5): Besides financial applications that have already been ad-
dressed in previous work, we propose that several PETs can be potentially used to address
other interesting challenges in finance. In particular, recent advances in PETs enable the
execution of advanced machine learning (ML) algorithms on private data, allowing for
detecting patterns (e.g. for fraud) without revealing neither the ML models nor the data.

2 Available Privacy-enhancing Technologies

Before we describe applications of Privacy-Enhancing Technologies (PETs) to finance, we
will give a short overview over existing PETs and how mature they are.

Zero-Knowledge proofs. Zero-Knowledge proofs [67] are cryptographic algorithms which
allows a prover to convince a distrusting verifier that a certain statement is true. While the
statement (usually specified in the form of a program) is known to the verifier, the proof (e.g.
a certain input that makes the program output 0) is never leaked to the verifier. There exists
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a large variety of different ZK proof algorithms, and choosing the optimal proof depends
largely on the application. Recently, efforts have been underway to standardize ZK proofs1

to make them more accessible to practitioners.

Private Set Intersection. Private Set Intersection (PSI) [58] allows two (or more) distrusting
parties with respective input sets S1 and S2 to securely learn their intersection, i.e. S1 ∩ S2,
without revealing the non-intersecting elements to the other party. For example, if party
1 has S1 = {a, b, d} and party 2 has S2 = {b, c, e} then both parties will learn that they
have b in common in their sets. At the same time, party 2 will not learn that party 1 also
had a, d in its input set and vice-versa for c, e. Highly efficient PSI protocols have been
developed recently and some, such as the one developed by Chen et al. [39] found applications
in industry.

Threshold Secret Sharing. Threshold Secret Sharing (TSS) allows a dealer to distrib-
ute [100] a secret x among n different parties, who each receive a share of the secret. Given
a threshold t < n, TSS guarantees that if t or less parties pool their shares together, then
they cannot reconstruct any information about x. If instead more than t parties cooperate
(i.e. pool their shares), then x can be reconstructed. Multiple versions of secret sharing
exist, for example with security against share-holders who don’t act honestly during the
reconstruction of the secret [41, 93]. Moreover, secret-sharing can be generalized so that not
a threshold decides about the possibility of reconstruction, but instead any pattern can be
used by the sender of the shares.

Multiparty Computation. Cryptographic protocols for Multiparty Computation (MPC) [14,
37, 65] allow 2 or more mutually distrusting parties who each have an input xi to evaluate an
arbitrary function y = f(x1, . . . , xn) on their inputs. MPC guarantees that only the function
output y and no other information about the inputs is revealed. One can see PSI as a special
case of MPC where the computed function is the intersection of input sets. MPC can be made
robust against parties who maliciously deviate from the protocol description, and security
usually holds if less than a threshold t of the participants in the computation collaborate to
undermine the security. Therefore, MPC can be seen as constructing a distributed trusted
entity. It is worth highlighting that MPC can be carried out in many different security and
communication models. In particular the communication model can have a big impact on
the possible use-cases and security of the protocol. For example in a synchronous model
any message sent can be assumed to arrive within a fixed amount of time, whereas in
the asynchronous model messages can be arbitrarily, even infinitely, delayed. Hence the
synchronous model is more suited for protocols being run on a stable network, like a LAN.
Recent progress in MPC research has made practical use of MPC possible2.

Fully-Homomorphic Encryption. Fully-Homomorphic Encryption (FHE) is a special type
of encryption scheme first proposed in [95] and later realized in [63]. In FHE, everyone with
a so-called public key can encrypt information, while only the holder of the private key
can decrypt it later. In addition, given encrypted of data as well as the public key, anyone
can perform computations on the encrypted data and evaluate algorithms on secret inputs.
For example. Given encryption [x], [y], [z] of the values x, y, z, FHE allows to compute an

1 See https://zkproof.org/.
2 https://www.mpcalliance.org/
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encryption [x · y + z] of x · y + z or any other efficiently computable algorithm on these inputs.
The clue is that the decryptor who obtains [x ·y +z] will only learn x ·y +z but not the inputs
to the computation. Although concrete FHE schemes are relatively new, the technology is
already somewhat mature3 and powerful testing implementations4 are available.

Differential Privacy. Differential Privacy [55] (DP) is a technique to compute add noise to
outcomes of algorithms such that leakage about the inputs of the computation is minimized.
The level of the noise is calibrated such that mathematical guarantees about the privacy of
the inputs can be given.

Readiness of the technologies. We next try to make a rough evaluation of the market
readiness and usability of the different technologies. Our main metric for this is the Technology
Readiness Level (TRL). Recall that the TRL scale is an estimation of technology maturity,
originally developed by NASA and standardized by ISO [71]. The scale goes from 1 to 9,
where level 1 indicates the initial studies of moving general research into applied research
and level 9, means the system has been proven successful in the real-world. The systems we
are considering in this paper are far up the scale so we outline what exactly we mean by the
different TRL levels achieved for these systems:

7. Demonstration of the system in an operational environment. E.g. beginning of alpha-
testing.

8. The system is fully developed and functioning under expected real-world conditions.
9. The system is actually deployed and used by end-users.

We summarize the main privacy enhancing technologies we consider in this SoK and our
judgement of their Technology Readiness Level (TRL) in Table 2.

While the TRL level provides one metric in judging the market application of a technology;
overhead (in particular in computation and communication) is another important factor, in
particular when it comes to scalability and wideness of deployment.

Hence we have include overhead indicators in Table 2 in order to illustrate the typical
overhead of the different technologies relate. An interesting observation on overhead is that
DP can be applied with barely any computational overhead and TSS (without key generation)
can in some situations have an overhead only linear in the amount of servers involved. Some
ZK on the other hand (in particular SNARKs [17]) has the powerful feature that it can
reduce the communication and computation overhead over native computation (for some of
the involved parties only!). This feature has been used widely in practice, in particular in
the blockchain setting for example to aggregate validation of multiple transactions through a
zk-rollup [43].

A note on Trusted Execution Environments. Trusted Execution Environments (TEE)
such as Intel’s SGX are special modes of modern processors. A processor in its trusted
execution setting guarantees that programs and their data are shielded from every other
program running on the computer - even the operating system or any user having full access.
A secure TEE allows to build many of the aforementioned PETs such as ZK proofs, PSI,
MPC etc. “cheaply” and without additional cryptographic tools. In practice, SGX and
similar technologies from other vendors5 are regularly broken and do not offer the protection
that they claim. We therefore do not consider it as a PET in this document.

3 https://fhe.org/
4 https://www.openfhe.org/
5 See e.g. the exhaustive list on https://sgx.fail/.
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Table 2 Technology Readiness Level (TRL) between 1-9 of different PETs along with how much
overhead they typically add when used in the most suitable contexts. An empty circle means close
to no overhead, and a full circle means multiple orders of magnitude. Finally a dot means less than
native communication/computation. See Section 2 for a discussion of each concept.

PET (§2) TRL Comp. Overhead Comm. Overhead Demonstrated by

ZK 9 · · Ethereum [43], Filecoin [76]

TSS 9 Zengo [75]

DP 9 Apple [53]

PSI 8 Apple [16]

MPC 7 JP Morgen [46], Meta [35]

FHE 7 Zama [96]

3 Identity, KYC, AML

A general issue facing the financial world is the validation of customer identities and attributes.
Laws and regulations require financial institutions, both classical and decentralized, to employ
Know Your Customer (KYC) rules, for example to prevent money laundering and to be able
to aid in criminal cases - or even to lock accounts in case of sanctions. Being able to correctly
determine a legal owner of an account can in itself help in preventing money laundering by
precluding the use of fake accounts which could otherwise aid in smurfing, see Sec. 3. In the
EU this is for example in place through the Anti-Money Laundering Directives and in the
US through the Money Laundering Control Act of 1986. In the classical banking setting
such validations are carried out through customers going to their physical bank and bringing
required documents to prove their identity, residence or perhaps even criminal history, of
which the bank would keep a copy. However, with the advent of online-only banks such as
Lunar, Revolut and N26, along with crypto-currency exchanges like Binance and Coinbase,
such validations become tricky, as there are no physical locations to validate identities.

Today KYC is instead carried out online, and in many cases through machine learning
algorithms, where customers upload copies of their data which gets validated. When it
comes to security this unfortunately has several disadvantages: i) it is easy to create a
picture of a document or manufacture it, or even modify some data of a real document [105];
and ii) the leakage of legitimate documents online allows an adversary to steal identities.
Simply considering how often a copy of ones passport is needed (e.g. basically any hotel or
accommodation in any country), it is not hard to see that copies of legitimate documents will
be easy to find on the dark market. Even though requirements can be made to include selfies
or short videos to validate authenticity, this has turned into a race against Photoshop and
deep fakes, which have shown tremendous advancement in the recent years [106]. While such
attacks are also possible in physical space (i.e. creating fake documents and having them
validated by a human), they are significantly more cumbersome due to human involvement
and more expensive to mount, and therefore do not scale like digital-only attacks. Thus it is
clear that the digital attack vector on KYC is the weakest link in account validation.

Identity management

One possible way of combating attacks when validating digital copies of physical identity
documents is simply to move the documents into the digital realm. Digital signatures
and revocation systems can ensure that digital documents are legitimate. This is done

AFT 2023
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by combining them with an identification scheme where a user needs to prove they know
a password/key used in the construction of their digital identity. This can prevent theft
by simply copying the digital document. Often a simple password or key is not deemed
secure enough in financial applications by law [90], and a second factor is required.Thus
the use of authentication apps is common in electronic ID (eID) solutions, like the Danish
MitID. Such eID solutions validate user-identities by a trusted issuer during setup, allowing
other applications to piggy-back on existing validation. This naturally comes with a risk
of compromise or identity sharing through the eID provider, although it may arguably be
harder than with their physical counterparts.

Single Sign-On. eIDs are typically validated by a centralized and trusted server that is
able to perform relevant logging, and hence poses a risk to user privacy. Furthermore, such
identity management is not exclusive to official or government identities, but can involve
any kind of self-reported identity, which is the case for example for a Facebook or Google
account. These platforms act as federated identity management services, allowing the sharing
of the user’s identity, along appropriate attributes of the user, to third-party websites. Thus
facilitating a single sign-on (SSO) system. In this setting, the server validating the user’s
identity is known as the identity provider (IdP), which would be Facebook or Google in the
above example. The third-party website is known as the service provider. This could for
example be Netflix or Spotify. The idea of an SSO service goes beyond simply having an
IdP facilitating a user authenticating towards a service provider. In fact an IdP may gather
certified attributes about a user from multiple trusted issuers, and sign off on the user indeed
being validated to have such attributes. This for example happens when Facebook validates
that a given user has access to a specific email account, or phone number. While using an
SSO makes things much simpler for a user, it also is a big privacy issue as an IdP now holds
a large amount of the user’s personal information, along with knowledge of whenever the
user users this information and towards which service provider. Furthermore, it also means
that large amount of trust has to be put in the IdP as they would be able to impersonate
any of their users towards any service provider. While such a thing is also possible for
any attribute issuer (to a lesser extent) it becomes more of a problem for an IdP as they
must be user-friendly enough that they can be used several times a day and since their only
job is authentication. Hence becoming more exposed. Beyond this, simply using an SSO
service can also lead to traceability and linkability of the user across the web. Traceability
means that a user can be identified from the data resulting from using their eID. Whereas
linkability means that it is possible for different service providers to find out if they have
the same users. This can be an issue even if the user is authenticated using a pseudonym,
since all it takes is one sharing of personal data, such as credit card information at a service
provider, to de-anonymize the user. However, works like PASTA [2] and PESTO [12] use
threshold cryptography to enhance the security of IdPs and limit traceability and linkability
without reducing the usability. I.e. password based authentication can still be used and
they remain compliant with solutions like OAuth and OpenID Connect. While they only
focus on password-based authentication, they can be generalized to support multi-factor
authentication [57] and thus be used when multi-factor authentication is required for financial
compliance, as e.g. in Europe according to PSD2 [90].

Decentralized Identifiers. With the advent of blockchain technologies a lot of work has
sprung up, trying to remove centralization from the management of eIDs. This is generally
known as a Decentralized Identifier (DID) [102], but often also called Self-Sovereign Identity
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(SSI), specifically when the user is in full control over the usage of their decentrally stored
eIDs. The overall idea is that any kind of attribute provider issues a pseudonym to a user’s
blockchain account, reflecting a specific attribute. The user can then later use the pseudonym
to prove certain certain attributes, or to simply get a reusable link to their pseudonymous
identity at the same identity provider. However, it is clear to see that this basic construction
is unfortunately not enough to ensure privacy, as again it possible to link the user across the
internet (or blockchain) through their pseudonym. For this reason DID systems are starting
to incorporate more advanced cryptographic constructions allowing users to anonymously
prove that they hold a certain pseudonym towards a service provider (in order to facilitate
authentication). Such a construction is known as a cryptographic credential.

Camenisch and Lysyanskaya [29] were the first to show a fully self-managed solution
allowing users to prove their identity has been certified by a trusted provider, in an anonymous
manner. Their credential construction affords validation of issuance from a trusted authority,
while allowing the user to anonymously use it and preventing anyone who does not know
the user’s key6 to impersonate it. However their construction did not allow the validation
of arbitrary predicates on the attributes. Something which is needed in many financial
situations. Consider for example the case for loan or insurance issuance, where the customer’s
financial situation or health status has to be validated. Classically these must be provided as
signed physical documents from the customer’s attribute provider (such as credit bureaus),
but the line of work on credentials, known as attribute based credentials shows how to achieve
this in the digital sphere [30, 98] with cryptographic security and privacy guarantees. It
was later shown how to compute arbitrary predicates on the certificated attributes [27].
Further development of such schemes into commercial products have been done by both IBM
with their Idemix framework [31] and by Microsoft through U-Prove [88]. The underlying
primitives have even been taken up by standardization frameworks such as W3C [101]. Still,
despite such commercial traction, widespread adoption is still lacking. Moreover, in the
context of DeFi systems, decentralized versions of anonymous credentials [62, 26, 5, 48] have
been proposed.

One could imagine that the requirement for self-managed private keys could be the reason
that such approaches lack adoption since the regular news bulletins of people having lost
their cryptocurrency keys, show that self-administered key management is not for the general
public. However, multiple solutions based on threshold cryptography can be used to securely
store keys under a client’s password [28, 72]. A more likely explanation might be the need of
existing attribute providers to completely change their work-flow and systems, without any
direct financial, legal or customer requirements.

Deploying Privacy Preserving Identity Management. Fortunately, recent research have
shown how PETs can be used to get certified attributed from issuers without modifying
existing infrastructure, when such attributes can be retrieved from the provider through
TLS-secured connections. The Town Crier system [117] shows how to construct certified
attributes using secure hardware (like Intel SGX and using a TLS connection with a trusted
provider). Concretely, they discussed how such certified attributes could be relayed to smart-
contracts to allow more advanced decentralized user-attribute validation. Later, DECO [118]
then showed how to remove the need for secure hardware and replace it with MPC while
achieving the same goal. However, they extended their construction to also integrate with

6 Allowing the user to fully control the use of their credential through a single key can be conceptually
advantageous.
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zero-knowledge proofs, allowing clients to construct certified proofs of arbitrary predicates on
attributes from any provider, trusted through a TLS certificate which provides online access
to the user’s attributes. This could for example include a bank providing online banking
access, where a user would then be able to construct a proof that they hold a bank account
with e.g. at least $20.000. If the user’s government provides an online residency portal, then
it could also be used for the users to prove that they legally reside in a given city in a given
country without leaking their exact address.

The CanDID system [79] fully realizes a DID system with legacy support through either
Town Crier or DECO. This is achieved through the usage of an MPC committee that validates
legacy identity data and constructs a zero-knowledge friendly credential. Based on this
credential, a user can prove arbitrary predicates on their attributes towards any provider.

Using attribute based credential allows the construction of fully private identity and
attribute-based systems. However, in some situations full privacy might be undesirable,
we would rather want to privately validate whether transactions are permissible based on
attributes or identity, for example by ensuring that the identity of the credential holder
is not on a deny-list. Kohlweiss et al. [74] showed that such a system can efficiently be
constructed on top of credentials. The construction allows an auditor to specify any predicate
on the attributes in a credential, where the identity of the credential holder gets leaked if the
predicate is fulfilled. Such conditional privacy leakage could prove tremendously helpful in
fighting money laundering as we discuss next.

Anti Money Laundering. Money laundering is the process of concealing the origins of
money, such as financial gains from drug trafficking or other serious crimes, by changing its
origin to a benevolent source. This is because criminals must acquire many services and
goods in the regular economy: put simply, most luxury car dealers don’t accept briefcases full
of bills. Money laundering is a huge problem in the financial sector: the estimated amount
of laundered money is at the level of 2-3% of the national GDP in the US alone, excluding
tax evasion [94, Chap. 2].

Getting large amount of illegitimate cash into the financial system requires multiple steps
and multiple accounts to avoid raising suspicion. Simply getting dirty money into the system
is known as placement. A concrete and common approach for this is known as smurfing,
where multiple legal people deposit small amounts of money for a criminal, with the promise
of earning a small amount as a kick-back. After a period of time the smurfs move the money
out of their accounts (minus their fee), by transferring to other accounts controlled by the
criminal. If this process is done with small amounts, and the receiving party’s account is not
flagged, then smurfing is hard to identify7.

Once the money is in the legal financial system, it needs to be mixed with legitimate
transfers, to counter suspicions caused by the initial transfers. This involves creating
reasonable and justifiable transfers among multiple accounts of multiple entities in a process
known as layering. By setting up a layering scheme through multiple banks, in different legal
jurisdictions, using different legal entities, it becomes almost impossible to trace the flow of
money. This is because the involved banks are (reasonably!) not allowed to communicate
private account and customer information about the sender and recipient of a money transfer.
After the layering, the money is finally moved out of financial institutions and into legitimate
investments such as real estate or legitimate businesses. This last step is known as integration.

7 This step is sometimes also realized through other means, such as deposits from cash-driven businesses
such as laundromats or food trucks.
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What banks do to counter money laundering. As banks cannot share account and customer
information with each other it is extremely hard for them to trace dirty money during layering.
To address this, banks use multiple approaches usually subsumed as Anti-Money Laundering
(AML) techniques. For example, banks internally use a suspiciousness score for customers.
It is based on a base score, which is derived from the meta information about the account
and its owner. The score may be derived from e.g. age of the account/holder, amount of
money in the account, expected income and nationality of the owner. Through transfers,
the base score is then updated, e.g. based on the score of the account a transfer goes to or
comes from if both sender and receiver account are held by the same bank. If they instead
are held by different banks, then metadata such as the amount of money going in/out and
the frequency of the transfers is used in updates.

Finally, banks do have one common tool in measuring the suspiciousness of transfers, and
that is a common, yet secret, grey list. This grey list contains accounts that have been deemed
significantly suspicious, but for whom no provable money laundering has been identified yet.
A transfer to or from a grey-listed account significantly increases the suspiciousness score.
At certain time intervals, the suspiciousness score of an account is checked against a certain
threshold and if the score is too high, then it gets flagged for manual8 inspection.

What can banks do? Due to GPDR and other privacy laws, it is not possible for banks
to directly share meta-information about accounts or its owner without their consent.
Furthermore, if a bank finds a flagged account it believes is engaging in illegal activities then
when informing authorities, it must be able to explain to said authorities how they came
to this conclusion. Hence the bank’s judgements must be auditable by a third party. If the
conclusion depends on data received from other financial institutions, the bank must be able
to point to this data and the third party must trust it as well. While data from banks from
within the same legal framework (the EU, USA, etc.) is usually considered as valid, data
from international banks, in particular those from countries with a history of corruption, has
less trustworthiness.

Implementing sufficient and efficient AML techniques is also difficult due to the quantities
of information involved. AML technologies should ideally be scalable to include all transac-
tions and accounts. At the same time, even a limited AML technology which only covers
cross-country transfers or an arbitrary subset of accounts, could still make a substantial dent
into the suspected large amount of money laundering currently going unnoticed.

Cryptography and AML. The conjunction of AML and MPC is new and the main bodies
of work on the topic are by Zand et al. [115] and Egmond et al. [110]. Zand et al. show how
computation on secret data can be used to notify an auditor of suspicious behavior. Egmond
et al. show, in collaboration with multiple banks, how to use additively homomorphic
encryption to obliviously update risk scores, and eventually (with consent from collaborating
banks) decrypt the risk scores and flag accounts and customers appropriately.

However, related to this is the area of auditability of confidential transactions. As for
example discussed by Tomescu et al. [108] where users are given a limited monthly “anonymity”
budget. This budget is a certain amount of currency they are able to transfer anonymously
per month. However, transfers surpassing this amount, is subject to deanonymization and
clearance by a trusted auditor.

8 In practice it turns out that about 95% of automatically flagged accounts are false-positives.
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Finally, we note that a survey of real world concepts using PETs to combat financial
crime has been conducted by the Future of Financial Intelligence Sharing consortium [81].
Unfortunately, many of their mentioned solutions require a trusted party to be involved.

As mentioned above, AML in centralized banking is challenging as the transaction graph
is hidden due to e.g. privacy regulations. However in the decentralized finance space, such
transaction graphs are usually visible. This is why most popular cryptocurrencies, such as
Bitcoin, Ethereum or Cardano, are only pseudonymous and not anonymous9. Cryptocurrency
exchanges such as Coinbase and Binance allow to turn large amount of cryptocurrency into
Fiat currencies. These exchanges are required by law to enforce know-your-customer (KYC)
rules. Through the help of transaction graph analysis firms such as Chainalysis, it has
become hard to launder money using pseudonymous cryptocurrencies.

Researchers have also proposed mechanisms to enforce AML even if transactions are kept
private. This includes using an escrow system where anonymity and privacy can be broken
in case suspicious activities occur, such as transfers to or from an account known to be used
by criminals [97, 86, 8, 48]. Such escrow mechanisms does not necessarily imply the usage of
a trusted third party, as the data for escrow activities can e.g. be shared using Threshold
Secret Sharing. Another approach is to specify a small budget per client which they can use
every month for anonymous payments. After the client has made more transactions than
covered by this budget, any future transactions can be traced [113, 108]. Although seemingly
a good compromise between privacy and security, this does still pose a risk to smurfing.

4 Markets & Transaction Settlement

In this section, we systematize PETs in market and settlement applications.
In financial markets, there is a need for auctions and markets with fairness guarantees, as

rational actors are incentivized to collude and front-run honest parties, if the true valuation
or trade-intent of the latter is revealed. Here, we first consider the traditional finance setting
(§4.1), where the settlement of transactions is handled by traditional, asynchronous settlement
processes. In the presence of a public ledger (§4.2), settlements occur synchronously and
immediately after a transaction is completed. Such a mechanism also permits the “netting”
of inter-bank payments (§4.3) to minimize the liquidity requirements on participating banks;
this must done with PET approaches, since the public ledger would otherwise expose all
individual payment orders, a clear breach of consumer privacy.

Finally, we highlight approaches to achieve bidder privacy in demand-response electricity
markets (Appendix C in [10]), which coordinate the remote scheduling of power consuming
devices to match forecast production from sustainable production sources; the submission
of granular device-level information to an auction in the clear can reveal the activity and
presence of customers at home, violating their privacy.

4.1 Markets in Traditional Finance
The first setting reflects an idealized view of traditional finance, where accounts and balances
are generally maintained by financial institutions and considered private. Here, the settlement
of auctions, or exchange transactions, occur asynchronously; whilst the counterparty risk from

9 We note that there exist privacy-focused blockchains like ZCash, Monero, or Dash that hide the
transaction graph. Moreover, one can build private transactions on top of non-privacy focused blockchains
using e.g. Zether [22] that leverages encryption and ZK proofs. Finally, mixers such as Tornado [92]
take transfers from many users and put them into a holding account, from which they can later be
transferred to the intended recipient.
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Table 3 Auctions & Markets: no benchmarks ( ), preliminary benchmarks ( ), benchmarks
achieving real-world performance with traditional market parameters ( ).

Setting Applications Privacy Benchmarks PET Works

Markets in
Traditional Finance

(§4.1)

Distributed
sealed-bid
auctions

Single-sided Bid privacy MPC
[56], [70],
[25], [85]

Double-sided Bid privacy MPC [19], [18]

Public verifiability - HE+ZK [89]

Distributed
Dark Pools

Continuous matching Order privacy MPC [33]

Periodic matching
Order privacy MPC [34], [44]

Order privacy FHE [7]

with many assets Order privacy MPC+HE [34]

with many servers Order privacy MPC [44]

Public verifiability - HE+ZK [107]

Markets on
Public Ledgers

(§4.2)

Decentralized
sealed-bid
auctions

Single-sided Order privacy MPC+ZK
[6], [49],

[60]

Privacy-preserving
Decentralized
Exchanges

Futures
Periodic matching

Net position
privacy

MPC+ZK [80]

Periodic matching
Balance privacy
Partial order privacy

MPC+ZK [68]

Order privacy
(Balance privacy)

MPC+ZK [11], ([9])

Intent-based
order matching

Balance privacy
Order privacy

ZK [20], [114]

Balance privacy
Order privacy

WKA [87]

Settlement on
Public Ledgers

(§4.3)

Liquidity preserving
inter-bank netting

-
Payment privacy ZK [32]
Payment privacy
& Robustness

MPC+ZK [50]

Demand-Response
Markets

(Appendix C in [10])

Distributed auctions
for demand flexibility

Double-sided
(Single buyer)

Device power
constraint privacy

MPC
[1], [119]

[59]

defaulting on obligations implied by pending transactions is real, we consider it an orthogonal
challenge addressed in the public ledger setting (§4.2, §4.3). Clearing prices and executed
volumes are considered public information as this information is forwarded to institutions
executing the settlement. This first setting intends to achieve resilience against dishonest
venue operators and participants attempting to obtain a financial gain from unwarranted
information flow. Communication between parties generally assumes direct, authenticated
channels, implying the knowledge of identities and a pubic key infrastructure.

Distributed Sealed-bid Auctions. One-off, sealed-bid auctions are frequently performed in
the sale of frequency-spectrum rights, government contracts, real-estate and other private
items, such as art. In open-cry, single-sided auctions, bids are broadcast publicly until no
additional bids are made. However, the leakage of bids or orders can be exploited by the
adversary for financial gain. In Vickrey auctions, where the winner pays the price submitted
by the second-highest bid, the auction operator collecting the submitted bids is incentivized
to collude with other bidders to increase the second-highest bid price and maximize auction
fees. The auction operator must also be trusted to not reveal anything about submitted bids,
in order for all bidders to submit their true valuation. The advent of the public, commercial
internet coincides with the first protocol proposals which permit the execution of one-time,
sealed-bid auctions by distributing the role of the auction operator, thereby removing the
need for a trusted auction venue.
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Franklin et al. [56] propose a one-sided auction protocol, where the auction venue is
distributed amongst multiple servers; bidders submit their signed bids as verifiable secret-
shares (VSS) to participating servers during the bidding phase. Subsequently, bids and
signatures are jointly reconstructed by all servers, upon which all bid information becomes
public. Verifiable secret-sharing ensures that bidders submit well-formed bids. As long as a
single server is honest, the reconstruction of bids will not occur before the end of the bidding
phase. However, it is often important to protect the privacy of bids, even if they are not
successful; the valuation may reveal a bidding strategy for another, related auction.

In the work of Harkavy et al. [70], MPC is deployed to maintain the privacy of all
submitted bids; only the winning bid is made public. Naor et al. [85] propose a variant
of MPC with garbled circuits, to reduce the rounds of communication, thereby improving
performance. Cachin [25] builds a purpose-built, privacy-preserving protocol, which permits
the comparison (>) of prices between two parties with the help of an untrusted third party.
An auction determining the highest bidder is then constructed from this primitive.

The first work to demonstrate the feasibility of privacy-preserving (one-time) double-sided,
sealed-bid auctions was proposed by Bogetoft et al. [19]. Later secure auctions were used
in practice [18], to facilitate the auctioning of sugar beet delivery contracts in Denmark.
Concretely, farmers producing sugar beets hold contracts which represent an obligation and
right to deliver beets to the the (single) Danish sugar beet processor Danisco. The trading
of such contracts permits the reallocation of contracts to the most efficient producers, but
such an exchange run by Danisco would permit it to learn information about the economic
circumstances of producers, potentially compromising sugar beet farmers during contract
negotiations. The matching and determination of a price computation from 1229 buy and
sell orders was achieved in approximately half an hour by an MPC committee of 3 servers;
a throughput volume sufficient for a one-time auction, but unacceptable for traditional
electronic security exchanges. Notice, however, that cryptographic techniques have improved
drastically since this work. Such an auction would run much more efficiently today.

Publicly verifiable auction operators are proposed in the work of Parkes et al. [89], a
weaker alternative to implementing the auction operator with MPC; instead, the dark pool
venue is still operated by single entity, but provides cryptographic proofs that the auction
algorithm is performed correctly by the venue operator. Whilst this prevents the auction
venue from manipulating the correct evaluation of auction bids, it does not prevent the
auction operator from leaking bid information to malicious participants.

Distributed Dark Pools. Dark pools have gained adoption in traditional finance as venues
where submitted orders are not publicly accessible, thus minimizing the potential price
impact caused by signalling trade intent to front-running market participants. As is the case
with auction venues, the dark pool operator must be trusted to not share the order flow
information with malicious participants, a trust assumption that is frequently violated in
practice (Table 1 in [34]), motivating the need for distributing the role of the venue operator.

Whilst the matching of orders in a secret order book is a natural domain of MPC,
we observe that current proposals illustrate specific configurations and architectures for
distributed dark pools that may or may not match throughput observed in traditional,
centralized dark pool markets. In particular, the choice of auction clearing algorithm
remains a deciding feasibility factor. Whilst secret-sharing based MPC schemes permit secret
computation with n participating servers, the runtime bottleneck generally lies in the amount
of communication that is required between servers. This is because MPC has a specific model
of defining computations, and certain auction clearing algorithms can be realized with less
communication overhead in MPC than others.
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In the case of auction clearing algorithms, which must compute a clearing price from
current bids and sell orders, the sorting thereof by price limit induces many comparisons
(>, <, =) between secret-shared values, which in turn imply sub-protocols generating the
majority of communication cost. Alternatively, order matching based on volume only (where
prices are determined by third party price feeds) can greatly accelerate throughput, as
the expensive clearing price evaluation is not required. Furthermore, whether orders are
processed continuously or periodically also greatly affects the real-world applicability of the
following distributed dark pool protocols.

Continuous Double Auctions with MPC: A recent line of work by Smart et al. [33, 34,
44, 45] implements and examines real-world, double-side auction algorithms. In the initial
work [33], continuous double auctions (CDA) are implemented in a distributed fashion
across servers running an MPC. Continuous double auctions maintain a limit order book
(LOB) where buy and sell orders are ordered by ascending and descending price respectively;
each incoming order is matched against one or more LOB orders if it crosses the “spread”
between best buy (or sell) prices; its remaining volume is then inserted into the LOB. It is
also the most expensive exchange algorithm since (1) each single order must be matched
against m other fulfilled orders and (2) its remaining trade volume must be inserted into a
(potentially large) order book of N size. Benchmarking such an algorithm requires specifying
the expected state of the order book, given the sensitivity of CDA run-time on (1) the average
number of matched orders m; and (2) the expected order book length N . In the dark CDA
implementation of Cartlidge et al. [33], run with 3 servers and Shamir-sharing based MPC, a
worst-case throughput of 34 − 43 orders per second for LOB parameters m = 3 and N ≈ 30
is achieved. This work demonstrates that distributed CDA with MPC cannot yet match
the throughput volumes of traditional CDA venues10. In contrast, periodic order matching
greatly improves the performance of distributed dark pools.

Periodic Double Auctions with MPC: Periodic auctions in the dark pool setting imple-
mented with MPC promise throughput that match those of traditional dark pool markets,
as shown in these works by Cartlidge et al. [33, 34]. In periodic auctions, limit orders are
submitted during an open auction period after which a clearing price is computed during
the clearing phase, which maximizes the volume of matched orders (unmatched orders are
carried over to the next round). In contrast to CDA algorithms, where orders are processed
individually against a potentially large order book, periodic auctions only need to compute a
single clearing price for the entire batch in a given period. In fact, real-world order execution
throughput has been achieved with a realistic number of asset pairs.

In [34], the London Stock Exchange Group’s Turquoise Plato Uncross, a widely-used
traditional dark pool supporting thousands of assets, is implemented with promising results.
Based on volume observed on the real-world Turquoise Plato Uncross venue, it is assumed that
order book clearing occurs at most every 5 seconds, where at most 2000 newly input orders
must be processed across an asset universe of 4000 financial instruments. This throughput
was successfully handled by smaller MPC committee sizes of 2 (dishonest majority) and
3 (honest-majority), but required multiple MPC instances, each handling orders trading a
small subset of all assets (Figure 1). For example, ∼ 280 MPC committee instances are each
randomly assigned 16 assets in each round by a gateway engine. This gateway periodically

10 In their work, the runtime of MPC pre-processing is neglected, which represents a non-trivial “hidden”
computational cost that can be performed during “offline” hours or outsourced to dedicated pre-
processing workers; pre-processing generally does not limit the maximum, sustainable throughput of
MPC.
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Figure 1 In [34], a gateway MPC (A) distributes inbound received orders across multiple MPC
committees (B,C,D) to improve order clearing throughput. MPC servers never learn the asset pairs
its committee is assigned in each round.

reassigns asset subsets to new MPC instances in order to break potential linkages between
orders across time periods. We note that auction algorithms are not entirely oblivious. Indeed,
the direction of orders are leaked in [33, 34], whilst volumes and order limits remain private.

Complementary follow-up work by Da Gama et al. [44, 45] both focus on (single-asset)
privacy-preserving volume matching, which enables further performance gains since the
clearing prices are determined by an external reference price; [44] introduces an improved
MPC volume matching algorithm which permits dummy orders and hides the trade direction.
[45] scales volume matching up to MPC instances consisting of ∼ 100 servers and shows
the economic costs associated with operating such a single server in a MPC instance of up
to 100 servers to be below ∼ 0.10 USD and ∼ 0.025 USD for computation and network
communication respectively in each auction round; the negligible cost demonstrates the
feasibility of market participants contributing to the distributed operation of dark pools.

Periodic Double Auctions with FHE: JP Morgan has demonstrated initial results in work
by Balch et al. [7] to realize dark pool venues where the venue operator is not distributed,
but computes the periodic volume matching over data encrypted under a jointly controlled
public key; here, the secret encryption key material used in the threshold fully homomorphic
encryption is held in secret-shared form by all participants (Figure 2). While the computation
can be done by one party on the ciphertexts (not knowing their plain values), the participants
then later take part in a so-called distributed decryption protocol which reconstructs the
outcomes to the venue operator. Whilst [7] benchmark periodic volume matching implemented
with threshold FHE, the omission of the partial decryption sub-protocol complicates the
evaluation of its performance. Still, FHE offers an alternative approach to secret sharing-based
MPC which promises competitive performance; fewer communication rounds are required,
since computation is performed locally by the dedicated venue operator over encrypted data,
although local computation (over encrypted data) is more costly.

Publicly, verifiable dark pool operator: Similar to verifiable one-sided auctions [89], a
weaker notion of order privacy for dark pools is proposed in the following work by Thorpe et
al. [107], where the venue operator only reveals a homomorphically encrypted order book to
traders; the operator itself, however, maintains the encryption key and can thus compute
over the order book plaintext. Each update to the public, encrypted order book triggered
by a submitted order is accompanied with a zero-knowledge range proof generated by the
operator; any public party can locally re-compute the claimed update over encrypted values
and verify zero-knowledge range proofs that guarantee that the plaintext values lies within
certain ranges, thereby enabling verification of comparison statements between encrypted
values. This system ensures the correctness of each order book update without revealing
the order details themselves. [107] implements the CDA algorithm in a publicly verifiable
manner; as in [89], this approach does not prevent any misuse of the order information held
by the operator.
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Figure 2 In [7], market auctions are implemented with fully homomorphic encryption (FHE);
here, the encryption key is jointly generated by key servers (P1-P3), but the FHE evaluation is
solely performed by the evaluator, who never learns the plaintext of the inputs or intermediary
results. Decryption of the FHE output requires interaction with all key servers. In contrast,
private computation with MPC in [33] requires interaction amongst MPC servers (P4-P6) for each
(multiplicative) operation.

4.2 Markets on Public Ledgers

The advent of public ledger protocols [61, 73, 64] resulting from permissionless participation
of servers across the public internet promises a truly “server-less” system of transaction
settlements, no longer dependent on any single trusted intermediary. The state of the ledger
is public and its integrity is publicly verifiable (by any online party) through local verification
of all previously finalized transactions sequenced in form of an append-only list, or blockchain.
Observe that access to such a global transaction history also implies a Turing-complete state
machine. Hence it can be used to realize smart contracts, which represent user-deployed
programs run by the “servers” that run the blockchain protocols. Smart contracts can be
used to construct custom ledgers [ERC20, ERC721], but also to facilitate more advanced
functionalities such as decentralized auctions or decentralized exchanges (DEX), which forgo
the need for trusted venue operators. In contrast to traditional finance, market applications
in the public ledger setting offer instant settlement; any market application implemented
with smart contracts instances permits the simultaneous evaluation and settlement between
participants. Despite scalability challenges arising from the vast number of participants
running the blockchain backbone protocol, the promise of instant settlement would allow the
mitigation of counter-party risk, a real cost to transactions conducted in traditional finance
today.

However, the public verifiability of a public ledger also introduces novel challenges for
financial applications; account balances are public by default and leak information about
submitted bids, trades or margin positions; the latter must be backed by valid balances. In
decentralized finance (DeFi) [112], front-running is indeed rampant in decentralized exchanges
(DEX) [109], since pending transactions leak trade intent to the adversary which can precisely
order and inject transactions to execute optimal front-running strategies. Thus, proposals
have been made to implement private balances on public ledgers with publicly verifiable,
non-interactive zero-knowledge [99, 23]. However, a privacy-preserving ledger (even with
standard smart contract support) is generally not sufficient for privacy-preserving financial
applications such as exchanges [13].

Privacy-preserving ledgers generally complicate the realization of smart contracts, since
these must verify and update account balances known only to its owners according to
an agreed-upon transition logic. For decentralized exchanges implemented in the privacy-
preserving ledger setting, this requires the presence of a secure multiparty computation
instance, to which users can privately input their trade orders and private balances; the
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Figure 3 We sketch the architecture of privacy-preserving smart contract applications in MPC
with instant settlement on a (confidential) ledger; clients provide input parameters to the MPC
instance, and forward financial deposits to a smart contract in a confidential manner. The MPC
privately returns computation output to clients, but also authorizes a new financial distribution
which is paid out to the clients by the smart contract functionality.

MPC then computes an updated DEX state and private balances, which are then updated
on the ledger (Figure 3). Enforcing consistency between the secret, internal MPC state and
private account balances on the ledger requires protocol design advances illustrated in the
subsequent paragraphs. We emphasize that counter to popular belief, zero-knowledge is
not sufficient to realize universally expressive, privacy-preserving smart contracts, as the
witness (or secret state) for decentralized privacy-preserving applications are partially held by
separate, distrusting parties; instead, function evaluation over private inputs from separate
parties and secret-shared data is the natural domain of secure multiparty computation.

We note there are privacy-preserving smart contract proposals which shield private
data [104, 103] held by individual users or private contract logic [20], but such techniques
are generally limited in their expressiveness. The work of Bowe et al.[20] only supports two
parties, and is not widely used to realize privacy-preserving financial applications.

Sealed-bid Auctions (with Instant Settlement). The first work by Bag et al. [6] to realize
sealed-bid auctions specifically in the setting of public ledgers focuses on using the blockchain
as a communication medium instead of a settlement layer; as a permissionless protocol,
any party can anonymously post an arbitrary message to the bulletin board, visible to all
other parties. For protocols with low communication rounds, this is a practical solution; in
particular, the simplicity of evaluating single-sided sealed-bid auctions permits task-specific
secure multiparty protocols which only require public message broadcasts. The SEAL [6]
protocol proposes the use of a anonymous veto protocol [69] requiring only two communication
two rounds, that is then repeated once by auction bidders for each bit of their bid price,
thereby removing the necessity an auctioneer role entirely. In particular, the veto protocol of
[69] receives the private input bi ∈ {0, 1} for party i ∈ [n], for each of the m bits representing
the permissible price range; the parties learn the highest bid, bit by bit. Each execution of
the veto protocol will thus publicly output 1 if one of the users submits a veto; thus, by
repeating the veto protocol for each bit position, all participants receive the highest bid
without revealing the prices of failed bids. [6] assumes participants to behave according to
the protocol (semi-honesty).

This mechanism was later adopted and hardened by FAST [49] to be secure against
malicious participants not adhering to the protocol. Furthermore, [49] introduces guaranteed
settlement on the public ledger featuring privacy-preserving deposits. Participants are thus
committed to execute the payment for their bids if these are successful during the auctions.
Cheating participants are penalized by having their deposits slashed and reimbursed to other
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parties; non-interactive zero-knowledge proofs from all parties ensure that parties only submit
a veto if it is consistent with their initial bid (in commitment form on the ledger); still, despite
the privacy-preserving aspects of the anonymous veto protocol, privacy leakage occurs when
the highest bidder learns when he overtakes the second highest bidder. The work of Ganesh
et al. [60] adopts a similar construction which is proven to be game-theoretically secure; it is
rational to pursue the honest protocol despite any strategy chosen by other players. The work
of Chin et al. [40] does not employ zero-knowledge proofs to shield commmitted funds for a
single-sided, sealed-bid auction; deposits are sent to committed, yet undeployed contracts
and are thus indistinguishable from normal Ethereum transactions, a similar technique used
in Breidenbach et al. [21] to commit inputs to smart contracts without revealing them to
the front-running adversary. This approach only guarantees k-anonymity and relies on the
presence of other, unrelated transactions.

Privacy-preserving Decentralized Exchanges. We note a number of recent proposals for
privacy-preserving DEX applications in recent years; intent-based privacy-preserving DEX
applications mirror the functionality of over-the-counter (OTC) venues (in traditional finance)
and only require a public ledger, but do not scale well and are not widely deployed. Privacy-
preserving and front-running secure DEX protocols generally involve private ledger deposits
and perform the order matching in an MPC instance, as is the case in distributed Dark Pool
proposals previously described in Section 4.1, but offer instant settlement following each
DEX round (Figure 3).

Intent-based, privacy-preserving DEX. In the works of [20] and [87], a simpler model
of a decentralized exchange is implemented; a bulletin board functionality provided by a
public ledger permits a “maker” to broadcast their trade intent. An interested counter-party
or “taker” then directly opens an authenticated communication channel with the maker to
jointly perform a privacy-preserving atomic swap on the public ledger [20]. Intent-based
DEX protocols resemble over-the-counter models in traditional finance. [87] introduces a
“witness key agreement” (WKA) construction which preserves the privacy of the maker’s
offer; the WKA allows a taker to establish a shared secret key with a maker which has
posted its order in commitment form to the ledger. The key agreement protocol succeeds if
the committed, private order fulfills a relation determined by the taker. This key permits
subsequent anonymous communication with the maker to finalize the transaction.

Privacy-preserving Futures DEX. An interesting example of decentralized exchanges is
illustrated by Massacci et al. [80], which realizes a futures exchanges modelled closely after
the Chicago Mercantile Exchange; here, the future obligation (or contract) to buy or sell a
commodity is traded. The net position of a market participant is the sum of both current
liquidity balances and future obligations; importantly, a party holding a future to “sell” a
given commodity, must always hold sufficient liquidity to acquire the respective commodity,
as it otherwise would default on its contractual obligation. Thus, a net position that falls
below zero must be liquidated to protect the counter-party of any futures contract held by
the liquidated party. Achieving this in a privacy-preserving manner without revealing the
net position of a party is the goal of the work of [80].

If the net position of a participant is revealed, price manipulations could be conducted
with the explicit intention of forcing the liquidation of otherwise valid positions. Thus, [80]
proposes a similar scheme to [99], where the net position of each account is committed
in a cryptographic accumulator. The validity of each update to the account is proven in
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Figure 4 We adopt a netting example from [111]; processing of individual payment orders may
fail due to a lack of liquidity (left), as balances must remain positive following execution of each
individual payment. Netting relaxes this constraint; balances need only to be positive following
execution of all payments orders (right).

zero-knowledge, whilst the trading venue is executed in a MPC instance, similarly to the
Dark Pool proposals in Section 4.1. [80] requires parties participate in the protocol for
each account update, even if this means the liquidation of their own account. We note that
the subsequent privacy-preserving smart contract framework instantiated with MPC and a
confidential ledger [9] achieves the privacy guarantees of [80] without permitting users to
block application liveness.

Front-running Secure DEX. A general motivation for privacy in decentralized exchanges is
the front-running of DEX applications in Decentralized Finance due to public transactions
and accounts in the default ledger setting; Despite offering instant settlement of trades and
transactions, pending user input authorizations generally broadcast a users trade intent
before their finalization. To this end, P2DEX [11] proposes the first privacy-preserving
decentralized exchange, which can operate and settle transactions across multiple ledger
instances; clients submit orders to an MPC committee which computes the order matching
and subsequently settles these on the respective public ledgers; since the trade inputs are
private, front-running is mitigated. Follow-up work [9] generalizes this model to a setting
with confidential accounts; here, all zero-knowledge proofs are moved outside the MPC
computation, as computing such proofs inside the MPC remains generally unfeasible for
real-world application. The work of Govindarajan et al. [68] realizes a privacy-preserving
DEX in a similar manner; here, however, the actual order matching is computed in the clear of
a smart contract over anonymized trade lists to accelerate the determination of a clearing price.

4.3 Inter-bank Netting on Public Ledgers
Inter-bank payment requests are currently submitted to the real-time gross settlement
(RTGS) system managed by the central bank to update the accounts of sending and receiving
financial institutions. In times of low liquidity, a bank may fail to honor individual payment
instructions, as the liquidity requirement may exceed its balance and credit line granted
by the central bank; a gridlock occurs, when a failed payment settlement prevents further
payment instructions from being processed. Given the large payment volumes processed each
day, liquidity saving mechanisms are implemented which settle payment instructions on a
netting basis (Figure 4).

Recent work has proposed distributing the role of the RTGS operator with a public
ledger protocol, whilst implementing efficient netting protocols with smart contracts [111, 84],
thereby increasing system resiliency as the operational liability burden on the central bank
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operator today is very high. Whilst the aforementioned works implement inter-bank netting of
queued payments, the nature of public ledgers means that payment instructions are revealed
to parties participating in the underlying blockchain backbone protocol. Instead, [32] proposes
payment instructions to be posted to the ledger in commitment form accompanied with non-
interactive zero-knowledge proofs attesting their well-formedness. Here, local netting solutions
are computed by each participating bank and verified by a coordinating smart contract, which
verifies correctness of all submitted, local netting solutions without revealing amounts and
the identity of institutions. Since parties must compute partial netting solutions, the protocol
of [32] is not robust against cheating participants, who can stall or abort the netting process
by posting invalid partial netting proposals. In contrast, [50] computes the netting solution
inside an MPC instance, thereby achieving fault tolerance against dishonest participants.
Despite initial implementation benchmarks provided by works above, it remains an open
question in what configuration such systems can scale to real-world payment settlement
volume and what netting frequency is required in practice.

5 Future applications

We will now outline which other PET use cases could be of interest in the financial sector in
the foreseeable future. While many of the use cases previously described in this work may
also not yet be production-ready, we want to highlight areas in this section which we think
deserve more attention by researchers and practitioners. This necessarily is of speculative
nature, so the reader may see this as food for thought.

Voting. Voting is a standard mechanism in deciding on future policies. While in many
cases it is sufficient to make the whole voting process public, this is not always possible.
For example, a voter may fear repercussions or embarrassment if his or her vote becomes
public. Hence, to ensure honest digital voting, cryptographic voting algorithms have to be
used. These ensure that election outcomes can be computed while individual votes cannot
be attributed to participants. While such cryptographic voting can be realized using MPC
or FHE, a dedicated line of work started by Chaum [38] presents highly efficient dedicated
voting protocols. Cryptographic voting mechanisms find interesting applications in the DeFi
space, e.g. for privacy-preserving Decentralized Anonymous Organizations (DAOs). In
particular, a treasury system for DAOs based on electronic voting has been proposed in [116]
and a board room voting scheme based on smart contracts (and this amenable to the DAO
scenario) has been proposed in [82]. We believe that these techniques may also be useful
for coordination among classical banking institutions and other financial operations (e.g.
shareholder meetings).

Fraud detection. Both insurance and gambling are known as industries where companies
in the sector exchange information on their customers in order to detect fraud or exploitative
customers11. This information sharing may be problematic for privacy reasons, and it
also leaks information about suspected but ultimately honest customers if done in plain.
PETs such as PSI might be an interesting tool to construct a trusted intermediary. This
intermediary can obtain information from participating companies and alerts them if e.g.
more than 3 of them share the same customer. Here, PSI can ensure that only those customers
are revealed that appear often enough.

11 For example the infamous “Griffin Book”.
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Better and fairer pattern recognition. In section 3 we have outlined how AML does benefit
from recognition of suspicious patterns. Such patterns, if one wants to keep up in the digital
age, must be learned from a large dataset and must be updated frequently. Moreover, many
companies in an industry have an interest in pooling their data with other institutions for
the purpose of learning these patterns. At the same time, they may not want to share raw
customer or transaction data. Another, related area is assessing the credit risk of potential
customers. Here, the risk becomes more accurate the more participants can contribute
information or models. At the same time, input providers have an interest to keep their data
private (for data protection or to protect intellectual property).

Both applications fall into the area of privacy-preserving Machine Learning [78, 54, 83] or
confidential benchmarking [47] which are subfields of MPC. While these areas have received
much attention recently12, optimized applications to finance seem to be lacking.

Another important aspect is that (automatically generated) models should not be biased
against certain groups. While fair machine learning itself is a rapidly developing field, its
application to finance [51] may deserve more attention.

Privacy preserving mitigation of systemic risk. Audits of financial institutions guarantee
that their balances plus credit cover outstanding obligations. This reduces counter-party
risk and means that the overall system can rely less on biasable methods such as ratings
and reputation. At the same time, an audited company may not want to open its books
fully to the public, or it might not be guaranteed that these books are correct. [80] have
shown how audits can be realized using ZK proofs, although limited to the futures market.
We believe that this concept may be generalized to the wider financial system to permit
privacy-preserving audits.
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Decentralization Cheapens Corruptive Majority
Attacks
Stephen H. Newman
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Abstract
Corruptive majority attacks, in which mining power is distributed among miners and an attacker
attempts to bribe a majority of miners into participation in a majority attack, pose a threat to
blockchains. Budish bounded the cost of bribing miners to participate in an attack by their expected
loss as a result of attack success. We show that this bound is loose. In particular, an attack may
be structured so that under equilibrium play by most miners, a miner’s choice to participate only
slightly affects the attack success chance. Combined with the fact that most of the cost of attack
success is externalized by any given small miner, this implies that if most mining power is controlled
by small miners, bribing miners to participate in such an attack is much cheaper than the Budish
bound. We provide a scheme for a cheap corruptive majority attack and discuss practical concerns
and consequences.
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1 Introduction

Blockchain- and consensus-based ledger protocols are generally susceptible to majority attacks,
in which an attacker gains control of a majority of mining power and uses it to create a
new canonical transaction history which diverges substantially from the original heaviest
chain [11]. This attack may be highly profitable: on currency-only blockchains, this enables
doublespend attacks and may cause chaos and/or devaluation, all of which may be used for
economic gain. On blockchains that implement higher-level protocols and applications, such
as Ethereum, attackers may also retroactively alter the state of smart contracts or other
time-varying constructs, with similar consequences.

Historically, concerns about majority attacks have been dismissed as irrelevant to the
current state of major cryptocurrencies. Budish argues that this is not necessarily the case
in the long run (or even currently): the cost of an attack on the blockchain is proportional
to the mining payout rate, so large transaction flow relative to this cost makes majority
attacks profitable [3]. We show that under simple assumptions about the distribution of
miner powers, the situation is far worse than Budish’s upper bound suggests. Budish bounds
the necessary payout to miners as the cost to them of attack success. While the cost of
attack success is indeed well-estimated by Budish, individual miners’ actions are typically
not substantially causally correlated with attack success, and so it suffices to pay miners
their cost of attack success times the marginal increase in attack success probability which
resulted from their actions. As a result, in the by-design scenario where miners are small
and therefore no individual or small group can exercise substantial control over a blockchain
(though this is not always the stable state of affairs [1]), corruptive majority attacks are both
cheap and hard to prevent, implying that cryptocurrencies are less game-theoretically stable
than previously believed.
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After a brief exposition of our model, we develop a simple framework for miner incentive
analysis that illuminates the action/result-correlation aspect of their incentive problem. In
particular, we show that for small miners, costs of participation in an attack are mostly
externalized and sometimes very small. We then develop a more rigorous model of corruptive
attacks, in which miners can change their behavior from timestep to timestep depending on
state of the attack, and show that appropriately structured attacks succeed and are cheap
with high probability. We give a practical example of such an attack on Bitcoin, including
calculation of expected cost and discussion of profitability. We discuss novel and previously
proposed economic-incentive-based prevention and mitigation strategies. We also give a brief
overview of some of the noneconomic incentives that affect the feasibility/likelihood of such
an attack.

Related Work

The consideration of majority attacks against digital currencies dates back to at least
Nakamoto’s work [11]. Bonneau noted the danger of bribery-based attacks and discussed
attack methodologies and potential countermeasures in [2]. Since then, a variety of game-
theoretic attack techniques (e.g. [8]) and practical methodologies (e.g. [9]) have been
proposed. Judmeyer et al. provide a broad overview of bribery attack modeling in [7],
including majority attacks. Several majority attacks have also been conducted against a
variety of cryptocurrencies, with varying results, as summarized (as of 2019) by [12].

The central – and often ignored – obstacle in conducting a majority attack is the long-term
cost to miners resulting from currency devaluation stemming from the attack, as first noted
in [11]. Budish analyzed this concept in detail, providing a formal model of the cost to a
majority miner and approximating it for Bitcoin in [3]. Moroz et al. responded with a model
of an attack-counterattack game with a liquid mining power marketplace, arguing that in
the Budish setting, the threat of counterattack served to deter majority attacks designed to
allow doublespending [10].

There is also growing interest in the effects of incentive manipulation on a wider class of
social-choice mechanisms without money. For instance, bribery [6] and coalition effects [14]
have been studied in the context of voting, and there is continuing investigation into similar
effects in matching markets and other contexts.

2 Modeling Mining and the Cost of Corruption

2.1 Mining Model

We assume a model of mining and miner incentives similar to that of Budish [3]. We assume
a fixed set M of miners, with a function ϕ : M → R≥0 mapping miners to their powers
(hashrates in the case of hash-based PoW coins, for instance), and denote the total power
Φ def=

∑
m∈M ϕ(m). We assume that each block mined is mined by a random miner, chosen at

time of mining, with independent probability ϕ(m)
Φ of selecting miner m to mine any given

block. A miner who mines a block receives reward R for doing so. We assume that miners
may choose to dedicate mining power to an attacker whose goal is to execute a majority
attack. For simplicity (and optimistically for stability against such attacks), we assume that
miners who attack on a mining turn receive no block rewards that turn.
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2.2 Miner Valuation Model
We assume that miners extract value exclusively from present and future mining activity. In
particular, we will consider two primary costs to miners of selling mining power: the direct
expected lost revenue from lost time mining, and the expected lost future revenue from the
increased chance of a majority attack as a result of providing hashpower. We will assume
(pessimistically for the attacker) that a successful majority attack will cost a miner exactly
their time-discounted expected future revenue1. This will be indicated by vR for some value
v to be bounded later.

As in Budish’s work, the primary cost of attacks will lie in compensating miners for the
change in the likelihood of attack success due to their participation – the cost of corruption.
We wish to bound this.

2.3 Budish’s Cost of Corruption
Budish argued (and we agree) that the cost to miners caused by an attack is bounded by
a sum of two costs. The more obvious component is their expected immediate loss: their
lost mining revenue as a result of devoting mining time to the attack. This may be trivially
upper-bounded as

T
ϕ(m)

Φ R

for an attack stretching over T timesteps, where R is the block reward, and will be negligible
compared to the second component of the loss in most cases.

The more subtle loss which a miner incurs is their expected devaluation loss: their
time-discounted future loss of revenue as a result of currency collapse. Following Budish’s
analysis, we may bound this by

v
ϕ(m)

Φ R

for some constant multiplier v.2 For instance, assuming constant distribution of mining
power for a cryptocurrency which pays k fixed block rewards R per year, v = 1

1− k√0.95
≊ 20k

would reflect the sum of expected income for all time with 5%/year discounting applied. In
most cases, however, v is substantially lower. For instance, assuming that R halves every
few years (or that the total mining power of other miners is large and doubles every few
years) we may bound v as the number of blocks in just a few years – and assumptions about
ongoing costs of mining and revenue from selling mining equipment in a crash further reduce
this estimate.

Combining the above two losses, we may weakly incentivize a miner m ∈ M to participate
in an attack of duration T by paying them (T + v) ϕ(m)

Φ R. Summing across miners, we see
that it costs

(T + v)R

to pay all miners to participate.

1 This corresponds to the assumption that a successful attack will prevent any future mining, while a
failed attack does not change the value of future mining, causing the largest possible losses to miners.

2 We assume that a coin will have no change in value under attack failure and will undergo total and
permanent devaluation under attack success. This represents an optimistic assumption from the point
of view of stability, as it drives the expected cost to miners of an attack (and therefore the cost of said
attack) as high as possible.
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As Budish points out, this may already be dangerous. TR is low compared to potential
profit, and v may be as well – for blockchains where Φ is expected to rise rapidly (PoW coins,
for instance), gross mining income for given hardware is expected to drop proportionately,
implying that almost all income is obtained in the next few years of mining. For instance,
assuming v ≊ 2 · 105, the number of Bitcoin blocks in a little under four years, we get an
attack price above 1.2 · 106 BTC, slightly over 5% of BTC in existence. Even in cases where
mining power does not substantially increase (some PoS protocols, for instance) and currency
valuation is expected to remain approximately constant, v may be bounded by the number
of blocks in twenty years, as v ϕ(m)

Φ R is then enough to purchase a stock market portfolio
which, if it yields 5%/year over inflation, will be more profitable than mining at relative
power ϕ(m)

Φ assuming constant currency valuation.

2.4 The Participation-Success Matrix
We first consider a binary model for action during an attack: during an attack, a player
p may either participate or refuse to participate, and the attack will succeed or fail with
probabilities determined by the participation/refusal of the various miners. Player p’s reward
will depend on both participation/refusal and success/failure.

We note something simple but interesting: when a player’s reward depends mostly on
success or failure, and success/failure is only slightly affected by participation/refusal, the
marginal cost of participation/refusal is much lower than the difference in reward between the
success and failure cases. Consider, for instance, a small miner who participates in a majority
attack which is expected to permanently crash Bitcoin if it succeeds. Assume that their
expected time-discounted future valuation was U , and that their expected mining reward
over the course of the attack period is u << U . Then, excluding order-u increases in payout
due to difficulty reduction, their mining payoff matrix is

Attack succeeds Attack fails

Participate 0 U

Refuse u U + u

For instance, considering the cases where the miner is sure that the attack will (succeed/-
fail) regardless of their action, their expected loss as a result of participating in the attack
is bounded by (0/u). Relaxing this slightly, if they are sure that their participation affects
attack success chance by at most ϵ, their expected losses are at most u + ϵU .

2.5 Bounding Expected Devaluation Loss
The difference between our bound on cost of corruption and Budish’s is simple: while Budish
proposed paying all miners their expected losses from an attack, we propose paying them
only the marginal increase in their expected losses as a result of their participation in the
attack. We consider an explicitly multiparty attack: the attacker attempts to corrupt many
smaller miners into attack participation, and therefore must pay them only the damage they
expect to cost themselves by joining. Under this view, Budish’s cost of corruption is not
tight – it pays miners enough to convince them to join even in a case where act/no-act and
success/failure are perfectly correlated. This is generally far from the truth: the smaller a
miner is, the less impact their choice has on their perceived likelihood of attack success (and
therefore their expected loss).
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Let f( ϕ(m)
Φ ) : [0, 1] → [0, 1] be a bound on the probability, as estimated by a miner m,

that miner m’s participation in the attack will cause it to succeed (i.e. that it will not succeed
if they do not participate, and will succeed if they do). Then we may tighten the bound on
their devaluation loss to f( ϕ(m)

Φ ) ϕ(m)
Φ Rv and the bound on their total loss to(

T + f

(
ϕ(m)

Φ

)
v

)
ϕ(m)

Φ R

3 A Thresholding Corruptive Attack

We now analyze the attack implied by the above payout rule. Assume for the moment that
we can verify full participation in an attack. Pick a start time for the attack, and pay any
miner m who participates in the attack

(T + fmaxv) ϕ(m)
Φ R

for fmax chosen such that
∑

m:f
(

ϕ(m)
Φ

)
≤fmax

ϕ(m) is substantially greater than Φ
2 . If each

miner acts rationally, any miner m with f( ϕ(m)
Φ ) ≤ fmax will participate, and our attack will

succeed. Summing across all miners, total cost of the attack is bounded by

(T + fmaxv) R

which for small values of fmax is much smaller than the attack cost under Budish’s analysis.

3.1 Estimating v

v depends on changing economic conditions, the specifics of the protocol under attack, and
other real-world factors [3]. In Bitcoin and other PoW coins, for instance, v equal to the
number of blocks in a few years (i.e. ϕ(m)

Φ vR equal to undiscounted gross earnings over
the next few years) may be a reasonable estimate, given reward halving, electricity costs,
continual improvements in mining hardware, and regulatory concerns. Notably, payouts
from attack participation provide substantial security as compared to mining, for the same
real-world reasons as cited above. For more in-depth discussion of v, see [3].

3.2 Estimating f

We have two means of bounding f . First, under the assumption that
∑

m∈M : ϕ(m)
Φ ≤fmax

ϕ(m)
Φ

is substantially greater than 1
2 , f

(
ϕ(m)

Φ

)
is likely bounded on the close order of ϕ(m)

Φ , as the
expected distribution of participants should not concentrate except possibly at nearly all
players participating or nearly no players participating (in which case f(m) is very low). As
such, fmax is only required to be big enough to make the above fraction substantially greater
than 1

2 , and will therefore be small for a well-decentralized blockchain. The cheaper attack
price that results from smaller miners under this bound corresponds to the fact that these
smaller miners externalize more of the damage caused by participating – a miner’s expected
loss from participation is quadratic in their power, but their expected damage is linear.

Second, and more concerningly, if we can convince all miners that the attack is destined
to succeed, f becomes 0, as no individual miner’s choice will affect the attack. Convincing
miners that the attack will almost surely succeed likewise forces f very low.

Both of these dynamics will prove relevant in the next model.
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4 Refining the Model: A Block-By-Block Attack

The previous model relied on the assumption that miner behavior over the course of an
attack will not change, and assumed a somewhat arbitrary bound on f . We now consider a
multiparty refinement of the classical model for majority attacks. An attack is modeled as a
T -step game with chance. The state of the game at the conclusion of timestep t ∈ {1, . . . , T }
is given by an integer lt indicating the length discrepancy between the attacking and defending
chains (positive if the defending chain is longer), with l0 the distance from the attack fork
point to the tip of the heaviest chain at the start of the attack.

The attacker wins the game at the first timestep t where lt = 0; if no such timestep has
occurred by t = T , the attacker loses. As in [7] (in the case of zero native attacker power),
miners are partitioned into two groups. We assume that a substantial set of the miners are
honest (will always defend), either because we have not provided them sufficient economic
incentive to attack, as will be the case for very large miners, or because of non-economic
factors. We will model the remaining non-committed miners as rational agents that choose
to mine for either the attacker or the defender based on expected time-discounted future
rewards. At each step t, all miners decide to either attack or defend, and a random miner
is chosen with probability proportional to their mining power. If that miner is defending,
they mine a block on the canonical chain, setting lt = lt−1 + 1. If attacking, they mine a
block on the attacking chain, setting lt = lt−1 − 1, and they receive a payout ct−1,l from the
attacker for their choice to attack. Equivalently, we may model miners as making the choice
to attack/defend after they are selected as the current round’s block miner. At the end of
the game, if the attacker lost, each miner m receives payout v ϕ(m)

Φ R, their expected future
mining returns.

Our payout rule will not incentivize participation by miners of size > γΦ, so we assume
for simplicity that all such miners are part of the honest pool – though if they do, it will aid
the attack. We assume that the honest miners have combined mining power ≤ gDefΦ. We
will again exploit the fact that the actions of small miners (of power ≤ γΦ, for our purposes)
are only slightly correlated with attack success chance to construct a cheap attack.

4.1 A Payout Rule With Unique Subgame Perfect Nash Equilibrium
As before, our payouts will come in two varieties. Every time a miner mines a block on
the attacking chain (as opposed to the defending chain), they lose their block reward R

that would have been paid out on the defending chain. We therefore provide them a payout
of R via the defending chain every time they mine an attacking block. This means that,
no matter the eventual state of the attack, their block-reward payouts are identical across
all of their strategy options, and their net rewards therefore follow those of the attacking
game described above up to a constant. To incentivize miners to participate in the attack,
it therefore suffices to provide a payout rule which enforces a unique Nash equilibrium of
participation in said game. From an intuitive point of view, we hope to create a payment rule
which causes the attack to have a very high chance of succeeding regardless of the behavior
of any individual miner. This, in turn, should allow us to pay each individual miner very
little, as their marginal loss as a result of participation will be low.

We first define a pseudo-value function

wmax
t,l =


l = 0 : 0
t = T, l > 0 : vγR

t < T, l > 0 : gDefw
max
t+1,l+1 + (1 − gDef)wmax

t+1,l−1 + γ(wmax
t+1,l+1 − wmax

t+1,l−1)
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This is motivated by the following theorem:

▶ Theorem 1. Fix a payout scheme where the miner who mines block t from the initial state
(t − 1, l) receives (if they mined the block on the attacking chain) ct−1,l = (wmax

t,l+1 − wmax
t,l−1).

This scheme admits a unique subgame perfect Nash equilibrium in the mining game described
earlier, under which all non-committed miners participate in the attack on every block.

Proof. We define the value function for miner m as

wt,l(m) =


l = 0 : 0
t = T, l > 0 : v ϕ(m)

Φ R

t < T, l > 0 : gDefwt+1,l+1 + (1 − gDef)wt+1,l−1 + ϕ(m)
Φ ct,l

We induct backwards from t = T on the joint hypotheses that:
1. wt,l(m) is equal to the expectation of the sum of attack payouts and time-discounted

post-attack mining rewards for a miner m in the non-committed group playing the
subgame perfect Nash equilibrium strategy.

2. Any non-committed miner selected at time t is incentivized to participate in the attack
at step t given the above payout.

The first claim is trivial at t = T , as the attack’s success/failure is determined at the
end of step T , and our choice for wT,l reflects the expected future rewards under those
circumstances. The second claim at t = T follows fairly simply: if their decision would
determine attack success, they are paid vγR > v ϕ(m)

Φ R (their expected loss from attack
success), and if not, they are paid nothing (for uniqueness, assume a very small payment in
this case).

Given that the hypotheses hold for t > t0, we may show that hypothesis 1 holds for t = t0:
observe that as every non-committed miner will attack on the next step, the state (t0, l) has
chance gDef of evolving to (t0 + 1, l + 1) and chance (1 − gDef) of evolving to (t0 + 1, l − 1).
Moreover, the chance that miner m will be selected to mine the next block (and therefore
reap an additional reward of ct0−1,l = (wmax

t0,l+1 − wmax
t0,l−1)) is ϕ(m)

Φ .
It remains to show hypothesis 2 for t = t0 given hypothesis 1 for t ≥ t0 and hypothesis 2

for t > t0. We may observe that by hypothesis 1, the loss incurred for participating on step
t0 is (wt0,l+1(m) − wt0,l−1(m)). It therefore suffices to demonstrate that this is less than
wmax

t0,l+1 − wmax
t0,l−1. wt,l(m) is in fact positive-linear in ϕ(m)

Φ , and so as it is increasing in l,
(wt0,l+1(m)−wt0,l−1(m)) is positive-linear in the same. At ϕ(m)

Φ = γ, we have wt,l(m) = wmax
t,l

and so (wt0,l+1(m) − wt0,l−1(m)) = (wmax
t0,l+1 − wmax

t0,l−1); therefore, for ϕ(m)
Φ ≤ γ, we have

(wt0,l+1(m) − wt0,l−1(m)) ≤ (wmax
t0,l+1 − wmax

t0,l−1) as desired. ◀

The attacker must be able to credibly commit to their payout scheme to make the reward
scheme accurate (and therefore for the equilibrium to hold). This is reasonable – presuming
that their payout for attack failure is at least vγR plus the sum of their payouts (which we
will see is small), they are incentivized to keep paying under the Nash equilibrium regardless
of the game state (as their reward is inverse to that of a miner with power γv). This may
also be generalized to arbitrary behavior, assuming that the attacker and the participant
miners can agree on an expectation of future miner behavior.
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4.2 Success Likelihood, Expected Attack Length, and Expected Attack
Cost

We assume gDef + γ < 1
2 . Attack success probability is at least the probability that, had the

attack been allowed to continue for T steps whether or not lt became 0, lT would have been
≤ 0. We know that lt decreases with probability 1 − gDef and increases with probability gDef ,
so after T steps, it has expectation l0 − T (1 − 2gDef) (assuming counterfactually that we
continued the attack after lt = 0). Then for T > l0

1−2gDef
, Hoeffding’s inequality gives that

the probability that lT > 0 is

≤ exp
[

−
1
2 (l0 − T (1 − 2gDef))2

T

]
Expected time to attack conclusion is bounded by the expected stopping time of the

biased random walk described above, equal to l0
1−2gDef

.
We now prove a generic bound on ct−1,l. First, let

(
Xt,l

)
t,l

be a (t, l)-indexed collection
of random walks on the integers s.t. Xt,l starts at time t at position l, goes to time T , and
increases/decreases at each step with probabilities (gDef + γ), (1 − gDef − γ) respectively. For
i ≥ t, let Xt,l

i be the position of Xt,l at time i. The choice of the step probabilities gives us
that, by its definition, wmax

t,l = vγR Pr
[
mini∈{t,...,T } Xt,l

i ≤ 0
]
. Now by coupling the walks

Xt,l+1 and Xt,l−1 so that one increases on step i iff the other does, we have

wmax
t,l+1 − wmax

t,l−1 = vγR Pr
[

min
i∈{t,...,T }

Xt,l+1
i ∈ {1, 2}

]
= vγR

T∑
τ=t

Pr
[
Xt,l+1

τ ∈ {1, 2}
]

Pr
[

τ = arg min
i∈{t,T }

Xt,l+1
i |Xt,l+1

τ ∈ {1, 2}

]
Each of the terms in the sum may be bounded. Proofs of these results are contained in

the appendix.

▶ Lemma 2.

Pr
[
Xt,l+1

τ ∈ {1, 2}
]

≤ 1√
τ − t

(1 − gDef − γ)5/2

√
2π (gDef + γ)7/2

▶ Lemma 3.

Pr
[

τ = arg min
i∈{t,T }

Xt,l+1
i |Xt,l+1

τ ∈ {1, 2}

]
≤ e− 1

2 (T −τ)(1−2gDef−2γ)2

We also require a technical lemma:

▶ Lemma 4. Let 0 < a ≤ 1. Then

T∑
i=t

e−a(T −i)

max(
√

i − t, 1)
≤ min

 2√
T + 1 − t − 2 ln(1+

√
T +1−t)
a

, 1 + 1
1 − e−a


Combined, these yield a straightforward bound on worst-case total attack cost:

▶ Theorem 5. The worst-case cost of the wmax-attack is bounded by

TR +
T∑

t=1
ct−1,lt

≤ TR + vγR

[
4 ln(1 +

√
T )

(1 − 2gDef − 2γ) +
√

2
π

(1 − gDef − γ)5/2

(gDef + γ)7/2 2
√

T

]
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Figure 1 Probability of attack success and expected attack cost (excluding per-block payouts of
R) for an attack with given T and l0 = 150, γ = 0.05, gDef = 0.4.

We also have a much lower bound on expected attack cost.

▶ Theorem 6. The expected cost of the wmax-attack is bounded by

R

(
l0
2 + 1

2
l0

1 − 2gDef

)
+ vγRTe− (1−2gDef −2γ)2T/2−(1−2gDef )l0

2

Critically, for sufficiently large T , we observe exponential decay in the expected attack cost
beyond the per-block payout.

These bounds are far from tight. A graph of expected attack cost (excluding the per-block
payouts of R) and attack success likelihood in terms of T for an attack against l0 = 150
is included in Figure 1. The attack cost peaks when success is uncertain, as this is where
participation/refusal has the strongest effect, and falls off rapidly as attack success becomes
certain.

Two remaining points about the asymptotics are of interest. First, as l0 increases, both
attack success chance and attack cost converge more quickly in terms of T

l0
, as the expected

result concentrates better. In particular, the premium over the naive cost of mining energy
required to perform a range-l0 attack in which 1 − gDef of mining power is participating is
logarithmic in l0, not linear. Second, due to the exponential term, γ does not need to be low
to make the attack cost very low. For instance, γ = .2, gDef = .25 yields quite feasible attacks
for T

l0
substantially greater than 1−2gDef

(1−2gDef−2γ)2 . However, only a mild amount of successful
collusion (two miners of size .15, for instance) is needed to prevent this attack.

5 Relative Immunity of Proof-of-Stake: Ethereum

Ethereum contains a significant defense against attacks of this type: slashing [5]. As Ethereum
severely penalizes stakers who validate on two incompatible chain branches, the internalized
penalty for attack participation as compared to attack non-participation may be as high as
the Budish payout if the attack is not expected to reduce the price of Ethereum. If attackers
will lose their stake, the expected future payoff matrix is
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Attack succeeds Attack fails

Participate 0 0
Refuse 0 ϕ(m)

Φ vR

This implies that short-range attacks (those in which attackers must possess vulnerable
stake on the true chain) will cost close to the Budish estimate. Ethereum also has weak
subjectivity: the property that any agent entering the network with access to a sufficiently
recent honest network state can independently determine the present honest state [4].
Assuming access to such states for entrants, this renders long-range attack impossible, so
decentralization does not meaningfully reduce Ethereum attack cost.

6 Practical Economic Considerations

Attackers face two primary logistical difficulties: estimating the total power of participants
and coordinating the attack. For PoW blockchains, both of these are ameliorated by setting
up a specialized mining pool (with similar structure to that of [2], albeit different intent).
Such a pool could function normally until attack time, at which point it could begin sending
work units for the attack chain, instead of the consensus chain. This approach has important
secondary advantages: mining pools are commonly understood and easy to work with, and
by offering low pool fees (or even paying pool participants slightly more than they mine,
as suggested by [2] for a different purpose), switchover in advance of the attack could be
incentivized while negligibly increasing attack cost. Stratum v2 supports header-only mining,
allowing miners to attempt to mine an externally specified block, which should allow easy
coordination of attack mining. The remaining coordination difficulty is in payout – corruption
payouts cannot flow through the original chain due to likelihood of devaluation. Assuming
that another cryptocurrency (for instance, a PoS-based one) is expected to be unaffected by
the attack, it could be used as a payment medium; otherwise, a classical medium would be
needed.

Regarding pool mining, we also note that the attack proposed in Section 4 can be
enhanced to provide lower payout variability with small increase in cost: in addition to the
payouts given to participants who mine blocks, duplicate the defending-chain payout and
split it proportionate to mining power across the pool. This guarantees participants the
same consistency of payout as they would have received had they been participating in a
large mining pool, while keeping cost similar, and may incentivize risk-averse/small miners
to participate.

7 Attacker Incentives and Dangers

We first estimate the cost of a medium-range majority attack on Bitcoin. Distribution of
control of mining capacity is a closely guarded secret, but mining power appears to be
significantly spatially and internationally distributed [13]. Assume that miners representing
60% of mining power will participate if we set γ = 1/20 (i.e. gDef = 0.4). Consider an attack
with a backwards range of l0 = 150 blocks (about one day, for Bitcoin). Solving the recursion
explicitly, expected attack cost for T = 2500 is < (0.01v + 450)R, and probability of success
≥ 1 − 10−12. Assuming v = 158000 (the number of Bitcoin blocks in a little over 3 years),
expected attack cost is ≤ 1942R, or a little under 12.2k BTC/310M USD at time of writing.
Maximum potential attack cost is substantially higher – 2.38vR, or about 2.35M BTC/60B
USD – but given that attack cost concentrates with exponential falloff, this may be insurable.
γ and gDef may also be substantially overestimated here, leading to inflated cost bounds
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– if we take γ = 0.03, gDef = 0.2, maximum payout is less than 820k BTC/21B USD and
expected payout is just over 1293 BTC/33M USD for a T = 400 attack (with attack success
chance ≥ 1 − 10−7).

This attack is cheap enough to be profitable, and therefore dangerous. Open Bitcoin
options volume has consistently held above $5 billion USD for four years, and has been
substantially higher during peaks. Daily trading volume of BTC has stayed well above 200000
BTC for a similar period, and most BTC options are relatively short-term. Attackers able to
successfully trade and liquidate options at these scales could make substantial profit.

One example of an attack strategy is as follows. First, buy B “covering” units of BTC,
and short-sell a separate B units of BTC. Sell the covering units, and attack to revert that
transfer. Provided that the attack succeeds, the recouped covering bitcoin may be used to
cover the short position, and as its initial buy cost and sale profit are approximately equal,
the net profit of the attack is equal to the gross income from the short sale. In the case of
attack failure, the buy and sell costs of the covering units cancel, and cost is equal to the
cost of covering the short positions minus the profit from selling them (i.e., it is as if the
attackers had simply shorted BTC), less transaction costs from the purchase and sale. Even
in this case, the attack may substantially devalue BTC, creating some profit from the short
position.

If blockchain technologies become more mainstream, non-currency-oriented attacks will
become increasingly appealing. When substantial value may be placed on non-currency
attributes of the chain (such as smart contract or DAO state, ownership of a NFT, etc.) in
unpredictable ways, many non-obvious attack incentives will exist. This also makes attack
attribution more difficult.

In addition to potentially being profitable, a majority attack may significantly if not
completely devalue the attacked currency, and possibly others as well. The economic impact
of this could be substantial. At time of writing, the global market cap of cryptocurrencies
stands at about $1 trillion USD, and various state or non-state actors may stand to gain
substantially from a crash precipitated by an attack.

8 Economic Prevention and Mitigation

On a protocol level, this attack is equivalent to a 51% attack, and the same impossibility
results apply to protocol-level defense. On a non-protocol level, [2] discusses several prevention
measures. We discuss the most relevant of these, and some others, here.

8.1 Coalitions

In response to an incipient attack, a coalition of miners may agree on a mutual behavior
contract designed to disincentivize attack participation. In particular, miners could commit
to non-subgame-perfect equilibrium strategies, such as defending until a certain threshold of
miners have been shown to participate in the attack, and then attacking thereafter, which
stymie the given payout rule. However, credible commitment is difficult for miners, and such
Nash equilibria are not robust to the attacker designing new payout schemes in response. We
conjecture that given any such commitment scheme, the attacker can design a bribery system
with expected payout and failure probability bounded by those of the subgame perfect Nash
equilibrium and corresponding payout rule. For instance, in the above example, the attacker
could increase payouts to miners until the threshold has been passed, and then remove them
once it has.
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Coalitions with leaders, such as some mining pools, present a separate danger to block-
chains: if coalition mining power is controlled by a player whose expected future payout from
attack failure is lower than vR, the controller may be incentivized to make the coalition
participate even if it falls above the power threshold. For instance, if the controller of some
mining pool receives 1% of the profits generated, they will be incentivized to cause the pool
to participate if its power is ≤ 100γΦ.

8.2 Social Consensus as Deterrence/Mitigation

If a sufficiently broad set of participants wishes, they may fork or otherwise alter the
blockchain after an attack in an attempt to reverse the effects of the attack. This is unlikely
to prevent profit-taking, as it must be done rapidly enough to fix all manipulated transactions
before they can be used for profit. For instance, in the attack proposed in the previous
section, the sale of B units of BTC must be fixed as canonical before it can be sold again in
the attack chain. Moreover, this has obvious disadvantages for regular use, and does not
prevent repeated sabotage attacks [3], which would effectively make the blockchain unusable
(which can itself be profitable for an attacker).

8.3 Counterattacks and the Model of Moroz et al.

Moroz et al. [10] argue that in many cases, the threat of counterattacks renders double-spend
attacks unprofitable. They analyze a model in which a single large transaction is in contention
between the sender (the attacker) and the receiver (the defender), with the former wishing to
establish a heaviest chain not including the transaction and the latter wishing the opposite.
Each party is allowed to purchase mining power on an open market in order to attempt
majority attacks to shift consensus, and take turns doing so. Moroz et al. find that under
certain conditions, the only equilibrium strategy is to not attack in the first place.

However, their model (and therefore results) are inapplicable in our case, as both parties
may have external rewards which do not depend on the final status of the transaction. The
success of one or more attacks will almost certainly substantially reduce the value of the
attacked cryptocurrency, independent of the final state of the blockchain. This itself may be
a major source of utility for the attacker (see Section 7) and disutility for the defender (the
defender will recoup coins of lesser value if they are successful, and if they hold additional
units of the currency, those two will be devalued by attacks).

When this assumption is changed, the no-attack equilibrium established by Moroz et
al. does not hold, and attack with no response is equilibrium in many practical cases. For
instance, if a single successful attack will massively devalue a currency, but the attacker can
make profit from this event, the attack is incentivized even if it will be counterattacked, and
a counterattack is generally not incentivized.

8.4 Countercorruption

As noted in [2], miners above the threshold, targets of a large double-spend, and other entities
with stake in the success of blockchains may be incentivized to attempt to bribe miners to
not participate. While this may be theoretically sufficient in some cases, it is undesirable for
a variety of reasons discussed in [2].
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8.5 Extra Confirmations

Historically, requiring more confirmations has been seen as a natural way to secure transac-
tions. However, the attack cost for even long-range attacks is relatively low, and the splitting
tactic noted by [2] likely allows evasion unless many transactions require extremely long
confirmation periods.

9 Non-Economic Prevention and Mitigation

We see that there exist potential large-scale corruptive majority attacks which are incentive-
compatible for all participants and highly profitable for the attacker, and that economic
forces are insufficient to disincentivize attack initiation or participation. However, this does
not preclude non-economic forces preventing these attacks in practice. We briefly discuss
three potential avenues of prevention.

9.1 Social Consensus

If a power-weighted majority of miners refuse to participate, the attack will be stymied [2].
However, for this to work, we require a broad coalition of miners to act against their own
self-interest for philosophical or other non-economic reasons. Miners have regularly behaved
selfishly in contravention of protocol [15], so confidence that they will behave selflessly in this
case seems misplaced. For instance, miners did not leave F2Pool in large numbers despite
its timestamp manipulation, implying that miners are willing to participate in activity with
negative network consequences for mildly increased personal profit.

9.2 Force

Actors subject to the jurisdiction of a force (legal or otherwise) able to both detect attack
organizers/participants and impose sufficient punishments against them are unlikely to
perform/abet attacks. Most immediately, various state actors are likely to take a dim view
of such an attack. In the United States, for instance, any attempt to organize such an attack
would likely constitute securities market manipulation, and while the legal system is woefully
unequipped to deal with the consequences of a double-spend attack, organizing (and perhaps
merely participating in) one would likely incur substantial civil and criminal liability. This
may be enough to dissuade most actors from performing a majority attack, but it will not
be enough to disincentivize those who operate outside the bounds of the law and/or with
other motivations. Even individuals subject to regulatory jurisdiction may be insufficiently
deterred if the attack is conducted through privacy-preserving tools, as attribution in such a
case might be difficult.

9.3 Non-Profitability

One of the incentives to carry out such an attack is profitability. Substantially reducing the
viability of profiting off of the collapse of a cryptocurrency could reduce or eliminate the
profit motive for majority attacks if its price is expected to collapse by the time the heaviest
chain is revised.
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10 Conclusion: What Do We Trust?

We clarify the analysis of miner incentives surrounding majority attacks, showing that the
cost to bribe miners into attacking may be far less than previously believed. The cost is low
enough that a corruptive majority attack could be profitable if combined with an appropriate
strategy combining shorting and doublespending. Moreover, the value of the attack scales
with the value of the blockchain and its associated assets/activity, and the cost of the attack
decreases as the miner pool becomes more diverse and incentive-driven, implying that the
danger will likely continue to increase as cryptocurrencies grow. Mitigating these attacks
through mechanism design is nearly impossible, as doing so would require a method to either
force small miners to internalize large social costs or prevent the attacker from profit-taking.

It is unclear whether these attacks can be prevented by non-economic factors. Further
work is needed to determine the likelihood of attack in real-world contexts, but such analysis
will necessarily be somewhat speculative. Even if these forces can prevent attacks in practice,
the advantages of using distributed systems over more classical ledgers become substantially
less clear when trust in their stability rests on widespread altruism, institutional force, or
other non-economically-motivated behavior. Further analysis of the non-economic forces
that may prevent majority attacks, and their implications for the usefulness and viability of
blockchain technologies, is warranted.
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A Notation Reference

For convenience, we define the notations that appear in this paper here:
M : the set of miners.
Φ: the total mining power of all miners.
ϕ : M → [0, Φ]: the function mapping miners to their mining powers.
T : the duration, in blocks, of an attack.
R: the (expected) value of mining a block under the stable condition of the blockchain.
v: a multiplier such that any miner m who expects per-block reward ϕ(m)

Φ R has time-
discounted total future profits ≤ v ϕ(m)

Φ R. That this exists (and may be reasonably
bounded) follows from time-discounting, reduction in rewards over time, and hardware
improvement/death.
f

(
ϕ(m)

Φ

)
: an upper bound on miner m’s estimate of the probability that their

participation/non-participation in the attack will determine whether it succeeds.
fmax: a threshold on f . We design an attack which will incentivize participation by
miners with f

(
ϕ(m)

Φ

)
≤ fmax.

γ: a threshold on ϕ(m)
Φ with similar purpose to the above.

gDef : the fraction of total power held by honest miners.

B Proofs of Results in Section 4

Lemma 2

Proof.

Pr
[
Xt,l+1

τ ∈ {1, 2}
]

=
(

τ − t
τ−t+l

2

)
(1 − gDef − γ)

τ−t+l
2 (gDef + γ)

τ−t−l
2

+
(

τ − t
τ−t+l−1

2

)
(1 − gDef − γ)

τ−t+l−1
2 (gDef + γ)

τ−t−l+1
2
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where the binomial coefficient
(

n
k

)
is taken to be 0 if k is fractional. One term will always be

0, and so letting m = τ − t, we may bound this by

sup
l∈{0,1,...,m}

(
m

m+l
2

)
(1 − gDef − γ)

m+l
2 (gDef + γ)

m−l
2

Note that this is effectively only over l of the same parity as τ − t.
Let Kl =

(
m

m+l
2

)
(1 − gDef − γ) m+l

2 (gDef + γ) m−l
2 . This admits a smooth extension to

l ∈ [0, τ−t] via the gamma function. We may bound this extension (via Stirling approximation)
by

Kl ≤ sup
l∈[0,τ−t]

√
m

2π m+l
2

m−l
2

(m)m(
m+l

2
) m+l

2
(

m−l
2

) m−l
2

(1 − gDef − γ)
m+l

2 (gDef + γ)
m−l

2 ≤

We observe that for integer l of parity τ − t,

Kl+2

Kl
=

m!
( m−(l+2)

2 )!( m+(l+2)
2 )!

m!
( m−l

2 )!( m+l
2 )!

1 − gDef − γ

gDef + γ

= m − l

m + l + 2
1 − gDef − γ

gDef + γ

In particular, Kl is maximized across integers at the lowest l of parity τ − t s.t. the
above ratio is ≤ 1 (as this ratio is decreasing in l). Solving m−l

m+l+2
1−gDef−γ

gDef+γ = l gives
l = m(1−2(gDef +γ))−2(gDef +γ). In particular, the integer lmax maximizing Kl is somewhere
between m(1 − 2(gDef + γ)) − 3 and m(1 − 2(gDef + γ)). Plugging l∗ = m(1 − 2(gDef + γ))
into our bound on Kl gives

1
2
√

m

√
1

2(gDef + γ)(1 − 2(gDef + γ))

Moreover, we may note that

Kl∗−c

Kl∗
=

Γ
(

m+l∗

2

)
/Γ

(
m+l∗−c

2

)
Γ

(
m−l∗+c

2
)

/Γ
(

m−l∗

2
) (1 − gDef − γ)c/2(gDef − γ)−c/2

≤
(

(m + l∗)(1 − gDef − γ)
(m − l∗)(gDef + γ)

)c/2

=
(

1 − gDef − γ

gDef + γ

)c

Then letting lmax ∈ [l∗ − 3, l∗] be the maximizer of Kl, we obtain that

sup
l

Kl = Klmax ≤ 1√
2πm

√
1

(gDef + γ)(1 − gDef − γ)

(
1 − gDef − γ

gDef + γ

)3
◀
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Lemma 3
Proof. It suffices to observe that

Pr
[

τ = arg min
i∈{t,T }

Xt,l+1
i |Xt,l+1

τ ∈ {1, 2}

]
≤ Pr

[
τ = arg min

i∈{τ,T }
Xt,l+1

i |Xt,l+1
τ ∈ {1, 2}

]

= Pr
[

τ = arg min
i∈{τ,T }

X
τ,Xt,l+1

τ
i

]
≤ Pr

[
X

τ,Xt,l+1
τ

T ≥ X
τ,Xt,l+1

τ
τ

]
≤ e− 1

2 (T −τ)(1−2gDef−2γ)2

by Hoeffding’s inequality applied to X
τ,Xt,l+1

τ

T − X
τ,Xt,l+1

τ
τ , which is by definition a sum of

T − τ random variables which are independently −1 with probability 1 − gDef − γ and 1 with
probability gDef + γ. ◀

Lemma 4
Proof. T = t is trivial. Otherwise, fix t < k ≤ T . Then

T∑
i=t

e−a(T −i)

max(
√

i − t, 1)
≤

k−1∑
i=t

e−a(T −i)

max(
√

i − t, 1)
+

T∑
i=k

e−a(T −i)

max(
√

i − t, 1)

≤
k−1∑
i=t

e−a(T −(k−1))

max(
√

i − t, 1)
+

T∑
i=k

e−a(T −i)
√

k − t

≤
(

1 +
√

k − 1 − t
)

e−a(T −(k−1)) + 1√
k − t

1
1 − e−a

Setting k = max
(

⌈T − 2 ln(1+
√

T +1−t)
a + 1⌉, t + 1

)
yields that the above is

≤ min

 1
1 +

√
T + 1 − t

+ 1√
T + 1 − t − 2 ln(1+

√
T +1−t)
a

, 1 + 1
1 − e−a


≤ min

 2√
T + 1 − t − 2 ln(1+

√
T +1−t)
a

, 1 + 1
1 − e−a

 ◀

Theorem 5
Proof. We have

ct−1,l = wmax
t,l+1 − wmax

t,l−1

= vγR
T∑

τ=t

Pr
[
Xt,l+1

τ ∈ {1, 2}
]

Pr
[

τ = arg min
i∈{t,T }

Xt,l+1
i |Xt,l+1

τ ∈ {1, 2}

]

≤ vγR
(1 − gDef − γ)5/2

√
2π (gDef + γ)7/2

T∑
τ=t

e− 1
2 (T −τ)(1−2gDef−2γ)2

max
(√

τ − t, 1
)

by Lemmas 2 and 3. Applying Lemma 4 with a = (1−2gDef−2γ)2

2 , combined with the trivial
bound ct−1,l ≤ wmax

t,l+1 ≤ vγR yields
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ct−1,l ≤ vγR min

 (1 − gDef − γ)5/2

√
2π (gDef + γ)7/2

2√
T + 1 − t − 4 ln(1+

√
T +1−t)

(1−2gDef−2γ)2

, 1


≤ vγR min

 (1 − gDef − γ)5/2

√
2π (gDef + γ)7/2

2√
T + 1 − t − 4 ln(1+

√
T )

(1−2gDef−2γ)2

, 1


Then the result follows directly from partitioning the indices at T +1−4 ln(1+

√
T )

(1−2gDef−2γ)2 . ◀

Theorem 6
Proof. Fix two walks X and Y on the integers starting at l0. At each step, let X increment
with probability gDef and decrement with probability 1 − gDef , and let Y increment with
probability gDef + γ and decrement with probability 1 − gDef − γ. X will correspond to game
state (until hitting 0 – i.e. the distributions of lt and Xt are identical over positive integers),
and Yt is a virtual walk corresponding to the wmax recurrence.

Fix k > l0. By Hoeffding’s inequality on Xt, the probability that lt ≥ k for given
t is ≤ e− (k+(1−2gDef )t)2

2t ≤ e−(1−2gDef)( (1−2gDef )t

2 +k). Taking a union bound across all t, the
probability that there exists a timestep t with lt ≥ k is

≤
T∑

i=1
e−(1−2gDef)( (1−2gDef )t

2 +k)

<

∞∑
t=1

e−(1−2gDef)( (1−2gDef )t

2 +k)

<
e−(1−2gDef)k

1 − e− (1−2gDef )2
2

We may observe by its recursion that

wmax
t,l = vγR Pr[min

i∈[T ]
Yi > 0|Yt ≤ l]

≤ vγR Pr[YT > 0|Yt ≤ l]

≤

(1 − 2gDef − γ)(T − t) < l : vγR

(1 − 2gDef − γ)(T − t) ≥ l : vγRe− (l−(1−2gDef −γ)(T −t))2

2(T −t)

≤ vγRel(1−2gDef−2γ)− (1−2gDef −2γ)2(T −t)
2

where the concentration follows from Hoeffding’s inequality. We may also bound the prob-
ability that the attack has not succeeded by the start of step t, conditioned on there not
existing a timestep t with lt ≥ k, as

Pr[Xt−1 > 0| sup
i∈[T ]

Xi < k] ≤ Pr[Xt ≥ 0| sup
i∈[T ]

Xi < k]

≤ Pr[Xt ≥ 0]

≤ el0(1−2gDef)− (1−2gDef )2t

2

by the same.
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Finally, we observe that

ct−1,Xt−1 ≤ wmax
t,Xt−1+1 ≤ e(Xt−1+1)(1−2gDef−2γ)− (1−2gDef −2γ)2(T −t)

2

In particular, conditioned on ∀i ∈ [T ] : Xi < k, we have

ct−1,l Pr[Xt ≥ 0|∀i ∈ [T ] : Xi < k] ≤ el0(1−2gDef)+k(1−2gDef−2γ)−T (1−2gDef−2γ)2/2

Then we bound expected attack cost C (excluding the per-attacking-block payout) as

E[C] ≤ E[C] Pr[∃t ∈ [T ] : Xt ≥ k] + E[C|∀t ∈ [T ] : Xt < k]

≤ E[C] Pr[∃t ∈ [T ] : Xt ≥ k] +
T∑

t=1
ct−1,Xt−1<k Pr[Xt−1 > 0| sup

i∈[T ]
Xi < k]

≤ vγR

[
T

e−(1−2gDef)k

1 − e− (1−2gDef )2
2

+ Tel0(1−2gDef)+k(1−2gDef−2γ)−T (1−2gDef−2γ)2/2

]

Solving −(1 − 2gDef)k = l0(1 − 2gDef) + k(1 − 2gDef − 2γ) − T (1 − 2gDef − 2γ)2/2 yields
k = (1−2gDef−2γ)2T/2−(1−2gDef)l0

2−4gDef−2γ and therefore total expected cost

≤ vγRTe
−(1−2gDef) (1−2gDef −2γ)2T/2−(1−2gDef )l0

2−4gDef −2γ

≤ vγRTe− (1−2gDef −2γ)2T/2−(1−2gDef )l0
2

The expected number of attacking blocks mined is bounded by l0
2 + 1

2
l0

1−2gDef
(as the

biased random walk is expected to last l0
1−2gDef

steps, and if the attack lasts k blocks, the
attackers mine at most l+k

2 of them. Then total expected attack cost is bounded by

R

(
l0
2 + 1

2
l0

1 − 2gDef

)
+ vγRTe

(1−2gDef −2γ)2T/2−(1−2gDef )l0
2 ◀
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14:2 Proofs of Proof-Of-Stake with Sublinear Complexity

1 Introduction

If I want to check how much money I have on Ethereum, the most secure way is to run my
own full node. Sadly, this requires downloading more than 500 GB of data and can take
up to 5 days to sync. Because of this, most Ethereum users today outsource the task of
maintaining the latest state to a third-party provider such as Infura or Alchemy. This allows
the user to run a lightweight wallet, such as MetaMask1, on their browser or smartphone.

What can go wrong if Infura is compromised or turns malicious? As per the current wallet
design, the wallet will blindly trust the provider and therefore show incorrect data. This is
enough to perform a double spend. For example, imagine Bob wants to sell his car to Eve.
Regrettably, Eve has compromised Infura. Eve claims that she has paid Bob. Bob checks his
MetaMask wallet and sees an incoming and confirmed transaction from Eve. Unfortunately,
even though the wallet is non-custodial, this transaction never happened, but is fraudulently
reported by Infura to Bob. Since Bob trusts his wallet, and his wallet trusts Infura, he hands
over the car keys to Eve. By the time Bob realizes he cannot use this money, Eve has long
disappeared with his car in Venice. From the point of view of Infura, this is a huge liability.
If Infura is compromised, then all of its users are immediately compromised.

This creates a dilemma between good performance and security for the users. This
problem is not unique to Ethereum and appears in all proof-of-stake (PoS) systems. In this
paper, we resolve this dilemma by constructing a PoS blockchain client which is both efficient
and secure. We solve this problem by constructing a protocol that allows efficiently verifying
the proof-of-stake blockchain without downloading the whole PoS. We call such constructions
succinct proofs of proof-of-stake. These allow us to build superlight clients, clients whose
communication complexity grows sublinearly with the lifetime of the system.

Contributions.
1. We give the first formal definition for succinct proof of proof-of-stake (PoPoS) protocols.
2. We put forth a solution to the long-standing problem of efficient PoS bootstrapping. Our

solution is exponentially better than previous work.
3. We report on our implementation of a fully functional and highly performant superlight

client for mainnet Ethereum. It is the first such construction for Ethereum. We measure
and contrast the performance of our client against the currently proposed design for
Ethereum.

4. We theoretically show our construction is secure for Ethereum and other PoS blockchains.

1.1 Construction Overview
Let us discuss the intuition about how our construction works. We start with the existing
full node design and iteratively make it more lightweight.

Full nodes. A full node client boots holding only the genesis block and connects to other full
nodes (known as provers) in order to synchronize to the latest tip. The full node downloads
the entire chain block-by-block verifying each transaction in the process. This incurs high
communication and computational complexity. Once the client verifies the latest tip, it has

1 MetaMask has 21,000,000 monthly active users as of July 2022 [48] and is the most popular non-custodial
wallet [16].
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calculated the latest state and can answer user queries such as “what is my balance?”. In
order for the full node to get to the correct tip, at least one connection to an honest peer is
required (this is known as the existential honesty assumption [26, 25, 27, 44]).

Sync committees. Let’s try to improve on the efficiency of the full node to make it a light
client. PoS protocols typically proceed in epochs during which the validator set is fixed. In
each epoch, a subset of validators is elected by the protocol as the epoch committee. This is
a set of public keys. The security of the protocol assumes that the majority [17, 39, 19, 3] or
super-majority [9, 13, 5, 51] of the committee members are honest during the epoch. The
current committee signs the latest state. Therefore, the client does not need to download all
the blocks, but instead only needs to download the latest state and verify the committee
signatures on it. However, the stake changes hands in every epoch. Hence, to perform the
verification at some later epoch, the client needs to keep track of the current committee. To
help the client in this endeavor, the committee members of each epoch, while active, sign a
handover message inaugurating the members of the new committee [28]. This enables the
light client to discover the latest committee by processing a sequence of such handovers.

Optimistic light client construction. Light clients like these already exist. Regrettably,
they still need to download all committees of the past to verify the current state. In this
paper we propose better solutions. The first idea, which we call the optimistic light client
construction, is for the prover to work as follows: For each committee, take its members,
concatenate them all together, and hash them into one hash. The prover then sends this
sequence of hashes (one for each committee) to the client. Since the client is connected to
at least one honest prover, at least one of these provers will answer truthfully. If multiple
provers give conflicting claims to the client, all it needs to do is to find which one is truthful.
To do this, it compares the claims of all provers pairwise. If two provers disagree, the client
focuses on the first point of disagreement in their hash sequences, and asks each prover to
provide the respective handover signatures to substantiate their claim. Each prover reveals
the committee attested by the hash at that point, the previous committee and the associated
handover messages. Upon validating these messages, which can be done locally and efficiently,
the client identifies the truthful party, and accepts its state. A lying prover will not be able
to provide such a handover for an invalid committee. Once the client rejects the invalid
committee claims, it will have calculated the latest committee, and can proceed from there
as usual.

Superlight clients. Even though the complexity is concretely improved, the sequence of
committee hashes still grows linearly with the lifetime of the protocol. To achieve sublinear
complexity, we improve the procedure to find the first point of disagreement. To this end,
our final PoPoS protocol requires each prover to organize its claimed sequence of committees
– one per epoch – into a Merkle tree [43]. The roots of those trees are then sent over to the
client, who compares them. Upon detecting disagreement at the roots, the client asks the
provers to reveal the children of their respective roots. By repeating this process recursively
on the mismatching children, it arrives at the first point of disagreement between the claimed
committee sequences, in logarithmic number of steps. After the first point of disagreement
is found, the client works similarly to the optimistic light client construction. This process
achieves logarithmic communication.
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Bridges. Our PoPoS construction has two main applications: Superlight proof-of-stake
clients that can bootstrap very efficiently, and trustless bridges that allow the passing of
information from one proof-of-stake chain to another. For bridging, we note that a trustless
bridge is nothing more than an on-chain superlight client. It connects a source PoS blockchain
to any other destination blockchain. To do this, a smart contract on the destination chain,
which runs an implementation of our superlight client code (e.g., in Solidity), is deployed.
Whenever some information of interest appears on the source chain, any helpful but untrusted
relayer can submit this information, together with the PoPoS proof to the smart contract. If
the information is inaccurate, another relayer challenges the first one by participating in our
interactive bisection game within a dispute period [40], submitting one transaction for every
round of interaction of the PoPoS protocol. If both chains are PoS, the bridge can be made
bidirectional by running PoPoS superlight clients on both chains. To incentivize on-chain
participation, relayers who submit accurate information are rewarded, whereas relayers who
submit inaccurate information need to put up a collateral which is slashed and is used to
reward the challenger.

1.2 Implementation Overview
In addition to our theoretical contributions, we report on our open source implementation
(spanning about 8,200 lines of TypeScript code and 2,300 downloads from the community) of
our protocol for the Ethereum mainnet. Our implementation is fully functional and supports
all RPC queries used by typical wallets, from simple payments to complex smart contract
calls. It takes the form of a modular daemon that augments any existing Ethereum wallet’s
functionality (such as MetaMask’s) to be trustless, without changing any user experience.
We perform measurements using the light client protocol currently proposed for Ethereum.
We find that this protocol, while much more efficient than a full node, is likely insufficient to
support communication-, computation-, and battery-constrained devices such as browsers and
mobile phones. Next, we measure the performance of our implementation of an optimistic
light client for Ethereum that achieves significant gains over the traditional light client.
We demonstrate this implementation is already feasible for resource-constrained devices.
Lastly, our implementation includes a series of experiments introducing a superlight client for
Ethereum that achieves exponential asymptotic gains over the optimistic light client. These
gains constitute concrete improvements over the optimistic light client when the blockchain
system is long-lived and has an execution history of a few years. We compare all three clients
in terms of communication (bandwidth and latency), computation, and energy consumption.

1.3 Related Work
Table 1 compares the current paper with related work. Proof-of-work superlight clients
have been explored in the interactive [35] and non-interactive [37] setting using various
constructions [36, 32, 6]. Such constructions are backwards compatible [53, 38] and have been
deployed in practice [18]. They have also been used in the context of bridges [33, 2, 40, 52].
Several proof-of-stake-specific clients [28, 14, 22] improve the efficiency of full nodes, but
require linear communication. Chatzigiannis et al. [15] provide a survey of light clients.

Our construction is based on refereed proofs [12, 30, 31, 46]. PoPoS constructions can also
be built via (recursive) SNARKs/STARKs [4, 24], some achieving constant communication.
However, these are clients for chains that were designed from the start to be proof-friendly.
Current attempts [50, 45] to retrofit popular PoS protocols (e.g., Ethereum and Cosmos)
with SNARK-based proofs are expensive (annual prover operating-cost of six to seven figures
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Table 1 Comparison with previous works in terms of asymptotic Θ̃ communication complexity,
interactivity, and cryptographic model. Interactivity is the number of rounds, ignoring constants.
Low communication and rounds of interactivity are preferable. N : number of epochs. L: number of
blocks per epoch. Common prefix parameter k is constant.

SPV
PoW
[26]

KLS
[35]

FlyClient
[6]

Superblocks
[37, 36]

Full
PoS
[39]

Mithril
[14]

Coda
[4]

PoPoS
(this work)

Communication NL log(NL) poly log(NL) log(NL) NL N + L 1 log(N)
Interactivity 1 log(NL) 1 1 1 1 1 log(N)
Work/stake work work work work stake stake both stake
Model RO RO RO RO standard RO CRS standard
Primitives hash hash hash hash hash, sig hash,

sig, ZK
hash,

sig, ZK
hash, sig

USD).2 Additionally, since [50, 45] do not include recursive proving/verification, they require
the validator to remain online (to avoid linear overhead), which may be a suitable assumption
for bridges, but not for bootstrapping light clients (e.g., intermittently online mobile wallets).
Unlike proof-based approaches, our protocol does not require changes in the PoS protocol,
and relies on simple primitives such as hashes and signatures. Our prover is stateless and
adds only a few milliseconds of computation time to an existing full node. Our light client
allows for bootstrapping from genesis with sublinear overhead.

Some clients obtain a checkpoint [41, 8] on a recent block from a trusted source, after
which they download only a constant number of block headers to identify the tip. Our
construction allows augmenting these clients so that they can succinctly verify the veracity
of a checkpoint without relying on a trusted third party.

1.4 Outline
We present our theoretical protocol in a generic PoS framework, which typical proof-of-stake
systems fit into. We prove our protocol is secure if the underlying blockchain protocol satisfies
certain simple and straightforward axioms. Many popular PoS blockchains can be made to fit
within our axiomatic framework. We define our desired primitive, the proof of proof-of-stake
(PoPoS), together with the axioms required from the underlying PoS protocol in Sec. 3. We
iteratively build and present our construction in Secs. 4 and 5. We present the security claims
in Sec. 8. For concreteness, and because it is the most prominent PoS protocol, we give a
concrete construction of our protocol for Ethereum in Sec. 6. Ethereum is the most widely
adopted PoS protocol. Interestingly, Ethereum directly satisfies our axiomatic framework
and does not require any changes on the consensus layer at all. The applicability of our
framework to other PoS chains such as Ouroboros (Cardano), Algorand, and Snow White
are discussed in the full version of this paper [1].

The description of our implementation and the relevant experimental measurements
showcasing the advantages of our implementation are presented in Sec. 7.

2 For example, according to [50, Section 6], proving consensus (of 128 validators) on one Cosmos block
takes 18 seconds on 32 instances of Amazon AWS c5.24xlarge. (We are unable to independently
reproduce this finding because the authors of zkBridge have not disclosed their code.) At Cosmos’
block rate of 1 block per second, that would require 18 × 32 continuously operating c5.24xlarge
instances, costing annually $12,967,488 on Amazon AWS (annual pricing, us-east-1 region, June 2023),
or $1,749,600 on Hetzner’s equivalents. Scaling this proportionally for Ethereum (×4 for sync committee
size 512, /12 for block rate 1 block per 12 seconds) yields an estimate of $583,333 annually.
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2 Preliminaries

Proof-of-stake. Our protocols work in the proof-of-stake (PoS) setting. In a PoS protocol,
participants transfer value and maintain a balance sheet of stake, or who owns what, among
each other. It is assumed that the majority of stake is honestly controlled at every point
in time. The PoS protocol uses the current stake distribution to establish consensus. The
exact mechanism by which consensus is reached varies by PoS protocol. Our PoPoS protocol
works for popular PoS flavours.

Primitives. Participants in our PoS protocol transfer stake by signing transactions using a
signature scheme [34]. The public key associated with each validator is known by everyone.
The signatures are key-evolving, and honest validators delete their old keys after signing [29,
19].3 We also use a collision resistant hash function. We highlight that it does not need to
be treated in the Random Oracle model, and no trusted setup is required for our protocol
(beyond what the underlying PoS protocol may need).

Types of nodes. The stakeholders who participate in maintaining the system’s consensus
are known as validators. In addition to those, other parties, who do not participate in
maintaining consensus, can join the system, download its full history, and discover its current
state. These are known as full nodes. Clients that are interested in joining the system and
learning a small part of the system state (such as their user’s balance) without downloading
everything are known as light clients. Both full nodes and light clients can join the system
at a later time, after it has already been executing for some duration |C|. A late-joining
light client or full node must bootstrap by downloading some data from its peers. The
amount of data the light client downloads to complete the bootstrapping process is known
as its communication complexity. A light client is succinct if its communication complexity
is O(poly log(|C|)) in the lifetime |C| of the system. Succinct light clients are also called
superlight clients. The goal of this paper is to develop a PoS superlight client.

Time. The protocol execution proceeds in discrete epochs, roughly corresponding to mod-
erate time intervals such as one day. Epochs are further subdivided into rounds, which
correspond to shorter time durations during which a message sent by one honest party is
received by all others. In our analysis, we assume synchronous communication. The validator
set stays fixed during an epoch, and it is known one epoch in advance. The validator set of
an epoch is determined by the snapshot of stake distribution at the beginning of the previous
epoch. To guarantee an honest majority of validators at any epoch, we assume a delayed
honest majority for a duration of two epochs: Specifically, if a snapshot of the current stake
distribution is taken at the beginning of an epoch, this snapshot satisfies the honest majority
assumption for a duration of two full epochs. Additionally, we assume that the adversary
is slowly adaptive: She can corrupt any honest party, while respecting the honest majority
assumption, but that corruption only takes place two epochs later. This assumption will
be critical in our construction of handover messages that allow members of one epoch to
inaugurate a committee representing the next epoch (cf. Sec. 4).

3 Instead of key-evolving signatures, Ethereum relies on a concept called weak subjectivity [8]. This
alternative assumption can also be used in the place of key-evolving signatures to prevent posterior
corruption attacks [20].
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The prover/verifier model. The bootstrapping process begins with a light client connecting
to its full node peers to begin synchronizing. During the synchronization process, the full
nodes are trying to convince the light client of the system’s state. In this context, the light
client is known as the verifier and the full nodes are known as the provers. As usual, we
assume the verifier is connected to at least one honest prover. The verifier queries the provers
about the state of the system, and can exchange multiple messages to interrogate them about
the truth of their claims during an interactive protocol.

Assumptions. We make two central assumptions: Firstly, that the light client can commu-
nicate interactively with full nodes. This is contrary to, for example, proof-based clients.
Interactivity incurs a penalty when our light client runs on-chain, because it requires receiving
data over the course of multiple transactions. This is expensive in gas and time consuming
in delays. Secondly, that the light client has at least one honest connection. Many protocols
assume this. For example, a Bitcoin full node is not secure if all connections are dishonest.
In current systems, such as Ethereum, light clients typically connect to RPC nodes instead
of full nodes. It is better to trust at least one among many RPC connections is honest (as
opposed to having a single RPC connection), but one may still become eclipsed. To resolve
this concern, we advocate for light clients to connect to full nodes directly, which would make
this assumption more reasonable. Due to these two assumptions, we caution the reader to
be aware of the current limitations of our work, understanding it is not always applicable.

Notation. We use ϵ and [ ] to mean the empty string and empty sequence. By x ∥ y, we mean
the string concatenation of x and y encoded in a way that x and y can be unambiguously
retrieved. We denote by |C| the length of the sequence C; by C[i] the ith (zero-based) element
of the sequence, and by C[−i] the ith element from the end. We use C[i:j] to mean the
subarray of C from the ith element (inclusive) to the jth element (exclusive). Omitting i

takes the sequence to the beginning, and omitting j takes the sequence to the end. We
write A ≼ B to mean that the sequence A is a prefix of B. We use λ to denote the security
parameter. Following Go notation, in our multi-party algorithms, we use m 99K A to indicate
that message m is sent to party A and m L99 A to indicate that message m is received from
party A.

Ledgers. The consensus protocol attempts to maintain a unified view of a ledger L. The
ledger is a sequence of transactions L = (tx1, tx2, . . .). Each validator and full node has a
different view of the ledger. We denote the ledger of party P at round r as LP

r . Nodes joining
the protocol, whether they are validators, full nodes, or (super)light clients, can also write
to the ledger by asking for a transaction to be included. In a secure consensus protocol, all
honestly adopted ledgers are prefixes of one another. We denote the longest among these
ledgers as L∪

r , and the shortest among them as L∩
r . We will build our protocol on top of PoS

protocols that are secure. A secure consensus protocol enjoys the following two virtues:

▶ Definition 1 (Consensus Security). A consensus protocol is secure if it is:
1. Safe: For any honest parties P1, P2 and rounds r1 ≤ r2: LP1

r1
≼ LP2

r2
.

2. Live: If all honest validators attempt to write a transaction during u consecutive rounds
r1, . . . , ru, it is included in LP

ru
of any honest party P .

Transactions. A transaction encodes an update to the system’s state. For example, a
transaction could indicate a value transfer of 5 units from Alice to Bob. Different systems
use different transaction formats, but the particular format is unimportant for our purposes.
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A transaction can be applied on the current state of the system to reach a new state. Given
a state st and a transaction tx, the new state is computed by applying the state transition
function δ to the state and transaction. The new state is then st′ = δ(st, tx). For example,
in Ethereum, the state of the system encodes a list of balances of all participants [7, 49].
The system begins its lifetime by starting at a genesis state st0. A ledger also corresponds
to a particular system state, the state obtained by applying its transactions iteratively
to the genesis state. Consider a ledger L = (tx1 · · · txn). Then the state of the system
is δ(· · · δ(st0, tx1), · · · , txn). We use the shorthand notation δ∗ to apply a sequence of
transactions tx = tx1 · · · txn to a state. Namely, δ∗(st0, tx) = δ(· · · δ(st0, tx1), · · · , txn).

Because the state of the system is large, the state is compressed using an authenticated
data structure (e.g., Merkle Tree [43]). We denote by ⟨st⟩ the state commitment, which is
this short representation of the state st (e.g., Merkle Tree root). Given a state commitment
⟨st⟩ and a transaction tx, it is possible to calculate the state commitment ⟨st′⟩ to the new
state st′ = δ(st, tx). However, this calculation may require a small amount of auxiliary data
π such as a Merkle tree proof of inclusion of certain elements in the state commitment ⟨st⟩.
We denote the transition that is performed at the state commitment level by the succinct
transition function ⟨δ⟩. Concretely, we will write that ⟨δ(st, tx)⟩ = ⟨δ⟩ (⟨st⟩ , tx, π). This
means that, if we take state st and apply transaction tx to it using the transition function
δ, and subsequently calculate its commitment using the ⟨·⟩ operator, the resulting state
commitment is the same as the one obtained by applying the succinct transition function ⟨δ⟩
to the state commitment ⟨st⟩ and transaction tx using the auxiliary data π. If the auxiliary
data is incorrect, the function ⟨δ⟩ returns ⊥ to indicate failure. If the state commitment uses
a secure authenticated data structure such as a Merkle tree, we can only find a unique π

that makes the ⟨δ⟩ function run successfully.

3 The PoPoS Primitive

The PoPoS abstraction. Every verifier V online at some round r holds a state commitment
⟨st⟩V

r . To learn about this recent state, the verifier connects to provers P = {P1, P2, · · · , Pq}.
All provers except one honest party can be controlled by the adversary, and the verifier does
not know which party among the provers is honest (the verifier is assumed to be honest). The
honest provers are always online. Each of them maintains a ledger Li. They are consistent
by the safety of the underlying PoS protocol. Upon receiving a query from the verifier, each
honest prover sends back a state commitment corresponding to its current ledger. However,
the adversarial provers might provide incorrect or outdated commitments that are different
from those served by their honest peers. To identify the correct commitment, the light client
mediates an interactive protocol among the provers:

▶ Definition 2 (Proof of Proof-of-Stake). A Proof of Proof-of-Stake protocol (PoPoS) for
a PoS consensus protocol is a pair of interactive probabilistic polynomial-time algorithms
(P, V ). The algorithm P is the honest prover and the algorithm V is the honest verifier. The
algorithm P is ran by an online full node, while V is a light client booting up for the first
time holding only the genesis state commitment ⟨st0⟩. The protocol is executed between V

and a set of provers P. After completing the interaction, V returns a state commitment ⟨st⟩.

Security of the PoPoS protocol. The goal of the verifier is to output a state commitment
consistent with the view of the honest provers. This is reflected by the following security
definition of the PoPoS protocol.
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▶ Definition 3 (State Security). Consider a PoPoS protocol (P, V ) executed at round r,
where V returns ⟨st⟩. It is secure with parameter ν if there exists a ledger L such that
⟨st⟩ = δ∗(st0,L), and L satisfies:

Safety: For all rounds r′ ≥ r + ν: L ≼ L∪
r′ .

Liveness: For all rounds r′ ≤ r − ν: L∩
r′ ≼ L.

State security implies that the commitment returned by a verifier corresponds to a state
recently obtained by the honest provers.

4 The Optimistic Light Client

Before we present our succinct PoPoS protocol, we introduce sync committees and handover
messages, two necessary components we use in our construction. We also propose a highly
performant optimistic light client as a building block for the superlight clients.

Sync committees. To allow the verifier to achieve state security, we introduce a sync
committee (first proposed in the context of PoS sidechains [28]). Each committee is elected
for the duration of an epoch, and contains a subset, of fixed size m, of the public keys of the
validators associated with that epoch. The committee of the next epoch is determined in
advance at the beginning of the previous epoch. All honest validators agree on this committee.
The validators in the sync committee are sampled from the validator set of the corresponding
epoch in such a manner that the committee retains honest majority during the epoch. The
exact means of sampling are dependent on the PoS implementation. One way to construct
the sync committee is to sample uniformly at random from the underlying stake distribution
using the epoch randomness of the PoS protocol [39, 23]. The first committee S0 is recorded
by the genesis state st0. We denote the set of public keys of the sync committee assigned to
epoch j ∈ N by Sj , and each committee member public key within Sj by Sj

i , i ∈ N.

Handover signatures. During each epoch j, each honest committee member Sj
i of epoch

j signs the tuple (j + 1, Sj+1), where j + 1 is the next epoch index and Sj+1 is the set of
all committee member public keys of epoch j + 1. We let σj

i denote the signature of Sj
i on

the tuple (j + 1, Sj+1). This signature means that member Sj
i approves the inauguration

of the next epoch committee. We call those handover signatures4, as they signify that the
previous epoch committee hands over control to the next committee. When epoch j + 1
starts, the members of the committee Sj assigned to epoch j can no longer use their keys to
create handover signatures.5 As soon as more than m

2 members of Sj have approved the
inauguration of the next epoch committee, the inauguration is ratified. This collection of
signatures for the handover between epoch j and j + 1 is denoted by Σj+1, and is called
the handover proof. A succession S = (Σ1, Σ2, . . . , Σj) at an epoch j is the sequence of all
handover proofs across an execution until the beginning of the epoch.

In addition to the handover signature, at the beginning of each epoch, honest committee
members sign the state commitment corresponding to their ledger. When the verifier learns
the latest committee, these signatures enable him to find the current state commitment.

4 Handover signatures between PoS epochs were introduced in the context of PoS sidechains [28]. Some
practical blockchain systems already implement similar handover signatures [54, 42].

5 This assumption can be satisfied using key-evolving signatures [29, 19], social consensus [8], or a static
honest majority assumption.
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A naive linear client. Consider a PoPoS protocol, where each honest prover gives the verifier
a state commitment and signatures on the commitment from the latest sync committee SN−1,
where N is the number of epochs (and N − 1 is the last epoch). To convince the verifier that
SN−1 is the correct latest committee, each prover also shares the sync committees S0 . . . SN−2

and the associated handover proofs in its view. The verifier knows S0 from the genesis
state st0, and can verify the committee members of the future epochs iteratively through
the handover proofs. Namely, upon obtaining the sync committee Sj , the verifier accepts a
committee Sj+1 as the correct committee assigned to epoch j + 1, if there are signatures on
the tuple (j + 1, Sj+1) from over half of the committee members in Sj . Repeating the process
above, the verifier can identify the correct committee for the last epoch. After identifying
the latest sync committee, the verifier checks if the state commitment provided by a prover
is signed by over half of the committee members. If so, he accepts the commitment.

It is straightforward to show that this strawman PoPoS protocol (which we abbreviate as
TLC) is secure (Def. 3) under the following assumptions:
1. The underlying PoS protocol satisfies safety and liveness.
2. The majority of the sync committee members are honest.
When all provers are adversarial, the verifier might not receive any state commitment from
them. Even though generally at least one prover is assumed to be honest, the strawman
protocol does not need this for the correctness of the commitment accepted by the verifier,
since the verifier validates each sync committee assigned to consecutive epochs, and does not
accept commitments not signed by over m

2 members of the latest committee.
Regrettably, the strawman protocol is O(|C|) and not succinct: To identify the lastest

sync committee, the verifier has to download each sync committee since the genesis block.
In the rest of this paper, we will improve this protocol to make it succinct.

The optimistic light client (OLC). We now reduce the communication complexity of the
verifier. In this version of the protocol, instead of sharing the sync committees S0 . . . SN−2 and
the associated handover proofs, each honest prover P sends a sequence of hashes h1 . . . hN−1

corresponding to the sync committees S0 . . . SN−1. Subsequently, to prove the correctness
of the state commitment, the prover P reveals the latest sync committee SN−1 assigned to
epoch N − 1 and the signatures by its members on the commitment. Upon receiving the
committee SN−1, the verifier checks if the hash of SN−1 matches hN−1, and validates the
signatures on the commitment.

Unfortunately, an adversarial prover P ∗ can claim an incorrect committee S∗,N−1, whose
hash h∗,N−1 disagrees with hN−1 returned by P . This implies a disagreement between the
two hash sequences received from P and P ∗. The verifier can exploit this discrepancy to
identify the truthful party that returned the correct committee. Towards this goal, the
verifier iterates over the two hash sequences, and finds the first point of disagreement. Let j

be the index of this point such that hj ̸= h∗,j and hi = h∗,i for all i < j. The verifier then
requests P to reveal the committees Sj and Sj−1 at the preimage of hj and hj−1, and to
supply a handover proof Σj for Sj−1 and Sj . He also requests P ∗ to reveal the committees
S∗,j and S∗,j−1 at the preimage of h∗,j and h∗,j−1, and to supply a handover proof Σ∗,j for
S∗,j−1 to S∗,j . As hj−1 = h∗,j−1 by definition, the verifier is convinced that the committees
Sj−1 and S∗,j−1 revealed by P and P ∗ are the same.

Finally, the verifier checks whether the committees S∗,j and Sj were inaugurated by
the previous committee Sj−1 using the respective handover proofs Σj and Σ∗,j . Since Sj−1

contains over m
2 honest members that signed only the correct committee Sj assigned to epoch

j, adversarial prover P ∗ cannot create a handover proof with sufficiently many signatures
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Figure 1 The handover tree, the central construction of our protocol. The root of the Merkle
tree is the initial proof π. During the bisection game, the signatures between the challenge node j

and its neighbours j − 1 and j + 1 are validated.

inaugurating S∗,j . Hence, the handover from Sj−1 to S∗,j will not be ratified Σ∗,j , whereas
the handover from Sj−1 to Sj will be ratified by Σj . Consequently, the verifier will identify
P as the truthful party and accept its commitment.

In the protocol above, security of the commitment obtained by the prover relies crucially
on the existance of an honest prover. Indeed, when all provers are adversarial, they can
collectively return the same incorrect state commitment and the same incorrect sync com-
mittee for the latest epoch. They can then provide over m

2 signatures by this committee on
the incorrect commitment. In the absence of an honest prover to challenge the adversarial
ones, the verifier would believe in the validity of an incorrect commitment.

The optimistic light client reduces the communication load of sending over the whole sync
committee sequence by representing each committee with a constant size hash. However,
it is still O(|C|) as the verifier has to do a linear search on the hashes returned by the two
provers to identify the first point of disagreement. To support a truly succinct verifier, we
will next work towards an interactive PoPoS protocol based on bisection games.

5 The Superlight Client

Trees and mountain ranges. Before describing the succinct PoPoS protocol and the
superlight client, we introduce the data structures used by the bisection games.

Suppose the number of epochs N is a power of two. The honest provers organize the
committee sequences for the past epochs into a Merkle tree called the handover tree (Fig. 1).
The jth leaf of the handover tree contains the committee Sj of the jth epoch. A handover
tree consisting of leaves S0, . . . , SN−1 is said to be well-formed with respect to a succession
S if it satisfies the following properties:
1. The leaves are syntactically valid. Every jth leaf contains a sync committee Sj that

consists of m public keys.
2. The first leaf corresponds to the known genesis sync committee S0.
3. For each j = 1 . . . N − 1, Σj consists of over m

2 signatures by members of Sj−1 on (j, Sj).

Every honest prover holds a succession of handover signatures attesting to the inauguration
of each sync committee in its handover tree after S0. These successions might be different
for every honest prover as any set of signatures larger than m

2 by Sj can inaugurate Sj+1.
However, the trees are the same for all honest parties, and they are well-formed with respect
to the succession held by each honest prover.
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When the number N of epochs is not a power of two, provers arrange the past sync
committees into Merkle mountain ranges (MMRs) [47, 21]. An MMR is a list of Merkle trees,
whose sizes are decreasing powers of two. To build an MMR, a prover first obtains a binary
representation 2q1 + . . . + 2qn of N , where q1 > . . . > qn. It then divides the sequence of sync
committees into n subsequences, one for each qi. For i ≥ 1, the ith subsequence contains the
committees S

∑i−1
n=1

2qi
, . . . , S(

∑i

n=1
2qi )−1. Each ith subsequence is organized into a distinct

Merkle tree Ti, whose root, denoted by ⟨Ti⟩, is called a peak. These peaks are all hashed
together to obtain the root of the MMR. We hereafter refer to the index of each leaf in these
Merkle trees with the epoch of the sync committee contained at the leaf. (For instance, if
there are two trees with sizes 4 and 2, the leaf indices in the first tree are 0, 1, 2, 3 and the
leaf indices in the second tree are 4 and 5.) The MMR is said to be well formed if each
constituent tree is well-formed (but, of course, only the first leaf of the first tree needs to
contain the genesis committee). To ensure succinctness, only the peaks and a small number
of leaves, with their respective inclusion proofs, will be presented to the verifier during the
following bisection game.

Different state commitments. We begin our construction of the full PoPoS protocol
(abbreviated SLC for Super Light Client) by describing the first messages exchanged between
the provers P and the verifier. Each honest prover first shares the state commitment signed
by the latest sync committee at the beginning of the last epoch N − 1. If all commitments
received by the verifier are the same, by existential honesty, the verifier rests assured this
commitment is correct, i.e., it corresponds to the ledger of the honest provers at the beginning
of the epoch. Otherwise, the verifier requests from each prover in P : (i) the MMR peaks ⟨T ⟩i,
i ∈ [n] held by the prover, where n is the number of peaks, (ii) the latest sync committee
SN−1, (iii) a Merkle inclusion proof for SN−1 with respect to the last peak ⟨T ⟩n, and (iv)
signatures by the committee members in SN−1 on the state commitment given by the prover.

Upon receiving these messages, the verifier first checks if there are more than m
2 valid

signatures by the committee members in SN−1 on the state commitment. It then verifies the
Merkle proof for SN−1 with respect to ⟨T ⟩n. As the majority of the committee members in
SN−1 are honest, it is not possible for different state commitments to be signed by over half
of SN−1. Hence, if the checks above succeed for two provers P and P ∗ that returned different
commitments, one of them (P ∗) must be an adversarial prover, and must have claimed an
incorrect sync committee S∗,N−1 for the last epoch. Moreover, as the Merkle proofs for both
S∗,N−1 and SN−1 verify against the respective peaks ⟨T ⟩n and ⟨T ⟩∗

n, these peaks must be
different. Since the two provers disagree on the roots and there is only one well-formed MMR
at any given epoch, therefore one of the provers does not hold a well-formed MMR. This
reduces the problem of identifying the correct state commitment to detecting the prover that
has a well-formed MMR behind its peaks.

Bisection game. To identify the honest prover with the well-formed MMR, the verifier
(Alg. 1) initiates a bisection game between P and P ∗ (Alg. 2). Suppose the number of epochs
N is a power of two. Each of the two provers claims to hold a tree with size N (otherwise,
since the verifier knows N by his local clock, the prover with a different size Merkle tree
loses the game.) During the game, the verifier aims to locate the first point of disagreement
between the alleged sync committee sequences at the leaves of the provers’ Merkle trees, akin
to the improved optimistic light client (Sec. 4).

The game proceeds in a binary search fashion similar to refereed delegation of compu-
tation [12, 11, 30]. Starting at the Merkle roots ⟨T ⟩ and ⟨T ⟩∗ of the two trees, the verifier
traverses an identical path on both trees until reaching a leaf with the same index. This
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Algorithm 1 Run by the verifier during the bisection game to identify the first point of disagreement
between the provers’ leaves (cf. Fig. 2). Here, P and P ∗ denote the honest and adversarial provers,
whereas ⟨T ⟩ and ⟨T ⟩∗ denote the roots of their respective Merkle trees with size ℓ.

1: function FindDisagreement(P, ⟨T ⟩, P ∗, ⟨T ⟩∗, ℓ)
2: hc, h∗

c ← ⟨T ⟩, ⟨T ⟩∗

3: while ℓ > 1 do
4: (h0, h1) L99 P ; (h∗

0, h∗
1) L99 P ∗

5: if hc ̸= H(h0 ∥h1) then return ▷ P loses
6: if h∗

c ̸= H(h∗
0 ∥h∗

1) then return ▷ P ∗ loses
7: if h0 ̸= h∗

0 then
8: h∗

c , hc ← h∗
0, h0; (open, 0) 99K P ; (open, 0) 99K P ∗

9: else
10: h∗

c , hc ← h∗
1, h1; (open, 1) 99K P ; (open, 1) 99K P ∗

11: ℓ← ℓ//2
12: S L99 P ; S∗ L99 P ∗

13: return S, S∗

Algorithm 2 Run by an honest prover during the bisection game to reply to the verifier V ’s
queries. The sequence S0, . . . , SN−1 denotes the sync committees in the prover’s view.

1: function ReplyToVerifier(S0, . . . , SN−1)
2: T ←MakeMT(S0, . . . , SN−1); T .root 99K V ; j ← 0
3: while T .size > 1 do
4: (T .left.root, T .right.root) 99K V ; (open, i) L99 V

5: if i = 0 then
6: T ← T .left
7: else
8: T ← T .right
9: j ← 2j + i

10: Sj 99K V

leaf corresponds to the first point of disagreement. At each step of the game, the verifier
asks the provers to reveal the children of the current node, denoted by hc and h∗

c on the
respective trees (Alg. 2, l. 4). Initially, hc = ⟨T ⟩ and h∗

c = ⟨T ⟩∗ (Alg. 1, l. 2). Upon receiving
the alleged left and right child nodes h∗

0 and h∗
1 from P ∗, and h0, h1 from P , he checks if

hc = H(h0 ∥ h1) and h∗
c = H(h∗

0 ∥ h∗
1), where H is the collision-resistant hash function used

to construct the Merkle trees (Alg. 1, ll. 5 and 6). The verifier then compares h0 with h∗
0,

and h1 with h∗
1 to determine if the disagreement is on the left or the right child (Alg. 1, ll. 7

and 9). Finally, he descends into the first disagreeing child, and communicates this decision
to the provers (Alg. 2, l. 4); so that they can update the current node that will be queried in
the next step of the bisection game (Alg. 2, ll. 6 and 8).

Upon reaching a leaf at some index j, the verifier asks both provers to reveal the alleged
committees Sj and S∗,j at the pre-image of the respective leaves. If j = 1, he inspects
whether Sj or S∗,j matches S0. The prover whose alleged first committee is not equal to S0

loses the game.
If j > 1, the verifier also requests from the provers (i) the committees at the (j − 1)th

leaves, (ii) their Merkle proofs with respect to ⟨T ⟩ and ⟨T ⟩∗, and (iii) the handover proofs
Σj and Σ∗,j . The honest prover responds with (i) Sj−1 assigned to epoch j − 1, (ii) its
Merkle proof with respect to ⟨T ⟩, and (iii) its own view of the handover proof Σj (which
might be different from other provers). Upon checking the Merkle proofs, the verifier is now
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Algorithm 3 Run by the verifier to identify the first different peak in the MMRs of the two provers.
Here, ⟨T ⟩1,...,n and ⟨T ⟩∗1,...,n denote the peaks of the honest and adversarial provers respectively.

1: function BisectionGame(P , P ∗)
2: ⟨T ⟩1,...,n L99 P

3: ⟨T ⟩∗1,...,n L99 P ∗

4: for i = 1 to n do
5: if ⟨T ⟩i ̸= ⟨T ⟩

∗
i then

6: ℓ← size of the ith Merkle Tree
7: return FindDisagreement(P , ⟨T ⟩i, P ∗, ⟨T ⟩∗i , ℓ)

convinced that the committees Sj−1 and S∗,j−1 revealed by P and P ∗ are the same, since
their hashes match. The verifier subsequently checks if Σj contains more than m

2 signatures
by the committee members in Sj−1 on (j, Sj), and similarly for P ∗.

The prover that fails any of checks by the verifier loses the bisection game. If one prover
loses the game, and the other one does not fail any checks, the standing prover is designated
the winner. If neither prover fails any of the checks, then the verifier concludes that there are
over m

2 committee members in Sj−1 that signed different future sync committees (i.e., signed
both (j, Sj) and (j, S∗,j), where (j, Sj) ̸= (j, S∗,j)). This implies Sj−1 is not the correct
sync committee assigned to epoch j − 1, and both provers are adversarial. In this case, both
provers lose the bisection game. In any case, at most one prover can win the bisection game.

Bisection games on Merkle mountain ranges. When the number of epochs N is not
a power of two, the verifier first obtains the binary decomposition

∑n
i=1 2qi = N , where

q1 > . . . > qn. Then, for each prover P , he checks if there are n peaks returned. For
two provers P and P ∗ that have n peaks but returned different commitments, the verifier
compares the peaks ⟨T ⟩i of P with ⟨T ⟩∗

i of P ∗, and identifies the first different peak (Alg. 3).
It then plays the bisection game as described above on the identified Merkle trees. The only
difference with the game above is that if the disagreement is on the first leaf j of a later tree,
then the Merkle proof for the previous leaf j − 1 is shown with respect to the peak of the
previous tree.

Prover complexity. Given all past sync committees, the prover constructs the MMR in
linear time. The MMR is updated in an online fashion as time evolves. Every time a new
sync committee appears, it is appended to the tree in log N time. The space required to
store the MMR is linear.

Tournament. When there are multiple provers, the verifier interacts with them sequentially
in pairs, in a tournament fashion. It begins by choosing two provers P1 and P2 with different
state commitments from the set P (Alg. 4, l. 7). The verifier then pits one against the other,
by facilitating a bisection game between P1 and P2, and decides which of the two provers loses
(Alg. 4, l. 8). (There can be at most one winner at any bisection game). He then eliminates
the loser from the tournament, and chooses a new prover with a different state commitment
than the winner’s commitment from the set P to compete against the winner. In the event
that both provers lose, the verifier eliminates both provers, and continues the tournament
with the remaining ones by sampling two new provers with different state commitments. This
process continues until all provers left have the same state commitment. This commitment
is adopted as the correct one. A tournament started with q provers terminates after O(q)
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Algorithm 4 Tournament conducted by the verifier among provers P to identify the state
commitment ⟨st⟩. The verifier uses BisectionGame (cf. Fig. 2, Algs. 1 and 3) between two provers
and deduce at most one winner. Here, pop removes and returns an arbitrary element of a set.

1: function Tournament(P)
2: P ← pop(P); good← {P}; ⟨st⟩ ← P. ⟨st⟩
3: for P ∈ P do
4: if ⟨st⟩ = P. ⟨st⟩ then
5: good← good ∪ {P}
6: continue
7: for P ∗ ∈ good do
8: if BisectionGame(P, P ∗) = P then
9: good← {P}; ⟨st⟩ ← P. ⟨st⟩

10: break
11: return ⟨st⟩
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  ,

Figure 2 Honest and adversarial prover in the PoPoS bisection game (cf. Algs. 1, 2 and 3).
The verifier iteratively requests openings of tree nodes from both provers, until the first point of
disagreement is discovered.

bisection games, since at least one prover is eliminated at the end of each game. In the full
version of the paper [1], we prove the security of the tournament by showing that an honest
prover never loses the bisection game and an adversarial prover loses against an honest one.

Past and future. Now that the verifier obtained the state commitment signed for the most
recent epoch, and confirmed its veracity, the task that remains is to discern facts about
the system’s state and its history. To perform queries about the current state, such as
determining how much balance one owns, the verifier simply asks for Merkle inclusion proofs
into the proven state commitment.

One drawback of our protocol is that the state commitment received by the verifier is the
commitment at the beginning of the current epoch, and therefore may be somewhat stale. In
order to synchronize with the latest state within the epoch, the verifier must function as a
full node for the small duration of an epoch. This functionality does not harm succinctness,
since epochs have a fixed, constant duration. For example, in the case of a longest-chain
blockchain, the protocol works as follows. In addition to signing the state commitment, the
sync committee also signs the first stable block header of its respective epoch. The block
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header is verified by the verifier in a similar fashion that he verified the state commitment.
Subsequently, the block header can be used as a neon genesis block. The verifier treats the
block as a replacement for the genesis block and bootstraps from there6.

One aspect of wallets that we have not touched upon concerns the retrieval and verification
of historical transactions. Consider a client that wishes to verify the inclusion of a particular
historical transaction tx in the chain. Let’s assume that tx is included in a block B of epoch j.
This can be checked as follows. The verifier, as before, identifies the root of the correct
handover tree. The verifier next asks the prover to provide him with the sync committee of
epoch j + 1, with the corresponding inclusion proof, as well as the first stable block header
B′ of that epoch signed by the committee. Subsequently, he requests the short blockchain
that connects B to B′. As blockchains are hash chains, this inclusion cannot be faked by an
adversary.

6 Proof-of-Stake Ethereum Light Clients

The bisection games presented in Sec. 5 can be applied to a variety of PoS consensus
protocols to efficiently catch up with current consensus decisions. In this section we present
an instantiation for Ethereum. We also detail how to utilize the latest epoch committee to
build a full-featured Ethereum JSON-RPC. This allows for existing wallets such as MetaMask
to use our construction without making any changes. Our implementation can be a drop-in
replacement to obtain better decentralization and performance.

Our PoPoS protocol for Ethereum does not require any changes to the consensus layer,
as Ethereum already provisions for sync committees in the way we introduced in Sec. 4.

6.1 Sync Committee Essentials
Sync committees of Ethereum contain m = 512 validators, sampled uniformly at random
from the validator set, in proportion to their stake distribution. Every sync committee is
selected for the duration of a so-called sync committee period [23] (which we called epoch
in our generic construction). Each period lasts 256 Ethereum epochs (these are different
from our epochs), approximately 27 hours. Ethereum epochs are further divided into slots,
during which a new block is proposed by one validator and signed by the subset of validators
assigned to the slot. At each slot, each sync committee member of the corresponding period
signs the block at the tip of the chain (called the beacon chain [23]) according to its view.
The proposer of the next slot aggregates and includes within its proposal the aggregate sync
committee signature on the parent block. The sync committees are determined one period in
advance, and the committee for each period is contained in the block headers of the previous
period. Each block also contains a commitment to the header of the last finalized block that
lies on its prefix.

6.2 Linear-Complexity Light Client
Light clients use the sync committee signatures to detect the latest beacon chain block
finalized by the Casper FFG finality gadget [9, 10]. At any round, the view of a light
client consists of a finalized_header, the current sync committee and the next committee.
The client updates its view upon receiving a LightClientUpdate object (update for short),

6 While bootstrapping, the verifier can update the state commitment by applying the transactions within
the later blocks on top of the state commitment from the neon genesis block via the function ⟨δ⟩.
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that contains (i) an attested_header signed by the sync committee, (ii) the corresponding
aggregate BLS signature, (iii) the slot at which the aggregate signature was created, (iv) the
next sync committee as stated in the attested_header, and (v) a finalized_header (called the
new finalized header for clarity) to replace the one held by the client.

To validate an update, the client first checks if the aggregate signature is from a slot larger
than the finalized_header in its view, and if this slot is within the current or the next period.
(Updates with signatures from sync committees that are more than one period in the future
are rejected.) It then verifies the inclusion of the new finalized header and the next sync
committee provided by the update with respect to the state of the attested_header through
Merkle inclusion proofs. Finally, it verifies the aggregate signature on the attested_header by
the committee of the corresponding period. Since the signatures are either from the current
period or the next one, the client knows the respective committee.

After validating the update, the client replaces its finalized_header with the new one, if
the attested_header was signed by over 2/3 of the corresponding sync committee. If this
header is from a higher period, the client also updates its view of the sync committees.
Namely, the old next sync committee becomes the new current committee, and the next sync
committee included in the attested_header is adopted as the new next sync committee.

6.3 Logarithmic Bootstrapping from Bisection Games
The construction above requires a bootstrapping light client to download at least one update
per period, imposing a linear communication complexity in the life time of the chain. To
reduce the communication load and complexity, the optimistic light client and superlight
client constructions introduced in Secs. 4 and 5 can be applied to Ethereum.

A bootstrapping superlight client first connects to a few provers, and asks for the Merkle
roots of the handover trees (cf. Sec. 5). The leaf of the handover tree at position j consist of
all the public keys of the sync committee of period j concatenated with the period index j.
If all the roots are the same, then the client accepts the sync committee at the last leaf as
the most recent committee. If the roots are different, the client facilitates bisection games
among conflicting provers. Upon identifying the first point of disagreement between two
trees (e.g., some leaf j), the client asks each prover to provide a LightClientUpdate object to
justify the handover from the committee Sj−1 to Sj . For this purpose, each prover has to
provide a valid update that includes (i) an aggregate signature by 2/3 of the set Sj−1 on an
attested_header, and (ii) the set Sj as the next sync committee within the attested_header.
Upon identifying the honest prover, and the correct latest sync committee, the client can ask
the honest prover about the lastest update signed by the latest sync committe and containing
the tip of the chain.

6.4 Superlight Client Architecture
On the completion of bootstrapping, the client has identified the latest beacon chain block-
header. The blockheader contains the commitment to the state of the Ethereum universe
that results from executing all transactions since genesis up to and including the present
block. Furthermore, this commitment gets verified as part of consensus. The client can
perform query to the fullnode about the state of Ethereum. The result of the query can be
then verified against the state commitment using Merkle inclusion proofs. This allows for
the client to access the state of the Ethereum universe in a trust-minimizing way.

Fig. 3 depicts the resulting architecture of the superlight client. In today’s Ethereum,
a user’s wallet typically speaks to Ethereum JSON-RPC endpoints provided by either a
centralized infrastructure provider such as Infura or by a (trusted) Ethereum full node (could
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Figure 3 Ethereum superlight client architecture: On server side, an Ethereum full node feeds
sync information to a bisection game prover sidecar. On client side, a bisection game verifier feeds
the consensus tip into an Ethereum JSON-RPC shim/proxy, which forwards transactions coming
from the wallet to the Ethereum full node, and resolves state queries with reference to the established
consensus tip using Ethereum’s getProof RPC endpoint.

be self-hosted). Instead, the centerpiece in a superlight client is a shim that provides RPC
endpoints to the wallet, but where new transactions and queries to the Ethereum state are
proxied to upstream full nodes, and query responses are verified w.r.t. a given commitment
to the Ethereum state. This commitment is produced using two sidecar processes, which
implement the prover and verifier of the bisection game. For this purpose, the server-side
sidecar obtains the latest sync information from a full node, using what is commonly called
“libp2p API”. The client-side sidecar feeds the block header at the consensus tip into the
shim.

7 Experiments

To assess the different bootstrapping mechanisms for Ethereum (traditional light client
= TLC; optimistic light client = OLC; superlight client = SLC), we implemented them
in ≈ 2000 lines of TypeScript code (source code available on Github7). We demonstrate
an improvement of SLC over TLC of 9× in time-to-completion, 180× in communication
bandwidth, and 30× in energy consumption, when bootstrapping after 10 years of consensus
execution. SLC improves over OLC by 3× in communication bandwidth in this setting.

7.1 Setup
Our experimental scenario includes seven malicious provers, one honest prover, and a
verifier. All provers run in different Heroku “performance-m” instances located in the “us”
region. The verifier runs on an Amazon EC2 “m5.large” instance located in “us-west-2”.
The provers’ Internet access is not restricted beyond the hosting provider’s limits. The
verifier’s down- and upload bandwidth is artificially rate-limited to 100 Mbit/s and 10 Mbit/s,
respectively, using “tc”. We monitor to rule out spillover from RAM into swap space.

7 The superlight client prototype is at https://github.com/lightclients/poc-superlight-client. The
optimistic light client implementation is at https://github.com/lightclients/kevlar and https:
//kevlar.sh/. The RPC shim is at https://github.com/lightclients/patronum.

https://github.com/lightclients/poc-superlight-client
https://github.com/lightclients/kevlar
https://kevlar.sh/
https://kevlar.sh/
https://github.com/lightclients/patronum
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Figure 4 Time-to-completion and total communication (averaged over 5 trials) incurred by
different light clients for varying internal parameters (marker labels; TLC/OLC: batch size b,
SLC: Merkle tree degree d) and varying consensus execution horizon. For SLC, the curves for
the considered execution horizons are virtually identical; thus, only the curve for 30 years (most
challenging scenario) is shown. Pareto-optimal tradeoffs are at “tip” of resulting L-shape’: for 10
years execution, at b ≈ 200 (TLC), b ≈ 500 (OLC), and d ≈ 100 (SLC), respectively. OLC and SLC
vastly outperform TLC, e.g., for 10 years execution: 9× in time-to-completion, 180× in bandwidth.
In this setting, SLC has similar time-to-completion as OLC, and 3× lower communication.

In preprocessing, we create eight valid traces of the sync committee protocol for an
execution horizon of 30 years. For this purpose, we create 512 cryptographic identities
per simulated day, as well as the aggregate signatures for handover from one day’s sync
committee to the next day’s. In some experiments, we vary how much simulated time has
passed since genesis, and for this purpose truncate the execution traces accordingly. One
of the execution traces is used by the honest prover and understood to be the true honest
execution. Adversarial provers each pick a random point in time, and splice the honest
execution trace up to that point together with one of the other execution traces for the
remaining execution time, without regenerating handover signatures, so that the resulting
execution trace used by adversarial provers has invalid handover at the point of splicing. We
also vary the internal parameters of the (super-)light client protocols (i.e., batch size b of
TLC and OLC, Merkle tree degree d of SLC).

7.2 Time-To-Completion & Total Verifier Communication
The average time-to-completion (TTC) and total communication bandwidth (TCB) required
by the different light client constructions per bootstrapping occurrence is plotted in Fig. 4
for varying internal parameters (batch sizes b for TLC and OLC; Merkle tree degrees d for
SLC) and varying execution horizons (from 5 to 30 years). Pareto-optimal TTC and TCB
are achieved for b and d resulting “at the tip” of the “L-shaped” plot. For instance, for 10
years execution, TLC, OLC and SLC achieve Pareto-optimal TTC/TCB for b ≈ 200, b ≈ 500,
and d ≈ 100, respectively. Evidently, across a wide parameter range, OLC and SLC vastly
outperform TLC in both metrics; e.g., for 10 years execution and Pareto-optimal parameters,
9× in TTC, and 180× in TCB. In this setting, SLC has similar TTC as OLC, and 3× lower
TCB (5× lower TCB for 30 years). For a closed-form expression describing the trade-off
between latency and bandwidth, and the optimal choice of tree degree see Tas et al. [46].
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Figure 5 Time-to-completion (averaged over 5 trials) of OLC/SLC increase linearly/logarithmi-
cally with the execution horizon, respectively.
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Figure 6 Energy required to bootstrap after 10 years of consensus execution using different
light client constructions (averaged over 5 trials for TLC, 25 trials for OLC and SLC; internal
parameters b = 200, b = 500, d = 100, respectively); also disaggregated into power consumption and
time-to-completion. Energy required by OLC/SLC is 30× lower than TLC. Contributions ≈ 4× and
≈ 7× can be attributed to lower power consumption and lower time-to-completion, respectively.

The fact that both TLC and OLC have TCB linear in the execution horizon, is readily
apparent from Fig. 4. The linear TTC is visible for TLC, but not very pronounced for
OLC, due to the concretely low proportionality constant. In comparison, SLC shows barely
any dependence of TTC or TCB on the execution horizon, hinting at the (exponentially
better) logarithmic dependence. To contrast the asymptotics, we plot average TTC as a
function of exponentially increasing execution horizon in Fig. 5 for OLC and SLC with
internal parameters b = 20 and d = 2, respectively. Note that these are not Pareto-optimal
parameters, but chosen here for illustration purposes. Clearly, TTC for OLC is linear in the
execution horizon (plotted in Fig. 5 on an exponential scale), while for SLC it is logarithmic.

7.3 Power & Energy Consumption
A key motivation for superlight clients is their application on resource-constrained platforms
such as browsers or mobile phones. In this context, computational efficiency, and as a proxy
energy efficiency, is an important metric. We ran the light clients on a battery-powered
System76 Lemur Pro (“lemp10”) laptop with Pop!_OS 22.04 LTS, and recorded the decaying
battery level using “upower” (screen off, no other programs running, no keyboard/mouse
input, WiFi connectivity; provers still on Heroku instances). From the energy consumption
and wallclock time we calculated the average power consumption. As internal parameters
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for TLC, OLC, and SLC, we chose b = 200, b = 500, and d = 100, respectively (cf. Pareto-
optimal parameters in Fig. 4). The energy required to bootstrap 10 years of consensus
execution, averaged over 5 trials for TLC, and 25 trials for OLC and SLC, is plotted in Fig. 6.
We disaggregate the energy consumption into power consumption and TTC for each light
client, and also record the power consumption of the machine in idle. (Note, discrepancies in
Figs. 4 and 6 are due to the light clients running on Amazon EC2 vs. a laptop.)

OLC and SLC have comparable TTC and power consumption, resulting in comparable
energy consumption per bootstrap occurrence. The energy required by OLC and SLC is 30×
lower than the energy required by TLC per bootstrap occurrence (right panel in Fig. 6). This
can be attributed to a ≈ 4× lower power consumption (middle panel in Fig. 6) together with
a ≈ 7× lower TTC (left panel in Fig. 6). The considerably lower energy/power consumption
of OLC/SLC compared to TLC is due to the lower number of signature verifications (and
thus lower computational burden). Note that a sizeable fraction of OLC’s/SLC’s power
consumption can be attributed to system idle (middle panel in Fig. 6). When comparing
light clients in terms of excess energy consumption (i.e., subtracting idle consumption) per
bootstrapping, then OLC and SLC improve over SLC by 64×.

8 Analysis

The theorems for succinctness and security of the PoPoS protocol are provided below. Proofs
are in the full version of this paper [1]. Security consists of two components: completeness
and soundness.

▶ Theorem 4 (Succinctness). Consider a verifier that invokes a bisection game at round
r between two provers that provided different handover tree roots. Then, the game ends in
O(log(r)) steps of interactivity and has a total communication complexity of O(log(r)).

▶ Theorem 5 (Completeness). Consider a verifier that invokes a bisection game at round r

between two provers that provided different handover tree roots. Suppose one of the provers is
honest. Then, the honest prover wins the bisection game.

▶ Theorem 6 (Soundness). Let Hs be a collision resistant hash function. Consider a verifier
that invokes a bisection game executed at round r of a secure underlying PoS protocol between
two provers that provided different handover tree roots. Suppose one of the provers is honest,
and the signature scheme satisfies existential unforgeability. Then, for all PPT adversarial
provers A, the prover A loses the bisection game against the honest prover with overwhelming
probability in λ.

▶ Theorem 7 (Tournament Runtime). Consider a tournament ran at round r with |P| provers
one of which is honest. The tournament ends in O(|P| log(r)) steps of interactivity, and has
total communication complexity O(|P| log(r)).

▶ Theorem 8 (Security). Let Hs be a collision resistant hash function. Consider a tournament
executed between an honest verifier and |P| provers at round r. Suppose one of the provers
is honest, the signature scheme satisfies existential unforgeability, and the PoS protocol is
secure. Then, for all PPT adversaries A, the state commitment obtained by the verifier at
the end of the tournament satisfies state security with overwhelming probability in λ.

AFT 2023
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Abstract
We introduce the Condorcet attack, a new threat to fair transaction ordering. Specifically, the attack
undermines batch-order-fairness, the strongest notion of transaction fair ordering proposed to date.
The batch-order-fairness guarantees that a transaction tx is ordered before tx′ if a majority of nodes
in the system receive tx before tx′; the only exception (due to an impossibility result) is when tx
and tx′ fall into a so-called “Condorcet cycle”. When this happens, tx and tx′ along with other
transactions within the cycle are placed in a batch, and any unfairness inside a batch is ignored.

In the Condorcet attack, an adversary attempts to undermine the system’s fairness by imposing
Condorcet cycles to the system. In this work, we show that the adversary can indeed impose
a Condorcet cycle by submitting as few as two otherwise legitimate transactions to the system.
Remarkably, the adversary (e.g., a malicious client) can achieve this even when all the nodes in
the system behave honestly. A notable feature of the attack is that it is capable of “trapping”
transactions that do not naturally fall inside a cycle, i.e. those that are transmitted at significantly
different times (with respect to the network latency). To mitigate the attack, we propose three
methods based on three different complementary approaches. We show the effectiveness of the
proposed mitigation methods through simulations, and explain their limitations.
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1 Introduction

The first blockchain application, Bitcoin, emerged in the midst of the financial crisis of 2008,
caused in part by the excessive trust placed in centralized institutions. Blockchain technology
changed this. In blockchain, there is no central authority or intermediary controlling the entire
system. Instead, transactions are validated and included through a consensus mechanism
among the participating parties. Decentralization also promotes transparency and reduces
the possibility of fraud or corruption since all transactions are publicly recorded and visible
to all participants on the network.

Despite the decentralized nature of blockchain systems, the ordering of transactions is
carried out in a centralized manner; the miner/validator who creates a block determines the
ordering of transactions within the block. This gives too much power to a single entity as
the success and profitability of a transaction can be determined by the order in which the
transaction appears in a block [6, 1, 8, 9, 16]. For instance, when a Non-Fungible Token
(NFT) is dropped in a given block, transactions positioned earlier in the block have a higher
chance of acquiring the NFT compared to those placed later.

To address this issue, several existing works [12, 20, 11, 4, 10, 13] proposed decentralized
methods for handling transaction ordering, where instead of a single node, a committee
of nodes collectively decide on the ordering of received transactions. At the core of these
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methods, each node in the system reports a list of transactions in the order the node has
received them. The system then generates and agrees on a “fair” ordering by taking the
reported orderings into account.

Finding a fair ordering is not trivial. For instance, suppose that for any two transactions
tx1 and tx2, we require tx1 to be placed before tx2 if a large majority of nodes in the system
claim to have received tx1 before tx2. Despite being a primitive requirement, no method
can provide a guarantee due to an impossibility result rooted in social choice theory [2]. As
an example, consider a system consisting of three nodes, where each node has received three
transactions: tx1, tx2, and tx3. Suppose the nodes report the ordering as [tx1, tx2, tx3],
[tx2, tx3, tx1], and [tx3, tx1, tx2]. In this case, tx1 is reported to be before tx2 by two
nodes (i.e. the majority), tx2 is reported to be before tx3 by two nodes, and tx3 is reported
to be before tx1 by two nodes. This essentially creates a cycle, referred to as Condorcet
cycle [5], which prevents any final ordering from respecting the views of the majority on how
transactions should be ordered.

The existing fair ordering methods adopt a relaxed approach to ordering transactions
inside a Condorcet cycle. For instance, Cachin et al. in Quick-Fairness [4] do not mention
any ordering mechanism for such transactions, and Kelkar et al. in Aequitas [12] suggest a
simple alphabetical ordering. This relaxed approach is, perhaps, due to two reasons: 1) it is
not possible to guarantee fair ordering of transactions inside a cycle; 2) Condorcet cycles
occur infrequently in practice, and when they do occur, they usually involve transactions that
are received around the same time by the nodes in the system. Nevertheless, in this work,
we show that Condorcet cycles deserve more attention as they can be created “artificially”
by adversaries through what we refer to as the Condorcet attack. An interesting feature of
the Condorcet attack proposed in this work is that it can be conducted by a client outside
the system. In particular, the attack can be effectively executed even when all the nodes in
the system are honest!

As will be explained later, in the Condorcet attack, an adversarial client sends a small
number of transactions to different nodes in the system. The adversary chooses the timing and
order of these transactions to create a Condorcet cycle that traps many honest transactions
in it (a Condorcet cycle with only the adversary’s transactions in it is all but harmless to the
system.). This cycle has to be broken by the leader in a leader-based method in order to
establish a total ordering. Even if the leader is honest, the act of breaking the cycle could
change the order of honest transactions, which would have otherwise been appropriately
ordered1.

Defending against the Condorcet attack is not straightforward. It is partly because it is
challenging to differentiate between honest transactions and otherwise valid transactions that
are submitted with the intention of creating a cycle. It becomes notably more challenging
to safeguard the system when, in addition to the adversarial client outside the system, the
leader and possibly a fraction of the nodes in the system are adversarial. Nevertheless,
in this work, we propose three mitigation techniques based on three different approaches.
The proposed techniques complement each other and can work together harmoniously to
maximize resistance against the attack.

In summary, we make the following contributions. We introduce a framework for a new
type of attack (Condorcet attack) against fair transaction ordering. We show that the attack
can be highly successful in trapping honest transactions in a cycle. To mitigate the attack,
we propose three techniques based on three different complimentary approaches, and show
the effectiveness of the technique through simulations.

1 Kelkar et al. [11] consider it a success for an adversary if the adversary places two transactions into the
same cycle when they should not have been.
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2 Related Work

The classical approach to mandating fair transaction ordering is through secure causal
ordering, a method introduced by Birman and Reiter in 1994 [17], and later improved by
Cachin et al. in 2001 [3]. This method uses encryption to conceal the content of transactions
during the ordering process, and allows decryption of transactions only after the order of
transactions is finalized. This prevents an adversary from observing the content of transactions
during the ordering process, thereby effectively eliminating attacks such as the sandwich
attack [16] that rely on inspecting transaction contents. However, the method is unable to
prevent “blind front-running attacks” where, for instance, the adversary’s sole objective is to
order her transaction first (to, for example, get priority in purchasing a token). In addition,
the method cannot prevent attacks based on transactions’ metadata, as metadata (such as
the source of a transaction) is not encrypted.

The second approach to mandating fair transaction ordering involves a first-come, first-
served strategy. This approach is complementary to the first approach and has been the
focus of several recent studies. The existing methods that follow this strategy can be
broadly classified into two categories: timestamp-based methods and batch-based methods.
Timestamp-based methods are computationally inexpensive but require synchronized clocks.
Batch-based methods, on the other hand, offer stronger fairness than timestamp-based
methods, but can tolerate fewer adversarial nodes.

Timestamp-based Methods. An example of a timestamp-based protocol is Pompe [20] due
to Zhang et al. Pompe introduces a notion of fairness called the ordering linearizability. This
notion stipulates that if the highest timestamp of a transaction tx is less than the lowest
timestamp of a transaction tx′ among honest nodes, then tx must be ordered before tx′

in the final order of transactions. Although it can enforce ordering linearizability, Pompe
suffers from censorship issues, as noted in [11].

Kursawe’s Wendy protocol [13] is another timestamp-based protocol that defines a notion
of fairness called timed-relative-fairness. This notion requires that if all honest nodes received
a transaction tx before time τ , and transaction tx′ after τ , then tx must be ordered before
tx′.

Batch-based Methods. Aequitas [12] by Kelkar et al. is a batch-based method proposed
for fair transaction ordering. Aequitas enforces a fairness notion known as the γ-batch-order-
fairness. The notion requires that if two transactions tx and tx′ are received by all nodes
in a system with n nodes, and γn nodes received tx before tx′, then all honest nodes must
output tx no later than tx′. Aequitas suffers from high communication complexity of O(n3),
and can guarantee only a weak notion of liveness, one of the two pillars of consensus security.

The second batch-based method is Quick-Fairness [4] proposed by Cachin et al. This
method enforces a fairness notion called the κ-differential order-fairness. This notion
mandates that if the number of nodes that have received transaction tx before tx′ exceeds
κ + 2f for some κ ≥ 0, then tx should be ordered no later than tx′, where f is the maximum
number of adversarial nodes in the system. Kelkar et al. [11] show that this notion of
fairness is indeed a re-parameterized version of the γ-batch-order-fairness notion. They
also demonstrate that the Quick-Fairness protocol satisfies fairness only when all nodes are
honest.

Kelkar et al. addressed the shortcomings of Aequitas in their protocol called Themis [11].
Themis satisfies the γ-batch-order-fairness notion, and solves the liveness problem of Aequitas.
Moreover, SNARK-Themis variant offers a communication complexity of O(n) and standard
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Themis offers a communication complexity of O(n2) instead of O(n3) offered by Aequitas. In
addition, it satisfies a more generalized notion of fairness than the one used in Quick-Fairness
and a stronger notion of fairness than those used in the existing time-based methods. For
these reasons, in our work, we focus on Themis and Aequitas as the state-of-the-art fair
transaction ordering methods.

3 Model

System. We consider a permissioned system with a committee of n nodes. The nodes
receive transactions directly from clients, and submit the list of their received transactions
together with the order in which the transactions were received to a special node called the
leader. The leader collects the lists of transactions from the nodes, and proposes a final
ordering using a pre-decided fair-ordering protocol. The leader in the system is not fixed,
and can change through a pre-determined protocol.

Fair Ordering. We adopt the batch-order-fairness from [12, 11], the strongest notion of fair
ordering proposed to date. For a parameter 1

2 < γ ≤ 1, the batch-order-fairness specifies
that if a fraction γ of nodes receive a transaction tx before receiving another transaction
tx′, then tx must be placed in the order before tx′, with exceptions allowed only if tx
and tx′ are within the same Condorcet cycle (Condorcet cycles are defined in Section 4).
Transactions within a cycle are placed in a batch, and are ordered by a method that we refer
to as batch-ordering scheme. The existing fair ordering protocols either do not specify a
batch-ordering scheme or propose a simple one (e.g., an alphabetical-based scheme [12]).

Network. The network utilizes public key infrastructure and secure digital signatures for
communications. As in [12], we consider two networks: the (standard) internal network
(for communication amongst nodes in the system) and the external network (for clients to
transmit their transactions to the system).

We assume that the network operates under partial synchrony [7], meaning that there
is a network delay ∆ (not known to the nodes) that limits the amount of time it takes for
messages to be delivered between nodes.

Adversary. We consider an adversary who has control over f ≥ 0 out of n nodes, and also
possesses at least one client capable of submitting transactions to the system. The adversary
can deviate arbitrarily from the protocol. The adversary does not have control over the
external network, but may have full control over the internal network, hence can delay and
reorder messages up to the bound ∆.

4 Preliminaries

Graph Terminology. We use G = (V, E) to denote a graph with the set of vertices V and
the set of edges E. In this work, each vertex represents a transaction, therefore, we use
the terms vertices and transactions interchangeably. Unless otherwise specified, we use an
unweighted and directed graph. In the case of a weighted graph, the weight or cost associated
with the edge (u, v) ∈ E is represented by w(u, v).

A tournament graph is a directed graph where every pair of distinct vertices is connected
by a directed edge in either of two possible directions. A Strongly Connected Component
(SCC) in a graph is a maximal subgraph in which there is a path from every vertex to every
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other vertex. A condensation graph is obtained from the original graph by combining its
SCCs into a single vertex. A Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) is a directed graph that contains
no cycles, meaning it is possible to move from one vertex to another along the directed edges,
but it is not possible to return to the original vertex by following a sequence of directed
edges. A topological sort is an ordering of the vertices in a DAG such that for every directed
edge (u, v), vertex u appears before vertex v. In other words, if there is a directed edge from
vertex u to vertex v, then u must appear before v in the topological sort. A Hamiltonian
Path is a path in a graph that passes through every vertex exactly once. A Hamiltonian
Cycle is a cycle in a graph that passes through every vertex exactly once.

Themis. Themis is the latest ordering method which achieves batch-order-fairness in the
presence of an adversary who controls up to f < (2γ−1)n

4 nodes out of n nodes. Themis
categorized received transactions into three different categories.

Solid Transactions: A transaction is solid if it has been received by at least n − 2f

nodes. A solid transaction is one that has been received by enough honest nodes that the
leader can unambiguously include it in the current proposal while respecting the fairness
guarantees.
Blank Transactions: A transaction is blank if it has not been received by at least
n(1 − γ) + f + 1 nodes. A blank transaction has not been received by enough nodes
yet, hence excluding it from the current proposal will not violate fairness with respect to
transactions that are included.
Shaded Transactions: A shaded transaction is a transaction that is neither solid nor
blank. A shaded transactions is received by enough nodes to be included to preserve
fairness, but not enough nodes to finalize its position in the current proposal.

Themis is a leader-based method and works in three phases, as described below.

Phase 1 (Fair Propose): The Fair Propose phase is the first phase of the algorithm, where
each node proposes a set of transactions and their local orderings to the leader. The
leader then uses the local orderings of n − f nodes to build a dependency graph. In
the dependency graph, an edge from a vertex v1 to v2 indicates that the transaction v1
should be placed before the transaction v2. From the dependency graph, the leader then
computes the condensation graph and its topological sorting to output a fair ordering.
Phase 2 (Fair Update): The Fair Update phase is the second phase of the algorithm,
where the leader node updates the ordering for previous proposals. This is necessary
since this is part of the deferred ordering technique, and new transactions may depend
on previously proposed transactions, and these dependencies need to be accounted for in
the ordering. The Fair Update algorithm takes the local transaction orderings of n− f

nodes for previously proposed shaded transactions as input and outputs the updated
dependencies.
Phase 3 (Fair Finalize): The Fair Finalize phase is the third and final phase of the
algorithm, where a sequence of proposals is finalized into a final ordering. The Fair
Finalize algorithm updates the graphs for each proposal and computes the condensation
graphs and their topological sorting. It then retrieves the final transaction ordering for each
proposal based on the Hamiltonian cycles of the vertices in the sorted condensation graphs.
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Condorcet Cycles. As mentioned above, Themis constructs a dependency graph, a directed
graph where each vertex represents a transaction, and an edge from a vertex v1 to v2
indicates that the transaction corresponding to v1 should be placed before the transaction
corresponding to v2. We refer to any cycle in this dependency graph as a Condorcet cycle.
We note that cycles can occur in a dependency graph because of the Condorcet paradox [11].

5 Condorcet Attack

In this section, we present the framework of the Condorcet attack. The attack aims at
trapping honest transactions (i.e., transactions submitted by honest clients) inside a Condorcet
cycle. If there is no effective batch-ordering scheme in place (e.g., if the batch-ordering
scheme is alphabetical-based as suggested in [12]), this can change the ordering of the honest
transactions even when all the nodes in the system are honest.

An adversary can take different strategies to impose a Condorcet cycle. For instance,
suppose that the adversary controls f nodes, including the leader, in the system. The
adversary then controls f local orderings, and can manipulate these orderings in a way to
create a cycle. In the simulation section, we show that this strategy can not only create a
cycle but also chain the cycles to involve more honest transactions. Nevertheless, the length
of these cycles is typically small and the chain usually breaks rather quickly. As a result,
this strategy is not effective in trapping distant transactions2 (e.g., two transactions whose
times of submission are separated by a multiple of the average network latency).

Another strategy, which is the one we take in this work, is to create a Condorcet cycle by
injecting (valid) transactions into the system following a pre-described pattern. This can be
done by an adversarial client outside the system, and can be effective even when all the nodes
in the system are honest. The attack will be more effective in creating cycles and bypassing
potential countermeasures if the adversary controls a fraction of nodes in the system (see
Example 5).

The immediate damage of imposing a Condorcet cycle, as mentioned earlier, is that it
can change the true ordering of honest transactions. In addition to this, the attack may be
used to conduct other malicious activities; for instance, the adversary can create a cycle and
then with the help of an adversarial leader can try to place its own transaction in desired
positions in the final ordering.

▶ Example 1. Let P = {P1, P2, P3} be a partition of nodes, where P1, P2 and P3 are three
parts with almost equal size. In this simple example, the adversary C uses/injects two
transactions A, B (i.e., S = {A, B}). In the initialization phase, C sends the transaction A and
then B to all the nodes in part P1, and sends the transaction B to all the nodes in part P2 (it
sends no transactions to the nodes in part P3). Then, after the pause period, C sends A to
all the nodes in part P2, and transaction A and B, in that order, to all the nodes in part P3.
Suppose that during the pause phase, the nodes receive three honest transactions tx1, tx2,
and tx3 all the in that order. The local ordering of transactions at each node will be then:

P1 : [A, B, tx1, tx2, tx3]
P2 : [B, tx1, tx2, tx3, A]
P3 : [tx1, tx2, tx3, A, B]

2 The analysis of why this occurs is left for future work.
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Note that without the adversarial client C disturbing the system (i.e., without transactions A
and B), the system would have had an easy job of ordering the honest transactions as all
the nodes in the system have received the honest transactions in the same order, i.e. [tx1,
tx2, tx3]. Because of the adversary’s transactions A, B, and C, however, we have a cycle now
as illustrated in Figure 1. In this figure, an edge from a transaction tx to a transaction tx′

indicates that the majority of the nodes have received tx before tx′.

tx2

tx1 tx3

B A

Figure 1 A Condorcet cycle created using two transactions A and B.

Attack Framework. In this section, we provide a general construction that encompasses
the different variants of the Condorcet attack. Let C be a client controlled by the adversary,
and S be a set of arbitrary but valid transactions created by C. Let P be a partition of the
nodes in the system. In its general form, the Condorcet attack is executed in three phases:

Phase 1 (Initialization): In this phase, the client C sends a number of transactions from
the set S to each node in the system. The set of transactions sent to a node can be
different from that sent to another node. More specifically, the client C assigns a subset
Si of S (possibly an empty subset) to each part Pi in the partition P . It then determines
an ordering for each subset Si, and sends the transactions in Si to all the nodes in part
Pi with the determined order.
Phase 2 (Pause): In the second phase, the attacker waits for a specific amount of time,
referred to as the pause time, for the honest transactions to be received by the nodes.
The adversary can trap more transactions within a cycle as the pause time increases.
However, the pause time should be limited to a single consensus round in the system as
the attack should not extend across multiple consensus rounds.
Phase 3 (Finalization): The third and final phase is the finalization phase, where the
attacker completes the Condorcet cycle by sending a new set of transactions to each
part in the partition. More specifically, the client C assigns a subset S ′

i of S (typically a
different subset than Si, used in the initialization phase) to each part Pi in the partition
P . It then determines an ordering for each subset S ′

i, and sends the transactions in S ′
i to

all the nodes in part Pi with the determined order.

▶ Remark 2. In practice, nodes in the system may receive some honest transactions during
the initialization and/or finalization phases. These transactions may or may not get trapped
in the Condorcet cycle. Based on our simulation results, however, the vast majority of honest
solid transactions during the pause time fall into the Condorcet cycle.

▶ Remark 3. A potential issue that can impact the success of the Condorcet attack is that
the external network may deliver the transactions injected by the adversary out of order.
For instance, in Example 1, the transactions A and B may be received out of order by the
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nodes in part P1, in which case a cycle does not occur. If the network is prone to packet
reordering, then to improve its success, the adversary can execute multiple Condorcet attacks
concurrently through what we refer to as cloning.

Cloning. Packet reordering can happen in a network because of various factors such as
network congestion, routing algorithms, and the physical distance between the source and
the destination. To conduct a successful Condorcet attack, it is important that nodes receive
the injected packets in the order they were transmitted; a deviation from the intended order
may result in the failure of the attack.

To increase the success probability of the attack in the presence of network reordering, the
adversary can send cloned transactions to the nodes: Instead of sending a single transaction
A, the adversary sends multiple clones of the transaction. For instance, in Example 1, the
adversary can send A1 and A2 instead of A, and sends B1 and B2 instead of B. Essentially, the
adversary interleaves the execution of two Condorcet attacks (for better results, the adversary
can interleave several instances of the attack). Then, if the network does not change the order
of the transactions, the nodes in parts P1, P2, and P3 will receive transactions as follows:

P1 : [A1, A2, B1, B2, tx1, tx2, tx3]
P2 : [B1, B2, tx1, tx2, tx3, A1, A2]
P3 : [tx1, tx2, tx3, A1, A2, B1, B2]

In Section 7.3, we show that cloning can significantly increase the success rate of the Condorcet
attack in the presence of network reordering.

Impact on Current Solutions. The current fair transaction ordering protocols either do
not offer a batch-ordering scheme (e.g. [4]) or offer a primitive one (e.g. [12]). For instance,
the proposed batch-ordering scheme in Aequitas [12] is alphabetical ordering. Therefore, if
an adversary creates a Condorcet cycle, as in Example 1, the honest transactions will be
ordered alphabetically rather than by the time of their arrival.

Themis [11], proposes a more thoughtful batch-ordering scheme. In this scheme, a
Hamiltonian cycle is built and then used to order transactions in the cycle. The latest
version of Themis at the time of writing this work suggests to break the weakest link in
the Hamiltonian cycle in order to convert it into a Hamiltonian path. We use this version
of Themis in our work. In the best-case scenario, the order of honest transactions in the
Hamiltonian cycle is preserved. Even in this case, the final ordering of these transactions
can change because the Hamiltonian cycle has to be converted into a path by breaking the
cycle at one point. It is at this point where honest transactions can be divided into two
groups. The ordering of the honest transactions within each group remains correct, but the
ordering of any two transactions from different groups will be incorrect. Therefore, similar
to [4] and [12], Themis is vulnerable to the Condorcet attack even if all the nodes (including
the leader) in the system are honest.

To combat the Condorcet attack, a natural approach is to use a strong batch-ordering
scheme. For instance, in Example 1, we can observe that all the nodes report tx1 before tx2,
and all the nodes report tx2 before tx3, whereas only two third of the nodes report A before
B. In this example, the weakest link is between adversarial transactions, and breaking it (as
suggested by Themis) does not change the true ordering of the honest transactions. This
solution works for the scenario described in Example 1. However, this solution may not work
in other settings, for example when the adversary controls a faction of nodes in the system
(see Example 5).
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6 Mitigation

Despite its simplicity, it is not straightforward to completely defeat the Condorcet attack. In
the following, we present three mitigation techniques based on three different approaches to
hinder an adversary from successfully executing the attack. We elaborate on the strength of
each technique and confirm it through simulations later in Section 7. We also explain the
limitation of each technique, i.e. under what settings/assumptions the technique may not be
effective.

An interesting feature of the proposed mitigation methods is that they do not conflict
with each other, thus in practice, they can be applied together for the maximum defense
against the attack. Another interesting feature of the proposed mitigation methods is that
they can be easily applied to Themis, which is currently the strongest fair-ordering solution
in the literature. We elaborate on this when we cover each proposed mitigation.

6.1 Ranked Pairs Batch-ordering
The approach we take in our first proposed mitigation is to use a strong batch-ordering
scheme to order transactions within a batch. Formally, a batch-ordering scheme is a method
that takes as input a strongly connected (possibly weighted) directed graph G = (V, E),
and returns an ordering of the vertices V . The strongly connected graph represents the
transactions that are in a batch/cycle.

The candidate for our batch-ordering scheme is ranked pairs, an electoral system developed
by Nicolaus Tideman in 1987 [19]. Ranked pairs satisfies many natural and well-studied
axiomatic properties in social choice theory3 and is resistant to certain manipulations
including adding, deleting and changing a fraction of orderings reported by nodes [15]. In
ranked pairs, the ordering is essentially achieved by choosing a maximal subset E′ of E in
the inputted graph G = (V, E) with high weights such that G′ = (V, E′) is a DAG. The DAG
is then used to establish an ordering of the vertices V .

More specifically, our ranked pairs batch-ordering scheme takes as input a weighted
directed graph G = (V, E). Let E1 = E. In step i, i ≥ 1, the algorithm selects an edge
(u, v) ∈ Ei with the highest weight4. It then sets the order u ≺ v, unless this violates the
transitivity of the orders decided in previous steps. Finally, it sets Ei+1 ← Ei\{(vi, vj)}, and
terminates if Ei+1 = ∅.

We note that the idea in the above batch-ordering scheme is to establish an ordering
using the strongest edges in G. This will be an effective defense against the Condorcet attack
if the ordering of the honest transactions has “strong support” in the system. In a special
case where all the nodes are honest, and all support/report the same ordering of honest
transactions, the Condorcet attack can be fully prevented as stated in the following theorem.

▶ Proposition 4. Suppose that the Condorcet attack succeeds in creating a Condorcet cycle.
Let tx1, tx2, . . . , txm be the set of honest transactions in the Condorcet cycle. Suppose that
all the nodes in the system are honest and report txi before txj for every 1 ≤ i < j ≤ m.
Then the proposed ranked pairs batch-ordering scheme returns the true ordering of the honest
transaction, that is it orders txi before txj for every 1 ≤ i < j ≤ m.

3 besides Schulze, ranked pairs is the only existing electoral system that satisfies anonymity, Condorcet
criterion, resolvability, Pareto optimality, reversal symmetry, monotonicity, and independence of
clones [18].

4 When there are multiple edges with the highest weight, one can be chosen according to a fixed tie-breaking
method.
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Proof. Let G = (V, E) be the graph with V representing the transactions in the Condorcet
cycle, and the weight of each edge (u, v) ∈ E, represented as w(u, v), be equal to the number
of nodes that reported u before v. Let u1, u2, . . . , um be the vertices in V that represent the
honest transactions. Let Ef ⊆ E be the set of all edges with the full support of the nodes,
that is

Ef = {e ∈ E|w(e) = n},

where n is the number of nods in the system. Since all the nodes in the system have the
same view on the ordering of the honest transactions, we get that (ui, uj) ∈ Ef for every
1 ≤ i < j ≤ m. We note that the sub-graph G′ = (V, Ef ) of G is cycle free, as otherwise
there will be a cycle in the ordering of individual nodes. The ranked pairs batch-ordering
algorithm first chooses all the edges in Ef before proceeding with other edges in E. When
the algorithm covers all the edges in Ef the true ordering of the honest transactions will be
set, and cannot be changed by the remaining steps of the algorithm. ◀

Limitation. Proposition 4 considers an ideal scenario where 1) all the nodes are honest,
and 2) they all report the honest transaction in the same order. If one of the above two
conditions does not hold, however, the Condorcet attack may be able to create a cycle (see
the following example).

▶ Example 5. Consider a system with n = 5 nodes. Let tx1, tx2, tx3 be three honest
transactions. An adversarial client C can create a Condorcet cycle of the form

N1 : [A1, A2, A3, A4, tx1, tx2, tx3]
N2 : [A2, A3, A4, tx1, tx2, tx3, A1]
N3 : [A3, A4, tx1, tx2, tx3, A1, A2]
N4 : [A4, tx1, tx2, tx3, A1, A2, A3]
N5 : [tx3, tx2, tx1, A1, A2, A3, A4]

where A1, A2, A3, A4 are the transactions submitted by C. Note that all the nodes, except
Node 5, report the order [tx1, tx2, tx3], while node 5 reports [tx3, tx2, tx1] (Node 5 is either
controlled by the adversary or is an honest node who has simply received the transactions
in this order). If we run the proposed ranked pairs batch-ordering scheme on this cycle,
the returned order of honest transactions may be incorrect. It is because the edge between
any pair of transactions has a weight of 4 in the dependency graph. As a result, an edge
between two honest transactions such as tx1 and tx2 may be eliminated in the ranked pairs
method, which would result in tx2 and tx3 to be ordered before tx1. As for Themis, if we
use the proposed method by Yannis Manoussakis [14] (as suggested by Themis), we get the
Hamiltonian cycle (A1, A2, A3, A4, tx1, tx2, tx3). All the edges in this cycle have the identical
weight of four, hence there is no distinct weakest edge. Therefore, Themis may remove any
of the edges in the cycle. If the removed edge is between two honest transactions, the final
ordering of honest transactions would be incorrect. We remark that both the ranked pairs
batch-ordering scheme and Themis would order honest transactions correctly if Node 5 order
honest transactions as [tx1, tx2, tx3]. This example, therefore, shows that the adversary
has more power in modifying the order of honest transactions if (in addition to injecting
transactions) it controls a number of nodes in the system (e.g. Node 5 in this example).

▶ Remark 6. To use the proposed ranked pairs batch-ordering scheme in Themis, we can
simply replace the Hamiltonian-based batch-ordering scheme of Themis with the ranked pairs
batch-ordering scheme in the FairFinalize algorithm. We remark that the weight information
of the dependency graph is available within the FairFinalize algorithm, thus this replacement
is possible.
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6.2 Post-decryption Resolution
In secure causal ordering, as mentioned earlier, transactions are ordered while they are
encrypted, and get decrypted only once a total ordering is committed [17, 3]. This prevents
an adversary from observing the contents of transactions while they are being ordered, hence
eliminating those front-running attacks (e.g. the sandwich attack [16]) that must examine
the content of transactions.

To mitigate the Condorcet attack, we propose to maintain the above strategy, except we
leave the ordering of transactions inside a Condorcet cycle to after they are decrypted. Note
that after the decryption of these transactions, an adversary cannot impose a change to the
ordering as 1) there is already a consensus on the set of transactions that must be included,
thus the adversary cannot add or remove any transaction to the set; 2) the ordering of the
transactions is performed locally at each node using a pre-determined algorithm. In other
words, it is too late for the adversary to manipulate the ordering of transactions, although
the contents of transactions are disclosed.

Once the transactions within a cycle are decrypted, their contents are disclosed, enabling
them to be partitioned into independent groups (i.e., transactions inside different groups are
independent of each other). Each group can then be ordered independent of the others. By
implementing this measure, the adversary is unable to manipulate the ordering of honest
transactions if the adversary’s transactions are independent of honest transactions. This
is because the adversary’s transactions will not fall within any group that includes honest
transactions. Note that we still need to order the groups themselves (i.e. which group comes
first, which comes second, and so on). As transactions across various groups have no effect
on one another, the groups can be safely ordered using a pre-determined algorithm such as
ranked pairs as described in Section 6.1.

▶ Remark 7. In the Themis protocol, we can apply the above post-decryption resolution
method within the FairFinalize algorithm: If transactions A and B are independent, the edge
between them in the dependency graph can be safely removed.

Limitation. The post-decryption resolution prevents the adversary from manipulating the
order of honest transactions if the adversary’s transactions are independent of the honest
transactions. In certain scenarios, however, the adversary may be able to create dependencies.
For instance, consider a situation where a popular NFT is dropping in a block currently
being formed. Given the high demand, many transactions are transmitted with the intention
of acquiring this NFT. Recognizing this, the adversary can execute the Condorcet attack
by using transactions that fall within the same dependency group as those attempting to
acquire the NFT.

Another limitation of the post-decryption resolution is the computational burden it places
on the system to identify dependencies between transactions.

6.3 Broadcast
In the Condorcet attack, the adversary follows a well-structured three-phase strategy: in
the first phase, the adversary sends a set of transactions, then pauses in the second phase,
and then finishes the attack by sending another round of transactions in the third phase.
The idea behind our third mitigation technique is to disturb/break the above pattern by
broadcasting transactions inside the system as soon as they arrive at an honest node. Because
of the broadcast, the adversary’s transactions that were submitted in the first phase will
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propagate in the system, which can nullify the adversary’s target in the third phase since the
transactions that the adversary transmits in the third phase have already been received by
the nodes (thus their order has already been decided by the nodes).

In Section 7.5, we observe that this strategy proves highly effective in mitigating the
suggested Condorcet attack. However, it is important to note that this strategy does incur
increased communication overhead as a drawback. For instance, in Themis, nodes transmit
transactions only to the leader as opposed to broadcasting in the network by themselves.
Therefore, when applied to Themis, the above strategy will increase Themis’s communication
overhead (although it does not increase Themis’s quadratic communication complexity).

Limitation. The main limitation of the above broadcast-based mitigation technique is that it
will be ineffective if the adversary has strong control over the internal network. For instance,
in Themis and Aequitas, it is assumed that the adversary controls all message delivery in
the internal network, and can delay messages up to a bound ∆. If ∆ is large enough (e.g., if
it is larger than the duration of the Condorcet attack) then the adversary can circumvent
the proposed mitigation by delaying all the broadcast transactions so they are delivered only
after the attack is complete.

7 Simulation

To assess the impact of the Condorcet attack, as well as the effectiveness of the proposed
mitigation methods, we conduct a series of experiments through simulations. In this section,
we present the results of these experiments.

Environments. Our simulation encompasses four environments. The first environment
captures the honest setting, where all the nodes and clients are honest, thereby eliminating
the possibility of a Condorcet attack. Even in this environment, Condorcet cycles can occur.
Therefore, we are interested to know if our proposed ranked pairs batch-order scheme can
more effectively order transactions within a cycle than the Hamiltonian-cycle-based scheme
used in Themis.

In the second environment, all the nodes in the system are honest, but there is an external
adversary, who conducts the Condorcet attack from outside the system. In this environment,
we are interested to evaluate the success rate and impact of the Condorcet attack (i.e., how
many honest transactions the adversary can trap within a cycle).

In the third environment, we introduce packet reordering to the external network. We
evaluate the impact of this on the success rate of the Condorcet attack. We also observe how
the cloning method can help the adversary to improve its success rate.

The last environment that we consider is similar to the second environment, except this
time we guard the system using the proposed mitigation methods. In this environment, we
measure the impact of the Condorcet attack in order to examine the strength of the proposed
mitigation methods.

Clients. We use a sending process to submit all the clients’ transactions to the system.
The sending process transmits transactions in sequence at discrete times ti, i ≥ 0. At each
time instance, the process sends (n copies of) the transaction of a given client to all the n

nodes in the system. Each copy of the transaction will arrive at its destination node with a
random delay drawn independently from a distribution named NetworkDist. We refer to
this distribution as the network latency. We use another distribution, GenerationDist, to
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determine the delay between two consecutive time instances (i.e. ti+1 − ti follows the
GenerationDist distribution). Similar to [11], we set both GenerationDist and
NetworkDist to exponential distributions with means of one and r, respectively. We refer to
r as external network ratio. One can think of r as the expected number of clients who
transmit transactions within a time frame equal to the average network latency.

Themis Variant. In our simulations, we use the practical Themis variant with the
communication complexity of O(n2), instead of the the SNARK-Themis variant. In our
simulations, all transactions are eventually received by each node in a single round.
Therefore, the choice of γ does not have any impact on the simulation results (hence, we
simply set γ = 1). We used the latest version of Themis, which breaks the Hamiltonian cycle
by removing the weakest link. The weakest link is the link that has the least weight or
support in the Hamiltonian cycle. To construct a Hamiltonian cycle, we used the proposed
method by Yannis Manoussakis [14] as suggested by Themis.

7.1 Honest Environment
Honest Environment Setting. In this environment, all the nodes and clients are honest, and
consequently, there is no Condorcet attack. Nevertheless, as shown in Figure 2, Condorcet
cycles can occur particularly when the external network ratio is greater than one.

To obtain the results plotted in Figure 2, we varied the external network ratio from 0.01
to 1000. For each given network ratio, and each network size of n = 21 and n = 101, we
conducted 100 simulation runs. In each run, the sending process transmitted 100 transactions
(at 100-time instances drawn from the GenerationDist distribution). Once every node
received all the transmitted transactions, we proceeded to generate the dependency graph
using the Themis algorithm. By examining the graph (i.e. extracting strongly connected
components) we then identified all the Condorcet cycles.

Cycle Length. An interesting observation from Figure 2 is that when the external network
ratio is less than about one, Condorcet cycles rarely occur. As the external network ratio
becomes larger than one, however, Condorcet cycles start to appear. For high values of the
external network ratio, as depicted in Figure 2, Condorcet cycles not only occur frequently
but also include many of the transmitted transactions. Overall, this observation suggests a
critical threshold at which the system’s behavior, with respect to creating Condorcet cycles,
significantly changes.

Condorcet Cycles Categories. We refer to Condorcet cycles that are not created by an
adversary as natural Condorcet cycles. Conversely, we call a Condorcet cycle adversarial
if it is created by an adversary. In Section 6.1, we proposed a ranked pairs batch-ordering
scheme to handle the ordering of transactions within an adversarial Condorcet cycle. Later
in this section, we demonstrate that the proposed scheme indeed alleviates the severity of
the Condorcet attack.

Ranked Pairs Performance. Here, we show (Figure 3) that the proposed ranked pairs
batch-ordering scheme is also a good candidate for ordering transactions within a natural
Condorcet cycle. Consequently, even in an honest environment, we can improve fairness in
ordering transactions by replacing the existing batch-ordering schemes (i.e., the alphabetical
scheme, and the Hamiltonian-based scheme of Themis) with the proposed ranked pairs
batch-ordering scheme.
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(a) The chance of a Condorcet cycle. (b) Number of transactions in cycles.

Figure 2 Condorcet cycles in the honest environment.

Batch Ordering-Schemes Performance Comparison. In Figure 3, the external network
ratio (the x-axis) ranges from 1 to 1000; this is the range in which Condorcet cycles naturally
occur. The y-axis shows the fraction of transaction pairs that are ordered correctly according
to their transmission time. Each data point in Figure 3 is the average of values obtained over
100 simulation runs. The data presented in this figure demonstrate the superiority of the
proposed ranked pairs batch-ordering scheme for two network sizes of n = 21 and n = 101.

(a) The number of nodes is n = 21. (b) The number of nodes is n = 101.

Figure 3 Fraction of correctly ordered transactions in the honest environment.

7.2 Adversarial Environment
Adversarial Environment Setting. In the existing adversarial environments in the literature,
there is often at least one (typically up to f = θ(n)) adversarial node in the system. In our
adversarial environment, in contrast, all the nodes in the system can be honest. There is,
however, an adversarial client in our environment who orchestrates the Condorcet attack
from outside the system.

In this section, we evaluate the performance of the Condorcet attack in this environment.
In particular, we measure the success rate of the attack in the number of honest transactions
it can trap within a cycle. The measurement is carried out for external network ratios r less
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than one, as natural Condorcet cycles are rare in this regime, particularly when r ≪ 1. This
allows us to assess the strength of the attack in creating cycles in a setting where Condorcet
cycles do not naturally happen.

In our simulation, we simply use two adversarial transactions to create the Condorcet cycle
as described in Example 1. We set the pause time of the Condorcet attack to τ ∈ {10, 50}
times the mean of the GenerationDist distribution. This means that, on average, τ honest
transactions are transmitted to the system during the pause time.

In parallel to the transmissions of honest transactions, the two adversarial transactions
are transmitted to create a Condorcet cycle. Once all transactions are received by the nodes,
we calculate two separate dependency graphs: one considering the adversarial transactions,
and one ignoring them. By comparing these two dependency graphs, we then assess the
impact of the attack on the final ordering.

Condorcet Attack Performance. Figures 4 and 5 show the average number of the honest
transactions that the attack can trap within cycles over two different settings: τ = 10
and τ = 50. As shown, for a wide range of external network ratios, the attack can trap
nearly all the honest transactions that are transmitted during the pause time (about 9
honest transactions in the setting τ = 10, and nearly 49 honest transactions in the setting
τ = 50). This demonstrates the strength of the attack, considering that, on average τ honest
transactions are submitted to the system during the pause time (and the attack traps nearly
all of them).

(a) τ = 10, n = 21. (b) τ = 10, n = 101.

Figure 4 Number of honest transactions trapped in Condorcet cycles for τ = 10.

7.3 Network Reordering

In the Condorcet attack, the adversary sends a sequence of transactions in a particular order
to create a cycle. The external network may, however, change the order of transactions
transmitted, which can, in turn, reduce the attack’s success rate. To evaluate this, we
performed simulations over a network which changes the order of two consecutively
transmitted transactions with probability 0 ≤ p ≤ 0.5. For each value of p, we performed
1000 runs of simulations. The success rate of the attack was set to the fraction of runs in
which the attack successfully trapped the honest transactions in a Condorcet cycle.
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(a) τ = 50, n = 21. (b) τ = 50, n = 101.

Figure 5 Number of honest transactions trapped in Condorcet cycles for τ = 50.

Using the above setting, we conducted two instances of the Condorcet attack. The first
instance uses two adversarial transactions A and B as in Example 1, and takes the following
pattern:

P1 : A, B, Pause
P2 : B, Pause, A
P3 : Pause, A, B

As illustrated in Figure 6, this instance is sensitive to network reordering (the success
rate of the attack drops quickly with p). As shown in the figure, the attack’s success rate
increases when we use the second instance of cloning described below.

In our second instance (denote as tx = 4 in Figure 6), the adversary partitions nodes
into four parts P1, P2, P3 and P4, and uses four transactions (A, B, C and D) instead of two,
in the following pattern:

P1 : A, B, Pause , C, D
P2 : B, C, Pause , D, A
P3 : C, D, Pause , A, B
P4 : D, A, Pause , B, C

This instance of the Condorcet attack is more robust against network reordering as
demonstrated in Figure 6. As in the first instance, the success rate of the instance can be
boosted using the cloning method. In particular, note that the second instance together with
a single clone is almost fully resistant to network transaction reordering.

7.4 A Non-Injective Condorcet Attack
Injecting transactions into the system is a key component of the proposed Condorcet attack.
Without this component, an adversary has limited power in creating cycles even when the
adversary controls the leader and a faction of all the nodes in the system.

To illustrate the above point, we conducted simulations over two networks with sizes:
n = 21 and n = 101. In our simulation, the adversary controls the maximum fraction of
nodes, including the leader, allowed by Themis (a quarter of nodes minus one). All these
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(a) The number of nodes is n = 21. (b) The number of nodes is n = 101.

Figure 6 Impact of network reordering on the success of the Condorcet attack.

nodes report the order of their received transactions in reverse, in a strategy to create
Condorcet cycles5. The external network ratio is varied from 0.01 to 100 to capture a wide
range of network conditions. The total number of transmitted transactions is set to 100.

To evaluate the impact of the above strategy in creating cycles, we created two dependency
graphs. The first graph represents the scenario where the adversarial nodes reverse their
orderings, whereas the second graph represents the scenario where the adversarial nodes
report the true ordering. Figure 7 shows the results of our simulation.

Non-Injective Condorcet Attack Performance. As shown in Figure 7, the adversary’s
attempts to create cycles are largely unsuccessful in the region where the external network
ratio is less than one. We note that in this region, the average temporal gap between two
different transaction transmissions is more than the average network latency. In particular,
when r ≪ 1 (i.e., when transactions are transmitted far apart in time with respect to the
network latency), honest nodes in the system have a clear view of the true ordering of
transactions. In this region, the adversary is all but powerless in creating cycles6, as evident
in Figure 7. In contrast, in the same region, an external adversary can create a cycle using
the proposed Condorcet attack, even when all the nodes in the system are honest.

7.5 Mitigation
In this section, we evaluate the performance of our mitigation methods in preventing or
minimizing the impact of the Condorcet attack.

Ranked-pairs-based Mitigation Method. To evaluate the effectiveness of this mitigation,
we conducted a simulation over two network sizes of n = 21 and n = 101. We set the pause
time of the attack to 10 times the mean of GenerationDist, and set the total number of
honest transactions to 20. We varied the external network ratio r from 0.001 to 1. Recall

5 We note that this may not be an optimum strategy to create Condorcet cycles. Nevertheless, we believe
that an optimum strategy (which may be computationally intractable) may not be significantly more
successful than the adopted strategy. We leave the validation of this claim for future work.

6 When r > 1 (i.e., in the region where Condorcet cycles naturally emerge) the adversary achieves some
degree of success in creating larger cycles than naturally occur.
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(a) The number of nodes is n = 21. (b) The number of nodes is n = 101.

Figure 7 The non-injective attack has limited power in creating cycles.

that in this range of external network ratio (i.e., r < 1), Condorcet cycles do not emerge
naturally; rather they are created by the Condorcet attack. To evaluate the true impact of
our ranked-pars mitigation method, therefore, we focused on this region.

Ranked Pairs Mitigation Performance. Figure 8 compares the performance of our proposed
ranked-pairs-based mitigation method to the Hamiltonian-based method used in Themis, and
the simple alphabetical method. The results show that the proposed ranked-pairs method
achieves a low error rate, indicating that it can effectively order honest transactions correctly
even when they fall in a Condorcet cycle. In contrast, the Themis algorithm’s error rate
increases as the network ratio increases, and reaches as high as about 25%. The error rate
in the case of alphabetical ordering is 50%. Note that a random ordering method can, on
average, correctly orders 50% of all the pairs of transactions. In this sense, the worst-case
transaction ordering error is 50%, which is the case for the alphabetical method (this method
is essentially a random ordering method).

(a) The number of nodes is n = 21. (b) The number of nodes is n = 101.

Figure 8 The performance of the proposed ranked pairs-based mitigation method.

The Broadcast-based Mitigation Method. To evaluate the effectiveness of the broadcast-
based mitigation method, we conducted simulations using two network sizes: n = 21 and
n = 101. We introduced a new exponential distribution called InternalNetworkDist, which
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captures the random delays experienced by messages within the internal network. Specifically,
we sample from InternalNetworkDist to determine the delay between sending a transaction
from one node to another node. This is in contrast to NetworkDist, which is used to
determine the random delays between a client and a node in the external network.

In our simulation, we set the mean of InternalNetworkDist to r′. We refer to r′ as the
internal network ratio. In our simulations, we set τ to 10 times the mean of GenerationDist
(i.e. τ = 10 · r), and set the total number of honest transactions to 20. We fixed the external
network ratio to r = 0.1, to ensure that no natural Condorcet cycles were created, and varied
the internal network ratio r′ from 0.01 to 1000.

Broadcast Environment Categories. We analyzed the number of honest transactions
trapped in a Condorcet cycle under three different settings. In the first setting, referred
to as the “honest setting”, nodes did not broadcast and the adversary did not conduct a
Condorcet attack. In the second setting, nodes still did not broadcast, but the adversary
attempted a Condorcet attack. Finally, in the last setting, the adversary launched an attack
while the nodes employed the broadcasting method to mitigate it.

Broadcast Mitigation Performance. Figure 9 shows the result of our simulations in the
above three settings. The results demonstrate that the proposed broadcast-based mitigation
is highly effective in preventing the adversary from creating a Condorcet cycle and trapping
honest transactions. This can be attributed to two key factors: Firstly, the mitigation
strategy disrupts the completion of the pause phase, thereby preventing honest transactions
from being trapped in a Condorcet cycle. When the internal network ratio r′ is smaller than
the pause time, almost no transactions are trapped. Interestingly, even when r′ exceeds the
pause time, the adversary cannot achieve the same level of performance. It is because the
broadcast of transactions with the internal network can still somewhat disturb the ordering
of adversarial transactions. This reduces the success rate of the attack as the specific ordering
of adversarial transactions is crucial for creating a Condorcet cycle. If, on the other hand,
the adversary has enough control over the internal network to delay transactions as much as
the pause time, it can circumvent the proposed broadcast-based mitigation as the adversary
can enforce the ordering of its transactions within the internal network by delaying all the
messages.

(a) The number of nodes is n = 21. (b) The number of nodes is n = 101.

Figure 9 The performance of the proposed broadcast mitigation method.
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8 Conclusion

Condorcet cycles can occur naturally. While these natural cycles may not significantly disrupt
fairness in the system since transactions falling within these cycles are typically received
around the same time, the artificial creation of Condorcet cycles can lead to significant
unfairness in the system. In this paper, we showed that even with all nodes in the system
behaving honestly, it is relatively simple to generate such artificial cycles. Furthermore, we
demonstrated that these created cycles possess significant power, as they can trap transactions
submitted at widely different times that would not naturally fall within a cycle.

To address this attack, we proposed three mitigation methods using different approaches.
These methods complement one another and can be employed collectively to fortify the
defensive measures against the attack. Through simulations, we showcased that despite their
described limitations, the proposed mitigation methods can substantially reduce the adverse
impact of the Condorcet attack.
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Abstract
On-chain mixers, such as Tornado Cash (TC), have become a popular privacy solution for many
non-privacy-preserving blockchain users. These mixers enable users to deposit a fixed amount of
coins and withdraw them to another address, while effectively reducing the linkability between these
addresses and securely obscuring their transaction history. However, the high cost of interacting
with existing on-chain mixer smart contracts prohibits standard users from using the mixer, mainly
due to the use of computationally expensive cryptographic primitives. For instance, the deposit cost
of TC on Ethereum is approximately 1.1M gas (i.e., 66 USD in June 2023), which is 53× higher than
issuing a base transfer transaction.

In this work, we introduce the Merkle Pyramid Builder approach, to incrementally build the
Merkle tree in an on-chain mixer and update the tree per batch of deposits, which can therefore
decrease the overall cost of using the mixer. Our evaluation results highlight the effectiveness of
this approach, showcasing a significant reduction of up to 7× in the amortized cost of depositing
compared to state-of-the-art on-chain mixers. Importantly, these improvements are achieved without
compromising users’ privacy. Furthermore, we propose the utilization of verifiable computations to
shift the responsibility of Merkle tree updates from on-chain smart contracts to off-chain clients,
which can further reduce deposit costs. Additionally, our analysis demonstrates that our designs
ensure fairness by distributing Merkle tree update costs among clients over time.
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1 Introduction

Permissionless blockchains, such as Bitcoin [29] and Ethereum [41], provide pseudonymity
rather than complete anonymity. Each transaction is openly recorded in plaintext on the
public ledger, revealing details such as the transaction amount, timestamp, and the addresses
of the sender and recipient. While this information alone may not directly expose the
individuals involved, it poses a risk as malicious actors can exploit it to analyze and link
addresses, potentially compromising the anonymity of users [15, 44, 37, 38].

To enhance the privacy on non-privacy-preserving blockchains, on-chain mixers [4, 6, 1, 23]
have been proposed. On-chain mixers are Decentralized Applications running on a blockchain
with smart contracts, in which users deposit a fixed amount of coins into a pool, and
subsequently withdraw those coins to a different address. When being used properly, on-
chain mixers enable unlinkability between the deposit and the withdrawal addresses. The
most active on-chain mixer, Tornado Cash (TC), has accumulated more than 51K unique
deposit addresses for its largest pool [38]. The set of deposit addresses is similar to k-
anonymity, which allows a withdrawal to be hidden among a set of k other deposits. The
larger anonymity set size is accumulated, the harder it can link a user’s withdrawal address
to the corresponding deposit address.

However, achieving unlinkability through on-chain mixers comes at the cost of expensive
deposit operations, making it difficult for regular users to use them. In particular, on-chain
mixers use Merkle tree with Snark-friendly hash functions such as MiMC [7] and Poseidon [18]
to record deposit and withdrawal history. When a deposit happens, the new leaf is appended
sequentially to the Merkle tree. This update operation is the most expensive operation for
on-chain mixers. In particular, depositing into TC costs approximately 1.1M gas, equating
to roughly 66 USD as of June 2023. Such high costs can potentially discourage users from
utilizing the mixer, thereby impeding the growth rate of the anonymity set size. Consequently,
it becomes crucial to address these expensive deposit costs to ensure wider adoption and
encourage the continued expansion of the anonymity set size.

In this paper, we propose two approaches to reduce the overall deposit costs in on-chain
mixers. Firstly, we introduce the Merkle Pyramid Builder approach, in which we batch
the deposits together and renew the Merkle tree per batch. This approach provides a
promising solution to the scalability and efficiency challenges of on-chain mixers. Secondly,
we propose the utilization of off-chain verifiable computation to further minimize deposit costs.
This approach empowers clients to perform Merkle tree updating computations locally and
provide cryptographic proofs to validate the accuracy of these computations. By shifting the
responsibility of updating the Merkle tree from on-chain smart contracts to off-chain clients,
we can significantly reduce the associated costs, enhancing the overall system efficiency.

Our contributions can be summarized as follows.

1. Merkle Pyramid Builder. We propose the Merkle Pyramid Builder (MPB) approach,
which batches the deposits in a queue and reduces the Merkle tree update times in an on-chain
mixer. This approach decreases the average number of times to execute the expensive Merkle
tree with smart contracts per deposit. We locally implement the improved mixer with MPB
construction, and our evaluation results demonstrate its remarkable ability to reduce deposit
costs by 7× compared to the widely adopted TC mixer.
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2. Off-Chain Deposit Proof Generation. We employ Verifiable Computation (VC) tech-
niques to further minimize the cost of updating the Merkle tree. This is accomplished by
offloading computations to the off-chain environment, effectively eliminating the computa-
tional requirements imposed on the smart contract. Our empirical evaluation results indicate
that this approach further reduces the cost of a single deposit update.

3. Formal On-Chain Mixer Analysis Framework. We provide a formal framework to
analyze the on-chain mixers by considering the properties of correctness, privacy, availability,
efficiency, and fairness. We prove that our deposit-cost-reduction approaches offer enhanced
efficiency without deteriorating other properties. Particularly, our analysis shows that the
improved mixers can also guarantee fairness, with which the clients’ costs for interacting with
the mixer can be amortized over time. Furthermore, our analysis framework is of independent
interest and could be applied to analyze other mixer designs.

The full version of this paper is available at [39].

2 Preliminaries

2.1 On-chain Mixers
On non-privacy-preserving blockchains, transactions are recorded in plaintext on the public
ledger. On-chain mixers, inspired by Zerocash [32], are one of the most widely-used privacy
solutions for non-privacy-preserving blockchains. On-chain mixers are running on top of
blockchains with smart contracts, e.g., Ethereum and Binance Smart Chain (BSC). Upon
using a mixer, a user deposits a fixed denomination of coins into a pool and later withdraws
these coins to another address [4, 5, 6, 1, 23]. When used properly, mixers can break the
linkability between addresses, and thus enhance users’ privacy. The largest on-chain mixer,
TC, has accumulated over 3.54M ETH from more than 39K Ethereum addresses [38].

2.2 Cryptographic Primitives
Notation. We denote by 1λ the security parameter and by negl(λ) a negligible function in
λ. We express by (pk, sk) a pair of public and private keys. Moreover, we require that pk can
always be efficiently and deterministically derived from sk, and denote extractPK(sk) = pk
to be the deterministic function to derive pk from sk. We denote Z≥a as the set of integers
that are greater or equal a, {a, a + 1, . . . }. We let PPT denote probabilistic polynomial time.
We denote st[a, b, c . . . ] as an instance of the statement st where a, b, c . . . have fixed and
public values. We use a shaded area i, j, k to denote the private inputs in the statement
st : {(a, b, c; i, j, k) : f(a, b, c, x, y, z) = true}.

Collision Resistant Hash Functions. A family H of hash functions is collision-resistant, iff for
all PPTA, given h

$←− H , the probability thatA finds x, x′, such that h(x) = h(x′) is negligible.
We refer to the cryptographic hash function h as a fixed function, h : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}λ. For
the formal definitions of the hash function family, we refer readers to [31].

zk-SNARK. A zero-knowledge Succinct Non-interactive ARgument of Knowledge (zk-
SNARK) is a “succinct” non-interactive zero-knowledge proof (NIZK) for arithmetic circuit
satisfiability. The construction of zk-SNARK is based on a field F and an arithmetic
circuit C. An arithmetic circuit satisfiability problem of a circuit C : Fn × Fh → Fl is
captured by the statement stC : {(x, wit) ∈ Fn × Fh : C(x, wit) = 0l}, with the language
LC = {x ∈ Fn | ∃ wit ∈ Fh s.t. C(x, wit) = 0l}.
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▶ Definition 1 (zk-SNARK). zk-SNARK for arithmetic circuit satisfiability is a triple of
efficient algorithms (Setup, Prove, Verify):

(ek, vk)← Setup(1λ, C) takes as input the security parameter and the arithmetic circuit
C, outputs an evaluation key ek, and a verification key vk.
π ← Prove(ek, x, wit) takes as input the evaluation key ek and (x, wit) ∈ stC , outputs a
proof π for the statement x ∈ LC .
0/1← Verify(vk, π, x) takes as input the verification key vk, the proof π, the statement
x, outputs 1 if π is valid proof for the statement x ∈ LC .

Commitment Scheme. A commitment scheme allows an entity to commit to a value while
keeping it hidden, with the option of later revealing the value. A commitment scheme
contains two rounds: committing and revealing. During the committing round, a client
commits to selected values while concealing them from others. The client can choose to
reveal the committed value during the revealing round, and another entity can verify its
consistency.

▶ Definition 2 (Commitment Scheme). A commitment scheme includes two algorithms:
cm ← Commit(m, r) accepts a message m and a secret randomness r as inputs and
returns the commitment string cm.
0/1← Verify(m, r, cm) accepts a message m, a commitment cm and a decommitment
value r as inputs, and returns 1 if the commitment is opened correctly and 0 otherwise.

A secure commitment scheme satisfies two requirements: (i) Binding: Except for a negli-
gible probability, no adversary can efficiently create cm, (m1, r1), and (m2, r2) such that
Verify(m1, r1, cm) = Verify(m2, r2, cm) = 1 and m1 ̸= m2. (ii) Hiding: Except for a
negligible probability, cm does not reveal any information about the committed data.

Authenticated Data Structure. An Authenticated Data Structure (ADS) is a data structure
that not only stores information but also provides a cryptographic proof of the integrity
and authenticity of its contents. It allows for efficient verification of data integrity without
requiring the entire data structure to be transmitted or stored alongside the proof. In this
work, we adopt the Merkle tree as an ADS for set membership proof.

▶ Definition 3 (Merkle Tree). A Merkle tree leverages a collision-resistant hash function h

to construct the data structure. The four algorithms work as follows:
root ← Init(1λ, X) takes the security parameter and a list X = (x1, . . . , xn) as inputs,
constructs a tree that stores x1, . . . , xn in the leaves, and finally outputs a root, root.
pathi ← Prove(i, x, X) takes an element x ∈ {0, 1}∗, 1 ≤ i ≤ n and a list X =
(x1, . . . , xn) as inputs, and outputs the proof pathi, which can prove that x is in X. The
proof generation time is proportional to n, while the proof size grows logarithmically with
n.
0/1← Verify(i, xi, root, pathi) takes an element, xi ∈ {0, 1}∗, an index 1 ≤ i ≤ n, y ∈
{0, 1}λ and a proof π as inputs, and outputs 1 if π is correctly verified and 0 otherwise.
y′ ← Update(i, x, X) takes an element x ∈ {0, 1}∗, 1 ≤ i ≤ n and X as inputs, and
outputs y′ = Init(1λ, X ′) where X ′ is X but xi ∈ X is replaced by x.

A Merkle tree should satisfy correctness and security. For the formal definitions of these
properties, we refer to the cryptography introduction book of Boneh and Shoup [13].
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Cost for Appending to Merkle tree. Let T be a Merkle hash tree of size n and assume
that all internal nodes are stored. If a single element is appended, the computational cost of
updating a Merkle hash tree is O(log n) if the internal tree nodes are stored. This can be
done by traversing the right-most path of the tree and modifying at most O(log n) internal
nodes of the tree.

Inefficiency of Multiple Appending Operations in Existing On-Chain Mixers. We observe
that despite the theoretically efficient append operation, the utilization of a SNARK-friendly
hash function still leads to a log n cost of appending that amounts to around 1M gas. For k

deposits, this operation is repeated k times, raising the cost to O(k · log n).
However, in a conventional mixer, to assimilate within a sufficiently large anonymity

set, users often wait several days before withdrawing funds [38, 23]. Consequently, this
suggests that the Merkle tree update operation could be processed in a batch rather than
individually each time. This adjustment could potentially decrease the cost from O(k log(n))
to O(k + log(n)). Further details on this improvement will be provided in Section 5.

Efficient Replace. The update algorithm described previously needs the entire set X to be
able to recalculate the root. Nevertheless, it is feasible to update the root without knowing
the entire set. Specifically, we can update the root in O(log(|X|)) operations using only the
information about the node membership that one wants to replace and the current root.
This update will allow an efficient on-chain update of the Merkle tree.

root′
dep/⊥ ← Replace(i, x, rootdep, pathi, x′): takes as input the index i, the old element

x and its membership proof pathi, and the new element, x′ that we want to put in the
i-th position. The algorithm verifies the membership of both x in the old rootdep using
pathi, abort otherwise. Once the verification returns 1, it recomputes the root root′

dep

using x′ and pathi.
This efficient update is needed for the construction using verifiable computation.

3 On-chain Mixer System

This section presents the on-chain mixer system’s components and the algorithms for the
setup phase, the client, and the smart contract.

3.1 System Components
The system consists of two components: the client and the smart contract. A client controls
blockchain addresses to interact with the smart contract, which governs a pool of assets. A
client can either deposit/withdraw coins into/from the pool. The smart contract manages
both deposit and withdrawal actions. The contract keeps track of various data structures
and parameters to verify the validity of transactions that are sent to the contract.

3.2 Contract Setup
In the setup phase, all public parameters and the mixer smart contract are generated. The
contract will be initialized with different data structures to avoid double withdrawal.

Furthermore, the deposit amount is specified as a fixed deposit amount of coins, amt. The
smart contract is set up with two empty lists: (i) DepositList, which includes all commitments
cm contained in depositing transactions; (ii) NullifierList, which contains all unique identifiers
(i.e., sn) appeared in withdrawal transactions. We refer to pph as the state of the contract at
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block height h. The state includes all data structures of the contract, which were initialized
in the setup phase. This state is implicitly provided to all client and contract algorithms.
Finally, the smart contract is deployed on-chain in this phase.

3.3 Client Algorithm

A client can interact with the smart contract using the following algorithms. Note that
each transaction is signed by the client using the private key associated with the blockchain
address which issues the transaction.

(wit, txdep) ← CreateDepositTx(sk, amt) takes a private key sk and an amount amt
as inputs, and outputs a witness wit and a deposit transaction txdep.
txwdr ← CreateWithdrawTx(sk′, wit) takes as input a private key sk′ (which can be
different from sk) and a witness wit, and outputs a withdrawal transaction txwdr.

3.4 Smart Contract Algorithm

The smart contract handles mixer deposits and withdrawals, with the following algorithms:
0/1 ← AcceptDeposit(txdep) takes as an input the deposit transaction txdep, and
outputs 1 if the transaction was successful and 0 otherwise.
0/1 ← IssueWithdraw(txwdr) takes the withdrawal transaction txwdr as the input,
and outputs 1 and transfers amt coins to the sender txwdr.sender if the transaction was
successful. Otherwise, the algorithm outputs 0.

3.5 System Goals

A secure on-chain mixer aims to satisfy the following properties.

Privacy. An on-chain mixer can break the linkability between user addresses. Consider an
adversary with access to the entire history of all deposit and withdrawal transactions made
to the mixer contract. Given a client who deposits into and withdraws from the mixer, the
system ensures that the adversary cannot (i) link the deposit and withdrawal transactions
issued by the client, and (ii) link the deposit and withdrawal addresses used by the client.

Correctness. A client cannot withdraw more coins from the contract than the client deposits.
Moreover, a client cannot withdraw coins from the mixer prior to the deposit. The property
prevents a client from stealing coins from the contract or other clients.

Availability. Clients should always be able to use the mixer. No entity can prevent clients
from depositing or withdrawing coins.

Efficiency. The system should efficiently update clients’ deposits and withdrawals, without
causing expensive costs.

Fairness. Given a time interval, the costs of clients who deposit into (resp. withdraw from)
the mixer during the interval remain approximately equal. This property allows for the
amortization of costs over time, contributing to a balanced and equitable user experience.
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4 Basic On-chain Mixer

4.1 Cryptographic Building Blocks
In the following, we present the cryptographic building blocks to construct on-chain mixers.

Deposit Commitments. Let (Com, Verify) be a commitment scheme that satisfies the
hiding and binding properties. To deposit into the contract, a client samples two randomnesses
kdep, r, and computes the commitment cm = Com(m, r) as a part of a deposit transaction.
In practice, the commitment scheme can be realized using a secure hash function Hp :
{0, 1}λ × {0, 1}λ → F.

Merkle Tree for Deposits. In an on-chain mixer, the leaves of the Merkle tree are initialized
with zero values. The mixer smart contract preserves the Merkle tree Tdep of all deposit
commitments. When deposit transactions occur, the smart contract keeps track of the total
number of deposit transactions and updates the tree using the AcceptDeposit algorithm.
We define the Merkle proof for commitment cmi as pathi. In addition, we define the root of
the Merkle tree at block h as rootcurr

wdr. We also denote rootdep.blockheight as the height of
the blockchain block at the moment when rootdep is updated. Definition 4 formally defines a
deposit Merkle tree. Note that H2p : F× F→ F is a collision-resistant hash function.

▶ Definition 4 (Deposit Merkle Tree). A deposit Merkle tree encompasses three essential
algorithms, namely T.Init(), T.Prove(), and T.Verify(), as defined in Definition 3. Addi-
tionally, the tree can be efficiently updated in a batch using the following algorithm:

rootnew ← T.Update(Q) takes a list Q containing new hashes as input. The algorithm
inserts the elements in Q into the existing Merkle tree, and thus the new root will be
updated. The output is the new root, rootnew.

Withdrawal Proof. To withdraw coins from the smart contract, a client needs to satisfy:
1. The client has committed values for certain existing deposit commitments utilized to

construct the tree root using zk-SNARK.
2. The nullifier in the withdrawal transaction has not been used to withdraw previously.
3. The private key used to issue the withdrawal transaction is known by the client.
In short, a client needs to provide a proof showing the following statement for a Merkle tree
Tdep with the root rootdep:

stwdr : {(pk, sn, rootdep;sk, kdep, r, pathi) : pk = extractPK(sk) ∧ sn = Hp(kdep, 0λ)∧
cm = Com(kdep, r) ∧ T.Verify(i, cm, rootdep, pathi))} (1)

where pk, sn, rootdep are public values and sk, kdep, r, pathi are private values2.

4.2 Workflow of Basic On-chain Mixer
Fig. 1a shows a basic solution for an on-chain mixer system, which is adopted by existing
on-chain mixers, e.g., TC [4], Typhoon Network (TN) [6], and Cyclone [1]. In a nutshell, the
high-level workflow of a basic on-chain mixer is as follows:

2 sk is not needed in the private values if the zk-SNARK has simulation extractability property [8].
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Mixer Smart Contract

... 0 0 0

Merkle Tree

(a) Basic on-chain mixer. The Merkle tree
is updated for every successful deposit.

Mixer Smart Contract

Merkle Treequeue

(b) Improved on-chain mixer with MPB. The Merkle tree is
updated once the leaves in the subtree corresponding to the
deposit queue are full.

Figure 1 Overview of basic and improved on-chain mixer systems.

1. For each deposit transaction, a client adopts an address to issue a transaction, which
transfers a fixed amount of coins into the mixer smart contract and generates a deposit
commitment. The contract uses the Merkle trees of one pool to record the deposit
commitments. Whenever a new deposit is made, the corresponding tree is updated,
generating a new root. The recently updated roots are stored in a root list.

2. To withdraw, the client provides a withdrawal proof. The proof essentially shows that the
client knows the secret to open a commitment in a deposit transaction and a membership
proof by providing a path from the commitment to one root stored in the roots list
(cf. Equation 1). The client will receive coins after the contract verifies the proof. The
contract also records all withdrawal transactions’ unique nullifiers.

4.3 System Goals of Basic On-chain Mixer
The basic mixers satisfy correctness, privacy, availability, and fairness when used properly:

Correctness. To issue a withdrawal, a client is required to present a proof associated with a
unique nullifier. The mixer smart contract maintains a record of all unique nullifiers associated
with withdrawals. Consequently, a client is restricted from issuing more withdrawals than
the number of deposits they have previously conducted with the mixer.

Privacy. Considering the presence of n deposits within a mixer, a client’s new deposit
transaction becomes concealed amidst the n transactions sharing the same deposit amount.
Furthermore, by employing separate deposit and withdrawal addresses, the probability of an
adversary successfully linking the accurate deposit and withdrawal transactions is 1

n .

Availability. As the mixer operates on a permissionless blockchain, which utilizes a global
peer-to-peer network, adversaries are unable to impede clients from engaging with the mixer.

Fairness. The Merkle tree is updated for each deposit, resulting in equal gas fees for clients.
When clients withdraw from the mixer, they incur costs for proof verification. These deposit
and withdrawal costs are dependent on the gas price. Therefore, assuming the gas price does
not fluctuate over a short timeframe, the mixer ensures fairness of costs.

However, we contend that the existing basic on-chain mixer design lacks efficiency since
clients are required to pay a high deposit cost for updating the entire Merkle tree. In typical
basic mixers such as TC, whenever a deposit request is made, the new coin is sequentially
inserted into the Merkle tree, necessitating an update to the entire tree. This update
operation becomes even more costly due to the utilization of Snark-friendly hash functions.
For instance, by analyzing the 156,466 deposit transactions in the TC 0.1, 1, 10, and 100
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Rootdeposit-queue
1. iteration

2. iteration

3. iteration

4. iteration

Figure 2 Graphical illustration of the Merkle Pyramid Builder approach with a deposit queue
size of four. cmi represents the deposit commitment. In the first iteration, a deposit is made and
included in the deposit queue. For subsequent deposits, the client combines the new deposit with
the previously stored deposit, generating a new value that replaces the previous deposit in the queue.
The second and third deposits are appended to the queue. Upon the fourth deposit, all hashes,
including the root, are computed using all the values in the deposit queue. Finally, the deposit
queue is cleared, and the process restarts from the beginning for the next deposit.

ETH pools from block 9,117,019 (December 16th, 2019) to 16,329,600 (January 3rd, 2023),
we discovered that the average deposit cost for a TC ETH pool is approximately 1,111,030
gas, which is roughly 53 times higher than the Ethereum base fee of 21,000 gas.

5 Improving On-chain Mixers via Merkle Pyramid Builder

Existing on-chain mixers suffer from expensive deposit costs due to the frequent update of the
Merkle tree per deposit. However, the one-deposit-one-update approach appears redundant
since it is advisable to wait for other clients to deposit before initiating a withdrawal [38, 23].
To reduce the update time of the Merkle tree, we draw inspiration from the concept of Merkle
tree mountain range [30, 33]. Accordingly, we propose a novel method called MPB.

Deposit-Queuing. To optimize the cost of deposits, we introduce a deposit-queuing method
that batches transactions, resulting in less frequent updates of the Merkle tree.

▶ Definition 5 (Deposit-Queuing). A deposit-queuing method consists of three algorithms:
qempty ← CreateQueue(l) takes as input an integer l, which specifies the number of
deposit transactions to be batched. It returns an empty queue qempty with a size of
l, designed to store the nodes in a subtree with a height of log2 l. A deposit queue is
considered full when all the leaves in the corresponding subtree are occupied.
q′ ← Enqueue(q, cm) takes as input a queue q containing internal nodes of the subtree
that can be used as helpers for an efficient update and a new commitment cm. As shown
in Fig. 2, this procedure resembles the storage of internal nodes in the Merkle Mountain
Range [33] and accumulator construction outlined in [30]. The function produces a new
output queue q′ containing internal nodes that enable the subtree to perform efficient
updates during subsequent deposits.
qempty ← ClearQueue(q) takes as input a queue q. The algorithm returns an empty
queue corresponding to a new subtree.
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ContractSetUp(1λ)

1 : Sample Hp : {0, 1}λ × {0, 1}λ → F and H2p : F× F→ F
2 : Choose amt ∈ Z>0 to be a fixed deposit amount
3 : Choose d ∈ Z>0, Let X = {x1, . . . , x2d} where xi = 0 for all xi ∈ X

4 : Initialize an empty tree rootdep = T.Init(1λ, X),
5 : Choose k ∈ Z>0, set RootListwdr,k[i] = rootdep, for 1 ≤ i ≤ k

6 : Construct Cwdr for statement described in Equation 1

7 : Let Π be the zk-SNARK instance. Run (ekdep, vkdep)← Π.Setup(1λ, Cwdr)
8 : Initialize: DepositList = {}, NullifierList = {}, TotalFee = 0
9 : Initialize: DepositQueue← CreateQueue(l)

10 : Deploy smart contract with parameters :
pp = (F, Hp, H2p, amt, feed, T, index, RootListwdr,k, DespositQueue,

(ekdep, vkdep), DepositList, NullifierList, TotalFee)

Figure 3 Pseudocode for the smart contract setup in a mixer with MPB.

Merkle Pyramid Builder Approach. As shown in Fig. 1b, the key concept is to avoid
frequent updates of the Merkle tree by aggregating deposit transactions and performing
collective updates. In this approach, a deposit queue of size l corresponds to a subtree with
a height of log2 l, as illustrated in Fig. 2. Notably, every even deposit in the sequence incurs
no additional computational cost. However, each odd deposit requires hashing all the hashes
up to the tree until no values remain on the left side within the same subtree. Finally, every
l-th deposit necessitates computing all the hashes up to the root.

5.1 Contract Setup
The contract setup phase is to generate all the cryptographic parameters used in the protocol.
In the setup phase (cf. Fig. 3), the algorithm ContractSetUp samples two secure hash
functions Hp and H2p from the collision-resistant hash families. The procedure further
initializes amt as the fixed amount of coins that can be deposited into the mixer contract.

Setup Merkle Tree. We denote T as the deposit commitment Merkle tree with depth d.
The algorithm T.Init initializes T as described in Section 4.1. The algorithm also initiates
RootListwdr,k to be the list of k most recent roots of T , which can address the concurrency
issue for withdrawal transactions.

Setup zk-SNARK Parameters. We initialize a zk-SNARK instance Π with the algorithm
Π.Setup with Cwdr as input, which can output two keys (ekdep, vkdep).

Setup Commitments and Nullifier Lists. The contract initializes two empty lists: (i)
DepositList, which contains all cm included in deposit transactions; (ii) NullifierList, which
contains all unique nullifiers sn committed in withdrawal transactions.

Setup Deposit Queue. The DepositQueue is initialized to track the number of deposit
transactions in the queue and the number of transactions that have been hashed. This
information determines whether the subsequent client needs to bear the cost of updating the
Merkle tree. Note that the queue size log2 l is the height of the subtree.
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Client(sk, amt) Smart Contract

CreateDepositTx(sk, amt) :

1 : Sample (kdep, r) $←− {0, 1}λ

2 : Compute cm = Hp(kdep, r)
3 : return wit = (kdep, r),

txdep = (amt, cm, feed)

txdep AcceptDeposit(txdep)

1 : Parse txdep = (amt′, cm, fee′
d)

2 : Require: amt=amt′, feed = fee′
d, index < 2d

3 : Append cm to DepositList
4 : Increment index = index + 1
5 : DepositQueue = Enqueue(DepositQueue, cm)
6 : TotalFee = TotalFee + feed

// The subtree is full
7 : if DepositQueue is full:
8 : Compute rootnew from DespositQueue
9 : ClearQueue(DespositQueue)

10 : Append rootnew to RootListwdr,k

// Compensate the tree updater
11 : Do txdep.sender.transfer(TotalFee)
12 : TotalFee = 0
13 : else :
14 : Enqueue(DespositQueue, cm)
15 : return 1

Figure 4 Deposit interactions between the client and the smart contract in a mixer with MPB.
The computation of rootnew (in line 8) can be done via the efficient replace function Def.2.2. We
also note that line 3 is only for readability; in practice, users do not have to pay storage cost and
can retrieve the list through emitted onchain events.

Functionality of RootListwdr,k. Similar to existing on-chain mixers [4, 23], our mixer
contract maintains a list of the k most recent roots, denoted as RootListwdr,k. This list serves
as an “AllowList” [16] to maintain a list of authorized parties (i.e., roots), which can address
the concurrency issue.

Consider a scenario where user Bob attempts to withdraw using the most recently updated
root rootk−1 from the RootListwdr,k. If an attacker, Alice, manages to make k deposits prior
to Bob’s withdrawal, these deposits would prompt k updates to the Merkle tree, effectively
removing rootk−1 from the refreshed RootListwdr,k and invalidating it for withdrawal.

However, as demonstrated in [23], this attack’s cost is at least k× (amt + fee), where amt
represents the number of coins supported by the mixer pool (e.g., 0.1, 1, 10, and 100 for the
TC ETH pools), and fee denotes the deposit fee. Moreover, the cost is higher in our improved
mixer with MPB, as it typically requires k × l deposits to trigger k Merkle tree updates.

Importantly, the presence of the RootListwdr,k does not introduce any vulnerability
to double withdrawals. The only downside is that users might experience a marginally
smaller anonymity set than the actual one. For instance, a user might use the root root0
(corresponding to |CmpSeth| deposits), but due to concurrency, the latest root available may
be rootk−1 (corresponding to |CmpSeth|+ k deposits). In reality, k ≪ |CmpSeth| (e.g., in TC,
k is set to 100, while there are more than 26, 000 deposits in each ETH pool [38]), rendering
the difference in the anonymity set negligible.

5.2 Deposit Interaction
Fig. 4 shows the deposit process of a client in the mixer. This step allows the client to deposit
coins into the mixer pool and obtain the witness for future withdrawal.
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Client(sk) Smart Contract

CreateWithdrawTx(sk, wit) :

1 : Parse wit = (kdep, r)

2 : Obtain pph from the contract

3 : Compute snwdr = Hp(kdep, 0λ)
4 : Compute cm = Hp(kdep, r)

5 : Get index i of cm from DepositListh

6 : Choose rootdep ∈ RootListwdr,k

7 : Compute pathh
dep,i s.t.:

T.Verify(i, cm, rootdep, pathh
dep,i) = 1

8 : Form witdep = (sk, kdep, r, pathh
dep,i)

9 : πwdr ← Π.Prove(ekdep, witdep,

st[pk, snwdr, rootdep])
10 : return txwdr = (snwdr, rootdep, πwdr)

txwdr IssueWithdraw(txwdr) :

1 : Parse: txwdr = (snwdr, rootdep, πwdr)
2 : Require:
3 : rootdep ∈ RootListwdr,k

4 : snwdr /∈ NullifierList
5 : Π.Verify(vkdep, πwdr, st[txwdr.sender,

snwdr, rootdep]) = 1
6 : Append snwdr to NullifierList

// Send the original deposit back
7 : Do txwdr.sender.transfer(amt)
8 : return 1

Figure 5 Withdrawal interactions between the client and the smart contract in a mixer with
MPB. The state of the contract at block height h is denoted by pph. The withdrawal transaction
txwdr contains the proof πwdr that proves the client’s knowledge of cm = Hp(kdep, r) which is a valid
member of the Merkle tree with the root rootwdr.

Client. A client deposits coins into the contract using the algorithm CreateDepositTx.
The client first randomly selects two parameters kdep and r, which are used to construct the
commitment cm. The lengths of kdep and r are defined and fixed during the initial setup.
The deposit transaction txdep consists of the commitment cm and the coins amt that the
client wants to deposit. Moreover, the client needs to specify the deposit fee feed in the
transaction. To issue the transaction txdep, the client must use their private key sk to sign it.
In addition, a witness wit is issued, which will be used to withdraw the coins in the future.

Contract. Upon receiving a deposit transaction txdep, the smart contract verifies that (i)
the amount of coins and fees are as requested, and (ii) there is available space in the Merkle
tree. If both conditions are met, the commitment in txdep is added to the DepositList. If
the deposit queue is not full, the deposit fee will be added to the current total fee TotalFee.
Otherwise, the total fee will be transferred to the last client and be reset as 0. With the
algorithm Enqueue, the list DespositQueue will be updated. Moreover, if this deposit queue
is full, the Merkle tree will be updated using the algorithm T.Update, and the smart contract
will clear the deposit queue and finally add the new root to the list RootListwdr,k.

Note that the last client in a deposit queue will pay the gas cost for updating the
Merkle tree. To guarantee fairness, the previous clients in the queue need to transfer
additional deposit fees feed to the smart contract, which will be accumulated and serve as the
reimbursement for the last client. A more comprehensive analysis of the deposit fee design
will be presented in Section 6.4.

5.3 Withdrawal Interaction

Fig. 5 shows the mixer withdrawal interaction. This step allows the client to use the secret
witness to generate a proof which is used to withdraw the corresponding deposited coins.
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Client(sk, amt) Smart Contract

CreateDepositTx(sk, amt) :

1 : Sample (kdep, r) $←− {0, 1}λ

2 : Compute cm = Hp(kdep, r)

3 : Read DepositQueue, RootListwdr,k

4 : rootold
dep = RootListwdr,k[−1]

5 : Compute pathindex from DepositQueue

6 : input := (index, 0, rootold
dep, pathindex, cm)

7 : rootnew, πdep ← VcProve(ekvc
dep, input)

8 : return wit = (kdep, r),
txdep = (amt, rootnew, πdep, cm, feed)

txdep AcceptDeposit(txdep)

1 : txdep = (amt′, rootnew, πdep, cm, fee′
d)

2 : Require:

amt = amt′, feed = fee′
d, index < 2d

3 : Append cm to DepositList
4 : index = index + 1
5 : TotalFee = TotalFee + feed

6 : // The subtree is full
7 : if DepositQueue is full:

8 : rootold
dep = RootListwdr,k[−1]

9 : Compute pathindex from DepositQueue

10 : input := (index, 0, rootold
dep, pathindex, cm)

11 : Require VcVerify(vkvc
dep, input,

rootnew, πdep) = 1

12 : Append rootnew to RootListwdr,k

// Compensate the tree updater
13 : Do txdep.sender.transfer(TotalFee)
14 : TotalFee = 0
15 : ClearQueue(DespositQueue)
16 : else :
17 : Enqueue(DespositQueue, cm)
18 : return 1

Figure 6 Deposit interactions between the client and the smart contract in a mixer with VC.

Client. A client needs to create a withdrawal proof πwdr with the secret witness wit, and
the private key sk′, to withdraw amt to the public key pk′. The proof πwdr should be able to
prove the three conditions mentioned in Section 4.1. The client then issues the withdrawal
transaction txwdr, which consists of the nullifier snwdr, the root rootdep, and the proof πwdr.

Contract. When receiving a withdrawal transaction txwdr = (snwdr, rootdep, πwdr), the
contract checks the proof, πwdr, and confirms that the nullifier snwdr is not in the NullifierList.
The contract then appends snwdr to NullifierList to avoid future double withdrawals. Finally,
the smart contract transfers amt coins to the withdrawal address specified by the client.

5.4 Further Improvement with Verifiable Computation Techniques
In this section, we employ verifiable computation techniques [17, 22] to enhance the efficiency
of deposit costs. In an on-chain mixer utilizing VC, the key idea is to conduct the computation
off-chain. In this approach, the client evaluates the Merkle tree root and transmits both the
result and a proof of correct computation to the smart contract. The contract subsequently
verifies the validity of the proof to ensure the accuracy of the computation.

5.4.1 Building Blocks for On-Chain Mixer with VC
Verifiable Computation Scheme. In a VC scheme (cf. Definition 6), the verifier selects
a function and an input to send to the prover. The prover evaluates the function on the
input and returns the result, along with proof attesting to the result’s validity. The verifier
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then verifies that the output provided by the prover indeed corresponds to the result of
the function evaluated on the given input. The objective is to achieve efficient verification,
significantly faster than the actual computation of the function itself.

▶ Definition 6 (Verifiable Computation Scheme). Let f be a function, expressed as an
arithmetic circuit over a finite field F, and let λ be a security parameter.

(ek, vk)← VcInit(1λ, f) takes a security parameter and an arithmetic circuit as input
and generates two public keys: an evaluation key ek and a verification key vk.
(y, π) ← VcProve(ek, x) takes as input an element x and the evaluation key ek and
computes y = f(x) and a proof π that y has been correctly computed.
0/1← VcVerify(vk, x, y, π) takes the verification key vk, the input/output (x, y) of the
computation f and the proof π and outputs 1 if y = f(x) and 0 otherwise.

Any SNARK instance (e.g., Groth16 [19]) can be used to construct a VC scheme.

Deposit Proof. To deposit coins to the smart contract, a client needs to give a proof
showing the following relation for a Merkle tree T with a root rootdep:

stdep : {pk, cm, rootold
dep, rootnew

dep , pathi : rootnew
dep = T.Replace(index, 0, rootold

dep, pathi, cm)} (2)

In this construction, the function f that we want to verify is the replacement algorithm (i.e.,
Replace) defined for the Merkle tree.

Concurrent Updating Operations. During the construction process using VC, it is possible
to encounter a situation where two users are simultaneously updating the tree. However, this
does not present a problem. Both deposits will be processed since the smart contract only
accepts the VC proof when the queue is full. Consequently, only one user (the faster one) is
required to pay and is subsequently compensated for the computation cost. Meanwhile, the
other deposit will be placed as the first element of the queue.

5.4.2 Algorithms for On-Chain Mixer with VC
Contract Setup. The ContractSetUp algorithm of a mixer with VC differs from the
MPB method (cf. Section 5.1): An additional instance must be initialized for the verifi-
able computation (cf. Section 5 in the full version of this paper [39]). The rest remains
unchanged. In particular, we initialize a verifiable computation instance Πdep with the
algorithm Πdep.VcInit with Cdep as input. We obtain two keys (ekvc

dep, vkvc
dep).

Deposit Interaction. Fig. 4 shows the deposit interaction between a client and the mixer
with VC, in which the client computes the updated root when depositing into the mixer.

Client. The only difference between a mixer with the MPB and the one with VC is that
the last client must compute and prove the valid computation of the new root in addition to
cm and amt. The rest remains unchanged.

Contract. In contrast to MPB, the smart contract now performs fewer calculations. The
smart contract checks the client’s proof of the validity of the new root. If the proof is valid,
the root of the contract is modified to match the client’s root.

Withdraw Interaction. Because the verifiable computation only alters the deposit method,
the way to withdraw coins in a mixer stays the same as in Section 5.1.
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6 System Analysis

In this section, we prove that our improved mixers with MPB and VC both can guarantee
privacy, correctness, availability, and fairness, while they achieve different degrees of efficiency.

6.1 Privacy

6.1.1 Linking deposit and withdrawal transactions

Using a similar definition proposed in the AMR system [23], we first investigate the potential
for an adversary to establish a link between a withdrawal transaction and its associated deposit
transaction. We denote h as the height of the blockchain. Given a block height h, we define
CmpSeth as the set of commitments of deposits made by honest users within a mixer pool.
Within this context, for a given cm ∈ CmpSeth, we denote txdep(cm) as the deposit transaction
which includes cm. Given a deposit transaction txdep including the commitment cm, and a
withdrawal transaction txwdr with the nullifier sn, we say sn is originated from cm (denoted
as sn origin← cm) if ∃(k, r) ∈ {0, 1}λ, s.t., cm = Com(k, r) ∧ snwdr = Hp(k, 0λ). Therefore,
the adversarial advantage of linking the withdrawal transaction txwdr to its corresponding
deposit transaction txdep, can be quantified as the probability that an adversary correctly
guesses the commitment that originates the nullifier value in txwdr (cf. Definition 7).

▶ Definition 7 (Adversarial Advantage in Transaction Linking). Let A be a PPT adversary,
and txh

wdr be a valid withdrawal transaction issued at block h by an honest user. Let snh
wdr be

the nullifier included in txh
wdr. We define the adversarial advantage as follows:

Advh
A,tx = Pr[A(txh

wdr)→ txdep(cm), s.t. cm ∈ CmpSeth ∧ snh
wdr

origin← cm]

6.1.2 Linking deposit and withdrawal addresses

In practice, a user may utilize the same address to make multiple deposits or withdrawals
within a mixer pool [38]. Rather than linking individual deposit and withdrawal transactions,
the adversary may choose to target the linkability between addresses, specifically linking
deposit and withdrawal addresses controlled by the same user.

Given a block height h, we denote DepAddrSeth as the set of addresses that are used to
deposit coins into a mixer pool from honest users, and WdrAddrSeth as the set of withdrawal
addresses of honest users.

Given a deposit address addrd ∈ DepAddrSeth and a withdrawal address addrw ∈
WdrAddrSeth, we say addrd and addrw are linked if they belong to the same user, i.e., the
user controls both the private keys of addrd and addrw. We denote this as addrd

link↔ addrw.
Therefore, the adversarial advantage of linking the withdrawal address addrw to the

corresponding deposit address addrd, is the probability that an adversary can correctly
determine if they are controlled by the same user (cf. Definition 8).

▶ Definition 8 (Adversarial Advantage in Addresses Linking). Let A be a PPT adversary, and
addrw ∈WdrAddrSeth be an address that has been previously used to withdraw coins from the
mixer pool before the block height h. We define the adversarial advantage as follows:

Advh
A,addr = Pr[A(addrw)→ addrd, s.t. addrd ∈ DepAddrSeth ∧ addrd

link↔ addrw]
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6.1.3 Privacy Analysis
We present the following claims to analyze the adversarial advantages of linking transactions
and addresses in our improved mixers. For detailed proofs, we refer the reader to the full
version of this paper [39].

▷ Claim 9. Under the assumption that all underlying cryptographic primitives are secure,
the adversarial advantage in linking a withdrawal transaction at block height h to the
corresponding deposit transaction (cf. Definition 7) satisfies: Advh

A,tx ≤ 1
|CmpSeth| + negl(λ).

▷ Claim 10. Under the assumption that all underlying cryptographic primitives are
secure, the adversarial advantage in linking a withdrawal address at block height h to the
corresponding deposit address (cf. Definition 8) satisfies: Advh

A,addr ≤ 1
|DepAddrSeth| + negl(λ).

▶ Remark. Note that the increase in deposit transactions will not always decrease the
adversarial advantage in linking deposit and withdrawal addresses, because an address can
be used to deposit multiple times in a mixer pool. We also remark that the deposits in the
queue are not considered in our privacy analysis, because they are not finalized and do not
contribute to the set of commitments CmpSeth and the set of deposit addresses DepAddrSeth.

6.2 Correctness
In the following, we prove that our system can guarantee correctness by demonstrating that
the probability that an adversary can withdraw more times than deposits is negligible.

Consider an adversary who deposits into the mixer via a transaction txh
dep at block h, and

the transaction includes the commitment cm. We define the adversarial advantage of double
withdrawing as the probability that the adversary can generate two withdrawal transactions
linking to txh

dep (cf. Definition 11).

▶ Definition 11 (Adversarial Advantage in Double Withdrawing). Let A be a PPT adversary,
which issues a deposit transaction txh

dep at block h. Let cm be the commitment included in
txh

dep. We define the adversarial advantage as follows:

Advh
A,ww = Pr[A(txh

dep(cm))→
(

tx0
wdr

(
snh0

wdr

)
, tx1

wdr

(
snh1

wdr

))
s.t. snh0

wdr

origin← cm ∧ snh1
wdr

origin← cm ∧ h0 > h ∧ h1 > h ∧ snh0
wdr ̸= snh1

wdr]

Intuitively, double withdrawals occur when the adversary manages to generate two different
nullifiers, snh0

wdr and snh1
wdr, both originating from the same commitment cm. However, the

probability of this event is negligible (cf. Claim 12).

▷ Claim 12. Assuming that all underlying cryptographic primitives are secure, the adversarial
advantage in successfully generating two distinct withdrawal transactions which correspond
to the same deposit transaction (cf. Definition 11) satisfies: Advh

A,ww ≤ negl(λ).

6.3 Availability
Our system, comprising either MPB or VC, ensures availability. Similar to existing on-chain
mixers such as TC [4] on Ethereum and TN [6] on BSC, our improved mixer can operate
autonomously on smart-contract-enabled blockchains. It should be noted that a centralized
regulator could affect the availability of an on-chain mixer. For instance, the regulator can
impose sanctions [36] on on-chain mixers and require decentralized application frontends
or Front-running as a Service (e.g., Flashbots MEV-boost relays) to censor mixer-related
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Table 1 Deposit cost calibration over time. The first l− 1 clients’ cost in the li-th deposit queue
is calibrated by the total cost in the previous queue.

deposit queue li−1 li

Cost
first l − 1 clients d0

i−1 d0
i = Ci−1

l

last client d1
i−1 d1

i

total Ci−1 = (l − 1) · d0
i−1 + d1

i−1 Ci = (l − 1) · d0
i + d1

i

transactions [14]. However, users still have the option to utilize the command line interface
or intermediary addresses to bypass the censorship and interact with the on-chain mixer
smart contracts [40].

6.4 Fairness
To ensure fairness, our improved mixer employs a mechanism that ensures nearly equal fees
are paid by all l clients in the same deposit queue when updating the Merkle tree. The
approach involves each client in the queue, except the last one, paying an additional gas fee
of d0 in their deposit transactions to the smart contract. The contract then keeps track of
the accumulated fees, totaling (l − 1) · d0. When it is the turn of the l-th client to update
the Merkle tree and clear the queue, the client will be responsible for paying the remaining
gas fees, denoted as d1. Note that gas prices can vary over time, which means that the cost
for each client needs to be adjusted accordingly. To achieve this, the payment fees for clients
in the li-th deposit queue are calibrated based on the total cost of the li−1-th queue, where
i ≥ 1. Specifically, if the total update cost of the li−1-th queue is Ci−1, then the average
cost for the previous l − 1 clients in the li-th deposit queue is calculated as Ci−1

l . Table 1
illustrates the deposit costs for clients in a queue. It is worth noting that while the cost of
the last client technically differs slightly from that of the remaining l − 1 clients, we can
prove that the improved mixer achieves fairness through the following analysis.

We first provide the definition of fairness for an on-chain mixer.

▶ Definition 13 (ϵ-Fairness). Given two blocks b0, b1, and their corresponding gas prices
price(b0) and price(b1), we say a mixer achieves ϵ-fairness if the deposit costs cost(b0)
and cost(b1) in blocks b0 and b1 satisfy |cost(b0)− cost(b1)| ≤ ϵ · |price(b0)− price(b1)|.

We proceed to prove that our improved mixer can achieve ϵ-fairness when adopting the
deposit cost calibration design in Table 1.

▷ Claim 14. Given a timeframe T covers at least two deposit queues li−1 and li, whose final
deposits occur in block bli−1 and bli

respectively. Assuming that the deposit gas for updating
the Merkle tree in different queues is constant, denoted as gasupdate, then our improved
mixer can achieve ϵ-fairness in the timeframe, where ϵ = gasupdate.

6.5 Efficiency
6.5.1 Efficiency for On-Chain Mixer with MPB
Compared to the basic on-chain mixer design (cf. Section 4), our improved mixer system
offers enhanced efficiency. We consider a deposit Merkle tree with a size of n. In a basic
on-chain mixer, the computation cost for l deposits is l · O (log(n)) as the entire Merkle
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tree for each deposit needs to be updated. However, in our improved mixer design with
an l-length deposit queue, the Merkle tree only needs to be updated once per l deposits.
Therefore, the computation cost for l deposits is l + O (log(n)).

We further define the ratio as γ = l+O(log(n))
l·O(log(n)) to quantify the times of the saving deposit

cost in our improved mixer compared to the basic mixer solution. Note that the deposit
queue size l is much smaller than the Merkle tree size n; therefore, γ = l

O(log(n)) + O(log(n))
l ≈

O(log(n))
l . The larger the queue size l, the more deposit cost clients can save. However, the

finalization time of the deposit is also increasing over l. We should properly choose the size l

to deal with the trade-off between the deposit cost and finalization time. We will provide
the detailed evaluation results in Section 7.2.

6.5.2 Efficiency for On-Chain Mixer with VC
Thanks to VC, the deposit cost in a mixer can further be reduced. Consider that the
computation cost of verifying an updated Merkle tree root is costVc, and the cost of generating
an updated Merkle tree root is costGc. Therefore, in a basic on-chain mixer, the computation
cost for l deposits is l · O (log(n)) · costGc as the Mekle tree is updated per deposit. The
computation cost for l deposits in an improved mixer with VC is l+O (log(n))·costVc+costGc.
The deposit cost saving is γvc = l+O(log(n))·costVc+costGc

l·O(log(n))·costGc = l
O(log(n))·costGc +

costVc+ costGc
O(log(n))

l·costGc ≈
costVc+ costGc

O(log(n))
l·costGc . Note that in verifiable computations, the computation cost of verification

costVc is inferior to the cost of proof generation costGc. Therefore, an on-chain mixer with
verifiable computations can reduce deposit costs more than one with MPB. Section 7.4 will
provide more quantification results.

7 Evaluation

In this section, we implement our improved mixer designs and evaluate their performance.

Cryptographic Primitives. We adopt Groth’s zk-SNARK, Groth16 [19], as our instance of
zk-SNARK owing to its efficiency in terms of its proof size and the calculations required by
the verifier. Although the original Groth16 does not have simulation intractability proof, it
is recently proven to achieve weak simulation extractability [8]. We elaborate more on the
discussion in the full version of this paper [39]. We employ the Pedersen hash function [26]
for Hp and the MiMC hash function [7] for H2p, as cryptographic hash functions. Compared
to arithmetic circuits that rely on other hash functions, such as Jubjub [3], arithmetic circuits
that employ MiMC hash can produce a smaller number of constraints and operations. In
addition to being created exclusively for SNARK applications, MiMC hash functions are also
very gas-efficient for Ethereum smart contract applications.

Software Setup. For the arithmetic circuit design, we leverage the Circom library [9] to
build the withdrawal circuit, Cwdr, for the relation specified in Equation 1. We utilize
Groth16[19] proof system implemented by the snarkjs package [10] to construct the client’s
algorithms.. We establish a trusted environment for evaluating the mixer smart contract and
clients. We deploy the on-chain mixer system on the EVM ganache [2].

Hardware Setup. We perform our experiment on a standard desktop system with an 11th
Gen Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-11800H with 2.30G CPU and 16GB RAM in configuration.
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Figure 10 Average on-chain deposit costs per
client for various deposit queue sizes. The VC
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7.1 Evaluating Merkle Pyramid Builder Costs
We evaluate the performance of the MPB system using different configurations of Merkle
tree depths (i.e., d = 10, 15, 20, 25, 30) and deposit queue lengths (l = 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128).

On-chain Deployment Costs. Fig. 7 shows the expense associated with deploying smart
contracts. The Merkle tree depth does not have a huge influence on the deployment costs:
the total cost is always between 6M and 7M gas. However, the deployment cost is a one-time
expense that can be amortized over the duration of the contract.

On-chain Deposit Costs. Fig. 9 provides a visualization of the cost reduction achieved
by increasing the size of the deposit queue. We observe that after reducing or raising the
depth of the Merkle tree, the cost decreases or increases, accordingly. Note that reducing the
depth of the Merkle tree reduces the number of users, while raising the depth significantly
increases the time required to compute the withdrawal proof. We can also observe that for a
deposit queue of length 128, the gas costs are around 146K, which is consistent amongst
the various Merkle tree depths. Figure 9 also shows that this cost is merely 1

7 of the cost of
depositing in TC. Note that the costs associated with the deposit queue with a size of one,
would roughly correspond to those of TC.

7.2 Evaluating Deposit Finalization Time
The deposit queue sizes will affect the deposit finalization time, i.e., the time that users need
to wait for their deposits to be updated in the Merkle tree. To quantify the waiting time,
we crawl the historical deposits in the TC four ETH pools (i.e., 0.1, 1, 10, and 100 ETH
pools) over time. As shown in the full version of this paper [39], from October 1st, 2020 to
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transactions over time.

August 8th, 2022 (i.e., the date when Office of Foreign Assets Control (OFAC) announced
the sanctions against TC), the average number of daily deposits in the four pools is 51± 25.
Even after the OFAC sanctions’ announcement, the average number is still 9± 8. Therefore,
when the deposit queue size is set as 32, users merely need to wait for less than 4 days on
average to ensure their deposits are finalized in a TC pool adopting our MPB method.

To further quantify the expected finalization time, we define ∆ as the average timeframe
between two deposits. Therefore, the expected finalization time Efinal(∆, l) of a client in a
deposit queue with the size l is Efinal(∆, l) =

∑l
i=1

1
l · (l − i) ·∆ = (l−1)·∆

2 .
Based on our empirical data, we can calculate that the average timeframes between two

deposits in the TC 0.1, 1, 10, and 100 are 269, 136, 156, and 232 blocks respectively. Fig. 8
shows the expectation of the deposit finalization time when choosing different deposit queue
sizes for TC ETH pools. Note that we set the block timeframe as 12s, which corresponds to
the slot time in the post-merge Ethereum. The results indicate that the expected deposit
finalization time increases linearly over the deposit queue size.

7.3 Evaluating Deposit Gas Prices
In the following, we leverage the gas prices of TC historical deposit transactions to quantify
our improved mixer’s fairness.

Fig. 12 shows the average gas price of TC deposit transactions and all Ethereum trans-
actions over time. We observe that generally, the TC deposit transactions have almost the
same average gas price as other Ethereum transactions. To further measure the variance
of gas price, we calculate the differences between sequential daily deposits in TC ETH pools.
As shown in Fig. 11, we plot the distribution of the gas price differences for the deposits
in sequential n days, where n = 1, 2, 3 and 7. We observe that more than 80% gas price
differences in n(n ≤ 7) days are inferior to 30 GWei. Therefore, if we set the expected deposit
finalization time as less than 7 days, the deposit cost differences between the last client and
other clients in the same queue are inferior to 30 GWei × gasupdate. Recall that gasupdate is
the total gas consumed for updating the Merkle tree in an on-chain mixer (cf. Section 6.4).

When setting the deposit queue size as 25, and the Merkle tree depth as 20, we have
gasupdate = 25 × 1.78× 105 = 5.69M gas (cf. Fig. 9). We can further calculate that the cost
difference is 5.69× 106 × 30× 109 Wei = 1.7× 1017 Wei = 0.17 ETH.

7.4 Evaluating Verifiable Computation Costs
TC supports anonymity mining [35] to incentivize users to user their ETH mixer pool. In
order to claim the anonymity mining rewards, users can provide the Merkle tree roots to
show their deposit and withdrawal transactions have already been successfully performed.
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This design is similar to our deposit with off-chain proof generation. Therefore, to evaluate
the deposit cost of VC, we adopt a similar circuit of TC anonymity mining3 to implement
the VC deposit contract and test it locally. Our evaluation shows that the average deposit
cost of VC is approximately 436K gas. Thus, the saving deposit cost ratio of a client in a
deposit queue of size l can be calculated as 1M

436K·l = 2.29
l .

Note that in the improved mixer with VC, the smaller the queue size (i.e., l) is, the more
cost per client can save (cf. Fig. 10). Therefore, when combining VC and MPB approaches,
our improved mixer enables a significant improvement in the cost with a small deposit queue
size (e.g., 4 or 8), which allows a short waiting time for deposit finalization.

8 Related Work

Blockchain Add-On Privacy Solutions. To enhance the privacy of non-privacy-preserving
blockchains such as Bitcoin and Ethereum, numerous mixers are proposed in academic works
or deployed in practice. For instance, Meiklejohn et al. [25] propose a smart-contract-based
mixer named Möbius, which adopts linkable ring signatures and stealth addresses [28] to
hide the addresses of transaction senders and recipients. However, the anonymity set size of
Möbius is limited by the ring size, and the withdrawal cost increases linearly with the ring
size. CoinJoin [24] is a Bitcoin mixer, which enables a user can collaborate with others to
merge multiple transactions, thereby breaking the linkability between addresses. On-chain
mixers [4, 6, 5, 1] are inspired by Zerocash [32] and are running on smart-contract-enabled
blockchains to obfuscate the link between the users’ deposit and withdrawal using ZKPs.
Le et al. propose an on-chain mixer design [23], which incentivizes users to participate in a
mixer. Shortly after [23], TC follows by adding anonymity mining as a deposit reward scheme
for attracting users [35]. In addition to blockchain add-on privacy solutions, several existing
works have proposed privacy-enhanced and regulated solutions for Central Bank Digital
Currencies (CBDCs). These solutions include UTT [34], PEReDi [21], and Platypus [43].
Despite their theoretical promise, the practicality of implementing and running these solutions
efficiently on the Ethereum platform remains unclear.

Blockchain Mixer Analysis. Although mixers can break the linkability among user addresses
by design, in practice, mixers are not being used properly. Wu et al. [42] propose a generic
abstraction model for Bitcoin mixers. They identify two mixing mechanisms, i.e., swapping
and obfuscating, and present a method to reveal mixing transactions that leverage the
obfuscating mechanism. Through analyzing the mixing activities in TC [4] and TN [6],
Wang et al. [38] proposes five heuristics to link the deposit and withdrawal addresses of
on-chain mixers. Their heuristics can reduce a mixer’s anonymity set size by more than
34.18%. Moreover, Wang et al.’s measurement work [38] also indicates that the reward
mechanism of on-chain mixers tends to attract profit-driven but privacy-ignorant users.

9 Discussion

Trade-Off Between Latency and Cost. In our MPB mixer design, typically, the last
depositor in a deposit queue initiates the Merkle tree update when the queue is full. However,
we recognize the potential for including an optional function that allows any user to pay and
trigger this update. This functionality would enable users to achieve faster-verified deposits

3 https://github.com/tornadocash/tornado-anonymity-mining
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by updating the tree without waiting for the queue to be filled. In such cases, the tree
updater must strike a balance between latency and cost since the accumulated fees in an
unfilled queue may not fully compensate for the updater’s expenses.

Trade-Off Between Storage and Computation. In MPB, the subtree is updated with every
deposit to optimize on-chain storage costs while maintaining a balance between storage and
update efficiency. Specifically, in MPB, the total computation cost of updating a queue with
l deposits is l + O (log(n)), and the storage cost is O (log l). An alternative approach is to
use a more “naive” batch update, where the mixer contract keeps a record of all l deposits in
the queue and updates the subtree per queue. In this case, the total computation cost is still
l + O (log(n)), and the storage cost is O (l).

Comparison with Other Data Structures. In addition to MPB, we have also conducted
tests on other data-authenticated structures, such as dynamic RSA accumulators [11, 27, 12].
Accumulators offer the capability to generate proofs that demonstrate the membership of
potential items in a specific set. One notable advantage of RSA accumulators is their efficiency
in adding new items to an existing set. However, we observe that they do not effectively
reduce deposit appending costs, as the mixer contract is required to perform expensive
primality testing to identify prime numbers [20] as commitments on-chain. Furthermore, the
process of proving membership in zero knowledge will incur significantly higher expenses.

Weak Simulation Extractability of Groth16. It is well-known that Groth16 zk-SNARK is
malleable. Hence, one needs to use a deterministic nullifier to prevent double withdrawing.
Also, in our design (refer to Eq. 1), it is necessary for a user to supply the associated private
key sk as part of the private input (i.e., witness). This measure is taken to mitigate the risk
that an adversary can replace a public key with his public key. However, in practice, we
only need to use the public as a parameter to the public input. This is considered secure,
given that Groth16 is recently proven to have the weak simulation extractability property [8].
This means that an adversary cannot produce a valid proof for a different input instance.
Adopting this approach can notably reduce the proof generation costs for provers.

10 Conclusion

This paper investigates how to reduce the deposit cost of on-chain mixers. We first propose a
design named MPB, which batches deposits in a queue and updates the Merkle tree per batch.
This methodology reduces the Merkle tree update times and, thus, decreases the deposit cost.
Specifically, our evaluation results show that MPB can achieve 7× fewer costs for depositing
than state-of-the-art on-chain mixers. Moreover, we leverage off-chain verification to reduce
the cost further. We also prove that our improved on-chain mixer designs can guarantee
correctness, privacy, availability, efficiency, and fairness. We hope our work can engender
further research into more secure and user-friendly on-chain mixers.
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Abstract
Off-chain channel networks are one of the most promising technologies for dealing with blockchain
scalability and delayed finality issues. Parties connected within such networks can send coins to
each other without interacting with the blockchain. Moreover, these payments can be “routed” over
the network. Thanks to this, even the parties that do not have a channel in common can perform
payments between each other with the help of intermediaries.

In this paper, we introduce a new notion that we call Non-Atomic Payment Splitting (NAPS)
protocols that allow the intermediaries in the network to split the payments recursively into several
subpayments in such a way that the payment can be successful “partially” (i.e. not all the requested
amount may be transferred). This contrasts with the existing splitting techniques that are “atomic”
in that they did not allow such partial payments (we compare the “atomic” and “non-atomic”
approaches in the paper). We define NAPS formally and then present a protocol that we call
“EthNA”, that satisfies this definition. EthNA is based on very simple and efficient cryptographic
tools; in particular, it does not use expensive cryptographic primitives. We implement a simple
variant of EthNA in Solidity and provide some benchmarks. We also report on some experiments
with routing using EthNA.
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1 Introduction

Blockchain technology allows a large group of parties to reach a consensus about the contents
of an (immutable) ledger, typically containing a list of transactions. In blockchain’s initial
applications, these transactions described transfers of coins between the parties. One of the
very promising extensions of the original Bitcoin ledger is blockchains that allow to register and
execute the so-called smart contracts (or simply “contracts”), i.e., formal agreements between
the parties, written down in a programming language and having financial consequences (for
more on this topic see, e.g., [12, 6]). Probably the best-known example of such a system
is Ethereum. Several blockchain-based systems’ main limitations are delayed finality, lack
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of scalability, and non-trivial transaction fees. Off-chain channels [18, 3] are a powerful
approach for dealing with these issues. The simplest examples of this technology are the
so-called “payment channels”. Informally, such a channel between Alice and Bob is an object
in which both parties have some coins that they can freely transfer without interacting with
the blockchain (“off-chain”). We explain this in Sec. 1.1 below. Readers familiar with this
topic can go quickly over it, just paying attention to some terminology and notation that we
use

1.1 Background
Assume that the maximal blockchain reaction time is ∆. We model amounts of coins as
non-negative integers and write “n¢” to denote n coins. A payment channel is opened when
Alice and Bob deploy a smart contract on the ledger and deposit some number of coins (say:
x, and y, respectively) into it. The initial balance of this channel is: “x¢ in Alice’s account,
y¢ in Bob’s account” (or [Alice 7→ x,Bob 7→ y] for short). This balance can be updated (to
some new balance [Alice 7→ x′,Bob 7→ y′], such that x′ + y′ = x+ y) by exchanging messages
between the parties. The corresponding smart contract guarantees that each party can at
any time close the channel and get the money corresponding to her latest balance. Only the
opening and closing operations require interaction with the blockchain. Since updates do not
require blockchain participation, each update is immediate (the network speed determines
its time) and at essentially no cost.

Now, suppose we are given a set of parties P1, . . . , Pn and channels between some of them.
These channels naturally form an (undirected) channel graph, which is a tuple G = (P, E ,Γ)
with the set of vertices P equal to {P1, . . . , Pn} and set E of edges being a family of two-
element subsets of P . The elements of P will be typically denoted as “Pi � Pj” (instead of
{Pi, Pj}). Every Pi � Pj represents a channel between Pi and Pj , and the cash function Γ
determines the number of coins available for the parties in every channel. More precisely,
every Γ(Pi � Pj) is a function f of a type f : {Pi, Pj} → Z≥0. We will often write ΓPi�Pj

to denote this function. The value ΓPi�Pj (P ) denotes the amount of coins that P has in
her account in channel Pi � Pj . A path (in G) is a sequence Pi1 _ · · · _ Pit

such that for
every j we have Pij

� Pij+1 ∈ E . In the formal part of the paper (see Sec. 3.1), we will
also include “nonces” in the paths, but in this informal description, we ignore them. In this
paper, for the sake of simplicity, we assume that (a) the channel system is deployed with
some initial value of Γ, which evolves over time, (b) once a channel system is established, no
new channels are created, and no channels are closed (i.e., E remains fixed), and (c) no coins
are added to the existing channels, i.e., the total amount of coins available in every channel
e = Pi � Pj never exceeds the total amount available in it initially.

Channel graphs can serve for secure payment sending. Let us recall how this works in the
most popular payment channel networks, such as Lightning or Raiden. Our description is
very high-level (for the details, see, e.g., [18]). Consider the following example: we have three
parties: P1, P2, and P3 and two channels: P1 � P2 and P2 � P3 between them. Now,
suppose the sender P1 wants to send v¢ to the receiver P3 over the path P1 _ P2 _ P3, with
P2 being an intermediary that routes these coins. This is done as follows. First, party P1 asks
P2 to forward v¢ in the direction of P3 (we call such a request pushing coins from P1 to P2).
The receipt from P3 confirming that she received these coins has to be presented by P2 within
2∆ (denote this receipt with ρ). If P2 manages to do it by this deadline, she gets these coins
in her account in the channel P1 � P2. To guarantee this, P1 initially blocks these coins in
the channel P1 � P2. These coins can be claimed back by P1 if time 2∆ have passed, and
P2 did not claim them. In a similar way, P2 pushes these coins to P3, i.e., she offers P3 to
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claim (by providing proof ρ within ∆ time) v¢ in the channel P3 � P4. Now suppose that
party P3 claims her v¢ in channel P2 � P3. This can only be done by providing a receipt
ρ confirming that she received these coins. We call this process acknowledging payment.
Party P2 can now claim her coins in channel P1 � P2 by submitting an acknowledgment
containing the receipt ρ. In the above example, the number of coins that can be pushed via
a channel Pi � Pi+1 is upper-bounded by the number of coins that Pi has in this channel.
Therefore the maximal amount of coins that can be pushed over path P1 _ P2 _ P3 is equal
to the minimum of these values. We will call this value the capacity of a given path.

On the technical level, in the Lightning network, the receipt ρ is constructed using
so-called hash-locked transactions and “smart contracts” that guarantee that nobody loses
money. This is possible thanks to how the n∆ deadlines in the channels P1 � P2 and
P2 � P3 are chosen. An exciting feature of this protocol is that receipt ρ serves not only
for internal purposes of the routing algorithm but can also be viewed as the output of the
protocol, which can be used by P1 as a receipt that she transferred some coins to P4. In other
words: P1 can use ρ to resolve disputes with P4, either in some smart contract (deployed
earlier and using the given PCN for payments) or outside the blockchain. The notion of
payment channels can be generalized to “state channels”. Informally, such channels can serve
not only for payments between the parties but also for executing contracts within them. For
more on this, see, e.g., [6, 15, 2].

1.2 Our contribution and related work
One of the main problems with the existing PCNs is that sending a payment between
two parties requires a path from the sender to the receiver with sufficient capacity. This
problem is amplified by the fact that the capacity of potential paths can change dynamically
as several payments are executed in parallel. Although usually, the payments are swift,
in the worst case, they can be significantly delayed since each “hop” in the network can
take as long as the pessimistic blockchain reaction time. Therefore it is hard to predict
a given path’s capacity even in the very near future. This is especially a problem if the
capacity of a given channel is close to being completely exhausted (i.e. it is close to zero
because of several ongoing payments). A natural solution for solving this problem is to split
the payments into several subpayments. This was described in several recent papers (see,
e.g., [16, 17, 20, 8]). However, up to our knowledge, all these papers considered so-called
“atomic payment splitting”, meaning that either all the subpayments got through or none of
them. In this paper, we prove a new, alternative technique that we call “non-atomic payment
splitting” that does not have this feature and hence is more flexible. (We compare atomic
and non-atomic splitting in Sec. 2.1.2.) More concretely, our contribution can be summarized
as follows.

NAPS definition. We introduce the concept of non-atomic payment splitting by defining
formally a notion of Non-Atomic Payment Splitting (NAPS) protocols. In our definition, we
require that splitting is done ad-hoc by the intermediaries, possibly in reaction to dynamically
changing the capacity of the paths or fees. Perhaps the easiest way to describe NAPS is
to look at payment networks as tools for outsourcing payment delivery. For example, in
the scenario from Section 1.1 party P1 outsources to P2 the task of delivering v¢ to P4, and
gives P2 time 2∆ to complete it (then P2 outsources this task to P3 with a more restrictive
deadline). The sender might not be interested in how this money is transferred, and the only
thing that matters to her is that it is indeed delivered to the receiver and that she gets the
receipt. In particular, the sender may not care if the money gets split on the way to the
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receiver, i.e., if the coins that he sends are divided into smaller amounts that are transferred
independently over different paths. In many cases, the sender may also be ok with not all
money being transferred at once. NAPS protocol permits such recursive non-atomic payment
splitting into “subpayments” and partial transfers of coins. This splitting can be done in
an ad-hoc way. Moreover, the users can try to route the same payment over the same path
multiple times (hoping that some more capacity becomes available in the meantime). We
present a UC-like definition of NAPS. An additional advantage of our contribution is that our
definition can be easily adapted to cover the atomic payment splitting protocols [17, 1, 19, 8].

EthNA construction. We construct a protocol that we call EthNA that satisfies the NAPS
definition. We call our protocol EthNA, in reference to Etna, one of the highest active
volcanos in Europe. This is because the coin transfers in EthNA resemble a lava flood
(with large streams recursively bifurcating into small substreams). The letter “h” is added
so that the prefix “Eth-” is reminiscent of ETH, the symbol of Ether (the currency used in
Ethereum), and “NA” stands for “Non-Atomic”.

In EthNA the “subreceipts” for subpayments are aggregated by the intermediaries into
one short subreceipt so that their size does not grow with the number of aggregated subreceipts.
This is done efficiently, particularly by avoiding advanced and expensive techniques such
as noninteractive zero knowledge or homomorphic signature schemes and hash functions.
Instead, we rely on a technique called “fraud-proofs” in which an honest behavior of parties is
enforced by a punishing mechanism (this method was used before, e.g., in [21, 6]). We stress
that the amount of data that is passed between two consecutive parties on the path does
not depend on the number of subpayments in which the payment is later divided. The same
applies to the data these two parties send to the blockchain if they conflict. We summarize
the complexity of EthNA in Sec. 3.3.

Security analysis and implementation. We provide a formal security analysis of EthNA.
More precisely, we prove that EthNA satisfies the NAPS definition. We also analyze
EthNA’s complexity. We also implement EthNA contracts in Solidity (the standard
language for programming the smart contracts in Ethereum), and we provide some routing
experiments. We describe this implementation and provide some benchmarks. We stress,
however, that routing algorithms are not the main focus of this work and further research on
designing algorithms that exploit the non-atomicity of payment splitting.

Possible applications of NAPS. As mentioned above, one obvious application of NAPS is
to help efficiently send one big payment by dividing it into several ad-hoc installments: if it
is impossible to route the total amount u, then the client can accept the fact that v < u coins
were transferred (due to network capacity limitations), and try to transfer the remaining
u− v coins later (in another installment). The same applies to other situations, e.g., when
the user wants to exchange coins for another currency. Ideally, he would like to exchange the
entire amount u, but exchanging v < u is better than nothing. A related scenario is making
a partial “bank deposit” when the user wants to deposit as much money as possible but no
more than u.

Moreover, in many cases, the goods the seller delivers in exchange for the payment can
be divided into tiny units and sent to the buyer depending on how many coins have been
transferred. One example is battery charging, where charging, say 1/2 of the battery is much
better than having the battery dead. This applies both to mobile phones and to IoT devices
that can trade energy with each other. Let us also mention applications like file sharing,
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where the client typically connects to several servers and tries to download as much data as
possible from each. NAPS can be an attractive way to perform payments in this scenario.
Note also that NAPS can be combined with other means of payment. If a user manages to
send only u < v coins via NAPS, then she can decide to send the rest (v − u) in some more
expensive way (this makes sense, especially in systems where the fee depends on the amount
being transferred, e.g., in the credit card payments).

Related work. Some of the related work was mentioned already before. Off-chain channels
are a topic of intensive research, and there is no space here to describe all recent exciting
developments [9, 15, 13, 6, 4, 5, 11, 14, 2] in this area. The reader can also consult SoK
papers on off-chain techniques (e.g. [10]). Partial coin transfers were considered in [17], but
with no aggregation techniques and ad-hoc splitting. Atomic payment splitting has been
considered in [17, 1, 19, 8]. All of these papers focus on routing techniques, which is not the
main topic of this paper.

Organization and notation. Sec. 2 contains an informal description of our ideas. Then, in
Sec. 3, we provide the formal NAPS definition and the detailed description of EthNA and
its security properties. An overview of our implementation and simulations is presented in
Sec. 3.3. When we say that a message is “signed by some party”, we mean that it is signed
using some fixed signature scheme that is existentially unforgeable under a chosen-message
attack. Natural numbers are denoted with N. We will also use the notion of nonces. Their set
is denoted with N . We assume that N = N. We use some standard notations for functions,
string operations, and trees. By [ai 7→ x1, . . . , am 7→ xm] we mean a function f : {ai, . . . , am}
→ {x1, . . . , xm} such that for every i we have f(ai) := xi. Let A be some finite alphabet.
Strings δ ∈ A∗ are frequently denoted using angle brackets: δ = ⟨δ1, . . . , δm⟩. Let δ be a
string ⟨δ1, . . . , δn⟩. For i = 1, . . . , n let δ[i] denote δi. Let ε denote an empty string, and “||”
denote the concatenation of strings. We overload this symbol, and write δ||a and a||δ to
denote δ||⟨a⟩ and ⟨a⟩||δ, respectively (for δ ∈ A∗ and a ∈ A). For k ≤ n let δ|k denote δ’s
prefix of length k. A set of prefixes of δ is denoted prefix(δ) (note that it includes ε).

We define trees as prefix-closed sets of words over some alphabet A. Formally, a tree is
a subset T of A∗ such that for every δ ∈ T we have that any prefix of δ is also in T . Any
element of T is called a node of this tree. For two nodes δ, β ∈ T such that β = δ||a (for
some a) we say that δ is the parent of β, and β is a child of δ. A labeled tree over A is a pair
(T,L), where T is a tree over A, and L is a function from T to some set of labels. For δ ∈ T

we say that L(δ) is the label of δ.

2 Informal description

Below, in Sec. 2.1 we provide an overview of NAPS definition, and in Sec. 2.2 we informally
describe EthNA.

2.1 Overview of the NAPS definition
Let us now explain the NAPS protocol features informally (for a formal definition, see
Sec. 3.1). Throughout this paper, we use the following convention: our protocols are run
by a set of parties denoted P = {P1, . . . , Pn}, where P1 be the sender, P2, . . . , Pn−1 be the
intermediaries, and Pn is the receiver. A message m signed by a party Pi will be denoted
*m+Pi . Let v be the number of coins that P1 wants to send to Pn, and let t be the maximal
time until the transfer of coins should be completed. Since, in general, P1 can perform
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17:6 Non-Atomic Payment Splitting in Channel Networks

multiple payments to Pn, we assume that each payment comes with a nonce µ ∈ N that can
be later used to identify this payment. Sometimes we will simply call it “payment µ”. For
simplicity, we start with an informal description of how NAPS protocols operate when all
parties are honest. The security properties (taking into account the malicious behavior of
the parties) are described informally in Sec. 2.1.1, and formally defined in Sec. 3.1. Before
proceeding with the description of EthNA the reader may look at the example in Fig. 1.

To describe the protocol more generally, let us start by presenting it from the point of
view of the sender P1. Let Pi1 , . . . , Pit

be the neighbors of P1, i.e., parties with which P1 has
channels. Suppose the balance of each channel P1 � Pij is [P1 7→ xi, Pij 7→ yj ] (meaning
that P1 and Pij

have xi and yj coins in their respective accounts in this channel). Now,
P1 chooses to push some amount vj of coins to Pn via some Pij

, and set up a deadline
tj for this (we will also call vj a subpayment of payment µ). This results in: (a) balance
[P1 7→ xi, Pij

7→ yj ] changing to [P1 7→ xi − vj , Pij
7→ yj ], (b) the number of coins that P1

still wants to transfer to Pn is decreased as follows: v := v− vj , and (c) Pij holding “vj coins
that she should transfer to Pn within time tj .

It is also ok if Pij
transfers only some part v′

j < vj of this amount (this can happen, e.g.,
if the paths that lead to Pn via Pj do not have sufficient capacity). In this case, P1 has to be
given back the remaining (“non-transferred”) amount r = vj −v′

j . More precisely, before time
tj comes, party Pij

acknowledges the amount v′
j that she managed to transfer. This results

in (1) changing the balance of the channel P1 � Pij by crediting v′
j coins to Pij ’s account in

it, and (2) r coins to P1’s account. Moreover, (3) P1 adds back the non-transferred amount
r to v, by letting v := v + r. Above (1) corresponds to the fact that Pij has to be given the
coins that she transferred, and (2) comes from the fact that not all the coins were transferred
(if Pij managed to transfer all the coins, then, of course, r = 0). Finally, (3) is used for P1’s
“internal bookkeeping” purposes, i.e., P1 simply writes down that r coins “were returned”
and still need to be transferred. While the party P1 waits for Pij

to complete the transfer
that it requested, she can also contact some other neighbor Pik

asking her to transfer some
other amount vk to Pn. This is done in the same way as transferring coins via Pij

.
The intermediaries can repeat this process. Let P be a party that holds some coins that

were “pushed” to her by some P ′ (which originate from P1 and must be delivered to Pn).
Now, P can split them further, and moreover, she can decide on her own how this splitting
is done depending, e.g., on the current capacity of the possible paths leading to Pn. The
payment splitting can be done arbitrarily, except for the two following restrictions. First, we
do not allow “loops” (i.e. paths containing the same party more than once), as it is hard to
imagine any application of such a feature. In the basic version of the protocol, we assume
that the number of times a given payment subpayment is split by a single party P is bounded
by a parameter δ ∈ N, called arity (for example arity on Figs. 1 is at most 2). In the extended
version of this paper [7] we present an improved protocol where δ is unbounded (at the cost
of a mild increase of the pessimistic number of rounds of interaction). As mentioned, the
essential feature of NAPS is the non-atomicity of payments. We discuss it further below.

2.1.1 NAPS security properties

In the description in Sec. 2.1 we assumed that all parties behaved honestly. Like all other
PCNs, we require that NAPS protocols work if the parties are malicious. In particular, no
honest party P can lose money, even if all the other parties are not following the protocol and
are working against P . The corrupt parties can act in a coalition modeled by an adversary
A. Formal security definition appears in Sec. 3.1. Let us now informally list the security
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P1 P2

P3

P4

P5

P610 1
1

1

3
1

3 1 2 1

2

1

10

1

(a) The channel graph with the initial coin distribution.

(1)

(2) (3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)
(8)

P1 P2

P3

P4

P5

P64 16¢, 3∆
0

1
1¢, 2∆

0

1
3¢, 2∆

0 13¢, 2∆

9

1

1¢, ∆

3 0 13¢, ∆

0

1

2¢, ∆

(b) The sender P1 wants to send 7¢ to the receiver P6. She splits these coins into two
amounts: 6¢ pushed to P2 and 1¢ pushed to P3. This is indicated with labels (1) and (2),
respectively. Then (3) party P3 simply pushes 1¢ further to P6. Party P2 splits 6¢ into
3¢ + 3¢, and pushes 3¢ to both P4 (4) and P5 (5). Path P4 _ P6 initially had capacity
2 only (see Fig. (a) above), but luckily in the meanwhile 1¢ got unlocked (6) for P4 in
channel P4 � P6, and hence (7) party P4 pushes all 3¢ to P6. Party P5 pushes only 2¢
to P6 (8). The channel balances correspond to the situation after the coins are pushed
(except of channel P4 � P6 where we also indicated the fact that 1¢ got unlocked (6)).
Each party P can also decide on her own about the timeout t of each subpayment she
pushes (this timeout is indicated with “x∆”). The only restriction is that t has to come
at least ∆ before the time she has to acknowledge that subpayment back. This is because
P needs this “safety margin” of ∆ in case P ′ is malicious, and the acknowledgment has
to be done “via the blockchain”.

P1 P2

P3

P4

P5

P65 6ack. 5¢
0

2
ack. 1¢

1

3
ack. 2¢

0 4ack. 3¢

9

2

ack. 1¢

0 4ack. 3¢

0

3
ack. 2¢

(c) Party P6 acknowledges subpayment of 1¢ to P3, which, in turn acknowledges it to P1.
Party P6 also acknowledges subpayment of 3¢ to P4 and 2¢ to P5, who later acknowledge
them to P2. Once P2 receives both acknowledgments, she “aggregates” them into a single
acknowledgment (for 5¢) and sends it to P1. As a result 5¢ + 1¢ = 6¢ are transferred
from P1 to P6. The channel balances correspond to the situation after the coins were
acknowledged.

Figure 1 An example of a NAPS protocol execution. An edge “ Pi Pjx y ” denotes the fact
that there exists a channel between Pi and Pj , and the parties have x and y¢ in it, respectively.
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requirements, which are pretty standard and hold for most PCNs (including Lightning).
Below, let u denote the total amount of coins P1 wants to transfer to Pn within some
payment µ.

The first property is called fairness for the sender. To define it, note that as a result of
payment µ (with timeout t), the total amount of coins that each party P has in the channels
with other parties typically changes. Let netµ(P ) denote the number of coins that P gained
in all channels. Of course netµ(P ) can be negative if P lost −netµ(P ) coins. We require
that by the time t an honest Pi holds a receipt of a form Receipt(µ, v) :=“an amount v of
coins has been transferred from P1 to Pn as a result of payment µ”. Moreover, under normal
circumstances, i.e. when everybody is honest, v is equal to −netµ(P1) (i.e. the sum of the
amounts that P1 lost in the channels). In case some parties (other than P1) are dishonest,
the only thing that they can do is to behave irrationally and let v ≥ −netµ(P1), in which
case P1 holds a receipt for transferring more coins than she actually lost in the channels.
A receipt can be later used in another smart contract (e.g., a contract that delivers some
digital goods whose amount depends on v). Fairness for the receiver is defined analogously,
i.e.: if P1 holds a receipt Receipt(µ, v) then typically v = net(Pn), and if some parties (other
than Pn) are dishonest, then they can make v ≤ netµ(Pn). In other words, P1 cannot get a
receipt for an amount higher than what Pn actually received in the channels. Finally, we
require that the following property called balance neutrality for the intermediaries holds: for
every honest P ∈ {P2, . . . , Pn−1} we have that netµ(P ) ≥ 0. Again: if everybody else is also
honest, then we have equality instead of inequality.

2.1.2 Atomic vs. non-atomic payment splitting
As already highlighted in Sec. 1.2, the previous protocols on payment splitting always required
payments to be atomic, meaning that for a payment to succeed, all the subpayments had to
reach the receiver. Technically, this means that to issue a receipt for any of the subpayments
(this receipt is typically a preimage of a hash function, see, e.g., [8]) all of them need to reach
the receiver. This has several disadvantages: (1) the coins remain blocked in every path at
least until the last subpayment arrives to the receiver, (2) the success of a given subpayment
depends not only on the subsequent intermediaries but also on the other “sibling” paths
(this problem was observed in [8] where it is argued that this risk may lead to intermediaries
rejecting subpayments that were split before, see Sec. 3.1 of [8]). Finally, atomic payments
may result in “deadlock” situations in the network where two competing payments can
prevent each other from being executed. We describe an example of such a situation in [7].

Let us also remark that “atomicity” and even “fine-grained atomicity” can also be obtained
in EthNA by a small protocol modification. We write more about it in the extended version
of this paper [7]. Let us also remark that atomic payment splitting, in general, seems to be
easier to achieve, which is probably the reason why there has been more focus on them in
the literature (with papers focusing more on other aspects of this problem, such as routing
algorithms, e.g. [8]). Finally, let us stress that we do not claim that non-atomicity is superior
to atomicity. We think both solutions have advantages and disadvantages, and there exist
applications where each is better than the other.

2.2 Overview of the EthNA protocol
After presenting the NAPS definition, let us now explain the main ideas behind the EthNA
protocol that realizes it. An essential feature of EthNA is that it permits “subreceipt
aggregation”, by which we mean the following. Consider some payment µ. Once Pn receives
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some subpayment v that reached it via some path π = P1 _ Pi1 _ · · ·Pik
_ Pn she issues

a subreceipt for this payment and sends it to Pik
. Each intermediary that receives more than

one subreceipt can aggregate them into one short subreceipt that she sends further in the
direction of P1. Finally, P1 also produces one short receipt for the entire payment. This
results in small communication complexity, and in particular, the pessimistic gas costs are
low (we discuss this in more detail in Sec. 4. One option would be to let the subreceipt
be signed using a homomorphic signature scheme and then exploit this homomorphism to
aggregate the subreceipts. This paper uses a simpler solution that can be efficiently and
easily implemented in the current smart contract platforms.

Very informally speaking, we ask Pn to perform the “subpayment aggregation herself”
(this is done when signing a subreceipt and does not require any further interaction with Pn).
Then, we let the other parties verify that this aggregation was performed correctly. If any
“cheating by Pn” is detected (i.e. some party discovers that Pn did not behave honestly),
then proof of this fact (called a “fraud-proof”) will count as a receipt that a total amount
has been transferred to Pn. From the security point of view, this is ok since an honest Pn

will never cheat (hence, no fraud-proof against him will ever be produced). Thanks to this
approach, we avoid entirely using any expensive advanced cryptographic techniques (such
as homomorphic signatures or noninteractive proofs). Below we explain the main idea of
EthNA by considering the example from Fig. 1. Again, we start by describing how the
protocol works when everybody is honest, and then (in Sec. 2.2) we show how the malicious
behavior is prevented.

Invoice sending. The protocol starts with the receiver Pn sending to P1 an “invoice” that
specifies (among other things) the identifier µ of the payment, and the maximal amount u
of coins that Pn is willing to accept. As we explain below, this invoice may be later used
together with fraud-proofs to produce proof that all u coins were transferred to Pn (if she
turns out to be malicious).

Pushing subpayments. Pushing subpayments is done by sending messages containing
information about the path that the subpayment “traveled” so far (together with the number
of coins to be pushed and timeout information) and simultaneously blocking coins in the
underlying channels. The messages sent between P1, P3 and P6 in Fig. 1 (a)) are presented
in the picture below.

P1 P3 P6
(push, P1 _ P3,

1¢, 2∆)
(push, P1 _ P3
_ P6, 1¢,∆)

Whenever a message (push, π, v, t) is sent from P to P ′, the party P blocks v coins in channel
P � P ′ for time t. These coins are claimed by P ′ if she provides a corresponding subreceipt
within time t. Otherwise, they are claimed back by P .

Acknowledging subpayments by the receiver. The receiver Pn acknowledges the subpay-
ments by replying with a signed subreceipt and claiming the coins blocked in the corresponding
channels. At the same time, the receiver Pn constructs a labeled graph called the “payment
tree” that is stored locally by Pn and grows with each acknowledged subpayment.

Let us now explain how the payment tree is constructed. Consider again Fig. 1 (c). As
explained before, the order of message acknowledgment can be arbitrary. In what follows, we
assume that the receiver P6 first acknowledges the subpayment that came along the path
P1 _ P3 _ P6. This means that P6 “accepts” that 1¢ will be transferred to her from P1 via
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path P1 _ P3 _ P6, or, in other words: 1¢ will be “passed” through each of P1, P3, and P6
(note that we included here the sender P1 and the receiver P6). This can be depicted as the
following graph that consists of a single path that we denote α:

P1 P3 P6 =: α1¢ 1¢ 1¢ (1)

To acknowledge the subpayment that was pushed along the path P1 _ P3 _ P6 party P6
signs α and sends it to P3. Such signed information will be called a “subreceipt” and denoted
*α+Pn

. By providing this subreceipt, party P6 also gets 1¢ in the P3 � P6 (these coins were
blocked by P3 in this channel when the “push” message was sent). The graph from Eq. (1) is
the first version of the payment tree that, as mentioned above, the receiver P6 stores locally.

Now, suppose the next subpayment that P6 wants to acknowledge is the one that came
along the path P1 _ P2 _ P4 _ P6, i.e., P6 accepts that 3¢ will be transferred to her from
P1 via path P1 _ P2 _ P4 _ P6. The receiver P6 now modifies the payment tree as follows:

P1 P34¢

P2 P4 P6

P61¢ 1¢

=: β3¢ 3¢ 3¢ (2)

Analogously to what we saw before, this tree represents the total amount of coins that will
be “passed” through different parties from P1 to P6 after acknowledging this subpayment is
completed. In Eq. (2) the thick line (denoted β) corresponds to the “new” path, and the
thin one is taken from Eq. (1), except that P1 is labeled with “4¢”. This is because the total
amount of coins that will be passed through P1 is equal to the sum of the coins passed before
(1¢) and now (3¢). Party P6 now signs path β to create a subreceipt that she sends to P4 to
claim 3¢ in the channel P4 � P6.

Finally, P6 acknowledges the subpayment along the path P1 _ P2 _ P5 _ P6. This is
done similarly to what we did before. The resulting tree is now as follows.

P1 P36¢

P2 P4 P6

P61¢ 1¢

3¢ 3¢

P5 P6

5¢

2¢ 2¢ =: γ

(3)

Note that we performed “summing” in two places on Eq. (3): at the node P1 (where we
computed 6¢ as 4¢ + 2¢) and an P2 (where 5¢ = 2¢ + 3¢). Labeled path γ is now signed by
P6 and sent to P5 as subreceipt in order to claim 2¢.

The payment trees whose examples we saw in Eqs. (1)–(3) are defined formally (in a
slightly more general version) in Sec. 3.2. Their main feature is that the value of coins in
the label of each node P is equal to the sum of the labels of the children of P . A recursive
application of this observation implies that the coin value of a label of P is equal to the sum
of labels in the leaves of the subtree rooted in P . In particular: the label on the root of the
entire tree equals the sum of the values in the leaves.

Acknowledging subpayments by the intermediaries. We now show how the intermediaries
P2, . . . , Pn−1 acknowledge the subpayments. On a high level, this is done by propagating the
subreceipts (issued by Pn) from right to left. Each party may receive several such subreceipts
(if she decides to split a given subpayment). Let W be the set of such subreceipts . When a
party P wants to acknowledge the subpayment, she chooses (in a way that we explain below)
one of the subreceipts ζ from her set W. She then forwards it back in the left direction to
the party P ′ that pushed the given subpayment to her. As a result P gets v¢ in the channel
P ′ � P . To determine the value of v¢ the following rule is used: it is defined as the label
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of P on the path ζ. Given this, the rule for choosing ζ ∈ W is pretty natural: P simply
chooses such the ζ that maximizes v. Such ζ will be called a “leader” of W (at node P ). To
illustrate it, let us look again at our example from Fig. 1.

First, observe that P3 holds only one subreceipt (i.e., the signed path α). She simply
forwards it to P1 and receives 1¢ in the channel P1 � P3. Note that this is exactly equal to
the value that she “lost” in the channel P3 � P6, and hence the balance neutrality property
holds. The situation is a bit more complicated for P2 since she holds two paths signed by
the receiver: β (defined on Eq. (2)) and γ (from Eq. (3)). By applying the rule described
above, P2 chooses the leader ζ at P2 to be equal to γ (since 5¢ > 3¢). This is depicted below
(the shaded area indicates the labels that are compared).

P14¢ P2 P4 P6β = 3¢ 3¢ 3¢

P16¢ P2 P5 P65¢ 2¢ 2¢γ = (4)

What remains is to argue about balance neutrality for P2, i.e., that number of coins received
by P2 in the channel P1 � P2 is equal to the sum of coins that she “lost on the right-hand
side”. In this particular example, it can be easily verified just by looking at Eq. (4) (5¢
are “gained”, and 2¢ + 3¢ are “lost”). In the general case, the formal proof is based on the
property that the value of coins in the label of each node P in a payment tree is equal to the
sum of the labels of the children of P .

Final receipt produced by P1. Once all subpayments are completed, P1 decides to conclude
the procedure and obtain the final receipt for the entire payment (see Sec. 2.1.1). Again, P1
holds a “payment report” W, i.e. a set of paths signed by P6. In the case of our example,
these paths are α (sent to P1 by P3) and γ (sent by P2). Party P1 chooses her “receipt”
similarly as the intermediaries choose which subreceipt to forward. More precisely, let ζ
be the path that is the leader of W at node P1. This path becomes the final receipt. The
amount of transferred coins equals the label of P1 in ζ. In our case, the leader ζ is clearly γ
(since its label at P is “6¢”, while the label of γ at P is “1¢”, cf. Eqs (1) and (3)). Hence, γ
becomes the final receipt for the payment of 6 coins.

“Fairness for the sender” follows the same argument as “balance neutrality for the
intermediaries”. For “fairness for the receiver,” observe that ζ is signed by the receiver and
is taken from the payment tree (created and maintained by the receiver). To finish the
argument, recall that: (a) as observed before, the label in the root of such a tree is always
equal to the sum of the labels in its leaves, and (b) this sum is exactly equal to the total
amount of coins that the receiver received from its neighbors during this payment procedure.

Dealing with malicious behavior. The primary type of malicious behavior that we have to
deal with is cheating by the receiver Pn, whose goal could be to get more coins than appears
on the final receipt held by the sender P1. This could potentially be done at the cost of
P1 or some of the intermediaries. So far, we have not described how to guarantee that Pn

produces the subreceipts correctly. As already highlighted, our trick is to let a malicious Pn

arbitrarily produce the subreceipts and later let other parties verify Pn’s operation. This
is based on the idea of fraud-proofs: if an intermediary P finds proof that Pn is cheating,
she can automatically claim all coins that were pushed to her by forwarding this proof “to
the left”. In this way, the cheating proof reaches the sender P1, who can now use it as the
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receipt for transferring the total amount that was requested (recall that P1 holds an “invoice”
from Pn). Suppose, e.g., that in our scenario P6 cheats by sending to P5, instead of γ (see
Eq. (3)), the following subreceipt:

P1γ̂ := 5¢ P2 P5 P64¢ 2¢ 2¢ (5)

The receiver does it to make P1 hold a receipt for 5¢, while in fact receiving 6¢. Party P5 has
no way to discover this fraud attempt (since from her local perspective everything looks ok),
so 2¢ get transferred to P6 in the channel P5 � P6. Party P5 forwards γ̂ to P2 and gets 2¢
in the channel P2 � P5 (hence the “balance neutrality” property for her holds). Now look
at this situation from the point of view of P2. In addition to γ̂ she got one more subreceipt,
namely β (see, e.g., Eq. (4)). Party P2 preforms a “consistency check” by combining γ̂ and β.
This is done by trying to locally reconstruct the part of the payment tree that concerns P2.
This is done as follows. First observe that the value on the label of P1 in β is 4¢, which is
smaller than the label of P1 in γ̂ (which is equal to 5¢). This means that β had to be signed
by P6 before she signed γ̂. Hence P2 first writes down β, and then on top of it she writes γ̂
(possibly overwriting some values). Normally (i.e. when P6 is honest), this should result in
a subtree of the tree from Eq. (3). However, since P6 was cheating the resulting graph is
different. Namely, P2 reconstructs the following:

P15¢ P2 P4 P63¢ 3¢

P5 P6

4¢

2¢
2¢

(6)

It is now obvious that P6 is cheating since the labels on the children of P2 sum up to 5¢,
which is larger than 4¢ (the label of P2). This “inconsistency” is marked as a shaded region
on Eq. (6). Hence the set {β, γ̂} is a fraud-proof against P6. As described above, once we get
such proof, we are “done”: each intermediary can claim all money that was blocked for her,
and the receiver can use it as a receipt that all the coins were transferred. Let us stress that,
of course, none of the parties assumes a priori that P6 is honest, and hence the “consistency
check” is always performed.

3 Technical details

We now proceed to the formal exposition of the ideas already presented informally in
Sec. 2. We start with defining a generalization of the term “paths” that were informally
introduced before. As already explained, to be as general as possible, the NAPS definition
permits that several subpayment of the same payment µ are routed via the same party
independently. Consider, e.g., the following scenario: 2¢ is sent from P1 to P4 via a path
P1 _ P2 _ P3 _ P4. This amount is first split by P2 as: 1¢ + 1¢, and each 1¢ coin
is pushed to P3, who, in turn, pushes each of them further to P4. Obviously, both 1¢
coins traveled along P1 _ P2 _ P3 _ P4, but nevertheless, they have to be considered as
separate subpayments. In order to uniquely identify each of them, we augment the definition
of “path” to include also “nonces” that will make them unique (in the abovementioned
situations). To distinguish such paths from those we used in the informal part we denoted
them as strings of pairs (party,nonce). A nonce is added in every hop. For example, in the
above scenario: the (augmented) paths are as follows ⟨(P1, µ1), (P2, µ2), (P3, µ3), (P4, µ4)⟩
and ⟨(P1, µ1), (P2, µ2), (P3, µ

′
3), (P4, µ

′
4)⟩ (where for both i = 3, 4 we have that µi and µ′

i are
distinct). Moreover, we assume that µ1 (“contributed” by the sender P1) is equal to the
nonce that identifies the entire payment.
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Formally, for a channel graph G = (P, E,Γ) a string π = ⟨(Pi1 , µ1), . . . , (Pi|π| , µ|π|)⟩ is a
path over G (for payment µ) if each µi ∈ N is a nonce, each Pij

� Pij+1 is an edge in G,
and Pi1 = P1. We also assume that a path corresponding to a payment µ always starts with
(P1, µ). We say that P appears on π (at position j) if we have that P = Pij . We assume
that every P appears at most once on π, or, in other words: the paths have no loops. In
the sequel, every party or functionality is modeled as poly-time interactive Turing machine.
Throughout this section, P denotes a party, u, v and w are non-negative integers denoting
the amounts of coins, µ is a nonce, π is a path over G, and t is time.

3.1 NAPS formal security definition

The protocol is parameterized with a security parameter 1κ known to all machines. The
protocol is executed by parties P1, . . . , Pn, who know each other’s public keys (this is easy
to achieve in real life using existing underlying blockchain infrastructure). The protocol
also comes with an incorruptible party RVM called receipt verification machine. The role
of this machine is to verify a receipt issued by Pn for payment µ. If this machine outputs
(i-sent, µ, w) to Z then we consider payment µ to be completed with the total amount of
w coins transferred from P1 to Pn. It models that the receipts produced by P1 need to be
publicly verifiable, so, e.g., they can be used later in another smart contract, see Sec. 2.1.1.
Following the tradition in formal cryptography, we first describe how network communication
is organized. Then we introduce the notions of “adversary” and “environment”. Afterward,
we specify the security requirements of the protocol by describing the “ideal” and “real”
models. Finally, we define security by comparing these two models. Both the ideal and the
real model come with a functionality AccountsG . This functionality (for the lack of space,
presented in detail in the extended version of this paper [7]) is used to model the amounts
of coins that the parties have in the channels. It is initialized with G and accepts messages
(trans, Pi, Pj , v) that are used to transfer v coins from Pi to Pj in channel Pi � Pj .

The network model. We assume a synchronous communication network, i.e., the execution
of the protocol happens in rounds. The notion of rounds is just an abstraction that simplifies
our model and has been used frequently in this area in the past (see, e.g., [5, 6]). Whenever
we say that some operation (e.g. sending a message or simply staying in idle state) takes
between τ and τ ′ rounds, we mean that it is up to the adversary to decide how long this
operation takes (as long as it takes between τ and τ ′ rounds). The same convention applies
to statements like “it takes at most/at least τ rounds”. We assume that every machine
is activated in each round. The communication between every two parties P and P ′ and
between a party and an ideal functionality takes 1 round. The adversary can delay messages
sent between other machines by at most ∆ rounds. This will always be stated explicitly. The
links between all the entities in the system are secure (encrypted and authenticated). To
avoid replay attacks, we assume that every party (both in the ideal and real scenario) rejects
a message m if she already received m before. Messages are tuples starting with keywords
written in sans-serif. We also use the following convention. When we say that a party waits
to receive a “message m of a form F”, we mean that all messages of a different form are
ignored. For example, if form F is (i-push, (π||⟨(P, µ), (P ′, µ′)⟩, v, t) this means that m has to
start with an “i-push” keyword, followed by a parameter denoting a path that ends with two
elements (denoted (P, µ) and (P ′, µ′) for future reference), parameter v denoting a number
of coins, and t denoting time.
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The adversary and the environment. The protocol is attacked by a poly-time rushing
adversary A who can corrupt some parties (when a party is corrupt A learns all its secrets
and takes complete control over it). A party that has not been corrupt is called honest. To
model that honest parties can make internal decisions about the protocol actions, we use
the concept of an environment. This notion is taken from the UC framework; however, to
keep things simple, we do not provide a complete UC-composable analysis of our protocol
(in particular: since we do not aim at proving composability, we do not have the “session
ids,” and we use a simplified modeling of time). The environment and the adversary take
as input G and the security parameter. The environment and the adversary can freely read
the state of the AccountsG functionality. Additionally, we allow the ideal-model adversary to
transfer coins from a dishonest party to an honest one. This corresponds to the fact that we
allow corrupt parties to behave irrationally and lose coins. A and Z can communicate. At
the end of its execution, Z produces an output.

The ideal model. Following the conventions of the UC framework, we assume that in the
ideal model, the parties simply forward to the ideal functionality the messages that they
receive from Z. For a NAPS protocol with arity δ executed over graph G the corresponding
ideal functionality is denoted NAPSδ

G and presented on Fig. 2.
The messages exchanged in the ideal model are indicated with a prefix “i-”. Let us now

discuss the messages exchanged between the parties and the ideal functionality parties .
Note that this functionality does not explicitly send any messages to the simulator. The
simulator interacts with the ideal functionality via the corrupt parties she controls. To
initiate a new payment µ parties P1 and Pn send respectively a message i-send(µ, v, t) to P1
and i-receive(µ, v, t) to Pn. We require that these messages have to be sent simultaneously
by P1 and Pn. This corresponds to an assumption that the parties P1 and Pn agreed on
transferring the coins beforehand. Once the transfer is finished, party RVM receives a
message i-acknowledged(⟨(P, µ)⟩, s) from the ideal functionality. The functionality NAPSδ

G
maintains a set Ψ that contains all the push requests that have not yet been acknowledged.
By push requests we mean tuples (π, v, t) such that some party sent (i-push, π, v, t) to the
functionality. If such a push request is in Ψ then we say it is open. This indicates that
the functionality is currently working on pushing v coins that already “traveled” along the
path π, and the deadline for this is t. The amount of coins still waiting to be delivered
is maintained using the function remaining. The push requests are created recursively.
Suppose there is an open push request (π||⟨(P, µ)⟩, v, t). To push it to a party P ′ party
P sends a message (i-push, (π||⟨(P, µ), (P ′, µ′)⟩), v′, t′) to NAPSδ

G . Once the transfer is
finished, party P is informed about how many coins were transferred within this push
request. This is done via a message i-acknowledged(⟨(P, µ), (P ′, µ′)⟩), v′′), where v′′ specifies
the amount of coins that were transferred. If there are no open push requests of a form
(π||⟨(P, µ), (P ′, µ′)⟩, v, t) then a party P can decide to close a given push request by sending
a message i-acknowledge((π||⟨(P, µ), (P ′, µ′)⟩, v, t) to NAPSδ

G . The function remaining and
the accounts in the P � P ′ channels are updated accordingly (by sending messages to the
AccountsG functionality). If P1 wants to finish processing given payment µ (this is possible only
if there are no open push requests corresponding to µ other than the request (⟨(P, µ)⟩, v, t))
then she sends an acknowledge message to NAPSδ

G . The “ideal model” adversary will also be
called the simulator and denoted S. We assume that S has access to the ideal functionality.
The output of the ideal execution of NAPSδ

G against S and Z with security parameter 1κ is a
random variable Ideal(NAPSδ

G ,S,Z, 1κ) denoting the output of Z In the extended version of
this paper [7] we argue why the informal properties from Sec. 2.1.1 are implied by this ideal
functionality.
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The ideal functionality NAPSδ
G is parametrized by a channel graph G = (P, E ,Γ) and an

arity parameter δ. It maintains a cash function Γ̂ initially equal to Γ and a set Ψ initially
equal to ∅. Function Γ̂ is used to denote the current amount of coins available in the
channels and set Ψ containing all open push requests. Moreover, the ideal functionality
maintains a function remaining : Ψ → Z≥0. It proceeds as follows.

Upon receiving a message of a form (i-send, µ, u, t) from P1 and (i-receive, µ, u, t) from Pn

(in the same round) – check if the following holds:
Correctness condition: (a) you have not received an “i-send” or an “i-receive” message
with this µ before and (b) the current time is greater than t− ∆.

If it does not hold, then ignore this message. Otherwise (a) add (⟨(P, µ)⟩, u, t) to Ψ and
(b) let remaining(⟨(P, µ)⟩, u, t) := v.

Upon receiving a message of a form (i-push, (π||⟨(P, µ), (P ′, µ′)⟩), v, t) from P – check if
the following holds:
Correctness condition: (a) you have not received an “i-pushed” message with this
⟨(P, µ), (P ′, µ′)⟩ before, (b) P ′ � P ∈ E , (c) v ≤ Γ̂P�P ′(P ), (d) the number of elements
(π||⟨(P, µ), (P ′, µ′), (P ′′, µ′′)⟩), v′, t′) in Ψ (for any P ′′, µ′′, v′, and t) is less than δ, (e) the
current time is greater than t − ∆, and (f) if P is honest then (π||⟨(P, µ)⟩) ∈ Ψ and
remaining(π||⟨(P, µ)⟩) ≥ v.

If it does not hold, then ignore this message. Otherwise: (a) add
(π||⟨(P, µ), (P ′, µ′)⟩), v, t) to Ψ, (b) decrement remaining(π||⟨(P, µ)⟩), v, t) by v, (c) let
remaining(π||⟨(P, µ), (P ′, µ′)⟩), v, t) := v, (d) decrement Γ̂P�P ′(P ) by v, and (e) in the
next round send a message (i-pushed, (π||⟨(P, µ), (P ′, µ′)⟩), v, t)) to P ′.
If time t + ∆ comes and ((π||⟨(P, µ), (P ′, µ′)⟩), v, t)) is still in Ψ then behave as if you
received a message (i-acknowledge, (π||⟨(P, µ), (P ′, µ)⟩)) from P ′ (see below).

Upon receiving a message of a form (i-acknowledge, (π||⟨(P, µ)⟩)) from P – check if the
following holds:
Correctness condition: (a) (π||⟨(P, µ)⟩, t, v) ∈ Ψ (for some v and t), and (b) there does
not exist a push request ((π||⟨(P, µ)⟩||⟨(P ′, µ′)⟩), v′, t′) in Ψ (for any P ′, µ′, v′, t′).

If it does not hold, then ignore this message. Otherwise let v be the value from the
“Correctness condition” and let s be the sum of the v′ values in all the messages i
-acknowledged((π||⟨(P, µ)⟩||⟨(P ′, µ′)⟩)), v′) (for any (P ′, µ′)) that were ever sent to P . If
Pn is corrupt, allow the simulator to increase the value of s to any amount at most v.
Consider the following cases:

P = P1 (note that in this case π is empty) – then in the next round send i-sent(⟨(P, µ)⟩, s)
to RVM .
P ∈ {P2, . . . , Pn−1} – then let (Pk, µk) be the last element of π and then within time
∆ (a) send a message (trans, Pk, P, s) to AccountsG , (b) increment Γ̂Pk�P (Pk) by v− s,
(c) increment Γ̂Pk�P (P ) by s, (d) increment remaining(π, v, t) by v − s, (e) remove
(π||⟨(P, µ)⟩) from Ψ, and (f) send i-acknowledged((π||⟨(P, µ)⟩), s) to Pk.
P = Pn – then let (Pk, µk) be the last element of π and then within time ∆ (a) send
a message (trans, Pk, P, v) to AccountsG , (b) increment Γ̂Pk�P (Pk) by v, (c) remove
(π||⟨(P, µ)⟩) from Ψ, and (d) send i-acknowledged((π||⟨(P, µ)⟩), s) to Pk.

Figure 2 The ideal functionality NAPSδ
G .
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The real model. In the real model, the parties communicate with the environment and inter-
act with each other directly. Before the protocol starts, we generate a (public key, secret key)
pair for each Pi and give to Pi its secret key as input. Moreover, all parties (including RVM
and A) get the public keys of the other parties. For each pair {Pi, Pj} such that Pi � Pj ∈ E
the parties Pi and Pj also have access to an uncorruptible state channel machine CPi�Pj ,
which in turn, has access to AccountsG (the parties do not have a direct access to AccountsG).
Sending messages to AccountsG takes time at most ∆. The state channel machines and the
parties know the public keys of all the parties. Altogether, a NAPS protocol for a channel
graph G with arity δ is a tuple of machines Πδ

G := (RVM , P1, . . . , Pn, {CPi�Pj }Pi�Pj∈E).
The output of the real execution of Π with security parameter 1κ is a random variable
Real(Πδ

G ,A,Z, 1κ) denoting the output of Z. We define security by requiring that no envir-
onment can distinguish between the ideal and the real model. In the definition, we use the
concept of computational indistinguishably. From the construction of the ideal functionality,
it is easy to see that all the informal security properties (fairness to the sender and the
receiver and the balance neutrality) hold for EthNA.

▶ Definition 1. A tuple Πδ
G is a secure Non-Atomic Payment Splitting (NAPS) protocol

for G and δ if for every adversary A there exists a simulator S such that and every Z
the families of random variables {Ideal(NAPSδ

G ,S,Z, 1κ)}κ and {Real(Πδ
G ,A,Z, 1κ)}κ are

computationally indistinguishable

3.2 Formal description of EthNA
Let us start by providing formal definitions of some of the terms already informally introduced
in Sec. 2.2. For a graph G and a nonce µ, a subreceipt (over G, for payment µ) is a pair
*π, λ+Pn

signed by Pn such that π is a path over G (for payment µ) with Pn appearing on the
last position of π, and λ is a non-increasing sequence of positive integers, such that |λ| = |π|.
A payment report for µ is a set W of subreceipts for µ such that π identifies a member of W
uniquely, i.e.: (*π, λ+Pn

∈ W and * π, λ′+Pn
∈ W) implies λ = λ′. For example, α, β, and γ

in Sec. 2.2 are subreceipts, and the set {β, γ} (see Eq. (4)) is a payment report (except that
in that informal description, we omitted the nonces). For a payment report W a subreceipt
*(π, λ+Pn

is a leader of W at node P if P appears on π at some position i, and for every
*π′, λ′+Pn

∈ W we have that λ[i] ≥ λ′[i]. This notion was already discussed in Sec. 2.2, where
in particular, we said that the leader of a payment report {α′, γ} (on Eq. (4)) is γ. In normal
cases (i.e. if Pn is honest), the leader is always unique and is equal to the last subreceipt
of a from *(π||σ′), λ′+Pn

signed by Pn, however in general this does not need to be the case.
When we talk about the leader of W at P we mean the leader that is the smallest according
to some fixed linear ordering.

As mentioned in Sec. 1.2, EthNA is constructed using fraud-proofs. Formally, a fraud-
proof (for µ) is a payment report Q for µ of a form Q = {*(σ||πi), λi+}m

i=1, where all the
πi[1]’s are pairwise distinct , such that the following condition holds: maxi:=1,...,m λi[|σ|] <∑m

i:=1 λi[|σ| + 1]. For an example of a fraud-proof (with nonce missing from the picture)
see Eq. (6). If EthNA has arity at most δ (see Sec. 2.1), then we require that m ≤ δ.
Informally speaking, these conditions mean simply that in Q the largest label of σ is smaller
than the sum of all labels of σ’s children. If none of the subsets of a payment report W is a
fraud-proof, then we say that W is consistent. As we show later, if Pn is honest, then W is
always consistent. Note that the description of set Q as defined above can be quite large (it
is of size O(δ · (ℓ+ κ)), where δ is EthNA’s arity, ℓ is the maximal length of paths, and κ is
the security parameter (we need this to account for the signature size). Luckily, there is a
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simple way to “compress” it to O(δ · κ) (where κ is the security parameter) by exploiting the
fact that the only values that are needed to prove cheating are the positions on the indices
|σ| and |σ| + 1 of the λ’s. We describe the compression ideas in the extended version of this
paper [7] .

The formal description of EthNA appears on Figs. 3, 4, and 5. It uses a subroutine
algorithm AddΦ that we describe in a moment. We outsource some of the protocol to a
procedure handle-path (depicted in the same figure) to avoid repeating the same instructions.
The receipt verification machine RVM is presented in Fig. 6

Party P1

Upon receiving an admissible message of a form (i-send, µ, u, t) from the environment Z
and in the next round a message (invoice, *µ, u, t+Pn) from Pn – store this message, and
execute the handle-path(P1, ⟨(P1, µ)⟩, v, t) procedure presented on Fig. 4. Let (R, v) be
the output of this procedure. Send (acknowledged, µ, (*u, µ, t+Pn , R)) to RVM .

Party Pi for i = 2, . . . , n− 1
Upon receiving a message of a form (push, (*(π||⟨(P, µ), (P ′, µ′)⟩), v, t+P ) from some
party P – ignore this message if at least one of the following happens: (a) P ′ ̸= Pi or
(b) t > τ + ∆ (where τ is the current time). Otherwise run the path handling procedure
handle-path(Pi, (π||⟨(P ′, µ′), (P, µ)⟩), v, t) presented on Fig. 4. Let (R, v′) be the output
of this procedure and send (acknowledge, *(π||⟨(P ′, µ′), (P, µ)⟩), v, t+Pj

, R) to CP�Pi .

Party Pn

Wait to receive admissible messages of a form (i-receive, µ, u, t) from the environment Z.
Handle each of them as follows.

Otherwise let βµ be an integer variable initially equal to u and send a message
(invoice, *µ, u, t+Pn

) to P1. Let Φµ be a variable containing a payment report that
is initially empty. Then wait (until time t comes) to receive messages of the following
form:

Message (push, *(π||⟨(P, µ), (Pn, µ
′)⟩), v, t′+P ) from some party P (with t′ ≤ t) – send a

message (pushed, (π||⟨(P, µ), (Pn, µ
′)⟩), v, t′) to Z.

If within time t you receive a message (i-acknowledge(π||⟨(P, µ), (Pn, µ
′)⟩) from Z and

v > βµ then execute AddΦµ((π||⟨(P, µ), (Pn, µ
′)⟩), v). Let λ be the output of this

procedure. Send a message (acknowledge, *(π||⟨(P, µ), (Pn, µ
′)⟩), v, t′+P , *(π||⟨(P, µ),

(Pn, µ
′)⟩), λ+Pn

) to RVM .

Figure 3 The EthNA protocol for the parties.

The parties receive the “ideal model” messages (starting with a prefix “i-”) from Z.
By saying that a message (received from Z) is admissible, we mean that it satisfies the
“correctness conditions” from Fig. 2. The push requests are executed by direct communication
between the parties, and the payment acknowledgment is done via the state channel machines.
Let us comment on the types of messages that are sent within the protocol (see also the
cheat sheet in [7]). The messages that are used are: “push” to push a subpayment (the
corresponding message sent by the channel to the other party is “pushed”), “acknowledge”
to acknowledge a subpayment (the corresponding message is “acknowledged”). The value R
contains either a subreceipt (this is the most common case), or a fraud-proof, or a message
“‘empty” denoting the fact that no subpayments have been acknowledged by Pn.
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Let Wπ be a variable containing a set of subreceipts that initially is empty and let ωπ := δ.
Send (i-pushed, π, v, t) to Z and wait for the following messages forms from Z:

Message (i-push, (π||⟨(P, µ), (P ′, µ′)⟩, v′, t′) (for some v′ ≤ απ and µ and µ′ and P ′ such
that P � P ′ ∈ E) – handle each such a message as follows. If ωπ = 0 then ignore
this message. Otherwise let απ := απ − v′ and decrease ωπ by 1. Then send a message
(push, *(π||⟨(P ′, µ′)⟩), v′, t′+P ) to P ′ and wait until round t to receive a message od one of
the following forms:

(acknowledged, (π||⟨(P ′, µ′)⟩), empty) from CPi�P ′ – then let απ := απ + v′ and send
a message (i-acknowledged, (π||⟨(P ′, µ′)⟩), 0) to Z,
(acknowledged, (π||⟨(P ′, µ′)⟩), *ψ, λ+Pn

), where ψ is such that (π||⟨(P ′, µ′)⟩) is a prefix
of ψ – then store *ψ, λ+Pn

in Wπ by letting Wπ := Wπ ∪ {*ψ, λ+Pn
}.

Let v̂ := λ[|π| + 1]. Let απ := απ + v′ − v̂ and send (i-acknowledged, (π||⟨(P ′, µ′))⟩, v̂) to
Z, or

(acknowledged, (π||⟨(P ′, µ′)⟩), (fraud-proof, w)) – then store (fraud-proof, w) and send a
message (i-acknowledged, (π||⟨(P ′, µ′)⟩), v′) to Z.

Message (i-acknowledge, π) (or time t comes) – if you are still waiting in the procedure of
handling some “i-push” message (see above), then ignore this message. Otherwise, do the
following

If you stored (fraud-proof, w) (for some (P ′, µ′)) or if Wπ is inconsistent and w is the
fraud-proof – then output ((fraud-proof, w), v).
Otherwise: if Wπ is empty then output empty.
Otherwise let *ψ, λ+Pn

be the leader of Wπ at P̃ , where P̃ is the last party on π. Output
(*ψ, λ+Pn , λ(|π|)).

Figure 4 Path handling procedure handle-path(P, π, v, t).

Recall that the values of registers ΓPi�Pj (Pi) and ΓPi�Pj (Pj) are pre-loaded before the
execution started. Wait for messages from Pi and Pj .

Upon receiving a message of a form (acknowledge, *π, v, t+Pk
, empty) from a party P (such

that {Pk, P} = {Pi, Pj}) – send (acknowledged, π, empty) to Pk.

Upon receiving a message of a form (acknowledge, *π, v, t+Pk
, *ψ, λ+Pn

) from a party P

where (a) current time is at most t, (b) π is a path with a suffix ⟨(Pk, µ), (P, µ′)⟩ (for
some µ and µ′), (c) π is a prefix of ψ, (d) λ[|π|] ≤ ΓPi�Pj (Pk), and (e) {Pk, P} =
{Pi, Pj} – then send a message of a form (trans, Pk, P, λ[|π|]) to AccountsG and a message
(acknowledged, π, *ψ, λ+Pn) to Pk.

Upon receiving a message of a form (acknowledge, *π, v, t+Pk
, (fraud-proof, w)) from a party

P where (a) current time is at most t, (b) π is a path with a suffix ⟨(Pk, µ), (P, µ′)⟩ (for
some µ, µ′ and Pk), (c) v ≤ ΓPi�Pj (Pk), and (d) w is a fraud-proof – then send a message
(trans, Pk, P, v) to AccountsG and send a message (acknowledged, π, (fraud-proof, w)) to Pk.

Figure 5 The EthNA state channel machine CPi�Pj .
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Upon receiving a message (acknowledged, µ, (*u, µ′, t+Pn , R)) from P1 (such that µ = µ′

and you have not received an “acknowledged” message with this µ from P1 before) – let

w :=


u if R = (fraud-proof, w),
0 if R = empty
λ[1] if R = *acknowledge, ψ, λ+Pn

,

where w is a fraud-proof. Send (i-sent, µ, w) to Z

Figure 6 Receipt Verification Machine RVM .

As described above, the main tasks of each party Pi (for i = 2, . . . , n− 1) are: (a) receive
push requests from some P , (b) forward corresponding push request in the direction of Pn,
(c) receive information about how many coins were transferred, and (d) once you are done
with handling all push requests: check if you received or you can find a fraud-proof – if yes,
then forward this information back to P (via the state channel), and if not, then choose the
leader of the set of receipts and forward it back to P (via the state channel). The procedure
for P1 is similar, except that P1 is activated by a “send” message from Z, and waits of the
invoice from Pn. It then communicates with the receipt verification machine defined on
Fig. 6 (see p. 19 in the appendix). Probably the most interesting part is the instructions
for Pn. First, Pn (upon receiving an i-receive(µ, u, t) message from Z) sends an invoice to
P1. For every payment, µ party Pn maintains a payment tree Φµ that is initially empty.
Payment trees were already discussed in Sec. 2.2. For a formal definition, consider some fixed
µ and G. During the execution of EthNA for G and µ, several subpayments are delivered
to Pn. Let π1, . . . , πt denote the consecutive paths over which these subpayments go (of
course, they need to be distinct), and let vi ∈ Z>0 be the number of coins transmitted with
each πi. Let W := {(πi, vi)}t

i=1. Formally, a payment tree tree(W) is a labeled tree (T,L),
where T is the set of all prefixes of the πi’s, i.e., T :=

⋃
i prefix(πi). . If EthNA has arity

δ then the arity of T in every node (π||⟨(P, µ)⟩) is at most δ. Then for every π ∈ T we
let L(π) :=

∑
i:π∈prefix(πi) v

i. In other words: every path π gets labeled by the arithmetic
sum of the value of the payments that were “passed through it”. Clearly, the label L(ε)
of the root node of tree(W) is equal to the sum of all vi’s, and hence it is equal to the
total number of coins transferred by the subpayments in W. We also have that for every
path σ L(σ) =

∑
π is a child of σ L(π). It is also easy to see that tree(W) can be constructed

“dynamically” by processing elements of W one after another. More precisely, this is done
as follows. We start with an empty tree Φ, and then iteratively apply the algorithm AddΦ
(see Alg. 1) for (π1, v1), (π2, v2), . . .. From the construction of the algorithm, it follows

Algorithm 1 AddΦ(π, v).

This algorithm operates on a global state Φ = (T, L). Its side effect is a change of the global
state. We assume that v ∈ Z>0 and π ̸∈ T .
for j = 1, . . . , |π| do

if π|j ∈ T then
let L(π|j) := L(π|j) + v

else
let T := T ∪ {π|j} let L(π|j) := v

output ⟨L(π[1]), . . . , L(π|π|)⟩ (the labels on path π)

AFT 2023
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immediately that if Pn starts with Φ being an empty tree, and then iteratively applies AddΦ
to (πi, vi)’s for i = 1, . . . , t, then the final state of Φ is equal to tree(W). For example, if Pn

applies this procedure to the situation in Fig. 1 she obtains the trees depicted on Eqs. (1)–(3).
It is easy to see that if Pn applies the AddΦ algorithm correctly, then the resulting sets W are
never inconsistent (and hence no fraud-proof will ever be produced against an honest Pn).

The formal security analysis of this protocol is given in the following lemma, whose proof
appears in [7].

▶ Lemma 2. Assuming that the underlying signature scheme is existentially unforgeable
under a chosen-message attack, EthNA is a secure NAPS protocol for every G and δ.

3.3 Efficiency analysis

We consider separately the optimistic scenario (when the parties are cooperating) and the
pessimistic one when the malicious parties slow down the execution. In the optimistic case,
the payments are almost immediate. It takes 1 round for a payment to be pushed and 2
rounds to be acknowledged (due to the communication with the state channel machine).
Hence, in the most optimistic case, the time for executing a payment is 3 · ℓ (where ℓ is
the depth of the payment tree). During the acknowledgment, every malicious party can
delay the process by time at most ∆. Hence, the maximal pessimistic time is (1 + ∆) · ℓ.
The second important measure is the blockchain costs, i.e., the fees that the parties need
to pay. Below we provide a “theoretical” analysis of such costs. For the results of concrete
experiments, see . Note that in the optimistic case, the only costs are channel opening and
closing, and hence they are independent of the tree depth and of its arity. In the pessimistic
case, all messages in state channels must be sent “via the blockchain”. Let us consider two
cases. In the first case, there is no fraud-proof. Then, the only message that is sent via
the blockchain is acknowledge(*ϕ, λ+Pn

), which has size linear O(ℓ+ κ) (where ℓ is as above,
and κ is the security parameter and corresponds to space needed to store a signature). The
situation is a bit different if a fraud-proof appears. As remarked in Sec. 3.2 the size of a
fraud-proof is O(δ · (ℓ + κ)), where δ is EthNA’s arity, ℓ is the maximal length of paths,
and κ is the security parameter. Note that the fraud-proof is “propagated”, i.e., even if a
given intermediary decided to keep its arity small (i.e., not to split her subpayments into
too many subpayments), she might be forced to pay fees that depend on some (potentially
larger) arity. This could result in griefing attacks, which is why we introduced a global limit
on the arity. There are many ways around this. First, we could modify the protocol so that
the fraud-proofs by Pn are posted directly in a smart contract on a blockchain so that all
other parties do not need to re-post and can just refer to it. Moreover, the proof size can be
significantly reduced (see the extended version of this paper [7]).

4 Practical aspects

Let us now we provide information about practical experiments of EthNA implementation.
We implemented a simple version of EthNA in Solidity. The source code is available at
github.com/Sam16450/NAPS-EthNA. The table in Fig. 7 (a) summarizes the execution
costs in terms of thousands of gas, and depending on the arity δ and the maximal path
length. The constructor denotes the procedure for deploying a channel, close corresponds
to closing a channel without disagreement, addState is used to register the balance in case of
disagreement, addCheatingProof is used to add a fraud-proof, addCompletedTransaction
– to add a subreceipt when no cheating was discovered, and closeDisagreement – to finally
close a channel after disagreement.

https://github.com/Sam16450/NAPS-EthNA
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δ path
length

constructor close addState addChea-
tingProof

addComple-
tedTransa-
ction

close-
Disagree-
ment

5 10 2,391 14 93 1,053 155 14
5 5 2,249 14 94 871 145 14
2 5 2,088 14 93 779 145 14
2 3 2,191 14 93 590 140 14

(a)

(b) (c)

Figure 7 Experimental results.

Although routing algorithms are not the main topic of this work, we also performed
some experiments with a routing algorithm built on top of EthNA. We took the net-
work graph in our experiments from the Lightning network (from the website gitlab.tu-
berlin.de/rohrer/discharged-pc-data) with approx. 6K nodes and 30K channels. Channel’s
capacities are chosen according to the normal distribution N (200, 50). Each transaction
was split by applying the following rules. The sender and the intermediaries look at the
channel graph and search for the set X of shortest paths that lead to the receiver (and have
different first elements). Then they split the payment into values proportional to the capacity
of the first channel in the path. In our simulations, we performed 100K transaction. The
results appear in Fig. 7. The “success ratio” denotes the probability of complete success of
an average payment. Each transaction had to be completed in a maximum of 50 rounds.
“Lightning” refers to standard Lightning routing, and “Lightning+” refers to the Lightning
algorithm that attempts to push payments multiple times. Transaction values are chosen
uniformly from set (x0, x1), while in (b) we have (x0, x1) = (10, 500) and in (c) we have
x0 := 150, 200, 300, 400 and x1 := 500. Our experiments show that even this simple routing
algorithm for EthNA works much better than Lightning.

5 Conclusions and future work

We have introduced a Non-Atomic Payment Splitting (NAPS) technique for the payment
networks, constructed the EthNA protocol that uses it, and proven its security. Due to
the limited space, we focused only on introducing the payment-splitting technique. This
paper opens several exciting questions for future research. First, it would be interesting to
develop routing algorithms that use this feature. Secondly, we did not address privacy and
anonymity in this setting, and it would be interesting to explore this topic. Our solution
strongly relies on the Turing completeness of the underlying blockchain platform. It would
be interesting to examine if NAPS schemes can be implemented Non-Atomic also over legacy
blockchains such as Bitcoin.

AFT 2023
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Abstract
Nova is an efficient recursive proof system built from an elegant folding scheme for (relaxed) R1CS
statements. The original Nova paper (CRYPTO’22) presented Nova using a single elliptic curve
group of order p. However, for improved efficiency, the implementation of Nova alters the scheme to
use a 2-cycle of elliptic curves. This altered scheme is only described in the code and has not been
proven secure. In this work, we point out a soundness vulnerability in the original implementation of
the 2-cycle Nova system. To demonstrate this vulnerability, we construct a convincing Nova proof for
the correct evaluation of 275 rounds of the Minroot VDF in only 116 milliseconds. We then present
a modification of the 2-cycle Nova system and formally prove its security. The modified system
also happens to be more efficient than the original implementation. In particular, the modification
eliminates an R1CS instance-witness pair from the recursive proof. The implementation of Nova has
now been updated to use our optimized and secure system. In addition, we show that the folding
mechanism at the core of Nova is malleable: given a proof for some statement z, an adversary can
construct a proof for a related statement z′, at the same depth as z, without knowledge of the
witness for z′.
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1 Introduction

In a recent work, Kothapalli, Setty, and Tzialla introduced an elegant folding scheme for
relaxed R1CS statements [12]. The scheme leads to the Nova proof system: an efficient
and succinct proof system for incrementally verifiable computation, or IVC [21]. This proof
system has many applications in the blockchain space, such as verifiable delay functions [20],
a Nova-based ZK virtual machine [15], and outsourced computation.

The description and analysis of Nova in [12] restricts itself to a single chain of incremental
computation, namely a series of identical computation steps that produce an output which
is fed directly into the next step. At every step, a single application of some function F
is applied, and a statement about the validity of the prior step is folded into an ongoing
statement of validity. We refer to this as a single IVC chain.
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To improve efficiency, the implementation of Nova [14] uses a 2-cycle of elliptic curves.
This leads to a proof system that uses two parallel IVC chains that must be linked together.
Until this work, the 2-cycle Nova system was only described in the implementation code and
there was no public proof of security.

In this paper, we present two security concerns that affect the 2-cycle Nova system. First,
in Section 7 we describe a soundness issue that enables an attacker to produce proofs for false
statements. For example, we compute a convincing proof for an evaluation of 275 rounds
of the Minroot VDF [10] in only 116 milliseconds on a single laptop. The core issue that
this attack exploits is that the 2-cycle Nova system produces an IVC proof that contains an
additional R1CS instance-witness pair that is not sufficiently constrained by the verifier.

To fix this issue we first formally describe the two IVC chains approach used in the Nova
implementation. Instead of describing the original scheme, we present in Sections 4 and 5 a
modified version of the system that fixes the vulnerability and results in a shorter IVC proof.
We present the scheme as a compiler that compilers a Nova-like folding scheme into an IVC
proof using a cycle of curves. In Section 6 we prove knowledge soundness of this modified
system. We followed responsible disclosure best practice and coordinated patches with the
Nova authors. The Nova implementation has now been updated [19] to use this optimized
and secure system.

Second, in Section 8, we show that Nova’s IVC proofs are malleable, which can lead to a
security vulnerability in some applications. We also discuss strategies to mitigate this issue.

We begin by establishing in Sections 2 and 3 the terminology needed to describe the
2-cycle Nova system (i.e the 2-cycle Nova IVC Scheme).

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Incrementally Verifiable Computation (IVC)
Incrementally verifiable computation, or IVC, was introduced by Valiant [21]. For a function
F : {0, 1}a × {0, 1}b → {0, 1}a, and some public values z0, zi ∈ {0, 1}a, an IVC scheme lets
a prover generate a succinct proof that it knows auxiliary values aux0, . . . , auxi−1 ∈ {0, 1}b

such that

aux0 aux1 auxi−1
↓ ↓ ↓

z0 → F → F → · · · → F → zi

The following definition gives the syntax and security properties for an IVC scheme. The
prover P in this definition computes a proof for one step in the IVC chain. Iterating the
prover will produce a proof πi for the entire chain of length i.

▶ Definition 1 (IVC [21]). An IVC Scheme is a tuple of efficient algorithms (Setup,P,V)
with the following interface:

Setup(1λ, n) → pp: Given a security parameter 1λ, a poly-size bound n ∈ ℕ, outputs
public parameters pp.
P(pp, F, (i, z0, zi), auxi, πi)→ πi+1: Given public parameters pp, a function F : {0, 1}a ×
{0, 1}b → {0, 1}a computable by a circuit of size at most n, an index i ∈ ℕ, an initial
input z0 ∈ {0, 1}a, a claimed output zi ∈ {0, 1}a, advice auxi ∈ {0, 1}b, and an IVC proof
πi, outputs a new IVC proof πi+1.
V(pp, F, (i, z0, zi), πi) → 0/1: Given public parameters pp, a function F, an index i, an
initial input z0, a claimed output zi, and an IVC proof πi, outputs 0 (reject) or 1 (accept).
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An IVC Scheme satisfies the following properties:

Completeness. For every poly-size bound n ∈ ℕ, for every pp in the output space of
Setup(1λ, n), for every function F : {0, 1}a × {0, 1}b → {0, 1}a computable by a circuit within
the poly-size bound n, for every collection of elements (i ∈ ℕ, z0, zi ∈ {0, 1}a), auxi ∈ {0, 1}b,
and IVC proof πi,

Pr

 V(pp, F, (i, z0, zi), πi) = 1
⇓

V(pp, F, (i + 1, z0, zi+1), πi+1) = 1
: πi+1 ← P(pp, F, (i, z0, zi), auxi, πi),

zi+1 ← F (zi, auxi)

 = 1

Knowledge Soundness. Let n ∈ ℕ be a poly-size bound and ℓ(λ) be a polynomial in the
security parameter. Let F be an efficient function sampling adversary that outputs a function
F : {0, 1}a × {0, 1}b → {0, 1}a computable by a circuit within the poly-size bound n. Then for
every efficient IVC prover P ∗, there exists an efficient extractor E such that the probability

Pr



V(pp, F, (i, z0, zi), πi) = 1ww�
zi = F(zi−1, auxi−1) ∧

(i = 1 ⇒ zi−1 = z0) ∧
(i > 1 ⇒ V(pp, F, (i− 1, z0, zi−1), πi−1) = 1)

:
pp← Setup(1λ, n),
ρ← {0, 1}ℓ(λ),

F← F(pp; ρ),
(i, z0, zi, πi)← P ∗(pp; ρ),
(zi−1, auxi−1), πi−1 ← E(pp; ρ)


is greater than or equal to 1− negl(λ).

▶ Remark 2 (Full Extraction). Our definition of knowledge soundness implies other notions
of IVC knowledge soundness, which require the extraction of all the auxiliary values in the
execution chain [12, 11, 1, 2]. Informally, consider some ρ and pp sampled at random, and
an adversary P ∗(pp; ρ) that outputs a proof for i iterations of the IVC. Then the knowledge
extractor E can be used to construct an IVC prover for a proof of i− 1 iterations. Applying
the definition again to the prover derived from E implies that there is a knowledge extractor
E ′ that outputs a valid (zi−2, auxi−2), πi−2 with all but negligible probability. We can repeat
this argument inductively to extract a vector of auxiliary values (auxi−1, . . . , aux0) that shows
that the zi output by P ∗ is computed correctly from z0. Note that if time(E) > c · time(P ∗)
for some constant c > 1, then this argument only works for O(log λ) steps before the running
time of the extractor becomes super-polynomial in λ. We use this sequential IVC model for
consistency with the original Nova [12, 14]. In certain applications, a tree-like IVC proof
system might be preferable.

▶ Remark 3 (Zero Knowledge). In some settings one also wants the IVC scheme to be zero
knowledge, but in this writeup we focus on knowledge soundness of the scheme.

2.2 Committed Relaxed R1CS over a Ring

The Nova Proof system over a cycle of curves (2-cycle Nova system) makes use of two finite
fields 𝔽1 and 𝔽2 simultaneously. As such, it is convenient to treat the primitives used in Nova
as operating on the finite commutative ring R := 𝔽1 × 𝔽2, where addition and multiplication
are defined component wise. That is, for a = (a1, a2) and b = (b1, b2) in R, we define
a + b = (a1 + a2, b1 + b2) and a · b = (a1b1, a2b2).
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▶ Definition 4 (Commitment Scheme). Let R be a finite commutative ring. A commitment
scheme for vectors over R is a pair of efficient algorithms (Setupcom, Commit) with the
following interface:

Setupcom(1λ, R, n)→ ppcom: Given a security parameter 1λ ∈ 1ℕ, a description of a ring
R, and a poly-size bound n ∈ ℕ, outputs public parameters ppcom.
Commit(ppcom, x) → c: Given public parameters ppcom and input x ∈ Rn, outputs a
commitment c.

These algorithms need to satisfy the following properties.
Binding: Let n ∈ ℕ be a poly-size bound. For every efficient adversary A and for every
finite commutative ring R whose size is at most exponential in λ,

Pr
[

Commit(ppcom, x0) = Commit(ppcom, x1) ∧
x0 ̸= x1

: ppcom ← Setupcom(1λ, R, n)
(x0, x1)← A(ppcom)

]
≤ negl(λ)

Additively Homomorphic: Given two commitments c← Commit(ppcom, x), c′ ← Commit(
ppcom, x′) to vectors x, x′ ∈ Rn (not necessarily distinct), there is an efficient homo-
morphism ⊕ on commitments such that c⊕ c′ = Commit(ppcom, x + x′).
Succinct: For any x ∈ Rn, the commitment c ← Commit(ppcom, x) must have size
|c| ≤ poly(λ, log(n)).

▶ Definition 5 (Committed Relaxed R1CS over a Ring). Consider m, n, ℓ ∈ ℕ where m > ℓ

and a finite commutative ring R. Further, consider a commitment scheme Commit for vectors
over R, where ppW and ppE are commitment parameters for vectors of size m− ℓ− 1 and n

respectively.
A committed relaxed R1CS instance is a tuple 𝕌 := (Ē, s, W̄ , x), where Ē and W̄

are commitments, s ∈ R, and x ∈ Rℓ.
A committed relaxed R1CS instance 𝕌 = (Ē, s, W̄ , x) is satisfiable with respect to an
R1CS constraint system R1CS := (A, B, C ∈ Rn×m) if there exist a relaxed witness
𝕎 := (E ∈ Rn, W ∈ Rm−ℓ−1) such that

Ē = Commit(ppE , E), W̄ = Commit(ppW , W ), and (A ·Z)◦(B ·Z) = s ·(C ·Z)+E

where Z = (W, x, s). We refer to E as the error vector and W as the extended
witness.
An instance-witness pair (𝕌,𝕎) satisfies a constraint system R1CS if 𝕎 is a satisfying
relaxed witness for 𝕌. An instance-witness pair (𝕦,𝕨) pair strictly satisfies an R1CS
constraint system R1CS if (1) the pair satisfies R1CS and (2) 𝕦.Ē = 0̄ is the commitment
to the zero vector and s = 1.

▶ Remark 6 (Trivially Satisfiable Instance-Witness Pairs). A committed instance-witness pair
(𝕌⊥,𝕎⊥) will denote a trivially satisfying pair for an R1CS constraint system R1CS over
R. In Nova [12], this pair is constructed by setting E, W, and x to appropriately sized zero
vectors, Ē, W̄ to be commitments to the zero vectors, and s equal to 0.

2.3 A Folding Scheme for Committed Relaxed R1CS over a Ring
Folding schemes give an efficient approach to IVC. In recent years, several works [2, 12, 11,
1, 13, 17] constructed efficient folding schemes for different problems. Nova [12] introduces
an elegant folding scheme, for folding two committed relaxed R1CS instances and their
witnesses. Nova’s folding scheme is a public-coin, one-round interactive protocol that is made
non-interactive in the random oracle model using the Fiat-Shamir transform. Additionally,
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Nova heuristically instantiates the random oracle with a concrete hash function and assumes
that this heuristic produces a protocol that is knowledge sound. A similar assumption is
used in other recursive proof systems [2, 11, 1].

▶ Definition 7. A Non-Interactive Folding Scheme for Committed Relaxed R1CS
consists of an underlying commitment scheme (Setupcom, Commit) (Definition 4) for commit-
ted relaxed instances (Definition 5) and a tuple of efficient algorithms (FoldSetup, FoldK, FoldP ,

FoldV) with the following interface:
FoldSetup(1λ, n) → pp: Given a security parameter 1λ ∈ 1ℕ, a poly-size bound n ∈ ℕ,
outputs public parameters pp which contain the description of a finite commutative ring
R and commitment parameters ppcom for vectors over R within the size bound n.
FoldK(pp, R1CS)→ (pk, vk) Given public parameters pp, an R1CS constraint system R1CS
over R within the poly-size bound n, outputs proving key pk and verifier key vk.
FoldP (pk, (𝕦,𝕨), (𝕌,𝕎))→

(
T̄, (𝕌′,𝕎′)

)
: Given a proving key pk, two committed relaxed

R1CS instance-witness pairs (𝕦,𝕨), (𝕌,𝕎), outputs a folding proof T̄ in the commitment
space, and a new committed relaxed R1CS instance-witness pair (𝕌′,𝕎′).
FoldV

(
vk, 𝕦,𝕌, T̄

)
→ 𝕌′: Given a verification key vk, two committed relaxed R1CS

instances 𝕦,𝕌, and a folding proof T̄, outputs a new committed relaxed R1CS instance 𝕌′.

These algorithms need to satisfy the following properties:

Completeness. For every poly-size bound n′ ∈ ℕ, for every pp in the output space of
FoldSetup(1λ, n′), for every poly-size m, n, ℓ ∈ ℕ where m > ℓ, n′ > m − ℓ − 1, n′ > n, for
every R1CS constraint system R1CS := (A, B, C ∈ Rn×m), for every committed relaxed
instance-witness pair (𝕦,𝕨), (𝕌,𝕎) for R1CS,

Pr


𝕌′ = 𝕌′′

∧
(𝕦,𝕨), (𝕌,𝕎) satisfy R1CS
=⇒ (𝕌′,𝕎′) satisfies R1CS

:
(pk, vk)← FoldK(pp, R1CS),(
T̄, (𝕌′,𝕎′)

)
← FoldP (pk, (𝕦,𝕨), (𝕌,𝕎)) ,

𝕌′′ ← FoldV
(
vk, 𝕦,𝕌, T̄

)
 = 1

Knowledge Soundness. Let n ∈ ℕ be a poly-size bound and ℓ(λ) be a polynomial in the
security parameter. For every efficient adversary P∗, there exist an efficient extractor E such
that the probability

Pr


𝕌′ = FoldV(vk, 𝕦,𝕌, T̄) ∧
(𝕌′,𝕎′) satisfies R1CSw�

(𝕦,𝕨), (𝕌,𝕎) satisfy R1CS

:

pp← FoldSetup(1λ, n),
ρ← {0, 1}ℓ(λ),(
R1CS, (𝕦,𝕌, T̄), (𝕌′,𝕎′)

)
← P∗(pp; ρ),

(pk, vk)← FoldK(pp, R1CS),
(𝕨,𝕎)← E(pp; ρ)


is ≥ 1− negl(λ). In words, the definition of knowledge soundness states that if an adversary
P∗ can create a folded statement 𝕌′ of two statements 𝕦 and 𝕌 and a satisfying witness 𝕎′

for 𝕌′, then an extractor E for P∗ can produce satisfying witnesses 𝕨 for 𝕦 and 𝕎 for 𝕌.

Collision resistance. The Nova construction also uses collision resistant hash functions. To
be comprehensive, we define these next.
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▶ Definition 8 (Collision Resistant Hash Functions). Let R be a finite commutative ring such
that |R| ≈ 2λ. A hash function for R is a pair of efficient algorithms (SetupH, H) with the
following interface:

SetupH(1λ, R)→ ppH: Given a security parameter 1λ ∈ 1ℕ and a description of R, outputs
public parameters ppH.
H(ppH, x)→ h: Given public parameters ppH and input x ∈ R∗, outputs a hash h ∈ R.

A hash function is collision resistant if for every efficient adversary A,

Pr
[

H(ppH, m0) = H(ppH, m1) ∧
m0 ̸= m1

: ppH ← SetupH(1λ, R)
(m0, m1)← A(ppH)

]
≤ negl(λ)

3 The Nova Proof System over a Cycle of Curves: Preliminary Details

In this section and the next, we describe details about the underlying primitives in the 2-cycle
Nova System [14]. Section 5 describes the explicit operation of the modified IVC verifier and
modified IVC prover.

Cycle of Elliptic Curves. To reduce the number of constraints related to group operations,
the implementation of Nova uses a cycle of elliptic curves for which the discrete log problem
is hard. Specifically, the Nova implementation is generic over any cycle of elliptic curves
that implements certain Rust traits (Nova implements those traits for the pasta cycle of two
curves [16]). We denote the elliptic curve groups as 𝔾1 and 𝔾2. We refer to the scalar field of
an elliptic curve group 𝔾 as the field 𝔽 whose order is |𝔾|, and the base field of 𝔾 as the field
𝔽 ′ over which the elliptic curve is defined (i.e. the points have the form (x, y) ∈ 𝔽 ′ × 𝔽 ′).

The group 𝔾1 has scalar field 𝔽1 and base field 𝔽2, while 𝔾2 has scalar field 𝔽2 and base
field 𝔽1. Group operations for 𝔾1 can be efficiently expressed as constraints over the base
field 𝔽2. Symmetrically, group operations for 𝔾2 can be efficiently expressed as constraints
over the base field 𝔽1. The groups 𝔾1 and 𝔾2 will be the commitment spaces for Pedersen
vector commitments for vectors over 𝔽1 and 𝔽2 respectively.

Groups and Rings. We define the ring R := 𝔽1 × 𝔽2 as the set of tuples with one element in
𝔽1 and another in 𝔽2. We can naturally define the ring operations as the component-wise
field operations. Similarly, define the group 𝔾 := 𝔾1 × 𝔾2 and it’s group operation as the
component-wise group operation.

Commitments. In Nova, the folding procedure requires additively homomorphic com-
mitments to vectors over a field 𝔽 . Their specific construction [12] uses Pedersen vector
commitments belonging to a group 𝔾 of order |𝔽 |, for which the discrete log problem is hard.
Nova’s implementation [14] is generic over the commitment scheme and one can supply a
different commitment scheme for vectors, but we restrict our attention to Pedersen vector
commitments in this paper.

We generalize the Pedersen vector commitment to the ring R := 𝔽1 × 𝔽2 by composing
a Pedersen vector commitment over 𝔽1 with commitment space 𝔾1 and a Pedersen vector
commitment over 𝔽2 with commitment space 𝔾2. We write x(1) ∈ 𝔽n

1 and x(2) ∈ 𝔽n
2 for

the left and right projections of a vector x ∈ Rn. Then, the commitment to x is a pair of
commitments: a commitment to x(1) ∈ 𝔽n

1 and a commitment to x(2) ∈ 𝔽n
2 . Concretely, this

commitment to the vector x ∈ Rn will be an element in 𝔾 := 𝔾1 × 𝔾2.
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Committed relaxed instances. Consider two R1CS constraint systems

R1CS(1) := (A1, B1, C1 ∈ 𝔽n1×m1
1 ) and R1CS(2) := (A2, B2, C2 ∈ 𝔽n2×m2

2 )

defined over 𝔽1 and 𝔽2, respectively. A committed relaxed instance for R1CS(1) is a tuple

𝕌(1) :=
(
Ē(1), s(1), W(1), x(1)) where Ē(1), W(1) ∈ 𝔾1, s(1) ∈ 𝔽1, x(1) ∈ 𝔽 ℓ1

1 .

The corresponding relaxed witness 𝕎(1) = (E(1), W (1)) has an error vector E(1) ∈ 𝔽n1
1 and

extended witness W (1) ∈ 𝔽m1−ℓ1−1
1 . Symmetrically, a committed relaxed instance for R1CS(2)

is a tuple

𝕌(2) :=
(
Ē(2), s(2), W(2), x(2)) where Ē(2), W(2) ∈ 𝔾2, s(2) ∈ 𝔽2, x(2) ∈ 𝔽 ℓ2

2 .

The corresponding relaxed witness 𝕎(2) = (E(2), W (2)) has error vector E(2) ∈ 𝔽n2
2 and

W (2) ∈ 𝔽m2−ℓ2−1
2 .

The two constraint systems R1CS(1) over 𝔽1 and R1CS(2) over 𝔽2 can be treated as a
single constraint system R1CS := (A, B, C ∈ Rn×m) over R := 𝔽1 × 𝔽2. The constraint
systems R1CS(1) and R1CS(2) are simply the left and right projections of R1CS. A strict
projection of R1CS would require the dimensions of R1CS(1) and R1CS(2) to be identical to
the dimensions of R1CS. In practice, R1CS(1) and R1CS(2) can have different dimensions.
When abstractly combining the constraint systems to obtain R1CS, we can pad the systems
with dummy rows and columns so that R1CS(1) and R1CS(2) have the same dimension. In
particular, m = max(m1, m2), n = max(n1, n2), and l = max(l1, l2). Similarly, we can
treat instance-witness pairs (𝕌(1),𝕎(1)), (𝕌(2),𝕎(2)) as the left and right projection of an
instance-witness pair (𝕌,𝕎) for R1CS.

Hash Functions. Hash functions H1 : 𝔽 ∗
1 → 𝔽1 and H2 : 𝔽 ∗

2 → 𝔽2 are collision resistant hash
functions that take as input an arbitrary number of field elements and output a single field
element which encodes the hash. In Nova, this single field element can be represented as a
scalar whose bit representation is at most 250 bits long. Thus, the output hash has a unique
representation in both fields, whose elements are 256 bits.1

Concretely, define h1 := H1(. . . ) as the output of H1 for some arbitrary input elements
(. . . ) ∈ 𝔽 ∗

1 . The hash can be expressed as h1 =
∑

i≤250 b
(1)
i · (2(1))i where 2(1) ∈ 𝔽1 and for

all i ≤ 250, b
(1)
i ∈ 𝔽1 are bits in {0, 1}. The hash output h1 :=

∑
i≤250 b

(1)
i · (2(1))i in 𝔽1 can

be represented as an element h′
1 in 𝔽2. To do so, define h′

1 :=
∑

i≤250 b
(2)
i · (2(2))i where for

all i, the bit b
(2)
i ∈ 𝔽2 is the same the bit b

(1)
i ∈ 𝔽1 (i.e. if b

(1)
i = 1(1), we define b

(2)
i = 1(2)

otherwise b
(2)
i = 0(2)). Symmetrically, a hash output h2 :=

∑
i≤250 b

(2)
i · (2(2))i in 𝔽2 can be

represented as an element h′
2 in 𝔽1 in the same way.

Similarly, the hash function H : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}λ is a collision resistant hash function
whose outputs can be represented uniquely in both fields. We omit the hash parameters for
H for ease of presentation. The Nova implementation [14] uses the Poseidon hash function [8]
for H1 and H2 and SHA-3 [6] for H.

1 The size of a digest is configurable, but a digest length of 250 bits was chosen to support a variety of
popular curve cycles e.g., secp/secq, pallas/vesta (pasta curves), BN254/Grumpkin.
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3.1 Folding over a Cycle of Curves
In Nova [12], a non-interactive folding scheme in the random oracle model is constructed by
applying the Fiat-Shamir transform [7] to an interactive folding scheme. By instantiating the
random oracle with an appropriate cryptographic hash function, they heuristically obtain
a non-interactive folding scheme in the plain model. The construction described in [12]
is limited to an R1CS constraint system R1CS defined over a field 𝔽 with commitments
belonging to a group 𝔾 (with scalar field 𝔽 ).

We extend the construction to R1CS constraint systems R1CS defined over a ring R :=
𝔽1 × 𝔽2 by composing a folding scheme for R1CS constraint systems defined over 𝔽1 and
a folding scheme for R1CS constraint systems defined over 𝔽2. When we fold committed
relaxed instances for R1CS(1), we implicitly mean run the folding scheme for systems over 𝔽1.
Symmetrically, when we fold committed relaxed instances for R1CS(2), we implicitly mean
run the folding scheme for systems over 𝔽2. However, the random oracle calls used in both
folding scheme will need to take in an argument vk, which is derived from both systems. We
describe this in more detail in the description of FoldK.

3.1.1 Folding Setup
FoldSetup takes in as input:

A security parameter 1λ.
A poly-size bound n ∈ ℕ.

The algorithm performs the following steps:
1. Sample a cycle of elliptic curves (𝔾1, 𝔽1,𝔾2, 𝔽2)← SampleCycle(1λ).
2. Sample collision resistant hash parameters ppH1

← SetupH(1λ, 𝔽1), ppH2
← SetupH(1λ, 𝔽2).

3. Sample commit params ppcom1
← Setupcom(1λ, 𝔽1, n) and ppcom2

← Setupcom(1λ, 𝔽2, n). 2

4. Output pp :=
(
(𝔾1, 𝔽1,𝔾2, 𝔽2), ppH1 , ppH2 , ppH, ppcom1 , ppcom2

)
.

3.1.2 Folding Keygen
FoldK takes in as input:

Public parameters pp
An R1CS constraint system R1CS over R within the poly-size bound n.

The algorithm performs the following steps:
1. Assign the verification key vk to a hash digest of the public parameters and constraint

systems

vk← H
(
pp, R1CS := (R1CS(1), R1CS(2))

)
(1)

2. Assign the proving key pk← pp to be the public parameters.
3. Output (pk, vk).

The Verification Key. The Nova folding scheme is derived from an interactive protocol
via the Fiat-Shamir transform [7]. As such, queries to the random oracle must include a
description of the entire environment. Concretely, let H be an appropriate cryptographic hash
function that heuristically instantiates a random oracle and whose outputs can be represented
uniquely in both fields. The vk element (assigned in (1)) denotes a hash digest of the

2 The commitment parameters ppE , ppW will be prefixes of ppcom where the length is max
(
|E|, |W |

)
.
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environment. FoldV incorporates the elements vk, 𝕦,𝕌, T̄ as arguments to its random oracle.
We stress that this is needed to preserve the soundness of the Fiat-Shamir transform [4], as
these digest elements represent inputs to the folding verifier when viewed as an interactive
protocol.

4 The Augmented Constraint Systems Used in Nova

The 2-cycle Nova IVC Scheme operates on a pair of functions F1 and F2, one for each
field. Abstractly, one can treat Nova as an IVC scheme for the combined function F :
(𝔽 a1

1 × 𝔽 a2
2 )× (𝔽 b1

1 × 𝔽 b2
2 )→ (𝔽 a1

1 × 𝔽 a2
2 ) of the form(

(z(1), z(2)), (aux(1), aux(2))
) F7−→

(
F1(z(1), aux(1)), F2(z(2), aux(2))

)
where F1 : 𝔽 a1

1 × 𝔽 b1
1 → 𝔽 a1

1 and F2 : 𝔽 a2
2 × 𝔽 b2

2 → 𝔽 a2
2 are poly-size arithmetic circuits over

𝔽1 and 𝔽2 respectively.

The 2-cycle Nova IVC scheme aims to prove that (z(1)
i , z

(2)
i ) is the result of iterating the

function F = (F1, F2) a total of i times starting from the input (z(1)
0 , z

(2)
0 ) and using some

auxiliary inputs. Every iteration of the IVC uses two R1CS constraint systems, one over
𝔽1 and one over 𝔽2, to verify that the functions F1 and F2 were evaluated correctly in that
iteration. However, Nova augments these core constraint systems with additional constraints
to verify that folding is done correctly at every iteration, and that the outputs of the previous
iteration are properly forward to the current iteration. In this section we describe the two
augmented constraint systems in detail.

The augmented constraint systems. The 2-cycle Nova IVC Scheme defines two augmented
R1CS constraint systems R1CS(1) and R1CS(2) over 𝔽1 and 𝔽2. As noted in Section 3, a
group operation for 𝔾1 can be efficiently expressed as constraints in the base field 𝔽2. Since
the folding operation requires group operations in 𝔾1, the Nova implementation does the
folding of the committed instances 𝕦(1) and 𝕌(1) for R1CS(1) in the constraints of R1CS(2).
Symmetrically, the Nova implementation does the folding of the committed instances 𝕦(2)

and 𝕌(2) for R1CS(2) in the constraints of R1CS(1).

The constraint systems R1CS(1) and R1CS(2) are defined as follows:
let R1CS(1) be the R1CS constraint system for the relation R1 defined in Figure 1a.
let R1CS(2) be the R1CS constraint system for the relation R2 defined in Figure 1b.

Intuitively, each constraint system applies one step of its function zi+1 := F(zi, auxi), folds a
prior committed instance 𝕦 into a running committed instance 𝕌 for the opposite constraint
system, maintains the original inputs z0, and updates the iteration index i. The public inputs
𝕦(1).x := (x0, x1) and 𝕦(2).x := (x0, x1) denote hashes that can be uniquely represented in
both fields. We will explain these constraint systems in more detail when we describe the
operation of the prover in Section 5.3.

Representation of Non-native Field elements and Arithmetic. Folding two committed
instances 𝕦(1) and 𝕌(1) requires not only group operations over 𝔾1, but also field operations
over 𝔽1. However, the R1CS constraint system R1CS(2) over 𝔽2 has to encode the folding
operation as constraints over 𝔽2. To account for this, 𝔽1 elements are encoded appropriately
as 𝔽2 elements such that non-native arithmetic can be expressed as 𝔽2 constraints. The same
strategy is symmetrically applied for folding constraints in R1CS(1).
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R1 :=




𝕦(1)

i+1.x := (x0, x1 ∈ 𝔽1) ;
ŵ

(1)
i+1 :=

(
vk ∈ 𝔽1, i(1) ∈ 𝔽1, z

(1)
0 , z

(1)
i ∈ 𝔽 a1

1 ,

aux(1)
i ∈ 𝔽 b1

1 , 𝕌(2)
i , 𝕦(2)

i ∈ U (2), T̄(2)
i ∈ 𝔾2

)
where U (2) := 𝔾2 × 𝔽2 × 𝔾2 × 𝔽 2

2

 :

If i(1) = 0(1) :
Then set 𝕌(2)

i+1 := 𝕌(2)
⊥

Else set 𝕌(2)
i+1 := FoldV

(
vk, 𝕦(2)

i ,𝕌(2)
i , T̄(2)

i

)
Accept if :

If i(1) = 0(1) then z
(1)
i = z

(1)
0

𝕦(2)
i .Ē = 0̄(2)

𝕦(2)
i .s = 1(2)

𝕦(2)
i .x0 = H1

(
vk, i(1), z

(1)
0 , z

(1)
i , 𝕌(2)

i

)
x0 = 𝕦(2)

i .x1

x1 = H1
(
vk, (i + 1)(1), z

(1)
0 , z

(1)
i+1 := F1(z(1)

i , aux(1)
i ), 𝕌(2)

i+1
)


(a) The relation R1 defining the R1CS constraint system R1CS(1) on instance-witness pairs

(
𝕦(1)

i+1.x ; ŵ
(1)
i+1

)
.

R2 :=




𝕦(2)

i+1.x := (x0, x1 ∈ 𝔽2) ;
ŵ

(2)
i+1 :=

(
vk ∈ 𝔽2, i(2) ∈ 𝔽2, z

(2)
0 , z

(2)
i ∈ 𝔽 a2

2 ,

aux(2)
i ∈ 𝔽 b2

2 , 𝕌(1)
i , 𝕦(1)

i+1 ∈ U (1), T̄(1)
i ∈ 𝔾1

)
where U (1) := 𝔾1 × 𝔽1 × 𝔾1 × 𝔽 2

1

 :

If i(2) = 0(2) :
Then set 𝕌(1)

i+1 := 𝕦(1)
i+1

Else set 𝕌(1)
i+1 := FoldV

(
vk, 𝕦(1)

i+1,𝕌(1)
i , T̄(1)

i

)
Accept if :

If i(2) = 0(2) then z
(2)
i = z

(2)
0

𝕦(1)
i+1.Ē = 0̄(1)

𝕦(1)
i+1.s = 1(1)

𝕦(1)
i+1.x0 = H2

(
vk, i(2), z

(2)
0 , z

(2)
i , 𝕌(1)

i

)
x0 = 𝕦(1)

i+1.x1

x1 = H2
(
vk, (i + 1)(2), z

(2)
0 , z

(2)
i+1 := F2(z(2)

i , aux(2)
i ), 𝕌(1)

i+1
)


(b) The relation R2 defining the R1CS constraint system R1CS(2) on instance-witness pairs

(
𝕦(2)

i+1.x ; ŵ
(2)
i+1

)
.
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Hash parameters. The hash parameters ppH1 and ppH2 for H1 and H2 are hard-coded in
the respective constraint systems. We omit the hash parameters in our paper for ease of
notation, but implicitly call the hash function with their respective parameters generated in
the IVC Setup.

Symmetry. If we omit the base case constraints, R1CS(1) and R1CS(2) are essentially
symmetric constraint systems. The difference in indexing, 𝕦(2)

i versus 𝕦(1)
i+1, is a notional

choice that does not affect the symmetry. Additionally, we want to highlight that the only
constraint on 𝕦(1)

i+1.x0 and 𝕦(2)
i+1.x0 are that they equal 𝕦(2)

i .x1 and 𝕦(1)
i+1.x1 respectively. As

described in Section 3, hash values can be represented in both fields uniquely; thus, this
equality is well-defined. Essentially, these copy constraints pass along the hashes meant
for the public IO of the opposite instance. We will describe this strategy in more detail in
Section 5.3.

5 The Modified Nova IVC Scheme

This section describes a modification to the prior (vulnerable) 2-cycle Nova proof system.
In Section 6, we prove our modified system is knowledge sound (Definition 1).

5.1 Setup
The Nova Setup algorithm Setup takes in as input:

A security parameter 1λ.
A poly-size bound n ∈ ℕ.

The algorithm outputs pp← FoldSetup(1λ, n).

5.2 The Modified Nova Verifier
In this section, we describe a modified version of the 2-cycle Nova IVC verifier that patches
a vulnerability found in the prior implementation. The algorithm is similar to the prior
(vulnerable) 2-cycle Nova IVC verifier (Section 7.1), but the input IVC proof πi omits a
pair (𝕦(1)

i ,𝕨(1)
i ),which caused the original vulnerability. We provide a proof of knowledge

soundness of our modified scheme in Section 6.

The Nova Verifier V takes in as input:
IVC public parameters pp,
a description of functions F1 : 𝔽 a1

1 × 𝔽 b1
1 → 𝔽 a1

1 and F2 : 𝔽 a2
2 × 𝔽 b2

2 → 𝔽 a2
2 ,

an index i ∈ ℕ,
starting values z

(1)
0 ∈ 𝔽 a1

1 and z
(2)
0 ∈ 𝔽 a2

2 ,
claimed evaluations z

(1)
i ∈ 𝔽 a1

1 and z
(2)
i ∈ 𝔽 a2

2 , and
an IVC Proof for iteration i, namely πi :=

(
(𝕦(2)

i ,𝕨(2)
i ), (𝕌(1)

i ,𝕎(1)
i ), (𝕌(2)

i ,𝕎(2)
i )

)
.

The verifier first runs the following initial procedure, which can be treated as a preprocessing
phase:
1. Given functions F1 and F2, deterministically generate augmented R1CS constraint systems

R1CS(1) and R1CS(2) which implement relations R1 and R2 from Figures 1a and 1b
2. Compute the folding verification key

( · , vk)← FoldK
(
pp, R1CS := (R1CS(1), R1CS(2))

)
Then, the verifier accepts if the following six conditions are met:
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prover steps (1)+(2)

H1( …, )𝕌(2)
𝑖+1

 𝕦(1)
𝑖+1

 𝕦(2)
𝑖

 𝕌(2)
𝑖  𝕌(2)

𝑖+1
Fold(  , ) 𝕦(2)

𝑖 𝕌(2)
𝑖

prover steps (3)+(4)

H2( …, )𝕌(1)
𝑖+1

 𝕦(2)
𝑖+1

 𝕦(1)
𝑖+1

 𝕌(1)
𝑖

 𝕌(1)
𝑖+1Fold( , ) 𝕦(1)

𝑖+1 𝕌(1)
𝑖

prover steps (1)+(2)

H1( …, )𝕌(2)
𝑖+2

 𝕦(1)
𝑖+2

 𝕌(2)
𝑖+2

Fold( , ) 𝕦(2)
𝑖+1 𝕌(2)

𝑖+1 

prover steps (3)+(4)

H2( …, )𝕌(1)
𝑖+2

 𝕦(2)
𝑖+2

 𝕌(1)
𝑖+2Fold( , ) 𝕦(1)

𝑖+2 𝕌(1)
𝑖+1

 𝕦(1)
𝑖+2

 𝕦(2)
𝑖+1  𝕦(2)

𝑖+2

  𝕦(2)
𝑖

Figure 2 An illustration of the key parts of the prover’s operation in the non-base case.

1. The index i must be greater than 0.
2. 𝕦(2)

i .x0 = H1
(
vk, i(1), z

(1)
0 , z

(1)
i ,𝕌(2)

i

)
3. 𝕦(2)

i .x1 = H2
(
vk, i(2), z

(2)
0 , z

(2)
i ,𝕌(1)

i

)
4. The pair (𝕌(1)

i ,𝕎(1)
i ) satisfies R1CS(1).

5. The pair (𝕌(2)
i ,𝕎(2)

i ) satisfies R1CS(2).
6. The pair (𝕦(2)

i ,𝕨(2)
i ) strictly satisfies R1CS(2).

5.3 The Modified Nova Prover
In this section, we describe a modified 2-cycle Nova IVC prover. The algorithm is similar to
the prior 2-cycle Nova IVC prover, but the generated IVC proof πi+1 omits a pair (𝕦(1)

i+1,𝕨(1)
i+1),

which caused the original vulnerability (Section 7.1). We first describe an initial procedure,
then the base case step of the Nova prover, and then the recursive step as illustrated
in Figure 2.

5.3.1 Initial Procedure
The prover performs an initial procedure identical to the initial procedure of the verifier:
1. Given functions F1 and F2, deterministically generate augmented R1CS constraint systems

R1CS(1) and R1CS(2) which implement relations R1 and R2.
2. Compute the folding prover and verifier key

(pk, vk)← FoldK
(
pp, R1CS := (R1CS(1), R1CS(2))

)

5.3.2 The Base Case
The Nova Prover P takes in as input:
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IVC public parameters pp.
A description of functions F1 : 𝔽 a1

1 × 𝔽 b1
1 → 𝔽 a1

1 and F2 : 𝔽 a2
2 × 𝔽 b2

2 → 𝔽 a2
2 .

Starting values z
(1)
0 ∈ 𝔽 a1

1 and z
(2)
0 ∈ 𝔽 a2

2 .
Auxiliary inputs aux(1)

0 ∈ 𝔽 b1
1 and aux(2)

0 ∈ 𝔽 b2
2 .

The prover proceeds as follows:

Compute New Pair for R1CS(1): Compute the new committed pair (𝕦(1)
1 ,𝕨(1)

1 ) for
R1CS(1) as follows:

Define an initial dummy instance as 𝕦(2)
0 :=

(
0̄(2), 1(2), 0̄(2), x := (x0, x1)

)
where

x0 := H1
(
vk, 0(1), z

(1)
0 , z

(1)
0 , 𝕌(2)

⊥
)

and x1 := H2
(
vk, 0(2), z

(2)
0 , z

(2)
0 , 𝕌(1)

⊥
)

This instance will not be folded into any running instance.
Define ŵ

(1)
1 := (vk, 0(1), z

(1)
0 , z

(1)
0 , aux(1)

0 ,𝕌(2)
⊥ , 𝕦(2)

0 , 0̄(2)) as the relation witness for R1.
Then, compute the extended witness w

(1)
1 by performing the computation on ŵ

(1)
1

required to satisfy the constraints expressed in R1CS(1).
Commit to the extended witness w̄(1)

1 ← Commit
(
pp(1)

W , w
(1)
1

)
.

Define 𝕌(2)
1 := 𝕌(2)

⊥ and 𝕎(2)
1 := 𝕎(2)

⊥ .
Define x0 := 𝕦(2)

0 .x1 and x1 := H1
(
vk, 1(1), z

(1)
0 , z

(1)
1 := F1(z(1)

0 , aux(1)
0 ),𝕌(2)

1
)
.

Assign 𝕦(1)
1 :=

(
0̄(1), 1(1), w̄(1)

1 , (x0, x1)
)

and 𝕨(1)
1 :=

(⃗
0(1), w

(1)
1

)
.

Compute New Pair for R1CS(2): Compute the new committed pair (𝕦(2)
1 ,𝕨(2)

1 ) for
R1CS(2) as follows:

Define ŵ
(2)
1 := (vk, 0(2), z

(2)
0 , z

(2)
0 , aux(2)

0 ,𝕌(1)
⊥ , 𝕦(1)

1 , 0̄(1)) as the relation witness for R2.
Then, compute the extended witness w

(2)
1 by performing the computation on ŵ

(2)
1

required to satisfy the constraints expressed in R1CS(2).
Commit to the extended witness w̄(2)

1 ← Commit(pp(2)
W , w

(2)
1 ).

Define 𝕌(1)
1 := 𝕦(1)

1 and 𝕎(1)
1 := 𝕨(1)

1 .
Define x0 := 𝕦(1)

1 .x1 and compute x1 := H2
(
vk, 1(2), z

(2)
0 , z

(2)
1 := F2(z(2)

0 , aux(2)
0 ),𝕌(1)

1
)
.

Assign 𝕦(2)
1 :=

(
0̄(2), 1(2), w̄(2)

1 , (x0, x1)
)

and 𝕨(2)
1 :=

(⃗
0(2), w

(2)
1

)
.

Output Prover State: Output IVC Proof for step 1

π1 :=
(
(𝕦(2)

1 ,𝕨(2)
1 ), (𝕌(1)

1 ,𝕎(1)
1 ), (𝕌(2)

1 ,𝕎(2)
1 )

)
along with new evaluations z

(1)
1 := F1(z(1)

0 , aux(1)
0 ) and z

(2)
1 := F2(z(2)

0 , aux(2)
0 ). These

outputs are sufficient to execute another step of the Nova prover for iteration 1.

5.3.3 The Non-Base Case
The Nova Prover P takes in as input:

IVC public parameters pp.
Constraint Systems R1CS(1) and R1CS(2).
An index i ∈ ℕ, where i ≥ 1.
Starting values z

(1)
0 ∈ 𝔽 a1

1 and z
(2)
0 ∈ 𝔽 a2

2 .
Evaluations z

(1)
i ∈ 𝔽 a1

1 and z
(2)
i ∈ 𝔽 a2

2 .
Auxiliary inputs aux(1)

i ∈ 𝔽 b1
1 and aux(2)

i ∈ 𝔽 b2
2 .

An IVC Proof for Iteration i πi :=
(
(𝕦(2)

i ,𝕨(2)
i ), (𝕌(1)

i ,𝕎(1)
i ), (𝕌(2)

i ,𝕎(2)
i )

)
.

The prover proceeds as follows (see also Figure 2):
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1. Fold Prior Pairs for R1CS(2): Fold the committed pairs (𝕦(2)
i ,𝕨(2)

i ) and (𝕌(2)
i ,𝕎(2)

i )
for R1CS(2).

FoldP
(
pk, (𝕦(2)

i ,𝕨(2)
i ), (𝕌(2)

i ,𝕎(2)
i )

)
→

(
T̄(2)

i , (𝕌(2)
i+1,𝕎(2)

i+1)
)

Obtain a folding proof T̄(2)
i and new committed relaxed instance-witness pair (𝕌(2)

i+1,𝕎(2)
i+1).

2. Compute New Pair for R1CS(1): Compute the new committed pair (𝕦(1)
i+1,𝕨(1)

i+1) for
R1CS(1) as follows:

Define ŵ
(1)
i+1 := (vk, i(1), z

(1)
0 , z

(1)
i , aux(1)

i ,𝕌(2)
i , 𝕦(2)

i , T̄(2)
i ) as the relation witness for R1.

Then, compute the extended witness w
(1)
i+1 by performing the computation on ŵ

(1)
i+1

required to satisfy the constraints expressed in R1CS(1).
Commit to the extended witness w̄(1)

i+1 ← Commit(pp(1)
W , w

(1)
i+1).

Define x0 := 𝕦(2)
i .x1 and x1 := H1

(
vk, (i + 1)(1), z

(1)
0 , z

(1)
i+1 := F1(z(1)

i , aux(1)
i ),𝕌(2)

i+1
)
.

Assign 𝕦(1)
i+1 :=

(
0̄(1), 1(1), w̄(1)

i+1, (x0, x1)
)

and 𝕨(1)
i+1 :=

(⃗
0(1), w

(1)
i+1

)
.

3. Fold Pairs for R1CS(1): Fold the newly computed pair (𝕦(1)
i+1,𝕨(1)

i+1) with the committed
pair (𝕌(1)

i ,𝕎(1)
i ) for R1CS(1).

FoldP
(
pk, (𝕦(1)

i+1,𝕨(1)
i+1), (𝕌(1)

i ,𝕎(1)
i )

)
→

(
T̄(1)

i , (𝕌(1)
i+1,𝕎(1)

i+1)
)

Obtain a folding proof T̄(1)
i and new committed relaxed instance-witness pair (𝕌(1)

i+1,𝕎(1)
i+1).

4. Compute New Pair for R1CS(2): Compute the new committed pair (𝕦(2)
i+1,𝕨(2)

i+1) for
R1CS(2) as follows:

Define ŵ
(2)
i+1 := (vk, i(2), z

(2)
0 , z

(2)
i , aux(2)

i ,𝕌(1)
i , 𝕦(1)

i+1, T̄(1)
i ) as the relation witness for R2.

Then, compute the extended witness w
(2)
i+1 by performing the computation on ŵ

(2)
i+1

required to satisfy the constraints expressed in R1CS(2).
Commit to the extended witness w̄(2)

i+1 ← Commit(pp(2)
W , w

(2)
i+1).

Define x0 := 𝕦(1)
i+1.x1 and x1 := H2

(
vk, (i + 1)(2), z

(2)
0 , z

(2)
i+1 := F2(z(2)

i , aux(2)
i ),𝕌(1)

i+1
)
.

Assign 𝕦(2)
i+1 :=

(
0̄(2), 1(2), w̄(2)

i+1, (x0, x1)
)

and 𝕨(2)
i+1 :=

(⃗
0(2), w

(2)
i+1

)
.

5. Output Prover State: Output IVC Proof for step i + 1

πi+1 :=
(
(𝕦(2)

i+1,𝕨(2)
i+1), (𝕌(1)

i+1,𝕎(1)
i+1), (𝕌(2)

i+1,𝕎(2)
i+1)

)
along with new evaluations z

(1)
i+1 := F1(z(1)

i , aux(1)
i ) and z

(2)
i+1 := F2(z(2)

i , aux(2)
i ). These

outputs are sufficient to execute another step of the Nova prover for iteration i + 1.

This completes our description of the prover.

6 Proof of security

▶ Theorem 9. If the non-interactive folding scheme is knowledge sound (Definition 7) and
the hash function is collision resistant (Definition 8), then our modified Nova IVC scheme is
knowledge sound (Definition 1).

The proof of Theorem 9 can be found in the full version of our paper (eprint.iacr.org/2023/969).

https://eprint.iacr.org/2023/969
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7 The Original Nova Vulnerability

In this section, we describe the prior implementation of the Nova Verifier and the vulnerability
in detail. At the end, we provide a proof of concept attack against the Minroot VDF [10]
Nova verifier.

7.1 The Prior (Vulnerable) Nova Verifier
Before our patch added on 05/18/2023, the prior (vulnerable) 2-cycle Nova IVC Verifier V
took in as input:

Constraint Systems R1CS(1) and R1CS(2).
An index i ∈ ℕ.
Starting values z

(1)
0 ∈ 𝔽1, z

(2)
0 ∈ 𝔽2.

Claimed evaluations z
(1)
i ∈ 𝔽1, z

(2)
i ∈ 𝔽2

An IVC Proof for iteration i πi :=
(
(𝕦(1)

i ,𝕨(1)
i ), (𝕌(1)

i ,𝕎(1)
i ), (𝕦(2)

i ,𝕨(2)
i ), (𝕌(2)

i ,𝕎(2)
i )

)
.

▶ Remark 10. The prior IVC proof πi contained an additional instance-witness pair (𝕦(1)
i ,𝕨(1)

i ).
This pair is no longer included in our modified verifier Section 5.2. As we explain in Section 7.2,
the inclusion of these elements (along with misplaced checks) lead to the vulnerability.

The verifier performs an initial procedure:
1. Given functions F1 and F2, deterministically generate augmented R1CS constraint systems

R1CS(1) and R1CS(2) which implement relations R1 and R2 from Figures 1a and 1b
2. Compute the folding verification key

( · , vk)← FoldK
(
pp, R1CS := (R1CS(1), R1CS(2))

)
The verifier accepts if the following conditions are met:
1. The index i must be greater than 0.
2. 𝕦(1)

i .x1 = H1

(
vk, i(1), z

(1)
0 , z

(1)
i ,𝕌(2)

i

)
3. 𝕦(2)

i .x1 = H2

(
vk, i(2), z

(2)
0 , z

(2)
i ,𝕌(1)

i

)
4. Pair (𝕌(1)

i ,𝕎(1)
i ) satisfies R1CS(1).

5. Pairs (𝕌(2)
i ,𝕎(2)

i ) satisfies R1CS(2).
6. Pair (𝕦(1)

i ,𝕨(1)
i ) strictly satisfies R1CS(1).

7. Pair (𝕦(2)
i ,𝕨(2)

i ) strictly satisfies R1CS(2).

7.2 The Vulnerability
In this section we first break down the implications of the verifier checks. Then, we explore
a vulnerability with the approach. Finally, we describe a process to forge convincing IVC
proofs in two stages.

Informally, for i > 2, the security argument for Nova IVC proceeds as follows:
The verifier checks that 𝕦(1)

i .x1 = H1

(
vk, i(1), z

(1)
0 , z

(1)
i ,𝕌(2)

i

)
. This ensures that 𝕦(1)

i .x1

is derived from the inputs z
(1)
i and 𝕌(2)

i that are provided to the verifier.
The verifier checks that the pair (𝕦(1)

i ,𝕨(1)
i ) satisfies R1CS(1) which implements the

relation R1. This implies two things:
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First, 𝕌(2)
i is the result of folding the instances 𝕦(2)

i−1 and 𝕌(2)
i−1 specified in 𝕨(1)

i ,
Second, 𝕦(2)

i−1.x0 = H1

(
vk, (i− 1)(1), z

(1)
0 , z

(1)
i−1, 𝕌(2)

i−1

)
where z

(1)
i = F1(z(1)

i−1, aux(1)
i−1)

for some element aux(1)
i−1.

The verifier checks that (𝕌(2)
i ,𝕎(2)

i ) satisfies R1CS(2), which implements the relation R2.
Then by knowledge soundness of the folding scheme, one can extract valid witnesses 𝕨(2)

i−1

for 𝕦(2)
i−1 and 𝕎(2)

i−1 for 𝕌(2)
i−1 with respect to R1CS(2).

Now, since 𝕨(2)
i−1 is a valid witness for 𝕦(2)

i−1, there are instances 𝕦(1)
i−1 and 𝕌(1)

i−2 specified
in 𝕨(2)

i−1. By definition of R2, the instance 𝕦(1)
i−1 must satisfy 𝕦(1)

i−1.x1 = 𝕦(2)
i−1.x0 =

H1

(
vk, (i− 1)(1), z

(1)
0 , z

(1)
i−1,𝕌(2)

i−1

)
.

We would now like to conclude that both 𝕦(1)
i−1 and 𝕌(1)

i−2 are satisfiable for R1CS(1). However,
none of the verifier checks or invariants induced by the relations imply that either 𝕦(1)

i−1 or
𝕌(1)

i−2 are satisfiable with respect to R1CS(1). To see why, observe that R2 verifies that 𝕦(1)
i−1

and 𝕌(1)
i−2 fold into some 𝕌(1)

i−1. Then this 𝕌(1)
i−1 is hashed into 𝕦(2)

i−1.x1, which gets copied to
𝕦(1)

i .x0. The verifier is given an instance 𝕌(1)
i that it expects to be the result of folding 𝕦(1)

i

and 𝕌(1)
i−1, but this need not be the case. In fact, 𝕌(1)

i can be the result of folding entirely
different 𝕦(1) and 𝕌(1).

Our attack exploits this by running the honest Nova prover for two stages. The first
stage generates a satisfiable instance 𝕦(2)

i−1 with x0 containing our own adversarially chosen
values of (i− 1)(1) and z

(1)
i−1. Then, the second stage generates pairs (𝕦(1)

i ,𝕨(1)
i ), (𝕌(2)

i ,𝕎(2)
i )

by running the honest prover again with 𝕌(2)
⊥ , 𝕦(2)

i−1 as relational witness inputs. The attack
proceeds symmetrically to generate pairs (𝕦(2)

i ,𝕨(2)
i ), (𝕌(1)

i ,𝕎(1)
i ).

7.3 Attack Procedure
Our adversary A takes in as input:

Constraint Systems R1CS(1) and R1CS(2).
An attack index i > 2 ∈ ℕ.
Arbitrary starting values z

(1)
0 ∈ 𝔽1 and z

(2)
0 ∈ 𝔽2.

Arbitrary claimed evaluations z
(1)
i ∈ 𝔽1 and z

(2)
i ∈ 𝔽2.

Preimages (z(1)
i−1, aux(1)

i−1) ∈ 𝔽1 and (z(2)
i−1, aux(2)

i−1) ∈ 𝔽2 such that z
(1)
i = F1(z(1)

i−1, aux(1)
i−1)

and z
(2)
i = F2(z(2)

i−1, aux(2)
i−1).

A will produce a false but convincing IVC proof πi that the elements z
(1)
i = F (i)

1 (z(1)
0 , ·)

and z
(2)
i = F (i)

2 (z(2)
0 , ·) are produced by iteratively applying the non-deterministic functions

F1, F2 i-times on z
(1)
0 , z

(2)
0 for some collection of auxillary values {aux(1)

j , aux(2)
j }0≤j<i.

Stage One. A will imitate an honest Nova Prover to produce a satisfying pair (𝕦(2)
i−1,𝕨(2)

i−1)
for R1CS(2), but with adversarial inputs.

1. Produce Adversarial Instance: We will produce an adversarial 𝕦(1)
i−1 by performing

the following steps:
a. Compute x0 := H2

(
vk, (i− 2)(2), z

(2)
0 , z

(2)
i−2,𝕌(1)

⊥

)
, where z

(2)
i−2 can be set to anything,

such as 0⃗(2).
b. Compute x1 := H1

(
vk, (i− 1)(1), z

(1)
0 , z

(1)
i−1,𝕌(2)

⊥

)
.
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c. Commit to the extended witness w̄(1)
i−1 ← Commit(pp(1)

W , w
(1)
i−1), where the extended

witness w
(1)
i−1 can be set to anything, such as 0⃗(2).

d. Assign 𝕦(1)
i−1 :=

(
0̄(1), 1(1), w̄(1)

i−1, (x0, x1)
)

and 𝕨(1)
i−1 :=

(
0⃗(1), w

(1)
i−1

)
.

2. Fold Pair for R1CS(1): Fold the newly computed pair (𝕦(1)
i−1,𝕨(1)

i−1) with the trivially
satisfiable pair (𝕌(1)

⊥ ,𝕎(1)
⊥ ) for R1CS(1).

FoldP

(
pk, (𝕦(1)

i−1,𝕨(1)
i−1), (𝕌(1)

⊥ ,𝕎(1)
⊥ )

)
→

(
T̄(1)

i−2, (𝕌(1)
i−1,𝕎(1)

i−1)
)

Obtain a folding proof T̄(1)
i−2 and new committed relaxed instance-witness pair (𝕌(1)

i−1,𝕎(1)
i−1).

3. Compute New Pair for R1CS(2): Compute the new committed pair (𝕦(2)
i−1,𝕨(2)

i−1) for
R1CS(2) as follows:

Define ŵ
(2)
i−1 := (vk, (i− 2)(2), z

(2)
0 , z

(2)
i−2, aux(2)

i−2,𝕌(1)
⊥ , 𝕦(1)

i−1, T̄(1)
i−2) as the relation witness

for R2, where aux(2)
i−2 can be set to anything, such as 0⃗(2). Then, compute the extended

witness w
(2)
i−1 by performing the computation on ŵ

(2)
i−1 required to satisfy the constraints

expressed in R1CS(2).
Commit to the extended witness w̄(2)

i−1 ← Commit(pp(2)
W , w

(2)
i−1).

Define x0 = 𝕦(1)
i−1.x1 and compute x1 = H2

(
vk, (i− 1)(2), z

(2)
0 , F(2)

2 (z(2)
i−2, aux(2)

i−2),𝕌(1)
i−1

)
.

Assign 𝕦(2)
i−1 :=

(
0̄(2), 1(2), w̄(2)

i−1, (x0, x1)
)

and 𝕨(2)
i−1 :=

(
0⃗(2), w

(2)
i−1

)
.

This new committed instance-witness pair (𝕦(2)
i−1,𝕨(2)

i−1) is valid, because the computation
performed above explicitly satisfies the constraints of R1CS(2). Furthermore, 𝕦(2)

i−1.x0 =
𝕦(1)

i−1.x1, which is maliciously set to H1

(
vk, (i− 1)(1), z

(1)
0 , z

(1)
i−1,𝕌(2)

⊥

)
.

Stage Two. A will imitate an honest Nova Prover for R1CS(1), but with witness input
derived in stage one.

1. Fold Pair for R1CS(2): Fold the newly computed pair (𝕦(2)
i−1,𝕨(2)

i−1) with the trivially
satisfiable pair (𝕌(2)

⊥ ,𝕎(2)
⊥ ) for R1CS(2).

FoldP

(
pk, (𝕦(2)

i−1,𝕨(2)
i−1), (𝕌(2)

⊥ ,𝕎(2)
⊥ )

)
→

(
T̄(2)

i−1, (𝕌(2)
i ,𝕎(2)

i )
)

Obtain a folding proof T̄(2)
i−1 and new committed relaxed instance-witness pair (𝕌(2)

i ,𝕎(2)
i ).

Note that since both pairs are satisfiable, this new pair (𝕌(2)
i ,𝕎(2)

i ) is also satisfiable.

2. Compute New Pair for R1CS(1): Compute the new committed pair (𝕦(1)
i ,𝕨(1)

i ) for
R1CS(1) as follows:

Define ŵ
(1)
i := (vk, (i− 1)(1), z

(1)
0 , z

(1)
i−1, aux(1)

i−1,𝕌(2)
⊥ , 𝕦(2)

i−1, T̄(2)
i−1) as the relation witness

for R1. Then, compute the extended witness w
(1)
i by performing the computation on

ŵ
(1)
i required to satisfy the constraints expressed in R1CS(1).

Commit to the extended witness w̄(1)
i ← Commit(pp(1)

W , w
(1)
i ).

Define x0 = 𝕦(2)
i−1.x1 and compute x1 = H1

(
vk, i(1), z

(1)
0 , z

(1)
i := F1(z(1)

i−1, aux(1)
i−1),𝕌(2)

i

)
.

Assign 𝕦(1)
i :=

(
0̄(1), 1(1), w̄(1)

i , (x0, x1)
)

and 𝕨(1)
i :=

(
0⃗(1), w

(1)
i

)
.
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This new committed instance-witness pair (𝕦(1)
i ,𝕨(1)

i ) is satisfiable, because the computation
performed above explicitly satisfies the constraints of R1CS(1). Furthermore, 𝕦(1)

i .x1 =
H1

(
vk, i(1), z

(1)
0 , z

(1)
i ,𝕌(2)

i

)
. To recap, after these two stages we obtained pairs (𝕦(1)

i ,𝕨(1)
i )

and (𝕌(2)
i ,𝕎(2)

i ) such that the following hold:
𝕦(1)

i .x1 = H1

(
vk, i(1), z

(1)
0 , z

(1)
i ,𝕌(2)

i

)
(𝕦(1)

i ,𝕨(1)
i ) satisfies R1CS(1).

(𝕌(2)
i ,𝕎(2)

i ) satisfies R1CS(2).

Symmetry. Since the relations expressed by the augmented constraint systems R1CS(1)

and R1CS(2) are symmetric (Section 4) when i > 2. We can repeat both stages above
symmetrically to produce pairs (𝕦(2)

i ,𝕨(2)
i ) and (𝕌(1)

i ,𝕎(1)
i ) such that the following hold:

𝕦(2)
i .x1 = H2

(
vk, i(2), z

(2)
0 , z

(2)
i ,𝕌(1)

i

)
(𝕦(2)

i ,𝕨(2)
i ) satisfies R1CS(2).

(𝕌(1)
i ,𝕎(1)

i ) satisfies R1CS(1).

Finally, adversary A outputs an IVC proof πi :=
(
(𝕦(1)

i ,𝕨(1)
i ), (𝕌(1)

i ,𝕎(1)
i ), (𝕦(2)

i ,𝕨(2)
i ),

(𝕌(2)
i ,𝕎(2)

i )
)
. By construction, πi is a convincing IVC proof (i.e. all the verifier checks pass).

7.3.1 Proof of Concept Attack Against the Minroot Verifier
We implement our attack against the prior 2-cycle Nova Proof System generically for any
choice of F1 and F2 and parameters specified in Section 7.3. Our implementation can be
found in our repo MercysJest/NovaBreakingTheCycleAttack, which is a direct fork of the
original microsoft/Nova repo. To demonstrate the attack, we can compute a convincing Nova
proof for the correct evaluation of 275 rounds of the Minroot VDF in only 116 milliseconds
on a Macbook. The demonstration code can be found in examples/vuln.rs.

========================================================================
Demonstrating exploit against Nova-based VDF with MinRoot delay function
========================================================================
Producing public parameters...
PublicParams::setup, took 2.9136875s
...
Each IVC Step Performs 4096 iterations of Minroot.
Generating fake proof of 9223372036854775808 IVC Steps.
In total, faking 37778931862957161709568 Minroot iterations.
Generating fake proof took 115.872416ms
Verifying a RecursiveSNARK...
RecursiveSNARK::verify: true, took 27.8225ms
Generating a CompressedSNARK using Spartan with IPA-PC...
CompressedSNARK::prove: true, took 1.5859465s
CompressedSNARK::len 9713 bytes
Verifying a CompressedSNARK...
CompressedSNARK::verify: true, took 55.04425ms

8 Malleability of Nova’s IVC proofs

In this section, we show that the 2-cycle Nova IVC proofs, described in Section 5 are malleable.
This attack readily generalizes to the original (single chain) Nova construction [12]. We later
discuss how to prevent this malleability attack by making use of either an additional ctx
element in the verification key vk or use of a simulation-extractable zkSNARK (e.g., Spartan)
for IVC proof compression.

https://github.com/MercysJest/NovaBreakingTheCycleAttack/blob/4c691527089bc680123f2360e5a75b954d656ac0/src/lib.rs#L186
https://github.com/microsoft/Nova
https://github.com/MercysJest/NovaBreakingTheCycleAttack/blob/4c691527089bc680123f2360e5a75b954d656ac0/examples/vuln.rs#L145
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Suppose an adversary is given a valid Nova IVC proof πi with respect to the following
parameters

IVC public parameters pp,
a description of functions F1 : 𝔽 a1

1 × 𝔽 b1
1 → 𝔽 a1

1 and F2 : 𝔽 a2
2 × 𝔽 b2

2 → 𝔽 a2
2 ,

an index i ∈ ℕ,
starting values z

(1)
0 ∈ 𝔽 a1

1 and z
(2)
0 ∈ 𝔽 a2

2 , and
claimed evaluations z

(1)
i ∈ 𝔽 a1

1 and z
(2)
i ∈ 𝔽 a2

2 .

We show in Section 8.1 that the adversary can construct a proof πprime for the same iteration i,
but for some z

(2)
prime different from z

(2)
i . In particular, running the IVC verifier with arguments(

pp, (F1, F2), i, (z(1)
0 , z

(2)
0 ), (z(1)

i , z
(2)
prime), πprime

)
causes the verifier to accept. We stress that our adversary does not need to know the
auxiliary values (aux(2)

0 , aux(2)
1 , . . . , aux(2)

i−1) used to compute z
(2)
i . By choosing an alternate

final auxiliary value aux(2)
prime ̸= aux(2)

i−1, our adversary can construct a proof πprime for an
alternate value z

(2)
prime for i iterations, without knowledge of the first i− 1 auxiliary values.

We discuss two ways to mitigate this issue in Section 8.2 below.

Why does this matter? A malleable proof system [5] can lead to a real world security
vulnerability. Suppose Alice uses her secret auxiliary values to compute z

(2)
i and this z

(2)
i

encodes her payment address. She sends the z
(2)
i and the proof to a payment contract. An

attacker could intercept her message and maul z
(2)
i to a z

(2)
prime which encodes the attackers

payment address instead, along with a valid proof πprime. The payment contract will then
send the funds to the attacker instead of Alice. Concretely, if Tornado Cash had used a proof
system that were malleable on statements, it would have been possible to steal funds.

8.1 The Malleability Attack
We present a malleability attack on the last step of the IVC chain. Recall that the Nova
IVC proof πi contains the following elements

πi :=
(
(𝕦(2)

i ,𝕨(2)
i ), (𝕌(1)

i ,𝕎(1)
i ), (𝕌(2)

i ,𝕎(2)
i )

)
.

The malleability attack proceeds as follows:

1. Parse witness: In Section 6, we argued that we can parse the witness 𝕨(2)
i to obtain

relational witness

ŵ
(2)
i =

(
vk, (i− 1)(2), z

(2)
0 , z

(2)
i−1, aux(2)

i−1, 𝕌(1)
i−1, 𝕦(1)

i , T̄(1)
i−1

)
for which we know

z
(2)
i = F2

(
z

(2)
i−1, aux(2)

i−1
)

𝕌(1)
i = FoldV

(
vk, 𝕌(1)

i−1, 𝕦(1)
i , T̄(1)

i−1
)

Thus, we parse 𝕨(2)
i to obtain ŵ

(2)
i

2. Find a different auxiliary value: Using z
(2)
i−1, choose some aux(2)

prime such that

z
(2)
prime := F2

(
z

(2)
i−1, aux(2)

prime
)
̸= F2

(
z

(2)
i−1, aux(2)

i−1
)

= z
(2)
i

We assume that finding such an aux(2)
prime is efficient for F2.
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3. Compute a new pair for R1CS(2): Compute the pair (𝕦(2)
prime,𝕨

(2)
prime) for R1CS(2) as

follows:
Define ŵ

(2)
prime := (vk, (i−1)(2), z

(2)
0 , z

(2)
i−1, aux(2)

prime,𝕌
(1)
i−1, 𝕦(1)

i , T̄(1)
i−i) as the relation witness

for R2. Then, compute the extended witness w
(2)
prime by performing the computation on

ŵ
(2)
prime required to satisfy the constraints expressed in R1CS(2).

Commit to the extended witness w̄(2)
prime ← Commit(pp(2)

W , w
(2)
prime).

Define x0 := 𝕦(1)
i .x1 and x1 := H2

(
vk, i(2), z

(2)
0 , z

(2)
prime := F2(z(2)

i−1, aux(2)
prime),𝕌

(1)
i

)
.

Assign 𝕦(2)
prime :=

(
0̄(2), 1(2), w̄(2)

prime, (x0, x1)
)

and 𝕨(2)
prime :=

(⃗
0(2), w

(2)
prime

)
.

4. Output mauled proof: Output πprime :=
(
(𝕦(2)

prime,𝕨
(2)
prime), (𝕌(1)

i ,𝕎(1)
i ), (𝕌(2)

i ,𝕎(2)
i )

)
.

By construction, the proof πprime is convincing.

▶ Remark 11 (Generalizing the Malleability Attack). In more general terms, given an IVC
proof that contains information about a valid pre-image zi−1 to zi Our malleability attack
re-executes the last step of the IVC prover with a different choice of the final auxiliary value
auxi−1. In particular, our attack readily generalizes to the original Nova construction [12].

8.2 Preventing This Malleability Attack
There are several strategies that defeat this specific malleability attack.

Incorporating Context Elements. The first approach is to expand the verification key vk
to include a context string ctx which includes the IVC verifier context

( · , vk)← FoldK
(
pp, R1CS := (R1CS(1), R1CS(2)), ctx := (i, z

(1)
i , z

(2)
i )

)
This inductively binds the proof to a particular choice of (i, z

(1)
i , z

(2)
i ). However, this breaks

the incremental property (namely, completeness after iteration i as described in Definition 1)
of the proof since the prover cannot use this proof to produce another valid proof for an
iteration j > i. Additionally, the IVC prover must compute the evaluations (z(1)

i , z
(2)
i ) before

generating the IVC proof.

Compression. A different defense is to use a compressed IVC proof π′
i, namely

π′
i :=

(
𝕦(2)

i , 𝕌(2)
i , 𝕌(1)

i , T̄(2)
i , πsat

)
(2)

where πsat is a SNARK proof for the relation

Rsat :=
{(

𝕌(2)
i+1, 𝕌(1)

i ; 𝕎(2)
i+1, 𝕎(1)

i

)
:

(𝕌(1)
i ,𝕎(1)

i ) satisfies R1CS(1)

∧ (𝕌(2)
i+1,𝕎(2)

i+1) satisfies R1CS(2)

}
(3)

Here the SNARK must be zero knowledge so that πsat contains no information about the
underlying witnesses. Similarly, the witness commitment w̄(2)

i in 𝕦(2)
i must be a hiding

commitment. Furthermore, the SNARK may also need to be simulation extractable [9]. The
Spartan SNARK [18] is simulation-extractable [3]. Unfortunately, applying the SNARK
compression step would remove the efficient incremental property of the IVC since we can no
longer run the native Nova IVC prover for subsequent iterations. Nova [12, 14] uses Spartan
produce compressed IVC proofs π′

i (2).
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Abstract
Modern blockchains guarantee that submitted transactions will be included eventually; a property
formally known as liveness. But financial activity requires transactions to be included in a timely
manner. Classical liveness does not guarantee this, particularly in the presence of a motivated
adversary who benefits from censoring transactions. We define censorship resistance as the amount
it would cost the adversary to censor a transaction for a fixed interval of time as a function of the
associated tip. This definition has two advantages, first it captures the fact that transactions with a
higher miner tip can be more costly to censor, and therefore are more likely to swiftly make their
way onto the chain. Second, it applies to a finite time window, so it can be used to assess whether a
blockchain is capable of hosting financial activity that relies on timely inclusion.

We apply this definition in the context of auctions. Auctions are a building block for many
financial applications, and censoring competing bids offers an easy-to-model motivation for our
adversary. Traditional proof-of-stake blockchains have poor enough censorship resistance that it is
difficult to retain the integrity of an auction when bids can only be submitted in a single block. As
the number of bidders n in a single block auction increases, the probability that the winner is not
the adversary, and the economic efficiency of the auction, both decrease faster than 1/n. Running
the auction over multiple blocks, each with a different proposer, alleviates the problem only if the
number of blocks grows faster than the number of bidders. We argue that blockchains with more
than one concurrent proposer can have strong censorship resistance. We achieve this by setting up a
prisoner’s dilemma among the proposers using conditional tips.
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1 Introduction

Blockchain consensus algorithms typically guarantee liveness, meaning valid transactions
will be included on chain eventually. But financial applications, are time sensitive. For these
to function as intended, valid transactions must be included on the blockchain in a timely
manner. This requires something stronger than liveness: censorship resistance. To quote
[5], censorship resistance is “ensuring that transactions that people want to put into the
blockchain will actually get in in a timely fashion, even if “the powers that be”, at least on
that particular blockchain, would prefer otherwise.”

In this paper, we propose a formal definition that quantifies censorship resistance in the
sense of [5] above. We abstract away from the details of the chain and view it as a public
bulletin board with two operations: a read operation, which always succeeds, and a write
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operation. The write operation succeeds when the transaction with an associated tip is added
to the bulletin board and fails otherwise. We then define the censorship resistance of this
public bulletin board as the amount it would cost a motivated adversary to cause a write
operation to fail, as a function of the associated tip.

This definition has two advantages that are useful in applications. The first stems from the
fact that we define censorship resistance as a function of the underlying tip: this captures how
transactions with a higher tip can be more expensive to censor, and therefore are more likely
to successfully make it on chain. The second is that by capturing the censorship resistance
of a specific public bulletin board, with an associated length of time for a transaction to
be added, we can capture the trade-off between censorship resistance and speed for specific
blockchain designs.

Having presented this definition, we apply it to tackle whether a given public bulletin
board is sufficiently censorship resistant to host a given mechanism. This is tricky because it
depends on both the tips of the underlying transaction(s) and the motivation of the adversary,
both of which are potentially endogenously determined by the mechanism.

This paper considers whether existing proof-of-stake blockchains are sufficiently censorship
resistant to host time-sensitive auctions. We consider auctions for two reasons. First, the
cost of being censored and the benefits of censoring competing bids are easy to quantify in
an auction. Therefore, for a given public bulletin board with fixed censorship resistance,
we can determine whether the auction will actually function as intended. Second, auctions
are already a popular mechanism on-chain: for example, Maker DAO, the entity behind
popular stablecoin DAI, uses Dutch clock auctions to sell the right to liquidate collateral
for distressed loans, and additionally digital goods such as NFTs may also be auctioned off
on-chain. Also, several important future developments will require auctions on-chain, from
the very organization of Ethereum ([22]), to proposals by other large organizations to move
current off-chain auctions on-chain ([12]).

Formally, we consider a seller of a single unit of an indivisible good who runs a second-price
auction on-chain. The seller encodes the rules of the second-price auction in a smart contract.
The contract selects the bidder who submitted the highest bid over a predefined period and
sets the payment to the second-highest bid. But since all of this takes place on a blockchain,
before a bid can be submitted to the auction, it must be included in a transaction on-chain.
Valid transactions are submitted to a mempool. Each slot, the proposer gathers transactions
from the mempool into a block that will eventually be added to the chain. Proposers have
complete autonomy over which transactions to include.

The power of the proposer to determine the contents of the block and, therefore, the
outcome of the auction sets up a competition for inclusion. Bidders include tips for the
proposer along with their bids. The proposer receives these tips if and only if the corresponding
transactions are included in his block. We suppose that there is a single colluding bidder
who may offer a bribe to the proposer in exchange for omitting certain transactions. In
distributed systems terminology, this single colluding bidder who may bribe the proposer if
they believe it profitable for them to do so is our threat model.

We show that in the auction setting, tips for inclusion are a public good since they
provide security to other transactions and only benefit the bidder who pays the tip if they
win the auction. In contrast, bribes for omission are purely for private benefit and make
other bidders worse off in equilibrium. Consequently, our results suggest that the colluding
bidder is highly advantaged in this game. In particular, we show that as the number of
honest bidders increases, the colluding bidder wins the auction increasingly often and collects
an increasingly large share of the surplus created by the auction.
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Notably, we assume that bids are sealed, that is, that the colluding bidder must choose
which transactions to try and omit based solely on the associated tip. We show that the
colluding bidder can back out the private bids (and therefore whether it is profitable to
attempt to censor these bids) based on these public tips. This suggests that cryptographic
approaches (e.g. commit-reveal schemes, encrypted mempools) are not a silver bullet for
resolving censorship concerns in such settings.

We then consider two alternate designs that improve censorship resistance. The first
is to run the auction over multiple slots with a different proposer for each. We find that
this achieves sufficient censorship resistance only if the number of blocks grows faster than
the number of bidders. This is undesirable for reasons external to our model; for example,
executing the auction in a short window is important for financial applications. MEV auctions
in particular are concerned about speed, since they need to clear at least once every slot –
once every 12 seconds on Ethereum.

The second is to have blockchains with multiple concurrent block proposers, k > 1, and
allow bidder tips to be conditioned not only on inclusion, but also on the number of proposers
who include the bid within a slot. This allows bidders to set up a sort of “prisoner’s dilemma”
among the proposers by offering to pay a large tip T when only one proposer includes, and a
small tip t≪ T if multiple proposers include. Each proposer is incentivized to include since
if they are alone in including the transaction, there is a high tip attached. Therefore, all
proposers include the bid in equilibrium. However, censoring is expensive, since censoring
requires that each proposer be bribed T for a total cost of kT. This leads to a low expected
tip of kt but an asymmetrically expensive censorship cost of kT ≫ kt. This asymmetry
allows for a pooling equilibrium in which the probability of censorship is 0, the tips no longer
reveal the bids, and the expected total tips are low.

2 Related Literature

Censorship resistance, for various definitions of the term, is a key desideratum motivating
the adoption of blockchains. This property appeared in some of the earliest writings on the
subject, e.g., [5]. More recently, this property has come under additional scrutiny due to two
major developments. The first, Proposer Builder Separation (PBS) in Ethereum, explicitly
establishes an auction for the right to build the next block. Block builders who win this
auction decide which transactions make it onto the chain and, more importantly for our
purpose, which transactions do not. PBS therefore enables a motivated adversary to censor
specific transaction(s) by purchasing the right to build the next block and intentionally
omitting those transactions ([6]). The second relates to US OFAC sanctions on certain
Ethereum addresses, and the subsequent decision by certain block builders to exclude
transactions including those addresses from blocks that they build. Effects of this (and a
related definition of censorship resistance) are studied in [26].

The literature on auctions, even restricting to papers that explicitly think about auctions
in the context of blockchains, is much larger. In such auctions, bids are rarely announced
simultaneously, and maintaining the seal on bids transmitted through public channels requires
cryptography. For example, a simple cryptographic second-price sealed-bid auction involves
bidders submitting the hash of their bids rather than the bids themselves and then revealing
the hash after all bids have been submitted. [11] showed that, using a cryptographically
secure commitment scheme, it is possible to design an auction that is optimal, strategy
proof and credible (in the sense of [1, 2]). More complicated cryptographic approaches can
eliminate the need to reveal any information beyond the results of the auction and can also
accommodate combinatorial auctions ([20, 9, 24]).
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Auctions are commonly cited as use cases for the verifiable computation that smart
contracts provide. This was originally envisaged in [25], who noted that “. . . a blockchain
with a built-in fully fledged Turing-complete programming language that can be used to
create “contracts” . . . simply by writing up the logic in a few lines of code”, see also [14, 3].
Auctions have also been suggested as a desirable mechanism to decide the order and inclusion
of transactions to mitigate MEV ([18]). Historically, these were decided by a combination
of auction and speed-based mechanisms, leading [8] to compare MEV with high-frequency
trading as described in [4]. Initially, inclusion and priority within the block were decided by
priority gas auctions (PGAs), since most validators gathered transactions directly from the
mempool and ordered them according to their miner tips, breaking ties using a first come first
serve rule ([8]). But recently, a super-majority of validators have switched their execution
clients to MEV-boost compatible versions, meaning the right to decide inclusion and ordering
for most blocks is sold to the highest bidder. These bidders are typically established builders
who specialize in extracting the maximum value from each block. The leading advocate for
this approach has been Flashbots, the company behind the initial open source MEV client.
Their next product SUAVE, aims to move these auctions on-chain [12].

Previous MEV mitigation research has focused on fairness rather than censorship ([17, 16]).
But [10] showed that for every sequencing rule of trades through a liquidity pool, there exists
a way for the proposer to obtain non-zero risk-free profits suggesting that ordering based
MEV is inevitable with current on chain financial application design. In response to this,
researchers have suggested that frequent batch auctions or other order-agnostic mechanisms
might alleviate the MEV that arises from transaction ordering power ([15]).

On-chain auctions have also been studied as a mechanism for the sale of non-fungible
tokens (NFTs) [21]. Gradual dutch auctions (GDAs) [13], are a dynamic mechanism for
selling multiple NFTs. [19] explores the credibility of GDAs and finds that an auctioneer can
bid to artificially raise the sale price and create the appearance of demand.

3 Formalizing Censorship Resistance

As we described above, we abstract away from the details of the blockchain and instead
consider solely the functionality as a public bulletin board. The public bulletin board can
be written to, which is how bids may be submitted, and can be read from, which is how
the auction can then be executed. For simplicity, we assume that once a message has been
successfully written to the bulletin board, it can be read without friction. For example, any
transaction included in an Ethereum block can be read by any full node.

▶ Definition 1 (Public Bulletin Board). A Public Bulletin Board has two public functions:
1. write(m, t) takes as input a message m and an inclusion tip t and returns 1 if the message

is successfully written to the bulletin board and 0 otherwise.
2. read() returns a list of all messages that have been written to the bulletin board over the

period.

Some subtlety must be observed in the definition of a public bulletin board. First, the
write function takes as input not only a message m but also a tip t. Here our definition
departs from [7]. This models proposer tips and other forms of validator bribes. To motivate
this, consider that the write function on Ethereum is unlikely to succeed without a sufficient
tip, and so the behavior of write is very different depending on the size of the associated tip.
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▶ Example 2 (Single Block). In the case of a single block, the write(m, t) operation consists
of submitting a transaction m with associated tip t. write(m, t) succeeds if the transaction
is included in that block on the canonical chain.

▶ Example 3 (Multiple Blocks). In the case of k blocks with rotating proposers, the write(m, t)
operation consists of submitting a transaction m with associated tip t during the period
before the first block is formed. write(m, t) succeeds if the transaction is included in any of
the k blocks.

We can now model the relationship between the tip t and the success of the write operation
as a function. This function provides a flexible definition of the bulletin board’s censorship
resistance.

▶ Definition 4 (Censorship Resistance of a Public Bulletin Board). The censorship resistance of
a public bulletin board D is a mapping ϕ : R+ → R+ that takes as input the tip t corresponding
to the tip in the write operation write(·, t) and outputs the minimum cost that a motivated
adversary would have to pay to make the write fail.

This definition allows us to compare the censorship resistance of two bulletin boards even
when the inner machinations of those mechanisms are profoundly different. This definition
also easily extends to cases where tips are multi-dimensional. i.e. t ∈ Rn

+ by substituting
ϕ : R+ → R+ to ϕ : Rn

+ → R+.

▶ Example 2 (continued). The cost to censor this transaction would simply be t in the
uncongested case because the motivated adversary has to compensate the proposer at least
as much as the proposer would be losing from the tip. So:

ϕ(t) = t (1)

As a variant, suppose that the transaction fee mechanism involves burning some portion
of the tip as is the case on Ethereum today after the EIP 1559 upgrade [23]. Suppose further
that the current burn is b, i.e., with a tip of t only t− b is paid to the proposer upon inclusion
and the rest is burned. In this case, the proposer would be willing to censor upon a bribe of
at least t− b, so:

ϕ(t) = max(t− b, 0) (2)

▶ Example 3 (continued). In the case of k blocks with rotating proposers, the write(m, t)
operation consists of submitting a transaction m with associated tip t during the period
before the first block is formed. write(m, t) succeeds if the transaction is included in any of
the k blocks. The cost to censor this transaction would be kt since each of the k proposers
must be bribed at least t to compensate them for the forgone tip on the transaction that
they each had the opportunity to include. So:

ϕ(t) = kt. (3)

4 Modelling the Auction

We are now in a position to use our definitions to understand the censorship resistance of a
sealed-bid auction, for various design parameters.

We consider a traditional independent private values setting. There is a single seller with
a single unit of an indivisible good for sale. There are n + 1 buyers for the good, n ≥ 1 –
we denote the set of bidders by N = {0, 1, . . . , n}. Each of these buyers i ∈ N has a private
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value for the good, vi . We suppose buyer 0’s value v0 is drawn from a distribution with
CDF F0 and density f0, and the other buyers’ values are are drawn i.i.d. from a distribution
with CDF F and density f . Both distributions have bounded support, we normalize these
to be equal to the unit interval [0, 1]. Several of our results will be for the special case
F = F0 = U [0, 1]. Bidders know their own vi; and n, F, and F0 are common knowledge
among all bidders and the seller.

The seller wants to conduct a sealed bid second-price auction with reserve price r. As
described in this introduction, the point of departure of our model is that this auction runs
on a blockchain. Initially, we consider an auction that accepts bids in a single designated
block. Below, we formally define this game and our solution concept.

In an idealized world with honest/ non-strategic proposers, the auction would run as
follows:
1. The seller announces the auction.
2. All buyers privately commit their bids to the auction as transactions.
3. Proposer(s) include these transactions on relevant block(s).1

4. The second-price auction is computed based on the included bids, i.e., the highest bid is
selected to win if this bid ≥ r, in this case paying a price of max{r, other bids}.

In particular, we assume that the idealized sealed-bid nature of off-chain auctions can be
achieved on-chain via cryptographic methods2. We also assume that the set of bids submitted
for the auction is public (the bid itself may be private, but the fact that it exists as a bid is
public).

Our main concern is that bids submitted for this auction may be censored, that is, omitted
from a block. More specifically, we suppose that after all other bids are submitted, but
before they are revealed, a designated bidder, bidder 0, can pay the proposer of the block to
censor bids. These censored bids are then excluded from the block and have no impact on
the auction. We assume that the proposer is purely profit focused and that bidder’s utilities
are quasilinear.

Formally, we consider the following game:
1. The seller announces second-price sealed-bid auction with reserve price r to be conducted

over a single block.
2. Buyers learn their values vi ← F .
3. Buyers 1, . . . , n each simultaneously submit a private bid bi and a public tip ti.
4. Buyer 0 observes all the other tips ti and can offer the proposer of the block a take-it-or-

leave-it-offer of a subset S ⊆ {1, . . . , n} of bidders and a bribe p to exclude that subset’s
bids. Bidder 0 also submits his own bid b0.

5. The proposer accepts or rejects bidder 0’s bribe and constructs the block accordingly,
either including N \ S if he accepts or N otherwise.

6. The auction is computed based on the bids included in the block.
In the next section, we consider the case of auctions over multiple sequential blocks with
independent proposers and the case of simultaneous proposers. Those games are variants of
the game above. We describe them in-line.

Formally, pure strategies in this game are:

1 We abstract away from issues such as block size constraints/ congestion.
2 This can be practically achieved by submitting the hash of the bid and revealing it later.
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For players i ∈ {1, . . . , n}: A tuple of bidding and tipping strategies βi : [0, 1] → R+,
τi : [0, 1] → R+ for players i ∈ {1, . . . n}, that is, player i with value vi bids βi(vi) and
tips τi(vi).
For player 0: an offer to the proposer θ0 : Rn

+ × [0, 1] → 2N × R+, and a bid function
β0 : Rn

+× [0, 1]→ R+, i.e. as a function of tips t = (τ1(v1), . . . , τn(vn)) and his own value
v0, an offer θ0(t, v0) and a bid β0(t, v0).
For the proposer, given the tips t and an offer from player 0, θ0(t, v0), a choice of which
bids to include.

Since our game is an extensive-form game of incomplete information, our solution concept
is the Perfect Bayes-Nash Equilibrium (PBE). This requires strategies to be mutual best-
responses, as is standard in most equilibria. Additionally, for each player, it requires the
player to have beliefs about unknowns at every information set (on-, and off-, path) at which
they are called upon to play such that their strategy maximizes their expected utility given
the beliefs and others’ strategies. Beliefs are correct on path (i.e., derived from the prior,
and Bayesian updating given agents’ strategies), and unrestricted off path.

Note that the proposer has multiple potential indifferences: e.g., should they include a
bid with 0 tip? Should they censor a set of bids if bidder 0’s offered bribe exactly equals the
total tip from that set? We assume that given tips t from bidders {1, . . . , n} and an offer
from bidder 0 to censor subset S for a bribe of p, the proposer includes the bids of N − S

if and only if p ≥
∑

i∈S ti, and includes bids from all N otherwise (i.e., we break proposer
indifferences in favor of bidder 0 so that best responses are well defined).

There are multiple PBEs of the game, driven in part by the fact that there are multiple
equilibria in a second price auction (for instance, there is an equilibrium in the second price
auction for one player to bid a high value and all others to bid 0). However, most of these
equilibria are in weakly dominated strategies. We therefore focus on the following class of
equilibria:
1. Bidders {1, . . . n} submit a truthful bid, i.e. βi(vi) = vi. Note that this is a weakly

dominant strategy for them. In addition, these bidders use a symmetric tipping function
τ , that is, τi(·) = τ(·).

2. Bidder 0 bids equal to his value if he believes, given the tips of {1, . . . n}, that there is a
nonzero probability that he could win the auction, otherwise he bids 0 or does not bid.

In what follows, we simply refer to a PBE that satisfies this refinement as an equilibrium of
the game (with no qualifier). We reiterate that there are multiple PBEs of the original game;
we are simply restricting attention to these “reasonable” equilibria for tractability.

5 Results

Our results are easiest for the case with 2 bidders. We present this as an illustration before
considering the general case.

5.1 Two Bidder Case
Suppose there are only two bidders, one “honest” bidder 1 with value drawn according to
distribution F , and one “colluding” bidder who has the opportunity to collude with the
proposer, bidder 0, with value drawn independently from distribution F0. We assume that
F0 satisfies a regularity condition, that is, that F0(t)/f0(t) is non-decreasing in t.

The equilibrium in this case is easy to describe:
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▶ Proposition 5. The following constitutes an equilibrium of the game with 2 bidders, i.e.
N = {0, 1}, when the seller announces a second-price auction with a reserve price r = 0:

Bidder 1 submits a truthful bid, and his tipping strategy as function of his value v1 is
given by t1(v1) solves (v1 − t)− F0(t)

f0(t) = 0.
Bidder 0’s strategy as function of the observed tip t1 and his value v0 is given by

σ0(t1, v0) =
{

bribe t1 ≤ v0,

don’t bribe t1 > v0.

where bribe is shorthand for paying t1 to the proposer in exchange for omitting bidder 1’s
transaction. Further bidder 0 submits a nonzero bid in the auction if and only if he bribes
the proposer.
The proposer accepts bidder 0’s bribe whenever it is offered and omits bidder 1’s bid,
otherwise the proposer includes both bids.

Before providing a proof of this result, the following corollary summarizes the outcome
that results in this equilibrium when F = F0 = Uniform[0, 1]. For comparison, recall that
in the (standard) second price auction when both buyers have values drawn i.i.d. from
Uniform[0, 1], the expected revenue is 1/3 and each bidder has an ex ante expected surplus
of 1/6.

▶ Corollary 6. Bidder 0 wins the object with probability 3
4 , and has an expected surplus of

13
48 , while bidder 1 wins the auction with probability 1

4 and has an expected surplus of 1
12 .

Revenue for the seller in this auction is 0, and the expected tip revenue for the proposer is 1
4 .

In short, the proposer collects all the revenue from this auction, while the seller collects
none. Bidder 0 is substantially advantaged by his ability to see bidder 1’s tip and then decide
whether to bribe the proposer or not (wins the auction with higher probability, collects
more of the surplus). Our results for n > 1 are similarly stark except for the fact that the
auctioneer collects some positive revenue when n > 1, although this revenue rapidly decreases
as n increases.

Proof. The proof of the proposition is straightforward so we describe it briefly in line. First
to see that bidder 1 should bid his value (our refinement restricts attention to these) note that
bidder 1 has two actions, he privately submits a bid b1 and publicly submits a tip t. Since
bids only matter after inclusion has been decided, which is also after tips have been paid,
tips are a sunk cost and what remains is simply a second price auction, in which truthful
bidding is a weakly dominant strategy. Therefore it is (part of) an equilibrium for bidder 1
to bid his value.

Notice that bidder 1 does not benefit from submitting a tip t > v1 since even if he wins,
he will end up paying more in tips (in addition to possible fees from the auction) than he
values the item. Knowing this, it is always weakly better for player 0 to pay t to omit player
1’s bid when v0 ≥ t. Thus player 0 bribes the proposer if and only if v0 ≥ t. In that case
player 1’s expected utility as a function of his tip is:

E[U1(v1, t)] = F0(t) (v1 − t) .

Taking the derivative with respect to t, and setting it equal to 0, we get, as desired, that

t1(v1) solves (v1 − t)− F0(t)
f0(t) = 0.
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Now that we have found a candidate equilibrium, we have some more work to do to verify
that it is in fact a PBE. Formally, bidder 1’s beliefs at his only information set are that
v0 ∼ Uniform[0, 1]. By our regularity condition, t1(·) is strictly increasing. Bidder 0’s beliefs,
conditional on bidder 1’s tip being t1 are given by

v1 =
{

t−1
1 (t1) t1 ≤ t1(1),

1 otherwise.

Notice that the case of t1 > t1(1) is off the equilibrium path. Finally note that Bidder 0’s
strategy to bribe whenever his value exceeds bidder 1’s tip, and to bid only if he is willing to
bribe, constitutes a best response. This concludes the proof. ◀

Notice that even though bids are completely private in this model, because of the
transaction inclusion micro-structure, bids are effectively revealed by the tips attached to
them. This calls into question whether we can conduct sealed bid auctions of any type on
chain.

We can also describe the equilibrium for the case where the seller chooses an auction
with a reserve price r > 0. For brevity we describe this informally:

t1(v1) solves (v1 − r − t)f0(r + t)− F0(r + t) = 0 if solution exists,
t1(v1) = 0 otherwise.

Our regularity condition implies that there exists v = r + F0(r)
f0(r) > r such that t1(v1) = 0 for

v ≤ v and strictly increasing for v > v. Bidder 0’s strategy is to bribe and submit a bid only
if his value v0 > t1 + r where t1 is the observed tip.

▶ Proposition 7. The following constitutes an equilibrium of the game with 2 bidders, i.e.,
N = {0, 1}, when the seller announces a second-price auction with a reserve price r > 0:

Bidder 1 submits a truthful bid, and his tipping strategy as function of his value v1 is
given by t1(v1) = v1/2− r whenever v1 > 2r and 0 otherwise.
Bidder 0’s strategy as function of the observed tip t1 and his value v0 is given by

σ0(t1, v0) =
{

bribe t1 + r ≤ v0

don’t bribe o.w.

where bribe is shorthand for paying t1 to the proposer in exchange for omitting bidder
1’s transaction. Further bidder 0 submits a non-zero bid in the auction if and only if he
bribes the proposer.
The proposer accepts bidder 0’s bribe whenever it is offered and omits bidder 1’s bid,
otherwise the proposer includes both bids.

Note that while the seller does receive positive revenue in this case, they do not realize
any “benefit” from running an auction relative to posting a “buy it now” price of r. We
formalize this in the following corollary:

▶ Corollary 8. Suppose buyer values are i.i.d. Uniform[0, 1]. Assuming r ≤ 1
2 , Bidder 0 wins

the object with ex-ante probability (1− r)(1− ( 1
2 − r)2), while bidder 1 wins the object with

ex-ante probability (1 − 2r)( r
2 + 1

4 ). The expected revenue of the seller is r(1 − r2), which
is the same as the revenue for posting a “buy it now” price of r. The proposer makes an
expected revenue of 1

4 (1− 2r)2.

Again bidder 0 has a strong advantage in this auction. Tips are no longer perfectly
revealing, since a non-empty interval of bidder values tip 0, but remain weakly monotone in
bid and perfectly revealing when strictly positive.
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Figure 1 Expected Total Tips and Tipping functions for F = F0 ∼ Uniform[0, 1].

5.2 Three or more bidders
We now turn to the case where n ≥ 2, i.e., N = {0, 1, . . . , n}.

At first the problem of finding an equilibrium may appear intractable since bidder 0’s
best-response problem is itself complicated: there are 2n possible subsets of {1, . . . , n} and the
problem of finding the best subset to buy out is therefore non-trivial. The tipping function
of bidders {1, . . . , n} needs to be a best response to this (accounting for how changing
their tip changes the probability that they are censored given a distribution of other tips).
Nevertheless, there is an easy to describe equilibrium. To construct it, the following lemma
is useful:

▶ Lemma 9. Suppose that the tipping strategy of buyers 1 . . . n is such that t(v) ≤ v/n. Then
we have that the best response for bidder 0, as a function of his own value v0 and observed
vector of tips t = (t1 . . . tn) can be described as:

σ0(v0, t1, . . . , tn) =
{

bribe,
∑n

i=1 ti ≤ v0

don’t bribe,
∑n

i=1 ti > v0

where bribe is shorthand for paying the proposer
∑

i ti in exchange for omitting all of bidder 1
through n’s transactions.

Proof. To see this note that:
n∑

i=1
t(θi) ≤

n∑
i=1

θi

n
≤

n∑
i=1

max(θ1, θ2, . . . , θn)
n

= max(θ1, θ2, . . . , θn).

and therefore bribing the proposer and buying out all the bids (and therefore winning the
object for free in the auction) is more profitable than buying out any subset of the bids and
possibly losing the auction or having to pay more than the bribes for that subset would have
cost. ◀

This lemma is useful because, in equilibrium, the tipping strategy of bidders 1 through n

will satisfy this property. Bidder 0’s strategy is therefore straightforward (analogous to the
case N = {0, 1}). We are now in a position to describe the equilibrium in this game.3

3 Proofs of this and subsequent propositions are omitted for brevity due to the page limits. They are
available from the full version of the paper available on ArXiv, linked on the front page.
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▶ Proposition 10. The following constitutes an equilibrium of the game with n + 1 bidders,
N = {0, 1, . . . , n}, and buyer values drawn i.i.d. from Uniform[0, 1] when the seller announces
a second-price auction with a reserve price r = 0:

Bidders 1 through n submit truthful bids, and their tipping strategy as function of their
value vi is given by:

t(v) =
{

0 v < v,
1

2n (vn − vn) o.w.
(4)

where v solves

(n + 1) vn

n(n− 1) −
vn+1

(n + 1) −
1

n(n + 1) = 0. (5)

Bidder 0’s strategy as function of the observed tips t1, . . . , tn and their value v0 is given
by

σ0(v0, t1, . . . , tn) =
{

bribe,
∑n

i=1 ti ≤ v0

don’t bribe,
∑n

i=1 ti > v0

where bribe is shorthand for paying
∑

i ti to the proposer in exchange for omitting bidder 1
through n’s transactions. Further bidder 0 submits a truthful nonzero bid in the auction
if and only if he bribes the proposer.
The proposer accepts bidder 0’s bribe whenever it is offered and omits the other bids,
otherwise the proposer includes all bids.

It is easy to see that (5) has exactly 1 root in [0, 1] by observing that the left hand side is
increasing in v on [0, 1], and evaluates to a negative number at v = 0 and a positive number
for θ = 1. Unfortunately, we cannot analytically derive these roots for arbitrary n since
polynomials of order ≥ 5 do not have explicit roots (and even for n = 2, 3 these are not
particularly nice); however, we can use a zero finding algorithm to compute these numerically.
The results for the uniform case are presented in Figure 1.

Analytically, we can bound how this root varies with n. Note that the expected total tip
is nE[t(v)] and substituting in (4) and simplifying via (5), we have that the expected total
tip = vn

n−1 . The following proposition describes the asymptotic behavior of the expected
total tip:

▶ Proposition 11. Let v(n) describe the solution to (5) as a function of n. There exists n

large enough such that for n > n, we have 1
n ≤ v(n)n ≤ 1√

n
.

Proposition 11 is particularly useful when you consider the fact that for large n, by the
law of large numbers, the total tip concentrates around the expected tip with high probability
(buyer values are i.i.d. bounded random variables). Furthermore, by Proposition 11, this is
decreasing at a rate at least 1/n

√
n : as n grows, and individual bidders are willing to tip

less. To see why tipping is only profitable when it leads to the bid not being censored and
winning the auction, but increasing the tip increases the probability that all bids are not
censored. In short, tips have public goods type properties. Indeed, the rate of tipping shrinks
fast enough so that the total tip is also decreasing. Therefore bidder 0 wins the auction with
increasing probability in n, asymptotically tending to 1. Note that the seller only receives
revenue when there is more than one bidder in the auction (or more generally, in the auction
with a reserve price r, makes revenue larger than the reserve price) – and this happens with
vanishing probability as n grows large.
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Figure 2 Expected Total Tips for F0 ∼ Uniform[0, 1], F ∼ Beta(α, β).

▶ Proposition 12. As n grows large, the expected revenue of the auction with reserve price r

reduces asymptotically to the expected revenue of a published price of r.

5.3 General Distributions
It is straightforward to generalize our results to the case where bidders {1, . . . , n} are
distributed according to some general distribution with density f and CDF F on [0, 1].

▶ Assumption 13. We assume throughout that F satisfies
∫ v

0 F n−1(θ)dθ ≤ v
n for all v ∈ [0, 1].

Formally, we have the following proposition:

▶ Proposition 14. The following constitutes an equilibrium of the game with n + 1 bidders,
i.e. N = {0, 1, . . . , n}, when the seller announces a second-price auction with a reserve price
r = 0, bidder 0 has a value Uniform[0, 1] and bidders 1 through n have values distributed
i.i.d. according to a distribution with density f and CDF F satisfying Assumption 13:

Bidders 1 through n submit truthful bids, and their tipping strategy as function of their
value vi is given by:

t(v) =
{

0 v < v,
1
2

∫ v

v
F n−1(θ)dθ o.w.

(6)

where v solves∫ 1

0
F n−1(θ)dθ −

∫ 1

v

F n(θ)dθ = n + 1
n− 1

∫ v

0
F n−1(θ)dθ. (7)

Bidder 0’s strategy as function of the observed tips t1, . . . , tn and their value v0 is given
by

σ0(v0, t1, . . . , tn) =
{

bribe,
∑n

i=1 ti ≤ v0

don’t bribe,
∑n

i=1 ti > v0

where bribe is shorthand for paying
∑

i ti to the proposer in exchange for omitting bidder 1
through n’s transactions. Further bidder 0 submits a true nonzero bid in the auction if
and only if he bribes the proposer.
The proposer accepts bidder 0’s bribe whenever it is offered and omits the other bids,
otherwise the proposer includes all bids.
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This proposition allows us to numerically solve for tipping behavior in this auction. Using
the flexible Beta distribution for a range of parameters, we compute nE[t] as a function of n

in Figure 2.
Analytical results for the case where bidder 0’s value is distributed non-uniformly appear

out of reach. To see why – for bidders 1 through n, part of the payoff of increasing their tip is
increasing the probability that bidder 0 chooses not to buy them out. When bidder 0’s value
is distributed uniformly, the increase in probability is constant and independent of others’
tips (which from the perspective of the bidder is a random variable). This simplifies the
optimality condition and makes it analytically tractable. Nevertheless, the intuition above
suggests that our qualitative results (seller expected revenue drops to close to the posted
price, tips do not offer much “protection” due to the public goods nature of tips suggests,
bidder 0 has a strong advantage in the auction) carry over to this case as well.

6 Restoring Censorship Resistance

We now discuss possible design choices to provide additional censorship resistance, so that
an auction can be run on chain with the desired results.

6.1 Auction over Multiple Blocks
We now investigate whether running the auction over multiple blocks restores the desired
behavior. Formally, recall that using multiple blocks as the underlying public bulletin board
had a higher censorship resistance (Example 3) than in the case of a single block (Example 2).

Formally we consider the following dynamic game corresponding to an auction being
run over m blocks. We assume that each of these blocks is produced by an independent
proposer.4

1. Period 0: Bidders learn their values vi. Bidders 1, . . . , n each submit simultaneously a
private bid bi and a public tip ti.

2. Period j for j in 1 to k: Bidder 0 observes which bids from 1, . . . n have not been included
in a block in periods 1 to j − 1. They offer Proposer j a take-it-or-leave-it-offer of a
subset Sj of the unincluded bids and a payment pj to exclude that subset. The proposer
j observes the tips and the offer from Bidder 0 and decides which bids if any to include.

3. Period m + 1: The seller’s auction is run on blocks produced in periods 1 to m.
If a transaction is included in period j, it is removed from the set of bids in the mempool,
its tip is attributed to proposer j where j is the block it was included in, it is included in the
auction, and it cannot be included in subsequent blocks.

Note that the game we describe is a natural extension of the previous game to the case
of an auction over m > 1 blocks. In particular, it reduces to the original game for the case of
m = 1. We consider the same refinement as before, which applies to this game in a similar
fashion.

Note that there are two possible sources of additional security in this auction. The first is
mechanical: in order to censor a transaction, intuitively, bidder 0 has to bribe m proposers,
which is more expensive for a given tip. The second is that the marginal returns to a tip
have increased (increasing a tip by q increases the cost to censor for bidder 0 by mq, and
decreases the probability they can afford it correspondingly).

4 In practice, an majority of blocks on major blockchains is produced by one of a small oligopoly of
proposers. We discuss the implications of this in the sequel.
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In our results, we show that the latter effect is null. In particular, we show that for
m < n, the tipping behavior of bidders 1, . . . n stays unaffected.

Formally, we have the following result:

▶ Proposition 15. Suppose buyers 1 to n have values drawn i.i.d. U [0, 1] and buyer 0 has
value drawn i.i.d. U [0, κ] for κ > m. The following constitutes an equilibrium of the game
with n + 1 bidders, i.e. N = {0, 1, . . . , n}, when the seller announces a second-price auction
with a reserve price r = 0 to be run over m blocks for m < n: Bidders 1 through n and the
proposers have the same strategy as in Proposition 10.

Bidder 0’s strategy as function of the observed tips t1, . . . , tn and his value v0 is given by

σ0(v0, t1, . . . , tn) =
{

bribe, m
∑n

i=1 ti ≤ v0,

don’t bribe, otherwise,

Before we proceed, we comment on the assumption that bidder 0’s value is distributed
U [0, κ]. Suppose bidder 0 is distributed U [0, 1], but bidders 1 to n tip as in Proposition 10.
Note that with positive probability the total tip could exceed 1 when m > 1. Therefore, given
bidders 2 to n follow the tipping strategy of Proposition 10, bidder 1 will have incentives to
shade their tip relative to t(·). After all, the marginal value of tips depends on how much
they increase the probability of not being censored. From the Proof of 10, in the case of
m = 1, increasing one’s tip on the margin always increases the probability that the bids
are not censored, because the total tip is strictly smaller than 1 with probability 1 on path.
Intuitively, therefore if bidder 0 is distributed U [0, 1], and the auction is conducted over
m > 1 blocks, the equilibrium tipping strategy for bidders 1 to n is weakly lower than the
corresponding tipping strategy for m = 1 (Proposition 10). This can be shown numerically,
but is out of reach analytically.

Note that we had already shown that expected total tip of n bidders was smaller than
1/n3/2. Therefore, the probability that bidder 0 does not censor the remaining bids collapses
to 0 as n grows large, as long as m grows sublinearly with n. To see that we had already
shown that expected total tip of n bidders was smaller than 1/n3/2. Therefore m times this
for m < n still grows smaller than 1/

√
n.

Put differently, guaranteeing the auction outcome is “as desired” requires m > n. This
comes with its own costs: for example, the auction would have to remain open for a relatively
long time which may be undesirable, particularly for financial applications.

6.2 Multiple Concurrent Block Proposers
Depending on the number of bidders and the time constraints inherent to the specific auction
application, it may not be feasible to hold the auction for long enough to achieve the desired
censorship resistance level.

A different solution we now consider would be to allow more than one proposer within
a single slot. Formally, we now consider k concurrent block proposers (by analogy to our
previous section where we considered k sequential block producers). The seller announces an
auction which will execute within the single slot, i.e. the bids included on at least one of the
k concurrent produced blocks will be included in the auction.

In view of the concurrency, we allow bidders to submit conditional tips, which depend on
the number of proposers who include the transaction. For simplicity, we consider a twin tip,
i.e., each bidder submits a conditional tip of the form (t, T ), where T is paid if only a single
proposer includes bidder 1’s transaction and t is paid if more than one proposer includes the
transaction.
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▶ Observation 16. With k concurrent proposers and conditional tipping, the censorship
resistance of a conditional tip (t, T ) is straightforwardly verified as:

φ(t, T ) = kT. (8)

It is important to note that the conditional tip disentangles the cost of inclusion (for the
transacting party) from the cost of censoring, i.e. if T ≫ t, then the censorship resistance is
kT which is much larger than the cost of inclusion, kt.

After the honest bidder observes v1 and submits his private bid b1 and public tip (t, T ),
the bribing bidder submits a bribe to each proposer. Formally, we first consider the following
game:
1. Seller announces second-price sealed-bid auction with reserve price r to be conducted

over a single slot.
2. Buyers learn their values vi ∼ F .
3. Buyers 1, . . . , n each submit simultaneously a private bid bi and a public tip ti, Ti.
4. Buyer 0 observes all the other tips ti, Ti and simultaneously offers each proposer a take-

it-or-leave-it-offer of a subset S ⊆ {1, . . . , n} of bidders and a payment p to exclude that
subset’s bids. Bidder 0 also submits his own bid b0.

5. Each Proposer simultaneously accepts or rejects bidder 0’s offer and constructs the block
accordingly i.e., either containing bids of set N \ S or N .

6. The auction is computed based on the union of the bids included in all blocks, tips are
paid based on the inclusion behavior.

As before we focus our attention on equilibria where Bidders {1, . . . , n} bid truthfully in
the auction. Note that each proposer, in choosing whether to censor a transaction, needs to
reason about the behavior of other proposers since that potentially affects their tip if they
include the transaction.

▶ Proposition 17. Consider the Multiple Concurrent Block Proposer game, with m proposers
and n = 1 honest bidder, i.e., N = {0, 1}, with bidder i’s value drawn from a distribution
with CDF Fi and PDF fi.

This game has an equilibrium where the outcome of the auction is the same as a standard
second price auction without a censorship step and where the expected tip by each bidder to
each proposer is t.

In particular, bidders 1’s tipping strategy in equilibrium is given by:

t1(v1) = 0, T1(v1) = 1 (9)

Bidder 0’s offer strategy to the proposer based on their own value v0 and the observed tips
(t, T ) is

z0(t, T, v0) =
{

0 C(v0) < mT

T C(v0) ≥ mT.
(10)

Here C(v0) is buyer 0’s net value to censoring bidder 1’s bid (i.e., the difference their profit
from censoring the competing bid and winning in the auction for free (v0); and their expected
surplus from competing with bidder 1 in the auction). Finally, the proposer’s strategies are
to censor transactions with the following probabilities:

p(z, t, T ) =


0 z < t(

z−t
T −t

) 1
m−1

t ≤ z < T

1 z ≥ T

(11)
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The above proposition may admittedly appear a little dense. We provide the following
corollary regarding (on-path) equilibrium behavior.

▶ Corollary 18. Consider the equilibrium proposed in Proposition 17 for any m ≥ 2. On
path, bidder 0 does not bribe the proposers and instead competes in the second-price auction.
All bidders pay 0 in tips on path. Equilibrium tips do not reveal bids.

Further, a careful study of the proof of Proposition 17 shows that the Corollary continues
to hold even when n > 1. Therefore even 2 concurrent block proposers restore the “desired”
outcome relative to a single block proposer system. This is partly driven by concurrency of
block proposers which removes the “monopoly” that they have over transaction inclusion,
and partly by the conditional tip. The conditional tip allows bidder 1 to get security via a
high-tip offer conditional on inclusion by only a single proposer. This high tip offer makes it
very expensive for bidder 0 to attempt censor bidder 1’s bid since they would need to pay
m times the high tip to censor the bid by all m producers. Therefore, no bribe is offered.
Further, this tip never needs to be paid, since both proposers find it weakly dominant to
include the bid and pick up the low tip.5 As an aside, note that this also restores equilibrium
bid privacy, since tips no longer reveal bids.

Finally, we should note that the conditional tipping logic we identify could also be applied
to an auction over multiple blocks, achieving more censorship resistance than previously.

7 Discussion

Our results suggest that single proposer blockchains are not ideal for holding time sensitive
auctions when the number of potential bidders is large. In our results, collusion arrangements
are extremely profitable for the colluding bidder but only marginally profitable for the
proposer. However, this is because we restrict the model to have one potential colluding
bidder who can bribe the proposer. In reality, there are many possible colluding bidders,
and only one proposer in each slot, the proposer could end up charging for the right to
collude and extract a significant portion of the value that the colluding bidder gains from the
arrangement. In fact, the predominant block building system, MEV-boost, can be thought
of as a direct channel through which the proposer can sell the right to censor transactions to
the highest bidder. This suggests that one driver of MEV is the proposer’s right to determine
inclusion. Previous work has focused on a different source: the proposer’s right to order
transactions within a block. From the position that proposer ordering power is the source,
order agnostic mechanisms should solve MEV. But if censorship power is the source, these
order agnostic mechanisms, including the second price auction we study here, could be just
as susceptible to value extraction.

Another proposed source for MEV is the public nature of transactions in the mempool.
The argument is, transactions in the mempool are sitting ducks, waiting to be front-ran. It
follows that, if transactions are encrypted while in the mempool, they will be less susceptible
to MEV. But our results demonstrate that even when the body of transactions are encrypted,
public tips may reveal substantial information them.

5 Note that t = 0 supports alternative asymmetric equilibria in the inclusion subgame where only a single
proposer includes the transaction. In the broader game, these would correspond to the equilibria in
the single proposer cases where T substitutes for the old single dimensional tip. However, when t is
bounded away from 0, these equilibria disappear, since it is now strictly dominant for the proposer to
include the bid in the inclusion subgame.
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As the previous paragraph suggests, cryptographic solutions do not immediately solve the
censorship problem unless they also appropriately modify consensus to bind the proposer (cf
our multiple concurrent proposer suggestion): for example consider an MPC based approach.
One way to implement it would be to use an integer comparison MPC protocol to compare
the private tips and choose the top k. Then, if the proposer chose not to include those top k,
they could be penalized, or the block could be considered invalid by consensus. Note that
this requires changing consensus as well as the mempool, and it requires multiple validators
to participate in MPC, each of whom can add transactions to the process. In that way it is
similar to the multiple concurrent block proposer proposer scheme we describe. However, in
this scheme, the proposer also retains the option to accept a bribe rather than use the MPC
protocol, i.e., they may accept a bribe that exceeds the expected value of the top k tips.

Implemented purely as a private mempool solution without changing consensus, the main
impediment is enforcing the proposer’s commitment to this block inclusion strategy: i.e.,
MPC allows us to compute the k transactions with the highest tips in a private fashion, but
does not bind the proposer to include these. The proposer remains free to censor any subset
of these transactions if it is profitable for them to do so.

7.1 Multiple Concurrent Proposers in the Real world

There are projects trying to implement multiple concurrent proposers by appropriately
modifying the Tendermint protocol.6 Representatives from at least one major chain, have
also mentioned concurrency as a goal going forward, in order to scale throughput and
decrease latency from the user to the nearest proposer within a given slot.7 The co-founder,
and CEO of Solana even mentioned MEV resistance as a motivation for the desirability of
multiple concurrent block proposers.8 Our results suggest that proposer rents arising from
the proposer’s temporary monopoly on inclusion shrink sharply under multiple concurrent
proposers using our conditional tip logic. To see the order of magnitude, note that total
payments by MEV-boost to proposers on Ethereum totaled $400 million since Sept 2022
(the merge), see https://dune.com/arcana/mev-boost). This is quite large in comparison
to the total value created by MEV and contributes to high transaction fees for users. That
said multiple proposer protocols are not a panacea. Beyond the engineering difficulties
themselves, we see a few other impediments. Firstly, ordering – with a single proposer,
a canonical ordering of transactions within the block is simply the order that the leader
put them in. Once we add multiple proposers, the ordering becomes less clear. Secondly,
multiple proposers may be more susceptible to Distributed Denial of Service (DDOS) attacks:
allowing every validator to submit transactions opens the network up to a DDOS attack
where adversaries include many transactions to slow down the chain. Finally there are
issues of redundancy and state bloat: the multiple proposer approach potentially leads to
considerable redundancy within the slot (the same transaction may be included by many
different proposers).

6 See, e.g., https://blog.duality.xyz/introducing-multiplicity/.
7 See, e.g., https://blog.chain.link/execution-and-parallelism-for-dag-based-bft-consensus/.
8 See https://twitter.com/aeyakovenko/status/1584676110948012032.
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7.2 Future Directions

From a theoretical perspective, this work leaves open questions of how censorship in on
chain auctions might effect the equilibria of auctions with different assumptions about bidder
valuations. For example a natural extension to our results would be to consider honest
bidders with interdependent or common values. This may be a better model for on chain
order flow auctions and collateral liquidation auctions.

Our results are based on the assumption that a single bidder has been selected as the
colluding bidder in advance, but a better assumption would be to have the right to collude
be auctioned off after bids have been submitted. If the right to collude is auctioned off before
the bids are submitted, then our results would still hold, since our result would simply be a
subgame of the larger game being considered, and the result would be that proposers end up
with a larger share of their monopoly rents; however, when the right to collude is auctioned
off after transactions have been submitted, and therefore after bidders discover their types,
the players who are willing to pay to collude are more often those who value the item more.
This could warp the equilibrium slightly.

Outside of mechanism design, this work provides a strong theoretical justification for
investigating multiple concurrent block proposer based consensus frameworks as a tool for
MEV mitigation. Specifically, we identify conditional tipping as a powerful tool to combat
censorship in situations where there are more than one block proposer.

Indeed, strong censorship-resistance is beneficial to other systemically important smart
contracts. Oracle feeds require timely inclusion guarantees to be useful, and censorship in
order to manipulate on-chain financial markets is a serious concern. Hedging contracts such
as options need to be censorship resistant so that they can be exercised, and conversely,
the underwriter has an incentive to censor. Similarly, optimistic rollups rely on censorship
resistance for their security, an attacker who wishes to manipulate an optimistic rollup only
needs to censor the fraud proofs for a period of time. To combat this, optimistic rollups
currently leave a long window for fraud proof submission before finalizing (e.g. 7 days).
Stronger censorship resistance could allow them to achieve finality faster with the same
security.

Another advantage is that proposer rents arising from the proposer’s temporary monopoly
on inclusion shrink sharply under multiple concurrent proposers using our conditional
tip logic. To see the order of magnitude, note that total payments by MEV-boost to
proposers on Ethereum totaled $445 million since Sept 2022 (the merge), see https://dune.
com/ChainsightAnalytics/mev-after-ethereum-merge). This is arguably quite large in
comparison to the total value created by MEV and contributes to high transaction fees for
users.

Another potential tool for combating censorship on-chain, that we have not discussed, is
a data availability layer. Instead of being submitted to a blockchain directly, bids could be
submitted to a data availability layer, nodes could then compute the results of the auction
based on whichever transactions were included on the data availability layer. This is similar
to holding the auction directly on chain except that the nodes tasked with curating a data
availability layer do not necessarily need to participate in consensus. The requirements for a
data availability layer are weaker than those required for a full blockchain so it may be easier
to integrate multiple proposer architecture on data availability layers than on blockchains
themselves.

https://dune.com/ChainsightAnalytics/mev-after-ethereum-merge
https://dune.com/ChainsightAnalytics/mev-after-ethereum-merge
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Abstract
The current Proposer-Builder Separation (PBS) equilibrium has several builders with different
backgrounds winning blocks consistently. This paper considers how that equilibrium will shift when
transactions are sold privately via order flow auctions (OFAs) rather than forwarded directly to the
public mempool. We discuss a novel model that highlights the augmented value of private order flow
for integrated builder searchers. We show that private order flow is complementary to top-of-block
opportunities, and therefore integrated builder-searchers are more likely to participate in OFAs
and outbid non integrated builders. They will then parlay access to these private transactions into
an advantage in the PBS auction, winning blocks more often and extracting higher profits than
non-integrated builders. To validate our main assumptions, we construct a novel dataset pairing
post-merge PBS outcomes with realized 12-second volatility on a leading CEX (Binance). Our results
show that integrated builder-searchers are more likely to win in the PBS auction when realized
volatility is high, suggesting that indeed such builders have an advantage in extracting top-of-block
opportunities. Our findings suggest that modifying PBS to disentangle the intertwined dynamics
between top-of-block extraction and private order flow would pave the way for a fairer and more
decentralized Ethereum.
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1 Introduction

Most Ethereum blocks today are built by specialized builders rather than validators. In
every slot, builders gather transactions and assemble them into blocks. They then compete
against each other in an ascending price (English) auction for the right to have the block
they assembled proposed by the proposer. Whichever builder bids the highest wins the
Proposer-Builder Separation (PBS) auction, and pays their bid to the proposer.

The right to build a block is valuable for several reasons, most obviously because users
pay tips for inclusion. Presently these tips make up only a small portion of the total value
from building a block. A majority of the value from building a block comes from the builder
exploiting MEV opportunities. MEV (Maximal Extractable Value) refers to additional value
that can be exploited from strategically reordering or including specific transactions.

Current MEV opportunities on Ethereum can be broadly segmented into two categories:
top-of-block and block body. Let us describe each in turn. Top-of-block opportunities are
primarily CEX/DEX arbitrage: exploiting price divergences of a token between a centralized
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exchange (CEX) and some on-chain Decentralized Exchange (DEX) operated by a smart
contract, e.g., Uniswap. Intuitively, successfully exploiting such a price divergence requires
both priority access to the first few transactions in the block on-chain, and also high quality
execution on the centralized exchange. The latter requires high-frequency trading (HFT)
strategies and low CEX transaction fees.

Block-body opportunities are typically frontrunning attacks that involve sandwiching user
transactions or executing user orders against each other to cut out the liquidity providers.
The value of the Block-body is primarily dictated by access to transactions. Historically,
most transactions have been forwarded to the public mempool, meaning all block builders
have access to the same transactions; however, some builders have access to private order
flow which is not available in the public mempool. The availability of private order flow is
likely to be further supplemented in the near future by the advent of order flow auctions
(OFAs), venues where order flow providers (wallets) sell the exclusive right to execute their
users’ transactions.

This paper focuses on the complementarity between top-of-block and block body op-
portunities. In particular, the PBS auction makes no distinction between top-of-block and
block body, instead, the right to build the entire block is sold wholesale. This means that an
advantage in top-of-block extraction capability can help secure value from the body of the
block and vice versa.

This paper makes two contributions. First, we demonstrate empirically that builders oper-
ated by high-frequency trading firms are superior at capturing the top of block opportunities.
Second, we construct a simple model of proposer-builder separation and demonstrate that,
in this model, private order flow is more valuable to vertically integrated builder searchers
than non-integrated builders. Our theoretical results therefore imply that private order flow
markets are likely to be dominated by these firms.

Let us now describe our analysis and results in a little more detail. The main assumption
in our subsequent theoretical analysis is that some bidders are stochastically advantaged at
extracting top-of-block opportunities. We validate this assumption empirically. In particular,
we construct a unique dataset that combines roughly a month PBS auction outcome data, i.e.,
which builder won which blocks over the course of a month; paired with detailed price data
on a major CEX, namely, Binance. Our empirical strategy posits that the realized 12-second
volatility of ETH on Binance is plausibly exogenous. Therefore the realized volatility will
generate blocks that have varying top of block value. A block in which the price on Binance
is flat over the previous 12 seconds will have almost no top of block value, meaning any
advantage that builder searchers have at extracting from the top of the block will be irrelevant.
In contrast, if the price shift is large in that period, winning the block becomes should be far
more valuable to builders who excel at top-of-block extraction. Our results show that when
absolute log price change on Binance in a 12 second period is large, builder-searchers operated
by HFTs are far more likely to win. These results are statisitcally significant, invalidating
the null hypothesis that all builders are roughly equivalent in their top-of-block extraction
capability.

Having demonstrated this, we turn to a theoretical model which explores the centralizing
effects of this top-of-block advantage on the equilibrium of the PBS auction. Our model
considers a simple abstraction where a block can contain at most two transactions.

In the first stage of our model, the builders gather block body opportunities. We consider
two scenarios. In the first, this transaction is sourced from the public mempool, i.e. all
builders have (free) access to the block-body transactions. This models relatively well the
current state of affairs. The second scenario envisages builders purchasing transactions in
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an OFA, which models the plausible scenario we are moving towards. In the second stage
of our model, the builders combine their block body transactions with their top-of-block
transactions to form a block and then compete with each other in an English (i.e., ascending)
auction for the right to append their block onto the chain.

Our results show that advantages in top of block extraction capabilities are magnified
when private order flow is available, in comparison with the current scenario where block
body opportunities are available in the public mempool or otherwise shared with all builders.
In particular, a builder with an advantage, be it deterministic or stochastic, at extracting
top-of-block opportunities, will win the OFA. With access to the private transactions, it will
then win the PBS auction more often, and have higher profits, than it would have in the
counterfactual world without OFAs/ private transactions.

Our results suggest a troubling centralizing tendency of PBS when private order flow
is available via an Order Flow Auction, a setting we are moving towards. In particular, a
small number of integrated builder-searchers who have top-of-block extraction capabilities
will dominate both the OFAs and the downstream PBS auction. This contrasts with the
popular idea that the OFAs and the PBS auction will squeeze proposer profits between the
validators (who earn the PBS auction revenue) and the order flow providers (who earn the
OFA revenue). This also contrasts with the original goal of PBS which was to keep block
building decentralized.

Our results therefore provide a further impetus for various initiatives to “unbundle” PBS
– unbundling PBS in some form is necessary to prevent concentration into a few integrated
builder-searchers. Previous work has focused on limiting the power of builders to build blocks
by imposing certain constraints on them: see e.g. the recent works of [1], [11]. There have
also been studies on the possibility of implementing blockspace futures (see, e.g., [7]), which
would effectively partially disintermediate the builder by guaranteeing inclusion for some
transactions.

2 Related Literature

Although Proposer Builder Separation has only recently become the dominant method of
building blocks on Ethereum, research into PBS dynamics is active with several recent
developments. [4] discusses the potential for exclusive order flow to centralize the builder
market. [5] surmised that order flow auctions could potentially alleviate the centralizing
effects of private order flow by providing a level playing field for all builders to bid in; however,
as we discuss later, our results suggest that order-flow auctions may still have a centralizing
effect on PBS because builders with advantages in top of block extraction may come to
dominate the auction, resulting in equilibria that look similar to those where private order
flow is purchased by a single entity. [2] catalogued several competing order-flow auction
designs and outlined their respective advantages and disadvantages.

A series of articles have provided visibility into the current status of the MEV supply
chain. [3] discussed to what degree relays (which forward PBS bids to the proposer) have
lived up to their promises about which types of transactions and MEV strategies are allowed
in their blocks. [15] catalogues the current state of the PBS market, noting which builders
submit to which relays, and providing insight into the total revenue from the PBS system so
far. [13] discusses how proposers who participate in MEV boost could raise their revenue
by delaying block proposal, allowing more bids to come in before choosing a winner. [14]
uses proprietary data provided by Titan builder to demonstrate that top builders have more
order flow than other builders and that this is a large factor contributing to their dominance
in the PBS auctions.

AFT 2023
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Recent developments have increased our understanding of CEX/DEX arbitrage also
known as loss-versus-rebalancing (LVR) or stale order sniping. [10] proposed the definition
for LVR as the loss that the pool incurred relative to a perfect re-balancing portfolio. This
quantity can also be thought of as the expected profit of top of block CEX/DEX arbitrage
bots. [9] extended this analysis from continuous time with no fees to discrete time with fees,
a much more realistic model. A core finding of this paper was the result that LVR grows
cubically in blocktime, with smaller blocktimes leading to lower LVR.

3 Background

The easiest way to understand the top-of-block, block-body distinction is to look at the
blocks themselves. CEX/DEX arb transactions are easily identifiable since they are large
directional trades, typically in the first few slots of the block.

These CEX/DEX arb transactions are usually executed by an MEV bot contract that
disproportionately lands transactions in blocks associated with the corresponding builder. For
example, block 17195495,1, contains 182 transactions. The first 37 appear to be CEX/DEX
arb transactions from an MEV bot with the address 0xA69b. . . e78C.2 These are subjectively
large swaps on major pools (Uniswap, Sushiswap etc). For example, the first transaction
swaps 4.265 Million USDC for 2168 wETH 3 on the Uniswap v3 0.05% fee pool.4 The
subsequent 36 are also similarly large swaps, each of the order of several hundred wETH.

Note that these CEX/DEX arbitrage transactions are not found on all blocks – for
example, the preceding block, 17195494, does not contain such transactions. They typically
only appear when there is high volatility in the preceding 12 seconds, and even then, the
sizes tend to be much smaller than this selected block in most cases. For example, in the
next block 17195496, there is only 1 CEX/DEX arb transaction from the same bot and the
volume traded is only 1.2 Million USDC for 600 WETH.5

In the block after that, block 17195497, the same bot has a single CEX/DEX arb
transaction, swapping 272k USDT for 138 ETH.6 After this transaction, the rest of the block
is filled with block-body opportunities. Transactions at indexes 1–4 and 11–14 are sandwich
attacks.7

Block 17195497 in particular shows that builders can exploit both top-of-block and
block-body opportunities in the same block. This is an important aspect of our model, and
drives our results.

1 See, e.g., https://etherscan.io/block/17195495.
2 0xA69babEF1cA67A37Ffaf7a485DfFF3382056e78C
3 https://eigenphi.io/mev/eigentx/0xca8ec486cb46066b464104c1b91b3e253218dac6e9570408b6696

2883dcb0f28
4 https://info.uniswap.org/#/pools/0x88e6a0c2ddd26feeb64f039a2c41296fcb3f5640
5 https://eigenphi.io/mev/eigentx/0x1e82ed1b04d0a0df667f64c7f341a9924c79465e84d9c10d265e9

88d0818e9c5
6 https://eigenphi.io/mev/eigentx/0x95b1e7dc5f54a5f6ca02be2e17e26e2c73eccac374f88e7451691

e88dfcd8fec
7 https://eigenphi.io/mev/eigentx/0x95b1e7dc5f54a5f6ca02be2e17e26e2c73eccac374f88e7451691

e88dfcd8fec?tab=block

https://etherscan.io/block/17195495
https://eigenphi.io/mev/eigentx/0xca8ec486cb46066b464104c1b91b3e253218dac6e9570408b66962883dcb0f28
https://eigenphi.io/mev/eigentx/0xca8ec486cb46066b464104c1b91b3e253218dac6e9570408b66962883dcb0f28
https://info.uniswap.org/##/pools/0x88e6a0c2ddd26feeb64f039a2c41296fcb3f5640
https://eigenphi.io/mev/eigentx/0x1e82ed1b04d0a0df667f64c7f341a9924c79465e84d9c10d265e988d0818e9c5
https://eigenphi.io/mev/eigentx/0x1e82ed1b04d0a0df667f64c7f341a9924c79465e84d9c10d265e988d0818e9c5
https://eigenphi.io/mev/eigentx/0x95b1e7dc5f54a5f6ca02be2e17e26e2c73eccac374f88e7451691e88dfcd8fec
https://eigenphi.io/mev/eigentx/0x95b1e7dc5f54a5f6ca02be2e17e26e2c73eccac374f88e7451691e88dfcd8fec
https://eigenphi.io/mev/eigentx/0x95b1e7dc5f54a5f6ca02be2e17e26e2c73eccac374f88e7451691e88dfcd8fec?tab=block
https://eigenphi.io/mev/eigentx/0x95b1e7dc5f54a5f6ca02be2e17e26e2c73eccac374f88e7451691e88dfcd8fec?tab=block
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4 Data and Empirical Analysis

The driving assumption in the theoretical analysis in Section 5 is that some builders are
superior at extracting value from the top-of-block opportunities. In this section, we provide
empirical evidence for this assumption. We use realized price-volatility on the CEX as a
plausibly exogenous instrument that affects top-of-block but not block body opportunities.
In particular, price movements on the CEX create arbitage opportunities since DEX prices
are by design static until the next block. Large price movements create large arbitrage
opportunities, small price movements create small arbitrage opportunities.

We obtained block-level data from Etherscan for a period corresponding to roughly a
month from April 1st, 2023 to May 1st, 2023 (ETH blocks 16950609 to 17150609). We
combined this data with detailed price data of ETHUSD from a leading centralized exchange
(Binance) in the 12 seconds before each block was built. Price movement in this window
gives us a rough estimate of the amount that can be earned through arbitrage with central
exchanges for that block.

The merged data surfaces some clear patterns in builder-volatility relationships. Three
builders – Manta, Rsync Builder, and Beaver Build – were identified before the analysis as
likely to be better at extracting top of block MEV due to rumored connections with High
Frequency Trading Firms. We show how realized volatility is related to whether or not one
of these three builders constructed the block in Figure 1.

Figure 1 Blocks sorted by block time (x-axis) vs. pre-block volatility measured by log price
change (y-axis).

When analyzing the most volatile blocks from each of the HFT traders, there are many
large trades with Uniswap v3 pools at the top of each block (as we showed in Section 3). In
general, the larger the realized volatility in the preceding 12 seconds, the larger these trades
were. In some cases, when the realized volatility was most extreme, blocks included more
than 30 CEX/DEX arbitrage transactions, with many consisting of notional sizes of millions
of USD. We document blocks of several notable builders and their respective volatilities in
Figure 2.

AFT 2023
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Figure 2 Selected builders’ blocks sorted by block time (x-axis) vs. pre-block volatility measured
by log price change (y-axis).

To formalize these findings, we model the relationship between CEX volatility and HFT
builders winning the PBS auction. First, we grouped builders into HFT builders (Beaver,
Manta, and Rsync) and non-HFT builders (everyone else). We regressed realized volatility
on an indicator for whether or not one of these HFT builders won the block using a logistic
regression:

P (HFT Builder = 1|Log Price Change) = 1
1 + e−(β0+β1·Log Price Change)

Table 1 Logistic Regression Results.

Coeff Std Err z P > |z| [0.025 0.975]

Log10 Price Change 2055.151∗∗∗ (47.584) 43.190 0.000 1961.888 2148.414
const -0.821∗∗∗ (0.006) -133.054 0.000 -0.833 -0.809

We find that the coefficient for the log price change predictor variable is 2055.151, with a
standard error of 47.584. The significant positive relationship indicates that as the log price
change increases, the odds of HFT builders winning the block also increases. Interpreting
the model, when the Log10 Price Change is equal to 0 (i.e., no change) in the period before
the block, the log odds of an HFT builder winning the block are -0.821. This corresponds
to a probability of 0.306. If the realized volatility was 1% The probability that an HFT
builder won the block was 0.775. When the realized volatility was 2% the probability that
an HFT builder won the block was 0.964. Our analysis therefore comprehensively shows that
the likelihood of the builders we preidentified as HFT builders winning the block grows as
realized volatility increases. This suggests that these builders are much better than the rest
of the field at extracting top-of-block value.

To identify differences between these HFT builder’s capabilities, we construct a multino-
mial logistic regression:

log
(

P (Builderi)
P (Builderref)

)
= β0i + β1i(Log Price Change)
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We restrict analysis to six builders: BeaverBuild, Blocknative, Builder 69, Flashbots,
Manta, and Rsync Builder. Three of these (Beaver, Manta and Rsync) are our aforementioned
HFT builders, the remaining three (Blocknative, Builder69 and Flashbots) are high-volume
builders that construct a high percentage of the remaining blocks. This model analyzes
how the CEX price volatility between blocks impacts the probability of one of these entities
becoming the block winner. The resulting model coefficients for each builder in Table 2
estimate how a unit increase in Log Price Change before a block will impact the log ratio of the
probability of that block being won by that particular builder vs. the probability of it being
won by a builder in the reference class. While these coefficients are more difficult to interpret
than simple logistic model with HFT builders, our findings show significant relationships
between increased volatility before a block and that block being won by a particular builder:
the coefficients are positive and significant for our preidentified HFT builders (Beaver, Manta
and Rsync) , as one might have expected given our previous results. Conversely, they are
significant and negative for the high-volume, non HFT builders (Builder69 and Flashbots).8

This suggests that these high-volume builders either do not compete in top-of-block
extraction activity or at least are substantially less skilled relative to the HFT builders.

Table 2 MNLogit Regression Results.

coef std err z P > |z| [0.025 0.975]

Beaver Build
const -0.4144 0.009 -45.929 0.000 -0.432 -0.397
Log10 Price Change 1386.2014 71.403 19.414 0.000 1246.254 1526.149

Blocknative
const -2.4772 0.020 -126.577 0.000 -2.516 -2.439
Log10 Price Change 1629.2443 138.304 11.780 0.000 1358.174 1900.315

Builder 69
const 0.0152 0.008 1.799 0.072 -0.001 0.032
Log10 Price Change -527.4993 75.762 -6.963 0.000 -675.991 -379.008

Flashbots
const -0.4522 0.010 -46.985 0.000 -0.471 -0.433
Log10 Price Change -458.7271 86.446 -5.306 0.000 -628.159 -289.295

Manta
const -3.2312 0.023 -137.575 0.000 -3.277 -3.185
Log10 Price Change 3824.6414 104.548 36.583 0.000 3619.731 4029.551

Rsync Builder
const -0.6812 0.010 -71.400 0.000 -0.700 -0.662
Log10 Price Change 2093.8362 71.075 29.459 0.000 1954.532 2233.141

8 We note that the coefficient is positive and significant for Blocknative even though Blocknative claims
(and industry participants agree) that it is not an HFT builder. A possible reason for this is that
Blocknative runs their own relay and presumably collocates their builder with their relay. This could
give them a latency advantage which could be influential in winning high volatility blocks. Firms using
HFT-type strategies searching for a latency edge may therefore use Blocknative, resulting in the strongly
positive coefficient.
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5 Model and Theoretical Analysis

Having demonstrated the core assumption (that some builders are better than others at
extracting value from the top of the block), we turn to a theoretical model of what the
downstream effects of this advantage might be as the prevalence of private order flow increases.

We construct and study a simple static model for a single slot. In our model, a block
consists of at most 2 transactions. There is a single available block body transaction which
can generate MEV (for example a swap transaction that can be sandwiched). Further, there
is a single top-of-block CEX/DEX arbitrage opportunity. There are two builders, A and B.
Each of these builders competes in the PBS auction to have their block included. In practice,
the PBS auction is an English auction – we will simply consider the standard dominant
strategy equilibrium of this auction, i.e., each agent stays in until their value, resulting in
the highest value buyer winning at the second highest value.

We consider two scenarios. Scenario 1 models the current situation with little/ no private
order flow, while scenario 2 models a setting with private order flow.

Scenario 1. In this setting the block body transaction is available to both builders, for
example as a bundle from a third (unmodeled) searcher. Both builders therefore have the
same value for this transaction, equaling the searcher’s tip which is paid to the including
builder – we will denote this value as vT . At the time of the PBS auction, each builder
x ∈ {A, B} also sees their value vx for the CEX/DEX arb. They then bid in the PBS auction,
with the winning bidder’s block being included.

Scenario 2. In this setting the block body transaction is available for sale at an OFA
that runs prior to the PBS auction. The value of the transaction for sale is vT , commonly
known among the two bidders. For simplicity we will first assume that this auction runs
as a second-price auction, i.e. builders submit bids and the winner (highest bid) pays the
second-highest bid. In this setting, the loser of the auction does not have access to the block
body transaction. At the time of the PBS auction, each builder x ∈ {A, B} also sees their
value vx for the CEX/DEX arb. They then bid in the PBS transaction, with the winning
bidder in this auction having their block included.

▶ Assumption 1. We will assume that for each x ∈ {A, B}, vx ∼ Fx where Fx is a CDF on
[0, 1], and that vA ⊥ vB , i.e. A and B are independently drawn.

Further we assume that FA ≻FOSD FB, i.e., builder A is stochastically better at CEX/
DEX arb than builder B.

Our results in this section show that the outcomes in Scenario 2, i.e., the scenario with
OFAs and private order flow, overly advantage builder A over builder B relative to scenario 1.

5.1 Baseline Results
The basic idea is straightforward and can be easily described in a setting where vA and vB

are deterministic (or equivalently, FA and FB are degenerate distributions). Without loss of
generality, assume that vA > vB .

▶ Theorem 2. In Scenario 1, suppose that vx for each of x ∈ A, B is common knowledge
among the builders before bidding in the PBS auction. Then the equilibrium of the PBS
auction is that A wins the PBS auction at price vT + vB. Their total profit is therefore
vA − vB.
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In short, the Theorem asserts that the outcome in Scenario 1 allocates blockspace
efficiently.

Proof. To see why, note that the block body transaction is available to both builders and
has the same value, so the sole differentiation is in terms of their value for the top-of-block
(CEX/DEX arb). The value of each bidder x for winning the auction is therefore vT + vx.
In the standard equilibrium of an English auction with complete information, the outcome
is efficient with the high value bidder winning at the second highest price. The theorem
follows. ◀

As a first benchmark to compare this against, suppose in Scenario 2 the builders know
their value for the CEX/DEX opportunity before the OFA begins.

▶ Theorem 3. In Scenario 1, suppose that the value vx for each builder x ∈ A, B for top of
block is common knowledge among them before bidding in the OFA. Then the overall outcome
of OFA followed by PBS auction is that A wins both auctions at total price max(vT + 2vB −
vA, vB). Their total surplus is therefore min(2(vA − vB), vA + vT − vB).

Proof. The proof follows straightforwardly from backward induction. We can work out the
willingness to pay of each party for the transaction in the OFA based on the difference
in profit in the PBS auction conditional on who wins the OFA. There are two mutually
exclusive, totally exhaustive cases:

Case 1. vA > vB + vT . In this case, note that the winner of the PBS auction is A regardless
of who wins the OFA (since we already have that vA > vB). Therefore B gets a 0 surplus
regardless. As a result, we have that B bids 0 in the OFA and therefore A wins the transaction.
Then, the PBS auction clears at a price of vB with A winning the block, and the total surplus
of A is vA + vT − vB .

Case 2. vA ≤ vB + vT . In this case, the winner of the OFA will go ahead and win the PBS
(since the value of the transaction vT plus their own value for the top-of-block opportunity
combines will be larger than the competitor’s value for the top-of-block opportunity). Note
that if A wins the OFA, then they will therefore win the PBS at a price of vB for a net
surplus of vA + vT − vB (and B will make a total surplus of 0). Conversely, if B wins the
OFA, they will win the PBS for a price of vA, with a net surplus of vB + vT − vA (and A

will make a total surplus of 0).
Therefore, A’s willingness to pay for the transaction in the OFA is vA + vT − vB , whereas

B is willing to pay vB + vT − vA < vA + vT − vB (since vA > vB by assumption). As a result
the OFA will see A winning for a price of vB + vT − vA. Combining these (the outcomes of
the PBA above and the OFA here) we have the desired result. ◀

These results already exhibit the “centralization effects” of private order flow on proposer
builder separation: every additional dollar of advantage a builder has in top of block extraction
translates into more than a dollars of surplus (for a small advantage, up to two dollars). In
short, a builder who is already advantaged has a steeper incentive to invest in improving
their advantage.
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5.2 Stochastic Top-of-Block Opportunities
Our results carry through, mutatis mutandis, for a more realistic model where at the time
of bidding in the OFA, builders do not know the value of the top of block opportunity. Of
course this applies solely to Scenario 2. In this case, builder x at the stage of the OFA bids on
the understanding that their top-of-block opportunity will be revealed to them later, and is
distributed as vx ∼ Fx. At the conclusion of the OFA, the realized top-of-block opportunity
for each builder is revealed to them, and is modeled as a private value.9

Suppose builder A wins the OFA. In this case, their value for the block is vT + vA, while
builder B’s value for the block is vB . Conversely, if builder A loses the OFA, their value for
the block is vA while builder B’s value for the block is VB + vT .

▶ Theorem 4. Builder A’s value for the transaction in the OFA, vT,A, can be written as:

vT,A =
∫ ∞

0

∫ vA

0
FB(v + vT ) − FB(v − vT )dvdFA(vA),

with vT,B defined analogously.

Proof. Note that conditional on builder A’s value for top of block slot being vA, their interim
probability of winning the block is

xwin
A (vA) = FB(vA + vT ),

and analogously their probability of winning the block from losing the OFA is

xlose
A (vA) = FB(vA − vT ).

Therefore, by the revenue equivalence theorem (see e.g., Proposition 3.1 of [6]), the expected
surplus of builder A in the PBS auction, conditional on the outcome of the OFA with a value
of VA for the top of the block can be written as

swin
A (vA) =

∫ vA

0
xwin

A (v)dv =
∫ vA

0
FB(v + vT )dv,

slose
A (vA) =

∫ vA

0
xlose

A (v)dv =
∫ vA

0
FB(v − vT )dv

Finally, the ex-ante expected surplus from winning can be written as:

Swin
A =

∫ ∞

0
swin

A (vA)dFA(vA) =
∫ ∞

0

∫ vA

0
FB(v + vT )dvdFA(vA),

and expected surplus from losing as,

Slose
A =

∫ ∞

0
slose

A (vA)dFA(vA) =
∫ ∞

0

∫ vA

0
FB(v − vT )dvdFA(vA).

Therefore the effective valuation of builder A to win the the transaction in the OFA, vT,A

equals Swin
A − Slose

A . Analogously, the valuation of builder B in the transaction in the OFA
equals Swin

B − Slose
B .

9 It maybe interesting to consider the case where this value is a signal of expected top-of-block value. In
this case, we may be in a setting of interdependent values as in [8]. We leave that study to future work.
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Note that

vT,A = Swin
A − Slose

A ,

=
∫ ∞

0

∫ vA

0
FB(v + vT ) − FB(v − vT )dvdFA(vA),

and, analogously,

vT,B = Swin
B − Slose

B ,

=
∫ ∞

0

∫ vB

0
FA(v + vT ) − FA(v − vT )dvdFB(vA),

as desired. ◀

Finally, note that under various assumptions, it can be shown that vT,A > vT,B . For
example:

▶ Corollary 5. Suppose vT is small enough so that a Taylor series approximation is appro-
priate. Then vT,A ≥ vTB

.

Proof. To see this note that

vT,A =
∫ ∞

0

∫ vA

0
FB(v + vT ) − FB(v − vT )dvdFA(vA),

≈
∫ ∞

0

∫ vA

0
2vT fB(v)dvdFA(vA)

= 2vT

∫ ∞

0
FB(vA)fA(vA)dvA.

By an analogous argument,

vT,B ≈ 2vT

∫ ∞

0
FA(vB)fB(vB)dvB .

Since FA ≻FOSD FB , we have that for all v, FA(v) ≤ FB(v). Therefore we have that,

vT,A ≈ 2vT

∫ ∞

0
FB(vA)fA(vA)dvA

≥
∫ ∞

0
FA(vA)fA(vA)dvA (since FA ≻FOSD FB),

≥
∫ ∞

0
FA(vA)fB(vA)dvA (since FA ≻FOSD FB),

≈ vT,B . ◀

Note that this corollary already implies that even though the top of block opportunities are
vA and vB are stochastic, builder A always wins the OFA, since it expects better (stochastic)
top of block opportunities.

Using this, we can compare winning probabilities and builder profit across the two
scenarios. We summarize our results with the following theorem:

▶ Theorem 6. Under Scenario 1, builder A wins the block with ex-ante probability∫ ∞
0 FB(vA)fA(vA)dvA; whereas under OFAs with private transactions, builder A’s winning

probability increases to
∫ ∞

0 FB(vA + vT )fA(vA)dvA.
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Under Scenario 1, the total expected profit of builder A is∫ ∞

0

∫ vA

0
FB(v)dvdFA(vA).

Under Scenario 2, the total expected profit of builder A is

(vT,A − vT,B) +
∫ ∞

0

∫ vA

0
FB(v + vT )dvdFA(vA).

Proof. To see the first part, note that under scenario 1, builder A wins the block whenever
their realized value for the transaction (vA) exceeds builder B’s.

Under scenario 2, note that by the previous result, builder A always wins the block-body
transaction in the OFA. It then therefore wins the PBS auction whenever builder B’s value
for the top-of-block transaction is at most vT larger than builder A’s value for the same. The
formulae listed straightforwardly represent the probability of the events described above.

The total expected profits then follow from revenue equivalence (see e.g. Proposition 3.1
of [6]). In particular, recall that if a buyer of value wins the object with probability x(v),
their expected profit in this auction must be S(v) =

∫ v

0 x(v′)dv′ + S(0). The expected profits
listed above then follow straightforwardly. ◀

By observation, the profits of builder 1 have gone up: firstly, they make positive profit in
the OFA since they are more aggressive in the OFA. Secondly, having won the OFA, they
are advantaged in the PBS auction (since they have access to the private transaction to
increase their value for the block, and builder B does not). Further results require us to
make a functional form assumption on FA and FB , which we do in the next section.

5.3 An Analytic Example
To better understand the effect on surplus etc, we can use the formulas above in an analytic
example so that we can do some simple comparative statics. To that end suppose both vA

and vB are exponentially distributed, with parameter λA and λB respectively. By assumption
that A is the stronger builder in terms of first order stochastic dominance of top-of-block
opportunities, we must have that λA < λB .

Note that, for each x ∈ {A, B}

Fx(v) = 1 − exp{−λxv},

fx(v) = λx exp{−λxv}.

Therefore, substituting in, we have that:

vT,A =
∫ ∞

0

∫ vA

0
FB(v + vT ) − FB(v − vT )dvdFA(vA),

=
∫ ∞

0
HB(vA)dFA(vA),

where

HB(vA) =
{∫ vA

vT
FB(v + vT ) − FB(v − vT )dv +

∫ vT

0 FB(v + vT )dv if vA > vT∫ vA

0 FB(v + vT )dv o.w.
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A mechanical but involved calculation delivers that:

vT,A = λA(1 − exp(−vT λB)) + λB(1 − exp(−vT λA))
(λ2

A + λAλB)

And analogously vT,B . Further it is straightforward to verify that vT,A > vT,B (since λA < λB

by assumption) as desired.
Substituting in to the formulas in Theorem 6, we have that the probability of A winning

rises to

1 − exp{−vT λB}λA

λA + λB
>

λB

λA + λB

where the right hand side is the probability of A winning in Scenario 1.
Finally, note that under scenario 1, the total expected profit of Builder A is∫ ∞

0

∫ vA

0
FB(v)dvdFA(vA) = λB

λA(λA + λB) .

By comparison, under scenario 2, the total expected profit of Builder A is:

(vT,A − vT,B) +
∫ ∞

0

∫ vA

0
FB(v + vT )dvdFA(vA),

=(λB − λA)(λA(1 − exp(−vT λB)) + λB(1 − exp(−vT λA)))
λAλB(λA + λB) + λB + λA(1 − exp(−vT λB))

λA(λA + λB) .

Therefore the difference in profit between the two scenarios is:

(λB − λA)(λA(1 − exp(−vT λB)) + λB(1 − exp(−vT λA)))
λAλB(λA + λB) + (1 − exp(−vT λB))

(λA + λB)

Note that since each of the terms is positive, so is the sum, i.e. builder A’s total profit
increases in Scenario 2 relative to scenario 1.

These comparative statics are illustrated in Figure 3. We normalize vT to 1, and capture
the advantage of builder A by varying λA

λA+λB
holding λA + λB fixed. The smaller the

former, the larger is builder A’s advantage in top of block extraction. The figure threfore
demonstrates how even small advantages can be discontinuously magnified by private OFAs:
it is instructive to note that even if the advantaged builder has a small advantage in top-
of-block extraction, e.g., λB = λA + ϵ for ϵ small, they have a discontinuous jump in their
probability of winning the PBS auction in scenario 2 relative to scenario 1. This is because
even a small advantage in top-of-block extraction leads to the advantaged builder always
winning the OFA in Scenario 2, which in turn gives them a discontinuous advantage in the
PBS auction.

▶ Remark 7 (Bundle Sharing). The results of this model apply in a world where builders do
not share opportunities with other builders. This practice, known as bundle sharing, is rather
common [14]. When a bundle is shared, the bundle tip sets how much of the opportunity’s
value is shared with the builder and how much is retained for the bundle originator. In
a world with low bundle sharing friction, the centralizing effects of private order flow are
diminished because the value of running a builder is low (searchers can get almost the same
execution without a builder as they can if they do run a builder).

In practice there are several frictions that make bundle sharing less desirable. First, a
builder sharing a bundle with another searcher can cause the competing builder to elevate
their bid in this PBS auction, making it more likely that the originating builder loses the
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Figure 3 How winning probability (left) and expected profit (right) vary across scenarios 1 and 2
as the relative advantage of Builder A varies.

PBS auction or pays a higher price when he wins. Second, bundles submitted to other
builders have higher latency, meaning decisions have to be made earlier in the slot with
less information about how the prices of underlying assets will evolve. This latency effect is
particularly relevant for top of block arbitrage opportunities which is why most successful
top of block searchers also run their own builder.

6 Discussion

Our empirical results show that a small group of integrated builder-searchers have a demon-
strable advantage in top-of-block extraction capability.

Our theoretical model then shows that builders with superior top-of-block capabilities are
likely to dominate OFAs and subsequently use the private order flow obtained in these OFAs
to dominate the PBS auction. Put simply, top-of-block and block-body opportunities are
complementary because the block is sold wholesale. Therefore, builders who earn more from
the top of the block, will be willing to pay more for private order flow, since they need to win
the whole block in order to exercise their top-of-block advantage. This complementarity is a
strong centralizing force that threatens to suffocate small builders and upset the currently
somewhat pluralistic builder equilibrium.

Asking order flow originators not to participate in OFAs is futile because it is in their
own best interest to do so. Similarly, builders cannot be barred from participating in OFAs.
The only solution then is to modify PBS itself.

Our results suggest that unbundling the PBS auction would be a step in the right direction.
By this we mean selling the top of the block and the block-body separately. Implementing
such a mechanism would reduce HFT advantage and allow alternative strategies to integrated
builder searchers to compete for the right to build blocks. A more fleshed-out proposal in this
direction was recently proposed in [12] in the form of PEPC-Boost, a specific instantiation of
a protocol enforced proposer commitment (PEPC) in which the block is split into designated
top-of-block and blockbody and these are auctioned separately.
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Abstract
In a typical decentralized autonomous organization (DAO), people organize themselves into a group
that is programmatically managed. DAOs can act as bidders in auctions (with ConstitutionDAO
being one notable example), with a DAO’s bid typically treated by the auctioneer as if it had been
submitted by an individual, without regard to any details of the internal DAO dynamics.

The goal of this paper is to study auctions in which the bidders are DAOs. More precisely, we
consider the design of two-level auctions in which the “participants” are groups of bidders rather
than individuals. Bidders form DAOs to pool resources, but must then also negotiate the terms by
which the DAO’s winnings are shared. We model the outcome of a DAO’s negotiations through
an aggregation function (which aggregates DAO members’ bids into a single group bid) and a
budget-balanced cost-sharing mechanism (that determines DAO members’ access to the DAO’s
allocation and distributes the aggregate payment demanded from the DAO to its members). DAOs’
bids are processed by a direct-revelation mechanism that has no knowledge of the DAO structure
(and thus treats each DAO as an individual). Within this framework, we pursue two-level mechanisms
that are incentive-compatible (with truthful bidding a dominant strategy for each member of each
DAO) and approximately welfare-optimal.

We prove that, even in the case of a single-item auction, the DAO dynamics hidden from the
outer mechanism preclude incentive-compatible welfare maximization: No matter what the outer
mechanism and the cost-sharing mechanisms used by DAOs, the welfare of the resulting two-level
mechanism can be a ≈ ln n factor less than the optimal welfare (in the worst case over DAOs and
valuation profiles). We complement this lower bound with a natural two-level mechanism that
achieves a matching approximate welfare guarantee. This upper bound also extends to multi-item
auctions in which individuals have additive valuations. Finally, we show that our positive results
cannot be extended much further: Even in multi-item settings in which bidders have unit-demand
valuations, truthful two-level mechanisms form a highly restricted class and as a consequence cannot
guarantee any non-trivial approximation of the maximum social welfare.
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auction. This DAO – called ConstitutionDAO, naturally – believed that physical copies of
the Constitution should be controlled “by the people,” rather than stuck in private collections.
Members of this DAO valued belonging to the collective that wins this auction, and from
their perspective the good for sale is therefore non-rivalrous among them, with a member’s
value for winning unharmed by the fact that other members (of the same DAO) win as well.
The members of the DAO were generally anonymous; committed funds were publicly visible
and held in escrow in a smart contract deployed to the Ethereum blockchain. All told, the
DAO raised roughly $47 million leading up to the auction. Sotheby’s sold the copy of the
Constitution using (of course) an ascending auction, with a designated DAO representative
relaying the bids implied by the DAO’s reserves. Thus, from Sotheby’s perspective, Consti-
tutionDAO was just like any other bidder, even though in reality it represented the outcome
of coordination of thousands of individuals. (In the end, ConstitutionDAO lost the auction
to Ken Griffin, CEO of the hedge fund Citadel, and the escrowed funds were returned to the
DAO’s participants.)

More generally, the point of a DAO is for people to organize themselves into groups
that are programmatically managed. Usually these DAOs are centered around some kind
of common cause, for example, forming a social club, collecting art, or funding projects.
The key innovation that DAOs bring over traditional collectives is that the behavior of the
DAO is programmatically enforced via blockchain-secured smart contracts, allowing DAOs
to use more complex mechanisms than would traditionally be possible. These DAOs may
find themselves competing in auctions on behalf of their members. In a typical such auction,
bids by DAOs might be treated by the seller as individual bids in (say) a first-price auction,
without regard to any details of the internal group dynamics.

Lest ConstitutionDAO seem like an isolated example, we stress that as blockchains
and DAOs become mainstream, this same pattern will likely recur. For example, a DAO
concerned with environmental activism could compete in an auction to buy the right to
preserve a certain area of land. A DAO of musicians could compete for the long-term use of
a particular performance venue. In many of these settings, as long as you are part of the
winning DAO, you have a value for the good that is independent of how many other people
are part of the DAO. Depending on the application, the good may or may not be excludable
(i.e., with the option of excluding select DAO members from access); as our results show, the
degree to which the good for sale is excludable will have a first-order effect on whether there
are mechanisms with good incentive and welfare guarantees.

The goal of this paper is to study auctions in which the bidders are DAOs. Obvious
questions then include: How should DAO dynamics and internal negotiations be modeled?
Which key lessons of classical auction theory hold also when bids represent DAOs, and which
ones must be revisited? Do the mechanism design problems at the “upper level” (the choice
of auction) and the “lower level” (the aggregation of preferences of members of a DAO)
compose nicely (e.g., preserving incentive-compatibility), or are there intricate interactions
between them? Does the aggregation of multiple individual preferences into a single DAO
preference interfere with natural mechanism design objectives like welfare-maximization, and
if so, by how much? This paper initiates the study of these questions.

1.1 Informal Description of Our Model
Section 2 details our model; here, we provide an informal description that is sufficient to
understand the overview of results in the next section.

First, there is an auctioneer that runs an upper-level mechanism, which takes as input
bids from groups (representing DAOs), and outputs an allocation of items to groups along
with group payments. This mechanism has no knowledge of (or is deliberately designed to
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ignore) the process by which groups’ bids were produced; for all the mechanism knows, each
bid was submitted by an individual bidder. First- and second-price single-item auctions are
canonical examples of such mechanisms.

Given the output of the upper-level mechanism, each group must determine each member’s
access to then group’s winnings, and what to charge each member to cover the overall payment
demanded by the auctioneer. In the spirit of the Revelation Principle, we model the result
of these determinations as a choice of a (direct-revelation) budget-balanced cost-sharing
mechanism, where the cost to be shared is the payment demanded by the auctioneer. In
addition to choosing this lower-level mechanism, a group must decide what to bid (in the
upper-level mechanism), as a function of its members’ bids. We refer to this mapping (from
members’ bids to a single group bid) as an aggregation function.

Summarizing, given a choice of upper-level and lower-level mechanisms (including the
aggregation functions), the overall sequence of events unfolds as follows: (i) each member of
each group submits an individual bid to that group’s lower-level mechanism; (ii) each group
maps its members’ bids to a group bid via its aggregation function, which is then submitted
to the upper-level mechanism; (iii) the upper-level mechanism chooses, as a function of the
submitted group bids, an allocation of its items to groups and payments by the groups in
exchange for the allocated items; (iv) each group, having received its items and a payment
request from the upper-level mechanism, uses its lower-level mechanism to give its members
access to the items won and to share the payment among its members.

Within this framework, we pursue two goals: (i) dominant-strategy incentive-compatibility
(DSIC); and (ii) (approximate) social welfare maximization. By DSIC, we mean a two-level
mechanism in which every member of every group has a dominant strategy, and that strategy
is to bid its true valuation. For welfare, we consider the valuation of each group member for
the subset of items (its group won and) to which it has access. The social welfare is the sum
of these quantities over all members of all groups.

The core difficulty of this mechanism design problem is aggregating the preferences of a
group and charging payments in an incentive-compatible way. For example, if a group always
grants all its members access to all its items and shares the cost evenly, budget-balanced
incentive-compatibility is impossible (due to free riders underbidding in the hopes that other
group members will shoulder the cost of acquiring a valuable item). For this reason, two-level
mechanisms with non-trivial guarantees must use lower-level mechanisms that can exclude
group members – presumably the lower-bidding ones – from accessing some of the items
allocated to the group. For instance, if a DAO of musicians wins access to a performance
venue, it may designate a subset of DAO members – intuitively, the members whose bids
were actually used to cover the cost of winning the auction – as the only ones eligible to
book concerts at the venue.

A second challenge is that distributing payments within a group in an incentive-compatible
way generally precludes the group from covering payments that match the full welfare of its
members.

We prove that this challenge necessarily causes information to be lost in the aggregation
process, which leads to an unavoidable indistinguishability problem for the upper-level
mechanism and a consequent loss in social welfare.

1.2 Summary of Results
We begin with the canonical setting of a single-item auction, and identify a natural incentive-
compatible two-level mechanism that guarantees an Hℓ-approximation to the social welfare,
where ℓ denotes the maximum number of bidders in any group and Hℓ =

∑ℓ
i=1

1
i ≈ ln ℓ the
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ℓth Harmonic number. The rough idea is that each group bids the maximum amount that
can be shared equally among a subset of its members (subject to individual rationality),
with a Vickrey (i.e., second-price) auction serving as the upper mechanism. We complement
this upper bound with a matching negative result, assuming only a weak “equal treatment”
property.1 Precisely, every incentive-compatible and individually rational two-level mechanism
that satisfies this property cannot guarantee a worst-case approximation factor smaller
than Hℓ. This lower bound arises from the inability of truthful mechanisms to elicit payments
from groups that match the groups’ true welfare when members of a group have very unequal
values.

We then proceed to the multi-item setting. The mechanism of our positive result for the
single-item case extends easily and without degradation to the setting in which each member
of each group has an additive valuation over items. However, the story changes dramatically
when we consider the other canonical “easy case” for multi-item settings, namely bidders
with unit-demand valuations. Here, we show that no incentive-compatible and individually
rational two-level mechanism can achieve a better-than-n approximation of the optimal
social welfare (where n denotes the total number of participants). The high-level idea of
our proof is to show that incentive-compatibility is possible in this setting only if there
are instances that require the mechanism to allocate all the items to a single group. We
then prove that, because the upper mechanism is oblivious to the group structure (e.g.,
whether a group represents a single bidder or many), there will be instances in which such
allocations lead to extremely poor welfare. This negative result shows that, in particular,
the composition of an incentive-compatible and approximately welfare-maximizing upper
level mechanism (such as the VCG mechanism) with incentive-compatible and approximately
welfare-maximizing lower mechanisms (such as maximum equal-split cost-sharing) need
not lead to a two-level mechanism with those same properties. The design of two-level
mechanisms with good provable guarantees thus requires careful coordination between the
upper and lower mechanisms, along with strong restrictions on the set of feasible allocations
or the structure of bidders’ preferences.

1.3 Related Work
This paper follows in the tradition of a long line of works, beginning with [14] and [8], that
study the problem of incentive-compatible approximate welfare-maximization under side
constraints. (Without side constraints, exact incentive-compatible welfare-maximization can
be achieved using the VCG mechanism.) Like most of these works, we focus on a prior-free
setting, worst-case (over valuation profiles) relative approximation of the optimal welfare,
and dominant-strategy incentive-compatibility.

Many of the papers in this line belong to the field of algorithmic mechanism design, in
which the side constraints impose bounds on the amount of computation or communication
used by a mechanism (see e.g. [19]). For example, in multi-item (combinatorial) auctions,
the size of a bidder’s valuation (and hence the communication used by a direct-revelation
mechanism) is generally exponential in the number of items m. If a mechanism uses an amount
of communication that is bounded by a polynomial function of m, bidders will be unable to
report fully their valuations and the mechanism must ultimately make its allocation (and

1 This property states that if two members of a group submit identical bids, they should also receive
identical allocations (with either both or neither granted access to the item) and make identical payments.
This is effectively a symmetry condition on how a mechanism breaks ties, and it is relevant only for a
measure-zero set of valuation profiles (those in which some valuation is repeated).
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payment) decisions with incomplete information. Unsurprisingly, full welfare-maximization
is generally impossible in such settings, even after setting aside any incentive-compatibility
constraints.

Somewhat similarly, in the two-level mechanism framework studied in this paper, one
of the side constraints requires the upper mechanism to base its allocation (and payment)
decisions on incomplete information (group bids, rather than the individual member bids
that led to those group bids), again precluding any direct-revelation solution. Here, however,
it is the combination of limited information and the incentive-compatibility constraint that
rules out exact welfare-maximization.2 Accordingly, the crux of our lower bound proofs is
to delineate the limitations of incentive-compatible (two-level) mechanisms, not to identify
any intrinsic difficulty of the underlying optimization problem. Several papers in algorithmic
mechanism design, such as [15] and [4], face similar challenges when proving that there
are welfare-maximization problems for which incentive-compatibility constraints degrade
the best-possible approximation factor achievable by a polynomial-time algorithm. Results
in the spirit of Roberts’s Theorem [17], which characterize the set of incentive-compatible
mechanisms for a given setting, can also have a similar flavor.

Our model is similar to the one in [16], although that paper has very different goals
than the present work. Rather than considering the space of dominant-strategy incentive-
compatible mechanisms, as we do here, the paper [16] fixes specific (non-incentive-compatible)
auctions for the upper mechanism and aggregation rules and cost-sharing rules in the lower
mechanism before characterizing (prior-dependent) equilibrium strategies for the participants.
The analysis in [16] is also restricted to the specific setting in which a single group of bidders
competes with a single individual bidder.

The lower mechanisms in our two-level framework are required to be budget-balanced
cost-sharing mechanisms, and there is a large literature on such mechanisms. Naturally,
some ideas in our proofs also have precursors in that literature; a few other papers that bear
resemblance to the present work are [5], [13], [18], and [3]. There are two major differences,
however, between the use of cost-sharing mechanisms in our framework and the settings in
which they are traditionally studied. First, in the standard setup, a cost-sharing mechanism
chooses an outcome that incurs a cost (e.g., the cost of building a bridge) and the goal is
to maximize the social welfare (the total value of the winning participants for the chosen
outcome, minus the cost of that outcome) or minimize the social cost (the cost of the
chosen outcome, plus the total value of the losing participants). The cost of an outcome
in this setup is exogenously specified, independent of participants’ bids. In our two-level
framework, the “cost” to be shared is an endogenously specified transfer (from a group to the
auctioneer, as a function of other groups’ bids) that does not detract from the social welfare.
In the traditional setup, incentive-compatible budget-balanced cost-sharing mechanisms
cannot guarantee any approximation of the optimal social welfare for even the simplest of
problems, and for this reason the social cost objective is usually considered instead [18].
Here, with costs internal rather than external to the system, a non-trivial approximation to
the social welfare objective is possible (e.g., for single-item settings). Second, cost-sharing
mechanisms are traditionally studied as stand-alone direct-revelation mechanisms, whereas
here they constitute one component of a more complex mechanism. Our results show that

2 E.g., in a single-item setting, exact welfare maximization (without incentive-compatibility) is easy to
achieve: bidders bid truthfully, each group reports the sum of its members’ bids, the upper mechanism
chooses the highest group bid and charges that group its bid, and the winning group then charges all its
members their bids.
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plugging incentive-compatible cost-sharing mechanisms into a two-level mechanism with an
incentive-compatible upper mechanism does not generally preserve incentive-compatibility
(see Appendix A). This lack of modularity between the upper and lower mechanisms suggests
that the power and limitations of two-level mechanisms must be studied from first principles.

Resembling our two-level framework is a sequence of papers on bidding rings and collusion
in auctions, namely [7], [11], [9], [10], and [12]. In this line of work, a group of bidders
participates in a first- or second-price single-item auction by coordinating among themselves
in a bidding ring to increase their expected utility. Unlike in our model, in which individuals
value belonging to the winning group (and hence many can “win”), in these papers there is
only one winning individual. As a result, these works require transfers within the bidding
ring to incentivize agents to join. They also require individuals to have a common prior and
compute (non-dominant) equilibrium strategies. Finally, these works do not consider the
welfare loss due to collusion, as we do here.

Also reminiscent of our two-level framework but more distantly related are works that
consider various mechanism design setups with intermediaries. For example, [2] consider
facility location problems on trees and assume that strategic agents report to mediators that
then act on their behalf. In addition to studying a very different underlying optimization
problem, a key aspect of this paper is that mediators are assumed to be strategic (whereas
the analog in our framework, the lower mechanisms, have no agency). A related line of
research, motivated by online advertisement exchange systems, considers auctions in which
bidders report bids to intermediaries who in turn submit bids to a seller (e.g., [6] and [1]).
In addition to focusing on strategic intermediaries, these works are primarily concerned with
approximate revenue-maximization (as opposed to approximate welfare-maximization).

2 Preliminaries

We consider a setting where an auctioneer is selling a set of items, [m] = {1, ..., m} to k

distinct groups. We denote group j by Gj and let Gj have nj bidders, with a total of n

bidders across all of the groups. We only allow bidders to be part of a single group and
assume that the auctioneer only interacts with a group as a whole, with no insight into the
inner group structure. We further assume the auctioneer is a trusted party who will follow
the mechanism as specified.3

Each item l is constrained to being allocated to a single group but there are no constraints
on how many bidders within that group can have access to the item. In other words, given
that the auctioneer allocates l to Gj , Gj has full autonomy on deciding what subset of
its members get allocated (i.e., granted access to) item l. In this sense, a group treats an
allocated item as a public excludable good.

We will refer to the ith bidder in group j as bidder ij . Each bidder has a valuation function
for the items they receive vj

i : P([m])→ R+. We assume bidders have quasi-linear utilities
where if bidder ij is allocated a set of items Sj

i and pays pj
i then uj

i (Sj
i , pj

i ) = vj
i (Sj

i )−pj
i . Let

B denote the bidding language for bidders. B will always be expressive enough for bidders to
express their true valuation function. Each bidder acts strategically to submit a bid bj

i ∈ B
to their group seeking to maximize their utility.

We consider two main classes of valuation functions for bidders in this work:

3 In the context of DAOs, the lower-level mechanism and aggregation functions can be run programmatic-
ally on a smart contract, eliminating the need to actually appoint a trusted auctioneer.
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Additive. Additive bidders have a value for each item and their value for a set of items is
the sum of their values for the individual items in that set. Formally, for each of the items
l ∈ [m] each bidder ij has some value vj

i (l) ∈ R+. Then bidder ij ’s value for a set S ⊆ [m] of
items is vj

i (S) =
∑

l∈S vj
i (l).

Unit-Demand. Unit-demand bidders will have a value for each item but their value for a
set of items will only be the highest value they have for any item in that set. Formally, for
each of the items l ∈ [m] each bidder ij has some value vj

i (l) ∈ R+. Then ij ’s value for a set
S ⊆ [m] of items is vj

i (S) = maxl∈S vj
i (l).

In both cases of valuation functions, the bidding language B consists of vectors bj
i ∈ Rm

+
where bj

i (l) specifies bidder ij ’s bid for item l.
We define a two-level mechanism as consisting of two parts, a lower and upper mechanism.

The upper mechanism is run by the auctioneer and takes as input bids from each of the
groups. The auctioneer then decides which items should be allocated to which groups and
how much those groups should pay. The upper mechanism falls into the typical mechanism
design framework. The lower mechanism is run by each group and dictates how the group
should aggregate bids from its members into a group bid. Then, given an allocation of items
and a payment request from the auctioneer, the lower mechanism specifies how a group
should assign items to bidders in the group and how much each bidder should pay to cover
the group’s payment to the auctioneer. In this work we will only consider deterministic
mechanisms of this form.

Formally, a lower mechanism Ml = (a, xl, c) for a group with n bidders consists of:
An aggregation rule a : Bn → B mapping a vector of member bids into a single bid for
the group.
We insist that a is the identity function when n = 1; Intuitively, if the upper mechanism
and lower mechanisms are truthful, there is no reason for the aggregation function to
distort the bid of a bidder in a group of size one.
A (lower) allocation rule xl : Bn×P([m])×R+ → Al. Each element of Al specifies which
items each bidder has access to based on which items the group is allocated and how
much the group has to pay. We will sometimes refer to a specific lower allocation by
xl = (xl

1, ..., xl
nj

) where each xl
i returns which set of items ij is allocated.

A cost-sharing rule c : Bn × P([m]) × R+ → Rn
+ that specifies how much each bidder

in the group has to pay based of which items they are given access to and how much
the overall group has to pay. cj

i will be the function that specifically denotes how much
bidder ij has to pay.

An upper mechanism Mu = (xu, p) with k distinct groups consists of:
An (upper) allocation rule xu : Bk → Au where each element of Au specifies which
items each group is allocated. We constrain the allocation rule such that the mechanism
can allocate each item to at most 1 group. We will sometimes refer to a specific upper
allocation by xu = (xu

1 , ..., xu
k) where each xu

j returns which set of items group Gj is
allocated.
A payment rule p : Bk → Rk

+ specifying how much the upper mechanism charges each
group. pj will be the function that specifically denotes how much group Gj has to pay.
We sometimes abuse notation and use pj to also refer to the specific amount group j has
to pay in a particular instance.

We can now formally define a two-level mechanism.
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▶ Definition 1. A two-level mechanism M = (Mu,Ml) is defined by a pair of lower and
upper mechanisms.

An allocation of items to bidders is {Sj
i }i,j . This implies an allocation of Sj = ∪nj

i=1Sj
i to

each group. We say an allocation is feasible if Sj1 ∩ Sj2 = ∅ for all j1, j2 ∈ [k] where j1 ̸= j2.
This implies that an allocation is feasible as long as no item is allocated to more than one
group.

The social welfare of an allocation is given by
∑k

j=1
∑nj

i=1 vj
i (Sj

i ). The optimal social
welfare for an instance I, OPT(I) is the maximum social welfare obtainable over feasible
allocations given the valuation functions specified by I.4 We refer to the social welfare a
mechanismM achieves in some instance I by SW (M(I)). We say that a mechanism achieves
an α approximation to optimal welfare if for every instances I, we have that α ≥ OPT(I)

SW (M(I)) .
Given this setup we seek the following properties from any two-level mechanism:

Incentive-Compatibility. A mechanism M is incentive compatible if for all instances, each
bidder has a dominant strategy to report their true valuation as their bid. More formally,
if vj

−i denote the values of all bidders apart from ij , then uj
i (vj

i , vj
−i) ≥ uj

i (ṽj
i , vj

−i) for any
ṽj

i ∈ V, vj
−i ∈ V n−1 where V is the set of possible valuations for any bidder.

Budget-Balance. A mechanismM is budget balanced if for every group, the payment by a
group’s members exactly covers the cost charged by the auctioneer,

∑nj

i=1 pj
i = pj ∀j ∈ [k].

Individual Rationality. A mechanismM is individually rational if bidders that bid truthfully
always have non-negative utility. That is, for any bidder ij that bids truthfully, ifM outputs
an allocation {Sj

i }i,j and prices {pj
i}i,j , then vj

i (Sj
i ) ≥ pj

i .

The following properties (of a two-level mechanism) will also be important for some of
our lower bound proofs:

Equal Treatment. A mechanismM satisfies equal treatment if any two bidders in the same
group ij

1, ij
2 that make the same bids also receive the same allocation and the same payment.

That is, if bj
i1

= bj
i2

, then the allocation {Sj
i }i,j and prices {pj

i}i,j output by M must satisfy
Sj

i1
= Sj

i2
and pj

i1
= pj

i2
.

Consumer Sovereignty. A mechanism M satisfies consumer sovereignty if a bidder can
force the mechanism to allocate it a specific bundle by bidding sufficiently high. Formally,
for any bidder ij , given bids by all other bidders b−i, there exists some bid bj

i such that M
outputs an allocation {Sj

i }i,j where vj
i (Sj

i ) = maxS⊆[m] vj
i (S).

Upper Semi-Continuity. A mechanism M satisfies upper semi-continuity if for any bidder
ij , given bids b−i by the outputs an allocation where vj

i (Sj
i ) = maxS⊆[m] vj

i (S) other bidders,
if ij is allocated Sj

i for all bids b̃j
i ̸= bj

i with b̃j
i ≥ bj

i (component-wise over items), then i is
allocated Sj

i by bidding bj
i as well.

4 In any optimal allocation, every group might as well give all of its allocated items to all of its members.
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3 Single-Item Mechanisms

We begin our investigation of two-level mechanisms in the canonical setting of single-item
auctions. The item can be allocated to one group and that group can grant access to the
item to any subset of its members. Even in this simple setting, we prove that no incentive-
compatible mechanism can achieve a constant-factor approximation of the optimal social
welfare. Instead, we provide a mechanism that achieves a Hn ≈ ln n approximation and show
that this is the best any truthful mechanism can do.

Denote the single item by g. Then every bidder ij has a value vj
i ∈ R+ if they are

allocated the item and value 0 otherwise. The bidding language is B = R+.

3.1 Truthful Mechanism
We propose a two-level mechanism that is truthful, budget-balanced, individually rational,
and satisfies equal treatment while obtaining a Hℓ-approximation of the optimal social welfare
(where ℓ denotes the largest number of members of any group and Hℓ =

∑ℓ
i=1 1/i the ℓth

Harmonic number).
Since bj

i ∈ R+, assume without loss of generality that for each group Gj , bj
1 ≥ bj

2 ≥ . . . ≥
bj

nj
. The upper allocation is represented by a vector xu ∈ {0, 1}k where xu

j = 1 if group Gj is
allocated the item by Mu and xu

j = 0 otherwise. Similarly, the lower allocation for group Gj

is a vector xl ∈ {0, 1}nj where xl
i = 1 if bidder ij is allocated the item and xl

i = 0 otherwise.
The lower mechanism aggregates bids by calculating each group’s willingness to pay. We

define a group Gj ’s willingness to pay WTPj = WTP(bj
1, . . . , bj

nj
) as the maximum amount

the group can pay assuming that everyone who gets the item will pay the same amount (and
no bidder pays more than its bid).5 That is, the aggregation rule is given by

a(bj
1, . . . , bj

nj
) = WTP(bj

1, . . . , bj
nj

) = max
i=1,...,nj

{ibj
i}.

Let tj(p) = maxi=1,...,nj{i | ibj
i ≥ p}. In words, tj(p) is the largest number of bidders

in group j that could be allocated the item and pay equally for it (without any bidder
paying larger than its bid) assuming the group is charged p by the auctioneer. Note that,
if p ≤ WTPj , then tj(p) is well defined. If group j is allocated the item by the upper
mechanism and charged pj by the auctioneer, we define the lower allocation and cost sharing
rules as follows for all i = 1, . . . , nj :

xl
i(b

j
1, . . . , bj

nj
, Sj , pj) =

{
1 if i ≤ tj(pj)
0 else

ci(bj
1, . . . , bj

nj
, Sj , pj) =

{
pj

tj(pj) if i ≤ tj(pj)
0 else

Otherwise, if group j is not allocated the item, we simply have xl
i = 0 and ci = 0 for all

i ∈ [nj ].
The upper mechanism is a Vickrey auction. It takes all the group bids and allocates

the item to the group with the highest bid and charges them the second highest group’s

5 We will see in Lemma 6 that this equal payment condition is necessary for incentive-compatibility
(modulo some degenerate cases).
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bid. Formalizing this, given group bids b1, . . . , bk and letting j∗ denote the index of the
highest-bidding group:

xu
j (b1, . . . , bk) =

{
1 if j = j∗

0 else
pj(b1, . . . , bk) =

{
maxj ̸=j∗{bj} if j = j∗

0 else

with ties broken arbitrarily.
Informally our mechanism works by having each group calculate their willingness to pay

and bid that amount. Then the upper mechanism runs a standard second price auction.
The winning group then splits the cost it is charged equally amongst the largest subset of
its agents that it is able to. This subset of agents that are able to equally split the cost
are exactly the agents the group gives access of the item to. Formally, the lower and upper
mechanisms can be implemented together as follows. For the ease of exposition, any bidders
whose allocations/payments aren’t explicitly listed are implied to not be allocated any items
and to have zero payment.

Algorithm 1 Single-Item Two-level Mechanism.

Input : Bids bj = (bj
1, . . . , bj

nj
) with bj

i ≥ bj
i+1 for j ∈ [k], i ∈ [nj − 1]

1 for j=1,. . . ,k do
2 WTPj ← maxi∈[nj ]{ibj

i}
3 j∗ ← argmaxj∈[k]{WTPj}
4 pj∗ ← maxj ̸=j∗{WTPj}
5 i∗ ← maxi∈[nj∗ ]{i|ibj∗

i ≥ pj∗}
6 for i = 1, . . . , i∗ do
7 xj∗

i ← 1
8 pj∗

i ←
pj∗

i∗

9 return Allocation x, payments p

▶ Theorem 2. Mechanism 1 is truthful, budget-balanced, and individually rational.

Proof. We first show that the mechanism is truthful. Since this is a single parameter setting,
it suffices to show that the allocation rule is monotone and that each winning bidder pays
their critical bid.

We first show that the allocation rule is monotone. Assume bidder ij∗ is allocated the
item by bidding bj∗

i . Then if they increase their bid to b̃j∗

i ≥ bj∗

i , we have that WTPj∗

weakly increases (that is, willingness-to-pay is weakly monotone in any coordinate). Thus, if
group Gj∗ wins when bidder ij∗ bids bj∗

i , then group Gj∗ will still win when bidder ij∗ bids
b̃j∗

i with all other bidders’ bids kept fixed. Furthermore, pj∗ would stay constant since the
other bidders’ bids stayed constant, and thus bj∗

i ≥
pj∗

i∗ would imply b̃j∗

i ≥
pj∗

i∗ . Therefore,
bidder ij∗ would still be allocated the item after increasing their bid, showing the allocation
rule is monotone.

We now show that each winning bidder pays their critical bid, by showing that pj∗

i∗ is
the lowest that bidder ij∗ could drop their bid to while still winning (that is, bidder ij∗ ’s
payment is equal to its critical bid). Assume that bidder ij∗ drops their bid from bj∗

i to
b̃j∗

i = pj∗

i∗ . By the definition of i∗ there are still at least i∗ − 1 other bidders in Gj∗ with bids
at least pj∗

i∗ . Thus Gj∗ ’s WTP remains at least pj∗ implying that Gj∗ still wins the upper
auction. Furthermore, bidder ij∗ would still have at least the i∗th highest bid in Gj∗ . Thus
we would still have i∗b̃j∗

i ≥ pj∗ implying that bidder ij∗ would remain part of the winning
subset of Gj∗ .
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If bidder ij∗ drops their bid to bj∗

i below pj∗

i∗ then bidder ij∗ becomes at best the i∗th
highest bidder in Gj∗ . Even if Gj∗ is still the winning group, Gj∗ still has to pay the same
payment pj∗ . This implies that maxi=1,...,nj∗ {i|ibj∗

i ≥ pj∗} weakly decreases by bidder ij∗

decreasing their bid. Thus if bidder ij∗ falls below the i∗th bid in Gj then they will no longer
be part of the winning set. And, even if bidder ij∗ does become the i∗th highest bidder in
Gj , then we would have i∗b̃j∗

i < i∗ pj∗

i∗ = pj∗ implying that bidder ij∗ would no longer be
part of the winning set. Thus bidder ij∗ would never be part of the winning set by dropping
their bid below pj∗

i∗ . This shows that pj∗

i = pj∗

i∗ is bidder ij∗ ’s critical bid for all winning
bidders ij∗ .

Budget-balance is trivial for every losing group since every losing group is charged 0 by
the auctioneer and doesn’t have any of its members make payments. When the winning
group is charged pj , it chooses i∗ bidders to pay pj

i∗ , showing that budget-balance holds there
as well. Individual rationality follows since the only bidders that make payments are chosen
such that (assuming truthful bids) vj

i ≥
pj

i∗ and so uj
i = vj

i −
pj

i∗ ≥ 0. ◀

▶ Theorem 3. Assuming truthful bidding, Mechanism 1 achieves an Hℓ-approximation to
the optimal social welfare, where ℓ is the maximum size of a group.

Proof. We start with the following lemma giving a lower bound for the WTP of a group
compared to the total value that group would get if every member was allocated the item.

▶ Lemma 4. WTPj ≥ W j

Hnj
where W j =

∑nj

i=1 vj
i and Hi is the ith harmonic number.

Proof. Note that WTPj = maxi=1,...,nj{iv
j
i }. Thus we have,

WTPj ·Hnj
= max

i=1,...,nj

{ivj
i }

nj∑
i=1

1
i
≥

nj∑
i=1

1
i
ivj

i = W j . ◀

Returning to the proof of Theorem 3. Note that if Gj is the group that wins the
upper mechanism, then they obtain value at least WTPj amongst their group members by
allocating the item within their group. This is because if Gj wins, we have WTPj ≥ pj and
so i∗ = max{i|ivj

i ≥ pj} ≥ argmaxi=1,...,nj
{ivj

i }. Thus, WTPj is a lower bound of the value
of the i∗ bidders with the highest values in Gj being allocated the item.

Note that the optimal social welfare is achieved by the the group with the highest W j

to receive the item and for every member of that group to be allocated that item. Assume
WLOG that this is G1 and some group Gj wins the upper auction. Then we have that the
mechanism achieves welfare at least WTPj . If Gj = G1 then we are done by Lemma 4;
otherwise the fact that Gj won over G1 in the upper auction implies WTPj ≥WTP1 ≥ W 1

Hn1
.

Since Hnj
≤ Hℓ, we have that the mechanism always achieves a Hℓ fraction of the optimal

social welfare. ◀

In general, the approximation factor achieved by Mechanism 1 is governed by the ratio of
W j and WTPj . If this ratio is known to be smaller than Hℓ – for example, because members
of a common group tend to have similar valuations – then the guarantee of Theorem 3
improves accordingly.

3.2 Lower Bounds
We now show that the Hℓ-approximation to welfare achieved by Mechanism 1 is in fact
the best we can hope for from any truthful, budget-balanced mechanism satisfying equal
treatment. We begin by bounding the maximum amount a group can be induced to pay
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compared to their true value for an item while maintaining incentive compatibility. Then
we give a specific instance in which this occurs and show that any truthful budget balanced
mechanism necessarily has to sometimes allocate items to lower-valued groups.

▶ Theorem 5. There is no truthful, budget-balanced, individually rational two-level mechanism
that satisfies equal treatment and guarantees more than an Hℓ fraction of the optimal social
welfare (where ℓ is the maximum group size).

Proof. First, we can restrict attention to mechanisms that satisfy consumer sovereignty. If a
mechanism doesn’t satisfy consumer sovereignty, there exists an instance in which there is a
bidder in some group that will never be allocated the item regardless of what they bid. Since
the threshold price that a bidder needs to pay to be allocated the item is not a function of
their bid for truthful mechanisms, this must hold regardless of the bidder’s valuation. Letting
that bidder’s valuation tend to infinity then shows that worst-case welfare approximation of
the mechanism is arbitrarily bad.

Next, note that because of the restriction that the aggregation function must be the
identity function in the case in which a group only has 1 bidder (see Section 2), for the
mechanism to be truthful, we must have that the upper mechanism is truthful with respect
to group bids to be truthful with respect to individual bidders. Given this, we show the
following result constraining the cost-sharing rule within the winning group.

▶ Lemma 6. In single-item settings, except possibly on a set of valuation profiles with Lebesgue
measure zero, a truthful and budget-balanced mechanism that satisfies equal treatment and
consumer sovereignty must always charge all winning bidders the same payment.

Proof. Note that winning bidders must all come from the same group. Then, because the
upper mechanism is a truthful single-item auction, conditioned on Gj winning the item,
the payment pj that Gj has to make is independent of their bid bj and hence (bj

1, . . . , bj
nj

).
Thus in a truthful, budget-balanced mechanism, Gj wins if and only if Ml is such that the
payments its cost-sharing rule charges to winning bidders can cover the group’s threshold
payment tj(b−j). This makes Ml a truthful, budget-balanced cost sharing mechanism where
M being truthful and budget-balanced implies that Ml will always be able to cover the cost
it is asked to.

Next, we invoke a characterization result from [3, Theorem 3.4] that implies that, except
possibly on a set of valuation profiles with Lebesgue measure zero, Ml must be the same
lower mechanism as in Mechanism 1, meaning that it identifies the maximal subset of bidders
S ⊂ Gj such that each bidder ij ∈ S has bj

i ≥
pj

|S| and charges them all pj

|S| . (Note that S is
uniquely defined, as the union of two sets satisfying this property also satisfies that property.)
In particular, every winning bidder makes the same payment. ◀

Returning to the proof of Theorem 5. Consider now an incentive-compatible two-level
mechanism in which the lower mechanisms satisfy equal treatment. Recall that WTPj as the
largest amount that Gj can pay assuming all the winning bidders pay the same amount. By
Lemma 6, the lower mechanisms must charge winning bidders a common amount (subject to
individual rationality), so WTPj is the maximum payment that could possibly be made by
group Gj (except possibly on a measure-zero set of valuation profiles).

With this fact in hand, we consider two different instances, both with two groups. We
assume that these instances do not fall into the measure-zero set of valuation profiles mentioned
above; this assumption can always be enforced through arbitrarily small perturbations to
the valuations, if needed.
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Instance 1. G1 has n − 1 bidders with v1
i = 1

i − δ for some δ > 0 and G2 has one bidder
with v2

1 = 1.

Instance 2. G1 has one bidder with v1
1 = 1 and G2 has n− 1 bidders with v2

i = 1
i − δ for

some δ > 0.

We refer to Instance 1 by I1 and Instance 2 by I2. Note that the optimal welfare in both
instances is Hn−1 where all the bidders in G1 win in I1 and all the bidders in G2 win in I2. If
G2 wins in I1 or G1 wins in I2 then the mechanism will only achieve a welfare of 1. Assume
there is a truthful, budget-balanced two-level mechanism M that achieves an approximation
factor better than Hn−1. Then, assuming that δ is sufficiently close to 0, M must have Mu

choose G1 in I1 and G2 in I2.
SinceMu must be truthful with respect to group bids, it can be characterized by threshold

payments t1(b2) and t2(b1) where G1 winning implies b1 ≥ t1(b2) and b2 ≤ t2(b1) and G2

winning implies the opposite. Since a is the identity function for groups with a single member,
we have in I1 that b2 = 1 and in I2 that b1 = 1. We claim that G1 winning in I1 and G2
winning in I2 imply max{t1(1), t2(1)} ≥ 1.

Assume otherwise, and let max{t1(1), t2(1)} = y with y < 1. Then letting ϵ > 0 such
that y + ϵ < 1, it follows that if b1 = y + ϵ in I1 and b2 = y + ϵ in I2 then we would still have
G1 win in I1 and G2 win in I2. However this would imply t1(y + ϵ) ≥ 1 =⇒ t1(1) < t1(y + ϵ)
contradicting the monotonicity and hence truthfulness of Mu.

Hence max{t1(1), t2(1)} ≥ 1 implies that either G1 pays at least 1 in I1 or G2 pays at
least 1 in I2. However in I1, we have WTP(G1) = 1− δ and in I2, we have WTP(G2) = 1− δ.
Thus by the above lemma, there is no truthful budget-balanced mechanism satisfying equal
treatment that will choose both G1 to win in I1 and G2 to win in I2 implying that no
truthful, budget-balanced mechanism satisfying equal treatment can do better than a Hn−1
approximation factor. ◀

This lower bound shows that the Hℓ-approximation of Mechanism 1 is in fact tight and
the best any incentive-compatible two-level mechanism could hope to do in this setting.

4 Multi-Unit Mechanisms

In this section, we move beyond the single-item setting and consider the case where the
auctioneer is selling multiple items. Bidders can now have combinatorial valuations over the
different items. In the case where bidders have additive valuations across the different items
we show that our positive result for the single-item settings (Theorem 3) extends naturally.

The main result of this section shows that in general – and even with unit-demand
valuations – we can’t hope for any non-trivial approximation to optimal social welfare.
In particular, we show that no truthful budget-balanced mechanism can do better than
an n-approximation to social welfare in this setting, under very weak assumptions on the
aggregation function.

4.1 Additive Valuations
For each of the items l ∈ [m], each bidder ij has some value vj

i (l) ∈ R+. Then ij ’s value for
a set S ⊂ [m] of items is vj

i (S) =
∑

l∈S vj
i (l). The bidding language B consists of vectors

bj
i ∈ Rm

+ where bj
i (l) specifies bidder ij ’s value for item l. We will use bj(l) to refer to the

vector of values all the bidders in Gj have for item l.
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To extend our upper bound for single-item settings (Theorem 5) to the setting of additive
valuations, it is sufficient to run an independent copy of Mechanism 1 for each of the items:

Algorithm 2 Additive Item Two-level Mechanism.

Input : Bids bj = (bj
1, ..., bj

nj
) for j = 1, ..., k;

Single-Item Mechanism M (Mechanism 1)
1 for l=1,...,m do
2 (x̃, p̃)←M(b1(l), ..., bk(l))
3 for j = 1, ..., k do
4 for i = 1, ..., nj do
5 pj

i ← pj
i + p̃j

i

6 xj
i (l)← x̃j

i

7 return Allocation x, payments p

▶ Theorem 7. Mechanism 2 is truthful, budget-balanced, individually rational and achieves
a Hℓ approximation to the optimal social welfare for bidders with additive valuations.

Proof. Because a bidder’s bid on one item has no affect on the allocation of or payments for
any other item, truthfulness of Mechanism 2 follows straightforwardly from the truthfulness
of Mechanism 1. Similarly, the budget-balance and individual rationality properties of
Mechanism 2 follow easily from those of Mechanism 1 (and, in fact, hold on an item-by-item
basis).

In the welfare-maximizing allocation, each item goes to the group that has the highest
total value for that item and has all of its members allocated that item. From the analysis
of Mechanism 1, we have that it allocates a given item to a set of bidders that have total
value at least a 1/Hℓ fraction of the value any group has for that item. Because bidders
have valuations that are additive across items, this implies that the welfare achieved by
Mechanism 2 is within an Hℓ factor of the optimal welfare. ◀

4.2 Unit-demand Valuations
We now consider bidders with unit-demand valuations. For each of the items l ∈ [m],
each bidder ij has some value vj

i (l) ∈ R+. Then ij ’s value for a set S ⊂ [m] of items
is vj

i (S) = maxl∈S vj
i (l). The bidding language B consists of vectors bj

i ∈ Rm
+ where ij

specifies their bid for each item. In line with the auctioneer (of the upper mechanism)
choosing a mechanism that is agnostic to group-specific idiosyncrasies, we require some kind
of assumption that precludes a group from using its bid to signal information about its inner
structure as opposed to a reasonable aggregation of its members’ preferences. Many different
such assumptions would be sufficient for our purposes; for concreteness, assume from now
that the output of an aggregation function on a specific item must be bounded by a fixed but
arbitrary function of the its inputs for that item. That is, there must exist some function
f : Rn

+ → R+ such that for any item l and group Gj , a(bj
1, ..., bj

nj
)(l) ≤ f(bj

1(l), ..., bj
nj

(l)).
Within this setting we show that no truthful two-level mechanism can do better than a n

approximation to the optimal welfare. The issue mechanisms in this setting face is not being
able to distinguish whether a group bid representing a high value for many different items
comes from that group having many bidders with disparate preferences or from a single unit
demand bidder who is agnostic to which item they receive. In the interest of maintaining
truthfulness, the mechanism is often forced to assume the group is composed of multiple
disparate members and allocate to that group all the items they have high value for. However
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to remain truthful in the case where this valuation actually came from a single bidder with
high value, the auctioneer can’t charge more for a large bundle than it would charge for its
individual components. In cases where different groups have similar preferences over the
same items, this can cause only one of the groups being allocated the entire set of items
hence harming the welfare in the case where these actually were just individual unit-demand
bidders. We now proceed to making these ideas precise.

▶ Theorem 8. No truthful two-level mechanism can achieve better than a n fraction of the
optimal welfare.

Proof. We can assume any mechanism that achieves at least a n-approximation to the optimal
welfare satisfies consumer sovereignty. Since, if M does not satisfy consumer sovereignty,
there must exist an instance where there is some item l that bidder ij can’t receive regardless
of how high they bid. In this case let vj

i (l) → ∞. Then M will have an arbitrarily bad
approximation factor to optimal welfare.

Throughout this proof we will use Aj
u to refer to the set of possible sets of items the

upper mechanism can allocate to Gj . We start by showing that any truthful mechanism
satisfying consumer sovereignty must have an upper mechanism that is able to allocate the
set of all items to any group.

▶ Lemma 9. Any truthful two-level mechanism that satisfies consumer sovereignty must
satisfy [m] ∈ Aj

u for all j.

Proof. Let Gj have m unit-demand bidders, with bidder ij ’s valuation function vj
i (l) = x

if i = l and otherwise vj
i (l) = 0 where x is an arbitrary constant. Now fix the bids by the

other groups. Since Mu must be truthful with respect to group bids, conditioned on Mu

allocating a set S ∈ Aj
u of items to Gj , Gj pays the same amount pj(S) regardless of its bid

bj . Using this along with consumer sovereignty, we claim there exists a value of x such that
Mu must allocate [m] to Gj to be truthful.

Assume that Mu does not allocate [m] to Gj . It follows that there is some item l not
allocated to Gj which further implies that lj will have 0 utility in this allocation. However
by consumer sovereignty, there exists a bid bj

l that bidder lj can make such that Mu will
allocate some set S to Gj where l ∈ S and furthermore lj will be allocated l by Gj in Ml.
As we noted before the price Mu can charge to Gj for S is some fixed price pj(S), not a
function of bj . Thus consider the case where x = maxS∈Aj

u
{pj(S)}+ 1. By budget-balance,

Ml can charge bidder lj at most pj(S) given that Gj is charged pj(S) by Mu. Thus bidder
lj can misreport their bid to be allocated l by Ml, and as a result get a utility at least
maxS∈Aj

u
{pj(S)}+ 1− pj(S) > 0. This shows a profitable non-truthful deviation for bidder

lj . This implies that when x = maxS∈Aj
u
{pj(S)}+ 1, Gj must be allocated [m]. Since we

arbitrarily fixed the bids by the other groups, it follows that we must always have [m] ∈ Aj
u

for all j when M is truthful and satisfies consumer sovereignty. ◀

Lemma 9 shows that for a truthful mechanism M there must always be some bid bj that
Gj can make to be allocated all of [m]. We build upon this to show that in fact, for M to
be truthful, for any arbitrary choice of bids b−j , for every item l there exists some bid bj

where l is the highest value item in bj and Gj is still allocated all of [m]. This shows that in
such an instance, if Gj is actually comprised of a single bidder with valuation function bj ,
they will still be allocated all of [m] even though they are perfectly happy just receiving l.
This will be used to cap the amount the mechanism can charge a group for the entirety of
[m] compared to any single item to remain truthful.
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▶ Lemma 10. For any truthful two-level mechanism M that achieves at least a n-
approximation to welfare, for all items l = 1, ..., m, there always exists a bj such that
xu

j (b1, ..., bk) = [m] and l = argmaxl∈[m] bj(l).

Proof. Following closely to the previous lemma, consider the following class of groups,
parameterized by j. Let group G̃j be defined by having m bidders where each bidder prefers
distinct items but the jth bidder in G̃j has a much larger value for their item compared
to the other bidders in the group. Formally, for j = 1, ..., m let group G̃j have m bidders
where the unit demand valuation of bidder ij is vj

i (l) = y if i = j = l, vj
i (l) = x if i ≠ j and

i = l, and otherwise vj
i (l) = 0 with y to later be defined as a function of x. Then fix the bids

by other groups and let x = maxS∈Aj
u
{pj(S)}+ 1. Let the group bid for G̃j be b̃j and let

zi ∈ Rm
+ be vectors parameterized by i = 1, ..., m where zi(l) = x for l = i and otherwise

zi(l) = 0. By our assumption that the group bid for an item is bounded by some function of
the individual bidders bids for an item, we have that there exists some function f such that
b̃j(l) ≤ f(zl) for l ≠ j. Now let g(x) = maxl ̸=j{f(zl)} and set y = n2(g(x) + x). Notably
this means that the jth bidder in G̃j has much higher value for their item than the other
bidders. We claim this implies that b̃j(j) ≥ g(x).

Assume otherwise that b̃j(j) < g(x). Then define G′ to be a group consisting of a single
unit demand bidder. Let this bidder have a valuation of v′(l) = ng(x) if l = j and otherwise
v′(l) = 0.

Now consider two instances both with two groups and m items.

Instance 1. G1 is defined as G̃j above, and G2 is defined as G′

Instance 2. G1 is a single unit demand bidder with valuation b̃j , and G2 is defined as G′

We will refer to Instance 1 as I1 and Instance 2 as I2. In I1 the optimal allocation is
to give all the items to G1 for a welfare of n2(g(x) + x) + (m− 1)x, and in I2 the optimal
allocation is to give item j to G2 and everything else to G1 for a welfare of at least ng(x).

Thus, if Mu allocates item j to G1 then in I2 the welfare is less than g(x) implying
an approximation factor strictly greater than ng(x)

g(x) = n. If Mu allocates item j to G2
then in I1 the welfare is at most ng(x) + (m − 1)x giving an approximation factor of
n2(g(x)+x)+(m−1)x

ng(x)+(m−1)x > n, since here n > m. However, because the aggregation function is
the identity for single bidder groups, I1 and I2 are indistinguishable to Mu and Mu being
deterministic implies it must allocate item j to the same group in both instances. Thus if
b̃j(j) < g(x) then M must have a worst case approximation factor worse than n.

Note that b̃j(j) ≥ g(x) implies that j ∈ argmaxl∈[m](bj(l)). Furthermore from how we
defined x and y, we must have that Mu allocates all of [m] to G̃j following the proof from
the previous lemma. Thus taking any fixed group bids b−j . We can chose Gj to be defined
as any of G̃i for i = 1, .., m such that for all items l = 1, .., m there exists a group bid bj

causing Gj to be allocated all of [m] while having l = argmaxl′∈[m]{bj(l)}. ◀

Note thatMu can’t distinguish between the case when Gj consists of a single unit demand
bidder and when Gj consists of multiple unit demand bidders. We show that this restrains
the payments Mu can charge for allocating sets of items to groups by considering the case
where every group is a single unit demand bidder. In characterizing the amount Mu can
charge Gj for allocating Gj a set S of items, let the bids by all other groups be fixed. Then
as before we denote the amount Mu charges Gj for S as pj(S). We start by showing that
any truthful Mu can’t charge less for a superset of another set of items. In the following
lemmas we will refer to the unit demand valuations of the single bidder in Gj by vj .
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▶ Lemma 11. For any truthful, two-level mechanism M, let S, T ∈ Aj
u. Then S ⊂ T implies

that pj(S) ≤ pj(T ).

Proof. pj(S) and pj(T ) must remain constant regardless of the inner structure of Gj , thus
without loss of generality assume Gj consists of one bidder. Then for the sake of contradiction,
assume that pj(S) > pj(T ). S ∈ Aj

u implies that there exists some valuation vj such that
Gj is allocated S and charged pj(S). However T ∈ Aj

u implies there is also an alternative
bid vj′ that Gj could make to be allocated T instead. Since vj is a unit demand valuation,
we have that vj(T ) ≥ vj(S). Thus pj(S) > pj(T ) would imply that Gj profits by reporting
vj′ over vj making M not truthful. ◀

We now show the more surprising statement that any truthful Mu can’t charge more for
[m] than it would charge for any set S of items. This result stems from the fact that at times
Mu has to allocate multiple items to a group that could be a unit demand bidder. Thus to
maintain truthfulness, if Gj ’s favorite item is in S then Gj can’t be charged more for [m]
than it would have been for S since it has the same value for both sets.

▶ Lemma 12. For any truthful two-level mechanism M and set S ∈ Aj
u where S ̸= ∅, we

have pj(S) ≥ pj([m])

Proof. As in the previous lemma, we can assume without loss of generality that Gj consists
of 1 bidder. We have shown that [m] ∈ Aj

u for any truthful mechanism. Thus there exists
some valuation vj such thatMu allocates [m] to Gj . Let l∗ = argmaxl∈[m]{vj(l)}. It follows
that for any set S ∈ Aj

u such that l∗ ∈ S that vj(S) = vj([m]). S ∈ Aj
u also implies there

exists some bid vj′
Gj could make to be allocated S. Thus if pj(S) < pj([m]) we would have

that when Gj ’s value is vj , Gj has a profitable deviation by bidding vj′ instead making M
not truthful. By lemma 10 we have that there exist valuations vj such thatMu allocates [m]
to Gj where l∗ = l for any l ∈ [m]. Thus as long as S ̸= ∅, we have that pj(S) ≥ pj([m]). ◀

▶ Corollary 13. In any truthful mechanism M, for any 2 sets S, T ∈ Aj
u we have pj(S) =

pj(T ) ∀j = 1, ..., k.

This follows from the fact that for any set S ∈ Aj
u, pj(S) ≤ pj([m]), pj(S) ≥ pj([m]) =⇒

pj(S) = pj([m]). Finally we provide an instance that shows that no Mu that charges the
same amount for all sets can do better than a n approximation of the optimal welfare.

▶ Lemma 14. If M is truthful and Mu has pj(S) = pj(T ) ∀S, T ∈ Aj
u, j = 1, ..., k then M

can not achieve a welfare approximation better than n.

Proof. Mu being truthful with respect to group bids implies that the allocation Aj it gives to
group Gj must satisfy Aj = argmaxA∈Aj

u
{vj(A)− pj(A)}. We have that pj(A) is a constant

for all A ∈ Aj
u, unless A = ∅ where pj(A) = 0 by individual rationality, so let pj(A) = pj .

However this implies that if vj(A) > pj for any set A then Aj = argmaxA∈Aj
u
{vj(A)}. Let

A∗j ∈ argmaxA∈Aj
u
{vj(A)}. Then if Gj is not allocated a set S where vj(S) = vj(A∗j), we

have that vj(A∗j) ≤ pj . This implies if v(A) < v(A∗j) then v(A) < pj . Thus if Mu does not
give Gj a set S where vj(S) = vj(A∗j), Mu must give Gj no items at all.

Given this consider the following instance with n identical groups where every group
consists of a single unit demand bidder. There are n total items with each bidder in each
group having an identical valuation vector of vj

1 = (1 + ϵ, 1, ..., 1, 1). Call the first item that
every bidder has value 1 + ϵ for l1. Here we have that v(S) = v(A∗j) if and only if l1 ∈ S.
However note thatMu can only allocate l1 to one of the groups. Let this group be Gj′ . Then
by the observation above we have that any groups Gj where j ̸= j′ must not be allocated
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any items at all. Thus the maximum welfare any truthful Mu can achieve in this scenario is
to allocate every item to Gj′ for a welfare of 1 + ϵ. However, since every group is a single
unit demand bidder, the optimal allocation is to give every group a unique item for a welfare
of n + ϵ. Thus as ϵ→ 0 we get that no M where Mu charges equal prices for every set of
goods can achieve better than a n approximation of the optimal welfare. ◀

Thus since every truthful upper mechanism must charge the same prices for every subset of
items in its range, we have that no truthful mechanism can achieve an approximation factor
better than n. ◀

5 Conclusion

Our work can be extended in a number of ways; we list some of these below. Some of these
directions strive to capture additional practical scenarios; others aim to enrich the model in
hopes of bypassing the lower bounds proved in this paper.

Fractional allocations

In the present work, bidders either have full or no access to an item. An alternative model
would allow bidders to be allocated a fraction of an item. One way to do this is to depart
from the public excludable goods setting and to instead split an item fractionally among the
bidders in the winning group (like time-sharing a performance venue). One practical example
of this in the context of DAOs is distributing voting rights: once a DAO wins an item in
an auction it can then allocate more voting power over how the item is used to bidders
who bid higher and correspondingly charge them more as well. It would be interesting to
obtain positive results in this model, possibly under relaxed notions of budget-balance or
incentive-compatibility.

An alternative way to introduce fractional allocations is to remain in the public excludable
goods framework of allowing the lower mechanism to choose any allocation it likes amongst its
members, but giving it the additional power of allocating fractional items (i.e., “partial access”
to the item) to players at a lower cost . It is an open question whether, in the single-item
setting, this extra power can be used to design a two-level mechanism that is truthful,
budget-balanced, individually rational, and achieves a better-than-Hℓ-approximation of the
optimal social welfare.

Randomized mechanisms

One natural extension of this work is to consider randomized mechanisms. We note that the
lower bounds for truthful budget-balanced cost-sharing mechanisms in [3] (for the social cost
minimization objective) do not immediately carry over to our model (and the social welfare
maximization objective). For example, a randomized mechanism that outputs an optimal
solution (with high social welfare and social cost near 0) with 50% probability and a terrible
solution (with zero social welfare and high social cost) with 50% probability would achieve a
good approximation of the social welfare objective but not the social cost objective. It is an
open question whether, in the single-item setting, there is a randomized two-level mechanism
that is truthful, budget-balanced, individually rational, and achieves an o(Hℓ)-approximation
of the optimal social welfare.
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Bayes-Nash equilibria

If the compromises required by truthfulness are too much to bear, non-truthful mechanisms
can be considered instead. Could there be a simple two-level mechanism such that, under
suitable assumptions about the distribution over bidders’ valuations, guarnatees near-optimal
social welfare at Bayes-Nash equilibrium?

Communication vs. welfare tradeoffs

The lower bounds in this paper show that the compression required from aggregation functions
(from a set of member valuations to a summary group valuation) leads to groups incompletely
representing the preferences of their members, which in turn results in a loss of social welfare.
At the other extreme, if groups can simply pass on the collection of their members’ valuations
to the top-level mechanism (with no aggregation), optimal social welfare can be achieved by
a truthful two-level mechanism that essentially implements the VCG mechanism. It would
be interesting to explore the seemingly inherent tradeoff between the bound on the output
complexity of an aggregation functions and the best-possible social welfare approximation
achievable by a truthful two-level mechanism.

Disclosures

The authors are researchers at a16z Crypto, a venture capital firm with investments in
a broad range of web3 projects (for general a16z disclosures, see https://www.a16z.com/
disclosures/).

A Truthful Mechanisms Don’t Compose

We give here an explicit example showing that a two-level mechanism M in which Mu

implements a truthful auction mechanism and Ml implements a truthful cost sharing
mechanism doesn’t necessarily imply that M itself is truthful two-level mechanism. To see
this, we will consider a simple instance with unit-demand bidders and consider the two-level
mechanism M where Mu implements VCG and Ml implements the “maximum equal-split”
cost shares used in Mechanism 1 (see Section 3), which are arguably the most canonical
choices for the upper and lower mechanisms. We show that, no matter what aggregation
function is used, this two-level mechanism cannot be truthful.

Consider the following instance with 2 groups G1 and G2 competing for 2 items r and s

where G1 has 2 agents and G2 has 1 agent. Let the agents’ valuations be v1
1 = (10+2ϵ, 0), v1

2 =
(5− ϵ, ϵ), v2

1 = (10, ϵ) with the first indices and second indices referring to agents’ values for r

and s respectively. Then let M be a two-level mechanism where Mu implements VCG and
Ml implements maximum equal-split cost shares. Then since we would have b2 = (10, ϵ),
regardless of the aggregation function used to create b1, Mu will always give at least one of
the items to G2 as the welfare maximizing outcome according to group bids. Then by the
VCG payment rule, in the case that G1 wins r p1 = 10− ϵ, and in the case that G2 wins s,
p1 = 0.

With our choice of cost-sharing, all winning agents in a group pay the same amount. Thus,
since agent 21’s value for r is only 5− ϵ, Ml will only allocate r to agent 21 if p1 ≤ 10− 2ϵ.
Thus p1 > 10 − 2ϵ implies that agent 21 is not allocated r and has 0 utility in this case.
However, by consumer sovereignty, there exists some bid agent 21 can make that causes G1

to be allocated item s instead. Then p1 = 0 so both agents in G1 will be allocated s making
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u1
2 = ϵ > 0. Thus no truthful mechanism can give G1 only item r. However, ifMu only gives

G1 item s, then agent 11 is guaranteed to have 0 utility. Thus again by consumer sovereignty,
there exists some bid b1

1 agent 11 can make such that G1 is allocated r instead. In this case
agent 11 has to pay at most 10− ϵ by budget balance making u1

1 ≥ 10 + 2ϵ− 10 + ϵ = 3ϵ > 0.
Thus regardless of whether the aggregation function causes Mu running VCG to give G1

either r or s, there always exists a profitable non-truthful deviation by either agent 11 or
agent 21 showing that M is never truthful in this setting.
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Abstract
Optimistic rollups are in wide use today as an opt-in scalability layer for blockchains like Ethereum.
In such systems, Ethereum is referred to as L1 (Layer 1) and the rollup provides an environment
called L2, which reduces fees and latency but cannot instantly and trustlessly interact with L1. One
practical issue for optimistic rollups is that trustless transfers of tokens and ETH, as well as general
messaging, from L2 to L1 is not finalized on L1 until the passing of a dispute period (aka withdrawal
window) which is currently 7 days in the two leading optimistic rollups: Arbitrum and Optimism.
In this paper, we explore methods for sidestepping the dispute period when withdrawing ETH from
L2 (called an exit), even in the case when it is not possible to directly validate L2. We fork the
most-used rollup, Arbitrum Nitro, to enable exits to be traded on L1 before they are finalized.
We also study the combination of tradeable exits and prediction markets to enable insurance for
withdrawals that do not finalize. As a result, anyone (including contracts) on L1 can safely accept
withdrawn tokens while the dispute period is open despite having no knowledge of what is happening
on L2. Our scheme also allows users to opt-into a fast withdrawal at any time. All fees are set by
open market operations.
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1 Introductory Remarks

Ethereum-compatible blockchain environments, called Layer 2s (or L2s) [5], have demonstrated
an ability to reduce transaction fees by 99–99.9% while preserving the strong guarantees of
integrity and availability in the underlying Layer 1 (or L1) blockchain. The subject of this
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paper concerns one subcategory of L2 technology called an optimistic rollup. The website L2
Beat attempts to capitalize all tokens of known value across the top 25 L2 projects. It finds
that the top two L2s are both optimistic rollups, Arbitrum and Optimism, which respectively
account for 50% and 30% of all L2 value – $4B USD at the time of writing. 1

We will describe the working details of optimistic rollups later in this paper but here are
the main takeaways: currently, rollups are faster and cheaper than Ethereum itself. However,
each L2 is essentially an isolated environment that cannot instantly and trustlessly interact
with accounts and contracts that are running on either L1 or other L2s. An optimistic
rollup project will typically provide a smart contract, called a validating bridge [9], that can
trustlessly move ETH (and other tokens and even arbitrary messages) between L1 and its
own L2. It implements a transfer by locking the ETH in an L1 contract and minting the
equivalent ETH on L2 and assigning it to the user’s L2 address. More precisely, L2 ETH is a
transferrable claim for L1 ETH from the L1 bridge at the request of the current owner of
the L2 claim. Later when the user requests a withdrawal, the ETH will be destroyed on L2
and released by the bridge back onto L1 according to whom its new owner is on L2 at the
time of the request. This requires the rollup to convince the L1 bridge contract of whom the
current owner of withdrawn ETH is on L2. We provide details later but this process takes
time: the bridge has to wait for a period of time called the dispute window. The current
default is 7 days in Arbitrum and Optimism, however the filing of new disputes can extend
the window. The bottom line is that users have to wait at least 7 days to draw down ETH
from an optimistic rollup.

Contributions

In this paper, we compare several methods – atomic swaps and tradeable exits – for working
around this limitation. While we argue workarounds cannot be done generally (e.g., for
NFTs, function outputs, or arbitrary messages), some circumstances allow it: namely, when
the withdrawn token is liquid, fungible, and available on L1 and the withdrawer is willing to
pay a fee to speed up the withdrawal. While these techniques work easily between human
participants that have off-chain knowledge, such as the valid state of the L2, it is harder to
make them compatible with L1 smart contracts that have no ability to validate the state
of L2. We propose a solution using tradeable exits and prediction markets to enable an
L1 smart contract to safely accept withdrawn tokens before the dispute period is over. We
fork the current version, Nitro, of the most used optimistic rollup, Arbitrum, maintained as
open source software2 by Offchain Labs. Arbitrum is a commercial product with academic
origins [8]. We implement our solution and provide measurements. We also provide an
analysis of how to price exits and prediction market shares.

2 Background

While we describe optimistic rollups as generally as possible, some details and terms are
specific to Arbitrum.

2.1 Inbox
Rollups have emerged as a workable approach to reduce fees and latency for Ethereum-based
decentralized applications. In a rollup, transactions to be executed on L2 are recorded in
an L1 smart contract called the inbox. Depending on the system, users might submit to

1 L2 Beat: https://l2beat.com/scaling/tvl/, accessed Oct. 2022.
2 GitHub: Nitro https://github.com/OffchainLabs/nitro

https://l2beat.com/scaling/tvl/
https://github.com/OffchainLabs/nitro
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the inbox directly, or they might submit to an offchain service, called a sequencer, that will
batch together transactions from many users and pay the L1 fees for posting them into the
inbox. Transactions recorded in the inbox (as calldata) are not executed on Ethereum,
instead, they are executed in a separate environment off the Ethereum chain, called L2. This
external environment is designed to reduce fees, increase throughput, and decrease latency.

2.2 Outbox
Occasionally (e.g., every 30–60 minutes), validators on L2 will produce a checkpoint of the
state of all contracts and accounts in the complete L2 according to the latest transactions
and will place this asserted state (called an RBlock) in a contract on L1 called the outbox.
Note that anyone with a view of L1 can validate that the sequence of transactions recorded
in the inbox produces the asserted RBlock in the outbox. This includes Ethereum itself, but
asking it to validate this be equivalent to running the transactions on Ethereum. The key
breakthrough is that the assertion will be posted with evidence that the RBlock is correct so
Ethereum does not have to check completely.

2.3 Optimistic vs. zk-rollups
In practice, two main types of evidence are used. In zk-rollups,3 a succinct computational
argument that the assertion is correct is posted and can be checked by Ethereum for far
less cost than running all of the transactions. However the proof is expensive to produce.
In optimistic rollups, the assertions are backed by a large amount of cryptocurrency acting
as a fidelity bond. The correctness of an RBlock can be challenged by anyone on Ethereum
and Ethereum itself can decide between two (or more) RBlocks for far less cost than running
all of the transactions (by having the challengers isolate the exact point in the execution
trace where the RBlocks differ). It will then reallocate the fidelity bonds to whoever made
the correct RBlock. If an RBlock is undisputed for a window of time (e.g., 7 days), it is
considered final.

2.4 Bridge
A final piece of the L2 infrastructure is a bridge, which can move ETH, tokens, NFTs, and
even arbitrary messages, between L1 and L2. Our fast withdrawals is limited to ETH and
fungible tokens. If Alice has ETH on Ethereum, she can submit her ETH to a bridge smart
contract on Ethereum which will lock the ETH inside of it, while generating the same amount
of ETH in Alice’s account inside the L2 environment. The bridge does not need to be trusted
because every bridge operation is already fully determined by the contents of the inbox. Say
that Alice transfers this ETH to Bob’s address on L2. Bob is now entitled to draw down the
ETH from L2 to L1 by submitting a withdrawal request using the same process as any other
L2 transaction – i.e., placing the transaction in the inbox on L1, having it executed on L2,
and seeing it finalized in an RBlock on L1. Optimistically, the RBlock is undisputed for 7
days and is finalized. Bob can now ask the bridge on L1 to release the ETH to his address
by demonstrating his withdrawal (called an exit) is included in the finalized RBlock (e.g.,
with a Merkle-proof).

3 zk stands for zero-knowledge, a slight misnomer: succinct arguments of knowledge that only need to be
complete and sound, not zero-knowledge, are used [10].
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2.5 Related Work
Arbitrum is first described at USENIX Security [8]. Gudgeon et al. provide a systemization
of knowledge (SoK) of Layer 2 technology (that largely predates rollups) [5]. McCorry
et al. provide an SoK that covers rollups and validating bridges [9], while Thibault et al.
provide a survey specifically about rollups [13]. Some papers implement research solutions
on Arbitrum for improved performance: decentralized order books [11] and secure multiparty
computation [2]. The idea of tradeable exits predates our work but is hard to pinpoint a
source (our contribution is implementation and adding hedges). Further academic work on
optimistic rollups and bridges is nascent – we anticipate it will become an important research
area.

Other related topics are atomic swaps and prediction markets. Too many papers propose
atomic swap protocols to list here but see Zamyatin et al. for an SoK of the area (and a
new theoretical result) [14]. Decentralized prediction markets proposals predate Ethereum
and include Clark et al. [1] and Truthcoin [12]. Early Ethereum projects Augur and Gnosis
began as prediction markets.

3 Proposed Solution

For simplicity, we will describe a fast exit system for withdrawing ETH from L2, however it
works for any L1 native fungible token (e.g., ERC20) that is available for exchange on L1. We
discuss challenges of fast exits for non-liquid/non-fungible tokens in Section 6.4. Consider an
amount of 100 ETH. When this amount is in the user’s account on L1, we use the notation
100 ETHL1. When it is in the bridge on L1 and in the user’s account on L2, we denote it 100
ETHL2. When the ETH has been withdrawn on L2 and the withdrawal has been asserted
in the L1 outbox, but the dispute window is still open, we refer to it as 100 ETHXX. Other
transitionary states are possible but not needed for our purposes.

3.1 Design Landscape
In Table 1, we compare our solution to alternatives in industry and the blockchain (academic
and grey) literature that could be used for fast withdrawals.

3.1.1 Properties
We are interested in solutions that do not require a trusted third party. If trust is acceptable,
a centralized exchange that has custody of its users funds is a fast and user-friendly solution.
We consider anything faster than the 7-day dispute period as “fast” but take measurements
of solutions that can settle within a fully confirmed “L1 transaction” (e.g., minutes) and
within a unconfirmed L2 RBlock (e.g., hours). This assumes that all counterparties perform
instantly upon request. Settlement is from the perspective of the withdrawer, Alice, only
and does not necessarily mean other counterparties will complete within the same timeframe.
For example, in many solutions, Alice will have her withdrawn ETH quickly at the expense
of a counterparty waiting out the dispute period.

Some solutions require one party to act, followed by an action of the counterparty in a
follow-up transaction. This creates the risk that the counterparty aborts the protocol before
taking their action. Since it is unknown if the counterparty will act or not, these protocols
establish a window of time for the counterparty to act and if the window passes without action,
the initial party has to begin the protocol again with a new counterparty. The protocols
ensure that funds are never at risk of being lost, stolen, or locked up forever, however the
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Table 1 Comparing alternatives for fast withdrawals from optimistic rollups for liquid and
fungible tokens where • satisfies the property fully, ◦ partially satisfies the property, and no dot
means the property is not satisfied. ⊥ was not measured. For our work, ∼ means we propose how
to fully achieve the property but do not by default (see caveats in Section 6.1).
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Normal Exit (baseline) Arbitrum • • • 200K 80K –

Centralized Binance • • • • • 400K 21K Operator

HTLC Swaps Celer • ◦ • • 625K 92K

Conditional Transfers StarkEx • • • ⊥ ⊥ Operator

Bridge Tokens Hop ◦ • • • • 1.8M 300K Operator

Tradeable Exits This Work • ∼ • • • • 200K 80K Discount

Hedged Tradeable Exits This Work • ∼ • • • • 265K 80K FAILPM

protocols admit two smaller issues. The first issue is that a malicious counterparty could
accept to participate with no intention of completing the protocol just to “grief” the party
taking the action – wasting their time and possibly gas fees for setting up and tearing down
the conditions of the trade. The second issue is that a strategic counterparty can accept to
participate and then selectively choose to complete or abort, as well as timing exactly when
they choose to complete (within the window), based on price movements or other market
information. This is called (somewhat cryptically) a “free option;” finance people might
recognize it as akin to being given an American call option for free.

A solution is “opt-in anytime” if the user can withdraw normally and then (say upon
realizing for the first time that there is a 7 day dispute window) decide to speed up their
transaction. While it is not a design goal of our paper, many of these solutions are generic
cross-chain transactions (including L2-to-L2 swaps). A drawback of our solution is that it is
narrowly scoped to L2-to-L1 withdrawals on rollups. Therefore our solution is not intended
as a complete replacement of atomic swaps or the other solutions in Table 1. It is designed
to be best-in-class only for slow rollup withdraws.

Finally we estimate the costs involved for the seller of ETHL2. For some protocols, the
gas cost of the buyer might differ from the seller depending if its actions are symmetric or
not – we comment on this but did not find it interesting enough to put in the table. The
more interesting aspect is that many alternatives do require a third party to be involved
(we generically call them “operators”) and they must be compensated for their actions. In
some alternatives, the operators might be not be inherently necessary (e.g., an HTLC swap)
but are used in practice (e.g., Celer) to ease friction (e.g., users finding other users to swap
with): in this case, we are charitable and do not mark the fee. So the fees are for things
fundamental to how the alternative works. We expand more within the discussion of each
alternative below.
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3.1.2 Alternatives

Centralized

Consider Alice who has 100 ETHL2 and wants 100 ETHL1 for it. A centralized exchange (e.g.,
Coinbase, Binance) can open a market for ETHL2/ETHL1. Alternatively, a bridge might rely
on an established set of trustees to relay L2 actions to L1. This is called proof of authority;
it is distributed but not decentralized (i.e., not an open set of participants). The gas costs
consists of Alice transferring her ETHL2 onto the exchange (withdraw to L1 is paid for by the
exchange). An exchange will not be profitable if it offers this for free, therefore it captures a
operator fee for the service.

Hash Time Locked Contracts (HTLCs)

Assume Bob has 100 ETHL1 and is willing to swap with Alice. An atomic swap binds together
(i) an L2 transaction moving 100 ETHL2 from Alice to Bob and (ii) an L1 transaction moving
100 ETHL1 from Bob to Alice. Either both execute or both fail. HTLC is a blockchain-friendly
atomic swap protocol. Its main drawback is that it also has a time window where Alice
(assuming she is the first mover in the protocol) must wait on Bob, who might abort causing
Alice’s ETHL2 to be locked up while waiting (called the griefing problem), or might watch
price movements before deciding to act (called free option problem). Bob needs to monitor
both chains so he cannot be an autonomous smart contract. HTLCs can work generically
between any two chains capable of hash- and time-locking transaction outputs; this includes
between two L2s.

The transaction (containing a hashlock and timeout) is slightly more complicated than
a standard ETH transfer, requiring smart contract logic on both layers. The measurement
based on Celer is not a pure HTLC and uses operators as well for liquidity and staking, but
we omit these fees from the table because theoretically Alice and Bob could find each other
and perform a pure HTLC with no added infrastructure.

Conditional Transfers

The intuition behind a conditional transfer (CT) is that L1-to-L2 messaging (or bridging)
is fast even if L2-to-L1 messaging is slow. CT exploits this to build an HTLC-esque swap
specifically for withdrawing from rollups (while HTLCs are designed generically for cross-
chain swaps). Alice beings by registering her intent to trade 100 ETHL2 for 100 ETHL1 in
a special registry contract on L1, and she locks (e.g., for an hour) 100 ETHL2 in escrow
on L2. If Bob agrees to the swap, Alice provides him (off-chain) with a signed transaction
(called the conditional transfer) that transfers the escrowed 100 ETHL2 to Bob, conditioned
on Alice having receiving 100 ETHL1 in the registry contract on L1. After Bob transfers the
ETHL1 on L1, this fact can be bridged to the L2 escrow contract (with customization of the
rollup’s inbox) quickly (recall that L1-to-L2 messaging is fast). The L2 escrow contract will
flag that the L1 transaction has paid by Bob, and Bob can broadcast his signed (by Alice)
L2 transaction to recover 100 ETHL2 from escrow (if Bob broadcasts it before the flag is set,
it simply reverts).

In terms of existing implementations, we could not adequately isolate the conditional
transfer component from the rest of the bridge to measure gas costs (denoted in the table
using a ⊥ symbol) however it should be slight more expensive than an HTLC as the logic of
the transaction is more complex.
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Also note that Bob must be a validator on L2 to confirm that the state of the escrow and
conditional transfer on L2 will result in him being paid – this is where the speedup really
comes from, if he waits for L1 to finalize this, then the transfer happens after the dispute
period and it is no different than a normal exit. Consequently, Bob cannot be an autonomous
L1 smart contract unable to validate L2 state until it is finalized on L1 (which is the design
goal of our alternative: hedged tradeable exits).

Bridge Token

A bridge token is not a novel technical innovation but it is a practical market design for
supplying bridges with liquidity. Bridges between L1 and L2 can technically be implemented
by anyone. It is natural for the inbox/outbox provider to provide a bridge but it is not
strictly necessary.

Assume a third party creates a contract on L1 that accepts ETHL1 and releases a
transferable claim for ETHL1; it creates the same contract on L2. Assume enough of these
claims come into circulation that a liquid market for them emerges on both layers. To move
ETHL2 to ETHL1, Alice starts by trading her ETHL2 for a claim to the same amount on
L2. She then asks the L2 contract to transfer the claim which it does by burning them and
firing an event. An authorized party, called a bonder, notices the event on L2, goes to the L1
contract and mints the same number of claims on L1 for ETHL1 and transfers them to Alice’s
address. Technically the L1 contract is insolvent as more claims exist than actual ETHL1 in
the contract, but the L2 contract is oversolvent by the same amount. The contracts can be
rebalanced (1) through movements in the opposite direction; (2) through a bulk withdrawal
after the normal 7-day dispute period; or (3) by incentivize bonders to purposefully rebalance
the contracts by burning claims on L1 and minting on L2. To prevent the bonder from
maliciously minting tokens on L1 that were not burned on L2, it must post a fidelity bond of
equal or greater value. (Alternatively, the bonder can be a trusted party which makes it the
same in analysis as a centralized exchange). After the 7-day dispute period, the L1 contract
can verify the bonder’s actions are consistent with the burns on L2 and release its fidelity
bond.

Note that when you collapse this functionality, it is equivalent to the bonder buying
ETHXX from Alice for ETHL1 and receiving their ETHL1 back 7 days later. The extra
infrastructure is necessary because today native bridges do not support transferring ETHXX.
As in atomic swaps, the bonder can fail to act (griefing) which is worst in this case if Alice
cannot “unburn” her tokens, but there is no free option because Bob is a relay and not
a recipient of the tokens. The gas fee measurement is based on Hop and standard token
transfers on L1 and L2. The main cost of bridge tokens is paying the bonder (called an
operator in the table) who are providing a for-profit service.

3.2 Tradeable Exits
Alice wants to withdraw 100 ETHL2. Unlike the other solutions, Bob takes the risk that
the exit never finalized and therefore will offer less than 100 ETHL1 (say 99.95 ETHL1) for
it (this is denoted “discount” in Table 1). Assume Bob has 99.95 ETHL1 that will not use
until after the dispute window. Bob also runs an L2 validator so he is assured that if Alice
withdraws, it is valid and will eventually finalize. With a tradeable exit, the outbox allows
Alice to change the recipient of her withdraw from herself to Bob. Thus Alice swaps her
pending exit of 100 ETHL1 (which we call 100 ETHXX) for Bob’s 99.95 ETHL1 on L1 (note
we discuss the actual difference in price in Section 5). Since ETHL1 and ETHXX are both on
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L1, Alice can place an ask price for her ETHXX and the first trader willing to swap can do
so atomicly, with no ability to grief or capitalize on a free option. After 7 days, Bob can
ask the bridge to transfer the ETHL1 to his address, and the bridge checks the outbox to
validate that Bob’s address is the current owner of the exit.

In our forked bridge, Alice can transfer any of her exits that are in an RBlock (i.e., an
asserted L2 state update registered in the outbox). Technically, Bob can check the validity
of the withdrawal as soon as it is in the inbox, and not wait 30-60 minutes for an RBlock.
However for implementation reasons, it is easier to track an exit based on its place (i.e.,
Merkle path) in an RBlock, rather than its place in the inbox. When we say a withdrawal is
“fast,” we mean 30-60 minutes (i.e., one L2 rollup).

Tradeable exits can be approximated by a third party L1 contract that does not modify
the rollup. In this scenario, a L1 contract would act like a proxy for the exit. Alice would
specify that she is exiting 100 ETHL2 to the proxy contract address (instead of to her address)
and set the proxy contract to forward it to her address (if/when it comes through after 7
days). Before the dispute window closes, she can sign a transaction instructing the proxy
contract to forward the exit to Bob instead of to her (while giving Bob signing authority
over it). In this way, the exit becomes tradeable. After 7 days, the current owner can ask
the proxy to fetch the actual transfer from the bridge and forward it to them. If the exit
fails, the bridge will refuse the exit.

Given this option, why modify the bridge/outbox of the rollup? This paper is not
intended as a strong endorsement of either approach – the reader can decide between the two
approaches. Our intention with this research is to discuss, design, implement, and measure
the actual functionality of what is needed. This will be largely the same whether it is placed
inside or outside the bridge/outbox. The main advantage of modifying the bridge/outbox
is that is backward compatible with existing web3 bridge interfaces and with current user
behaviour – if web3 interfaces or users do a slow withdraw, our solution can “bail them
out” after the fact. Placing the functionality inside the bridge/outbox is more challenging in
some regards (e.g., existing code is complex to understand) but also easier in other regards
(e.g., our code has direct access to state variables). An outside contract might require minor
changes to the bridge anyways, such as creating public interfaces to state variables or other
data (e.g., as one example, we later discuss how a prediction market must be able to query
the outbox to know if an RBlock is pending, finalized, or failed, which is not a current
feature). By contrast, the main advantage of an outside contract is modularity and reducing
complexity (and thus risk) within the bridge.

3.3 Hedged Tradeable Exits
One remaining issue with tradeable exits is how specialized Bob is: he must have liquidity in
ETHL1 (or worst, every token being withdrawn from L2), be online and active, know how to
price derivatives, and be a L2 validator. While we can expect blockchain participants with
each specialization, it is a lot to assume of a single entity. The goal of this subsection is to
split Bob into two distinct participants: Carol and David. Our goal is to allow Carol who
does not (or functionally cannot) know anything about L2’s current state to safely accept a
tradeable exit as if it were equivalent to finalized ETHL1 (or L1 tokens). Carol could be a
L1 contract that accepts the withdrawn tokens for a service or enables exchange. In order
to make Carol agnostic of L2, we need David to be aware of L2: David is a L2 validator
who understands the risks of an RBlock failing and is willing to bet against it happening.
Therefore David needs to also have some liquidity to bet with however it could be ETHL1 or
a stablecoin, while Alice and Carol can interact with all sorts of tokens that David need not
heard of or even ones David would not want to hold himself.
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Recall that Alice wants ETHL1 quickly in order to do something on L1 with it; Carol
can be that destination contract. The primary risk for Carol accepting ETHXX as if it were
ETHL1 is that the RBlock containing the ETHXX withdrawal fails and the exit is worthless.
If Alice can obtain insurance for the ETHXX that can be verified via L1, then Carol’s risk
is hedged and she could accept ETHXX. The insurance could take different forms but we
propose using a prediction market.

Prediction markets

A decentralized prediction market is an autonomous (e.g., vending machine-esque) third
party contract. Since we are insuring L1 ETHXX, we need to run the market on L1 (despite
the fact that it would be cheaper and faster on L2). Consider a simple market structure
based on [1]. A user can request that a new market is created for a given RBlock. The market
checks the outbox for the RBlock and its current status (which must be pending). Once
opened, any user can submit 1 ETHL1 (for example, the actual amount would be smaller
but harder to read) and receive two “shares”: one that is a bet that the RBlock will finalize,
called FINALPM, and one that is a bet that the RBlock will fail, called FAILPM. These shares
can be traded on any platform. At any time while the prediction market is open, any user
can redeem 1 FINALPM and 1 FAILPM for 1 ETHL1. Once the dispute period is over, any
user can request that the market close. The market checks the rollup’s outbox for the status
of the RBlock– since both contacts are on L1, this can be done directly without oracles or
governance. If the RBlock finalizes, it offers 1 ETHL1 for any 1 FINALPM (and conversely if
it fails). The market always has enough ETHL1 to fully settle all outstanding shares.

It is argued in the prediction market literature [1] that (i) the price of one share matches
the probability (according to the collective wisdom of the market) that its winning condition
will occur, and (ii) the price of 1 FINALPM and 1 FAILPM will sum up to 1 ETHL1. For
example, if FAILPM trades for 0.001 ETHL1, then (i) the market believes the RBlock will fail
with probability of 0.1% and (ii) FINALPM will trade for 0.999 ETHL1. These arguments
do not assume market friction: if the gas cost for redeeming shares is D (for delivery cost),
both share prices will incorporate D (see Section 5). Lastly, prediction markets are flexible
and traders can enter and exit positions at any time – profiting when they correctly identify
over- or under-valued forecasts. This is in contrast to an insurance-esque arrangement where
the insurer is committed to hold their position until completion of the arrangement.

Hedging exits

Given a prediction market, Alice can hedge 100 ETHXX by obtaining 100 FAILPM as insurance.
Any autonomous L1 contract (Carol) should be willing to accept a portfolio of 100 ETHXX
and 100 FAILPM as a guaranteed delivery of 100 ETHL1 after the dispute period, even if
Carol cannot validate the state of L2.

Perhaps surprisingly, this result collapses when withdrawing ETHL2– consider Path 1
through the protocol. Alice withdraws 100 ETHL2 from L2 and obtains 100 ETHXX. Bob
creates 100 FAILPM and 100 FINALPM for a cost of 100 ETHL1. Alice buys 100 FAILPM from
Bob for a small fee. Alice gives Carol 100 ETHXX and 100 FAILPM and is credited as if she
deposited 100 ETHL1. In seven days, Bob gets 100 ETHL1 for his 100 FINALPM and Carol
gets 100 ETHL1 for her 100 ETHXX. If the RBlock fails, Bob has 0 ETHL1 and Carol has 100
ETHL1 from the 100 FAILPM. In both cases, Alice has a balance of 100 ETHL1 with Carol.
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In path 2, Alice withdraws 100 ETHL2 from L2 and obtains 100 ETHXX. Alice sells 100
ETHXX to Bob for 100 ETHL1. Alice gives Carol 100 ETHL1 and is credited with a balance
of 100 ETHL1. In 7 days, Bob gets 100 ETHL1 for his 100 ETHXX and Carol has 100 ETHL1.
If the RBlock fails, Bob has 0 ETHL1, Carol has 100 ETHL1, and Alice has a balance of 100
ETHL1 with Carol.

Modulo differing gas costs and market transaction fees, paths 1 and 2 are equivalent.
Path 2 does not use a prediction market at all, it only uses basic tradeable exits. Given this,
do prediction markets add nothing to tradeable exits? We argue prediction markets still
have value for a few reasons. (1) Speculators will also participate in the prediction market
which gives Alice a chance for a fast exit even without Bob (an L2 validator). (2) If Alice
withdraws a token other than ETH, the prediction market should still be set up to payout in
ETH (otherwise you end up with 50 separate prediction markets for the 50 different kinds
of tokens in any given RBlock). In this case, Alice can obtain FAILPM when Bob has no
liquidity or interest in the token she is withdrawing (however Carol needs to incorporate an
exchange rate risk when accepting an exit in one token and the insurance in ETH). (3) The
PM can also help with NFTs and other non-liquid tokens (see Section 6.4).

Three of the most common types of traders are utility traders, speculators, and dealers [6].
With a prediction market, Alice is a utility trader and Bob is a dealer. However, there might
exist speculators who want to participate in the market because they have forecasts about
rollup technology, a given RBlock, the potential for software errors in the rollup or in the
validator software, etc. Executives of rollup companies could receive bonuses in FINALPM.
Quick validators might profit from noticing an invalid RBlock with FAILPM or they might
be betting on an implementation bug or weeklong censorship of the network. Speculators
add liquidity to the prediction market which reduces transactional fees for Alice. However,
speculation also brings externalities to the rollup system where the side-bets on an RBlock
could exceed the staking requirements for posting an RBlock, breaking the crypo-economic
arguments for the rollup. In reality, these externalities can never be prevented in any
decentralized incentive-based system [3].

4 Implementation and Performance Measurements

We run Arbitrum Nitro test-net locally and use Hardhat [4] for our experiments. We obtain
our performance metrics using TypeScripts scripts.

4.1 Tradeable Exits
Trading the exit directly through the bridge/outbox

We fork the Arbitrum Nitro outbox to add native support for tradeable exits. The modified
outbox is open source, written in 294 lines (SLOC) of Solidity, and a bytecode of 6,212 bytes
(increased by 1,197 bytes). The solidity code and Hardhat scripts are available in a GitHub
repository.4 Our modifications include:

Adding the transferSpender() function which allows the exit owner to transfer the exit
to any L1 address even though the dispute period is not passed.
Adding the isTransferred() mapping which stores key-value pairs efficiently. The key
of the mapping is the exit number and the value is a boolean.

4 GitHub:Nitro, Fast-Withdrawals: https://github.com/MadibaGroup/nitro/tree/fast-withdrawals

https://github.com/MadibaGroup/nitro/tree/fast-withdrawals
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Adding the transferredToAddress mapping which stores key-value pairs efficiently. The
key of the mapping is the exit number and the value is the current owner of the exit.
Modifying the executeTransactionImpl() function. Once the dispute period is passed
and the withdrawal transaction is confirmed, anyone can call the executeTransaction()
function from the outbox (which internally calls the executeTransactionImpl()) and
release the funds to the account that was specified by the user 7 days earlier in the L2
withdrawal request. With our modifications, this function is now enabled to release the
requested funds to the current owner of the exit.

To execute the transferSpender() function; Alice (who has initiated a withdrawal for
100 ETHL2) has to provide variables related to her exit (e.g., exit number), which she can
query using the Arbitrum SDK5, as well as the L1 address she wants to transfer her exit
to. The transferSpender() function then checks (1) if the exit is already spent, (2) it is
already transferred, and (3) the exit is actually a leaf in any unconfirmed RBlock. If the
exit has been transferred, the msg.sender is cross-checked against the current owner of the
exit (recall exit owners are tracked in the transferredToAddress mapping added to the
outbox). Once these tests are successfully passed, the transferSpender() function updates
the exit owner by changing the address in the transferredToAddress mapping. This costs
85,945 units of L1 gas. Note that the first transfer always costs more as the user has to
pay for initializing the transferredToAddress mapping. transferSpender() costs 48,810
and 48,798 units of L1 gas for the second and third transfer respectively. The gasUed for
executing the new executeTransactionImpl() function is 91,418 units of L1 gas.

Trading the exit through an L1 market

We also implement and deploy an L1 market that allows users to trade their exits on L1 even
though the dispute window is not passed (see Section 6.3 for why Uniswap is not appropriate).
In addition, we add a new function to the Arbitrum Nitro outbox, the checkExitOwner(),
which returns the current owner of the exit. Figure 1 illustrates an overview of participant
interactions and related gas costs. To start trading, Alice needs to lock her exit up in the
market by calling the transferSpender() function from the outbox. Next, she can open a
market on this exit by calling the openMarket() from the market contract and providing the
ask price. The market checks if Alice has locked her exit (by calling the checkExitOwner()
from the outbox) and only in that case a listing is created on this exit. The market would be
open until a trade occurs or Alice calls the closeMarket() on her exit. Bob, who is willing
to buy Alice’s exit, calls the payable submitBid() function from the market contract. If the
msg.value is equal or greater than Alice’s ask price, the trade occurs; (1) the market calls
the transferSpender() from the outbox providing Bob’s address. Note that market can
only do that since it is the current owner of the exit being traded, and (2) the msg.value is
transferred to Alice.

The market and modified outbox are open source and written in 125 and 294 lines (SLOC)
of Solidity respectively. The solidity code for these contracts in addition to the Hardhat
scripts are available in a GitHub repository.6 Once deployed, the bytecode of the market
and outbox is 5,772 and 6,264 bytes respectively.

5 A typescript library for client-side interactions with Arbitrum.
6 GitHub:Nitro, Fast-Withdrawals: https://github.com/MadibaGroup/nitro/tree/fast-withdrawals
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Alice Bob Outbox Bridge Market

Alice Bob Outbox Bridge Market

transferSpender(exit #10, Market Address)
gasUsed: 87,075

gasUsed: 328,029

openMarket(exit #10, Ask Price 99)

submitBid(Bid Price 99.1)

transferSpender(exit #10, Bob Address)

Transfer 99.1 ETH

Execute exit #10

Release funds
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gasUsed: 101,176

[A#er 7 days]

gasUsed: 92,522

Figure 1 Overview of trading the exit through an L1 market.

4.2 Prediction Market
As described in Section 3.3, a prediction market can be used to hedge the exit. We do not
implement this as one can use an existing decentralized prediction market (e.g., Augur or
Gnosis). However, we further modify Arbitrum Nitro to make it friendly to a prediction
market that wants to learn the status of an RBlock (pending, confirmed). More specifically,
we modify the Arbitrum Nitro outbox and RollupCore smart contracts, modifications include:

Adding the assertionAtState mapping to the outbox which stores key-value pairs
efficiently. The key of the mapping is the exit number and the value is the user-
defined data type state that restricts the variable to have only one of the pending and
confirmed predefined values.
Adding the markAsPending function to the outbox which accepts an RBlock and marks
it as pending in the assertionAtState mapping.
Adding the markAsConfirmed function to the outbox which accepts an RBlock and marks
it as confirmed in the assertionAtState mapping.
Modifying the createNewNode() function in the RollupCore contract. To propose an
RBlock, the validator acts through the RollupCore contract by calling a createNewNode()
function. We modify this function to call the markAsPending() from the outbox which
marks the RBlock as pending.
Modifying the confirmNode() function in the RollupCore contract. Once an RBlock
is confirmed, the validator acts through the RollupCore contract via confirmNode to
move the now confirmed RBlock to the outbox. We modify this function to call the
markAsConfirmed() from the outbox which marks the RBlock as confirmed.

The modified outbox and RollupCore are open source and written in 297 and 560 lines
(SLOC) of Solidity respectively. The solidity code for these contracts in addition to the
Hardhat scripts are available in a GitHub repository.7 Once deployed, the bytecode of the
outbox and RollupCore is 6,434 and 3,099 bytes respectively.

7 GitHub:Nitro, Fast-Withdrawals: https://github.com/MadibaGroup/nitro/tree/fast-withdrawals
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5 Pricing

Pricing ETHXX

Consider how much you would pay for 100 ETHXX (finalized in 7 days = 168 hours) in
ETHL1 today. Since ETHXX is less flexible than ETHL1, it is likely that you do not prefer it
to ETHL1, so our intuition is that it should be priced less (e.g., 100 ETHXX = 99 ETHL1).
However, our solution works for any pricing and we can even contrive corner cases where
ETHXX might be worth more than ETHL1 by understanding the factors underlying the price.

In traditional finance [7], forward contracts (and futures, which are standardized, exchange
traded forwards) are very similar to ETHXX in that they price today the delivery of an asset
or commodity at some future date. One key difference is that with a forward contract, the
price is decided today but the actual money is exchanged for the asset at delivery time.
When ETHXX is sold for ETHL1, both price determination and the exchange happen today,
while the delivery of ETHL1 for ETHXX happens in the future. The consequence is that we
can adapt pricing equations for forwards/futures, however, the signs (positive/negative) of
certain terms need to be inverted.

We review the factors [7] that determine the price of a forward contract (F0) and translate
what they mean for ETHXX:

Spot price of ETHL1 (S0): the price today of what will be delivered in the future. ETHXX
is the future delivery of ETHL1, which is by definition worth 100 ETHL1 today.
Settlement time (∆t): the time until the exit can be traded for ETHL1. In Arbitrum,
the time depends on whether disputes happen. We simplify by assuming ∆t is always 7
days (168 hours) from the assertion time. A known fact about forwards is that F0 and
S0 converge as ∆t approaches 0.
Storage cost (U): most relevant for commodities, receiving delivery of a commodity at a
future date relieves the buyer of paying to store it in the short-term. Securing ETHXX
and securing ETHL1 is identical in normal circumstances, so not having to take possession
of ETHL1 for ∆t time does not reduce costs for a ETHXX holder.
Delivery cost (D): the cost of delivery of the asset, which in our case will encompass gas
costs. Exchanging ETHL1 for ETHXX requires a transaction fee and also creates a future
transaction fee to process the exit (comparable in cost to purchasing a token from an
automated market maker). An ETHL1 seller should be compensated for these costs in
the price of ETHXX.
Exchange rate risk: a relevant factor when the asset being delivered is different than the
asset paying for the forward. In our case, we are determining the price in ETHL1 for
future delivery of ETHL1, thus, there is no exchange risk at this level of the transaction.
However, the price of gas (in the term D) is subject to ETH/gas exchange rates. For
simplicity, we assume this is built into D.
Interest / Yield (−r + y): both ETHL1 and ETHXX have the potential to earn interest
or yield (compounding over ∆t), while for other tokens, there might be an opportunity
to earn new tokens simply by holding the token. Let r be the (risk-free) interest (yield)
rate for ETHL1 that cannot be earned by ETHXX, while y is the opposite: yield earned
from ETHXX and not ETHL1. Initially y > 1 and r = 0, however, with ETHXX becoming
mainstream, it is possible r = y (especially hedged ETHXX).
Settlement risk (R): the probability that ETHL1 will fail to be delivered for ETHXX
discounts the price of ETHXX. We will deal with this separately.
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Figure 2 Price of 100 ETHXX (in ETH) as the probability an RBlock actually finalizes (given the
validator checks it with software validation) varies from 99% to 100%, which is denoted by R. Note
that 99% is an extraordinarily low probability for this event (considering an RBlock has never failed
at the time of writing). The take-away is that the price is not very sensitive to how precisely we
estimate R.
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Figure 3 This chart shows the percentage of ETH recovered (F0/S0) as the amount withdrawn
(S0) increases (log scale), demonstrating it is only economical for withdrawing larger amounts of
ETHL2. At low values, the gas costs of a withdrawal dominate. At very low values, the gas costs
exceed the price of ETHXX causing the curve to go negative.

Put together, the price of ETHXX (F0) is:

F0 = (S0 + U − D) · e(−r+y)·∆t · R

This value, F0, is an expected value – the product of the value and the probability that
the RBlock fails to finalize. However, the trader is informed because they have run verification
software and checked that the RBlock validates.

R = (1 − Pr[rblock fails to finalize|rblock passes software verification])

Working Example

We start with R. For an RBlock to be up for consideration, it must be submitted to the
outbox as a potential solution and for it to fail, a dispute must be filed with an alternative
RBlock that the L1 outbox deems to be correct. In our case, the buyer of ETHXX actually
runs a L2 validator and thus performs software validation on the RBlock, and will not accept
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it if the software does not validate it. For an RBlock to fail given the software validation,
it software must have an error that causes a discrepancy between it and the L1 outbox.
Furthermore, at least one other validator would need to have different, correct software, and
this validator would need to be paying attention to this specific RBlock and independently
check it. This should be a rare event and assume R = (1 − 10−15) for this example. Figure 2
shows a range of R values.

Next, consider the resulting price of F0. Alice starts with 100 ETHXX and Bob purchases
it from her. Bob can hold ETHXX with no cost (U = 0). Alice pays the transaction fee
for the deposit, however the cost for the contract for exiting ETHXX into ETHL1 after the
dispute period is expected to be D = 0.008 ETH (D). Assume a safe-ish annual percent yield
(APY) on ETH deposits is 0.2%. Assume ETHXX expires in 6 days (0.0164 years). ETHXX
earns no yield (y = 0). Plugging this into the equation, F0 = 99.665 ETH.

As a second example, consider a smaller amount like 0.05 ETHXX (less than $100 USD at
time of writing). Now the gas costs are more dominating. F0 = 0.04186 ETHL1 which is only
83.7%. This demonstrates that fast exits are expensive for withdrawals of amounts in the
hundreds of dollars. Figure 3 shows a range of withdraw amounts.

Lastly, could ETHXX ever be worth more than ETHL1? The equation says yes: with
a sufficiently high U or y. A contrived example would be some time-deferral reason (e.g.,
tax avoidance) to prefer receiving ETHL1 in 7 days instead of today. However, in order to
purchase ETHXX at a premium to ETHL1, it would have to be cheaper to trade for it than to
simply manufacture it. Someone holding ETHL1 and wanting ETHXX could simply move it
to L2 and then immediately withdraw it to create ETHXX. The gas cost of this path will be
one upper bound on how much ETHXX could exceed ETHL1 in value.

Pricing FINALPM and FAILPM

It might appear surprising at first, but one of the main results of this paper is that the price
of 100 ETHXX and the of price 100 FINALPM are essentially the same. Both are instruments
that are redeemable at the same future time for the same amount of ETHL1 (either 100 if
the RBlock finalizes and 0 if the RBlock fails) with the same probability of failure (that the
RBlock fails). The carrying costs of both are identical. There may be slight differences in the
gas costs of redeeming ETHL1 once the dispute period is over. However, the operation (at
a computational level) is largely the same process. This is actually a natural result: if 100
FAILPM perfectly hedges (reduces the risk to zero) the failure of 100 ETHXX to finalize, then
the compliment to FAILPM, FINALPM, should be priced the same as ETHXX.

6 Discussion

6.1 Prediction Market Fidelity
A prediction market that covers a larger event should attract more interest and liquidity. For
example, betting on an entire RBlock will have more market interest than betting on Alice’s
specific exit. On the other hand, if markets are exit-specific, the market can be established
immediately after Alice’s withdrawal hits the inbox instead of waiting for an RBlock (hence
∼ in Table 1 to indicate it could be done within one L1 transaction). Another consideration
arrises when tokens other than ETH are being withdrawn – if the payout of the market
matches the withdrawn token, FAILPM will perfectly hedge the exit. Otherwise the hedge
is in the equivalent amount of ETH which could change over 7 days. Our suggestion is to
promote the most traders in a single market and avoid fragmentation – so we suggest one
market in one payout currency (ETH) for one entire RBlock.
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6.2 Withdrawal Format
As implemented, transferable exits can only be transferred in their entirety. If Alice wants
to withdraw 100 ETHL2 and give 50 ETHXX to one person and 50 ETHXX to another, she
cannot change this once she has initiated the withdraw (if she anticipates it, she can request
two separate withdrawals for the smaller amounts). We could implement divisible exits and
for ETH; there are no foreseen challenges since the semantics of ETHL1 are specified at the
protocol-level of Ethereum. However for custom tokens, the bridge would need to know
how divisible (if at all) a token is. In fact, a bridge should ensure that the L2 behavior of
the tokens is the same as L1 (or that any inconsistencies are not meaningful). Even if a
token implementation is standard, such as ERC20, this only ensures it realizes a certain
interface (function names and parameters) and does not mean the functions themselves are
implemented as expected (parasitic ERC20 contracts are sometimes used to trick automated
trading bots.8 The end result is that bridges today do not allow arbitrary tokens; they
are built with allowlists of tokens that are human-reviewed and added by an authorized
developer. In this case, ensuring divisible exits are not more divisible than the underlying
token should be feasible, but we have not implemented it.

6.3 Markets
At the time of writing, the most common way of exchanging tokens on-chain is with an
automated market maker (AMM) (e.g., Uniswap). If Alice withdraws ETHXX and Bob is a
willing buyer with ETHL1, an AMM is not the best market type for them to arrange a trade.
AMMs use liquidity providers (LPs) who provide both token types: Alice has ETHXX but no
ETHL1 that she is willing to lock up (hence why she is trying to fast exit). Bob has ETHL1
but to be an LP, he would also need to have ETHXX from another user. However, this only
pushes the problem to how Bob got ETHXX from that user. The first user to sell ETHXX
cannot use an AMM without locking up ETHL1, which is equivalent to selling ETHXX to
herself for ETHL1. The second challenge of an AMM is the unlikely case that an RBlock fails
and ETHXX is worthless – then the LPs have to race to withdraw their collateral before other
users extract it with worthless ETHXX. It is better to use a traditional order-based market;
however, these are expensive to run on L1 [11]. One could do the matchmaking on L2 and
then have the buyer and seller execute on L1, but this reintroduces the griefing attacks we
have tried to avoid. For now, we implement a very simple one-sided market where Alice can
deposit her ETHXX and an offer price, and Bob can later execute the trade against. If Alice
is unsure how to price ETHXX, an auction mechanism could be used instead.

6.4 Low Liquidity or Non-Fungible Tokens
For tokens that have low liquidity on L1, or in the extreme case, are unique (e.g., an NFT),
fast exits do not seem feasible. All the fast exit methods we examined do not actually
withdraw the original tokens faster; they substitute a functionally equivalent token that is
already on L1. However, we can still help out with low-liquidity withdrawals. We should
consider why the user wants a fast exit. If it is to sell the token, they can sell the exit instead
of the token to any buyer that is L2-aware and willing to wait 7 days to take actual possession.
To sell to an L2-agnostic buyer, the seller can insure the exit with enough FAILPM to cover
the purchase price. In this case, the buyer does not get the NFT if the RBlock fails but they
get their money back.

8 “Bad Sandwich: DeFi Trader ’Poisons’ Front-Running Miners for $250K Profit.” Coindesk, Mar 2021.
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7 Concluding Remarks

This paper addresses a common “pain point” for users of L2 optimistic rollups on Ethereum.
The 7-day dispute period prevents users from withdrawing ETH, tokens, and data quickly.
Tradeable exits provide users with flexibility after they request a withdrawal. If they decide
7 days is too long, they can seek to trade their exit for ETHL1 or they can ask a contract to
accept their ETHXX by bundling it with insurance against the failure of the RBlock– this way
the contract does not have to be L2-aware. While some users might still prefer the features of
other withdrawal methods (centralized exchanges or solution like Hop), it is useful to make
the native rollup functionality as flexible as possible, especially for users who do not realize
that a withdrawal induces a 7-day waiting period until it is too late.
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Abstract
We design TimeBoost: a practical transaction ordering policy for rollup sequencers that takes into
account both transaction timestamps and bids; it works by creating a score from timestamps and
bids, and orders transactions based on this score.

TimeBoost is transaction-data-independent (i.e., can work with encrypted transactions) and
supports low transaction finalization times similar to a first-come first-serve (FCFS or pure-latency)
ordering policy. At the same time, it avoids the inefficient latency competition created by an
FCFS policy. It further satisfies useful economic properties of first-price auctions that come with a
pure-bidding policy. We show through rigorous economic analyses how TimeBoost allows players to
compete on arbitrage opportunities in a way that results in better guarantees compared to both
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1 Introduction

Transaction ordering is critically important for financial systems – the order in which user
transactions are executed can directly impact the profits made by users. This motivates the
study of designing transaction ordering policies with useful properties.

In this work, we focus on ordering policies for centralized sequencers – meaning that a
single sequencer receives transactions from users and publishes an ordered sequence to be
used for execution. A transaction ordering policy here specifies how the resulting output
sequence depends on the contents and arrival times of transactions at the sequencer. Our
work provides rigorous economic analyses to justify the utility of our proposed policy.
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Why consider a centralized sequencer? In addition to the centralized sequencer setting
being a potentially simpler model to study as a first step, there are two other main reasons
why we choose to do so in this work:

1. Existing use-cases are already centralized. Decentralized blockchains such as Ethereum
are still ephemerally centralized with respect to ordering – for a given block, similar
to a centralized sequencer, only a single miner/validator is in complete control of the
inclusion and ordering of transactions within the block. Similarly, current layer-2 “rollup”
protocols (such as Arbitrum and Optimism) also employ a centralized sequencer to order
transactions in a batch posted to the underlying Ethereum base-chain.

2. Ordering policies are mostly orthogonal to the problem of sequencer decentralization.
While decentralizing the sequencer is an important active research direction, we note
that a suitable transaction ordering policy can be chosen orthogonally to the method of
sequencer decentralization. In particular, the decentralized protocol can first be used to
agree on single pre-ordering or scoring of transactions, following which a specific ordering
policy can be applied. In other words, the output of the decentralized protocol can be
thought of simulating the input of a virtual centralized sequencer on which the ordering
policy gets applied.
An example of this is seen in the recent line of works on fair-ordering [3,8,9,11,20] – they
can be thought of as a decentralized implementation of a first-come-first-serve ordering
policy which combines local transaction orderings from many nodes.

Furthermore, while current centralized sequencer implementations are semi-trusted in
that they receive transactions in plaintext and are expected not to deviate from the specified
ordering policy or insert transactions of their own, we note that transaction data can be
hidden from the sequencer by using threshold decryption by a committee (i.e., the sequencer
only sees encrypted transactions and orders them, only after which a committee decrypts the
plaintext) or trusted hardware (such as Intel SGX). Through these techniques, the adversarial
behavior of the sequencer can be substantially restricted.

The study of ordering policies is important even when the sequencer is trusted (or is
suitably constrained as mentioned above) due to the presence of other profit-seeking entities
in the system. For instance, after the sequencer publishes state after execution of previous
transaction(s), arbitrage opportunities can be created; players in the system will compete
with each other to take advantage of these opportunities. Similar situations can also arise
due to state updates from external systems.

1.1 Existing Ordering Policies
Ordering policies used on blockchains today fall roughly into three categories described below.

First-come first-serve (FCFS). One natural ordering policy is the first-come, first-serve
(FCFS) rule. Here, transactions are sequenced in the same order that they were received
from users. There are several advantages to FCFS: to begin, it is simple to implement and
seems intuitively fair – after all, it is a commonly used policy even for real-world interactions.
FCFS also minimizes transaction latency: transactions can be continuously sequenced as
they arrive, and do not need to conform to the discrete granularity of blocks. The sequencer
in the layer-2 rollup Arbitrum employs an FCFS policy.

One major disadvantage of FCFS however, is that creates latency competition in the sense
that entities are incentivized to position themselves as close to the sequencer as possible in
order to be the first to react to any new market information. This is a well known and studied
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problem within traditional financial systems. Indeed, high frequency trading (HFT) firms
invest millions of dollars into low-latency infrastructure that can operate sub-microsecond
or even finer scales; their trading accounts for roughly half of all trading volume [13]. This
inclination to latency investment is highly inefficient since the investment happens externally
to the system (as opposed to bidding; see below) and therefore cannot be used beneficially
within the system. Recent works [1, 17] have also shown the potential for similar strategic
manipulation within a pure FCFS protocol in the decentralized setting.

One crucial point to emphasize here is that this latency competition in FCFS does not
disappear even if transaction data is hidden (e.g., transactions are encrypted). This is because
any state changes (from the sequencer or even from external systems) can trigger a profit
opportunity wherein it is beneficial to have the quickest access to the sequencer. As a specific
example, an update on the trading price of a token can create an arbitrage opportunity
whose profit will go only to the player who can submit its transaction to the sequencer first2.
This kind of latency-based arbitrage has already been seen in Arbitrum, which implements a
centralized FCFS sequencer.

Per-block transaction bidding. A second natural policy is to group transactions into blocks,
then order transactions within a block based on their bid. Specifically, each transaction is
submitted along with a fee or bid; the sequencer now collects all transactions submitted
within some time interval and sequences them by the descending order of their bids. This
essentially simulates a first-price all-pay auction [10] (i.e., players bid independently; the
highest bid wins but all players need to pay their bid amount) to take advantage of a
particular arbitrage opportunity. Since players submit their bids independently, the bidding
policy can work as expected even when transactions are encrypted (since state or market
updates create arbitrage opportunities).

One advantage of a bidding policy (compared to FCFS) is that the payment is internal to
the system and therefore can be utilized within it to e.g., subsidize protocol operation costs.

When the block-time is large (e.g., 12s as in Ethereum), it is expected that for almost all
arbitrage opportunities, all interested players can post their bid within the time interval in
an attempt to take advantage of the opportunity. However, when the block-time is small
(this is typically the case in layer-2 protocols to increase scalability), perhaps surprisingly,
having a connection with lower latency can provide a substantial advantage. This is because
when the market update happens close to end of the block time, only players with a faster
connection will be able get their transaction included in the block; consequently, they may
be able to take advantage of the arbitrage opportunity with a smaller (or even a zero) bid.

Looking ahead, our TimeBoost policy (which combines both arrival times and bidding)
will enable arbitrageurs to prefer bidding even when block times are small, thereby allowing
the protocol to capture this value rather than it being lost to external latency infrastructure.

Block or MEV auctions. A third widely-used policy auctions off the complete rights to
choose and order transactions within a block. Here, the sequencer does not order transactions
itself but rather accepts block proposals from external players (often called block builders)
and chooses the proposal from the builder who pays the most. These auctions initially arose
from the realization that significant profit (often referred to as maximal (previously miner)
extractable value or MEV [2, 6]) can be extracted by manipulating the ordering of user

2 Another approach if the sequencer broadcasts state information in a random order to clients is to create
many dummy client copies, thereby increasing the chances that some copy gets the feed faster.
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transactions. In the past two years, through companies such as Flashbots and Bloxroute,
an MEV marketplace has been created on Ethereum outside of the protocol to connect
block proposers (entities in charge of proposing or sequencing a block) to block builders
(players who find MEV opportunities and order user transactions to take advantage of them)
– the result has been the extraction of hundreds of millions of dollars in profit from user
transactions [15,18].

While some MEV (such as arbitrage, which provides incentives for price discovery) is
benign and can be done without the knowledge of user transactions, other forms of MEV
extraction crucially rely on the transaction data. Recent works [18, 19] have shown such
MEV to be significantly detrimental to users. The emergence of such MEV extraction has
largely been attributed to the rationality of block proposers as well as the lack of regulation.
For example, in traditional financial systems, it is often illegal or at the very least heavily
constrained to profit from the knowledge of user transactions (for instance, payment-for-
order-flow (PFOF): the selling of user transaction data is illegal in the UK, and, while legal
in the US, still requires users to be provided with guarantees of “best execution”).

A design goal for our work is therefore to design ordering policies that are data-independent,
i.e., they do not use transaction data for ordering. This will allow them to be used even
when transactions are encrypted at the time of sequencing.

1.2 Our contributions
TimeBoost: An ordering policy that combines FCFS and bidding. We propose TimeBoost,
an ordering policy that combines both FCFS-style timestamps and first-price auction style
bids. Below, we describe several natural goals that went into our design.

1. Data independence. The policy should not utilize the transaction data for ordering.
This is a natural goal in order to support encrypted transactions and prevent data-
dependent MEV attacks on transaction ordering.

2. Low finalization time. The policy should be able to sequence transactions within
a short time g (the specific parameter can be set according to the application). This
is important to improve the user experience with the system since transactions will be
sequenced within time g after they are received.

3. Independence of irrelevant transactions. The ordering between two given transac-
tions should not depend on the presence of other transactions. This is useful to prevent
an adversary from inserting irrelevant transactions that results in flipping the ordering
between two target transactions. Importantly, this property also ensures that a transac-
tion submitter’s strategy need only consider transactions that are relevant to the party’s
goals – for example if Alice is trying to capture a particular arbitrage opportunity, she
need only worry about other transactions affecting that opportunity.

4. Inclination to spending via bids instead of latency infrastructure. As mentioned
before, investments into latency infrastructure are highly inefficient from the system
standpoint since the value spent cannot be utilized effectively by the system. Therefore,
a natural goal is to disincentivize latency investment and instead incentivize players to
bid for their transactions. Looking ahead, perhaps surprisingly, we find that the pure
bidding policy results in a larger latency competition than our TimeBoost policy which
combines bidding with FCFS style timestamps.

TimeBoost details. Intuitively, TimeBoost works by assigning scores to transactions based
on both their arrival times and their bid. The final ordering is taken to be descending in
the transaction scores. More specifically, for a transaction with arrival time t and bid b,
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TimeBoost assigns it the score S(tx) = π(b) − t where intuitively π represents a function for
“buying time” – by increasing the transaction bid, users can reduce their effective timestamp
(or equivalently, increase their score). Section 3 describes how to choose the function π.

Importantly, there is a limit to how much time can be “bought” through the bid – in
particular, no transaction can outbid a transaction received some g time earlier. Such
a property is required to ensure the quick finalization of user transactions. At the same
time, transactions received less than g time before can always be outbid; this means that
arbitrageurs always have g time to compete for any arbitrage opportunity as opposed to a
pure bidding policy and will therefore prefer bidding over latency infrastructure investments.

We also show that TimeBoost satisfies all the useful economic properties of first-price
all-pay auctions. Further, we show that players spend exactly the same amount in total with
TimeBoost, as they would spend if only latency investment was allowed, except that most of
the investment is done through bidding and therefore can be captured within the protocol
for e.g., lowering user fees or for protocol development.

2 Ordering Policies

2.1 Preliminaries
A transaction tx that arrives at the sequencer can be characterized by a tuple (data, t, b)
where data represents the transaction data, t denotes the arrival time, and b denotes the
transaction bid (note that when transactions are of different sizes, b can be instead be
considered to be a bid per unit size). Let T denote the set of all possible transactions; in
principle this can be infinite or even uncountable (e.g., if arrival times are in R+) and our
results do hold for these cases. For practical use-cases, typically, arrival times can be assumed
to be in Q+ and bids can be assumed to be in N≥0.

An ordering policy now defines how a sequencer orders a finite set T ′ of transactions that
it has received. A formal definition is given below:

▶ Definition 1 ((Data-Independent) Ordering Policy). An ordering policy (or algorithm) P
takes as input a finite subset T ′ ⊆ T of transactions and outputs a linear ordering P(T ′).
For tx ∈ T ′, let P(T ′, tx) denote the position of transaction tx in the ordering P(T ′). In
other words, given T ′ and txa, txb ∈ T ′, P outputs txa before txb if P(T ′, txa) < P(T ′, txb).

A policy is further called data-independent if it does not make use of the transaction data
(i.e., it only uses the arrival time and the bid).

Since we want our ordering policies to not be based on the transaction content, we only
consider data-independent policies for the rest of the paper. For simplicity, we can therefore
represent a transaction tx simply by the tuple (tx.t, tx.b). Furthermore, since ties can be
broken by some chosen technique, without loss of generality, we can also assume (tx.t, tx.b)
tuples are unique. While the tie-breaking can be dependent on e.g., transaction ciphertext
or metadata, this does not affect our analysis and therefore can be safely ignored for the
purpose of our paper.

2.2 Independence of Irrelevant Transactions (IIT)
A useful property for our ordering policy to have is to prevent the ordering decision between
transactions txa and txb to change depending on what other transactions are being ordered;
in other words, the ordering decision should not depend on irrelevant transactions. Intuitively,
this is done to ensure that an adversary cannot create dummy transactions in order to flip
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the ordering decision between two transactions, and so that a party’s bidding strategy can
ignore transactions irrelevant to that party. We define this property of independence of
irrelevant transactions (IIT) below.

▶ Definition 2 (Independence of Irrelevant Transactions). We say that a policy P satisfies
independence of irrelevant transactions (IIT) if for any pair of transactions txa, txb and any
pair of finite subsets T1, T2 ⊂ T , the following holds:

P({txa, txb} ∪ T1, txa) < P({txa, txb} ∪ T1, txb)
⇔ P({txa, txb} ∪ T2, txa) < P({txa, txb} ∪ T2, txb).

2.3 IIT Implies a Score-Based Policy
We now show that the IIT property implies that a score-based policy needs to be used – that
is, also needs to be independent of the set T ′ being ordered.

Intuitively, a score-based policy works as follows: for transaction tx, it assigns a score
S(tx) based only on the arrival time tx.t and the bid tx.b. Here too, scoring ties can be
broken in a pre-specified manner. The output sequence is then taken to the descending order
of transaction scores. Score-based policies are formally defined below:

▶ Definition 3 (Score-based policy). A score is a function S : T → R that assigns to each
possible transaction tx ∈ T a score S(tx). An ordering policy P is called score-based if there
exists a score function S such that P sorts transactions according to S. In other words, there
exists S such that for any T ′ ⊆ T and txa, txb ∈ T ′, it holds that P(T ′, txa) < P(T ′, txb) if
and only if S(txa) > S(txb).

For finite T , we can directly show that IIT implies score-based policies. To show the
result for infinite sets, we need to employ the following set-theoretic axiom (defined below)
by Cantor [4]. Similar definitions have also been used in in the context of utility theory [7]

▶ Property 4 (Cantor’s Axiom [4]). We say that a pair (P, T ) satisfies Cantor’s axiom if
there exists a countable set T ′ ⊆ T such that for any pair of transactions txa, txb ∈ T there
exists an instance of P in which some transaction in T ′ is ordered between txa and txb.

Formally there is a finite set T ′′ ⊂ T with txa, txb ∈ T ′′ and a txc ∈ T ′ ∩ T ′′ (possibly
txc = txa or txc = txb) such that

P(T ′′, txa) ≤ P(T ′′, txc) ≤ P(T ′′, txb),

or

P(T ′′, txb) ≤ P(T ′′, txc) ≤ P(T ′′, txa).

We can now establish the following correspondence between IIT and score-based policies.

▶ Theorem 5 (IIT ⇔ Score-Based). Let T denote the set of all transactions. The following
hold for any ordering policy P:
1. If T is countable, then P satisfies IIT if and only if it is score-based.
2. If T is uncountable and (P, T ) satisfies Cantor’s axiom, then P satisfies IIT if and only

if it is score-based.

Proof. It is straightforward to see that a score-based algorithm satisfies the independence of
irrelevant transactions (since the score of a transaction depends only on itself and not other
transactions).
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For the opposite direction, we first prove the second part of the theorem (the uncountable
case). We define an order ≺ over T where

txa ≺ txb :⇔ P({txa, txb}, txa) < P({txa, txb}, txb).

Since P({txa, txb}) is a well-defined for any two transactions txa, txb ∈ T , the order ≺ is
complete and anti-symmetric. By independence and since P({txa, txb, txc}) is a well-defined
order for any three transactions txa, txb, txc ∈ T we have

txa ≺ txb ≺ txc

⇒(P({txa, txb}, txa) < P({txa, txb}, txb) and P({txb, txc}, txb) < P({txb, txc}, txc))
⇒P({txa, txb, txc}, txa) < P({txa, txb, txc}, txb) < P({txa, txb, txc}, txc)
⇒P({txa, txc}, txa) < P({txa, txc}, txc)
⇒txa ≺ txc

Therefore, ≺ is transitive. We let txa ⪯ txb iff txa ≺ txb or txa = txb.
The Cantor axiom and independence imply that there is a countable T ′ ⊂ T so that the

order ≺ satisfies that for any txa, txb ∈ T there is a txc ∈ T ′ such that

txa ≺ txb ⇒ txa ⪯ txc ⪯ txb

By Theorem 1.1 in [5], this, in turn, implies that there is a numerical representation of
the order ≺ which is a score S : T → R such that for any two transactions txa, txb ∈ T we
have txa ≺ txb if and only if S(txa) > S(txb).

For the first part of the theorem, note that the previous argument also works for a
countable T and in that case we can choose T ′ = T where the Cantor axiom is now trivially
satisfied. ◀

▶ Remark 6. The above result extends to the case where the policy creates a weak ordering
(which can be made strict through a tie-breaking procedure) rather than a strict ordering
of transactions. In that case, Definitions 2 and 3 are adapted to weak orders, and we get a
score that might assign the same value to two different transactions. The relaxation to weak
orders is useful for the case that the set of transactions is uncountable and not a subset of
the real numbers (e.g. if T = R2

+). In that case, the Cantor axiom is impossible to satisfy for
strict orders but satisfiable for weak orders.

Discussion. We note that in our context, assuming T is countable or even finite is safe, as
there is a finite smallest time increment for timestamps and a finite smallest bid increment.
Moreover, the ordering policy deals with ordering transactions in a finite time interval and
bids will be upper-bounded by the maximum value in the system (e.g., the maximum number
of tokens). However, for the subsequent economic analysis, it will be more convenient to
work with the continuum where differences in time stamps and bids can be arbitrarily small.

Having proven that score-based algorithms are essentially the only ones satisfying the
independence of irrelevant transactions property, we turn to selecting the most natural one
among them. Note that FCFS is the scoring function that corresponds to scoring transactions
by their timestamp only while scoring transactions only by bids corresponds to the first-price
auction solution. In the next section, we show how our scoring policy TimeBoost corresponds
to a simple mixture of these two strategies.
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3 TimeBoost Description

We now formally define the TimeBoost ordering policy in this section. As mentioned before,
we want TimeBoost to satisfy the independence of irrelevant transactions property (i.e., it
needs to be a scoring function based on Theorem 5) and also provide low confirmation-latency
for transactions. Therefore, we will only allow TimeBoost to consider transactions within a
time g interval; this granularity g can be set suitably based on the particular usecase.

Basic model. Suppose there are n transactions in the g time interval, labeled with
tx1, tx2, · · · txn, and sorted by increasing arrival time. Each transaction txi is character-
ized by a pair of a timestamp or arrival time, denoted by ti, and a bid, denoted by bi ≥ 0.
Formally, we view a transaction as a tuple of non-negative reals, txi = (ti, bi) ∈ R+ × R≥0.

TimeBoost scoring function. Intuitively, for the TimeBoost scoring function, we propose
to allow users to “buy time” using their transaction bid; in other words, transactions will be
sorted by increasing timestamps (as in FCFS) but now users are allowed to decrease their
effective timestamp (i.e., increase their score) through bids.

Formally, the score of a transaction txi = (ti, bi) is computed as follows:

S(ti, bi) = π(bi) − ti. (1)

where π(bi) denotes the priority or advantage gained by bidding bi. Transactions are now
chosen in descending order of their scores.

Choosing a bidding function π. To choose the bidding function π for TimeBoost, we start
by defining several natural properties that should be satisfied.
1. π(0) = 0. This normalization implies that paying 0 bid gives no additional advantage.
2. π′(b) > 0 for all b ∈ R+ where π′ denotes the first derivative of π with respect to the bid.

This implies that the priority increases with the bid, which gives incentive to bid more
for a higher priority.

3. limb→∞ π(b) = g. This implies that no transaction can outbid a transaction which arrived
g time earlier (but any time advantage of less than g can be outbid). Through this, we
can guarantee that the transaction ordering can be finalized within time g.

4. π′′(b) < 0 for all b ∈ R+ where π′′ denotes the second derivative of π with respect to
the bid. This means that priority is concave, or equivalently, the cost of producing the
(bidding) signal is convex. This is generally necessary to obtain the interior solution of
the equilibrium condition.

The simplest bidding function satisfying the above constraints is the function:

π(bi) := gbi

bi + c
(2)

where c is some constant. We will use this as the bidding function for TimeBoost. In the next
section, we provide an economic analysis for TimeBoost. For this, we will assume that c = 1.

Complexity. For any incoming transaction tx = (t, b), the sequencer can finalize tx after a
delay of g − π(bi). This is because after this point, no later transaction can outbid tx. If
transactions arrive at rate r, the space complexity of the sequencing algorithm is Θ(r) and
the computational cost per transaction is Θ(log r), assuming pending transactions are stored
in a priority queue, ranked by score.
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3.1 TimeBoost Economic Analysis Overview
We now describe the model for analyzing the economics for our TimeBoost ordering policy.
The next two sections will describe this analysis in detail.

Basic model. Consider an arbitrage opportunity that occurs at some time (w.l.g., this can
be taken as time 0). Users (from now on referred to as players) need to now take a decision
on (1) how to send their transaction to the sequencer; this corresponds to the investment in
latency; and (2) how much extra to bid for their transaction to get higher priority. We will
analyze a simple economic model of this decision problem.

Assume that it costs user i the amount ci(t) to get its transaction received by the
sequencer t time after the arbitrage opportunity arises. The only requirement on ci(t), for
now, is that it is decreasing in increasing t. When the arbitrage opportunity arises, a player
i has a valuation vi to have its transaction included for execution the earliest, among those
transactions contending for the same opportunity.

Analysis organization. We begin with an analysis with two players in Section 4. Within
this, we consider different models based on when the latency investment needs to occur.
Broadly, we consider two models for latency investment: ex-ante (Section 4.1) and ex-post
(Section 4.2). Ex-ante means that the latency investment needs to happen before learning
the arbitrage opportunity while ex-post means that the latency investment can occur after
learning about the arbitrage opportunity.

In Section 5, we generalize our results to many competing players.

4 Analysis of TimeBoost with 2 Players

As a starting point, assume that there are two players with valuations v1 and v2, distributed
as per the cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) F1 and F2. That is, the probability that
the valuation of player i is less or equal to x is equal to Fi(x).

For each valuation v, the player may choose their specific latency investment. We can
model this as a function ti : V → R, such that, ti(v) is the latency / time chosen by a player
i with valuation v. For simplicity, assume that the cost functions and value distributions are
the same: ci(t) = c(t) and Fi = F . Throughout the paper, we assume that F : [0, 1] → [0, 1]
is a uniform distribution with Fi(x) = x iff x ∈ [0, 1], for i ∈ {1, 2}, when final numerical
values are derived. Obtaining numerical values for different distribution functions is very
similar to that of uniform distribution, but we choose a uniform for simplicity of exposition.
However, most of the computations are done for general distribution functions.

We now consider two different assumptions regarding the investment in latency improve-
ment. In the first model (ex-ante), we assume that the players need to invest in their latency
infrastructure in advance: they acquire or rent servers close to the sequencer prior to knowing
the value of the arbitrage opportunities they are competing for. In the second (ex-post)
model, we assume that the players are able to invest in the latency after they learn about
their valuation of the arbitrage. This corresponds to the case where the arbitrage opportunity
itself takes some time to be realized3. In this case, the transaction sender can schedule its
transaction through the third-party service, which guarantees the delivery of the transaction

3 Example of such an opportunity is a 12-second delay on the Ethereum network for a transaction to be
scheduled.
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within some time interval, once the arbitrage opportunity is realized. In both cases, bidding
is naturally assumed to be an interim decision, and in fact, one of the biggest advantages, as
the valuation is already learned.

4.1 Ex-Ante Latency Investment
In this model, players learn their valuations only after they have already invested in latency
infrastructure. If players can only compete through latency, the interaction between them
becomes a static game. We study equilibria solutions of these games. A similar setting is
considered in [16]. The results obtained in the following two subsections are concrete cases of
folk results in the microeconomic theory; however, we include their proofs for completeness.

4.1.1 Only latency investment
As a simple first step, we start by analyzing the game where only latency investment is
allowed. Let xi be the amount invested in latency by player i (so that he obtains a delay
of ti(xi)). Let Vi denote the valuation random variable of player i. Then, player i has the
following ex-ante payoff:

Payoffi =


E[Vi] − xi if player invests strictly more than the other player
1
2 E[Vi] − xi if he invests an equal amount (assuming random tie-breaking)
−xi otherwise

First, we note that there is no pure strategy Nash equilibrium solution of the game,
in which player strategy sets consist of R+. It is easy to show this by case distinction on
valuations: there are simple deviating strategies in each case. Next, we focus on the mixed
equilibrium solution and obtain the following result.

▶ Proposition 7. There is a symmetric equilibrium in mixed strategies where each player i

chooses xi uniformly at random on the interval (0, E[Vi]).

Proof. By construction, the payoff of player j of playing xj ≤ E[Vj ] against the uniform
strategy on (0, E[Vi]) is

F (xj)E[Vj ] − xj = xj

E[Vi]
E[Vj ] − xj = 0.

Choosing a strategy xj > E[Vj ] gives a negative pay-off. Therefore, each 0 ≤ xj ≤ E[Vj ] is
the best response of player j, and mixing uniformly among them is also the best response. ◀

The above-described equilibrium is unique up to a change of strategy on a null set and in
any mixed equilibrium, both players obtain the same payoffs as in this equilibrium. Note
that the result is independent of the latency cost function. The only property used is that
if a player invests more than the other player in the latency technology, its transaction is
scheduled earlier.

4.1.2 Budget constraints
We now model the fact that players may not have access to an arbitrary amount of money
they need to invest to improve their latency, but are instead are constrained by a budget.
Let Bi denote the budget of player i, meaning that player i cannot spend more than Bi. We
consider an asymmetric case where one (weak) player has a budget B1 < E[Vi] and the other
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(strong) player has a larger budget with B2 > B1. First, note that similar to the previous
section with unlimited access to money, there is no pure strategy Nash equilibrium. Therefore,
we switch to mixed strategy equilibrium. Let Fi denote the probability distribution of playing
different strategies.

▶ Proposition 8. There exists a mixed Nash equilibrium solution in the game in which the
weak player receives a payoff of 0 and the strong player receives a payoff of E[Vi] − B1.

Proof. The following strategy profile in which the first player plays according to the following
(mixed) strategy:

F1(x) =


x

E[Vi] + E[Vi]−B1
E[Vi] , x ∈ (0, B1],

E[Vi]−B1
E[Vi] , x = 0,

1, x > B1,

the second player plays according to

F2(x) =
{

x
E[Vi] , x ∈ [0, B1),
1, x ≥ B1,

is a mixed strategy equilibrium. The first, weak player obtains an expected payoff 0 for any
choice of 0 ≤ x1 < B1. The second, strong player obtains an expected payoff of E[Vi] − B1
for any choice 0 < x2 ≤ B1. Choosing x2 > B1 is wasteful for the second player and will
not occur in equilibrium. Thus, both players are indifferent between all pure strategies in
support of F1 resp. F2 and for player 2 choosing an action outside of the support of F2 is
dominated. The mixed strategies form a Nash equilibrium. ◀

Similarly to the unconstrained case, the above-described equilibrium is unique up to a
change of strategy on a null set and in any mixed equilibrium, both players obtain the same
payoffs as in this equilibrium. Also similarly to the previous section, the result is independent
of the latency cost function. The only property to derive this result is that if a player invests
more than the other player in the latency technology, its transaction is faster (has a lower
timestamp).

4.1.3 Ex-ante Latency with Interim Bidding
We now analyze the model where both latency and bidding are allowed but the latency is
ex-ante. That is, investment in latency happens before players learn their valuations but
after learning their valuation players can use bidding to improve the transaction score.

We consider a version where players learn the other players’ latency investment decisions
before bidding. This models the fact that players will typically play the game repeatedly
and can therefore observe latency levels of each other.

In the following let x = (x1, x2) be the latency investment levels chosen by the two bidders
and let ∆ := t2(x2) − t1(x1) be the corresponding difference in latency. W.l.o.g. assume
∆ ≥ 0. First, we consider the case that ∆ = 0:

▶ Proposition 9. There is a completely separating equilibrium of the bidding game when both
bidders have made the same ex-ante investment.

Proof. Given in Section 4.1.4 ◀
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Figure 1 Example of equilibrium signaling functions for g = 10 and ∆ = 0.1. Timestamps are
normalized so that t2 = 0. The blue function is the equilibrium signal π1(v) − t1 for bidder 1 as a
function of the valuation. The red function is the equilibrium signal π2(v) − t2 for bidder 2 as a
function of the valuation.

Next, we consider the case that ∆ ̸= 0. For the case of different ex-ante investment we
get partially separating equilibria where bidders do not bid for low valuations and bid for
high valuations. The bidding strategies are asymmetric in general. However, for sufficiently
large g the equilibrium becomes approximately symmetric and approximately efficient. See
Figure 1 for a graphical illustration.

▶ Proposition 10. There is an equilibrium of the bidding game which is separating conditional
on bidding: There is a threshold

√
∆

g−∆ , such that a bidder does not bid if his valuation is
below the threshold and bids if his valuation is above the threshold. Conditional on bidding,
the high latency bidder i produces a higher signal than the low latency bidder j for equal
valuations: πi(v) − ti > πj(v) − tj , for v >

√
∆

g−∆ .

Proof. Given in Section 4.1.4 ◀

The equilibrium analysis in Propositions 9 and 10 indicates how efficient our transaction
ordering policy is as a function of the latency investment of bidders. If bidders have the same
latency we have a standard all pay auction which yields a fully efficient outcome. If there is
a difference in latency we have no bidding for low valuation bidders and approximately equal
signals produced for equal valuations for high valuation bidders. Conditional on entry, low
latency bidders underbid and high latency bidders overbid relative to the standard all pay
strategies. Efficiency depends on the latency difference and the g parameter. If g is chosen
sufficiently large the auction is approximately efficient. A too low g can be detected by low
bidding activity. Hence our transaction policy can strike a balance between fairness, low
latency and efficiency if properly parameterized.

4.1.4 Proofs
Proof of Proposition 9. We want to determine bidding signals π1(v1, ∆) and π2(v2, ∆),
which are functions of valuations and the difference in latency. For a given ∆ denote the
inverse of π1(·, ∆) and π2(·, ∆) by ṽ1(·, ∆) and ṽ2(·, ∆). Then bidder 1 solves at the interim
stage

max
π≥0

Pr[π − t1(x1) ≥ π2(v2, x) − t2(x2)]v1 − π

g − π
= F (ṽ2(π + ∆, ∆))v1 − π

g − π
,
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We obtain the first order condition:

f(ṽ2(π + ∆, ∆))v1
∂ṽ2(π + ∆, ∆)

∂π
= g

(g − π)2

For the uniform distribution, this simplifies to:

v1
∂ṽ2(π + ∆, ∆)

∂π
= g

(g − π)2 .

Similarly, for bidder 2 we obtain

v2
∂ṽ1(π − ∆, ∆)

∂π
= g

(g − π)2 .

The two equations give a system of differential equations that need to be solved for π1 and
π2 or alternatively for ṽ1 and ṽ2. Alternatively, we can write the system as:

ṽ1(π, ∆)∂ṽ2(π + ∆, ∆)
∂π

= g

(g − π)2 . (3)

ṽ2(π, ∆)∂ṽ1(π − ∆, ∆)
∂π

= g

(g − π)2 . (4)

The solution to (3) and (4) in case of equal investment (so that ∆ = 0) and a symmetric
equilibrium is given by the following formula:

ṽ1(π, 0) = ṽ2(π, 0) =

√
2
∫ π

0

g

(g − π)2 dπ =
√

2π

g − π
. (5)

We solve for the signal as a function of the valuation:

v2 = 2π

g − π
⇔ π = gv2

2 + v2 . ◀

Proof of Proposition 10. When x1 ̸= x2, we can first sum up (3) and (4) to obtain a
differential equation for the expected payoff v1v2:

d(v1(π)v2(π + ∆))
dπ

= g

(g − π)2 + g

(g − π − ∆)2 . (6)

Integrating both sides of the differential equation above gives the solution:

v1(π)v2(π + ∆) = π

(g − π) + π + ∆
g − π − ∆ + K. (7)

To determine the constant we need to determine boundary conditions. For bidder 1, at the
threshold where he is indifferent between bidding and not bidding, we have π1 = 0 and for
bidder 2, at the threshold where he is indifferent between bidding and not bidding, he needs
to overcome the handicap, we have π2 = ∆. At the threshold bidder 2 should make the same
profit as from pooling,

v1(0)v2(∆) = ∆
g − ∆ ⇒ K = 0.
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Combining (7) and (4) we obtain a separable differential equation:

dv1(π, ∆)
v1(π, ∆) = dπ

g

(g − π − ∆)2

(
π

g − π
+ π + ∆

g − π − ∆

)−1
. (8)

Combining (7) and (3) we obtain another separable differential equation:

dv2(π + ∆, ∆)
v2(π + ∆, ∆) = dπ

g

(g − π)2

(
π

g − π
+ π + ∆

g − π − ∆

)−1
. (9)

Integrating both parts of the equation (8) solves the (logarithm of) the value as a function
of the bid:

ln(v1(π)) − ln(v1(0)) =
∫ π

0

g

(g − π − ∆)2

(
π

g − π
+ π + ∆

g − π − ∆

)−1
dπ.

Similarly, integrating both parts of the equation (9) solves the (logarithm of) the value
as a function of the bid:

ln(v2(π + ∆)) − ln(v2(∆)) =
∫ π

0

g

(g − π)2

(
π

g − π
+ π + ∆

g − π − ∆

)−1
dπ.

To determine the marginal valuations v1(0) and v2(∆) at which the two bidders start
bidding, note that the support of πi − ti and that of πj − tj need to coincide for valuations
where we have separation of types. Therefore, v1(0) = v2(∆). Since v1(0)v2(∆) = ∆

g−∆ it

follows that v1(0) = v2(∆) =
√

∆
g−∆ . This is the threshold where bidders start bidding. It

follows that for ∆ ̸= 0

v1(π) =

√
∆

g − ∆ exp
(∫ π

0

g

(g − π − ∆)2

(
π

g − π
+ π + ∆

g − π − ∆

)−1
dπ

)

and

v2(π) =

√
∆

g − ∆ exp
(∫ π−∆

0

g

(g − π)2

(
π

g − π
+ π + ∆

g − π − ∆

)−1
dπ

)
.

To compare the equilibrium signals π1(v) − t1 and π2(v) − t2 for v >
√

∆
g−∆ , we need to

compare π1(v) + ∆ to π2(v).
From the expressions for the valuations as a function of the bid, we can observe (observe

that g
(g−π−∆)2 ≥ g

(g−∆)2 ) that

v1(π) > v2(π + ∆),

for π > 0. It follows that

π1(v) ≤ π2(v) − ∆,

for v ≥
√

∆
g−∆ . ◀
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4.2 Ex-Post Latency with Bidding
We now analyze the ex-post model with bidding; here both the latency investment, and
the bid can be made after the valuation is observed. First, we start with only the latency
investment decision. The expected utility of player i is equal to:

Pr[t(vi) < t(vj)]vi − c(t(vi)),

where j ∈ {1, 2} \ i.
We can look at this from a dual perspective: by v(t) we define the inverse of t(v). This is

the so-called Revelation Principle. Instead of some function of the type, we report our type
directly. Then, the optimization problem becomes:

max
v

Pr[v ≥ v2]v1 − c(t(v)). (10)

By replacing the probability with F (v), we get that it is equivalent to

max
v

F (v)v1 − c(t(v)).

By the first order condition, we get:

v1f(v) − c′(t(v))t′(v)|v=v1 = 0,

where f is a density function of the valuation distribution F . By plugging in v = v1, it is
equal to:

v1f(v1) − c′(t(v1))t′(v1). (11)

For the uniform distribution and cost function c = 1
t , first order condition gives the

following differential equation:

v1 + t′(v1)
t2(v1) = 0. (12)

Solving this equation gives t(v) = 2
c1+v2 . By the boundary condition that 0 valuation

type should wait infinitely (or equivalently pay 0 in the latency), we obtain the value of the
constant in the solution: c1 = 0. Therefore, cost incurred is equal to 1

t = v2

2 . On average
each player pays:∫ 1

0

v2

2 f(v)dv|10 = 1
6 ,

for better latency, before learning their types. The cost of producing score s = gm
m+1 − t is:

c(s) := m + 1
t
. (13)

We decompose total expenditure into 2 parts, for bidding and for time, by representing
m and c(t(v)) as functions of v and taking integrals:

b(g) :=
∫ 1

0
m(v)f(v)dv and

∫ 1

0

1
t(v)f(v)dv.

▶ Proposition 11. The limit of b(g) when g tends to infinity is equal to 1
6 . b(g) is an

increasing function in g, for g large enough.
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Proof. Given in Section 4.2.1 ◀

The proposition implies that by taking large enough g, the system extracts almost all
value invested in the latency through bidding. Starting from some threshold value on g,
extraction increases with increasing g.

We can verify whether the constructed equilibrium is unique by checking the conditions
given in [12].

▶ Example 12. We can calculate a few values of b(g). In particular, b(1000) ≈ 0.1294, meaning
a player pays approximately 77% of the total expenditure in bids, and b(10000) ≈ 0.1537,
meaning a player pays approximately 92% of the total expenditure in bids.

Note that in the proof of the proposition 11, the total investment in both latency and
bidding, c(v), is the same value v2

2 , as in the case of only investing in the latency. We
show that this is not a coincidence. In general, assume that there is an arbitrary signaling
technology described by an increasing, differentiable cost function C(s). The following result
shows the revenue equivalence of ex-post bidding:

▶ Proposition 13. Both players spend the same amount on average for any cost function C.

Proof. Given in Section 4.2.1 ◀

The amount spent depends only on the value belief distribution function.

4.2.1 Proofs
Proof of Proposition 11. The optimization problem of the player in the equilibrium is to
minimize cost, subject to the score equation constraint. By plugging in t = gm

m+1 − s, we
obtain the minimization problem:

min
m

(
m + m + 1

gm − s(m + 1) =: x(m)
)

.

The first order condition on x(m) gives:

dx(m)
dm

= 1 + gm − s(m + 1) − (m + 1)(g − s)
(gm − s(m + 1))2 = 1 − g

(gm − s(m + 1))2 = 0, (14)

gives that the value of m that minimizes the cost function. The solutions of the last equation
are gm − sm − s = √

g equivalent to m = s+√
g

g−s and gm − sm − s = −√
g equivalent to

m = s−√
g

g−s , or the boundary condition m = 0. For m = 0, the value x(0) = − 1
s , while for

m = s+√
g

g−s , the value

x

(
s + √

g

g − s

)
=

s + √
g

g − s
+

s+√
g

g−s + 1

g
s+√

g

g−s − s( s+√
g

g−s + 1)
=

1 + 2√
g + s

g − s
.

Accordingly, the marginal cost of producing signal s is:

c′(s) =
{ (1+√

g)2

(g−s)2 , if s > −√
g,

1
s2 , if s ≤ −√

g.
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We solve a similar differential equation as (11), just with different marginal cost function
c′, and instead of time function t, we have a score function s of valuation v. The differential
equation becomes:

vf(v) − c′(s)s′(v) = 0. (15)

We need to solve for the s(v) function. For types v with 2
v2 ≥ √

g who only use latency
we have the same solution as before

s(v) = − 2
v2 .

The marginal type who is indifferent between using only latency and using a combination
of the two technologies is given by

u =
√

2
√

g
.

which gives the boundary condition s(u) = −√
g for the differential equation describing the

behavior of types who choose a signal s ≥ −√
g:

v =
(1 + √

g)2

(g − s)2 s′(v).

We obtain the solution

s(v) = (4c1g3/2 + 2c1g2 + 2c1g + g(v2 − 2) − 4√
g − 2)/(2c1g + 4c1

√
g + 2c1 + v2). (16)

The value of the constant c is obtained from the boundary condition that a zero-value
player does not invest and it is equal to

c1 = 1
(1 + √

g)2 .

Therefore, plugging in the constant value in the solution (16) and simplifying it gives:

s(v) =
gv2 − 4√

g − 2
v2 + 2 .

Plugging this into the formula of c(s), gives the cost value as a function of valuation v:

c(v) =
1 + 2√

g + gv2−4√
g−2

v2+2

g − gv2−4√
g−2

v2+2

= v2

2 .

Separate expenditure in the bidding is calculated by the following formula:

b(g) =
∫ 1

u

m(v)f(v)dv =
∫ 1√

2√
g

gv2−4√
g−2

v2+2 + √
g

g − gv2−4√
g−2

v2+2

dv =

∫ 1√
2√
g

v2(g + √
g) − 4√

g − 2
2g − 4√

g − 2 dv =

1
2g + 4√

g + 2

(
g + √

g

3 (1 − 2
√

g

√
2

√
g

) − (4√
g + 2)(1 −

√
2

√
g

)
)

.

The dominant term in the nominator above is g and also in the denominator, it is 6g.
Therefore, limg→∞ b(g) = 1

6 . ◀
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Proof of Proposition 13. We are interested in the equilibrium signaling strategy s(v). Sup-
pose that this strategy is increasing (so no pooling of types) and differentiable. Then, we
can define a differentiable function

C̃(v) := C(s(v)).

To figure out what C̃(v) is, we have to consider an optimization problem with the first player:

max
v

Pr[v ≥ v2]v1 − C(s(v)) = Pr[v ≥ v2]v1 − C̃(v).

Taking first order conditions with respect to v gives:

v1f(v) − C̃ ′(v)|v=v1 = 0,

that is,

v1f(v1) = C̃ ′(v1).

For the uniform distribution:

v1 = C̃ ′(v1).

Using the boundary condition C̃(0) = 0 and integrating we get

C̃(v1) = v2
1/2.

More generally:

C̃(v1) =
∫ v1

−∞
vf(v)dv. ◀

5 Analysis of TimeBoost with n players

In this section, we consider n players with the same valuation distribution as in the 2 players
case. The optimization problem is now the following:

max
v

Pr[v ≥ max{v2, · · · , vn}]v1 − c(t(v)),

similarly to (10). By replacing the probability with cumulative distribution, this is equivalent
to:

max
v

Fn−1(v)v1 − c(t(v)),

where Fn−1(x) is a cumulative distribution function of the random variable X :=
max{X1, · · · , Xn−1}. By independence we have

Fn−1(x) = F (x)n−1.

The first-order condition and plugging in v = v1 gives the following differential equation,
similar to (11):

fn−1(v1)v1 − c′(t(v1))t′(v1) = 0,
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where fn−1(v1) = (n − 1)vn−2
1 is a density function of maximum among n − 1 uniformly

distributed random variables. The differential equation w.r.t. t(v) becomes:

(n − 1)vn−1
1 + t′(v1)

t2(v1) = 0.

Solving the equation gives t(v) = n
c+(n−1)vn . The same boundary condition ensures that

c = 0, that is, t(v) = n
(n−1)vn . Each player pays:

n − 1
n

∫ 1

0
vndv = n − 1

n

vn+1

n + 1 |10 = n − 1
n(n + 1) .

Together, the players pay n−1
n+1 , that converges to 1 as n converges to infinity. Note that

the first place in the transaction order is given to the maximum-value player. The average
valuation of the maximum value player is n

n+1 , order statistics. This value also converges to
1 as n tends to infinity.

The analysis is the same as in the case of 2 players, until the differential equation that
solves score function s. Instead of (15), for n players we solve:

(n − 1)vvn−1 − c′(s)s′(v) = 0. (17)

For types v with n
(n−1)v2 ≥ √

g, who only use latency, we have the same solution as before

s(v) = − n

(n − 1)v2 .

Marginal type investing in bidding is:

u =
√

n

(n − 1)
√

v
.

Plugging in functional forms of c and s in (17) gives the same limit results as in Pro-
position 11. Next, we show a revenue equivalence for n players. The argument is similar
to 2 players’ case. Assume that there is an arbitrary signaling technology described by an
increasing, differentiable cost function C(s).

▶ Proposition 14. All n players spend the same amount on average for any cost function C.

Proof. We are interested in the equilibrium signaling strategy s(v). Suppose that this
strategy is increasing (so no pooling of types) and differentiable. Then, we can define a
differentiable function

C̃(v) := C(s(v)).

To figure out what C̃(v) is, we have to consider an optimization problem of the first player:

max
v

Pr[v ≥ max{v2, · · · , vn}]v1 − C̃(v) = F (v)n−1v1 − C̃(v).

Taking first order conditions with respect to v:[
(n − 1)v1f(v)F (v)n−2 − C̃ ′(v)

] ∣∣
v=v1

= 0,

For the uniform distribution, we get:

(n − 1)vn−1
1 = C̃ ′(v1).
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Using the boundary condition C̃(0) = 0 and integrating we get

C̃(v1) = (n − 1)vn
1

n
.

More generally:

C̃(v1) =
∫ v1

−∞
(n − 1)vf(v)F (v)n−2dv. ◀

6 Comparison of TimeBoost with a Pure Bidding Policy

We now compare TimeBoost to what to a pure bidding policy. Recall that for the bidding
policy, all transactions sent in fixed time intervals of length g are collected, and sorted in
decreasing order of their bids. This effectively simulates a first-price all-pay auction for each
interval. We note this can be thought of as a quantized version of TimeBoost, because it
produces the same sequence that would be produced by first rounding off each transaction’s
arrival timestamp to the nearest multiple of g and then applying TimeBoost.

Generically speaking, a first-price auction where only the winning bidder pays and first-
price all-pay auctions are both payoff equivalent for Bayesian-Nash incentive compatible
mechanisms, (see e.g., [14]). In our setting, the following result holds for each individual
arbitrage opportunity.

▶ Proposition 15 (see [14]). The expected payoff of the bidding game where the only the
highest bidder pays their bid is equal to the expected payoff in the bidding game where the
highest bidder wins but all players pay their bids, independently of valuation distributions.

For simplicity, to compare TimeBoost with a pure bidding policy, we consider two players.
It is straightforward to generalize to more parties. For a given arbitrage opportunity, two
cases arise as described below depending on whether transactions can be submitted within
the same g-time interval as the arbitrage opportunity or not:
1. Both players can submit their transactions within the same g interval. For the pure bid-

ding policy, if both players can get their transaction submitted inside the same g-time
interval as the arbitrage opportunity, then they will both compete for it. It is easy to see
that when the valuations of the two parties are the same, the bidding strategy for the
pure-bidding policy vs the ex-ante latency with bidding policy will be the same. In other
words, in this scenario, TimeBoost maintains the economic properties of the first-price
auction pure-bidding policy.

2. Only one player can get its transaction within the same g interval. If only one player can
get its transaction inside the same g-time interval as the arbitrage opportunity, then in
the pure-bidding policy, that player can pay a 0 bid and still take advantage of it. In
contrast, since TimeBoost does not require discrete boundaries, both players will always
have g time to submit their transactions (recall that bidding can be used to get priority
over any transaction received up to g time earlier). This means that even for a reasonably
small g (say 0.5 sec), both parties will always be able to compete for the opportunity. In
equilibrium, this results in bids equal to value of the arbitrage.

Analysis for the second case. Suppose the first party (denoted by A) can reach the
sequencer in s1 time, and the second party (denoted by B) can reach in s2 time, with s1 < s2.
Then, with the pure-bidding policy, A can wait until g − s1 seconds pass since the beginning
of a new block creation, and send its transaction to the sequencer at exactly g − s1, while B
has to send its transaction by time g − s2 in order to be included in the same block.
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Assuming that arbitrage opportunities are uniformly distributed over the g-interval, this
means that, with probability g−s1−(g−s2)

g = s2−s1
g , B has no chance to win the race against

A, even if it values the arbitrage opportunity much more than A. When g is large (e.g., on
Ethereum with 12 sec block times), this latency advantage is not a big issue, as A would only
have an advantage with probability (s2 −s1)/12. In contrast, for faster blockchains, or layer-2
rollups which have shorter block-times to achieve scalability, this latency advantage can be
significantly more important in the pure-bidding policy vs in TimeBoost. For instance, when
g = 0.5sec, A’s latency advantage is 24 times greater than what it was in Ethereum. This
means that compared to TimeBoost, a pure-bidding strategy will either result in substantial
latency competition (when g is small) or will not be able to provide low transaction finalization
time (since g will be large).

7 Discussion on Sequencer Decentralization

We now briefly discuss how TimeBoost can be supported by a decentralized sequencer – i.e.,
a committee of ℓ sequencers (of which at most some f can be dishonest). We only provide
possible implementations here; a formal rigorous analysis is outside the scope of this paper.

In the decentralized setting, transactions to be sequenced are now submitted by users to
all sequencers instead of just one. Note that as before, threshold decryption techniques can
be used for transaction privacy before ordering.

The most natural way to support TimeBoost in a decentralized setting is to have a protocol
for sequencers to agree on both the timestamp and the bid of transactions. After this is done,
the TimeBoost policy can simply be applied on the consensus output of the decentralized
committee to obtain the final ordering. Agreeing on the bid is easy since we can have the
same bid be submitted to all sequencers for a given transaction. Agreeing on the timestamp is
a more challenging problem since the same transaction can arrive at different nodes. While it
adds significant complexity, one potential technique here is to employ a fair-ordering protocol
(this can be as a simple as e.g., computing the median timestamp [11,20] or support more
complicated techniques as in [3,8, 9]). We leave the formal analysis of such a decentralized
TimeBoost implementation to future work.

8 Conclusion

We designed TimeBoost: a policy for transaction ordering that takes into account both
transaction arrival times and bids. We showed that any ordering scheme that guarantees the
independence of different latency races is a generalized scoring rule. By choosing a suitably
designed mixture of timestamps and bids, we showed the economic efficiency of the system:
transaction senders spend most of their resources on bidding instead of latency improvement,
which can later be used by the protocol for improvement and development.
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Abstract
We consider an automated market maker (AMM) in which all trades are batched and executed at a
price equal to the marginal price (i.e., the price of an arbitrarily small trade) after the batch trades.
We show that such an AMM is a function maximizing AMM (or FM-AMM): for given prices, it
trades to reach the highest possible value of a given function. Competition between arbitrageurs
guarantees that an FM-AMM always trades at a fair, equilibrium price, and arbitrage profits (also
known as LVR) are eliminated. Sandwich attacks are also eliminated because all trades occur at the
exogenously-determined equilibrium price. Finally, we show that our results are robust to the case
where the batch has exclusive access to the FM-AMM, but can also trade on a traditional constant
function AMM.
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1 Introduction

This design of Constant Function Automated Market Makers (CFAMMs) has two well-
recognized flaws. First, liquidity providers (LPs) trade at a loss whenever there is a rebalancing
event. More precisely, when the underlying value of the assets changes, the first informed
arbitrageur who trades with the CFAMM earns a profit by aligning the CFAMM price
with the new equilibrium price. These profits are at the expense of LPs, who suffer a
“loss-vs-rebalancing” (LVR) [16]. Second, traders are routinely exploited by attackers, most
commonly via sandwich attacks in which an attacker front-runs a victim’s swap with the
same swap and then back-runs it with the opposite swap. Doing so allows the attacker to
“buy cheap” and “sell expensive” while forcing the victim to trade at less favorable terms.

This paper proposes a novel AMM design that avoids both problems. In our design, all
trades that reach the AMM during a period are batched together and executed at a price
equal to the new marginal price on the AMM – that is, the price of executing an arbitrarily
small trade after the batch trades. We derive the trading function of such an AMM and show
two interesting equivalences. First, this AMM is function maximizing because, for given
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prices, it maximizes the value of a given function subject to a budget constraint. For this
reason, we call our design a function-maximizing AMM, or FM-AMM. Also, if the function
is a standard Cobb-Duglas objective function (i.e., the weighted sum of two natural logs),
then for given prices, the FM-AMM LPs run a passive investment strategy: absent trading
fees, the total value of the two reserve assets is shared between the two assets according
to some pre-specified weights. Finally, we show that an FM-AMM does not satisfy path
independence: traders can obtain a better price by splitting their trades into smaller orders,
which is why batching is required.

Our main contribution is to consider the behavior of such an AMM in the presence of
arbitrageurs, who have private information relative to the equilibrium prices (determined,
for example, on some very liquid off-chain location). Competition between arbitrageurs
guarantees that the batch always trades at the equilibrium price, and arbitrage profits are
eliminated. Intuitively, if this were not the case, some arbitrageurs would want to trade with
the batch and, by doing so, would push the price on the batch in line with the equilibrium.
This also eliminates all forms of MEV extraction, such as, for example, sandwich attacks:
arbitrageurs will always act so to remove deviations from the equilibrium price, therefore
making it impossible to manipulate the FM-AMM price. The benefit of contributing liquidity
to an FM-AMM relative to a traditional CFAMM is that FM-AMM LPs earn the arbitrage
profits generated by rebalancing the CFAMMs. Because these arbitrage profits are larger for
more volatile prices (as they lead to more frequent and larger rebalancing, see [16] and [15]),
holding everything else equal, the benefit of providing liquidity to an FM-AMM relative to a
CFAMM increases with the price volatility.

We extend the theoretical analysis to include a traditional CFAMM, which is important
because trading on an FM-AMM may be more expensive than trading on a traditional
CFAMM. We introduce the role of the batch operator, who acts in the traders’ interest by
splitting the batch between the FM-AMM and the traditional CPAMM. We consider the case
in which there is a liquid, external trading venue where the equilibrium price is determined
and the case in which the entire market is composed of the FM-AMM and the traditional
CFAMM. Our results are robust to this extension: we show that arbitrageurs will trade with
the batch and on the regular AMM to keep their prices in line with each other (and with
the externally-defined equilibrium price, if it exists). The only difference is that the optimal
strategy for arbitrageurs may be to trade with the batch and then back-run the batch on the
CFAMM. Doing so guarantees that the prices are in equilibrium, and also generates strictly
positive profits for the arbitrageur who can successfully back-run the batch.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. We now discuss the relevant literature.
In Section 2, we introduce the FM-AMM. In Section 3 we consider the behavior of FM-AMM
in the equilibrium of a game with informed arbitrageurs and noise traders. Section 4 presents
the extension with multiple trading venues. Section 5 discusses the empirical estimation of
the returns of providing liquidity to a zero-fee FM-AMM contained in the full version of the
paper [5]. The last section concludes. All proofs and mathematical derivations missing from
the text are in the appendix.

Relevant literature
The intuition for our main result is closely related to Budish et al. [3], who study the batching
of trades in the context of traditional finance as a way to mitigate the high-frequency-trading
(HFT) arms race and protect regular (or slow) traders. The main result is that batching
trades force informed arbitrageurs to compete in prices instead of speed because the priority
of execution within the batch is given based on price. The intuition in our model is similar,
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although we assume that arbitrageurs compete in quantities rather than in prices: if the
price on an FM-AMM differs from the equilibrium price, competing arbitrageurs will submit
additional trades to exploit the available arbitrage opportunity, but by doing so, they push
the price on the FM-AMM in line with the equilibrium.

Several authors argued that AMM’s design allows arbitrageurs to profit at the expense of
LPs. Aoyagi [1], Capponi and Jia [6], and Milionis et al. [16] provide theoretical models that
illustrate this possibility. In particular, they consider a continuous time model with zero fees
and derive a closed-form formula to measure LPs returns and the cost they face when trading
with informed arbitrageurs (which they call loss-vs-rebalancing or LVR). Milionis et al. [15]
extend this analysis to the case of discrete-time and strictly positive trading fees. They use
the term arbitrageur profits to indicate LPs losses, a term we adopt because both our model
and our empirical analysis are in discrete time and have fees. Aoyagi [1] and Capponi and
Jia [6] draw the implication of this cost for liquidity provision.

A second important limitation of CFAMMs is that they enable sandwich attacks (see
[17]). These attacks are quantitatively relevant. For example, Torres et al. [21] collected
on-chain data from the inception of Ethereum (July 30, 2015) until November 21, 2020 and
estimated that sandwich attacks generated 13.9M USD in profits. Qin et al. [18] consider
a later period (from the 1st of December 2018 to the 5th of August 2021) and find that
sandwich attacks generated 174.34M USD in profits. Our design eliminates these attacks.
We are therefore related to the growing literature proposing mechanisms to prevent malicious
re-ordering of transactions (of which sandwich attacks are an example), especially those that
can be implemented at the smart-contract level [2, 10, 4, 9]2.

Several initial discussions on designing “surplus maximizing” or “surplus capturing”
AMMs occurred informally on blog and forum posts (see Leupold [14], Josojo [12], and Della
Penna [8]). Goyal et al. [19] provide an axiomatic derivation of the surplus-maximizing AMM.
Relative to their work, our contribution is to place this new type of AMM in a context with
arbitrageurs and other trading venues. Schlegel and Mamageishvili [20] also study AMM from
an axiomatic viewpoint. In particular, they discuss path independence, which FM-AMMs
violate.

We conclude by noting that an FM-AMM is also an oracle: it exploits competition
between arbitrageurs to reveal on-chain the price at which these arbitrageurs can trade
off-chain. It is, therefore, related to the problem of Oracle design (as discussed, for example,
by Chainlink [7]).

2 The function-maximizing AMM

In this section, we introduce the main concepts of interest using a simple constant-product
function (both for the CFAMM and the FM-AMM), no fees, and keeping formalities to the
minimum. The definitions are generalized at the end of the section. We refer the reader to
the paper’s conclusions for a discussion of additional design choices, and to the main version
of the paper [5] for a generalization of our results.

As a preliminary step, we derive the trading function of a constant product AMM, the
simplest and most common type of CFAMM. Suppose that there are only two tokens, ETH
and DAI. A constant-product AMM (CPAMM) is willing to trade as long as the product of

2 Another strand of the literature studies how to prevent malicious re-ordering of transactions by modifying
the infrastructure that underpins how transactions are sent. See, for example, [13] and the literature
review in [11].
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QE

Q$

QE − x

Q$

QE

−p̂ −p(x)

Figure 1 Initially, the liquidity reserves of the CPAMM are Q$ and QE . A trader then purchases
x ETH at an average price p(x). Note that, after the trade, the marginal price on the CPAMM
(that is, the price for an arbitrarily small trade) is p̂ ̸= p(x).

its liquidity reserves remains constant (see Figure 1 for an illustration). Call Q$ and QE its
initial liquidity reserves in DAI and ETH, respectively, and pCP AMM (x) the average price at
which the CPAMM is willing to trade x ETH, where x > 0 means that CPAMM is selling
ETH while x < 0 means that the CPAMM is buying ETH. For the product of the liquidity
reserves to be constant, it must be that

Q$ · QE = (Q$ + pCP AMM (x)x)(QE − x)

or

pCP AMM (x) = Q$

QE − x
.

Note that the marginal price of a CPAMM (i.e., the price to trade an arbitrarily small
amount) is given by the ratio of the two liquidity reserves. The key observation is that,
in a CPAMM, a trader willing to trade x pays a price that is different from the marginal
price after the trade. This is precisely the reason why arbitrageurs can exploit a CPAMM:
an arbitrageur who trades with the CPAMM to bring its marginal price in line with some
exogenously-determined equilibrium price does so at an advantageous price (and hence makes
a profit at the expense of the CPAMM).

Instead, in the introduction, we defined an FM-AMM as an AMM in which, for every
trade, the average price equals the marginal price after the trade (we may call this a clearing-
price-consistent AMM ). For ease of comparison with the CPAMM described earlier, suppose
that the FM-AMM function is the product of the two liquidity reserves, and hence, that its
marginal price is the ratio of its liquidity reserves. The price function p(x) for buying x ETH
on the FM-AMM is implicitly defined as

p(x) = Q$ + x · p(x)
QE − x

,
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where the RHS of the above expression is the ratio of the two liquidity reserves after the
trade. Solving for p(x) yields:

pF M−AMM (x) ≡ p(x) = Q$

QE − 2x
,

which implies that the FM-AMM marginal price is, indeed, the ratio of the liquidity reserves.
Hence, a given trade on the FM-AMM generates twice the price impact than the same trade
on the traditional CPAMM (cf. the expression for pCP AMM (x)).

Interestingly, an FM-AMM can also be seen as a price-taking agent maximizing an
objective function. If its objective function is the product of the two liquidity reserves, then
for a given price p the FM-AMM supplies x ETH by solving the following problem:

xF M−AMM (p) = argmaxx

{
(QE − x)(Q$ + p · x)

}
.

It is easy to check that the FM-AMM supply function is:

xF M−AMM (p) = 1
2

(
QE − Q$

p

)
.

Hence, to purchase x ETH on the FM-AMM, the price needs to be, again:

pF M−AMM (x) = Q$

QE − 2x
.

It follows that, whereas a traditional CPAMM always trades along the same curve given by
Q$QE , the FM-AMM trades as to be on the highest possible curve. With some approximation,
we can therefore see an FM-AMM as a traditional CPAMM in which additional liquidity is
added with each trade. See Figure 2 for an illustration.

A final observation is that the FM-AMM’s trading function is equivalent to

p · (QE − xF M−AMM (p)) = Q$ + p · xF M−AMM (p).

In other words, for a given p, the values of the two liquidity reserves are equal after the
trade. Therefore, the FM-AMM is trading to implement a passive investment strategy, in
which the total value of the two reserves is equally split between the two assets (that is, a
passive investment strategy with weights 1/2, 1/2). It is easy to check that the FM-AMM
can implement any passive investment strategy with fixed weights (α, 1 − α) by specifying
the objective function as (QE)α(Q$)1−α for an appropriate α ∈ (0, 1).

2.1 Path-dependence (or why batching trades is necessary)
CFAMMs (without fees) are path-independent: splitting a trade into multiple parts and
executing them sequentially does not change the average price of the trade. This property
does not hold for an FM-AMM because traders can get better prices by splitting their trade.
In fact, they can get approximately the same price as on the corresponding CFAMM by
splitting their trade into arbitrarily small parts. This is why an FM-AMM’s trading function
can be implemented only if trades are batched.

To see this, note that a trade on the FM-AMM with product function changes the reserves
as follows:(

Q$, QE
)

→
(

Q$
(

QE − x

QE − 2x

)
, QE − x

)
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QE

Q$

Q$

QE

−p(x)

Figure 2 On an FM-AMM, the price at which a given trade x is executed equals the marginal
price after the trade is executed. This implies that an FM-AMM “moves up” the curve with each
trade.

By instead splitting the trade into smaller parts
∑n

i=1 xi = x and executing them sequentially,
the reserves of the FM-AMM will change to(

Q$
n∏

i=1

(QE −
∑i−1

j=1 xj) − xi

(QE −
∑i−1

j=1 xj) − 2xi

, QE −
n∑

i=1
xi

)
.

Setting xi = 1
n x and letting n → ∞ leads to the DAI reserves after the trade being

lim
n→∞

Q$ QE − 1
n x

QE − n+1
n x

= Q$ QE

QE − x

since the product becomes a telescoping product and collapses. This term exactly equals the
DAI reserve of a CPAMM after these trades. Hence, to have an FM-AMM, it is necessary to
prevent splitting orders by imposing the batching of trades.

2.2 Generalization of definitions
We now generalize our definitions. First of all, an CFAMM is an entity that accepts or rejects
trades based on a pre-set rule. Such rule can be derived from the CFAMMs liquidity reserves
(Q$, QE) ∈ R2

+ and the CFAMM function Ψ : R2
+ → R. We assume that the CFAMM

function is continuous, it is such that Ψ(Q$, 0) = Ψ(0, QE) = Ψ(0, 0) for all Q$ QE , that it is
strictly increasing in both its arguments whenever Q$ > 0 and QE > 0, and that it is strictly
quasiconcave. The difference between different types of CFAMMs is how the function Ψ(., .)
and the liquidity reserves (Q$, QE) determine what trades will be accepted and rejected by
the CFAMM.
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▶ Definition 1 (Constant Function Automated Market Maker). For given liquidity reserves
(Q$, QE) and function Ψ : R2

+ → R, a constant function automated market maker (CFAMM)
is willing to trade x for y = p(x)x if and only if

Ψ(Q$ + p(x)x, QE − x) = Ψ(Q$, QE).

Our first goal is to define an AMM that is clearing-price-consistent in the sense that, for
every trade, the average price of the trade equals the marginal price after the trade. This
requirement, together with the specification of a marginal price, already fully defines the
AMM. In particular, a clearing-price-consistent AMM can be defined to match the marginal
price for an arbitrary CFAMM function Ψ.

▶ Definition 2 (Clearing-Price Consistent AMM). For given liquidity reserves (Q$, QE) and
function Ψ : R2

+ → R, let

pmargin
Ψ (Q$, QE) =

∂Ψ(Q$,QE)
∂QE

∂Ψ(Q$,QE)
∂Q$

be the marginal price of the AMM for reserves Q$, QE. A clearing-price consistent AMM is
willing to trade x for y = p(x)x if and only if

p(x) = pmargin
Ψ

(
Q$ + p(x)x, QE − x

)
. (1)

Note that, given our assumptions on Ψ(., .), whenever Q$ > 0 and QE > 0, the marginal
price is strictly increasing in the first argument and strictly decreasing in the second argument,
converges to zero as QE → ∞ or Q$ → 0, and to infinity as QE → 0 or Q$ → ∞.

Second, we define a function-maximizing AMM (FM-AMM) that maximizes the objective
function Ψ instead of keeping it constant:

▶ Definition 3 (Function-Maximizing AMM). For given liquidity reserves (Q$, QE) and
function Ψ : R2

+ → R, a function-maximizing AMM is willing to trade x for y = p(x) · x if
and only if p(x) = x−1(p), where

x(p) := argmaxx

{
Ψ
(

Q$ + p · x, QE − x
)}

. (2)

The next proposition establishes the equivalence between clearing-price-consistent and
function-maximizing AMMs.

▶ Proposition 4. For given liquidity reserves (Q$, QE) and function Ψ : R2
+ → R, an AMM

is function maximizing if and only if it is clearing-price consistent.

Proof. Under our assumptions, solving (2) is equivalent to satisfying the first-order condition,
which is equivalent to (1). ◀

3 The model

Equipped with the full description of an FM-AMM, we can now study its behavior in an
environment with traders and arbitrageurs. We limit our analysis to the product function.

The game comprises n noise traders, each wanting to trade ai units of ETH. We adopt
the convention that if ai > 0 trader i wants to buy ETH, while if ai < 0 trader i wants to
sell ETH. Call A =

∑
i ai the aggregate demand for ETH from noise traders, assumed small
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relative to the FM-AMM liquidity reserves QE and Q$.3 Next to traders, a large number of
cash-abundant, competing arbitrageurs, who can trade as part of the batch and on some
external trading venue, assumed much larger and more liquid than the combination of our n

traders and the FM-AMM. The equilibrium price for ETH on this external trading venue
is p∗ and is unaffected by trades on the FM-AMM. Arbitrageurs aim to profit from price
differences between the FM-AMM and the external trading venues. Arbitrage opportunities
will be intertemporal (over short intervals). Hence, for ease of derivations, we assume that
arbitrageurs do not discount the future.

The timing of the game is discrete. Even periods are when on-chain transactions occur.
Even periods are, therefore, better interpreted as different blocks. Odd periods are when
off-chain events occur. In these periods, first, the equilibrium price p∗ may change, and then
traders/arbitrageurs can submit trades for inclusion in the batch.

We are now ready to derive our main proposition.

▶ Proposition 5. Suppose that, at the end of an even period, the reserves of the FM-AMM
are QE and Q$. In the equilibrium of the subsequent odd period, after p∗ is realized, noise
traders will collectively submit trade A to the batch, and arbitrageurs will collectively submit
trade y(p∗) such that pF M−AMM (A + y(p∗)) = p∗. Hence, in equilibrium, the FM-AMM
price is always equal to p∗.

The key intuition is that all arbitrageurs can submit trades on the batch. Hence, there
is no equilibrium in which there is an exploitable arbitrage opportunity; otherwise, some
arbitrageurs will want to submit additional trades on the batch. Arbitrage opportunities
are absent whenever pF M−AMM (A + y(p∗)) = p∗, which is the unique equilibrium. Hence,
competition between arbitrageurs guarantees that the price at which the AMM trades is
always correct, even if the AMM has no way of directly observing such price. Unlike a
traditional CPAMM, arbitrageurs earn zero by rebalancing an FM-AMM.

4 Extension: multiple trading venues

We modify our theoretical model by introducing a traditional CPAMM. This is a relevant
extension because, as already discussed, trading on FM-AMM may be more expensive than
trading on a traditional CPAMM, in the sense that for given liquidity pools, a given trade
on a CF-AMM has twice the price impact than the same trade on a CPAMM. Naive noise
traders may therefore ignore the equilibrium effects and prefer to trade on the CPAMM.

To address this concern, we introduce the figure of the batch operator as the sole agent
who can access the FM-AMM. The batch operator has two roles:4

It enforces the batching of trades, including uniform prices for all trades on the batch.
Conditional on batching trades, the batch operator acts in the traders’ interest. In
particular, the batch operator will optimally split a trade between the FM-AMM and the
traditional CPAMM to obtain the best possible price for the traders in the batch

3 In practice, we assume that trading A on the FM-AMM has a negligible price impact. Else, we should
treat orders from noise traders as limit orders. In this case, all our results continue to hold at the cost
of additional notation.

4 The batch operator is modeled around CoW Protocol (www.cow.fi). CoW Protocol collects intentions
to trade off-chain, which are executed as a batch by accessing multiple trading venues. Cow Protocol
enforces uniform clearing prices so that all traders in the same batch face the same prices.

www.cow.fi
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The rest of the game is similar to the one discussed earlier, except that the large trading
venue in which the equilibrium price is determined may or may not exist. If it exists, we say
that the market is deep. Else, the only trading venues are the FM-AMM and the CPAMM,
and we say that the market is shallow.5

Again, there are noise traders and arbitrageurs. Arbitrageurs trade so to exploit price
differences between the trading venues that they can access. Even periods of the game are
when on-chain transactions occur and are better interpreted as different blocks. Odd periods
are when off-chain events occur. In these periods, traders/arbitrageurs can submit trades
for inclusion in a batch. Other events may also happen, depending on whether the market
for trading ETH against DAI is deep or shallow. For simplicity, both FM-AMM and the
CPAMM charge zero fees.

We start by deriving the optimal behavior of the batch operators

4.1 The batch operator optimal behavior

The first step is to derive the optimal behavior of the batch operator, who can trade both
on an FM-AMM (with reserves Q$,F M−AMM and QE,F M−AMM ) and on a CPAMM (with
reserves Q$,CP AMM and QE,CP AMM ). If the batch needs to purchase X, it will split the trade
between xCP AMM and xF M−AMM = X − xCP AMM so as to minimize the total expenditure,
that is

min
xCP AMM

{
xCP AMM Q$,CP AMM

QE,CP AMM − xCP AMM
+ xF M−AMM Q$,F M−AMM

QE,F M−AMM − 2xF M−AMM

}
There is a special case in which the math simplifies: that of equal reserves in the two AMMs.
In this case, the solution to the above minimization problem is xCP AMM = 2

3 X; because
the price impact on the FM-AMM is twice that of the traditional CPAMM, the batch will
optimally route a given trade 1/3 on the FM-AMM and 2/3 on the standard CPAMM. As a
result, the (average) price that the batch pays on the CPAMM equals the price the batch
pays on the FM-AMM. We illustrate this case in Figure 3.

To simplify the analysis, we, therefore, assume that, initially, Q$,CP AMM = Q$,F M−AMM

and QE,CP AMM = QE,F M−AMM .

4.2 Deep market

We say that the market is deep whenever there is an exogenously-determined equilibrium price
for ETH, which we call p∗. In this case, during odd periods (off-chain), first, the equilibrium
price p∗ may change, and then traders/arbitrageurs can submit trades for inclusion in the
batch.

Suppose that, initially, the equilibrium price is p∗
0, and both AMMs are in equilibrium so

that p∗
0 = Q$

QE . In a given odd period, the equilibrium price then jumps to p∗
1 ̸= p∗

0, and stays
constant afterward. We study the adjustment to the new equilibrium depending on whether
the batch or an arbitrageur is first in the block.6

5 Of course, the ETH/DAI market is deep. The point is to generalize the example to token pairs that
may not be.

6 In deriving the equilibrium, we assume that a player observes on-chain transactions included earlier in a
block and can use this observation to craft their transaction. This is a shorthand for a transaction that
specifies a strategy to follow as a function of the possible on-chain behavior of the preceding players.
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traditional CPAMM

QE

Q$

QE − 2x
3

Q$

QE

FM-AMM

QE

Q$

Q$

QEQE − x
3

Figure 3 Starting from the initial reserves (assumed equal in the two AMMs) the batch trades so
that the new marginal price on the FM-AMM equals the average price on the traditional CPAMM
(represented by the two solid black lines). Note that the marginal price on the traditional CPAMM
(dashed line) differs from the average price at which the batch trades.

The batch is at the top of the block

In this case, upon observing the new price, arbitrageurs submit trades for inclusion in the
batch. Competition among arbitrageurs guarantees that their total trade on the batch is
such that the price on the batch is p∗

1. This implies that the price on the FM-AMM is exactly
p∗

1. However, if the batch traded on the traditional CPAMM at an average price of p∗
1, then

the new marginal price on the traditional CPAMM will be different from p∗
1. More precisely,

call xCP AMM,∗ the amount of ETH exchanged by the batch on the traditional CPAMM,
defined as

xCP AMM,∗ : p∗
1 = Q$

QE − xCP AMM,∗

After such trade, the marginal price on the traditional CPAMM is given by:

Q$ + p∗
1xCP AMM,∗

QE − xCP AMM,∗ = p∗
1QE

Q$

p∗
1

= (p∗
1)2

p∗
0

̸= p∗
1

where Q$ + p∗
1xCP AMM,∗ = p∗

1QE and QE − xCP AMM,∗ = Q$

p∗
1

are, respectively, the DAI
and ETH reserves on the CPAMM after the batch settles its trade. Hence, if p∗

1 > p∗
0, then

the marginal price on the traditional CPAMM will be greater than p∗
1; if instead p∗

1 < p∗
0,

then the marginal price on the traditional CPAMM will be smaller than p∗
1. The arbitrageur

trading after the batch will then perform a trade y given by:7

max
y

y

p∗
1 − p∗

1QE

Q$

p∗
1

− y


7 Note that if y > 0, then the arbitrageur buys from the CPAMM to sell at the equilibrium price p∗

1. If
instead y < 0, then the arbitrageur buys at the equilibrium price p∗

1 to sell to the CPAMM.
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with first-order conditions

p∗
1 +

(
p∗

1QE

Q$
p∗

1
−y

)
y

Q$

p∗
1

− y
= p∗

1

It is easy to check that the numerator of the above expression is the DAI reserves after the
batch settles and after the arbitrageur trades y. Similarly, the denominator is the ETH
reserves after the trades from the batch and the arbitrageurs. Therefore, the arbitrageur’s
optimal trade re-aligns the marginal price on the CPAMM with the equilibrium price p∗

1.

An arbitrageur is at the top of a block

To start, note that, independently of what trades were submitted to the batch, the arbitrageur
at the top of the block will exploit the arbitrage opportunity available on the traditional
CPAMM, and trade on the CPAMM until its marginal price equals p∗

1. Hence, when
arbitrageurs submit trades on the batch, they anticipate that the CPAMM price will be p∗

1
by the time the batch trades. Competition guarantees that these arbitrageurs submit trades
y to the batch until its price is also p∗

1, that is:

y : p∗
1 = Q$

QE − 2(A + y)

In this case, therefore, the batch does not trade on the traditional CPAMM, but only on the
FM-AMM.

4.3 Shallow market
The market is shallow whenever the only venues to trade ETH against DAI are the FM-AMM
and the traditional CPAMM. Hence, there is no externally-determined equilibrium price.
The only arbitrage possibility is to exploit price differences between the FM-AMM and the
traditional CPAMM.

Again, suppose that the two AMMs have equal reserves and, therefore, equal marginal
prices. The source of the exogenous variation is the arrival of an aggregate trade A on the
batch. After observing A, arbitrageurs can submit their trades to the batch. Again, there
are two cases to consider, depending on who trades first.

The batch is at the top of the block

To start, note that if arbitrageurs were absent, then after the batch settles A (1/3 on the
FM-AMM, the rest on the traditional CPAMM) the marginal prices of the two exchanges
would be misaligned. There is therefore an arbitrage opportunity that the first arbitrageur
can exploit, as the next proposition shows.

▶ Proposition 6. In equilibrium, the first arbitrageur trading after the batch purchases

y∗ = 3
√

2QE(2QE − A) − 2(3QE − A) (3)

with the batch and then sells the same amount on the CPAMM. The other arbitrageurs do
not trade.
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The proof of the proposition shows that y∗ has the same sign as A. Hence, the first
arbitrageur trades in the same direction as noise traders to move the price on the CPAMM
even more, and then performs the opposite trade on the CPAMM. Furthermore, he can
preempt the other arbitrageurs from exploiting the arbitrage opportunity. By doing so, he
earns strictly positive profits.

The arbitrageur is at the top of the block

Also here, competition among arbitrageurs guarantees that, collectively, they trade to align
the price of ETH on the batch with the marginal price of ETH on the CPAMM. However,
unlike the previous case, here, both the first arbitrageur in the block and the first arbitrageur
after the batch trade.

▶ Proposition 7. In equilibrium, the first arbitrageur after the batch buys with the batch and
then sells on the CPAMM. Again, his optimal trade is y∗ given by (3). Furthermore, the first
arbitrageur purchases√

(QE)2 − QE
2
3(A + y∗) − QE

on the CPAMM and then sells the same amount on the batch. The other arbitrageurs do not
trade.

We previously discussed that y∗ and A have the same sign. Hence, if for example A > 0,
then the first arbitrageur purchases on the CPAMM (cheaply) and then sells on the batch
(more expensive) to bring the CPAMM price in line with the price on the FM-AMM. If
instead A < 0, the first arbitrageur sells on the CPAMM and then buys on the FM-AMM.
The batch then trades both on the FM-AMM and the CPAMM, therefore moving the price
on the CPAMM. Finally, similarly to the previous case, the first arbitrageur after the batch
exploits the arbitrage opportunity by back-running the batch: he purchases with the batch
and immediately sells on the CPAMM so to align the price on the FM-AMM with the
marginal price on the CPAMM.

5 Discussion of empirical results

In the full version of the paper [5], we perform an empirical analysis to quantify the return
of providing liquidity to a zero-fee FM-AMM, and compare them with the empirical returns
of providing liquidity on Uniswap V3. We now briefly describe our method and report our
main results.8

To simulate FM-AMM returns, we consider a counterfactual in which an FM-AMM
existed from October 2022 to March 2023. We retrieve price data from Binance for several
trading pairs and use the Proposition 5 to simulate an FM-AMM pool rebalanced to the
Binance price in regular intervals (12 seconds, or 1 block). These rebalancing trades determine
the evolution of the FM-AMM reserves and thereby the returns of its liquidity providers.
Importantly, because we consider a zero-fee FM-AMM, its LPs earn no fees from noise
traders. Equivalently, we could also assume that the FM-AMM does not receive any noise

8 Note that in the full version of the paper, we consider how the return of providing liquidity of an
FM-AMM changes with the fees charged by FM-AMM and with the frequency of rebalancing of the
FM-AMM. Here we only report the results for a zero-fee FM-AMM that rebalances every block.
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trading volume and is only rebalanced by arbitrageurs. Hence, the estimated LP returns
should be considered a lower bound to the possible returns generated by an FM-AMM that
also earns revenues from noise traders.

We then compare the returns of providing liquidity to our simulated FM-AMM to the
empirical returns of providing liquidity to the corresponding Uniswap v3 pool. To calculate
the return on a liquidity position in a Uniswap v3 pool, we consider three pools for which
we also have Binance price data: WETH-USDT (with fee 0.05%), WBTC-USDT (with fee
0.3%), and WBTC-WETH (with fee 0.05%).9 In each case, we simulate the return of a small
full-range position. We then query the amount of fees the pool earned in a given block and
the amount of liquidity that is “in range” at the end of the same block. 10 We then use the
size of the simulated liquidity position in range to calculate the fees it earns.

Our method is based on two assumptions. First, we assume that the simulated liquidity
position is too small to affect price slippage, the volume of trades, and the incentive to
provide liquidity by other LPs. We also implicitly assume that the liquidity in the range is
constant during a block. This last assumption introduces some non-systematic inaccuracies
in our estimation. For example, if within a block, first some fees are collected and then
some additional liquidity is introduced, our method attributes a fraction of these fees to the
new liquidity even if, in reality, it did not earn any. If, instead, first some fees are collected
and then some liquidity is withdrawn, our method does not attribute any of the fees to the
liquidity that was withdrawn, while in reality, it did earn some fees. Similarly, if a price
changes tick, our method shares all fees collected in a block among the liquidity available in
the last tick, whereas, in reality, some of the fees are shared among the liquidity available at
the initial tick.11

Note that our results do not depend on the size of the initial liquidity position. On
Uniswap v3, a larger initial position earns proportionally more fees, but its ROI is the same.
Similarly, on an FM-AMM, the size of the rebalancing trade scales proportionally with the
available liquidity so that, again, its ROI is independent of its initial size. Also, for both
Uniswap v3 and the FM-AMM, we consider a liquidity position that is non-concentrated
(i.e. , a position over the entire price range [0, ∞]). If both positions are concentrated in the
same (symmetrical) way, both Uniswap v3 fees and FM-AMM returns increase by the same
factor as long as the price does not go out of range. So the comparison does not change, and
the full-range comparison already constitutes a general comparison.

Our results are mixed: whether providing liquidity to our simulated FM-AMM generates
higher returns than providing the same liquidity to Uniswap v3 depends on the token pair
and the period we consider. However, these returns are similar: at the end of the 6-months
period we consider, the differences in returns between an FM-AMM and Uniswap v3 across
the three pools we study are -0.25% (for the ETH-USDT pool), 0.03% (for the BTC-USDT
pool) and 0.11% (for the ETH-BTC pool). Also, during the period we consider, the maximum
difference in value between the two liquidity positions (relative to their initial values) is
0.33% (for the ETH-USDT pool), 0.15% (for the BTC-USDT pool), and 0.12% (for the
ETH-BTC pool). We conclude that the lowest bound on the return to providing liquidity to
an FM-AMM is similar to the empirical return to providing liquidity to Uniswap v3.

9 Note that, whereas most Binance prices are expressed in USDT , this stablecoin is not widely used
in Uniswap v3: at the time of writing, if we exclude stablecoin-to-stablecoin pairs, the two pools we
consider are the only pools with USDT in the top 30 Uniswap v3 pools.

10We use the Uniswap v3 subgraph to query the data. https://thegraph.com/hosted-service/
subgraph/uniswap/uniswap-v3

11 Besides being non-systematic, the inaccuracies introduced are likely to be extremely small. For the
ETH-USDT pool, we calculate that the difference between assuming liquidity to be constant over two
blocks instead of over one block is 0.0002% over 6 months. We expect the inaccuracies from assuming
the liquidity to be constant over one block to be the same magnitude.
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6 Conclusion

We conclude by discussing several design choices that are relevant to the implementation of
an FM-AMM.

The first design choice is how to enforce the batching of trades. In the model, we
assumed that the FM-AMM enforces batching by collecting intentions to trade off-chain
and settling them on-chain at regular intervals, with all trades settled simultaneously facing
the same prices. However, there could be other ways to enforce batching, for example, by
leveraging proposer-builder separation (or PBS)12. In PBS, block builders (entities that
assemble transactions in a block that are then forwarded to a proposer for inclusion in the
blockchain) could compute the net trades that will reach the FM-AMM during that block.
Builders will then include a message announcing this value at the beginning of the block,
which the FM-AMM uses to compute the price at which all trades will be executed. If the
proposer’s announcement turns out to be correct at the end of the block, the FM-AMM
will reward the builder (punishments can also be introduced if the block builder report is
incorrect, see [14]).

A second design choice is the fee structure. An FM-AMM can charge fees in at least two
ways: a fee could be charged for including a trade on the batch, and a separate one could be
charged on the net trade that the batch settles on FM-AMM. The difference between the
two fees is that some of the trades may be netted already on the batch without ever reaching
the FM-AMM. See the full version [5] for an in-depth analysis of this problem.

Another important design choice for any AMM, that is omitted in this work, is what
function to use, particularly its curvature: the degree to which the price changes with a given
trade. Capponi and Jia [6] show that, in a traditional CPAMM, the choice of curvature is
determined by a tradeoff. When the equilibrium price changes and the curvature is high, the
CPAMM adjusts its price more rapidly, and LVR is low. At the same time, the amount LPs
earn as trading fees is also low. On the other hand, if the curvature is low and the equilibrium
price changes, then LVR is high. But because the CPAMM trades more, the amount earned
by LPs as fees is also high. The optimal curvature balances these two elements and depends
on the trade volume from noise traders vs. arbitrageurs. The fact that the FM-AMM always
trades at the equilibrium price suggests that it should encourage trading by adopting a flatter
curve relative to a traditional CPAMM. Formalizing this intuition is left for future work.

A final observation is that an FM-AMM eliminates adverse selection by creating competi-
tion among multiple informed arbitrageurs. However, if there is a single, informed trader,
then this trader can still enjoy information rents and trade at an advantage against FM-AMM
LPs.
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A Mathematical derivations

Proof of Proposition 5. The fact that y(p∗) is the unique equilibrium is easily established by
contradiction: suppose the equilibrium is y′ ≠ y(p∗), which implies pF M−AMM (A + y′) ̸= p∗.
Then by the fact that pF M−AMM (A + y′) is locally continuous, an arbitrageur could submit
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an additional trade z such that pF M−AMM (A + y′ + z) ̸= p∗ and earn strictly positive profits,
which implies that y′ is not an equilibrium. It is also easy to establish that y(p∗) is an
equilibrium, as no arbitrageur has any incentive to deviate. ◀

Proof of Proposition 6. Suppose that arbitrageurs submit an aggregate trade y on the batch
and later −y on the traditional CPAMM. The price on the batch is:

Q$

QE − 2
3 (A + y)

and the price on the reverse trade is

Q$QE

(QE − 2
3 (A + y))(QE − 2

3 (A + y) + y)
.

Competition between arbitrageurs guarantees that the marginal arbitrageur earns zero profits.
This, in turn, implies that the price on the FM-AMM equals the marginal price on the
CPAMM, that is

Q$

QE − 2
3 (A + y)

= Q$QE

(QE − 2
3 (A + y) + y)2

with a unique solution in the range [2A − 3QE , 3
2 QE − A] (so that both prices are strictly

positive and well-defined), given by

y∗ = 3
√

2QE(2QE − A) − 2(3QE − A).

Note that y∗ is strictly increasing in A and is equal to zero whenever A = 0. This can be
seen by verifying that the derivative with respect to A is positive for A < 7

8 QE (which is
true when the demand from the batch is somewhat smaller than the size of the pools, in
particular in all realistic cases we are interested in). Hence, arbitrageurs trade on the batch
in the same direction as noise traders.

We established that the arbitrageurs collectively purchase y∗ ETH with the batch to sell
these ETH on the CPAMM. We now complete the characterization of the equilibrium by
showing that the first arbitrageur after the batch purchases the full amount.

Suppose not: there is an equilibrium in which n arbitrageurs collectively purchase
y∗ =

∑n
i=1 y∗

i ETH, and the first arbitrageur after the batch purchases y∗
1 ̸= y∗ ETH. In this

case, the first arbitrageur’s profits are

y∗
1 · Q$

QE − 2
3 (A + y∗)

− y∗
1 · Q$QE

(QE − 2
3 (A + y∗))(QE − 2

3 (A + y∗) + y∗
1)

but because y∗
1 ̸= y∗, then

Q$

QE − 2
3 (A + y)

̸= Q$QE

(QE − 2
3 (A + y) + y)2

which implies that y∗
1 ≠ y∗ does not maximize the first arbitrageur’s profits, who therefore

wants to deviate. ◀
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Proof of Proposition 7. Call y1 the amount purchased on the batch by the first arbitrageur,
y2 the amount purchased on the batch by all other arbitrageurs who trade before the batch,
y3 the amount purchased on the batch by the arbitrageur who trades immediately after the
batch.

As a first step, we derive how the batch will trade A + y1 + y2 + y3. Suppose the batch
purchases x1 on the traditional CPAMM and x2 on the FM-AMM, with A + y1 + y2 + y3 =
x1 + x2. Total expenditure is

Q$QEx1

(QE + y1 + y2)(QE + y1 + y2 − x1) + Q$x2

QE − 2x2
.

Which is minimized by trading

x1 = 2
3(A + y3) + y1 + y2,

on the CPAMM and

x2 = 1
3(A + y3),

on the FM-AMM. Intuitively, the batch operator first restores on the CPAMM the liquidity
taken by the earlier arbitrageurs and then trades the rest of the batch 1/3 on the FM-AMM
and the rest on the CPAMM.

Note that, to have an equilibrium, the sum of all trades must re-align the marginal price
on the CPAMM with the price on the FM-AMM, which implies

Q$

QE − 2
3 (A + y3)

= Q$QE

(QE − 1
3 (A − y3))2 .

The problem of the first arbitrageur after the batch is identical to that of the earlier case,
because the batch has brought back the CPAMM to its initial state. He will perform the
trade that re-aligns the FM-AMM price with that of the CPAMM, and is y3 = y∗ as in
Equation (3).

Consider then the problem from the point of view of the first arbitrageur. Because of the
behavior of the first arbitrageur after the batch, the first arbitrageur in the block anticipates
that the price on the FM-AMM does not depend on his trade. He therefore maximizes
profits by buying tokens on the CPAMM until its marginal price is equal to the price on the
FM-AMM (and on the batch), which is given by

Q$

QE − 2
3 (A + y∗)

= Q$QE

(QE + y∗
1)2

or

y∗
1 =

√
(QE)2 − QE

2
3(A + y∗) − QE

which is negative if A > 0 (i.e., the arbitrageur buys on the CPAMM and sells on the batch)
and positive if A < 0 (i.e., the arbitrageur sells on the CPAMM and buys on the batch). ◀
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Figure 1 The reserve curve for Uniswap v2. If the pool has reserves (x, y) where x and y represent
units of token A and B respectively, then the contract price of token A is P = y/x. A trader can
send ∆x units of token A to receive ∆y units of token B, such that x′y′ = L2, where x′ = x + ∆x

and y′ = y − ∆y. The contract price of token A after the trade is P ′ = y′/x′.

has increased 100x from 500 million USD to 50 billion USD. During this time period, TVL
rapidly increased in 2021, reaching a peak of roughly 176 billion USD in November 2021, but
it also suffered large drops in 2022 leading to current TVL levels.1

DeFi aims to provide the function of financial intermediaries and instruments through
smart contracts executed on blockchains (typically Ethereum). The importance of decentral-
ized exchanges (DEXes) is that traders can swap tokens of different types without a trusted
intermediary. Most DEXes, including Uniswap, fall into the category of constant function
market makers (CFMMs). Instead of using an order book as is done in traditional exchanges,
CFMMs are smart contracts that use an automated market maker (AMM) to determine the
price of a trade.

In Uniswap v2, token pairs can be swapped for each other using liquidity pools, which
contain quantities of each of the pair of tokens (say, token A and token B). Permitted trades
are determined by the reserve curve, xy = L2, where x and y denote the the number of tokens
of type A and B respectively in the liquidity pool, and the value of L must be maintained
across a trade. Liquidity providers (LPs) add tokens to liquidity pools for the traders to
swap against, and are rewarded through the fees traders pay. An illustrative reserve curve
is shown in Figure 1. Assuming that the v2 contract holds x units of token A and y units
of token B with xy = L2, then in order to sell some quantity ∆x > 0 of token A for some
quantity ∆y > 0 of token B, the trader must keep the product of reserves constant, with
∆y such that (x − ∆x)(y + ∆y) = L2. This defines an effective contract price for token
A in units of token B, i.e., P = −dy/dx. In the context of the xy = L2 curve, we have
y = L2/x =⇒ P = L2/x2 = y/x. By convention, we take the contract price to be the price
of token A, which we may assume is volatile relative to token B. In Uniswap v2, traders
pay LPs a fee of 0.3% of the transaction amount in return for using the liquidity to execute
a swap [2]. In v2, the liquidity of every LP can be used for swaps at every possible price
P ∈ (0,∞), and an LP earns fees based on their fraction of the total liquidity in the pool.

Uniswap v3 launched on Ethereum on May 3, 2021 and introduced concentrated liquid-
ity [3], where an LP can provide liquidity to each of any number of price intervals, these called
positions. In particular, liquidity allocated by an LP to position [Pa, Pb] earns fees when the

1 https://defillama.com/

https://defillama.com/
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Figure 2 The reserve curve of Uniswap v2 over all prices, and of Uniswap v3 over the price
interval [Pa, Pb]. When trades give rise to contract prices in this interval, LP assets are swapped
according to the v3 curve, which is an affine transformation of the v2 curve and defined to respect
the price limits of interval [Pa, Pb].

contract price is in that interval. If multiple LPs allocate liquidity over an interval containing
the current price, each is rewarded proportionally to the fraction of the liquidity they own
at that price. Figure 2 visualizes the functional invariant respected by the overall assets
provided by LPs to support trades over [Pa, Pb]. For trades in this interval, a v3 contract
effectively shifts the reserve curve of Uniswap v2 via an affine transformation to intercept
the axes at a and b, which depend on the end points of interval [Pa, Pb]. This shifted curve
is governed by the equation:

(
x + L/

√
Pb

) (
y + L

√
Pa

)
= L2, and the intercepts, a and b,

can be calculated by letting x or y equal zero respectively [3] . This description of Uniswap
v3 is inherently local, as it describes trade dynamics for a specific price interval. Gluing the
local dynamics together for all prices gives rise to an aggregate reserve curve that governs
arbitrary trades across all possible prices. This global reserve curve is in turn a function of
the aggregate distribution of liquidity provided by all LPs. From the perspective of traders,
when more liquidity is allocated to a given price interval, there is less trade slippage for
prices in that interval. This reduced slippage corresponds to a flatter section of the aggregate
reserve curve, as visualized in Figure 3.

Uniswap v3 supports a diversity of LP strategies in regard to the allocation of liquidity,
as an LP can mint multiple positions, each on a different interval. Each LP is presented
with a tradeoff between choosing large positions that cover many possible prices but earn
less fees and smaller more concentrated positions that are more risky (since they cover fewer
prices). Additionally, an LP can reallocate its liquidity as prices change, but this comes at
two costs. First, an LP may need to trade between assets to mint new liquidity positions in a
reallocation, potentially suffering losses from slippage in such trades. Second, since liquidity
allocations are transactions that must be written as updates to the contract and included in
a block, they also incur gas fees. Both of these costs must be incorporated in more complex
LP strategies that make use of liquidity reallocation. Given the increased complexity in LP
actions from v2 to v3, it is important to understand potential ways LPs can benefit from
strategically allocating liquidity as prices change, as this ultimately impacts the performance
of v3 contracts as DEXs.

In this regard, much relevant work has studied ways in which LPs in Uniswap v3 can
optimize their earnings when faced with uncertain beliefs over how trades will evolve over
time. Most relevant to our work are two papers, [11, 14], the first of which provides insight
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Figure 3 An aggregate distribution of liquidity for a Uniswap v3 contract (left plot), with most
liquidity allocated close to unit price P = 1. This results in an aggregate reserve curve (right, red
line), which is flatter than the corresponding v2 curve (dotted blue) at prices close to P = 1 and
supports a larger volume of trades at these prices with less slippage.

into how LPs can profit from liquidity reallocations with simple positions, and the second
of which focuses on how LPs can profit from complicated static liquidity positions over a
given time horizon.2 In more detail, the authors of [11] provide a closed form solution for
computing optimal LP allocations that dynamically readjust positions to different intervals
as prices evolve over time. Though these strategies make use of dynamic reallocation of
liquidity, the only allocations explored in the optimization are individual v3 positions over
a single price range (which forcibly change at each reallocation) instead of the full class of
potential allocations available to an LP in Uniswap v3. The authors of [14] compute optimal
arbitrary v3 positions for small LPs who seek to maximize profit and loss over a fixed time
horizon, but only consider static LP strategies which do not make use of reallocations as
prices change.

Our work addresses the gaps from these papers by exploring optimal liquidity provision
strategies that simultaneously make use of liquidity reallocations and the full complexity
of v3 positions. As in [14], we adopt the perspective of an LP with stochastic beliefs over
how market prices evolve over a given time horizon, and how contract prices may change
along with market prices via arbitrage and non-arbitrage trades. In addition, we also make
the assumption that the LP is small enough that these beliefs are independent of capital
allocated by the LP. We provide an optimization framework for computing optimal dynamic
liquidity provision strategies over a given time horizon, and we show that such strategies
can provide large gains to LPs over strategies that are static or strategies that make use of
simple liquidity positions.

We define dynamic liquidity provision strategies as a means by which LPs can mitigate
potential losses by using earned capital to reallocate liquidity to different price intervals
in a given time horizon. In particular, we focus on the family of τ -reset strategies, which
allocate over an interval of prices centered on the current price and whose width is controlled
by τ (including the possibility of declining to allocate liquidity) and reallocate whenever
the price moves outside this interval. Moreover, within the space of potential dynamic
liquidity provision strategies, we distinguish between those that are context-aware and
context-independent depending on whether they incorporate historical price and contract
information in their decision-making. We develop methods of stochastic optimization for
optimizing over τ -reset strategies when an LP has stochastic beliefs on market and contract

2 Both of these papers were written after the first version of the present paper [21]
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prices, and with different levels of risk-aversion. We give empirical results based on historical
Ethereum price data to show that incorporating both of these aspects into LP allocation
strategies gives rise to large gains in performance for LPs of various levels of risk-aversion,
especially for context-aware reallocation strategies, which we optimize for with a neural
network. In addition, our results provide insight into how optimal LP behaviour varies
depending on relevant aspects of their economic environment. In particular, we find that
more risk-averse LPs spread their liquidity over larger price ranges, especially when faced
with a larger volume of non-arbitrage trades. In addition we also find that, as expected,
optimal reset frequencies are sensitive to the reallocation costs.

1.1 Related work

The Uniswap v1 protocol was defined by [1], followed up with v2 by [2], and most recently
amended in v3 by [3]. There has been a growing body of work studying LP incentives in
Uniswap v2. [6] present an analysis of Uniswap, and more broadly of constant-product
AMMs, and demonstrate conditions for which the markets closely track the price on an
external reference market. [4] extend this line of research by demonstrating that the more
general class of CFMMs incentivize participants to report the true price of an asset on an
external market, demonstrating their value as price oracles.

[7] study the equilibrium liquidity provision of constant product AMMs, and show that
strategic LPs in the Uniswap v2 environment may have a non-monotonic best response when
parameterized with the opponents’ liquidity provision. [5] extend this line of work to CFMMs
and calculate bounds on the LP rewards based on the curve that defines the CFMM. [10]
studies the adopation of decentralized exchanges more generally, using a sequential game
framework to model interactions between LPs and traders. In addition, [23] and [15] provide
an axiomatic framework for general CFMMs similar in nature to Uniswap v2, with the
latter focusing on connections with CFMMs in the prediction market setting. [12] consider
geometric mean market makers (G3Ms), and show that passive liquidity provision can be
used to replicate payoffs of financial derivatives and more active trading strategies. [24] and
[25] analyze the growth in wealth of an LP in CFMM for a geometric Brownian motion price
process. [13] extend this to more general LP objectives and diffusion processes.

All above work applies to Uniswap v2 and similarly structured CFMMs but not to v3.
An early blog post by [18] describes a “passive rebalancing” strategy for v3, which aims at
maintaining a 50-50 ratio of value for the assets of the LP. In addition to [14] and [11], further
related work on v3 includes [20], who decompose divergence/impermanent loss into hedgeable
market risk and profit made by arbitrage traders at a loss to the exchange. (This is related
to [11], who decompose divergence/impermanent loss into two components: the loss due to
arbitrage (convexity cost) and the cost of locking capital). [9] uses regret-minimization from
online learning to provide liquidity provision strategies under adversarial trading. [19] and
[16] study the construction of optimal CFMMs from the perspective of LP beliefs, with the
latter providing a Myersonian framework for creating incentive compatible AMMs, and the
former employing techniques from convex optimization to determine optimal trading functions
based on LP beliefs on future trades. [17] study the risks inherent to LP returns for multiple
fixed strategies in different economic environments, concluding that liquidity provision in
v3 is a sophisticated game where uninformed retail traders can suffer large disadvantages
relative to more informed agents. In addition to studying optimal static liquidity provision,
[14] provide insights on how aspects of a v3 contract, notably the partition of price space,
have implications on LP profit as well as gas fees incurred by traders.
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1.2 Outline
Section 2 introduces the Uniswap v3 protocol. Section 3 formalizes the earnings to an LP
from a dynamic liquidity provision strategy and introduces the family of τ -reset strategies.
Section 4 introduces the computational methods for optimizing over τ -reset strategies and
specifically defines the context-aware/independent dynamic liquidity strategies we empirically
study as well as simple baselines to which we compare performance. Section 5 provides
details regarding the economic environments we modulate to study optimal LP behaviour,
and Section 6 presents empirical results. Section 7 gives open problems for future research
and concludes.

2 The Mechanics of Uniswap

In this section, we provide a brief overview of Uniswap v3 contracts. In all that follows, we
consider a v3 contract that enables trades between two types of tokens that we designate
token A and token B. Furthermore, without loss of generality, we assume token B is the
numeraire, hence when we refer to the price in the contract, we refer to the price of a unit
of A in terms of B. As mentioned in the introduction, liquidity providers (LPs) provide
bundles of A and B tokens to the contract as liquidity to be traded against. The following
sections largely follow the mathematical formalism of [14].

2.1 v3 Contracts
Partitioned Price Space

A Uniswap contract maintains the contract price of token A given by P ∈ (0,∞). This
is the infinitesimal price that traders obtain for trading with the contract. In Uniswap
v2 contracts, the liquidity that LPs provide is used to support every trade, whatever the
trade price. Uniswap v3 contracts provide a richer set of actions for an LP, where they
can specify a price range where liquidity is to be used for trading. In order to enable
this functionality, a v3 contract partitions token A prices into a finite set of price buckets:
µ = {B−m, . . . , B0, . . . , Bn} with buckets Bi = [ai, bi]. We also require a0 < 1 < b0, so that
the parity price lies in the 0-th bucket, and that bi = ai+1 for i ∈ {−m, . . . , n− 1}.

Minting and Burning Liquidity

LPs provide (or mint) liquidity in a particular bucket, Bi = [ai, bi], referred to as Bi-liquidity,
by sending a bundle of A and B tokens to the contract. The token bundle required to mint L

units of Bi-liquidity is given by the liquidity value function [14], and is tuple V(3)(L, P, Bi),
where the first component is the quantity in token A and the second is the quantity in token
B. For a < b, let ∆x

b,a = 1√
a
− 1√

b
and ∆y

a,b =
√

b−
√

a.

▶ Definition 1 (Bi-Liquidity Value [14]). For contract price P , bucket Bi = [ai, bi], and
number of units L > 0, the bundle liquidity value V(3)(L, P, Bi) ∈ R+ × R+ is defined as

V(3)(L, P, Bi) =


(L∆x

bi,ai
, 0) if P < ai,

(0, L∆y
ai,bi

) if P > bi, or
(L∆x

bi,P , L∆y
ai,P ) if P ∈ Bi,

(1)

and specifies the bundle of A and B tokens, respectively, to mint L units of Bi-liquidity.
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LPs can also remove liquidity they have a claim to from the contract by means of the value
function. When this happens, we say that an LP burns L units of Bi liquidity, and the LP
receives token bundle V(3)(L, P, Bi) if the contract price is P . Since V(3) is linear in L, we
also adopt shorthand V(3)(P, Bi) = V(3)(1, P, Bi) for the token bundle value of a single unit
of liquidity, with V(3)(L, P, Bi) = L · V(3)(P, Bi).

Trading and Fees

When the contract price is in a given bucket, the trade dynamics respect the shifted reserve
curve of Figure 2. Fees are governed by a fee rate, γ ∈ (0, 1), such that if a given trader sends
∆x units of token A to the contract, γ∆x is first skimmed as fees to be shared proportionally
amongst LPs who have allocated liquidity to the bucket containing the current price. The
remaining (1− γ)∆x units of token A are used for trading via the v3 reserve curve. We refer
the reader to the full version of the paper for a detailed discussion on trading and fees in
Uniswap v3.

3 Liquidity Allocation Strategies and LP Earnings

In this section, we describe a rich set of strategies that LPs can use to maximize their earnings
over a given time horizon. As token B is the numeraire, we measure all earnings in terms of
units of token B and we assume that the LP begins with a fixed budget consisting of W > 0
units of token B. We model price discovery between A and B tokens as occurring outside
of Uniswap contracts, and in addition to the contract price there is a market price that is
determined by external markets. We denote the market price by Pm and contract price
by Pc, and we extend price P so that P = (Pm, Pc) denotes a contract-market price pair.
Furthermore, we assume that arbitrage trade can be performed by traders at price Pm which
in turn brings Pc close to Pm (see Section 5.1). In what follows, we consider time horizons
that are characterized by a single sequence of T > 0 contract-market prices, denoted by
P = (P0, . . . , PT ), where Pt = (Pc,t, Pm,t) is the t-th contract-market price in the sequence
(time steps are indexed t).

3.1 Static Liquidity Provision Strategies
We begin by using a similar mathematical formalism and notation from [14] to express an
LP’s earnings over price sequence P for a simple family of liquidity allocation strategies.

▶ Definition 2 (Static liquidity provision strategy). An LP with an initial budget of W > 0
units of token B uses a static liquidity provision strategy when they
1. mint an initial liquidity allocation at P0,
2. accrue token fees over the course of P as prices change, and
3. burn the existing liquidity allocation at PT , the end of the time horizon, to recover invested

capital from the contract.

We focus on a single LP, and suppose they mint liquidity positions at the beginning of
P, when contract-market prices are given by P0 = (Pc,0, Pm,0), with their initial budget of
W > 0 units of token B. For this, let x = (x−m, . . . , xn) denote a proportional liquidity
allocation, where for i ∈ {−m, . . . , n}, xi ≥ 0 represents the proportion of capital used to
mint Bi-liquidity (with

∑n
i=−m xi ≤ 1 so that x ∈ ∆m+n+2, the (m + n + 2)-dimensional

simplex). The LP uses Wxi units of token B to mint Bi-liquidity for each of i ∈ {−m, . . . , n}.
Let xn+1 = 1 −

∑n
i=−m xi ∈ [0, 1] denote the proportion of capital that the LP does not

invest and keeps as units of token B.
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Let B : (R+)2 × R+ → R+, defined as B((z1, z2), Pm) = Pm · z1 + z2, return the token
B market worth of a bundle of A and B tokens when token A has market price Pm. For a
given contract-market price sequence, P, let wi = B(V(3)(Pc,0, Bi), Pm,0) denote the amount
of B tokens required to mint one unit of Bi-liquidity at the initial contract-market price
of P0 = (Pc,0, Pm,0). With this in hand, let vector ℓ = (ℓ−m, . . . , ℓn) denote the absolute
liquidity allocation induced by initial budget (W ), proportional liquidity allocation (x) and
initial contract-market price (P0). It follows that ℓi = W xi

wi
units of Bi-liquidity for each

i ∈ {−m, . . . , n}. This implies that ℓ is linear as a function of each of x and W .

3.1.1 Linearity of Fee Rewards in x
We are ultimately interested in expressing an LP’s token B value of earnings as a function of
their liquidity allocation over the contract-market price sequence. We begin by determining
the amount of trading fees earned by an LP. Interestingly, these earnings are not only
independent of other LP allocations, but also linear in ℓ (and consequently x).

▶ Theorem 3 (Section 3.1 [26]). For a fixed contract-market price sequence P, the amount
of A tokens and B tokens accrued from fees is linear in ℓ and independent of the liquidity of
other LPs in the contract.

That the fees that a single LP earns are independent of other LPs’ liquidity allocations
follows from the assumption that contract-market prices are independent of the liquidity
allocation of this LP. Indeed, for a fixed price sequence, allocating liquidity by an LP has two
effects. First, increasing the liquidity means that a larger volume of trade needs to happen to
effect the same price change, resulting in more fees to be paid out to LPs. Second, the same
LP has a proportionally larger amount of liquidity across the relevant price interval. The
net effect is that fees are only a function of a single LP’s proportional (or absolute) liquidity
allocation. Theorem 3 justifies the following definition of a trading fee function for a single
LP and a given contract-market price sequence.

▶ Definition 4 (Trading Fee Functions). Suppose that P is a fixed contract-market price
sequence and W > 0 an initial token B budget. For a proportional (or absolute) liquidity
allocation given by x (or ℓ), we let F A(x, W, P) (or F A(ℓ, P)) denote the units of A tokens
earned from fees over P from downward price movements. Similarly, we let F B(x, W, P)
(or F B(ℓ, P)) denote the units of B tokens earned from fees over P from upward price
movements.

When the resulting absolute liquidity allocation ℓ is treated as a function of x and W , it
is linear in x and W , and it follows that both F A(x, W, P) and F B(x, W, P) are linear in x
and W . For this reason, we let F A(x, P) = F A(x, 1, P) and F B(x, P) = F B(x, 1, P). This
in turn implies that F A(x, W, P) = W ·F A(x, P), and similarly F B(x, W, P) = W ·F B(x, P)
for arbitrary x, W, and P.

3.1.2 Burning Liquidity Allocations at PT

All that remains to fully quantify the earnings of an LP over P is to take into account
the capital they obtain by burning their liquidity positions at time T under contract-
market price PT = (Pc,T , PT,m), obtaining a final quantity of token B. For this, let w′

i =
B(V(3)(Pc,T , Bi), Pm,T ) be the token B worth of the capital obtained from burning 1 unit
of Bi-liquidity at the final contract-market price of PT = (Pc,T , Pm,T ). Given absolute
liquidity position ℓ, the overall token B value of capital obtained from burning is C(ℓ, P) =
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∑n
i=−m w′

iℓi, and linear in ℓ. Let C(x, W, P) denote the final token B worth (at PT ) of
a liquidity position minted at P0 with x and budget W . Since proportional allocations
also allow an LP to maintain funds in terms of token B (i.e., when xn+1 > 0), we obtain
the expression C(x, W, P) = C(ℓ, P) + Wxn+1, where ℓ is the absolute liquidity allocation
corresponding to x. Once more, since ℓ is in turn linear in x and W , it follows that C is linear
in ℓ and W . For this reason, we let C(x, P) = C(x, 1, P), so that C(x, W, P) = W · C(x, P)
for arbitrary x, W , and P.

3.1.3 Linearity of Overall Earnings in x
We now define an LP’s earnings over a contract-market price sequence.

▶ Definition 5. Suppose that P = (P0, . . . , PT ) is a contract-market price sequence and that
x ∈ ∆m+n+2 is a proportional liquidity allocation. An LP’s earnings (in units of token B)
under P with an initial budget of W > 0 is,

V (x, W, P) = Pm,T · F A(x, W, P) + F B(x, W, P) + C(x, W, P).

From this definition, we conclude that an LP’s earnings from a fixed contract-market
price sequence and with a static liquidity provision strategy are linear in x and W .3

▶ Theorem 6. V is linear in both W and x for any contract-market price sequence, P.

Proof. This is an immediate corollary of the fact that F A, F B and C are each linear in x
and W for any contract-market price sequence P. ◀

Similar to before, we use the shorthand V (x, P) = V (x, 1, P) such that V (x, W, P) =
W · V (x, P) for arbitrary x, W , and P.

3.2 Dynamic Liquidity Provision Strategies
In this section, we introduce the notion of dynamic liquidity provision strategies, where an
LP can reallocate their liquidity at any time step of the contract-market price sequence, P.

At a high level, if an LP chooses to reallocate liquidity at time t, they burn their existing
liquidity position and use their overall earnings at time t, denoted by Wt, to mint a new
proportional allocation, x, given the contract-market price Pt. Reallocation comes at a cost
however, which represents the fact that burning and minting positions on a Uniswap contract
requires paying gas fees, and that minting new positions may require the LP to trade between
A and B tokens. We model reallocation costs as proportional to overall earnings used to mint
the position x (i.e. the funds corresponding to capital kept token B outside the contract
(xn+1) do not incur a cost). Cost is specified by a single parameter, η ∈ [0, 1], such that the
LP retains ηWt(1− xn+1) of the funds they intend to use for minting a new position after
paying reallocation costs at time t (i.e., by paying (1− η)Wt(1− xn+1) in reallocation cost).

We partition price sequence P into epochs, which are sequences of contract-market prices
from P uninterrupted by liquidity reallocations. For an LP that burns and reallocates
liquidity positions at time steps t = (t0, . . . tk), where t0 = 0 and tk = T , there are k ≥ 1
epochs, where the j-th epoch is Ej = (Ptj , . . . , Ptj+1). When indexing over epochs we use
superscripts, and when indexing over time-steps in P we use subscripts.

3 As a side note, with the definition of LP’s earnings here we are modeling the profit and loss (PnL)
of an LP who holds their Uniswap v3 liquidity position without hedging. The strategy optimization
approach in this paper can be naturally extended for maximizing the PnL of a delta-hedged LP as well
by incorporating Loss versus Rebalancing (LVR) from [20] since LVR is also linear in x and W .
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Each epoch, Ej , is associated with the total earnings, W j , the LP has accrued at
the beginning of the epoch, and the proportional liquidity allocation, xj , the LP uses to
mint positions with W j over Ej . From the static liquidity allocation analysis, it follows
that the LP’s earnings over the epoch are given by W j · V (xj , Ej). After incorporating
the proportional reallocation cost, the earnings available for the LP to use for Ej+1 are
W j+1 = ηW j · V (xj , Ej)(1− xj+1

n+1). We encode the collection of all proportional allocations
as a (k × (m + n + 1)) matrix X, such that the j-th row of X corresponds to xj .

▶ Definition 7 (Dynamic liquidity provision strategy). We say that Λ is a dynamic liquidity
provision strategy if it takes as input a contract-market price sequence, P = (P1, . . . , PT ),
and defines:

t = (t0, . . . , tk), with k ≥ 1, t0 = 0, and tk = T . These are time-steps where a reallocation
occurs.
X ∈ mat (k × (m + n + 1)) such that the j-th row of X encodes xj, the proportional
liquidity allocation profile to be used at Ej.

We write Λ(P) = (t, X) and say that this is the realized dynamic liquidity provision strategy
of an LP under Λ for contract-market price sequence P.

For an initial budget W (= W0 = W 0), we let V (Λ, W, P) denote the overall earnings an
LP obtains over P by employing strategy Λ, which can be computed recursively over the
epochs of P. As in previous sections, we let V (Λ, P) = V (Λ, 1, P).

3.2.1 Reset Liquidity Strategies
In practice, a strategy Λ may not be implementable, for example requiring an LP to know
the full contract-market price sequence, P, before it is realized. In this section, we focus on
a specific family of implementable dynamic liquidity provision strategies, the reset liquidity
strategies. For this, an LP at time-step t with accumulated earnings Wt may choose to trigger
a liquidity reallocation based on the contract-market price sequence up to time t, denoted P≤t.
For reset liquidity strategies, the LP maintains a reference bucket index Zt ∈ {−m, . . . , n}
(correspondingly a reference bucket BZt

∈ µ). We let St = (Z, Wt, P≤t) denote the system
state, and we let S denote the space of all possible system states. A liquidity reset consists
in updating the reference bucket index and using the Wt units of B tokens at their disposal
to mint a liquidity position relative to the reference bucket index Zt.

▶ Definition 8 (Reset liquidity provision strategy). A reset liquidity provision strategy (reset-LP
strategy) is composed of:
1. A reference bucket update function, g, which takes as input an arbitrary system state

S ∈ S and updates the reference bucket index to Z ← Z ′ where Z ′ = g(S).
2. An allocation function, A : S × Z→ [0, 1], which specifies the fraction of budget an LP

allocates to mint liquidity in each bucket relative to Z after a liquidity reset is triggered.
More specifically, A gives rise to the proportional allocation x such that xi = A(S, i− Z).

3. A reset condition, h(S) ∈ {0, 1}, which is an indicator function for whether a reset is
triggered in system state S ∈ S and specifies which contract-market prices, relative to the
reference bucket, will trigger a liquidity reset. In the event of a trigger, a new reference
bucket is computed via update function g.

We denote a reset-LP strategy by tuple (g, h, A).

Of particular interest is the family of τ -reset strategies. These strategies have LPs reset
liquidity when the index of the bucket containing the contract price is more than τ away
from the reference index, Z. In the case of a reset, the reference bucket changes to the bucket
containing the current contract price.
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Figure 4 An illustration of how a τ -reset strategy with τ = 1 can play out. Buckets are represented
by circles, and for simplicity we assume that market and contract prices move together at each time
step. The shaded circle represents the bucket that contract/market prices are in, and the dynamics
of price movements are expressed by the smaller arrows between buckets. Colored buckets represent
the contiguous 2τ + 1 buckets centered around an epoch’s reference bucket. For this sequence, we
see that price movements at t1 = 2 and t2 = 4 trigger resets, as the shaded bucket escapes the
contiguous 2τ + 1 colored buckets. The specific reallocation after each trigger is specified by the
allocation function A in the τ -reset strategy.

▶ Definition 9 (τ -reset Strategy). Suppose that τ is a non-negative integer. We let hτ :
S → {0, 1} and gτ : S → {−m, . . . , n} denote trigger and reference bucket update functions,
defined for system state St = (Zt, Wt, P≤t) ∈ S as

hτ (Zt, Wt, P≤t) = 1 if and only if Pc,t ∈ Bi and |Zt − i| > τ , and
gτ (Zt, Wt, P≤t) = Pc,t.

We say that (gτ , hτ , A) is a τ -reset strategy, for any allocation function, A : S × Z→ [0, 1].

We illustrate the versatility of τ -reset strategies through some examples:
1. (Static Strategies): For τ > T , i.e., the time horizon of P, we recover static strategies.
2. (Uniform τ -Reset Strategies): Allocating liquidity uniformly on a range of contiguous

buckets centered around the current reference bucket BZt
and resetting when prices move

outside of this range.
3. (Context-Independent Allocation Strategies): Setting A(S, i) = Ai ∈ R for all S ∈ S; i.e.,

the proportional allocations relative to baseline bucket index are always the same at the
time of a reset trigger.

4 Optimizing Earnings

In this section, we formulate the earnings optimization problem faced by an LP with belief,
P, defining a distribution on contract-market price sequences in a given time horizon. In
the most general case, belief P would depend on the liquidity allocation strategy used
by an LP. For example, if the LP provides a large amount of liquidity for a given price
interval, this would in turn reduce the slippage of trades at those prices, which may in turn
increase the volume of trades facilitated by the contract, and hence change P. As in [14],
we make the simplifying assumption, reasonable for a small LP, that their belief P is a
liquidity-independent distribution, and independent of the strategic liquidity strategy used by
the LP. Going forward, we limit our attention to liquidity-independent beliefs. In particular,
we will model non-arbitrage traders who trade to a particular buy or sell contract price
whose value is unaffected by this LP’s liquidity allocation, along with arbitrage traders whose
trades are triggered by considerations of market price vs contract price.
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4.1 Optimal τ -reset Strategies
We’ve seen that τ -reset strategies are a versatile framework for dynamic liquidity provision.
For a given value of τ , the only choice in defining a τ -reset strategy is the allocation function
A, and we let Λτ (A) = (gτ , hτ , A) denote the resulting τ -reset strategy.

In this section, we provide a means of optimizing expected earnings for a given τ . For
this, we assume that A ∈ A, where A is a family of allocation functions. The space of all
allocation functions is large, with an allocation function potentially depending on the entire
history of contract-market price sequences and LP actions up to the point when a liquidity
reset is triggered.

In defining an LP’s optimization problem, we consider LPs with different levels of risk-
aversion, encoded by a utility function, u : R→ R (we provide example utility functions below),
and we assume that an LP wants to select an allocation function to maximize V u

τ,P(A) =
EP∼P [u(V (Λτ (A), P)]. With this in hand, we let OPT (τ,P, u,A) = maxA∈A V u

τ,P(A), and
denote an allocation function in family A that achieves optimal earnings by A∗.

In general, convex u and concave u correspond to risk-seeking and risk-averse LPs,
respectively, and linear u corresponds to a risk-neutral LPs (where we can adopt u(x) = x

without loss of generality). Going forward, we adopt as the utility function that with constant
Arrow-Pratt measures of absolute risk-aversion [8, 22].

▶ Definition 10 (Constant Absolute Risk Aversion Utility). For a given a ∈ R, the constant
absolute risk aversion utility function, ua : R→ R, is given by:

ua(x) =
{

(1− e−ax) /a if a ̸= 0, and
x otherwise.

(2)

For a < 0, a = 0, and a > 0, utility function ua models a risk-averse, risk-neutral, and
risk-seeking agent, respectively.

4.2 Sampling to Approximate OP T

In order to optimize V u
τ,P(A), we approximate the objective by taking a discrete sample of

paths from P. As such, suppose that P1, . . . , PN ∼ P. We define the empirical average
earnings of an LP given the sample paths as V̂ u

τ (A | P1, . . . , PN ) = 1
N

∑N
q=1 u(V (Λτ (A), Pq).

Going forward, we approximate OPT (τ,P, u,A) by taking sufficiently many samples from P
and optimizing V̂ u

τ .

4.3 Computing Optimal τ -reset Strategies with Neural Networks
We compute optimal τ -reset strategies by letting the allocation function, A, be parametrized
by a feedforward neural network (NN) with parameters given by θ ∈ θ. We let Aθ denote
the specific allocation function for a given parameter choice θ ∈ θ and we let Aθ denote
the space of all possible parametric settings of the NN. Our objective is to maximize
V̂ u

τ (Aθ | P1, . . . , PN ) for a given sample of contract/market price paths P1, . . . , PN ∼ P .
When a reallocation is triggered at the beginning of epoch j(j = 1, 2, . . . , k), the NN takes

as input a set of features Cj that contains context information. The set of context features
includes the current time step, the current wealth, the current pool price, the current bucket
that the pool price lies in, and an exponentially-weighted moving average (the smoothing
parameter value is 0.1) of non-arbitrage trade volume that a hypothetical 1 unit of liquidity
over the entire price range would have achieved given the price trajectory.
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We use a fully connected neural network architecture with 5 hidden layers, and the size
of each hidden layer is m = 16. The size of the input layer is n = 5 (the number of context
features), and the output layer is of size s = 2τ + 2 (the first 2τ + 1 dimensions are the
proportional capital to be allocated into the corresponding buckets, and there is also a
special dimension for not allocating some of the wealth if needed). All the hidden layers are
associated with the ReLU activation function. In addition, a soft-max function is added for
the final output in order to produce a vector of sum 1. The architecture we use is visualized
in the right image of Figure 5.

Unpacking the objective, V̂ u
τ (Aθ | P1, . . . , PN ) shows a fundamental recurrence in the

given allocation function Aθ. This is because an allocation produced by Aθ is deployed into
the pool and affects the value of wealth when the next reallocation is triggered, and wealth
is used as part of the input to Aθ for the new reallocation as visualized in the left diagram
of Figure 5. However, the NN representation of A allows gradients to be pushed through
the recurrence with standard back propagation methods used for recurrent neural networks.
Given this, we find optimal θ ∈ θ via standard gradient descent methods.

In more detail, for optimization of the NN (ODRA) and the constant allocation (OIRA)4,
we use stochastic gradient descent based on sampled price trajectories. The number of
training steps is 10000 for both optimize methods. The learning rate for the NN is 10−3

while the learning rate for the constant allocation is 10−2. In addition, the Adam optimizer
is used for both methods.5

As risk aversion parameter a increases, the relative difference between the utility values of
two wealth values (ua(x1)− ua(x2))/ua(x1) becomes smaller and this could pose a challenge
to the optimization of ODRA and OIRA when the improvement of utility value is numerically
very small. To resolve this issue, we apply a positive affine transformation to the utility values
as u∗

a(x) = (ua(x)− ua(1))/(ua(1.1)− ua(1)) for all x and use the transformed utility values
u∗

a(x) in the loss function during training of ODRA and OIRA. This helps the optimization
process and at the same time does not alter the problem formulation of the optimization as
utility functions ua and u∗

a represent the same set of underlying preferences.

4.4 Liquidity Provision Strategies

Below we outline the main strategies we compare in different regimes:
1. Optimal static allocation (OSA): This strategy computes x that optimizes the value of

ua(V (x | P1, . . . , PN )) from Section 3.1. This is the only strategy that does not explicitly
use liquidity reallocations (though it can be seen as a τ -reset strategy with τ > T ), and
it coincides with the work of [14].

2. Uniform liquidity τ -reset allocation (ULRA): For a fixed τ , this strategy mints an equal
µ units of liquidity for each of the 2τ + 1 contiguous buckets considered in a reallocation.
τ is chosen to be as large as possible so the LP makes use of the entire wealth at their
disposal at a reset to reallocate liquidity.

4 In the appendix of the full version of the paper we also provide a natural variant of OIRA for LPs
exhibiting risk-aversion via logarithmic utilities as in [11]. For this model we provide convex optimization
methods to solve for optimal allocations.

5 The codebase we use to run experiments is available open-source at https://github.com/Evensgn/
uniswap-active-lp.
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Figure 5 The top image provides a visualization of the recurrence in Aθ for the overall objective
V̂ u

τ (Aθ | P1, . . . , PN ) which we exploit to compute gradients in a similar fashion to recurrent neural
networks. In this image, C denotes the context that is fed to the neural network Aθ as features. A
relevant feature at each epoch is the wealth that the LP has accumulated at the beginning of the
epoch W i, which is exemplified via an arrow in the figure. The overall objective is the given utility
function applied to the wealth at the end of the final epoch W k+1. The bottom image provides a
visualization of the neural network architecture we use for Aθ. There is a soft-max function applied
to the output layer. The recurrent structure of the objective’s dependence with respect to the NN
parameters, θ ∈ θ allow us to use techniques from recurrent neural networks to compute the gradient
of the objective u(W k+1) with respect to θ.

3. Uniform proportional τ -reset allocation (UPRA): For a fixed τ , this allocates wealth in
equal proportions to each of the 2τ + 1 buckets after a reset (in general this does not
result in a uniform liquidity allocation as the cost per unit of liquidity in each bucket
may be different).

4. Optimal context-independent τ -reset allocation (OIRA): For a fixed τ , this computes
the optimal single allocation vector to be used at every reset. In other words, the LP
computes an optimal (A−τ , . . . , Aτ ), to be used to allocate liquidity around the reference
bucket at each reallocation.

5. Optimal context-dependent τ -reset allocation (ODRA): For fixed τ , this is solved with
the Neural Network formulation of Section 4.3.

5 Experimental Setup: Contract-Market Prices

In this section, we describe a family of empirically-informed contact-market price sequences
against which we will optimize τ -reset strategies and we use historical data to inform this
stochastic price model.
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5.1 Modeling Contract-Market Prices
For this, we use a similar approach to [14], which is in turn inspired by [10], to provide a
family of liquidity-independent contract-market price distributions. This makes use of an
external stochastic process to define a sequence of market prices, together with non-arbitrage
trades that affect the contract price and arbitrage trades that act to bring contract prices
closer to market prices.

We assume that contract-market prices are generated over each of R > 0 rounds. At the
beginning of each round, market prices change randomly according to a stochastic process
PM . During the r-th round, after the contract-market price update, there are some number,
kr ≥ 0, of non-arbitrage trades which impact contract price, Pc, only. Each non-arbitrage
trade is either a purchase or a sale, this determined uniformly at random with probability 1/2.
The effect of such a trade is that the contract price changes to (1 + λr)Pc or (1 + λr)−1Pc

respectively, where λr > 0, depending on whether a purchase or sale occured. Crucially,
trades are price-based in our model rather than volume based, which in turn ensures that
contract-market prices evolve independent of liquidity provided by an LP. It is precisely this
exogenous uncertainty to LP actions that will allows us to compute optimal τ -reset strategies
via the methods of Section 4, as this allows us to sample price paths first and then optimize
LP allocation functions.

We also model arbitrage trades whose role is to bring contract prices close to market
prices. For this, we follow [14], and with a Uniswap contract fee rate, γ ∈ (0, 1), we let
Iγ(Pm) = [(1− γ)Pm, (1− γ)−1Pm] be the no-arbitrage interval around the market price Pm.
If the contract price exits this no-arbitrage interval, we assume a arbitrage trade brings the
contract price to the closest price in the interval. That is, if Pc < (1− γ)Pm we assume that
arbitrage trade moves the contract price to (1− γ)Pm, and if Pc > (1− γ)−1Pm we assume
that arbitrage trade moves the contract price to (1− γ)−1Pm.

▶ Definition 11 (Round-Based Liquidity-Independent Price Distribution). We say that P
is a round-based liquidity-independent price distribution when it is a distribution that is
parameterized by:

R > 0: the number of rounds,
γ ∈ (0, 1): the fee rate of the Uniswap contract,
PM : the stochastic process governing market price updates at the beginning of each round,
k = (kr)R

r=1 with kr > 0: the number of non-arbitrage trades in each round r ∈ {1, . . . , R},
and
λ = (λr)R

r=1 with λr > 0: the multiplicative impact of a non-arbitrage trade on contract
price for each round r ∈ {1, . . . , R}.

When we wish to specify the resulting round-based price distribution, we write this as
P(R, γ,PM , k, λ).

We model PM as a geometric Brownian motion with parameters estimated from historical
price data between token pairs. We also explore multiple regimes of time-varying non-
arbitrage trade by varying λ (the framework is flexible enough to permit arbitrary values of
λr for each round).

5.2 Market Prices as a Geometric Brownian Motion
We model the stochastic nature of market prices, PM , as a Geometric Brownian Motion
(GBM). If the time series is given by X1, . . . , XT , then the successive multiplicative increments
of the time series are i.i.d lognormally distributed. If we let Zi = log

(
Xi

Xi−1

)
, then Z2, . . . ZT ∼
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iid N (µ, σ2) with drift, µ, and diffusion, σ. We estimate these parameters on per-minute
time series data for ETH/BTC prices (the low volatility regime) and ETH/USDT (the
high volatility regime) from March 2022 through February 2023. For each time series, we
estimate the drift and diffusion via standard MLE methods. The estimates obtained were
(µ̂, σ̂2) = (4.835× 10−8, 1.946× 10−7) and (µ̂, σ̂2) = (−1.140× 10−6, 8.329× 10−7) for the
low and high volatility regimes respectively.

5.3 Contract Price Updates
Whereas arbitrage trades are specified by the fee rate of the contract, non-arbitrage trades are
parametrized by k = (kr)R

r=1 and λ = (λr)R
r=1, which specify the number and multiplicative

magnitude of price change updates arising from non-arbitrage trades in a given round. In
our experiments, we fix kr = 10 for each round and introduce time-varying non-arbitrage
price flow by explicitly modulating λ before sampling from P. In particular we explore λ

such that λr = λ̄ + α · tanh(10(t/T − 0.5)), where λ̄ > 0 is the average λr value over the time
horizon and α > 0 is the variation exhibited in λr around the mean.

6 Experimental Results

In this section, we explore the increase in earnings that LPs can gain through the use
of dynamic allocation strategies, studying the performance of various liquidity provision
strategies in a multitude of economic environments modulated by contract/market price
volatility, LP risk-aversion, and reallocation costs. Most importantly, we find many set-
tings in which optimal τ -reset strategies outperform simpler liquidity provision strategies.
In all the experiments that follow, we assume a default setting of (W, γ, R, kr, λ̄, α, η) =
(1, 0.003, 1000, 10, 0.00005, 0.00005, 0.01). When deviating from the default setting we clarify
which parameters are changed. In addition, we assume that the buckets of the v3 contract
µ = {B−m, .., Bn} are given by Bi = [ai, bi] = [ϕi, ϕi+1] for ϕ = 1.000110.

6.1 The Impact of Price Volatility
In Figures 6 and 7 we plot the performance of all LP strategies as we modulate PM from low
to high volatility as well as the risk-aversion of the LP. Figure 6 focuses on only comparing
OIRA, ODRA and OSA to tease out the relative performance of ODRA vs. OIRA. Figure 7
incorporates UPRA and ULRA, from where we can see that their performance is almost
identical. The NN-based ODRA outperforms all strategies, especially OSA which does not
make use of reallocations. As risk-aversion increases, we see that the distinction between
ODRA and OIRA becomes more clear in the plots, however, this does not imply a greater
magnitude of performance due to the fact that different risk-aversion values give rise to
different scales. In addition, we see that OIRA generally exhibits optimal performance with
τ > 1 whereas all other τ -reset strategies in this setting perform better with τ = 1.

We see that for lower τ values, higher PM leads to a greater separation between ODRA
and OIRA in performance. Moreover, Figure 8 plots allocation profiles for ODRA and OIRA
as we modulate risk-aversion and PM . As expected, with higher risk-aversion we see a larger
spread in allocations, as LPs may seek to decrease the variance in their earnings with wider
positions. On the other hand, as PM increases in volatility, we see that LP positions for both
ODRA and OIRA become narrower. This is likely due to the fact that the expected number
of reallocations is higher in the high volatility setting than in the low volatility setting for
the same τ . For a lower frequency of reallocations, the allocated liquidity is used for longer
time periods, hence an LP may wish to spread liquidity over various buckets.
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Figure 6 The performance of OIRA, ODRA and OSA strategies as we modulate both risk-aversion
and PM . For each strategy, we plot the expected utility it achieves as a function of τ , and we also
plot the expected number of reallocations that occur as a function of τ . The top row corresponds to
a low volatility PM , empirically informed from ETH/BTC prices, and the bottom row corresponds
to high volatility PM , empirically informed from ETH/USDC prices. The columns correspond to
risk-aversion values a = 0, 10, and 20, respectively from left to right. When scientific notation is
used for the y-axis values in certain subplots, it is denoted by a number above the respective y-axis.
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Figure 7 The performance of all strategies as we modulate both risk-aversion and PM . For each
strategy we plot the expected utility it achieves as a function of τ , and we also plot the expected
number of reallocations that occur as a function of τ . The top row corresponds to a low volatility
PM , empirically informed from ETH/BTC prices, and the bottom row corresponds to high volatility
PM , empirically informed from ETH/USDC prices. The columns correspond to risk-aversion values
a = 0, 10, and 20, respectively from left to right. When scientific notation is used for the y-axis
values in certain subplots, it is denoted by a number above the respective y-axis.
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Figure 8 OIRA allocation and ODRA average allocations for τ = 20 as we modulate both
risk-aversion and PM . The top row corresponds to a low volatility PM , empirically informed from
ETH/BTC prices, and the bottom row corresponds to high volatility PM , empirically informed from
ETH/USDC prices. The columns correspond to risk-aversion values a = 0, 10, and 20, respectively
from left to right.

6.2 Varying Non-arbitrage Flow

In Figure 9 we modulate the volatility of PM and the magnitude of non-arbitrage flow in
λ by modulating α, the amplitude of change in λ while keeping mean λ the same. The
most salient observation is that as λ becomes more time-varying, the NN-based approach of
ODRA increases its performance relative to OIRA. This is to be expected due to the fact
that ODRA can incorporate temporal context in deciding an allocation after a reset, and
the non-arbitrage flow inherently has the temporal context of increased importance as α

increases.
In Figure 10 and 11 we also modulate λ albeit by jointly modulating amplitude(α) and

mean of λr values, λ̄. Once more we see that the NN-based ODRA strategy outperforms
all strategies, and we see that the optimal τ values for ODRA drastically differ in the high
volatility PM over those of Figure 9. Moreover in Figure 11 we see that both increased
non-arbitrage flow and PM volatility contribute to more spread allocations. LPs make profits
from non-arbitrage trades, hence they stand to obtain more fees with wider positions for
larger flows of non-arbitrage trade.

6.3 The Impact of Risk-aversion

As mentioned in the previous sections, risk-aversion mostly impacts the allocations used
in ODRA and OIRA LP strategies. In Figure 12 we make fine-grained modulations of
risk-aversion and see that indeed LPs spread their liquidity more as they become more
risk-averse. A larger spread of liquidity allocation typically implies lower expected earnings
for an LP as they have less proportional liquidity at prices that are traded at, but at the
same time, there is less risk of missing out on fees due to prices escaping their position or
suffering impermanent loss due to price deviating from the initial price.
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Figure 9 The performance of OIRA and ODRA strategies as we modulate PM and λ. For all plots,
we use a = 10 for risk aversion and λ̄ = 0.00005 and we modulate the α in {0.0, 0.00003, 0.00005}
in columns from left to right. The top row plots low volatility PM and the bottom row plots high
volatility PM . When scientific notation is used for the y-axis values in certain subplots, it is denoted
by a number above the respective y-axis.
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Figure 10 The performance of OIRA and ODRA strategies as we modulate PM and
λ. For all plots, we use a = 10 for risk aversion and we modulate the (λ̄, α) ∈
{(0.000025, 0.000025), (0.00005, 0.00005), (0.000075, 0.000075)} in columns from left to right. The
top row plots low volatility PM and the bottom row plots high volatility PM . When scientific
notation is used for the y-axis values in certain subplots, it is denoted by a number above the
respective y-axis.
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Figure 11 OIRA allocation and ODRA average allocation as we modulate PM and
λ. For all plots, we use a = 10 for risk aversion and we modulate the (λ̄, α) ∈
{(0.000025, 0.000025), (0.00005, 0.00005), (0.000075, 0.000075)} in columns from left to right. The
top row plots low volatility PM and the bottom row plots high volatility PM .
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Figure 12 OIRA allocation and ODRA average allocation for τ = 20 for low volatility PM as we
modulate risk-aversion from a = 0 to a = 20.
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Figure 13 The performance of OIRA and ODRA strategies as we modulate η and risk-aversion.
For all plots, we use high volatility PM . We modulate a in {0, 10, 20} in columns from left to right
and η ∈ {0.005, 0.01, 0.015} in rows from top to bottom. When scientific notation is used for the
y-axis values in certain subplots, it is denoted by a number above the respective y-axis.

6.4 The Impact of Reallocation Costs
In Figure 13 we modulate the cost of reallocation, η. We see that higher η values lead to
higher optimal τ values for both OIRA and ODRA strategies. This is to be expected, for
although low τ values might lead to higher gains in fees, this also leads to more frequent
resets which in turn come with a higher cost.

7 Conclusion

This paper fills existing gaps in the literature regarding strategic liquidity provision strategies
for LPs in Uniswap v3. Whereas earlier important work has either optimized for complex
liquidity positions in static environments, or simple positions with dynamic reallocations,
our work simultaneously provides complex, context-dependent liquidity allocations that
dynamically reallocate as prices evolve in v3 contracts. Our results show that such liquidity
provision strategies provide large gains for LPs in multiple economic environments for
decentralized exchanges. Natural directions of future work include: incorporating LVR [20]
into the objective definition to optimize the strategy of a delta-hedged LP, incorporating
a game-theoretic framework to liquidity provision which is more apt for large LPs and
modelling competition between different pools such as v2 and v3 pools for same token pairs.
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Abstract
A Single Secret Leader Election (SSLE) enables a group of parties to randomly choose exactly one
leader from the group with the restriction that the identity of the leader will be known to the chosen
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(AFT’20) defined the concept of an SSLE and gave several constructions. Their most efficient
construction is based on the difficulty of the Decision Diffie-Hellman problem in a cyclic group.

In this work we construct the first efficient SSLE protocols based on the standard Learning With
Errors (LWE) problem on integer lattices, as well as the Ring-LWE problem. Both are believed to
be post-quantum secure. Our constructions generalize the paradigm of Boneh et al. by introducing
the concept of a re-randomizable commitment (RRC). We then construct several post-quantum RRC
schemes from lattice assumptions and prove the security of the derived SSLE protocols. Constructing
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1 Introduction

Leader election is a core component of many consensus protocols used in practice. In proof-
of-work systems such as [34], the identity of the leader remains hidden until the moment
that the leader publishes a proposed block. In contrast, in many proof-of-stake systems, the
identity of the leader is known in advance, long before the leader publishes a proposed block.
This opens up the leader to certain attacks, including denial of service, that may prevent the
chosen leader from publishing the newly created block. This in turn, can lead to a liveness
failure for the chain.

In response, several works have studied secret leader election, where the identity of a
randomly chosen leader remains secret until she publishes the new block and reveals herself
as the leader [25, 31, 27, 8]. The added secrecy protects the leader from attacks that may
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prevent her from publishing the new block. However, existing proposals for secret leader
election work by electing a few potential leaders in expectation, and describing a run-off
procedure so that exactly one of the potential leaders is recognized as the final leader once
all potential leaders have revealed themselves. The possibility of several potential leaders,
however, can lead to wasted effort and may even cause a safety violation in case of an attack
on the run-off procedure.

This issue motivates the need for a different type of leader election protocol, called a
Single Secret Leader Election, or SSLE [16] (see also [21]). An SSLE protocol is comprised of
two phases.

In the first phase, parties may register to participate in leader elections. This step involves
publishing some public information on a public bulletin board, while keeping some secret
information associated with it private.
In the second phase, elections are held using a protocol that is executed by the participating
parties. The election protocol uses a randomness beacon and the public information on
the bulletin to choose a leader among the parties. At a later time, the leader can declare
themselves as such by providing a proof that they were selected as the leader.

Informally, an SSLE protocol needs to satisfy three security properties. Uniqueness asserts
that at most a single party can prove they were elected as leader. Fairness requires that all
participating parties have the same probability of being elected as leader, even if some parties
are malicious. Unpredictability means that until the leader reveals itself, its identity should
remain essentially hidden from the other parties, even if a subset of them colludes. It was
recently shown that relying on SSLE leads to more efficient consensus protocols than relying
on a secret leader election protocol that elects few leaders in expectation [7].

The concept of SSLE was formalized by Boneh, Eskandarian, Hanzlik, and Greco [16]
who also presented a number of constructions. Their most efficient construction is based
on the Decision Diffie-Hellman problem (DDH) in cyclic groups. We refer to this SSLE
protocol as the BEHG protocol. The Ethereum Foundation optimized BEHG to obtain
Whisk [30], which is the current proposal for SSLE to be used in Ethereum consensus. Since
then, additional works have suggested alternative SSLE constructions with various security
and efficiency tradeoffs (see, for example, [23, 40, 18, 9, 19, 24]).

Due to the potential long-term risk of a large scale quantum computer [41] there is a
desire to also develop a post-quantum secure SSLE. One approach, already in [16], is an SSLE
protocol based on fully homomorphic encryption (FHE). A further optimized FHE-based
construction was recently proposed by Freitas et al. [24]. However, the complexity of these
proposals is far greater than the simple DDH-based scheme. Another elegant approach
to post-quantum SSLE was proposed by Sanso [40], who showed how to adapt Whisk to
use an isogeny-based assumption, which is believed to be post-quantum secure. Finally,
Drake [23] proposed an SSLE protocol that can be made post-quantum secure, but the
proposal inherently relies on the availability of an anonymous broadcast channel (e.g., ToR).

Our results. In this paper we construct the first practical post-quantum SSLE protocols
based on the Learning With Errors (LWE) problem [38] and Ring-LWE problem [33]. We
do so by generalizing the BEHG protocol using a new concept we call a re-randomizable
commitment (RRC). We show that an RRC together with a shuffle protocol gives an SSLE.
We then construct a number of RRC schemes from lattices. The next section gives a detailed
overview of the construction and explains the technical challenges in building an RRC
from lattices.
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1.1 Technical Overview
We briefly sketch the main ideas behind our construction. We begin with an abstract view of
the BEHG protocol. Then, we present the notion of re-randomizable commitments (RRC)
used by this protocol. Finally, we present our new lattice-based post-quantum RRCs for
instantiating the abstract BEHG protocol.

The BEHG approach. The BEHG protocol employs a commit-and-shuffle approach. The
following is a generalized and abstract view of the protocol.

When party i registers for elections, it chooses some secret key ki, computes a commitment
ci to ki, and publishes ci. We will define what is needed of this commitment in a minute.
To avoid duplicity of secrets, each party also publishes a deterministic hash of ki.
At election time, participating parties run a protocol to shuffle and rerandomize the
commitments. For simplicity of presentation in this overview, let us assume that the
shuffle protocol works as follows: in each round, one of the parties locally permutes the
entire list of commitments and then rerandomizes each of the commitments. It then
publishes the new list of commitments, and proves in zero-knowledge that this new list is
well-formed (i.e., it is obtained from the previous list by permuting and rerandomizing the
commitments). Once the shuffle protocol is done, the parties obtain a list of commitments
c̃1, . . . , c̃n, where each c̃i is a rerandomization of cπ(i) for some unknown permutation π on
{1, . . . , n}. They then let the randomness beacon choose an index i∗ ←$ {1, . . . , n}, and
party j∗ = π(i∗) is the chosen leader. In due time, party j∗ can prove that it was elected
by publishing kj∗ and the other parties can check this value against the commitment c̃i∗ .

Re-randomizable commitments. We identify several properties that the commitment
scheme being used must satisfy for the resulting SSLE protocol to be correct and secure.
First, the commitments have to be re-randomizable in a very specific sense. Given a
commitment c to some value k, one should be able to re-randomize c without knowledge of
k or the randomness used to generate c. Moreover, given a value k and a (potentially re-
randomized) commitment c̃, one should be able to efficiently test whether c̃ is a commitment
to k. In particular, this test should not require the randomness used for re-randomization.
In the BEHG protocol, this means that the original committer to c̃i∗ can: (i) recognize itself
as the winner of the elections (by checking if c̃i∗ is a commitment to kj∗); and (ii) prove that
it won by publishing kj∗ .

The commitment scheme should also satisfy the standard notion of binding. This means
that it should be infeasible to produce a commitment c alongside two distinct values k and
k′, such that c passes both as a commitment to k and as a commitment to k′. In the context
of the BEHG protocol, this means that there is only a single party that can prove ownership
of the chosen commitment c̃i∗ by publishing kj∗ .

Finally, commitments should also be unlinkable. This means that given two commitments
c0 and c1 to two random values, and a re-randomization c̃ for one of them, it should be
infeasible to determine if c̃ is a re-randomization of c0 or of c1. This is essential for the BEHG
protocol to achieve unpredictability: an adversary should not be able to link the chosen
commitment c̃i∗ to the original commitment cj∗ and therefore identify party j∗ as the leader.
Looking ahead, the use of re-randomizable commitments in the generalized BEHG SSLE
protocol actually requires a stronger notion of unlinkability. We postpone the discussion on
this matter and will revisit it shortly.

The DDH-based construction of re-randomizable commitments (RRCs) suggested by
BEHG is as follows. Let G be a cyclic group of order p generated by g ∈ G. A commitment
c to a random value k ←$ Zp is a pair (gr, grk) where r ←$ Zp. To check if a commitment
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c = (c1, c2) is a consistent with a value k, once can simply check if c2 = ck
1 . To re-randomize,

one chooses a random r′ ←$ Zp and outputs c̃ = (cr′

1 , cr′

2 ). The scheme is perfectly binding,
and unlinkability easily follows from the DDH assumption.

It should be noted that previous works also considered other variants of re-randomizable
commitments (see, for example, [5, 20]). However, in these works, opening a re-randomized
commitment requires knowledge of the randomness used for re-randomization (or a function
thereof). Such commitments are much simpler to construct, and indeed, many long-standing
algebraic and lattice-based constructions can be easily re-randomized according to this
weaker definition. Unfortunately, as discussed above, such commitments are insufficient for
instantiating the BEHG protocol.

RRCs from LWE: A first attempt. Consider the following (flawed) RRC scheme. The
secret key space is Zn

q , where q is a prime and n ≈ λ is the LWE hardness parameter. To
commit to a random k ∈ Zn

q the Commit algorithm samples a uniformly random A←$ Zm×n
q

and outputs (A, u) = (A, A · k + e), where e is an LWE noise vector and m > n. To test
whether a key k is tied to a commitment c = (A, u), we can check whether A · k is close
(say, in Euclidean distance) to u. We accept k if this is the case and reject otherwise. If A is
chosen randomly and m ≈ n log n (A is a “tall” matrix), a standard argument shows that
with high probability over the choice of A, there are no k, k′ and u such that A · k ≈ u and
A · k′ ≈ u.

To re-randomize, the rerandomization algorithm samples a low-norm m-by-m matrix R

and computes c′ = (A′, u′) = (R ·A, R ·u). Since R is of low norm Re may only be slightly
longer than e. Hence, Re is also short and we have

A′ · k = R ·A · k ≈ R ·A · k + R · e ≈ R · u = u′.

The noise does grow a bit with each re-randomization, which is why the scheme only supports
a bounded number of re-randomizations (the LWE parameters can be chosen according to the
number of re-randomizations required by the SSLE shuffle protocol). In terms of unlinkability,
note that assuming LWE is hard, a fresh commitment c = (A, u) is just a pseudorandom
matrix-vector pair. Moreover, if m is sufficiently greater than n and each row of R has high
min-entropy, the leftover hash lemma [26, 29] shows that c′ is also pseudorandom, which
implies that the scheme is unlinkable.

The problem. Unfortunately, the above analysis is flawed. It is true that the scheme is
binding when the matrix A is chosen uniformly at random from Zm×n

q . But since A is part
of the commitment c, the adversary may choose it from some other skewed distribution,
thus breaking the binding argument. This is not just an issue of reworking the proof. The
scheme is in fact insecure: fix any k and k′ and it is easy to come up with a matrix A for
which A · k ≈ A · k′. To fix this issue, one might be tempted to choose the matrix A as
part of the public parameters, or to force committers to choose A as the output of a hash
function modeled as a random oracle. Indeed, this would make the scheme binding, but then
it becomes unclear how to re-randomize the commitments.

The key observation. Let us revisit the naive “proof” of binding for the above construction.
If A is indeed chosen uniformly at random, then with overwhelming probability there are
no k and k′ such that A · k ≈ A · k′. In particular, this would suggest that for random A,
k and k′ it holds that A · k and A · k′ are almost surely far apart. Put differently, for a
uniform k and k′, there are very few matrices A for which Ak ≈ Ak′. So what if instead
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of choosing a single k, we make the Commit algorithm sample the commitment key k as a
pair (k1, k2) of independent and uniformly-random vectors? One could expect that for two
such random pairs (k1, k2) and (k′1, k′2), the set of matrices A for which A · k1 ≈ A · k′1 and
A · k2 ≈ A · k′2 is even smaller. Indeed, we show that for ℓ ≈ n, if one samples two ℓ-tuples
(k1, . . . , kℓ) and (k′1, . . . , k′ℓ) of vectors uniformly at random, then with very high probability
a matrix A for which A · ki ≈ A · k′i for every i simply does not exist.

Alas, the proposed commitment scheme is binding for keys that are random tuples of
vectors, but the binding security game allows the adversary to choose the “colliding” keys
(k1, . . . , kℓ) and (k′1, . . . , k′ℓ) as it pleases – they need not be uniformly random. On the face
of it, it might seem that we are back to square one. Fortunately, this is not the case. The
final observation is that for this construction, we can make the commitment algorithm choose
the vectors k1, . . . , kℓ as the output of a cryptographic hash function H, without hampering
re-randomization. That is, to commit, one samples a matrix A and a key k ←$ {0, 1}λ,
computes k1, . . . , kℓ ← H(k) and outputs the commitment c ← (A, {A · ki + ei}i) where
all the eis are independent LWE noise vectors. To test a key k against a commitment
c = (A, {ui}i), the Test algorithm simply recomputes k1, . . . , kℓ from k and checks that
A · ki ≈ ui for every i = 1, . . . , ℓ.

Adversarial re-randomizations. The construction that we just saw indeed satisfies the
notion of unlinkability sketched above. Unfortunately, as we already mentioned, this notion
is insufficient for the resulting SSLE protocol to achieve unpredictability. This reason is this:
unlinkability only guarantees that if honestly-generated commitments c1, . . . , cn are honestly
re-randomized and shuffled, an adversary cannot trace the re-randomized commitments to
the original ones. In the SSLE protocol above, an honest re-randomization might follow an
adversarial one. So we need to require unlinkability of commitments even after adversarial
re-randomizations. We call this strong unlinkability.

In the DDH-based construction of BEHG strong unlinkability comes “for free”. Unfor-
tunately, this is not the case with our LWE-based RRC scheme. For example, consider
an adversary that given a commitment c = (A, {A · ki + ei}i), finds a matrix R such
that R · A has short columns. The adversary then uses this R to re-randomize c into
c̃ ← (R ·A, {R ·A · ki + ei}i). Now, even if we honestly re-randomize c̃, we will almost
surely end up with a commitment ĉ whose first coordinate is still a short-columns matrix.
Hence, the adversary can easily trace ĉ back to c.

We present several methods to thwart such attacks. In this overview, we focus on
what we view as the simplest and most practical one. Ahead of time, all parties commit
to the matrices R1, R2, . . . they are going to use for re-randomization using a standard
additively homomorphic commitment scheme. When a party now has to carry out its ith
re-randomization, it does so using the matrix Ri + R′i, where R′i is a low norm matrix
outputted by a public randomness beacon. Such a beacon can be external or implemented
in various standard ways. Using the homomorphic properties of the commitment scheme,
everyone can now compute a commitment to Ri + R′i. The re-randomizer can hence prove
that this is the matrix it used. Informally, since Ri was committed to ahead of time, it
is independent of R′i. Hence, the re-randomizer is forced to use a high-entropy matrix
for re-randomization, which guarantees the resulting commitment is from the appropriate
distribution. Since Ri is always hidden, Ri + R′i has high min-entropy even given R′i, and we
can still rely on the leftover hash lemma to argue that subsequent honest re-randomizations
provide unlinkability.

AFT 2023
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Extending the scheme to Ring LWE. We extend our LWE-based RRC scheme to the ring
setting, relying on the Ring Learning with Errors (Ring-LWE) assumption. As we discuss in
Section 5 in detail, moving to the ring setting offers several gains in efficiency. Specifically,
we work in a polynomial ring R modulo a cyclotomic polynomial f , which factors into a
constant number of irreducible polynomials over Zq. Concretely, we choose q = 3 mod 8 so
that f has exactly two irreducible factors f1, f2 over Zq (but other choices are possible).

The construction follows the same template as our LWE-based construction, but the
matrix A is now replaced with a vector of ring elements. To commit, one samples a←$ Rm

q ,
and a key k ←$ {0, 1}λ, computes ℓ ring elements as k1, . . . , kℓ ← H(k) and the commitment
is given by c ← (a, {a · ki + ei}i) where all eis are independent RLWE noise vectors in
Rm

q . Re-randomization is done by sampling a low-norm matrix R←$ Rm×m, and computing
c′ = (R · a, {R · ui}i). To test a commitment c = (a, u) against a key k, one computes
k1, . . . , kℓ ← H(k) and check that a · ki ≈ ui for all i. Correctness and unlinkability are
proven similarly to the integer case, with one exception: instead of relying on the leftover
hash lemma, we rely on the regularity lemma of [42].

Two main observations make our ring-based scheme more efficient than our integer-
based one:

We can choose ℓ to be smaller than in the integer case, and still make the binding argument
go through. Intuitively, the reason is that each entry of a · ki is now a polynomial in
the ring R and not an integer. Thus, we may hope that it has more than log q bits of
min-entropy (roughly the entropy of a random integer in Zq). If this is indeed the case,
then the probability that a · k ≈ a · k′, over the choice of random a, k, k′, is much smaller
than the probability that aT · k ≈ aT · k′ in the integer case for random a, k, k′ ←$ Zn

q .
This would imply that we can choose ℓ to be smaller, resulting in smaller commitments.
To argue that a · ki indeed has high min-entropy, we rely on the particular structure
of the ring R. If k ̸= k′, it means that the polynomials must be distinct modulo f1 or
modulo f2. Assume with loss of generality that they are distinct modulo f1. Since f1 is
irreducible mod q, a · (k − k′) is uniformly random in Zq[x]/f1, and hence it has at least
≈ deg(f1) · log q bits of min entropy. This analysis is inspired by the statistically-binding
commitments of Benhamouda, Krenn, Lyubashevsky, and Pietrzak [14].
The second observation is that our use of the leftover hash lemma in the LWE setting
incurred an overhead that can be avoided in the Ring LWE setting. To explain this
point, we need to revisit our LWE unlinkability argument in more detail. Recall that we
wanted to argue that if we have a commitment c = (A, U) and we re-randomize it to
c′ = (R ·A, R ·U), then the commitment c′ we end up with is pseudorandom. The first
step was to argue that c is pseudorandom, thanks to the LWE assumption. This step
remains essentially unchanged here, relying on the Ring-LWE assumption instead. The
second step was to rely on the leftover has lemma; this step required each row of R to
have more than Ω((n + ℓ) · log q) bits of min-entropy. This implied that m had to be set
to be at least (n + ℓ) · log q. In the ring setting, however, since each coordinate of R can
have Ω(n) bits of min-entropy, m can be reduced to roughly log q. This results in much
“shorter” matrices A, U making up the commitment.

Reducing communication. Catalano, Fiore, and Giuta [19] observed that when instantiating
the BEHG protocol with a DDH-based RRC of the form c = (gr, grk), the commitments
of all parties can share the same first coordinate h = gr, which is part of the public
parameters. Then, to re-randomize N commitments (hr, grk1 , . . . , grkN ), a shuffler can
sample a single r′ ←$ Zq and raise all the elements to the r′. This optimization cuts storage
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and communication by about half. It is tempting to implement this optimization using our
lattice-based commitments; have all commitments share the first coordinate A (or a in the
ring setting) and use a single re-randomization matrix R to re-randomize all commitments.
The problem is that to retain unlinkability, the dimensions of R need to grow as a function
of the number of commitments N , which may eliminate the gains of sharing A across all
commitments. We discuss this further in the full version where we consider settings where
this can still lead to some savings.

Post-quantum proof of shuffle. Recall that in the BEHG protocol, after each shuffle,
the shuffling party has to prove that it indeed performed a valid shuffle; that is, it applied
the Randomize algorithm of the RRC scheme to each commitment and then permuted the
resulting commitments. This can be done by using any general-purpose non-interactive
argument of knowledge, proving that the shuffler knows random coins for Randomize and a
permutation that together yield the resulting list of re-randomized commitments (for such
argument systems based on post-quantum secure assumptions, see for example [13, 11, 12, 4,
15, 28, 10, 6, 32, 2, 35] and the references therein).

When using our RLWE-based RRC commitments, we also show how we can change the
recent lattice-based proof-of-shuffle protocol of [22] to work with our commitments. This is a
simple protocol that may provide better concrete efficiency.

1.2 Paper Organization
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we present basic notation
and computational assumptions used in the paper. In section 3, we define RRC schemes, and
in Sections 4 and 5, we present our constructions from LWE and Ring-LWE, respectively.
In section 6 we strengthen our security notion and constructions for RRC schemes. In the
full version of this paper, we present the generalized BEHG protocol, discuss and construct
proofs of shuffle for our RRC schemes, and present additional ways to obtain our stronger
security notion. The full version also contains proofs that are omitted from this version.

2 Preliminaries

In this section, we present the basic notions and cryptographic primitives that are used in this
work. For an integer n ∈ N we denote by [n] the set {1, . . . , n}. For a distribution X we denote
by x←$ X the process of sampling a value x from the distribution X. Similarly, for a set X ,
we denote by x←$ X the process of sampling a value x from the uniform distribution over X .
For a pair X, Y of distributions defined over the same domain Ω, we denote by SD(X, Y ) the
statistical distance between them, defined as SD(X, Y ) = 1

2
∑

ω∈Ω |Pr [X = ω]− Pr [Y = ω]|.
We denote matrices by boldface capital letters, e.g. A, and vectors in boldface lower-case

letters, e.g. v. We may use a non-bold capital letter, e.g. A or V , to describe a matrix or a
vector, when we wish to emphasize that this matrix or vector is being treated as a random
variable. As standard, we identify Zq for a prime q with the set (−q/2, . . . , q/2], and we
define the absolute value of an element x ∈ Zq as |x| = {min |y| : y ∈ Z, y = x (mod q)}.

For n, p ∈ N where p is prime, we define the rings R = Z[x]/f(x) and Rp = R/⟨p⟩, where
f(x) is monic and of degree n. That is, Rp is the ring of polynomials modulo f(x) with
integer coefficients in Zp. We define the norm of elements in these rings to be the norm
of their coefficient vector in Zn, which is also called the coefficient embedding. For any
g(x) =

∑
i∈0∪[n−1] αix

i ∈ R, we use coeff(g) to denote the vector {α0, . . . , αn−1}, i.e. the
coefficient embedding of g(x), and the norm is defined as follows:
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||g||1 =
∑

αi ||g||2 = (
∑

α2
i )1/2 ||g||∞ = max|αi|

For a vector v over R, we define ||v|| = (
∑

i ||vi||2)1/2.

2.1 Lattice Assumption

The paper makes use of two basic and standard lattice-based assumptions, the learning with
errors (LWE) assumption and the short integer solution (SIS) assumption, both of which
over integer lattices. We briefly recall these assumptions here. For a more detailed survey of
these assumptions and their hardness, see, for example, [36] and the many references therein.

The LWE assumption. We rely on the following formulation of the learning with errors
(LWE) problem, introduced by Regev [39]. The problem is parameterized by a prime modulus
q, a vector length n which typically corresponds to the security parameter λ, and a noise
distribution χ. For our needs, the important thing is that χ is highly concentrated on
low-norm vectors such that with overwhelming probability ∥x∥2 ≤ δ for x ←$ χ for some
δ = δ(λ) (one typically takes χ to be a discrete Gaussian with appropriate parameters)

▶ Definition 1. Let q = q(λ) be a prime, n = n(λ) be an integer, and χ = χ(λ) be a
distribution over Zq, all public functions of the security parameter λ ∈ N. The (q, n, χ)-
LWE assumption states that for every probabilistic polynomial time algorithm A and for all
polynomially-bounded functions m = m(λ) there exists a negligible function ν(·) such that

Advlwe
A (λ) := |Pr [A(A, A · s + e) = 1]− Pr [A(A, v) = 1]| ≤ ν(λ)

for all sufficiently large λ ∈ N, where A←$ Zm×n
q , s←$ Zn

q , e←$ χm, and v ←$ Zm
q .

2.2 Ring Lattice Assumption

We will also use the ring-based variant of the LWE assumption, introduced by [33].

The RLWE assumption. This problem is also parameterized by the prime modulus q,
degree of the modulus polynomial n, and a noise distribution χ. We focus on a special case
of the Ring-LWE problem where f(x) = xn + 1, and n is a power of two. Similar to LWE, χ

is highly concentrated on low-norm polynomials such that with overwhelming probability
||x||2 ≤ δ for x←$ χ for some δ = δ(λ). χ is usually taken to be a discrete gaussian in the
coefficient embedding of R.

▶ Definition 2. Let q = q(λ) be a prime, n = n(λ) be an integer, and χ = χ(λ) be a
distribution over R, all public functions of the security parameter λ ∈ N. The (q, n, χ)-
RLWE assumption states that for every probabilistic polynomial time algorithm A and for all
polynomially-bounded functions m = m(λ), there exists a negligible function ν(·) such that

Advrlwe
A (λ) := |Pr [A(a, b) = 1]− Pr [A(a, v) = 1]| ≤ ν(λ)

for all sufficiently large λ ∈ N, where a ←$ Rm
q , s ←$ Rq, e ←$ χm, bi = ai · s + ei ∀ i ∈ [m],

and v ←$ Rm
q .
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2.3 Randomness Extraction
We will use the following lemma from the work of Gentry, Peikert, and Vaikuntanathan [26].
The lemma follows from the leftover hash lemma [29].

▶ Lemma 3 ([26, 29]). Let q be a prime and let m, n be integers. Let R, A and B be random
variables distributed uniformly in {−1, 1}m×m, Zm×n

q , and Zm×n
q , respectively. Then, it holds

that

SD ((A, R ·A) , (A, B)) ≤ m

2 ·
√

2−m+n log q.

When working over polynomial rings, we will not be able to use the leftover hash lemma.
Instead, we will use the regularity lemma defined over rings [42].

▶ Lemma 4 (Generalization of Theorem 3.2, [42]). Let F be a finite field and f ∈ F[x] be
monic and of degree n > 0. Let R be the ring F[x]/f and m > 0. For every i, j ∈ [m] and
k ∈ [n], let Di,j,k ⊆ F, with |Di,j,k| = d. Let A, B be random variables distributed uniformly
in Rm×ℓ. Let R ∈ Rm×m be a matrix of polynomials, wherein the kth coefficient of Ri,j

is chosen uniformly randomly and independently from Di,j,k, for all i, j ∈ [m] and k ∈ [n].
Then, it holds that,

SD ((A, RA) , (A, B)) ≤ m

2

√√√√√∏
i∈[t]

(
1 +

(
|F|
dm

)deg(fi)
)ℓ

− 1

where f =
∏

i∈[t] fi is the factorization of f over F[x], and deg(fi) is the degree of the
polynomial fi.

Specifically, we will choose F = Zq and Di,j,k = {−1, 1} ∀ i, j ∈ [m], k ∈ [n].
We will also rely on the following definition for the norm of a matrix and a related lemma

from Agrawal, Boneh, and Boyen [1] (a similar lemma appears in [3]), which states that a
random Bernoulli matrix has low norm with overwhelming probability.

▶ Definition 5. Let R be an m×m matrix over Z. Let Bm := {x ∈ Rm : ∥x∥2 = 1} be the
unit ball in Rm. Define the norm of the matrix R ∈ Zm×m as

∥R∥ := max
x∈Bm

∥R · x∥2 .

The norm for a matrix in Rm×m
q is defined similarly. The following two lemmas bound the

norm of random matrices where all entries are sampled i.i.d. from a distribution concentrated
around 0.

▶ Lemma 6 ([1, 3]). Let q be a prime and let m be an integer. Let R be a random variable
uniformly sampled from {−1, 1}m×m. Then, there is a universal constant C > 0 such that

Pr
[
∥R∥ ≥ C ·

√
m
]

< e−2m.

A proof for the following lemma can be found in the full version.

▶ Lemma 7. Let q be a prime and let m, n be integers. Let R ∈ Rm×m
q be a random variable,

such that for all i, j ∈ [m], the coefficient vector of Ri,j is sampled uniformly at random from
{−1, 1}n. Then,

Pr
[
∥R∥ ≥ m

√
mn · ω(

√
logn)

]
< negl(n)
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3 Re-randomizable Commitments

Informally, a re-randomizable commitment (RRC, for short) is a scheme that allows one
to commit to random keys.1 Moreover, an RRC scheme supports re-randomizations of
commitments: given a commitment c to a key k, one should be able to re-randomize to
commitment to produce a new commitment c′ for k. Importantly, knowledge of c suffices for
such re-randomization, and no additional secrets are needed. In particular, the re-randomizing
entity is not required to know the key k nor the randomness used to create c.

We first present the syntax for RRC schemes and the associated correctness requirement.
Then, we discuss two security notions that such schemes should satisfy.

3.1 Syntax & Correctness

An RRC scheme R is a tuple of four algorithms:
Setup(1λ)→ pp: outputs public parameters pp,
Commit(pp)→ (c, k): outputs a commitment string c and a key k,
Randomize(pp, c)→ c′: randomize the commitment,
Test(pp, c, k)→ {0, 1}: outputs 1 if k is a valid key for c.

The first three are probabilistic polynomial time (PPT) and the fourth is deterministic
polynomial time.

In terms of correctness, we require that Test(pp, c, k) outputs 1 for (c, k) output by
Commit(pp). Moreover, Test(pp, c′, k) should output 1 if c′ was obtained from c via at
most B consecutive re-randomizations, where B is a parameter. We call this correctness
requirement B-randomizability. If a scheme is B-randomizable for all B, we call it fully-
randomizable.

▶ Definition 8. An RRC scheme is B-randomizable if there exists a negligible function
ν(·) such that the following holds for every λ ∈ N:
let pp←$ Setup(1λ), (c0, k)←$ Commit(pp), and ci ←$ Randomize(pp, ci−1) for i = 1, . . ., then

Pr
[
Test(pp, ci, k) = 1 for i = 0, 1, 2, . . . , B

]
≥ 1− ν(λ).

An RRC scheme that is B-randomizable for all B ∈ N is said to be fully randomizable. ⌟

For the notion of RRC schemes to be non-trivial, we require that the key k generated by
Commit to have high min-entropy.

▶ Definition 9. An RRC scheme is B-randomizable is non-trivial if there exists a
negligible function ν(·) such that the following holds for every λ ∈ N: let pp←$ Setup(1λ),
(c0, k0)←$ Commit(pp) and (c1, k1)←$ Commit(pp), then Pr [k0 = k1] ≤ ν(λ). ⌟

3.2 Notions of Security

An RRC scheme should satisfy two security properties: Binding and Unlinkability.

1 Committing to random keys is sufficient for the main application we consider, which is SSLE protocols.
Observe, however, that such a scheme can be easily converted into a scheme that allows one to commit
to arbitrary messages via a one-time pad.
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Game GA,R(λ, B)
1 : b←$ {0, 1}

2 : pp←$ R.Setup(1λ)
3 : (c0, k0)←$ R.Commit(pp), (c1, k1)←$ R.Commit(pp)
4 : (state, i0, i1)←$ A(pp, c0, c1)
5 : if (i0 > B) OR (i1 > B) : abort
6 : if (i0 = 0) OR (i1 = 0) : abort
7 : c← cb

8 : for t in {1, . . . , ib} : c←$ R.Randomize(pp, c)
9 : b′ ←$ A(c, state)

10 : return b = b′

Figure 1 The security game for an adversary A attacking the unlinkability of an RRC scheme R.

Binding. Similarly to standard commitment schemes, we require that a commitment can
be tied to at most one key.

▶ Definition 10. An RRC scheme is perfectly binding if for every λ ∈ N and for all
c, k, k′ we have

Prpp←$ Setup(1λ)[k ̸= k′ AND Test(pp, c, k) = Test(pp, c, k′) = 1] = 0. (1)

⌟

Condition (1) ensures that a commitment c will never be accepted by two distinct keys.
As we will later discuss, this is satisfied by the previous DDH-based construction of Boneh et
al. [16]. For our lattice-based construction, we need to weaken this condition a bit and only
require that (1) holds computationally. This leads to the following definition.

▶ Definition 11. We say that an RRC scheme is computationally binding if for all
PPTadversaries A the following function is negligible.

Pr
[
k ̸= k′ AND Test(pp, c, k) = Test(pp, c, k′) = 1 : pp←$ Setup(1λ)

(c, k, k′)←$ A(pp)

]
(2)

⌟

Unlinkability. An RRC scheme R is unlinkable if a PPT adversary is unable to distinguish
the i-th re-randomization of a commitment c0 from the j-th re-randomization of another
commitment c1. This is captured in the security game in Figure 1. As usual, we define the
adversary’s advantage as

Advrrc
A,R,B(λ) :=

∣∣2 Pr[GA,R(λ, B) = 1]− 1
∣∣.

▶ Definition 12. A B-randomizable RRC scheme is unlinkable if for all PPTadversaries
A the function Advrrc

A,R,B(λ) is negligible.

We make two remarks on the unlinkability definition:
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Looking ahead, for some applications, we might want the scheme to remain unlinkable
even if adversarial re-randomizations were applied to it at some point. We present such
a definition in Section 6. We also discuss ways to augment our basic LWE-based and
Ring-LWE-based constructions to accommodate this stronger security definition. Since
the stronger unlinkability definition is much more complicated than the one in Fig. 1, we
first focus on this weaker notion.
An unlinkable RRC scheme is, in particular, hiding. Meaning, that a commitment c leaks
no information (in a computational sense) regarding the committed key k. Intuitively, an
adversary that can distinguish between a commitment to a key k and a commitment to a
different key k′ can trivially link a commitment c to either a commitment c0 to k0 or to
a commitment c1 to k1 by outputting the bit b such that c is a commitment to kb.

3.3 An RRC scheme based on DDH
Equipped with the above definitions, we can briefly recall the DDH-based RRC scheme used
in [16]. The scheme, called Rddh, is defined by:

Setup(1λ): choose a finite cyclic group G with generator g ∈ G and output pp := (G, g).
Commit(pp): choose random u←$ G and k ←$ Zq, set c← (u, uk), and output (c, k).
Randomize(pp, c): parse c = (u, v), choose a random ρ←$ Zq, and output c′ := (uρ, vρ).
Test(pp, c, k): parse c = (u, v) and output 1 iff uk = v, otherwise output 0.

▶ Theorem 13 ([16]). If the DDH assumption holds in G then Rddh is a perfectly-binding,
unlinkable, and fully randomizable RRC.

The fact that the scheme is full-randomizable and perfectly binding is easy to observe.
The proof of unlinkability is a direct application of DDH. In the next section, we construct
an RRC scheme that is post-quantum secure based on the LWE assumption.

4 A Construction from Learning with Errors

In this section, we present a construction of an RRC scheme from the LWE assumption [39]
(see Section 2). An informal overview of the construction is presented in Section 1.1.

4.1 The Construction
Our construction of an RRC scheme from LWE, denoted Rlwe is presented in Fig. 2. The
construction is parameterized by an integer B, which serves as a bound on the number of
re-randomizations that can be applied to a commitment. In the construction, we use ∆ to
denote (C ·

√
m)B · δ, where m is a parameter of the scheme determined by the analysis

(think of m = O(λ)), C is the universal constant from Lemma 6 and δ is a bound on the ℓ2
norm of the LWE noise vectors used in the construction.

Correctness. First, note that prior to any randomization being preformed, for an honestly-
generated commitment c = (A, U ) it holds that A ·H(k)−U is equal to the noise matrix E

sampled according to χm×ℓ during the generation of the commitment. Hence, the matrix
computed by the Test algorithm is simply E, and each of its columns has norm at most δ.
Now, after t ≤ B applications of Randomize to c using matrices R1, . . . , Rt, the commitment
we get is of the form

(Rt · · ·R1 ·A, Rt · · ·R1 ·U) = (Rt · · ·R1 ·A, Rt · · ·R1 ·A · H(k) + Rt · · ·R1 ·E).
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Setup(1λ):
1 : Let n := λ, choose a prime q, and choose m = m(n, q) and ℓ = ℓ(n, q).

// we will explain how to choose m and ℓ in the analysis

2 : Let χ be the LWE noise distribution over Zq.
// if e←$ χm, and we lift e to Zm, then with high probability, ∥e∥2 ≤ δ for some δ ≪ q

3 : return pp← (λ, q, n, m, ℓ, χ)
Commit(pp):
1 : A←$ Zm×n

q // choose a random matrix A

2 : k ←$ {0, 1}1λ

// choose a random λ-bit string

3 : V ← H(k) ∈ Zn×ℓ
q // hash k to an n-by-ℓ matrix

4 : sample E ∈ Zm×ℓ
q from the LWE noise distribution χm×ℓ

// then for each column e of E, ∥e∥2 ≤ δ w.h.p when e is lifted to Zm

5 : U ← A · V + E ∈ Zm×ℓ
q

6 : c← (A, U)
7 : return (c, k)

Randomize(pp, c): parse c = (A, U) and do
1 : sample a random matrix R←$ {−1, 1}m×m // R is a low-norm matrix

2 : c′ ← (R ·A, R ·U) ∈ Zm×n
q × Zm×ℓ

q

3 : return c′

Test(pp, c, k): parse c = (A, U) and do
1 : V ← A · H(k)−U ∈ Zm×ℓ

q

2 : return 1 iff for each column v of V , ∥v∥2 ≤ ∆ when v is lifted to Zm

Otherwise, return 0

Figure 2 Rlwe – A B-randomizable RRC scheme based on the learning with errors (LWE) problem.

Hence, the matrix computed by the Test algorithm is E′ = Rt · · ·R1 ·E. Since R1, . . . , Rt

are sampled independently from {−1, 1}m×m, Lemma 6 guarantees that with overwhelming
probability, each column of E′ has norm at most (C ·

√
m)t · δ ≤ (C ·

√
m)B · δ = ∆.

4.2 Binding
▶ Theorem 14. The above scheme is computationally binding when H is modeled as a random
oracle. Concretely, for every adversary A making at most Q queries to H it holds that

Pr
[

k ̸= k′ AND
Test(pp, c, k) = Test(pp, c, k′) = 1 : pp←$ Setup(1λ)

(c, k, k′)←$ A(pp)

]
≤ Q2 · qn ·

(
4∆ + 1

q

)ℓ

The proof of Theorem 14 can be found in the full version.

4.3 Unlinkability
▶ Theorem 15. The above construction is unlinkable. In particular, for every PPT adversary
A making at most Q = Q(λ) queries to H, there exists a PPT adversary B such that for all
λ ∈ N it holds that:
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Advrrc
A,RLWE,B(λ) ≤ 2Q

2λ −Q
+ 2ℓ · Advlwe

B (λ) + B ·m
2 ·

√
2−m+(n+ℓ)·log q.

The proof of the theorem is in the full version.

5 A Construction from Ring LWE

In this section we present our RRC construction from the Ring LWE assumption [33] (see
Section 2). Our construction, denoted Rrlwe is presented in Fig. 3. The construction works
in a polynomial ring R modulo a cyclotomic polynomial f that has exactly two irreducible
factors f1, f2 over Zq.

Improvements over RLWE. Compared to the integer-based scheme, the ring-based scheme
accommodates more efficient parameter choices. For concreteness, the ensuing discussion
focuses on the regime in which q = Ω(∆2). In this regime, for the ring-based scheme to
be binding, we only need ℓ to be Ω(log(q) + λ/n), where λ is the security parameter. This
is a factor of Ω(n) smaller than the LWE case. Secondly, m only needs to be of order
Ω(log(q) + (ℓ + κ)/n) where κ is a statistical security parameter (we want the re-randomized
commitments to be distributed 1/2κ close to a uniform distribution). This also turns out to
be a factor of Ω(n) smaller than the integer case. Combining these together, each ring-based
RRC commitment and each re-randomization matrix is Ω(n)-times smaller than the integer-
based commitment and matrix, respectively (this already takes into account the fact that
representing each ring element takes n-times the representation length of a Zq element).

Additionally, if we are re-randomizing a list of t commitments, then we consider the
possibility of using a single, larger matrix to re-randomize all the commitments. In the
ring case, we would only need to scale m by a factor of t/n, but in the integer case, m

grows by a factor of t. In particular, for t = Ω(n), the ring-based RRC commitments and
the re-randomization matrix only grow by a constant factor, while in the integer case, the
commitments and the re-randomization matrix still grow linearly in t (making it essentially
infeasible to use a single re-randomization matrix in this setting)2.

We now prove the correctness, binding, and unlinkability for our ring-based RRC scheme.

Correctness. We first note that, prior to any rerandomization, for an honestly generated
commitment c = (a, U ), it holds that U − a · H(k)T is equal to the noise matrix E sampled
at the generation of the commitments. Hence, the matrix V computed by the Test algorithm
is just E, and each of its columns has norm at most δ, since E was sampled according to
χm×ℓ. Now, after t ≤ B applications of Randomize to the commitment c using matrices
R1, . . . , Rt, the commitment we get is of the form

(Rt · · ·R1 · a, Rt · · ·R1 ·U) = (Rt · · ·R1 · a, Rt · · ·R1 · a · H(k)T + Rt · · ·R1 ·E).

Hence, the matrix computed by the Test algorithm is E′ = Rt · · ·R1 ·E. Lemma 7 guarantees
that with a high probability, each column of E′ has norm at most

(m
√

mn · ω(
√

log n))t · δ ≤ (m
√

mn · ω(
√

log n))B · δ = ∆

where ∆ is an upper bound on the expression δ · (m
√

mn · ω(
√

log n))B .

2 While the re-randomization matrix would typically not be transmitted in the clear, its size does affect
the complexity of the proof of shuffle (recall our discussion in the introduction).
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Setup(1λ):
1 : Let n := 2r where r = r(λ), and let f(x) = xn + 1 and R = Z[x]/f(x).

Choose a prime q and let Rq = Zq[x]/f(x).
// r, q are chosen such that f factors into two irreducible polynomials over Zq

2 : Let m = m(n, q) and ℓ = ℓ(n, q).
// we will explain how to choose m and ℓ in the analysis

3 : Let χ be the RLWE noise distribution over Rq.
// if we sample a vector e←$ χm, then with high probability, ∥e∥2 ≤ δ for some δ ≪ q

4 : return pp← (λ, q, n, m, ℓ, χ)
Commit(pp):
1 : a←$ Rm

q // choose a random vector a

2 : k ←$ {0, 1}λ // choose a random 1λ-bit string

3 : v ← H(k) ∈ Rℓ
q // hash k to a vector of length ℓ

4 : Sample E ∈ Rm×ℓ
q from the RLWE noise distribution χm×ℓ

// then for each column e of E, ∥e∥2 ≤ δ w.h.p

5 : U ← a · vT + E ∈ Rm×ℓ
q

6 : c← (a, U)
7 : return (c, k)

Randomize(pp, c): parse c = (a, U) and do
1 : Sample R ∈ Rm×m:
∀i, j ∈ [m], sample the coefficients of Ri,j uniformly and independently from {−1, 1}

// R is a low-norm matrix

2 : c′ ← (R · a, R ·U) ∈ Rm
q ×Rm×ℓ

q

3 : return c′

Test(pp, c, k): parse c = (a, U) and do
1 : V ← U − a · H(k)T ∈ Rm×ℓ

q

2 : return 1 iff for each column v of V , ∥v∥2 ≤ ∆, and return 0 otherwise

Figure 3 Rrlwe – A B-randomizable RRC scheme based on the learning with errors over rings
(RLWE) problem.

5.1 Binding
▶ Theorem 16. The above scheme is computationally binding when H is modeled as a random
oracle. Concretely, for every adversary A making at most Q queries to H it holds that

Pr
[

k ̸= k′ AND
Test(pp, c, k) = Test(pp, c, k′) = 1 : pp←$ Setup(1λ)

(c, k, k′)←$ A(pp)

]
≤ Q2 ·qn ·

(
4∆ + 1
√

q

)nℓ

The proof of Theorem 16 is in the full version.

5.2 Unlinkability
▶ Theorem 17. The above construction is unlinkable. In particular, for every PPT adversary
A making at most Q = Q(λ) queries to H, there exists a PPT adversary B such that for all
λ ∈ N it holds that:
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Advrrc
A,RRLWE,B(λ) ≤ 2Q

2λ −Q
+ (2ℓ) · Advrlwe

B (λ) + B · m

2

√(
1 +

( q

2m

)n/2
)2(ℓ+1)

− 1.

The proof of Theorem 17 can be found in the full version.

6 Handling Adversarially-Randomized Commitments

In this section, we present a stronger notion of unlinkability, called strong unlinkability for
RRC schemes, and then present different approaches to augment our basic schemes from
Sections 4 and 5 to satisfy this definition.

Loosely speaking, strong unlinkability requires that re-randomization should result in
unlinkable commitments, even if they were previously re-randomized by the adversary. This
trivially holds for the DDH-based construction of Boneh et al. [16] thanks to two properties
of the scheme:

Suppose the adversary receives a commitment c for which k is a valid key, and outputs a
randomized commitment c′. As long as Test(pp, c′, k) = 1, there exists some randomness
r such that c′ = Randomize(pp, c; r).
Re-randomization using Randomize is a commutative operation. Hence, in conjunction
with the observation above, any knowledge the adversary could gain by re-randomizing a
commitment before an honest re-randomization, it could also gain by re-randomizing it
afterwards (which the adversary can already do in the security game from Fig. 1).

Alas, this is not the case for our lattice-based constructions. The main issue is that matrix
multiplication is not commutative. Hence a “bad” re-randomization (even one that does
not invalidate the honest commitment key) can have a long lasting effect on a commitment
even after many subsequent honest re-randomizations have taken place. Concretely, on
input c = (A, U), the adversary may output c′ = (A′, U ′), such that A′ is “bad” in the
sense that the distribution R · A′ for a random R ←$ {−1, 1, }m×m is very far from the
uniform distribution over Zm×n

q . As a hypothetical example, suppose that the adversary
can find a matrix R ∈ {−1, 1, }m×m such that A′ = R ·A is a low-norm matrix. Then, the
distribution R ·A′ will be concentrated on low-norm matrices as well, enabling the adversary
to distinguish between this distribution and the uniform distribution over Zm×n

q , which is
concentrated on high-norm matrices.

6.1 A Stronger Unlinkability Definition
We first need to define what it means for an RRC scheme to be unlinkable in the face of
adversarial re-randomizations. To do this, we augment the security game of RRC schemes
by letting the adversary re-randomize the commitments at points in time of its choosing.
To avoid trivial attacks, we require that the adversary justifies its outputs by providing the
randomness it used for re-randomization.

To this end, and to facilitate our constructions, we introduce several new notions for
RRC schemes:

We augment an RRC scheme with a corresponding beacon distribution D. This distribution
is used to model a randomness beacon, and will be used by one of our constructions of a
strongly-unlinkable RRC scheme. In practice, the beacon may be assumed as an outside
resource or implemented in various ways using known techniques [37].
We introduce two new algorithms R.Precommit and R.Extract to an RRC scheme R.
R.Precommit is a randomized algorithm that takes in the public parameters pp an outputs
some “precommitment” pcom, whose role will become apparent in a minute. R.Extract
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is a (potentially randomized) algorithm that takes in pp, the randomness r ∈ {0, 1}∗
used by R.Precommit to generate pcom, and a sample rand from D, and outputs some
randomness r′ to be used by R.Randomize. Throughout this section, we will denote the
number of random coins used by R.Precommit by ρ = ρ(λ).
An RRC scheme R is now also parameterized by a class G of admissible random strings ,
and only members of G can be used as randomness for R.Randomize. This is checked by
the security game for randomness used by the adversary. A natural selection for G is the
entire support of the randomness used by the honest Randomize algorithm; for example,
in our (integer) LWE-based construction, this corresponds to G = {−1, 1}m×m, but one
might also consider strict supersets or subsets of this set.
We allow G to depend on a precommitment pcom, the randomness r ∈ {0, 1}∗ used
by R.Precommit to generate pcom, and a sample rand from D. We denote this by
A(pcom, r, rand). The set G may also depend on the public parameters pp, but we do not
note this explicitly, since the public parameters typically remain fixed.

To recap, an RRC scheme R now consists of six algorithms (R.Setup, R.Commit,
R.Randomize, R.Test, and now also R.Precommit and R.Extract), a distribution D, and
a set G = G(pcom, r, rand).

Correctness and unlinkability. For correctness, we now require that the scheme is B-
rerandomizable (Definition 8), where the randomness for rerandomization is generated by
Precommit, D, and Extract. We additionally require that honestly generated randomness for
Randomize is indeed admissible.

▶ Definition 18. Let R be an RRC scheme such that R.Precommit takes ρ = ρ(λ) random
coins. We say Ris B-randomizable if there exists a negligible function ν(·) such that the
following conditions hold for every λ ∈ N:
1. Let pp ←$ R.Setup(1λ), (c0, k) ←$ R.Commit(pp), ri ←$ {0, 1}ρ, randi ←$ D, r′i ←$

R.Extract(pp, ri, randi), ci ←$ R.Randomize(pp, ci−1; r′i) for i ∈ [B], then

Pr
[
R.Test(pp, ci, k) = 1 for i = 0, 1, 2, . . . , B

]
≥ 1− ν(λ).

2. Let pp ←$ R.Setup(1λ), r ←$ {0, 1}ρ, pcom ← R.Precommit(pp; r), rand ←$ D, and r′ ←$

R.Extract(pp, r, rand), then

Pr [r′ ∈ G(pcom, r, rand)] ≥ 1− ν(λ).

An RRC scheme that is B-randomizable for all B ∈ N is said to be fully randomizable. ⌟

The new strong-unlinkability game is defined in Figure 4. It uses the following abbreviated
writing: we write (rand, c′) ←$ R.Randomize(pp, r, c) as a shorthand for the process of
(1) sampling rand ←$ D, (3) sampling r′ ←$ R.Extract(pp, r, rand), (4) computing c′ ←
R.Randomize(pp, c; r′), and (5) outputting (rand, c′). The new game is obtained from the old
unlinkability security game (Figure 1) by the following modifications:
1. At the onset of the game, the challenger samples precommitments {pcom} to be used for

the honest re-randomizations it performs. The adversary then also outputs a precommit-
ment {pcom} for its own future re-randomizations. For each re-randomization, the set
G will depend on the corresponding precommitment. Looking ahead, in a couple of our
constructions, the precommitments will serve as commitments for randomness to be used
in the future re-randomizations.
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2. The challenger samples {rand} values from the beacon distribution D. These serve as the
beacon values for each re-randomization (adversarial or honest). The adversary receives
the corresponding rand value before each adversarial re-randomization, and together with
each honest re-randomization.

3. Each time the adversary A outputs re-randomized commitments, it also outputs the asso-
ciated randomness used to generate the associated precommitment and the randomness
used for re-randomization. The challenger then checks that this randomness is indeed
admissible.

As before, we define the adversary’s advantage as

Advstrong-rrc
A,R (λ) :=

∣∣2 Pr[Gstrong
A,R (λ) = 1]− 1

∣∣.

Game Gstrong
A,R (λ)

1 : b←$ {0, 1}

2 : pp←$ R.Setup(1λ)

3 : (T, i
(1)
0 , i

(1)
1 . . . , i

(T )
0 , i

(T )
1 , state)←$ A(pp)

4 : −−−→pcom← () // initialize an empty vector
5 : for t in {1, . . . , T} :

6 : for j in {1, . . . , i
(t)
0 } : rt,0,j ←$ {0, 1}ρ

, pcomt,0,j ← R.Precommit(pp; rt,0,j), −−−→pcom← −−−→pcom∥pcomt,0,j

7 : for j in {1, . . . , i
(t)
1 } : rt,1,j ←$ {0, 1}ρ

, pcomt,1,j ← R.Precommit(pp; rt,1,j), −−−→pcom← −−−→pcom∥pcomt,1,j

8 : // ρ denotes the number of random coins used by R.Precommit

9 : (pcom′
1,0, pcom′

1,1, . . . , pcom′
T,0, pcom′

T,1, state)←$ A(state,−−−→pcom)

10 : rand1,0, rand1,1 . . . , randT,0, randT,1 ←$ D

11 : (c
(0)
0 , k0)←$ R.Commit(pp), (c

(0)
1 , k1)←$ R.Commit(pp)

12 : aux0 ← c
(0)
0 ∥c

(0)
1

13 : for t in {1, . . . , T} :

14 : (state, c
(t)
0 , c

(t)
1 , r0, r1, r

′
0, r

′
1)←$ A(state, auxt−1, randt,1, randt,0)

15 : // r0 and r1 are the random coins A claims to have used to generate pcomt,0 and pcomt,1

16 : // r
′
0 and r

′
1 are the random coins A claims to have used for re-randomization

17 : if (c
(t)
0 ̸= R.Randomize(pp, c

(t−1)
0 ; r

′
0)) OR (c

(t)
1 ̸= R.Randomize(pp, c

(t−1)
1 ; r

′
1)) : abort

18 : // check that r
′
0 and r

′
1 were used by A for re-randomization

19 : for d in {0, 1} : Gd ← G(pcom′
t,d, rd, randt,d)

20 : auxt ← () // initialize an empty vector

21 : for j in {1, . . . , i
(t)
0 } : (randt

0,j , c
(t)
0 )←$ R.Randomize(pp, rt,0,j , c

(t)
0 ), auxt ← auxt∥(randt

0,j , c
(t)
0 )

22 : for j in {1, . . . , i
(t)
1 } : (randt

1,j , c
(t)
1 )←$ R.Randomize(pp, rt,1,j , c

(t)
1 ), auxt ← auxt∥(randt

1,j , c
(t)
1 )

23 : // the notation (rand, c
′)←$ R.Randomize(pp, r, c) is defined above

24 : if r
′
0 ̸∈ G0 OR r

′
1 ̸∈ G1 : c

(t)
0 ← c

(t−1)
0 , c

(t)
1 ← c

(t−1)
1

25 : (rand0, c0)←$ R.Randomize(pp, c
(T )
0 ), (rand1, c1)←$ R.Randomize(pp, c

(T )
1 )

26 : b
′ ←$ A(cb, c1−b, rand0, rand1, state)

27 : return b = b
′

Figure 4 The strong unlinkability security game for an adversary A and an RRC scheme R.

▶ Definition 19. An RRC scheme R is strongly-unlinkable if for all PPTadversaries A
the function Advstrong-rrc

A,R (λ) is negligible.
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Game Gpr
A,R(λ)

1 : b←$ {0, 1}

2 : pp←$ R.Setup(1λ)
3 : r ←$ {0, 1}ρ, pcom← R.Precommit(pp; r)
4 : (pcom′, state)←$ A(pp, pcom)
5 : rand←$ D

6 : (c, k)←$ R.Commit(pp), (c′
0, k′)←$ R.Commit(pp)

7 : (c′′, r′, r′′, state)←$ A(state, c, rand)
8 : if c′′ ̸= R.Randomize(pp, c; r′′) : abort
9 : if r′′ ̸∈ G(pcom′, r′, rand) : abort

10 : (rand′, c0)←$ R.Randomize(pp, r, c′′)
11 : c1, c′

1 ←$ Cλ

12 : b′ ←$ A(cb, c′
b, rand′, state)

13 : return b = b′

Figure 5 The security game for an adversary A attacking the strong pseudorandomness of R.

How to put the strong unlinkability definition to use. In the strengthened security game
from Fig. 4, whenever the adversary re-randomizes, it also sends to the challenger the
randomness that went into this re-randomization process (that is, the randomness that went
into Precommit and into Randomize). This means that whenever using a strongly-unlinkable
RRC scheme within a larger protocol, one should require that re-randomizers provide a
argument of knowledge for such randomness (and potentially of additional secrets that are
related to the larger super-protocol). Then, a security reduction that tries to break the
security of the RRC scheme can use the knowledge extractor of the proof system to extract
the randomness and output it in the RRC security game. Our SSLE protocol, detailed in the
full version, provides an example of how to use RRC schemes within a larger protocol. In
the full version, we discuss specific ways to construct the necessary arguments of knowledge
for our lattice-based RRC schemes.

Strongly-pseudorandom RRC schemes. We present the notion of strong pseudorandomness
for RRC schemes. Roughly speaking, an RRC scheme enjoys strong pseudorandomness, if
honestly re-randomized commitments are pseudorandom. That is, it is indistinguishable
from a uniformly-random member of the domain C = {Cλ}λ of commitments. Moreover,
honest re-randomization should output pseudorandom commitments even on commitments
that were previously re-randomized by the adversary (using admissible randomness). This is
captured by the security game in Fig. 5.

As before, we define the adversary’s advantage as

Advpr-rrc
A,R (λ) :=

∣∣2 Pr[Gpr
A,R(λ) = 1]− 1

∣∣.
▶ Definition 20. A B-randomizable R scheme is strongly-pseudorandom if for all PPT
adversaries A the function Advpr-rrc

A,R (λ) is negligible.

A simple hybrid argument shows that an RRC scheme that is strongly-pseudorandom is
also strongly-unlinkable.
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▶ Proposition 21. If an RRC scheme R is strongly-pseudorandom then it is also strongly-
unlinkable.

We now turn to present several ways to augment our basic RRC schemes so that they
achieve strong-pseudorandomness, and hence strong unlinkability.

6.2 Constructing Strongly-Pseudorandom RRCs
We now present a way to turn our lattice-based constructions of RRC schemes to ones that
provide strong pseudorandomness, and hence strong unlinkability. We start by describing
such a mechanism for our LWE-based scheme, and then discuss how the same ideas can also
be applied to our Ring-LWE-based scheme.

Immunizing our LWE-based RRC scheme RLWE against adversarial re-randomizations
per the Definition 19 amounts to defining the beacon distribution D, the algorithms
RLWE.Precommit and RLWE.Extract, and the set G of admissible random strings. We do
so as follows:

D is the uniform distribution over {−1, 1}m×m.
RLWE.Precommit(pp; r): the randomness r to the algorithm is parsed as a tuple (R, r′)
of a uniformly-random matrix R in {−1, 1}m×m and randomness r′ to a stand-
ard (not re-randomizable) statistically-binding non-interactive commitment scheme
C = (C.Setup, C.Commit) (for definitions of standard commitment schemes, see for
example [17]). The algorithm then commits to R using C: it computes pcom ←
C.Commit(ppC, R; r′) and outputs pcom (the public parameters ppC for C are sampled
by the C.Setup algorithm during the operation of RLWE.Setup and are included as part of
the public parameters of RLWE).
RLWE.Extract(pp, r, rand) parses r as (R, r′) and treats rand as a matrix R′ in {−1, 1}m×m.
It outputs R′′ ← R + R′ ∈ Zm×m

q .
The set G = G(pcom, r = (R, r′), rand = R′) is then the singleton set {R + R′} if
pcom = C.Commit(ppC, R; r′). Otherwise, if pcom ̸= C.Commit(ppC, R; r′) then G = ∅
and there is no admissible randomness. That is, G “checks” if pcom is a valid commitment
to R given the randomness used to generate it, and if so, the only admissible randomness
for RLWE.Randomize is the sum of R + R′.

We denote the RRC scheme obtained by these augmentations by R+
LWE. We first argue that

the scheme is correct per Definition 18. Condition 2 of the definition holds trivially. To see
why Condition 1 holds, observe that honest ris used for re-randomization are now m-by-m
matrices, whose coordinates are independently sampled from a distribution which attains 0
with probability 1/2, and −2 or 2 with probability 1/4 each. A straightforward adaptation
of the proof of Lemma 6 shows that it still applies (with a slightly worse constant C) and
hence the previous proof of correctness still goes through.

As for security, the following theorem, proved in the full version, proves that R+
LWE satisfies

strong pseudorandomness. In conjunction with Proposition 21, this implies that it is also
strongly-unlinkable.

▶ Theorem 22. The scheme R+
LWE is a strongly-pseudorandom RRC scheme.

Strong unlinkability from the Ring LWE assumption. We can use a similar technique in
order to augment our Ring-LWE-based RRC scheme with strong unlinkability. The only
difference is that now R and R′ are sampled as matrices of “short” polynomials. That is, the
distribution D samples a matrix R′ as follows: Each coordinate is an independent polynomial,
whose coefficients are sampled independently and uniformly from {−1, 1}. Precommit samples
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a commitment to a matrix R sampled from the same distribution, and Extract outputs
R + R′. Finally, the set G(pcom, r, rand) = {R + R′} as before if the precommitment pcom is
consistent with r and ∅ otherwise. Correctness follows similarly as in the LWE case, replacing
the use of Lemma 6 with Lemma 7. For strong pseudorandomness, we replace the use of the
leftover hash lemma [29] with Lemma 4.3

6.3 Strong Pseudorandomness without A Randomness Beacon
The above approach requires a randomness beacon, which is a very reasonable assumption
in the context of SSLE protocols. However, there might be other scenarios in which one
might want to use RRCs without assuming the availability of such a beacon. This is formally
captured by the above definitions by fixing D to be the constant distribution outputting ⊥
with probability 1. In the full version, we present three different approaches to augment our
schemes to provide strong unlinkability without assuming a randomness beacon.
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Abstract
Decentralized Finance (DeFi) continues to open up promising opportunities for a broad spectrum of
users, with lending pools emerging as a cornerstone of its applications. While prominent platforms
like Compound and Aave maintain a large share of the funds in lending pools, numerous other
smaller pools also exist. Many of these smaller entities draw heavily from the design principles of
their larger counterparts due to the complex nature of lending pool design.

This paper asserts that the design approaches that serve larger pools effectively may not
necessarily be the most beneficial for smaller lending pools. We identify and elaborate on two
liquidity management attacks, which can allow well-funded attackers to exploit specific circumstances
within lending pools for personal gain. Although large lending pools, due to their vast and diverse
liquidity and high user engagement, are generally less vulnerable to these attacks, smaller lending
protocols may need to employ specialized defensive strategies, particularly during periods of low
liquidity. We also show that beyond the six leading lending protocols, there exists a market value
exceeding $1.75 billion. This considerable sum is dispersed among over 200 liquidity pools, posing a
potentially attractive target for bad actors.

Furthermore, we evaluate existing designs of lending pools and suggest a novel architecture
that distinctly separates the liquidity and logic layers. This unique setup gives smaller pools the
adaptability they need to link with larger, well-established pools. Despite encountering certain
constraints, these emerging pools can leverage the considerable liquidity from larger pools until
they generate sufficient funds to form their own standalone liquidity pools. This design cultivates a
setting where multiple lending pools can integrate their liquidity components, thus encouraging a
more diverse and robust liquidity environment.
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Keywords and phrases Lending Pools, DeFi, Interest Rate, Liquidity Management Attack

Digital Object Identifier 10.4230/LIPIcs.AFT.2023.27

1 Introduction

Decentralized Finance (DeFi) protocols offer a solid foundation for financial investors seeking
to earn returns on their assets in a decentralized manner. Lending and borrowing, one of
the oldest financial applications, is transformed by blockchains, enabling the creation of
liquidity pools that consolidate lender funds and facilitate borrowing. This arrangement
presents an appealing opportunity for both parties; lenders earn interest from the moment
they contribute their funds to the liquidity pools, while borrowers are assured of paying a
fair interest rate for their borrowed amount.

This paper primarily focuses on over-collateralized lending pools [4], where, after liquidity
providers contribute their funds to the pool, borrowers can access these funds by offering
collateral in other assets. The collateral amount must exceed the borrowed sum to allow
the lending protocol to guarantee a return of funds to the liquidity providers. Should the
collateral amount drop below a certain threshold, the collateral can be converted into the
borrowed asset, incentivizing third parties to repay the liquidity providers in a process known
as liquidation [24].
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Despite experiencing a decline in 2022 [26], the lending markets continue to expand,
amassing a Total Value Locked (TVL) in excess of $13.2b across a multitude of blockchains [10].
While dominant lending markets such as Compound [7, 18] and Aave [1, 2] maintain the
bulk of this value, new lending protocols inspired by these major lending pools are constantly
emerging, contributing novel capabilities to the application layer for users. To gain traction,
these newer lending protocols need to incentivize users to entrust their funds to their platforms.
This often requires competition with larger lending pools through attractive incentives such
as higher interest rates and novel application layer opportunities.

A key part of any lending pool is its interest rate formula, which determines how much
borrowers have to pay back based on what they borrow. The importance of this formula
lies in its potential to encourage certain behaviors: (i) It should incentivize borrowing by
decreasing interest rates when ample liquidity is available; (ii) It should attract external
liquidity providers to participate in the protocol by elevating interest rates when a significant
portion of the liquidity is borrowed; (iii) It should stimulate the retention of some liquidity in
the pool, enabling providers to withdraw at any time. To encourage these behaviors, several
recognized formulas/models are frequently used by lending protocols [15].

In the widely adopted model, lending pools implement high interest rates on borrowed
funds when usage approaches 100%. Consequently, if this level of usage persists for an
extended duration, borrowers will be subject to significantly increased fees compared to the
norm. To address this issue, these lending protocols depend on diligent users who actively
monitor the situation. These users are incentivized to inject funds into the pool when interest
rates are high. However, if these users lack sufficient funds to effectively reduce the usage
or if there is a delay in their actions, borrowers in the lending pools may suffer substantial
losses due to the elevated interest rates.

In this paper, we focus on small lending pools that adopt similar models. We postulate
that a malicious liquidity provider, owning a significant share of a liquidity pool’s reserves,
can manipulate other actors to align with certain conditions for their benefit, potentially
causing harm to others. We demonstrate that the relative lack of substantial liquidity funds
and centralized liquidity providers in these smaller pools can expose them to various threats.
In particular, we make the contributions:

Liquidity Management Attacks: To highlight the vulnerability of small lending pools,
we present two different liquidity management attacks on these pools. Furthermore, we
delve into a general strategy that could be implemented by an attacker with sufficient
funds, highlighting the incentives for users and a long-term approach that could prove
profitable for the attacker but detrimental to the ecosystem. We also evaluate potential
mitigation as well as risks involved in launching the proposed attacks.
Liquidity Aggregator: We present a model in which lending pools separate their
liquidity layer from their logic layer. By this means, smaller lending pools can integrate
their applications with larger lending pools, thereby enhancing their liquidity safeguards.
In this model, lending pools can coexist in dependent or standalone modes, allowing the
community to avoid scattering liquidity across numerous platforms.
Lending Protocol Data Extraction: We gathered data from the six biggest lending
pools. Even though they hold most of the TVL, it’s important to note that there is still
a considerable amount of value in the remaining lending pools. This could potentially
make them targets for malicious users.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows, Section 2 provides necessary background
information. Section 3 introduces the mathematical model that forms the basis for our
discussions throughout the paper. Section 4 outlines the logic behind two types of liquidity
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management attacks we investigate and illustrates how malicious actors can manipulate
economic principles to meet their goals. Section 5 presents a design proposal to bolster the
security of emerging lending pools, especially those with limited overall liquidity. In Section
6, we analyze the total value locked in on-chain lending pools, focusing on the six largest
protocols from various perspectives. Section 7 surveys related work in this field. Finally, in
Section 8, we wrap up our discussions and suggest potential avenues for future research.

2 Background

In this section, we present the fundamental concepts necessary to comprehend the subsequent
content of the paper.

2.1 Blockchains
Blockchains comprise numerous underlying nodes that disseminate transactions throughout
the system using a Peer-to-Peer (P2P) network [20, 6]. Each transaction typically aims to
uniquely alter the global state. Transactions are appended to the blockchain within blocks
in each round, following a consensus algorithm that determines the transactions’ inclusion
and sequence.

2.2 Decentralized Finance (DeFi)
Ethereum [32] employs a Turing-complete language named Solidity, enabling users to deploy
smart contracts. These contracts broaden user capabilities by facilitating the creation of
decentralized applications, giving rise to DeFi applications [31]. At present, Ethereum
employs the Proof of Stake (PoS) consensus algorithm, which designates a block builder
each round to select the transactions’ order, which is then subjected to voting by other block
builders. Once a block is produced in each round, all users can sequentially execute each
transaction within the Ethereum Virtual Environment (EVM) to ascertain the current global
state. One distinctive feature of the EVM is that its operations are deterministic and atomic,
altering the state only upon success. Therefore, given any pre-state and specific inputs,
each node would produce identical outputs. These attributes, coupled with Ethereum’s
high throughput, have led to novel, transparent DeFi applications not traditionally found
in Centralized Finance (CeFi) [23]. Furthermore, Ethereum’s allowance for smart contract
composability has resulted in the establishment of complex ecosystems.

DeFi has continued to thrive over the past year, attracting numerous users and boasting
more than $41.5b in TVL. The absence of third parties and the transparency offered by DeFi
applications make them an attractive prospect for many. Popular applications of DeFi include
lending pools [4], Decentralized Exchanges [33], Yield aggregators [8], and stablecoins [19].

2.3 Attacks on DeFi
While code transparency is beneficial, it can also simplify the task of spotting faulty code. If
such vulnerabilities are detected by attackers, they could lead to massive security breaches. In
some of the most significant hacks, such as [22, 5], attackers exploited application layer bugs
to siphon user funds. The classification of attack strategies has been thoroughly documented
in the literature [35, 3, 14, 11], which is essential in assisting the community in identifying
and avoiding patterns that could lead to undesirable consequences. Concurrently, there exist
open-source libraries [21] that strive to provide secure building blocks for contracts. This
enables protocol developers to ensure the safety of their code’s foundational elements.

AFT 2023
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2.4 High frequency trading
Decentralized markets have given rise to on-chain high-frequency trading [9, 34]. This
environment, while presenting many opportunities, also attracts malicious users aiming
to seize on-chain opportunities by tampering with transaction ordering. Tactics such as
front-running and sandwich attacks are used to drain funds or steal opportunities away from
unsuspecting users. To mitigate this, private relayers such as Flashbots [12] have emerged.
These entities promise users certain assurances about their transaction inclusion, thereby
safeguarding them from generalized front-runners.

3 System model

In this section, we aim to formalize the actions of users who can impact a lending protocol.
To simplify the analysis, we focus on a specific subset of actions in lending pools and disregard
other activities such as liquidations and absorptions. We assume the presence of numerous
users in the system. A user u in our system model is a tuple u = (S, B, C), where S is the
amount of fund the user has supplied to the protocol, B is the amount of funds borrowed by
the user, and C is the total collateral the user provided to the protocol. For simplicity, in
our model, we convert the values of S, B, and C to a common base value (e.g. USD).

The balance of a user ui = (Si, Bi, Ci) is defined as Si − Bi. If a user’s balance is greater
than zero, the user is considered a liquidity provider ; otherwise, if its balance is less than
zero, the user is identified as a borrower. A borrower must have adequate collateral in the
system for the borrowed balance. Since liquidations are not factored into our model, the
following condition should be true for each user ui:

Si + ECi > Bi,

where ECi is the effective collateral for each user, that is

ECi = Σjcij × fj × rateUSD/j

Here, fj represents the collateral factor for each asset. We denote the total amount of each
variable in the entire protocol using the “total” subscript, such as Stotal.

In our system, the borrowers in the system are subject to an interest R calculated using
the kinked interest rate model as follows:

R =
{

R0 + Rlow × U if U ≤ kink

R0 + Rlow + Rhigh × (U − kink) if U > kink
(1)

Table 1 Terminology used in system model.

Character Meaning

L Supplied liquidity
B Borrowed amount
R Interest rate
U Utilization
α Attacker liquidity percentage
EC Effective collateral
kink Optimal utilization
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In this formulation, U denotes the protocol’s utilization, calculated as Btotal

Stotal
, where kink

represents the optimal utilization rate, often referred to as the ’kink rate’. The terms R0,
Rlow, and Rhigh signify the base interest rate, the lower slope for utilization, and the sharp
increase in interest rates when utilization surpasses the kink rate, respectively. Borrowers are
assumed to accrue interest with each passing block, adhering to this interest rate model:

Feei = RU × Bi × t (2)

We also assume that the protocol reserve doesn’t accumulate any yields and all borrower
fees are shared among the liquidity providers. To model the reserve, we can consider the
reserve amount as one of the liquidity providers.

Collusion model. In the context of lending protocols, it is conceivable that a group of users
may collude to achieve a common objective. Thus, we consider an adversary A who can
compromise multiple accounts with cumulative supply of up to fraction α, such as:

α ≥ ΣeSe

Stotal
(3)

Where α is the maximum fraction of overall funds that an attacker can control.

4 Attacks on lending markets

In this section, we examine the overarching structure of lending pools and present two forms
of attacks that enable an adversary to impose specific conditions on the liquidity pool by
employing economic strategies to secure a desired outcome. These outcomes could be:

More income: An attacker can augment the fees extracted from other participants
within the pool over a specific time frame.
Denial of Service: An attacker can obstruct access to the rest of the participants,
effectively preventing them from either borrowing or withdrawing their liquidity from the
pool.

While these attacks pose potential complications for other users, they necessitate a substantial
amount of liquidity from the attacker to fulfill the preconditions of launching the attack.
Consequently, the attacker’s risk level escalates in correlation with the growth of this
prerequisite amount. The Compound and Aave protocol models are currently the most
influential among the lending pools, widely implemented by smaller lending pools and
occasionally forked from the main projects. Given the vast liquidity diversity and substantial
user base of the top protocols with the highest TVL, an adversary would face a formidable
task executing these attacks. However, the situation is different for smaller pools. Here, an
attacker could instigate these attacks with a lower risk and initial capital, thereby realizing a
profit. Thus, we demonstrate that smaller pools cannot merely replicate the strategies of
larger entities. They must devise additional defence mechanisms against such attacks while
their liquidity pool is relatively small, thereby safeguarding their liquidity providers and
borrowers.

In the remainder of this section, we commence by elucidating the potential attacks and
demonstrating how an attacker with sufficient liquidity can enforce other actors to comply
with specific conditions. We then proceed with an analysis of the attacker’s risk before
deliberating on some design decisions that new lending pools should avoid.

AFT 2023
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4.1 Utilization kink attack

While borrowers secure funds by depositing an overcollateralized quantity of tokens in the
protocol, they pay ongoing fees determined by the length of their loan. These fees fluctuate
based on the degree of liquidity utilization, with adjustments made following each transaction
processed by the protocol. Generally, it is anticipated that the borrowing rate maintains
proportionality with the borrowed amount and the Rlow delineated in the interest rate
formula. However, when the utilization quantity exceeds a predetermined threshold or “
kink”, all borrowers become liable to pay supplemental fees to the liquidity providers. The
objective of this kink value is to motivate all participants to act, thereby releasing liquidity
within the protocol: (1) as a liquidity provider, the increased fees offer an incentive to
contribute more liquidity from out of the protocol, and (2) as a borrower, the prospect of
evading excessive fees incentivizes the repayment of the borrowed amount. Both actions lead
to a decrease in total utilization and consequently a reduction in fees. By comparing the
fees at maximum lending protocol utilization and at the kink value, we notice that in some
protocols the fees can unexpectedly jump to more than ten times. This indicates that if an
attacker were to elevate these values by either borrowing the rest of the remaining liquidity,
or pulling out his own liquidity out of the protocol, they could compel borrowers to bear
extensive fees. In such scenarios, smaller pools face two significant threats compared to their
larger counterparts:

Lesser liquidity required: Attackers need a smaller volume of liquidity to drive up
fees, consequently exposing themselves to lower risks.

Smaller group of active users: In such circumstances, the lending pool requires either
active external liquidity providers or borrowers to regulate utilization. A smaller lending
pool implies a lower number of participants monitoring such activities in the system,
hence increasing the likelihood of such attacks.
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Figure 1 The kinked rate model can be exploited by an attacker through either increasing the
utilization of the protocol by borrowing more or withdrawing funds.
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4.1.1 Simplified attack
In order to exemplify this attack, we explore a hypothetical scenario involving a single liquidity
provider, Alice, and a borrower, Bob. This analysis demonstrates how Alice can increase the
utilization potentially to secure additional fees from Bob. Subsequently, real-world protocol
figures are utilized to replace the formulas and estimate the possible damage an attacker can
cause borrowers to pay.

Scenario Setup. Consider a lending platform characterized by parameters Rlow, Rhigh, and
kink, which are used to compute the interest rate. Initially, Alice contributes S initial funds
to the protocol. Subsequently, Bob borrows an amount B, setting the protocol’s utilization
at the kink amount by offering C in collateral value with collateral factor f .

Attack Execution. Alice currently receives fees from Bob proportionate to kink ∗ Rlow.
Nonetheless, Alice can elevate the utilization by opting for one of the following strategies to
increase the protocol’s utilization:

She may withdraw (1 − kink) ∗ S liquidity from the protocol.
She might borrow the remaining amount of (1 − kink) ∗ S and pay those fees to herself,
since she is the sole liquidity provider. In this case, Alice needs more funds comparing to
the previous method to borrow and execute the attack.

Any of these actions would surge the protocol utilization to 100%, thereby significantly
escalating Bob’s fee. We can calculate the Bob’s new fee, which is proportionate to kink ∗
Rlow + (1 − kink) ∗ Rhigh. We can see that Bob needs to pay 1 + (1−kink)∗Rhigh

kink∗Rlow
times more

fees.

Aftermath. Although Bob retains the option to stop this attack at any point by repaying
his borrowed positions, he remains accountable for fees corresponding to the duration he
borrowed the funds from the protocol. Nevertheless, Bob’s response may be hindered for
various reasons:

He may not have enough liquidity to repay the borrowed sum, especially if these funds
have been invested and locked elsewhere.
He may be offline or negligent in monitoring the protocol’s fees.

Furthermore, many protocols accumulate fees for borrowers in a manner that escalates their
borrowing position over time. This means that by exploiting these circumstances, Alice not
only forces Bob to endure higher fees but could also cause the liquidation of his position if
the accumulated fees surpass Bob’s initial estimations. Bob’s position can even get liquidated
if the following formula becomes true:

ECBob < B + fee (4)

While Bob may have provided ample collateral to cover the protocol’s standard fees, Alice
could potentially elevate Bob’s fees, leading to the liquidation of his position and opening up
another potential profit source.

Numerical example. As a straightforward example, consider a lending pool emulating the
interest rate parameters of Compound V2’s cETH contract. As of this writing, this contract
has an Rhigh/Rlow ratio of 217.78 and a kink value of 0.8. Consequently, for utilization rates
exceeding 80 percent, we observe a significant increase in the fees taken from borrowers. Yet,
Compound V2 is a well-known contract, frequently monitored by numerous users. In contrast,
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for newly generated contracts which are copying these values, the utilization kink attack can
present a genuine threat. An attacker could amplify fees by escalating utilization from 80 to
100 percent, by ((1 − 0.8)/0.8) × 217.78 = 54.445 times. Thus, if Alice successfully executes
this attack against Bob for merely a single day, the profits generated would approximate
those accrued from nearly two months of honest investment.

4.1.2 Utilization kink attack in general setting
While the prior example was a basic version of the attack with just two actors in the system,
it served to illustrate that such attacks are indeed possible. However, in real-world situations,
the number of actors, including both honest users and adversaries, is typically greater than
one. In this section, we aim to shape a scenario involving multiple actors, where adversaries
might work together to conduct the explained attack on a specific lending pool.

Collusion among liquidity providers. In order to examine the attack in a broader context,
we need to account for realistic interactions among actors. In this section, we concentrate on a
specific scenario where attackers could potentially enhance the utilization rate by withdrawing
their available liquidity. To simplify this without compromising the mathematical validity of
our analysis, we assume that a fraction, represented as α, of all liquidity provided to the
pool is controlled by colluding adversaries. In this system, where 1 − α represents honest
participants, the adversaries decrease their shares by withdrawing their funds. Interestingly,
under certain conditions met by the interest rate formula, attackers could increase their fees
even after reducing their shares. One approach for adversaries to collude atomically, would
be through a smart contract. The progression of steps is outlined below:
1. Any adversary could deploy an attack smart contract, equipped with three key func-

tionalities: (1) obtaining permission from users to manage their liquidity tokens, (2)
withdrawing funds from each adversary’s account to increase the utilization while reducing
their respective shares, and (3) returning funds to the liquidity pool if the liquidity kink
attack ceases to be profitable.

2. Each adversary could then grant a certain amount of liquidity provider tokens to the
deployed contract using the pool’s functions, permitting the contract to manage liquidity
on behalf of each adversary.

3. Once all permissions are received, a specific threshold of signatures from adversaries could
initiate the event of pulling liquidity from the protocol to boost utilization.

4. At this point, adversaries can monitor on-chain events to assess the profitability of the
lending pool.

5. Should a new honest liquidity provider join the lending pool, or borrowers repay their
borrowed amounts to an extent that it no longer remains profitable for attackers to
withhold their funds, they can refund all the liquidity and revert to the initial state.

This strategy enables adversaries to minimize liquidity management risks and, in the worst-
case scenario, return to the starting state. By providing adequate permissions, adversaries
can utilize the attack contract to impose higher fees when feasible.

Scenario Setup. In this particular situation, we presume that attackers are already in
possession of α percent of the total liquidity pool, denoted as L. The borrowed amount is
represented by B. The kinked model, which we discussed earlier, guides the calculation of
the interest rate. Moreover, we operate under the assumption that the attackers have already
initiated the attack contract and have authorized it to either deposit or withdraw funds as
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necessary. We assume that prior to the attack, the utilization U is less than the kink value.
We also assume that attackers possess sufficient liquidity to elevate the protocol’s utilization
above the kink value. If they lack this amount, the attack would be ineffective and they
would merely diminish their own shares. Finally, we operate under the assumption that all
fees derived from borrowers are directed to the liquidity providers, with none retained by
the protocol itself. This simplifying assumption aids in streamlining the model, though in
real-world applications, a portion of the fees is typically allocated to a community wallet
managed by a DAO or an admin. Should the attackers choose to retain all their funds
within the liquidity pool, behaving honestly, the fees they would receive would equate to the
following amount:

feehonest ∝ (R0 + B

L
∗ Rlow) ∗ α (5)

Attack Execution. For attackers to boost the utilization, they initially need to calculate
the exact amount of funds, termed as x, to withdraw from the protocol to yield higher fees.
We assume that when attackers extract this x amount from the protocol’s reserves, it drives
the utilization beyond the kink value. As a consequence, the fees that would then accrue to
the attackers can be computed as follows:

feeattack ∝ (R0 + Rlow × kink + (( B

L − x
) − kink) × Rhigh)(α − x

L
) (6)

In the preceding equation, the attackers’ shares drop from α to α − x/L. Simultaneously, the
total amount of funds in the protocol diminishes by x, though the borrowed amount remains
unchanged.

Our objective is to pinpoint the ideal amount that adversaries should extract from
the protocol to maximize feeattack. We attain this by identifying the global maximum
obtained from the function’s derivative. The solution to this is realized when the condition
dfeeattack/dx = 0 is fulfilled, the optimal amount can be determined by solving the following
equation:

B × Rhigh × (a − x
L )

(L − x)2 =
Rhigh × ( B

L−x − U) + Rlow × U + R0

L
(7)

This, naturally, would be the ideal value according to the condition if it lies within the range
x < L − B, and x > kink ∗ L − B.

Risks. Even though attackers stand to profit while the utilization remains high, they are
simultaneously accepting certain risks. We explore these primary risks in this section.

Borrower Attrition: By initiating the utilization kink attack, attackers risk comprom-
ising their long-term income. Specifically, they may incentivize borrowers to withdraw
their money, potentially redirecting it to other protocols. Consequently, a lending pool
subject to such attacks may fail to instill trust in new borrowers. Nonetheless, an attacker
could easily shift their funds to other protocols, given there are multiple that offer such
services.
Monitoring Challenges: The preceding section demonstrated that certain conditions
need to be met for a profitable scenario. Given these conditions may change as new actors
join and leave the system, attackers can respond quickly when the situation ceases to be
profitable. Failure to do so could result in a loss of potential fees that could have been
earned through honest investing.
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Security Considerations: Participating in a protocol implies that users, both honest
and dishonest, trust the protocol to be secure. However, there’s always a risk that a
protocol may contain a bug leading to a loss of all funds. When an attacker moves
between protocols to execute liquidity management attacks, they are inherently trusting
these protocols not to be compromised. If a breach does occur, they might lose all their
funds.

Mitigation recommendations. The potential threat of liquidity kink attacks can be partially
mitigated at the protocol’s design phase, offering some level of protection to borrowers. One
potential remedy involves demanding a commitment of liquidity from providers. The majority
of honest liquidity providers aim to keep their resources in the market for an extended duration.
In defense of borrowers, the protocol could stipulate a minimum time commitment from these
providers, thereby inhibiting attackers from removing their funds and artificially increasing
the protocol’s utilization. An alternative could be the establishment of “ fee tiers”, whereby
the protocol rewards providers who have pledged their resources over a longer time frame
with higher fees. However, this strategy only stops attackers from withdrawing their funds,
while the possibility of borrowing the remaining amount to amplify utilization still exists.

4.2 DoS attack on liquidators
When liquidity providers contribute funds to a protocol, it is generally assumed that sufficient
funds will be available for regular withdrawals when needed. The portion of funds supplied
to the protocol but not borrowed is typically eligible for withdrawal. However, it is crucial
to acknowledge that this mechanism does not guarantee withdrawals, as it is incentivized by
imposing fees on borrowers when the total protocol utilization exceeds the specified threshold
(kink). Additionally, the fee mechanism is often time-based, considering the duration between
borrow and repayment transactions to calculate the final fee. Consequently, if liquidity is
borrowed and repaid within the same block, the borrower only needs to cover the gas fee
and is not subject to additional fees from the protocol.

An adversary could exploit (1) the absence of guaranteed withdrawals and (2) borrow
fees based on time, to launch a DoS attack. This attack could impact liquidity providers
who are trying to withdraw their funds from many lending protocols, as well as borrowers
attempting to secure a loan after providing sufficient collateral.

4.2.1 Simplified Attack
Here, we discuss a simple attack scenario, Suppose Alice is a liquidity provider in a lending
protocol, supplying $300,000 out of a $1 million pool. The utilization level is currently
at 70%, meaning $300,000 of the pool remains available for both borrowers and liquidity
providers to utilize. Alice urgently needs to withdraw the entire $300,000 from the protocol.
Bob, observing this, aims to prevent Alice’s withdrawal opportunity. He already has sufficient
collateral provided to the protocol and initiates two transactions: (1) a transaction with
a higher gas fee than Alice’s to front-run her transaction and borrow the entire $300,000,
resulting in 100% utilization, and (2) a transaction with a lower gas fee than Alice’s to back-
run her transaction and push the borrowed amount back into the protocol. By sandwiching
Alice in this manner, Bob effectively denies her the withdrawal by causing her transaction to
fail since there are no available free funds in the pool.

It is worth noting that in the above example, any other withdrawal requests from third
parties would also fail since Bob has drained the protocol of funds. Furthermore, during this
process, Bob would only pay the gas fees for the two transactions, which is a relatively small
amount compared to the disruptive impact inflicted upon Alice within the system.
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In addition to targeting specific users, an attacker can also attempt a generalized DoS
attack against the entire network. In this scenario, the attacker aims to include one transaction
at the beginning of a block and another transaction at the end of the same block. If successful,
this strategy can effectively prevent anyone within the system from withdrawing funds from
the protocol.

4.2.2 DoS attacks in general setting
In order for an adversary to launch DoS attacks on real-world systems, they require access to
an amount of funds denoted as x. They can cause any withdrawal to fail if its size surpasses
this threshold:

Withdrawal > L − B − x (8)

Assuming that liquidity pools typically maintain utilization up to their optimal utilization,
an attacker could disrupt any withdrawal provided they have access to L∗ (1−kink) funds. If
the attacker’s funds are already in the protocol as liquidity, they could withdraw their funds.
Alternatively, if their funds are outside of the protocol, they could borrow the necessary
amount temporarily for just one block. Given they can perform both these actions within a
single block, they neither forfeit any income nor incur any fees. This is because the duration
of the liquidity withdrawal or borrowing within the same block is effectively zero.

Risks. To execute a Denial of Service attack on users submitting transactions to a public
mempool, an attacker can attempt to accomplish this objective by sending one transaction
with a higher gas price and another transaction with a lower gas price. However, there is a
risk involved as these transactions may not be included in the desired block. To mitigate
this risk, an attacker can minimize the issue by bribing block builders within the blockchain
network, requesting them to include all the target transactions in their subsequent block. By
doing so, the attacker’s risk exposure would be reduced. Alternatively, the attacker can opt
to send transactions to a private relayer, such as flashbots, which ensures the “ next-block-
or-never” attribute. This approach allows the attacker to bundle the user’s transactions into
a meticulously constructed bundle and transmit it to the private relayer. In cases where an
attacker is unable to successfully execute sandwich attacks on their target, their transactions
remain valid and can be processed on the network. Hence, they might incur borrowing
fees over several blocks, which could be a considerable amount given that the utilization is
boosted to 100 percent, and the borrowed sum is substantial.

Mitigation recommendations. To effectively mitigate such attacks, implementing protocol-
level measures is crucial. It is important to acknowledge that the DoS attack described does
not incur a protocol-level fee, making it relatively inexpensive for an attacker to execute.
One effective mitigation strategy is to introduce a percentage-based fee within the borrowing
process. This means that when a user borrows a certain amount, they would be required to
pay a fee calculated as follows:

Feei = RU × Bi × t + Bi × proportionalFee (9)

By implementing this approach, the cost for an attacker to execute a DoS attack would
increase proportionally with the size of the borrowed amount. As the attacker needs to
deplete the remaining funds in the pool, the associated cost becomes significant, acting
as a deterrent for such attacks. Furthermore, users can proactively protect themselves
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against these attacks by opting to send their transactions through a private relayer. This
approach helps safeguard users from becoming targets of DoS attacks orchestrated by the
attacker. However, it is important to note that these solutions may not be effective against
the generalized DoS attacks previously discussed.

4.3 Economical games by adversary
In the present analysis, an attempt is made to envision the potential tactics of an adversary
within the domain of lending pools to gain profits over an extended period. There are several
incentives that may prompt adversaries to initiate such maneuvers, which are discussed in
the ensuing sections:

Profit Realization: The most straightforward objective for an adversary could be to
accumulate profits. In the event an adversary consistently executes a kink utilization
attack, they could potentially accrue multiple rounds of rewards. However, repeated
instances of such attacks may compel borrowers to discontinue using the protocol.
Control over Access: By leveraging a DoS attack, adversaries could exercise control
over the liquidity providers’ access to their funds. In theory, adversaries may be able
to immobilize users’ funds. However, in practice, it is more possible to cause delays in
withdrawals from the protocol resulting in weak censorship [29]. Such delays can prove
critical, particularly during periods of financial instability [30].
Attrition of Protocol Users: A possible adversary objective could be to deter users
from engaging with a specific protocol. If the adversary’s liquidity is sizable in comparison
to the entire pool, by performing such attacks, they could result in actors blacklisting the
protocol. This is feasible through two mechanisms, for liquidity providers, they may join
the protocol when they observe a spike in utilization but as the attacker re-infuses funds,
utilization and consequently fees drop. Borrowers, on the other hand, may be subjected
to substantially higher fees frequently, making the protocol a less attractive option.

An attacker can meticulously plan and execute such attacks over an extended duration
following several steps:
1. Firstly, the attacker must amass significant funds, either through their own capital or via

colluding with other adversaries.
2. Subsequently, they must identify vulnerable protocols with a small liquidity pool, relative

to their initial funds.
3. Initial investment in the protocol may be conventional, followed by an inflow of investment

which reduces the overall fees paid by borrowers. This leads to a situation where other
liquidity providers exit the protocol in pursuit of higher returns elsewhere, or more
borrowers enter the pool. The attacker must wait until their share is significantly higher
than the remaining liquidity to borrow in the protocol, a stage that may occur over an
extended period, such as a week. During this time, adversaries earn interest at a standard
rate.

4. Once utilization has risen and remaining liquidity is considerably lower than the adversar-
ies’ shares, attacks can be launched to achieve their objectives. This stage should ideally
be of a short duration since the execution of a utilization kink attack incentivizes other
actors to balance utilization. Attackers can respond by further reducing their position
upon other actors’ actions, thereby continuing to accrue interest. If a large liquidity
provider enters the system, attackers can reinfuse all withdrawn funds back into the
protocol to sustain fee earnings. However, honest liquidity providers might have no
incentive to aid a pool under attack if they anticipate temporary high utilization, making
it unadvisable for them to move large volumes of liquidity to help the pool.
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5. Continued attacks may lead to general actors in the network blacklisting the attacked
protocol, in such situations attackers can easily migrate to a new vulnerable protocol.

In this economic game, attackers stand to profit over the long term. Two primary issues
arise:

Low-Risk, High-Reward Game for Attackers: Attackers stand to gain exponentially
from 5 to 50 times more fees during the attack period without facing any substantial
risks unless the protocol experiences a major hack. This allows them to perpetuate such
activities over a long duration.
No Financial Incentives for Honest Players: Existing pools incentivize players by
raising interest rates; however, if attackers respond swiftly to honest actors joining the
pool, there would be no financial incentive for honest players to rescue minor protocols.

Hence, protocols need to address these attacks at the design level to foster growth and
safeguard their users against malicious activities.

While it is feasible for an attacker to simultaneously execute the mentioned attacks by
elevating the utilization to its maximum, the objectives for conducting each attack differ.
Here, we discuss some of these variations:

Utilization Kink Attack: To execute this attack, malicious liquidity providers need
to initially supply liquidity to a specific pool and wait until a part of their liquidity
is borrowed. Only then can they employ the remainder of their funds to increase the
utilization. In such attacks, all borrowers within the pool are targeted, and the attacker’s
profit accumulates over time.
DoS Attack: In order to carry out a DoS attack, attackers can retain their funds outside
the protocols, monitor multiple systems, and potentially target specific actors if their
funding is sufficient. A DoS attack is intended to transpire swiftly within a specific block
and is not a continuous action. This approach aims to avoid associated fees.

5 Liquidity aggregation

In previous discussions, we explored the issue of liquidity attacks. We proposed some tactical
solutions, like extending liquidity commitments and setting base fees, to deal with such issues.
But in this segment, our aim is to get to the core of the problem and offer a comprehensive
solution. Our solution could safeguard new lending pools from potential attacks while
facilitating their rapid growth.

Often, smaller lending pools try to emulate the larger ones such as Compound and Aave.
This leads many protocols to design their logic layer centered around their liquidity pool. In
this setup, the logic and liquidity components become inseparable parts of a single, large
project. Consequently, each pool has to grow independently. Our proposition is to separate
the liquidity and logic layers in the design of such protocols. This separation could let
several protocols combine their liquidity layers, possibly strengthening the weaker pools. We
recommend the following three-step launch for every new liquidity pool:
1. Design the pool such that the logic and liquidity layers are separate. The logic layer

should only interact with the liquidity layer when necessary. This arrangement could
allow the liquidity layer to be shared among many protocols.

2. Initially, smaller liquidity pools can connect themselves to larger pools such as Compound.
This connection means that they only run out of liquidity when Compound does, protecting
them from most liquidity management attacks. This method enforces some limitations
on the smaller pool, as it has to conform to the larger pool’s constraints.

3. Once the connected pool has sufficient funds, it can operate independently and set its
own rules.
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Figure 2 Liquidity aggregation process, how smaller pools can piggyback off larger pools.

By following these steps (as shown in Figure 2), an ecosystem of lending pools can reap
mutual benefits. These benefits include:

Attack Resilience: Smaller pools protect their users from attacks. It becomes more
difficult for an attacker to raise borrowers’ fees. Also, liquidity providers have the freedom
to withdraw their funds at any time since the larger underlying pool provides more
liquidity.
Larger Shared Pool: The larger pools also benefit from this arrangement. They now
have a larger pool of liquidity providers. Many protocols can use their liquidity for
security, while merging their pools to enhance the overall security of the ecosystem.

In the following parts of this section, we aim to explain the complexity in the process of
implementing such systems.

5.1 Designing Logic and Liquidity Layers
The goal of this section is to propose a design that separates the logic and liquidity layers of
a lending pool. However, we still need these layers to merge together and form a complete
lending system. This design expands upon the traditional lending pools’ design of one-to-one
logic and liquidity layers. It also potentially allows for the integration of multiple logic layers
without the need to change the implementation of the liquidity layer.

The logic layer of the lending protocol is deployed via a smart contract, which should be
the point of interaction for all users of the protocol. This means the logic layer must handle
all bookkeeping and monitor each participant’s activity, and it is not designed to hold any
funds. When users interact with the protocol via the logic layer, it facilitates the transfer
of funds between users and the liquidity pool after conducting necessary checks. On the
other side, the liquidity layer, which holds all funds, should only respond to the logic layer
contract.
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A design layer should have the capability to (1) interface with another logic layer, thereby
piggybacking on the infrastructure of another protocol, or (2) function as a standalone
liquidity layer, in which it independently manages all of its funds.

5.1.1 Piggybacking Liquidity Pool
When a design layer is in piggybacking mode, it is connected to another design layer. This
allows us to establish a system like D1, D2, . . . , DN , LLN , where Dis are design layers and
LLN is the liquidity layer that only responds to DN . Here, D1, D2, . . . , DN−1 are all in
piggybacking mode, and DN operates in standalone mode. While users can interact with any
of the Di to use their services, their liquidity will be forwarded through Di + 1, DN and must
comply with all their logic. In this setup, each of Di has its own users, but all that Di+1
sees from the previous logic layer is the entry of Di, which is using the system just like other
users. The simplest version of the use case that interests us is where N = 2. Here, D1 is a
small lending pool, and D2 is one of the largest existing lending pools, such as Compound.
In this setting, while users interact with the D1, their funds are getting accumulated in D2’s
pool LL2. The significant benefit here is that if D1 runs out of funds, it is backed up by the
bigger lending pool’s funds and can support its users. We delve deeper into how each basic
functionality changes when the design layer is piggybacking off other design layer when a
user interacts with D1:

Supply: Whenever a user supplies amount X to the D1, then supply of the system
changes as:

SD1,user += X

∀1<i≤N SDi,Di−1 += X

L += X (10)

This means that each logic layer supplies funds to the next one, and the final pool supplies
it to the pool.
Collateral: when users supply collateral to the protocol, the state changes are similar to
the supply:

CD1,user += X

∀1<i≤N CDi,Di−1 += X

C += X (11)

Borrow and liquidation: For a borrow of amount X to happen, the borrow process is
happening in every single layer. Therefore, the collateral that user has provided, should
follow the equation below:

X > maxi(Σc(Cuser,c,i × fc,i)) (12)

This implies that the collateral tokens submitted should exceed the borrowing amount in
each logic layer. If the aforementioned condition is not met, the funds could potentially
face liquidation in one of the layers. For protocols to ensure that the equation above is
never broken, they need to limit their collateral factors, so that fc,i < fc,i+1. in such
cases the collateral equation gets reduced to a limit against the effective collateral of the
user at layer 1:

X > Σc(Cuser,c,1 × fc,1) = ECuser,1 (13)
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The state changes for borrow are:

BD1,user += X

∀1<i≤N BDi,Di−1 += X

B += X (14)

When a user seeks to borrow from the protocol and a layer runs out of liquidity, the
protocol can borrow from the layer beneath it. This mechanism increases the confidence
in liquidity availability.
Interest Rate Calculation: Should there be no borrow at layer i, the total liquidity
supplied to this layer, denoted as Stotal,i, earns interest at the rate of the succeeding
layer, or i + 1. This follows the formula:

Ri+1 × Stotal,i (15)

Now, if any borrowing occurs from the protocol at layer i, the interest rate from the
underlying protocol is given by:

Ri+1 × (Stotal,i − Btotali
) + Ri × Btotali

(16)

Which depends on the interest rate of Di. In order to incentivize more liquidity providers
to join the protocol with an increase in borrowing, it is necessary that the condition
Ri ≥ Ri+1 be met. This requirement ensures that the previously mentioned formula
progressively increases with the growth in borrowing positions. It indicates that the
interest rate for layer i should surpass that of layer i + 1. The proposed interest rate for
level i extends from the kinked interest rate algorithm, following the subsequent equation:

∀1≤i<N , Ri =
{

Ri+1 + Rlow,i × Ui if U ≤ kink

Ri+1 + Rlow,i × kink + Rhigh,i × (Ui − kink) if U > kink
(17)

The interest rate at each level is influenced by Ui. A significant difference in this model
is that Ui can exceed the value of one. This is because each layer can lean on the next
one for support, and therefore the borrowed amount within a specific protocol can go
beyond the supplied amount. However, this also leads to a rise in the interest rate. To
stop the growth of the interest rate at max utilization, protocol designers that are using
this model could replace the Ui value with Min(1, Ui).

In this setup, the outermost design layers can make use of the liquidity from all underlying
protocols. However, this comes at the cost of stricter restrictions on their protocol variables.
This implies that for an attacker to carry out a DoS attack on layer i, they now need to
have enough funds to exhaust all layers from i + 1 to N . On the other hand, if a lending
protocol wants to connect to another protocol’s logic layer, they don’t need to set a steep
Rhigh,i fee beyond their optimal utilization. Instead, they can rely on the liquidity from the
underlying layer. As such, this system is more resistant to utilization kink attacks due to a
smaller Rhigh,i/Rlow,i ratio, compared to standalone pools.

5.1.2 Standalone liquidity pool
Once a protocol has matured and expanded its TVL by piggybacking off another lending
pool, it may be time for the protocol owners to consider transitioning into standalone mode.
This transition involves the protocol creating its own liquidity pool and transferring its assets
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below 1 million (1.4% or $25.6 million)
1-10 million (12.1% or $214.8 million)
10-25 million (20.1% or $357.7 million)
25-50 million (25.6% or $455.4 million)
50-75 million (7.1% or $126.3 million)
75-100 million (5.4% or $95.5 million)
above 100 million (28.4% or $505.2 million)

Figure 3 asset distribution beyond the top 6 protocols, totaling $1.75b.

into this new pool. It’s crucial to note here that when a protocol detaches from the next
one, it also severs connections with all its preceding protocols and transfers them as well. In
essence, if in the chain D1, D2, ..., Di, Di+1, ..., DN , LLN , layer i decides to detach, it would
result in two separate chains: D1, D2, ..., Di, LLi, and Di, Di+1, ..., DN , LLN .

Protocols should only transition to standalone mode when they have accumulated enough
liquidity to fend off liquidity management attacks independently. Furthermore, during this
transition, it would be advantageous for the ecosystem if the funds weren’t withdrawn all at
once. As these lending pools possess large liquidity pools, withdrawing all the funds abruptly
could potentially trigger a spike in the underlying pools’ utilization. We recommend that, at
this stage, lending pools transition to a new pool by gradually vesting all the liquidity over a
certain time period. For instance, a protocol could gradually withdraw all funds over the
course of a day, after duly notifying the community.

6 Analyzing on-chain lending protocols

In this section, we dive into the lending pools deployed across multiple blockchain networks.
Our data collection efforts aim to understand their design, TVL, and potential susceptibilities
to liquidity management attacks. Our study includes two types of pools. Initially, we analyze
the six most prominent lending pools in the space, and then we shift our focus to scrutinize
the rest of the lending pools. Although the larger lending pools are typically secure from
liquidity management attacks due to their significant liquidity base, analyzing them remains
crucial as they significantly influence numerous emerging lending protocols.

According to reports [10], lending pools on the chain hold over $13.2b in TVL. Of this
amount, 86.6% resides within the top six lending pools. We examine each of these influential
pools, recognizing their role as templates and foundations for subsequent projects, which
may adapt and develop their logic.

We also analyze smaller pools to determine their potential vulnerability to liquidity
management attacks. These pools hold over $1.75b across 240 protocols on various chains,
posing a tempting target for potential attackers. As shown in Figure 4 our investigation
reveals that 32.5% of all 240 smaller lending pools are officially forks of Compound, while over
10% have branched off from Aave. Among the remaining 132 pools, many draw inspiration
from the design choices of more established protocols, including aspects such as interest
rate determination, supply, borrowing, and liquidation mechanisms. Figure 3 illustrates the
distribution of funds across these protocols. When comparing the liquidity distribution of
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Table 2 Data describing the six largest lending pools.

Protocol TVL Amount Number of Markets Interest rate model Liquidity Management attacks

Aave $5.46b 13 Aave Model Vulnerable
JustLend $3.78b 1 Aave Model Vulnerable

Compound $1.92b 4 Compound Model Vulnerable
Venus $804.55m 1 Compound Model Vulnerable

Morpho $341.38m 3 P2P/Compound Model Possible
Radiant $260.09m 3 Aave Model Vulnerable

smaller pools with the daily trading volume of Aave, which has consistently exceeded $30
million since the start of 2023, it becomes plausible that such amount of funds is not out
of reach for users in the network. Given this amount of funds, attackers could potentially
execute the mentioned attacks on these pools.

Our analysis comprises a selection of noteworthy protocols, including Aave, Compound,
JustLend [17], Venus [28], Morpho [13], and Radiant [25]. You can find the detailed informa-
tion in Table 2. In the subsequent part of this section, we will delve into each aspect and
investigate whether any of the protocols employ innovative approaches:

TVL: We examine the amount of TVL each market holds and the degree of liquidity
concentration which is shown by the number of markets. It’s common for protocols to be
deployed on multiple chains for user accessibility. Additionally, protocols often release
new versions over time. While users typically prefer the latest versions, older versions can
coexist and continue to serve users. For example, despite the launch of Compound V3 in
August 2022, a substantial sum, exceeding $1.32 billion, is still locked in Compound V2.
Supply and Borrow Mechanism: Most lending pools utilize a similar supply and
borrow mechanism, consistent with the one we outlined in our model. However, some
protocols incorporate different logic, like P2P lending, and impose additional restrictions.
Morpho, for instance, uses a P2P system to pair borrowers with lenders, transferring
the borrower to the backup protocol, Compound, if the lender needs to withdraw their
funding at any point. This mechanism makes Morpho somewhat resistant to liquidity
management attacks, as borrowers borrowing from honest liquidity providers remain
secure.
Interest Rate Model: The interest rate model we presented in this paper generalizes
those used in the mentioned protocols. Typically, smaller pools widely adopt two main
models, those being Compound and Aave, due to their proven efficacy and popularity.
The Compound model aligns with the model we utilized in this paper, while Aave’s model,
though similar, employs different variables:

R =
{

R′
0 + R′

low × U
kink if U ≤ kink

R′
0 + R′

low + R′
high × U−kink

1−kink if U > kink
(18)

Even though the formulas bear strong resemblances, they are provided to allow readers
to reason with numerical examples. Aave also offers users a choice between stable and
variable rates. In this paper, we presumed that protocols only offer variable rates for
simplicity. Although stable rates do not alter the assumptions and results of our analysis,
we direct the reader to the Aave white paper for more information on stable rates [2].
Attack Vulnerability: We assess whether the pool is generally susceptible to liquidity
management attacks. In each case, we assume the attacker possesses ample funds and is
pursuing a specific objective. This section highlights the importance of design choices for
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Figure 4 Frequency of protocols forked by newer projects.

new protocols adopting each of these larger protocols’ designs during their initial public
usage, a phase when they may have limited overall liquidity and thus be vulnerable to
potential exploitation by an attacker.

7 Related work

Gudgeon et al.[15] use the term Protocols for Loanable Funds (PLF) to denote markets
for loanable funds. Their work classifies various interest rate models utilized by leading
lending protocols, including the “ kinked rates” model, which is widely used by the protocols
examined in our study. Bartoletti et al.[4] conceptualize the overall structure of lending
pools as a state machine, analyzing different state transitions and potential threats. They
introduced concepts such as over-utilization and under-utilization attacks, where attackers
drive the utilization to its maximum or minimum. Sun et al.[27] explore various liquidity risks,
using Aave as a case study to emphasize the significance of the issue. Hafner et al.[16] assess
the degree of centralization among liquidity providers in a pool, identifying scenarios where
low initial centralization could lead to liquidity shortages following substantial withdrawals.
Our work extends these studies by defining liquidity management attacks and examining the
motivations of a potential attacker.

8 Conclusion and future work

In this paper, we have introduced and formalized two liquidity management attacks, where
an attacker with sufficient resources can exploit specific conditions within lending pools.
We have demonstrated that such attacks are not only feasible but also incentivized, given
the considerable amount of liquidity dispersed across numerous small liquidity pools. We
further explored possible mitigation strategies and risks at the application layer that could
aid upcoming lending protocols.

We additionally analyzed a specific design, wherein the design and application layer are
structured as separate systems that can interact with each other. This structure enhances the
flexibility of options available to liquidity pools and allows for the combination of multiple
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design layers that can utilize the same liquidity pool. While we scrutinized the overarching
design of such systems, there remain considerable complexities to be addressed in their
implementation. It is our hope that new lending pools will adopt this design and potentially
establish a standard set of defensive mechanisms against liquidity management attacks.
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Abstract
CryptoNote blockchains like Monero represent the largest public deployments of linkable ring
signatures. Beginning with the work of Kumar et al. (ESORICS 2017) and Möser et al. (PoPETs
2018), several techniques have been proposed to trace CryptoNote transactions, i.e. identify the actual
signing key, by using the transaction history. Yu et al. (FC 2019) introduced the closed set attack for
undeniable traceability and proved that it is optimal by showing that it has the same performance
as the brute-force attack. However, they could only implement an approximation of the closed set
attack due to its exponential time complexity. In this paper, we show that the Dulmage-Mendelsohn
(DM) decomposition of bipartite graphs gives a polynomial-time implementation of the closed set
attack. Our contribution includes open source implementations of the DM decomposition and the
clustering algorithm (the approximation to the closed set attack proposed by Yu et al). Using these
implementations, we evaluate the empirical performance of these methods on the Monero dataset in
two ways – firstly using data only from the main Monero chain and secondly using data from four
hard forks of Monero in addition to the main Monero chain. We have released the scripts used to
perform the empirical analysis along with step-by-step instructions.
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1 Introduction

1.1 CryptoNote Transactions
Coins in CryptoNote blockchains are associated with stealth addresses, which are also called
one-time addresses or transaction outputs [21]. We will use the term output for brevity. Each
output is uniquely identified by a public key, which is a point on an elliptic curve. To spend
from an output, the spender needs to know the corresponding secret key.

In a transaction, the spender creates a ring of outputs which is a set containing the
output being spent and some other outputs sampled from the CryptoNote blockchain (these
are called decoy outputs or mixins). The spender generates a linkable ring signature [9]
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over the ring of outputs using the secret key of the output being spent. This signature only
reveals that the signer knows the secret key corresponding to one of the ring outputs, without
revealing the identity of the actual output being spent.

To prevent double spending from an output, the linkable ring signature reveals the key
image of the output being spent. The key image of an output is a collision-resistant one-way
function of the secret key. For example, in Monero the public key associated with an output
is given by P = xG where G is the base point of an elliptic curve group and x is the secret
key. The key image I of the output associated with P is given by xHp(P ), where Hp(·) is
a cryptographic hash function that maps its input to a point on the elliptic curve. In the
rest of this paper, when we speak of the key image of an output we mean the result of the
one-way function applied to the secret key associated with the output.

If the owner of the output corresponding to P tries to spend the coins associated with
it more than once, then the key image I would appear again in the second transaction,
identifying it as a double spending transaction. Such transactions will be rejected by miners,
as blocks including them would be considered invalid by the network. In this sense, the key
image acts as a nullifier of an output, ensuring that it is spent only once.

1.2 CryptoNote Transaction Graphs
Consider a CryptoNote transaction which spends from two existing outputs and creates three
new outputs as illustrated in Figure 1. The new outputs are denoted by T1, T2, T3. The
transaction has two rings of outputs of size five each, (P1, P2, . . . , P5) and (Q1, Q2, . . . , Q5).
Exactly one output from each ring is being spent in the transaction. The key images I1 and
I2 of the outputs being spent are revealed in the transaction. Note that the two rings can
have common outputs.

For the purpose of illustration, suppose that the two rings have two outputs in common.
Let Q1 = P4 and Q2 = P5. The relationship between the ring outputs and the key images
in this transaction can be represented by the bipartite graph in Figure 2. The union of the
two ring output sets forms one vertex class and the two key images form the other vertex
class. An edge between an output and a key image indicates that the latter could be the
true key image of that output. Note that the new outputs T1, T2, T3 play no role in the
construction of the bipartite graph. We will refer to such output/key image bipartite graphs
as transaction graphs.

As each key image must have been generated from a unique output, any pair of edges
(Pi, I1) and (Qj , I2) such that Pi ̸= Qj is a plausible candidate for the true relationship
between the outputs and key images. A matching on a graph is a subset of the edges such

P1 P2 P3 P4 P5

Ring for first spending output

I1

Key image of first
spending output

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5

Ring for second spending output

I2

Key image of second
spending output

T1

First newoutput

T2

Second newoutput

T3

Third newoutput

Figure 1 A CryptoNote transaction with two inputs and three outputs.
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P1

P2

P3

Q1 = P4

Q2 = P5

Q3

Q4

Q5

I1

I2

Figure 2 Transaction graph corresponding to the transaction in Figure 1.

that no two edges in the subset share a vertex (see Section 5.2 for a precise definition). The
pair of edges (Pi, I1) and (Qj , I2) with Pi ≠ Qj is a matching on the graph in Figure 2. In
fact, it is a matching of maximum size as any three edges in this graph would have two which
meet in either I1 or I2.

Let us now consider a similar bipartite graph induced by the set of all transactions which
have appeared up to the block having height h. The key image vertex class Kh in this graph
is the set of all key images which have appeared on the blockchain up to block height h.
The output vertex class Oh is the set of all outputs which have appeared in at least one
transaction ring in the blocks up to height h. Note that Oh is not the set of all outputs
which have appeared on the blockchain in blocks up to height h. We represent the edge
set of the transaction graph induced by the CryptoNote transaction rings as a subset E of
Oh ×Kh. For P ∈ Oh and I ∈ Kh, the edge (P, I) belongs to E if the output P appeared in
the transaction ring used to create I (via the linkable ring signature).

Since each key image I ∈ Kh is generated from a unique output P ∈ Oh, we have
|Kh| ≤ |Oh|. In a bipartite graph with vertex classes of cardinality m and n, the size of
a maximum matching can be at most min(m, n). Since the edges corresponding to the
true association between outputs and key images form a matching of size |Kh|, the induced
bipartite graph always has a maximum matching. In fact, we have the following principle
which has been discussed by Monero Research Lab researchers [6] and others [25, 26].

▶ Observation 1. Any maximum matching on a CryptoNote transaction graph is a plausible
candidate for the ground truth, i.e. the true association between outputs and key images.

1.3 Tracing CryptoNote Transactions
While a single linkable ring signature over a ring of public keys guarantees signer anonymity
against computationally bounded adversaries [9], CryptoNote blockchains typically have
signatures created using overlapping rings which can reveal the identity of the signing key.
In this context, the signing key is the public key corresponding to the secret key which was
used to generate the linkable ring signature.

▶ Definition 2. A CryptoNote transaction ring is said to be traceable if the true signing
key is correctly identified.

To illustrate how CryptoNote transaction rings can be traced, consider three CryptoNote
transaction rings having ring members {P1}, {P1, P2}, and {P1, P2, P3, P4} respectively.
Let I1, I2, I3 be the distinct key images created from these three transaction rings. The
corresponding CryptoNote transaction graph is shown in Figure 3.
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P1

P2

P3

P4

I1

I2

I3

Figure 3 Transaction graph corresponding to three CryptoNote transactions.

(a) The first transaction ring has only one member and is therefore trivially traceable. The
key P1 must be the signing key. Such transactions are called zero-mixin transactions.

(b) In isolation, either P1 or P2 could have been the signing key in the second transaction
ring. But once P1 has been identified as the signing key in the first transaction, we
know that I1 is the key image corresponding to P1. Since the signing key in the second
transaction ring has key image I2 ̸= I1, it must be equal to P2.

(c) Similarly, we can eliminate P1 and P2 from the set of possible signing keys of the third
transaction ring. Any one of the remaining two ring members, P3 and P4, can the true
signing key of this ring. There is not enough information to conclusively identify one of
them as the true signing key.

In this example, the first two transaction rings are traceable and the third one is not. But
the effective mixin size of the third transaction ring was reduced from 3 to 1. So the presence
of traceable rings can affect the privacy of other untraceable rings.

1.4 Paper Organization
We present related work in Section 2 followed by a summary of our contributions in Section 3.
The closed set attack and the clustering algorithm for approximating it are described in
Section 4. In Section 5, we describe the Dulmage-Mendelsohn (DM) decomposition. In
Section 6, we show that the DM decomposition finds all possible closed sets in a CryptoNote
transaction graph. In Section 7, we describe the empirical results obtained by applying the
DM decomposition to the Monero transaction graph with and without information from
hard forks. Section 8 concludes the paper.

2 Related Work

The first traceability analyses on CryptoNote blockchains were performed by Kumar et
al. [8] and Möser et al. [17]. They both studied the Monero blockchain history and found
that zero-mixin transactions have a cascade effect of rendering other transactions traceable.
This technique for achieving undeniable traceability is called the cascade attack.1 They also
considered heuristics for tracing transactions like the guess-newest heuristic and the output
merging heuristic. But these methods only achieve plausible traceability and can lead to
false positives.

In our survey of related work, we restrict our attention to methods for undeniable
traceability. Readers interested in methods for plausible traceability can refer to [8, 17, 23,
18, 1]. A line of work describing the design of better ring samplers and sustainable ring-based
anonymous systems can be found in [20, 5, 2].

1 The second transaction ring in the example of Section 1.3 was traced using the cascade attack.
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The cascade attack proceeds in an iterative manner. First, it marks the outputs in zero-
mixin transactions as spent. Then it marks these outputs as mixins in other (non-zero-mixin)
transactions. If all outputs except one in a transaction ring are marked as mixins, then
the remaining output is identified as the output being spent (and the transaction becomes
undeniably traceable). The outputs which have been newly marked as spent in a ring are
marked as mixins in other rings. The process continues until no new outputs can be marked
as spent.

The initial implementation of Monero did not hide the transaction amounts. In January
2017, Monero introduced a new transaction type called ring confidential transaction (RingCT),
where transaction output amounts are hidden in Pedersen commitments. RingCT became
mandatory in September 2017 [15].

While the cascade attack was able to trace a significant percentage of non-RingCT
transactions, RingCT transactions remain immune to it. In our empirical evaluation, we
found that the cascade attack could not trace any RingCT transactions up to block height
2,530,000. This was primarily because RingCT transactions did not allow zero-mixin rings.

Wijaya et al. [22] observed that a zero-mixin effect could be created in RingCT transactions
by spending n times from a ring of size n. The n outputs in the ring can then be marked
as mixins in other transaction rings. They name this type of spending behavior the ring
attack. As a proof of concept, they created five outputs in Monero block 1,468,425 and then
spent all of them using the other four as mixins in five transaction rings in block 1,468,439.
This behavior does not arise naturally due to the mixin sampling strategy in Monero. Up to
Monero block 2,530,000 (January 4, 2022), the ring of size 5 created by Wijaya et al. is the
only RingCT ring which exhibits this behavior.

Yu et al. [26] defined a closed set to be a set of n outputs which can be represented as
a union of n transaction rings. As each transaction ring must spend a unique output, the
outputs in a closed set can be marked spent. They proved that the closed set attack (which
finds all closed sets) is optimal by showing that its output is equivalent to the output of a
brute-force attack. However, they observed that the naive method of finding closed sets by
testing all subsets of the outputs has exponential time complexity.

As a workaround, they proposed an approximate algorithm to identify closed sets called
the clustering algorithm. After executing the cascade attack [8, 17] on the transaction rings,
the clustering algorithm attempts to find closed sets by combining transaction rings which
are close to each other (see Section 4 for a more detailed description). They proved that the
clustering algorithm can identify all closed sets up to size 5. While the performance of closed
set attack is better than the cascade attack, they reported that no RingCT transactions were
traced by their algorithm.

Several projects have forked the Monero blockchain resulting in multiple blockchains
with large numbers of common outputs. When a common output is spent in two different
forks, the same key image appears in both spending transactions. The real output is then
contained in the intersection of the transaction rings of such transactions. Wijaya et al. [24]
and Hinteregger et al. [7] used repeated key images which appeared in Monero and two
hard forks, Monero Original [14] and MoneroV [16], to trace transactions in all three chains.
While their methods were the first ones which successfully traced RingCT transactions in
Monero, they reported that the overall impact of their techniques was small. Only a small
percentage of the total set of transactions were rendered traceable. Wijaya et al. [24] also
discuss strategies for mitigating the loss of anonymity due to key reuse in hard forks.

The Monero reference implementation includes a tool for identifying spent outputs using
the techniques described above [13]. It implements the cascade attack, finds transactions
which cause the ring attack characterized by Wijaya et al. [22], attempts to identify closed
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sets, and performs the cross-chain analysis proposed by Wijaya et al. [24] and Hinteregger
et al. [7]. It is included in every Monero release as an executable with the name monero-
blockchain-mark-spent-outputs. It is informally called the “blackball tool” in the Monero
community as the set of spent outputs represent a blacklist which should be avoided when
sampling mixins. To perform cross-chain analysis, the tool takes the LMDB database files of
all chains as input.

We noticed two issues with the Monero blackball tool with regard to cross-chain analysis.
Firstly, the tool is not able to read the LMDB database of MoneroV [16] due to a discrepancy
in the transaction formats in the main Monero code and the MoneroV code. This discrepancy
did not affect our analysis as we used the JSON-RPC interface of the MoneroV client [16]
to extract the transaction data. Secondly, and more seriously, the tool only uses an integer
index to uniquely identify an output across chains and not the output public key.

Outputs in a single Monero chain are partitioned by their amounts (with RingCT outputs
having dummy amount zero) and are assigned increasing indices in the order of their
appearance on the chain. This means that outputs which appear in two different chains after
a fork can have the same index even though they have different public keys. Consequently,
the cross-chain analysis performed by the blackball tool has errors. To be fair, the tool
outputs error messages during its execution when it encounters disjoint transaction rings
for the same key image. The presence of code for generating these error messages suggests
that the blackball tool developers are aware of this issue. To avoid such errors, we used the
public keys of the outputs as their unique identifier in our cross-chain analysis.

3 Our Contributions

Our contributions are as follows.
1. Our main contribution is to show that the Dulmage-Mendelsohn (DM) decomposition

of bipartite graphs gives an efficient implementation of the closed set attack, which is
the optimal method for undeniable traceability in CryptoNote blockchains. Computing
the DM decomposition involves finding a maximum matching, a depth-first search from
all unmatched vertices, and a computation of strongly connected components, all on the
CryptoNote transaction graph. All three algorithms have polynomial time complexity in
the number of nodes and edges of the graph.

2. We implemented the DM decomposition, the cascade attack, and the closed set attack
in Rust. The code is available at https://github.com/avras/cryptonote-analysis
under an MIT license. While an open source implementation of the DM decomposition
already existed in CSparse [3], it was much slower than the proprietary implementation in
Matlab [11]. Our implementation of the DM decomposition has performance comparable
to the Matlab implementation.

3. We compute the empirical performance of the DM decomposition method on Monero and
show that it outperforms the clustering algorithm approximation to the closed set attack
proposed by Yu et al. [26].

4. While previous traceability attacks have been effective against non-RingCT transactions
in Monero, RingCT transactions have been mostly immune. Only cross-chain analysis
which uses information from hard forks has been able to trace Monero RingCT transac-
tions [7]. We compute the empirical performance of the DM decomposition method using
information from four different hard forks: Monero Original, MoneroV, Monero v7, and
Monero v9. Our results show that, even with hard fork information, Monero RingCT
transactions are mostly immune to undeniable traceability via the DM decomposition
method.

https://github.com/avras/cryptonote-analysis
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5. We released the scripts used to generate our empirical results in the code repository at
https://github.com/avras/cryptonote-analysis. We prepared detailed instructions
on how to reproduce our results and made them available at https://www.respectedsir.
com/cna.

4 The Closed Set Attack and Clustering Algorithm

In a CryptoNote blockchain, let Ri = {Pi,1, Pi,2, . . . , Pi,ni} be the ring of public keys in the
ith transaction. Let Rh = {R1, R2, . . . , Rn} be the multiset2 of all transaction rings which
have appeared on the blockchain up to height h. Since each ring has a unique key image
associated with it, the set of key images Kh has size n.

As per the notation introduced in Section 1.2, the set of outputs that have appeared in
at least one transaction ring is given by Oh = ∪n

i=1Ri. Let m = |Oh|. As the number of key
images cannot exceed the number of public keys, we have m ≥ n.

4.1 Brute-Force Attack
Yu et al. [26] proposed the closed set attack and argued that it is optimal because of having
identical traceability performance to the brute-force attack. We will use the notion of a
system of distinct representatives [10] to describe the brute-force attack.

▶ Definition 3. Let S = {S1, S2, . . . , Sn} be a multiset of subsets of a finite set S. A set of
n distinct elements {s1, s2, . . . , sn} which satisfies si ∈ Si is called a system of distinct
representatives (SDR) for S.

In the context of CryptoNote blockchains, an SDR {P1, P2, . . . , Pn} for the multiset
Rh = {R1, R2, . . . , Rn} corresponds to a possible candidate for the sequence of signing keys
for the rings in Rh. This is because for each i the key Pi belongs to Ri and all the Pi’s are
distinct.

The brute-force attack for tracing CryptoNote transactions is shown in Algorithm 1. This
attack prunes the rings in Rh to generate the multiset R′

h = {R′
1, R′

2, . . . , R′
n} where each

R′
i is a subset of Ri. It includes only those keys in R′

i which are potential signing keys for
the ring Ri.

The time complexity of the brute-force attack is O (
∏n

i=1 |Ri|) as each Pi can be inde-
pendently chosen in |Ri| ways. If the number of rings Ri in Rh with at least two keys is n2,
then

∏n
i=1 |Ri| ≥ 2n2 . Thus the brute-force attack becomes infeasible as the number of rings

with at least one mixin increases.

4.2 Closed Set Attack
Yu et al. [26] define a closed set as follows.

▶ Definition 4. Let Rh = {R1, R2, . . . , Rn} be a multiset of CryptoNote transaction rings
and Oh = ∪n

i=1Ri. A subset C of Oh having cardinality k is called a closed set of Rh if
there exist k transaction rings Ri1 , Ri2 , . . . , Rik

in Rh such that C = ∪k
j=1Rij

.

2 In a multiset, elements can occur more than once.
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Algorithm 1 The brute-force attack for tracing CryptoNote transactions.

Input : A multiset of transaction rings Rh = {R1, R2, . . . , Rn}
Output : A multiset of pruned transaction rings R′

h = {R′
1, R′

2, . . . , R′
n} where

∅ ̸= R′
i ⊆ Ri for all i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}

// Initialize the rings in R′
h to the empty set;

for i← 1 to n do
R′

i ← ∅
end
// Iterate over elements of R1 ×R2 × · · · ×Rn to find SDRs;
foreach (P1, P2, . . . , Pn) in R1 ×R2 × · · · ×Rn do

if {P1, P2, . . . , Pn} is an SDR then
for i← 1 to n do

// Add Pi to R′
i;

R′
i ← R′

i ∪ {Pi}
end

end
end

▶ Example 5. To illustrate the definition and significance of a closed set, suppose that Rh

contains four transaction rings of the following form.

R1 = {P1, P2, P3} ,

R2 = {P2, P3} ,

R3 = {P1, P3} ,

R4 = {P1, P2, P3, P4} .

Exactly one public key from each ring is used to generate the linkable ring signature. If a public
key was used twice, the key image would repeat and the later of the two transactions would
be rejected by the miners. Since the union of the first three rings R1∪R2∪R3 = {P1, P2, P3}
has cardinality 3, the set {P1, P2, P3} is a closed set. Each of the keys P1, P2, P3 must be
the signing key in exactly one of the first three rings. This implies that none of them can be
the signing key in the fourth ring R4. So we deduce that P4 must be the signing key of ring
R4, rendering the latter traceable. ⌟

The closed set attack for tracing CryptoNote transactions is shown in Algorithm 2. Yu et
al. [26] proved that it is is optimal for undeniable traceability by showing that its output
is identical to the output of the brute-force attack. We rephrase their Theorem 1 in our
notation as follows.

▶ Theorem 6 (Yu et al. [26]). Given a multiset Rh = {R1, R2, . . . , Rn} of CryptoNote
transaction rings, let the multiset Rclosed

h be the output of the closed set attack and the
multiset Rbrute

h be the output of the brute-force attack. Then Rclosed
h = Rbrute

h .

The running time of the closed set attack is dominated by the time required to find all
the closed sets in R′

h. Note that R′
h is initially equal to Rh. After a closed set is found,

some of its rings may be pruned. This may cause new closed sets to become available. Hence
the search needs to be performed again.
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Algorithm 2 The closed set attack for tracing CryptoNote transactions.

Input : A multiset of transaction rings Rh = {R1, R2, . . . , Rn}
Output : A multiset of pruned transaction rings R′

h = {R′
1, R′

2, . . . , R′
n} where

∅ ̸= R′
i ⊆ Ri for all i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}

// Initialize the rings in R′
h to the rings in Rh;

for i← 1 to n do
R′

i ← Ri

end
// Iterate over all the closed sets;
foreach closed set C = ∪k

j=1R′
ij

do
for i← 1 to n do

// Check that the ring does not generate the closed set;
if i ̸∈ {i1, i2, . . . , ik} then

// Remove elements of C from R′
i;

R′
i ← R′

i ∩ Cc

end
end

end

The naive algorithm [26, Appendix A] for finding closed sets by considering all subsets
of R′

h becomes infeasible as the size of |Rh| increases. Instead, Yu et al. [26] proposed the
clustering algorithm as an approximation to the naive algorithm.

4.3 Clustering Algorithm
▶ Definition 7. A subset of Rh is called a cluster.

A cluster consists of a set of rings from Rh. The distance of a ring R from a cluster is
defined as follows.

▶ Definition 8. Let C = {Ri1 , Ri2 , . . .} be a cluster and let pk(C) = ∪R′∈CR′ be the set of
keys in it. The distance of a ring R ∈ Rh from a cluster C is defined as

d(R, C) = |R| − |pk(C) ∩R|.

▶ Example 9. Consider the rings R1, . . . , R4 from Example 5. Suppose we consider the
cluster C = {R1, R2}. Then we have pk(C) = {P1, P2, P3}, d(R3, C) = 0, and d(R4, C) = 1. ⌟

Yu et al. [26] use a cluster formation algorithm as a subroutine in their clustering algorithm.
This algorithm forms a cluster by starting from any transaction ring in Rh and adding other
rings which are at a distance of at most 1 from the running cluster (see Algorithm 3).

The clustering algorithm for finding closed sets is shown in Algorithm 4 where Cascade-
Attack is a procedure that implements the cascade attack of [8, 17]. CascadeAttack takes a
multiset of transactions rings as input and outputs a pruned multiset after removing keys
from each ring that have been identified as mixins by the cascade attack.

The clustering algorithm may fail to find certain closed sets because a ring that is
needed to form a closed set may be at a distance of 2 or more from the current cluster in
Algorithm 3. We observed this in our empirical analysis of the Monero transaction graph
where the clustering algorithm failed to find some closed sets that were found by the DM
decomposition.

AFT 2023
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Algorithm 3 ClusterForm: An algorithm for constructing a cluster.

Input : A multiset of transaction rings Rh = {R1, R2, . . . , Rn} and a specific ring
R ∈ Rh

Output : A cluster C containing R

// Initialize C to the set containing R;
C ← {R}

// Iterate over all the rings in Rh not equal to R;
foreach R′ ∈ Rh \R do

// Check if R′ is within a distance of 1 from C;
if d(R′, C) ≤ 1 then

// Add R′ to C;
C ← C ∪R′

end
end

5 The Dulmage-Mendelsohn Decomposition

Consistent with notation used by Dulmage and Mendelsohn [4], we define an undirected
bipartite graph K as a triple (S, T, E) where S and T are non-empty sets representing vertex
classes and E ⊆ S × T represents the edge set. So an edge in K is given by an ordered
pair (s, t) where s ∈ S and t ∈ T . The ordering of the vertices in the edge (s, t) is simply a
consequence of putting S before T in the triple (S, T, E), and does not imply directivity. We
say that an edge (s, t) belongs to the graph K, written as (s, t) ∈ K, to mean that (s, t) ∈ E.
We only consider bipartite graphs K where both S and T are finite sets.

5.1 Minimum Covers of Bipartite Graphs
▶ Definition 10. Let K = (S, T, E) be a bipartite graph. Let A and B be subsets of S and T

respectively. A pair of such sets (A, B) is called a vertex cover for a bipartite graph K if
for each edge (s, t) ∈ K, either s ∈ A or t ∈ B (both conditions can also hold).

▶ Definition 11. The size of a vertex cover (A, B) is defined as |A|+ |B| where |X| denotes
the cardinality of a set X.

Since S and T are assumed to be finite sets, every vertex cover of K will have a finite size.

▶ Definition 12. The cover number of a bipartite graph K is the minimum of |A|+ |B|
over all vertex covers (A, B) of K.

▶ Definition 13. A vertex cover (A, B) of a bipartite graph K whose size equals the cover
number of K is called a minimum cover.

The following two results were proved by Dulmage and Mendelsohn [4].

▶ Lemma 14. If (A1, B1) and (A2, B2) are minimum covers of a bipartite graph K having
finite cover number, then (A1 ∩ A2, B1 ∪ B2) and (A1 ∪ A2, B1 ∩ B2) are both minimum
covers of K.

▶ Lemma 15. Let (A1, B1) and (A2, B2) be minimum covers of a bipartite graph K having
finite cover number. If A1 ⊆ A2, then B1 ⊇ B2.
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Algorithm 4 The clustering algorithm.

Input : A multiset of transaction rings Rh = {R1, R2, . . . , Rn}
Output : A multiset of pruned transaction rings R′

h = {R′
1, R′

2, . . . , R′
n} where

∅ ̸= R′
i ⊆ Ri for all i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}

// Run the cascade attack on Rh;
R′

h ← CascadeAttack(Rh);
// Set flag to true;
flag ← true;

while flag is true do
flag ← false;
// Iterate over all the rings in R′

h;
foreach R′ ∈ R′

h do
// Form a cluster starting from R′ using Algorithm 3;
C′ = {R′

i1
, R′

i2
, . . . , R′

ik
} ← ClusterForm(R′);

if C = ∪k
j=1R′

ij
is a closed set then

for i← 1 to n do
// Check that the ring does not generate the closed set C;
if i ̸∈ {i1, i2, . . . , ik} then

// Check if C and R′
i have elements in common;

if C ∩R′
i ̸= ∅ then

// Remove elements of C from R′
i;

R′
i ← R′

i ∩ Cc;
// Set the flag to indicate modification of transaction rings;
flag ← true;

end
end

end
if flag is true then

// Run the cascade attack on R′
h;

R′
h ← CascadeAttack(R′

h);
// Run the cascade attack on the cluster C′;
C′′ = {R′′

i1
, R′′

i2
, . . . , R′′

ik
} ← CascadeAttack(R′

h);
// Replace the rings in R′

h with intra-cluster cascade attack results;
for j ← 1 to k do

R′
ij
← R′′

ij
;

end
end

end
end

end

Setting A1 = A2 in the above lemma gives us the following corollary.

▶ Corollary 16. If (A, B1) and (A, B2) are both minimum covers of a bipartite graph K

having finite cover number, then B1 = B2.

AFT 2023
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For a bipartite graph K, let C be the set of all minimum covers. Let us define the following
sets obtained by taking intersections and unions of the components of the minimum covers.

A∗ =
⋂

(A,B)∈C

A, A∗ =
⋃

(A,B)∈C

A, (1)

B∗ =
⋂

(A,B)∈C

B, B∗ =
⋃

(A,B)∈C

B. (2)

By Lemma 14, if K has a finite cover number then the pairs (A∗, B∗) and (A∗, B∗) are both
minimum covers of K.

▶ Example 17. Reconsider the bipartite graph shown in Figure 3 with vertex classes
S = {P1, P2, P3, P4} and T = {I1, I2, I3}. Since (∅, T ) is a minimum cover the graph, A∗ = ∅
and B∗ = T . As ({P1}, {I2, I3}) and ({P1, P2}, {I3}) are the only other minimum covers,
A∗ = {P1, P2} and B∗ = {I3}.

5.2 Maximum Matchings on Bipartite Graphs
In a graph, we say that edges (s, t) and (s′, t′) share a vertex if either s = s′ or t = t′.

▶ Definition 18. A matching on a bipartite graph K = (S, T, E) is a subset M of the edge
set E such that no two edges in M share a vertex. The cardinality |M | is called the order
of the matching M .

▶ Definition 19. A maximum matching on a bipartite graph K is a matching on K of
maximum order.

The following definition classifies edges according to their membership in maximum
matchings on K.

▶ Definition 20. An edge (s, t) of a bipartite graph K is said to be admissible if there exists
a maximum matching M on K such that (s, t) ∈M . An edge which is not admissible is said
to be inadmissible.

The following result by König [10] says that maximum matchings have the same size as
minimum covers in bipartite graphs. We will need it in the proof of Theorem 26.

▶ Proposition 21. The cover number of a finite bipartite graph equals the order of maximum
matchings on the graph.

5.3 Definition of the DM Decomposition
With the above definitions in place, we are ready to describe the DM decomposition.

▶ Definition 22. Let K = (S, T, E) be a bipartite graph having a finite cover number. The
Dulmage-Mendelsohn decomposition of K is a partition of S × T into three disjoint
sets R1, R2, R3 which satisfy the following properties:
1. The set of admissible edges in K equals E ∩R1.
2. The set of inadmissible edges in K equals E ∩R2.
3. E ∩R3 = ∅.

The fine structure of the sets R1, R2, R3 depends on the minimum covers of K. Let us
consider two cases.
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5.3.1 Case 1: A∗ = A∗

If A∗ = A∗, then the graph K has only one minimum cover given by (A∗, B∗) = (A∗, B∗).
In this case, the following result holds.

▶ Proposition 23. Let K = (S, T, E) be a bipartite graph having a finite cover number. If K

has only one minimum cover given by (A∗, B∗), then the Dulmage-Mendelsohn decomposition
of K is the partition of S × T into the sets R1, R2, R3 given by

R1 = (A∗ × (B∗)c)
⋃

((A∗)c ×B∗) ,

R2 = A∗ ×B∗, (3)
R3 = (A∗)c × (B∗)c.

5.3.2 Case 2: A∗ ̸= A∗

Now suppose A∗ ̸= A∗. By definition, A∗ ⊆ A∗. So A∗ must be a proper subset of A∗. Then
there exists at least one non-empty set X ⊂ S such that A∗ ∩ X = ∅ and (A∗ ∪ X, Y ) is
a minimum cover of K for some Y ⊂ T . The existence of such a set follows from the fact
A∗ \A∗ is a candidate for X. Let S1 be a set of smallest cardinality among all candidates
for X. There may be many possibilities for S1, all having the same smallest cardinality. We
can pick any one of them.

Let (A1, B1) be a minimum cover with A1 = A∗ ∪ S1. By Corollary 16, B1 is uniquely
determined by A1. As A∗ ⊆ A1, Theorem 15 tells us that B1 ⊆ B∗. As all minimum covers of
K have the same size, we have |A∗|+|B∗| = |A1|+|B1|. Since |A1| > |A∗|, we have |B1| < |B∗|.
Thus B1 is a proper subset of B∗. Let T1 = B∗ \ B1. Since |A1| − |A∗| = |B∗| − |B1|, we
have |S1| = |T1|.

If A1 = A∗, the process stops. Otherwise, there exists at least one non-empty set X ⊂ S

such that A1 ∩X = ∅ and A1 ∪X is the first component of a minimum cover of K. Let S2
be a set of smallest cardinality among all candidates for X. Let (A2, B2) be a minimum
cover with A2 = A1 ∪ S2 = A∗ ∪ S1 ∪ S2. As before, B2 is uniquely determined by A2 and
B2 ⊂ B1. Let T2 = B1 \ B2. Since |A2| − |A1| = |B1| − |B2|, we have |S2| = |T2|. Since
B∗ = T1 ∪B1 and T2 = B1 \B2, we have B∗ = T1 ∪ T2 ∪B2.

If we proceed in this manner, the process will stop for some k where

A∗ ∪ S1 ∪ S2 . . . ∪ Sk = A∗. (4)

At this point, (A∗, B∗) will be the resulting minimum cover. Furthermore, the Ti’s satisfy

B∗ = T1 ∪ T2 ∪ . . . Tk ∪B∗. (5)

In the intermediate stages of this process, (Ai, Bi) is a minimum cover for K for each
i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k} where

Ai = A∗ ∪ S1 ∪ S2 ∪ . . . ∪ Si, (6)
Bi = Ti+1 ∪ Ti+2 ∪ . . . ∪ Tk ∪B∗. (7)

Equations (4) and (5) give the following decompositions of the vertex classes S and T .

S = A∗
⋃

(A∗)c = A∗ ∪ S1 ∪ S2 . . . ∪ Sk

⋃
(A∗)c, (8)

T = (B∗)c
⋃

B∗ = (B∗)c
⋃

T1 ∪ T2 . . . ∪ Tk ∪B∗. (9)
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The k +2 sets in the unions on the extreme right of both the above equations form a partition
of S and T respectively. These partitions are unique except for a permutation of the Si’s
having same cardinality, with the Ti’s appropriately permuted.

With these definitions in place, we have the following result from [4].

▶ Proposition 24. Let K = (S, T, E) be a bipartite graph having a finite cover number. Then
the Dulmage-Mendelsohn decomposition of K is given by the partition of S × T into the sets
R1, R2, R3 given by

R1 = (A∗ × (B∗)c)
⋃

(S1 × T1)
⋃

. . .
⋃

(Sk × Tk)
⋃

((A∗)c ×B∗) , (10)

R2 = (A∗ ×B∗)
⋃

(A∗ ×B∗)
⋃
i<j

(Si × Tj) , (11)

R3 = ((A∗)c × (B∗)c)
⋃

((A∗)c × (B∗)c)
⋃
i>j

(Si × Tj) . (12)

▶ Example 25. Consider the bipartite graph in Figure 3. It has vertex classes S =
{P1, P2, P3, P4} and T = {I1, I2, I3}.

(i) As we noted in Example 17, A∗ = ∅, B∗ = T and A∗ = {P1, P2}, B∗ = {I3}.
(ii) As ({P1}, {I2, I3}) is the only candidate for (A1, B1), we have S1 = {P1} and T1 = {I1}.
(iii) As ({P1, P2}, {I3}) is the only candidate for (A2, B2), we have S2 = {P2} and T2 = {I2}.

The DM decomposition is given by

R1 = {(P1, I1), (P2, I2), (P3, I3), (P4, I3)} ,

R2 = {(P1, I3), (P2, I3), (P1, I2)} ,

R3 = {(P3, I1), (P3, I2), (P4, I1), (P4, I2), (P2, I1)}

The graph has no edges in R3. The edges in R2 cannot appear in any maximum matching,
as P1 must be matched to I1 and P2 must be matched to I2. The edges in R1 appear in at
least one maximum matching on the graph. ⌟

To visualize the DM decomposition, suppose that the vertices in S are ordered according
to the partition in Equation (8), i.e. the vertices in A∗ appear first, followed by vertices in
S1, S2, . . . , Sk, and (A∗)c. Similarly, suppose that the vertices in T are ordered according to
the partition in Equation (9). Then the DM decomposition can be represented by Figure 4,
where the rows correspond to vertices in T and the columns correspond to vertices in S.
The admissible edges lie in blocks along the diagonal, the inadmissible edges lie above these
blocks, and there are no edges below these blocks.

5.4 Computing the DM Decomposition
The DM decomposition of a bipartite graph K can be computed by finding a maximum
matching M on K, then finding subsets of vertex classes unreachable from M via alternating
paths, and finally by finding strongly connected components of the subgraph induced by the
unreachable vertices (see [19] for details). Surprisingly, the DM decomposition is independent
of the particular maximum matching chosen in the first step [19]. The component algorithms
of the DM decomposition computation have worst-case running times which are polynomial
in the number of graph vertices and edges.

We implemented the DM decomposition in Rust. Our code is available at https:
//github.com/avras/cryptonote-analysis under an MIT license. While an open source
implementation of the DM decomposition already existed in CSparse [3], it was much

https://github.com/avras/cryptonote-analysis
https://github.com/avras/cryptonote-analysis
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Figure 4 Visualization of the DM decomposition of a bipartite graph.

slower than the proprietary implementation in Matlab [11]. Our implementation of the DM
decomposition has performance comparable to the Matlab implementation. Instructions on
preparing the input data for our implementation are available at https://www.respectedsir.
com/cna.

6 The DM Decomposition Finds All Closed Sets

By Theorem 6, the closed set attack is an optimal method for performing undeniable
traceability analysis on CryptoNote transaction graphs. However, the naive method of
finding closed sets by checking all subsets of the transaction rings [26, Appendix A] is not
computationally feasible. The clustering algorithm for finding closed sets is guaranteed to
find all closed sets of size 5 or less [26, Theorem 2]. While it does find closed sets with size
more than 5, it is not guaranteed to find all closed sets.

In this section, we show that the DM decomposition finds all the closed sets in a
CryptoNote transaction graph. As the DM decomposition can be computed in polynomial
time, we obtain an efficient method to achieve the best possible undeniable traceability
performance.

Let us establish/recall the following notation.
(i) Let Rh = {R1, R2, . . . , Rn} be the multiset of all transaction rings which have appeared

on the blockchain up to height h.
(ii) Let Ii be the key image corresponding to ring Ri.
(iii) Let Kh = {I1, I2, . . . , In} be the set of all key images that have appeared on the

blockchain up to height h.
(iv) Let Oh = ∪n

i=1Ri = {P1, P2, . . . , Pm} be the set of all keys (outputs) that have appeared
in at least one transaction ring.

AFT 2023
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Figure 5 Transaction graph used in the proof of Theorem 26.

(v) Let E ⊆ Oh ×Kh be the edge set of the transaction graph induced by the rings in Rh.
For P ∈ Oh and I ∈ Kh, the edge (P, I) belongs to E if the output P appeared in the
transaction ring used to create I.

(vi) Let C be a closed set of Rh having cardinality k. By Definition 4, there exist k

transaction rings Ri1 , Ri2 , . . . , Rik
in Rh such that C = ∪k

j=1Rij
. To describe this

scenario briefly, we will say that the rings Ri1 , Ri2 , . . . , Rik
constitute the closed set C.

Furthermore, there exist k keys Pi1 , . . . , Pik
in Oh such that C = {Pi1 , Pi2 , . . . , Pik

}.
(vii) Let IC = {Ii1 , Ii2 , . . . , Iik

} be the set of key images corresponding to the rings
Ri1 , Ri2 , . . . , Rik

that constitute C.

▶ Theorem 26. Let Gh = (Oh,Kh, E) be the CryptoNote transaction graph induced by the
rings in Rh and their corresponding key images. Let C be a closed set of Rh and let IC be
the set of key images corresponding to the rings that constitute C. Then (C,Kh \ IC) is a
minimum cover of Gh. Conversely, if (A, B) is a minimum cover of Gh where A ̸= ∅, then A

is a closed set.

Proof. Without loss of generality, we can assume that R1, R2, . . . , Rk are the rings that
constitute C and I1, I2, . . . , Ik are the key images corresponding to these rings. Furthermore,
let C = ∪k

i=1Ri = {P1, P2, . . . , Pk}.3 By definition, IC = {I1, I2, . . . , Ik}.
Suppose we draw the bipartite graph induced by the blockchain history by listing

P1, . . . , Pk and I1, . . . , Ik before the other vertices on each side. Let Pk+1, . . . , Pm be the
other outputs in Oh. Let Ik+1, . . . , In be the other key images in Kh. Figure 5 illustrates
this bipartite graph.

Since each key image in I1, I2, . . . , In corresponds to a unique true output on the left
hand side, there exists a maximum matching of order n on this graph. By Proposition 21,
minimum covers of this graph will also have size n. Note that every edge in the graph is
incident on some element in {I1, I2, . . . , In}. Thus (∅,Kh) = (∅, {I1, . . . , In}) is a minimum
cover of the graph.

3 In general, the rings that constitute C and the corresponding keys and key images may not have indices
1, 2, . . . , k. But we can always relabel the elements in these sets to satisfy our assumption.
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We claim that there are no edges between the key images I1, . . . , Ik and the outputs
Pk+1, Pk+2, . . . , Pm. To see this, suppose there is an edge from Ij to Pl for some j ∈
{1, 2, . . . , k} and l ∈ {k + 1, . . . , m}. Then Pl must belong to the ring Rj as it is the only
ring which contributes edges incident on Ij . This would mean Pl belongs to ∪k

i=1Ri =
{P1, P2, . . . , Pk}, which is a contradiction as l ≥ k + 1. So all the edges incident on I1, . . . , Ik

must have an output from P1, . . . , Pk on the other end.
The above argument shows that (C,Kh \ IC) = ({P1, . . . , Pk}, {Ik+1, . . . , In}) is a min-

imum cover of the graph. Thus every closed set of Rh is the first member of a minimum
cover of the transaction graph.

To prove the other direction, suppose that (A, B) is a minimum cover of the transaction
graph where A ̸= ∅. Let Bc = Kh \ B be the set of key images not in B. Suppose
Bc = {Ii1 , Ii2 , . . . , Iil

}.
Since (∅,Kh) is a minimum cover of the graph, every minimum cover must have size n.

This implies that |A|+ |B| = n. As l = |Bc| = n− |B|, the set A must have l outputs.
Since (A, B) is a cover of the transaction graph, every edge incident on key images in Bc

must be covered by an output in A (as B can only cover edges incident on the key images in
it). Each key image Iij

in Bc is associated with a unique transaction ring Rij
which contains

the true output corresponding to it. The ring Rij
is the set of outputs adjacent to Iij

in the
graph. We claim that Rij

is a subset of A.
We prove our claim by contradiction. If there is a key P in Rij that is not contained in

A, then the edge (P, Iij
) exists but P ̸∈ A and Iij

̸∈ B. This contradicts our assumption
that (A, B) is a vertex cover.

Since the transaction ring Rij
is a subset of A for every Iij

∈ Bc, we have ∪l
j=1Rij

⊆ A.
Furthermore,

∣∣∪l
j=1Rij

∣∣ ≥ l because each of the l key images Ii1 , Ii2 , . . . , Iil
has a unique

true output in ∪l
j=1Rij

. Putting all this together, we have

l ≤

∣∣∣∣∣∣
l⋃

j=1
Rij

∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ |A| = l. (13)

We conclude that A = ∪l
j=1Rij

and that
∣∣∪l

j=1Rij

∣∣ = l, which proves that A is a closed set
of Rh. ◀

The above theorem says that finding all closed sets of a CryptoNote transaction graph
is equivalent to finding all minimum covers of it. When the graph has only one minimum
cover (i.e. when A∗ = A∗), there is only one possible closed set. For the case when A∗ ̸= A∗,
Dulmage and Mendelsohn proved the following theorem [4, Theorem 10] which shows
that all the possible minimum covers of a bipartite graph can be calculated from the DM
decomposition.

▶ Theorem 27. Let K = (S, T, E) be a bipartite graph having a finite cover number and
more than one minimum cover. Let A∗, B∗, S1, S2, . . . , Sk, T1, T2, . . . , Tk be as defined in
Section 5.3.2. Let (A, B) be a minimum cover of K. Then exists a subset Λ of the index set
{1, 2, . . . , k} such that

A =
(⋃

i∈Λ

Si

)
∪A∗, B =

( ⋃
i∈Λc

Ti

)
∪B∗.

This theorem implies that every minimum cover of the transaction graph can be recovered
from the DM decomposition of the graph. This in turn implies that every closed set in the
transaction graph can be found from the DM decomposition.
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Table 1 Monero traceability of pre-RingCT rings by the clustering algorithm vs DM decomposition
(up to block 1,541,236).

No. of mixins No. of pre-RingCT Traced by clustering Traced by DM
rings algorithm decomposition

0 12,209,675 12,209,675 12,209,675
1 707,786 625,641 625,641
2 2,941,525 1,779,134 1,779,446
3 1,345,574 952,855 952,862
4 972,457 451,959 451,981
5 143,793 74,186 74,186
6 366,894 202,360 202,360
7 12,361 4,296 4,296
8 9,148 3,506 3,506
9 6,396 2,178 2,178
≥ 10 118,902 29,177 29,177
Total 18,834,511 16,334,967 16,335,308

7 DM Decomposition of the Monero Transaction Graph

We implemented the DM decomposition, the cascade attack, and the closed set attack in
Rust. Our code is available at https://github.com/avras/cryptonote-analysis under
an MIT license.

7.1 Empirical Analysis without Hard Fork Information
To evaluate the effectiveness of the DM decomposition in tracing transaction rings, we used
the results obtained by the clustering algorithm of Yu et al. [26] on Monero as the benchmark.
The latter results are the best results on Monero undeniable traceability which do not use
information from hard forks.

Yu et al. considered Monero transactions contained in blocks with height up to 1,541,236
(March 30, 2018). This data set contains 23,164,745 transaction rings (each one contributing
a key image) and 25,126,033 outputs. The corresponding bipartite graph has 58,791,856
edges. Out of the 23,164,745 transaction rings in the data set, 4,330,234 were RingCT rings
and the remaining 18,834,511 were pre-RingCT rings.

Previous work [8], [17], [26], on Monero traceability has shown that RingCT transactions
in Monero are immune to undeniable traceability attacks. The same observation holds for
the DM decomposition approach. None of the 4,330,234 RingCT rings could be traced by
the DM decomposition (when information from hard forks is not used). Table 1 compares
the number of pre-RingCT transaction rings traced by the clustering algorithm and the DM
decomposition. Each row in the table gives results for transaction rings which have a certain
number of mixin outputs. The results for all transaction rings with 10 or more mixin outputs
are combined in the row with label “≥ 10”.

All the 16,335,308 rings traced by the DM decomposition are associated with a set Si

with |Si| = 1. The singleton set Ti corresponding to Si has the key image of the output in
Si. As seen from the last row, the DM decomposition identifies 341 more traceable rings
than the clustering algorithm. These new rings are only among the transaction rings having
2, 3, or 4 mixins.

https://github.com/avras/cryptonote-analysis
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Yu et al. report finding 3017 closed sets with sizes in the range 2 to 55. The DM
decomposition is able to find 3045 closed sets with 3041 of them having sizes in the range 2
to 55. The remaining four closed sets have sizes 103, 106, 119, and 122. This discrepancy is
due to the approximate nature of the clustering algorithm used by Yu et al. to find closed
sets.

To check if the transactions which have appeared after block 1,541,236 have affected the
traceability of RingCT rings, we computed the DM decomposition of the subgraph induced
exclusively by RingCT transaction rings in all blocks up to height 2,530,000 (January 4, 2022).4
This subgraph has 40,351,733 key images and 45,805,726 outputs with 409,626,277 edges
between them. Let K be the set of all the key images in this subgraph. Its DM decomposition
revealed only two minimum covers, (∅,K) and (S1,K \ T1) where |S1| = |T1| = 5. The set S1
consists of RingCT outputs with indices 3890287, 3890288, 3890289, 3890290, and 3890291.

These five outputs were created by Wijaya et al. [22] in block 1,468,425. All of them
were spent using the other four as mixins in five transaction rings in block 1,468,439 (Dec
17, 2017), to demonstrate that a set of outputs can be considered spent without relying on
zero-mixin transactions. These five outputs are also marked as spent by the Monero blackball
tool [13]. Thus, the DM decomposition of the Monero RingCT subgraph (using only main
chain data) does not identify any new outputs as spent.

There were 37,038,237 RingCT transaction rings in the blocks with heights from 1,468,426
to 2,530,000. The five spent RingCT outputs were chosen as mixins in only 25 of these RingCT
rings. Each of the 25 rings had at least 4 mixins and had their effective number of mixins
reduced by one. Thus, the RingCT rings are mostly unaffected by the DM decomposition
analysis.

The clustering algorithm was also able to identify the size 5 closed set. But it took 64
hours to finish running on our test machine while the DM decomposition could be computed
in 4 hours.

7.2 Empirical Analysis using Hard Fork Information
To check the immunity of Monero RingCT transactions against the DM decomposition
technique which incorporates hard fork information, we constructed a transaction graph
using four different hard forks: Monero Original, MoneroV, Monero v7, and Monero v9.
Table 2 gives the information regarding these forks where the last column contains the
number of RingCT key images which appeared both in fork chain and the Monero main
chain up to block height 2,530,000. While Monero Original and MoneroV were intentional
hard forks created by developers who preferred a different design, the blocks on the Monero
v7 and Monero v9 forks were unintentionally created by miners who were late in upgrading
to the latest version of the main Monero client. This is the reason for the small number of
blocks in the Monero v7 and Monero v9 forks.

We computed the performance of the DM decomposition technique on this graph up to
Monero block height 2,530,000 (January 4, 2022). We found that 63,060 RingCT transaction
rings out of 40,351,733 are undeniably traceable, i.e. only 0.15% of the RingCT rings are
undeniably traceable. Note that the number of traceable RingCT rings is less than the total
number of common RingCT key images shown in Table 2. This is because the appearance

4 We could not try later block heights as the resulting transaction graphs were too large to fit in the
memory of our test machine.
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Table 2 Information about the four Monero hard forks.

Fork Name Fork block Number of Number of Number of
blocks in common common RingCT

fork key images key images
Monero Original 1,546,000 238,682 86,685 64,189

MoneroV 1,564,966 146,325 9,387 6,609
Monero v7 1,685,555 29 1,061 1,027
Monero v9 1,788,000 73 1,581 1,581

of key image in both the main chain and the fork chain does not imply traceability. If the
transaction rings in both cases have more than one output in common, the true output being
spent may not be identified.

The clustering algorithm was also able to trace the same 63,060 RingCT transaction
rings. But it took 64 hours to finish while the DM decomposition took 4 hours. In fact, the
cascade attack, which is the first step in the clustering algorithm (see Algorithm 4), was able
to trace all these rings. The subsequent closed set search was fruitless as there were no closed
sets in the transaction graph, except for the size 5 closed set induced by Wijaya et al. [22].

Readers interested in the effect of the DM decomposition analysis (using hard forks)
on non-RingCT rings up to block height 2,530,000 can read the section at https://www.
respectedsir.com/cna/hardfork-nonringct.html in our documentation.

8 Conclusion

We showed that the classical notion of the Dulmage-Mendelsohn decomposition of bipartite
graphs gives an efficient implementation of the closed set attack, which is the optimal method
for undeniable traceability in CryptoNote blockchains. Combining the DM decomposition
with previously proposed methods for plausible traceability is an interesting direction for
future work. We have released open source implementations of the DM decomposition,
cascade attack, and clustering algorithm. We have also released the scripts used to generate
all the empirical results in this paper along with detailed instructions on how to use them.
We hope that these tools will be useful to other researchers, especially those working on
methods for plausible traceability.
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Abstract
Dynamic vector commitments that enable local updates of opening proofs have applications ranging
from verifiable databases with membership changes to stateless clients on blockchains. In these
applications, each user maintains a relevant subset of the committed messages and the corresponding
opening proofs with the goal of ensuring a succinct global state. When the messages are updated,
users are given some global update information and update their opening proofs to match the new
vector commitment. We investigate the relation between the size of the update information and the
runtime complexity needed to update an individual opening proof. Existing vector commitment
schemes require that either the information size or the runtime scale linearly in the number k of
updated state elements. We construct a vector commitment scheme that asymptotically achieves
both length and runtime that is sublinear in k, namely kν and k1−ν for any ν ∈ (0, 1). We prove an
information-theoretic lower bound on the relation between the update information size and runtime
complexity that shows the asymptotic optimality of our scheme. While in practice, the construction
is not yet competitive with Verkle commitments, our approach may point the way towards more
performant vector commitments.
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1 Introduction

A Vector Commitment (VC) scheme [14, 24, 13] enables a committer to succinctly commit
to a vector of elements. Later, the committer can generate an opening proof to prove that
a particular position in the committed vector is equal to a certain value. VCs have found
many applications in databases and blockchains [26, 39] as they enable a storage system to
only store a commitment to the vector instead of the entire vector. The data itself can be
stored elsewhere along with opening proofs. In a multiuser system, every user might store
only one position of the vector along with the opening proof for that position.

Dynamic VCs [13] are vector commitments that support updates to the vector. Suppose
the committed vector is of length N and some k < N positions in the vector are updated,
so that a new vector commitment is published. Then, every user in the system will need
to update their local opening proof to match the updated commitment, and this is done
with the help of some global update information U that is broadcast to all users. This
information is typically generated and published by a manager who maintains the entire
vector. Applications of dynamic VCs include verifiable databases, zero-knowledge sets with
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Table 1 Comparison of different VCs. |U | denotes the length of the update information. T

denotes the runtime of a single proof update. |G| and |H| denote the size of a single group element
and a single hash value, respectively. TG and Tf denote the time complexity of a single group
operation and a single function evaluation for the hash function used by the VC. The last column
PP is ‘Y’ if the proof update requires pre-processing to generate a global and fixed table of auxiliary
data needed for proof updates.

Vector Commitment |U | T PP

Merkle tree [25] Θ̃(k) |H| Õ(1) N
Hyperproofs [33] Θ̃(k) |G| Õ(1) N
Verkle tree [11] Θ̃(k) |G| Õ(1) |H| TG Y

This work with ν ∈ [0, 1] Θ̃(kν)|H| Θ̃(k1−ν) Tf N

KZG commitments [19] Õ(1) Θ̃(k) TG Y
RSA accumulators and VCs [7, 8] Õ(1) Θ̃(k) TG N

Bilinear accumulators [27, 34] Õ(1) Θ̃(k) TG N

frequent updates [13] and stateless clients for blockchains [9]. The challenge is to design a
VC scheme that minimizes the size of the update information U as well as the computation
work by each user to update their local opening proof.

For example, consider stateless clients on a blockchain as an important application for
dynamic VCs. The state of the chain can be represented as a vector of length N , where
position i corresponds to the state of account number i. Every user will locally maintain its
own state (corresponding to some position in the vector) along with an opening proof that
enables the user to convince a third party as to its current state. Whenever a new block is
published, the state of the chain changes. In particular, suppose k out of the N positions in
the vector need to be updated. The block proposer will publish the update information U

along with the new block, and every user will update their opening proof to match the new
committed state of the chain. Thus, users can ensure that their opening proofs are up to
date with respect to the latest committed state of the chain.

We stress that in this application, the data being updated, namely the updated positions
and diffs, is published as part of the block. The update information U only contains additional
information that is needed to update the opening proofs. When we refer to the size of U , we
refer to its size, excluding the updated data (i.e., excluding the updated positions and diffs).

In this paper, we investigate the trade-off between the length |U | of the update information
and the time complexity of proof updates. Dynamic VCs can be grouped into two categories
in terms of these parameters (Table 1). Tree-based VCs [25, 33] enable users to update
their proofs in time O(polylog N). Each opening proof typically consists of polylog (N) inner
nodes, and the update information U contains the changes in the inner nodes affected by the
message updates. Each user calculates its new opening proof by downloading the relevant
inner nodes published as part of U . When k positions are updated, a total of O(k log (N))
inner nodes in the tree are affected in the worst case. Thus, when each inner node has
length Θ(λ), proportional to the security parameter λ, the update information consists of
O(k log (N)λ) bits.

In contrast, algebraic VCs [19, 7, 8, 27, 34] enable users to update their opening proofs
with only knowledge of the updated data. They do not require any additional update
information U to be published beyond the indices and the “diffs” of the updated data. Thus,
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the length of the update information needed to update the opening proofs is O(1). However,
algebraic VCs typically require each user to read all of the changed messages and incorporate
the effect of these changes on their proofs, resulting in Θ(k) work per proof update.

To summarize, while tree-based VCs support efficient calculation of the new opening
proofs by publishing a large amount of update information, linear in k, algebraic VCs do not
require any additional update information beyond the updated data, but suffer from a large
runtime for proof updates, linear in k. We formalize the dichotomy of VCs in Section 3.

1.1 Our Results
We propose a family of VCs that can support sublinear update, where both the length |U |
of the update information and the complexity of proof updates are sublinear in k. More
specifically, our VCs can attain |U | = Θ(kνλ), ν ∈ (0, 1), with a proof update complexity of
Θ(k1−ν) operations. Our candidate construction with sublinear update is a homomorphic
Merkle tree, first developed by [29, 32], where each inner node can be expressed as a sum of
the partial digests of the messages underneath (Section 4). The algebraic structure of these
trees enable each user to calculate the effect of a message update on any inner node without
reading other inner nodes or messages. We identify homomorphic Merkle tree constructions
based on lattices, from the literature [30, 29, 32].

In Section 4, we provide the update algorithms (Alg. 1) for homomorphic Merkle trees,
parameterized by ν ∈ (0, 1). Our algorithm identifies a special subset of size Θ̃(kν) of the
inner nodes affected by the message updates, and publish their new values as U ; so that the
users need not calculate these values. These inner nodes are selected carefully to ensure that
any inner node outside of U is affected by at most Θ(k1−ν) updated messages. Thus, to
modify its opening proof, each user has to calculate the partial digests of at most Θ(k1−ν)
updated messages per inner node within its proof (that consists of Θ(log (N)) inner nodes).
Moreover, to calculate these partial digests, the user only needs the “diffs” of the updated
messages. This brings the asymptotic complexity of proof updates to Θ̃(k1−ν) operations,
while achieving an update information size of Θ̃(kνλ) as opposed to Θ̃(kλ) on Merkle trees
using SHA256.

In Section 6, we prove an information theoretic lower bound on the size of the update
information given an upper bound on the runtime complexity of proof updates. The bound
implies the asymptotic optimality of our scheme with sublinear update. Its proof is based on
the observation that if the runtime complexity is bounded by O(k1−ν), a user that wants
to update its proof cannot read beyond O(k1−ν) updated messages. Then, to calculate the
effect of the remaining k −O(k1−ν) messages on its opening proof, the user has to download
parts of the structured update information U . Finally, to obtain the lower bound on |U |,
we use Shannon entropy and lower bound the number of bits, namely O(kνλ), required to
capture the total information that will be downloaded by the users; while maintaining the
security of the VC with parameter λ.

1.2 Applications
We identify three main applications for VCs with sublinear update.

1.2.1 Stateless clients for Ethereum
Ethereum is the largest decentralized general purpose computation platform by market cap.
Ethereum state (e.g., user accounts) is currently stored in the form of a Merkle tree [5]
and grows approximately by half every year [10]. Stateless clients [9, 10] were proposed to
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mitigate the problem of state bloat and prevent the state storage and maintenance from
becoming a bottleneck for decentralization. Stateless clients maintain an opening proof to
their account balances within the Ethereum state, thus can effortlessly prove the inclusion
of their accounts within the latest state. This enables the other Ethereum clients to verify
the transactions that come with opening proofs without having to download the full state
and check the validity of the claimed account balances. Since block verification now requires
downloading the proofs for the relevant state elements, Verkle trees [20, 11, 16] were proposed
as a replacement for Merkle trees due to their short proof size.

Each new Ethereum block contains transactions that update the state elements and
their opening proofs. Archival nodes and block producers still maintain the full state
so that they can inform the stateless clients about their new opening proofs [10]. For
this purpose, block producers must broadcast enough information to the clients over the
peer-to-peer gossip network of Ethereum1. As minimizing the proof size was paramount
to decentralizing verification for blocks, minimizing the update information size becomes
necessary for decentralizing the role of the block producer who has to disseminate this
information. However, reducing the length of the update information must not compromise
the low overhead of stateless clients by requiring larger number of operations per proof
update. Therefore, the ideal VC scheme for stateless clients must strike a delicate balance
between the size of the update information and the runtime complexity of proof updates.

In Section 5, we provide the update algorithms for Verkle trees given their role in
supporting stateless clients. We observe that Verkle trees do not support sublinear update,
and fall under the same category as tree-based VCs with update information length Θ̃(kλ).
Despite this fact, Verkle trees are highly practical in terms of updates. In Section 5.5, we
estimate that the update information size after a typical Ethereum block does not exceed
|U | ≈ 100 kBytes (compared to the typical block size of < 125 kBytes). Moreover, each Verkle
proof can be updated within approximately less than a second on commodity hardware.
In contrast, even the most efficient homomorphic Merkle tree construction [32] requires
an update information size of 110.88 MBytes and an update time of 32.6 seconds when
the trade-off parameter ν is 1/2, despite its asymptotic optimality (cf. Section 4.4). The
large update information size is due to the lattice-based construction of these VCs. Despite
their advantage in terms of concrete performance, unlike these lattice-based constructions,
Verkle trees are not secure against quantum computers. Designing dynamic VCs that are
asymptotically optimal, practically efficient and post-quantum resilient remains an open
problem.

1.2.2 Databases with frequent membership changes

VCs with sublinear update can support databases with frequent membership changes. When
a user first registers, a message is updated to record the membership of the user. The user
receives this record and its opening proof, using which it can later anonymously prove its
membership. When the user leaves the system, the message is once again updated to delete
the record. In all these steps, membership changes result in updates to the opening proofs of
other members. When these changes are frequent, it becomes infeasible to distribute new
proofs after each change. VCs with sublinear update offer an alternative and efficient way to
update the opening proofs of the users in the event of such changes.

1 Block producers can enable the clients to succinctly verify the correctness of this information via SNARK
proofs, thus still keeping the verification cost of blocks small.
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1.3 Related Work
There are many VC constructions, each with different guarantees regarding the proof,
commitment and public parameter sizes, verification time, updatability and support for
subvector openings [14, 24, 13, 37, 29, 23, 21, 18, 17, 6, 40, 8, 34, 33, 19, 11] (cf [28] for an
SoK of VCs). First formalized by [13], almost all VCs allow some degree of updatability.
Whereas [29, 6, 8, 34] enable updating the commitment and the opening proofs with only
the knowledge of the old and the new messages, most VCs require some structured update
information beyond the messages when the users do not have access to the internal data
structures. Among the lattice-based accumulators, vector commitments and functional
commitments [18, 22, 31, 29, 32, 30, 38], constructions amenable to sublinear update are
presented in [30, 29, 32, 31]. Homomorphic Merkle trees were formalized and instantiated
by [30, 29, 32] in the context of streaming authenticated data structures and parallel online
memory checking. The construction presented in [31, Section 3.4] offers an alternative VC
with sublinear update as it is not a Merkle tree, yet has the property that each inner node
can be expressed as a sum of the partial digests of individual messages.

An alternative design to support stateless clients is the agregatable subvector commitment
(aSVC) scheme [36], which is a VC that enables aggregating multiple opening proofs into
a succinct subvector proof. It enables each user to update its opening proof with the
knowledge of the transactions in the blocks, and block producers to prove the validity of
these transactions succinctly by aggregating the proofs submitted by the transacting users.
As the scheme is based on KZG commitments, no update information is needed, yet, the
update time complexity is linear in the number of transactions per block.

For dynamic accumulators that support additions, deletions and membership proofs,
Camacho and Hevia proved that after k messages are deleted, Ω(k) bits of data must be
published to update the proofs of the messages in the initial accumulated set [12, Theorem 1].
Their lower bound is information-theoretic and follows from a compression argument. Christ
and Bonneau subsequently used a similar method to prove a lower bound on the global
state size of a revocable proof system abstraction [15]. As revocable proof systems can
be implemented by dynamic accumulators and vector commitments, their lower bound
generalizes to these primitives, i.e., after k messages are updated in a dynamic VC, at least
Ω(k) bits of data must be published to update the opening proofs (cf. the full version of the
paper [35, Appendix A] for the proof). They conclude that a stateless commitment scheme
must either have a global state with linear size in the number of accounts, or require a
near-linear rate of local proof updates. In our work, we already assume a linear rate of local
proof updates, i.e., after every Ethereum block or k messages in our parameterization, and
that the message updates are publicized by the blockchain. We instead focus on the trade-off
between the global structured update information size (beyond the published messages) and
the runtime complexity of proof updates.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Notation
We denote the security parameter by λ. An event is said to happen with negligible probability,
if its probability, as a function of λ, is o(1/λd) for all d > 0. An event happens with
overwhelming probability if it happens except with negligible probability.

We denote the set {0, 1, 2, .. , N − 1} by [N ]. When y = O(h(x) polylog (x)), we use the
shorthand y = Õ(h(x)) (similarly for Θ(.) and Θ̃(.)). The function H(.) : M → {0, 1}λ

represents a collision-resistant hash function. We denote the binary decomposition of an
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integer x by bin(x), and for c > 2, its base c decomposition by binc(x). A vector of N

elements (n0, .. , nN−1) is shown as (ni)i. The notation x[i:j] denotes the substring starting
at the ith index and ending at the jth index within the sequence x. The indicator function
1P is equal to one if the predicate P is true, otherwise, it is zero. In the subsequent sections,
k will be used to denote the number of updated messages.

For a prime p, let Fp denote a finite field of size p. We use G to denote a cyclic group of
prime order p with generator g. The Lagrange basis polynomial for a given x ∈ Fp is denoted
as Lx(X):

Lx(X) =
∏
i∈Fp

i̸=x

X − i

x− i

We will use |G| and |H| to denote the maximum size of the bit representation of a single
group element and a single hash value respectively. We will use TG and Tf to denote the
time complexity of a single group operation and a single function evaluation for the hash
functions in Section 4.1.

2.2 Vector Commitments
A vector commitment (VC) represents a sequence of messages such that each message can be
proven to be the one at its index via an opening proof. A dynamic vector commitment allows
updating the commitment and the opening proofs with the help of an update information
when the committed messages are changed.

▶ Definition 1 (from [13]). Dynamic (updateable) vector commitments can be described by
the following algorithms:
KeyGen(1λ, N) → pp : Given the security parameter λ and the size N = poly(λ) of the
committed vector, the key generation algorithm outputs public parameters pp, which implicitly
define the message space M.
Commitpp(m0, .. , mN−1) → (C, data) : Given a sequence of N messages in M and the
public parameters pp, the commitment algorithm outputs a commitment string C and the
data data required to produce the opening proofs for the messages. Here, data contains
enough information about the current state of the VC’s data structure ( i.e., the current list
of committed messages) to help generate the opening proofs.
Openpp(m, i, data)→ πi : The opening algorithm is run by the committer to produce a proof
πi that m is the ith committed message.
Verifypp(C, m, i, πi)→ {0, 1} : The verification algorithm accepts ( i.e., outputs 1) or rejects
a proof. The security definition will require that πi is accepted only if C is a commitment to
some (m0, .. , mN−1) such that m = mi.
Updatepp(C, (i, mi)i∈[N ], (i, m′

i)i∈[N ], data) → (C ′, U, data′) : The algorithm is run by the
committer to update the commitment C when the messages (mij )j∈[k] at indices (ij)j∈[k] are
changed to (m′

ij
)j∈[k]. The other messages in the vector are unchanged. It takes as input

the old and the new messages, their indices and the data variable data. It outputs a new
commitment C ′, update information U and the new data variable data′.
ProofUpdatepp(C, p((i, mi)i∈[N ], (i, m′

i)i∈[N ]), πj , m′, i, U) → π′
j : The proof update al-

gorithm can be run by any user who holds a proof πj for some message at index j and a
(possibly) new message m′ at that index. It allows the user to compute an updated proof π′

j

(and the updated commitment C ′) such that π′
j is valid with respect to C ′, which contains
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m′
i, i ∈ N , as the new messages at the indices i ∈ N (and m′ as the new message at index

i). Here, p(.) specifies what portion of the old and the new messages is sufficient to update
the opening proof. For instance, the proof update algorithm often does not need the old and
the new messages in the open; but can carry out the proof update using only their differences.
In this case, p((i, mi)i∈[N ], (i, m′

i)i∈[N ]) = (i, m′
i −mi)i∈N .

Correctness of a VC requires that ∀N = poly(λ), for all honestly generated parameters
pp←− KeyGen(1λ, N), given a commitment C to a vector of messages (m0, .. , mN−1) ∈MN ,
generated by Commitpp (and possibly followed by a sequence of updates), and an opening
proof πi for a message at index i, generated by Openpp or ProofUpdatepp, it holds that
Verifypp(C, mi, i, πi) = 1 with overwhelming probability.

Security of a VC is expressed by the position-binding property:

▶ Definition 2 (Definition 4 of [13]). A VC satisfies position-binding if ∀i ∈ [N ] and for
every PPT adversary A, the following probability is negligible in λ:

Pr
[

Verifypp(C,m,i,πi)=1∧
Verifypp(C,m′,i,π′

i)=1∧m̸=m′ : pp←−KeyGen(1λ,N)
(C,m,m′,πi,π′

i)←−A(pp)

]
We relax the succinctness assumption of [13] and denote a value to be succinct in x if it

is polylog(x).
Many VC constructions also satisfy the hiding property: informally, no PPT adversary

A should be able to distinguish whether the VC was calculated for a vector (m0, .. , mN−1)
or a vector (m′

0, .. , m′
N−1) ̸= (m0, .. , mN−1). In this work, we do not consider the hiding

property since it is not explicitly required by our applications, and VCs can be made hiding
by combining them with a hiding commitment [13].

2.3 KZG Polynomial Commitments
The KZG commitment scheme [19] commits to polynomials of degree bounded by ℓ using
the following algorithms:
KeyGen(1λ, ℓ) → pp : outputs pp = (g, gτ , g(τ2), .. , g(τℓ)) as the public parameters, where

g is the generator of the cyclic group G and τ is a trapdoor (pp[i] = gτ i).
Commit

(
pp, ϕ(X)

)
→ (C, data) : The commitment to a polynomial ϕ(X) =

∑ℓ−1
i=0 aiX

i

is denoted by [ϕ(X)], and is computed as [ϕ(X)] =
∏ℓ

i=0(pp[i])ai . The commitment
algorithm outputs C = [ϕ(X)] and data = ϕ(X).

Openpp(m, i, data) → π : outputs the opening proof πi that ϕ(i) = m, calculated as the
commitment to the quotient polynomial (ϕ(X)− ϕ(i))/(X − i).

Verify(C, m, i, π) accepts if the pairing check e (C/gm, g) = e
(
π, pp[1]/gi

)
holds.

We refer to [19] for the security analysis of this scheme.

2.4 Merkle Trees
Merkle Tree is a vector commitment using a collision-resistant hash function. In a Merkle tree,
hashes of the committed messages constitute the leaves of a c-ary tree of height h = logc(N),
where each inner node is found by hashing its children. The depth of the root is set to be 0
and the depth of the leaves is ⌈logc(N)⌉. The commitment function outputs the Merkle root
as the commitment C and the Merkle tree as data. The opening proof for a message mx at
some index x is the sequence of h(c−1) hashes consisting of the siblings of the inner nodes on
the path from the root to the hash of the message mx. We hereafter consider binary Merkle
trees (c = 2) and assume N = ch = 2h unless stated otherwise. Let ub0,b1,..,bi−1 , bj ∈ {0, 1},
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j ∈ [i], denote an inner node at depth i− 1 that is reached from the root by choosing the left
child at depth j if bj = 0 and the right child at depth j if bj = 1 (b0 = ⊥ and u⊥ is the root).
By definition, for a message mx at index x, H(mx) = u⊥,bin(x).

2.5 Verkle Trees
A Verkle tree [11, 16] is similar to a Merkle tree except that each inner node is calculated as the
hash of the KZG polynomial commitment to its children. Let bj ∈ [c], j = 1, .. , h, denote the
indices of the inner nodes on the path from the root to a leaf at index x, binc(x) = (b1, .. , bh),
relative to their siblings. Define fb0,..,bj

, j ∈ [h], as the polynomials determined by the
children of the inner nodes on the path from the root to the leaf, where fb0 = f⊥ is the
polynomial determined by the children of the root. Let Cb0,..,bj = [fb0,..,bj ], j ∈ [h], denote
the KZG commitments to these polynomials. By definition, ub0,..,bj

= H(Cb0,..,bj
), and the

value of the polynomial fb0,..,bj at index bj+1 is ub0,..,bj+1 for each j ∈ [h]. Here, ub0 = H(Cb0)
is the root of the tree, and ub0,..,bh

equals the hash H(mx) of the message at index x. For
consistency, we define Cb0,..,bh

as mx. For example, given h = 3 and c = 4, the inner nodes
from the root to the message m14 have the indices b0 = 0, b1 = 3 and b2 = 2, and they are
committed by the polynomials f⊥, f⊥,0 and f⊥,0,3 respectively.

The commitment function Commitpp(m0, .. , mN−1) outputs the root ub0 as the commit-
ment C and the Verkle tree itself as data.

The Verkle opening proof for the message mx, bin(x) = (b1, .. , bh), consists of two
parts: (i) the KZG commitments (Cb0,b1 , .. , Cb0,..,bh−1) on the path from the root to the
message, and (ii) a Verkle multiproof. The goal of the Verkle multiproof is to show that the
following evaluations hold for the inner nodes from the root to the message: fb0,..,bj

(bj+1) =
ub0,..,bj+1 = H(Cb0,..,bj+1), j ∈ [h]. It has two components: (i) the commitment [g(X)] and
(ii) the opening proof π′ for the polynomial h(X)− g(X) at the point t = H(r, [g(X)]), where

g(X) =
h−1∑
j=0

rj fb0,..,bj
(X)− ub0,..,bj+1

X − bj+1
, h(X) =

h−1∑
j=0

rj fb0,..,bj
(X)

t− bj+1
,

and r = H(Cb0 , .., Cb0,..,bh−1 , ub0,b1 , .., ub0,..,bh
, b1, .., bh). Thus, Openpp(m, i, data) outputs

((Cb0,b1 , .. , Cb0,..,bh−1), ([g(X)], π′)).
To verify a Verkle proof π = ((Cb0,b1 , .. , Cb0,..,bh

), (D, π′)), algorithm Verifypp(C, m, x, π)
first computes r and t using ub0,..,bj

= H(Cb0,..,bj
), j ∈ [h], and ub0,..,bh

= H(m). Then,
given the indices bin(x) = (b1, .. , bh) and the commitments (Cb0,b1 , .. , Cb0,..,bh

), it calculates

y =
h−1∑
j=0

rj Cb0,..,bj

t− bj+1
E =

h−1∑
j=0

rj

t− bj+1
Cb0,..,bj

.

Finally, it returns true if the pairing check e(E −D − [g(X)], [1]) = e(π′, [X − t]) is satisfied.
As the degree c of a Verkle tree increases, size of the opening proofs and the runtime of

the verification function decreases in proportion to the height h = logc N of the tree. This
enables Verkle trees to achieve a short opening proof size for large number of messages (as in
the case of the Ethereum state trie) by adopting a large degree (e.g., c = 256). In comparison,
each Merkle proof consists of (c− 1) logc N inner nodes, which grows linearly as c increases.

3 Formalizing the Dichotomy of VCs

We first analyze the trade-off between the number of operations required by proof updates
and the size of the update information U by inspecting different types of dynamic VCs.
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Recall that the number of updated messages is k ≤ N .

3.1 Updating KZG Commitments and Opening Proofs
In the subsequent sections, we assume that each user has access to a dictionary of KZG
commitments to the Lagrange basis polynomials Li(X), i ∈ Fp, and for each polynomial, its
opening proofs at each point j ∈ Fp, j < N . With the help of this table, one can instantiate
a KZG based VC to the messages (mi)i∈[N ], by treating them as the values of the degree N

polynomial ϕ(X) at inputs i ∈ Fp, i < N . We next analyze the complexity of the update
information and the proof updates in this VC. The update and proof update algorithms are
described in [35, Appendix F].

3.1.1 Update Information
Suppose the vector (i, mi)i∈[N ] is updated at some index i such that m′

i ←− mi + δ for some
δ ∈ Fp. Then, the polynomial ϕ(X) representing the vector is replaced by ϕ′(X) such that
ϕ′(X) = ϕ(X) if X ̸= i, and ϕ′(i) = ϕ(i) + δ at X = i. Thus, the new KZG commitment C ′

to ϕ′(X) is constructed from the commitment C to ϕ(X) as follows:

C ′ = [ϕ′(X)] = [ϕ(X) + δLi(X)] = [ϕ(X)][Li(X)]δ = C · [Li(X)]δ = C · [Li(X)]m
′
i−mi .

If the vector is modified at k different indices i1, ..., ik from message mij
to m′

ij
, j ∈ [k], then

the new commitment C ′ = [ϕ′(X)] becomesϕ(X) +
k∑

j=1
(m′

ij
−mij

)Lxij
(X)

 = [ϕ(X)]
k∏

j=1
[Lij

(X)](m′
ij

−mij
)

= C
k∏

j=1
[Lij

(X)](m′
ij

−mij
)
.

Thus, the commitment can updated given only the old and the new messages at the updated
indices, besides the table.

3.1.2 Proof Update
Let πx denote the opening proof of a polynomial ϕ(X) at a point (x, mx). When k messages
are updated, the new opening proof π′

x can be found as a function of the old proof πx and
the opening proofs πij ,x of the Lagrange basis polynomials Lij

(X), j ∈ [k], at the index x

(m′
x = mx +

∑k
j=1(m′

ij
−mij ) · 1x=ij is the new value of mx after the k updates). Namely,

π′
x is[

ϕ′(X)−mx −
∑k

j=1 δj · 1x=ij

X − x

]
= πx

k∏
j=1

[
Lij

(X)− Lij
(x)

X − x

]m′
ij

−mij

= πx

k∏
j=1

π
m′

ij
−mij

ij ,x

Thus, the proof can updated given only the old and the new messages at the updated indices,
besides the table. The update information is set to be the empty set, i.e., U = ∅.

3.1.3 Complexity
The size of the update information is constant, i.e., Θ̃(1). Each user can update its proof after
k accesses to the dictionary, and in the worst case, Θ(k log |M|) = Θ̃(k) group operations as
log (m′

i −mi) ≤ log |M| for all i ∈ [N ].
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3.2 Updating Merkle Trees and Opening Proofs
We next consider a Merkle tree and analyze the complexity of the update information size
and the runtime for proof updates. A simple update scheme would be recalculating the new
Merkle tree given all of the old messages or the old inner nodes of the Merkle tree, and
the message updates. However, this implies a large complexity for the runtime of the proof
update algorithm that scales as Ω(k) when users keep track of the inner nodes, and as Ω(N)
when the users recalculate the tree from scratch at each batch of updates. Moreover, in many
applications, the users do not have access to any messages or inner nodes besides those that
are part of the Merkle proof held by the user. Hence, in the following sections, we describe
update and proof update algorithms that reduce the runtime complexity of the proof updates
at the expanse of larger update information (cf. the full version of the paper [35, Appendix
F]).

3.2.1 Update Information
Suppose the vector (i, mi)i∈[N ] is updated at some index x, (b1, .. , bh) = bin(x), to m′

x. Then,
the root C = ub0 and the inner nodes (ub0,b1 , .. , ub0,b1,..,bh

), (b1, .. , bh) = bin(i), must be
updated to reflect the change at that index. Given the old inner nodes, the new values for
the root and these inner nodes, denoted by C ′ = u′

b0
and (u′

b0,b1
, .. , u′

b0,b1,..,bh
), are calculated

recursively as follows:

u′
b0,b1,..,bh

←− H(m′
x),

u′
b0,b1,..,bj

←−

{
H(u′

b0,b1,..,bj ,0, ub0,b1,..,bj ,1)if bj+1 = 0, j < h

H(ub0,b1,..,bj ,0, u′
b0,b1,..,bj ,1)if bj+1 = 1, j < h

When the messages are modified at k different points ij , j ∈ [k], the calculation above is
repeated k times for each update.

As the updated inner nodes are parts of the Merkle proofs, the update information consists
of the new values at the inner nodes listed from the smallest to the largest depth in the canon-
ical left to right order. For instance, U = ((⊥, u′

⊥), (⊥0, u′
0), (⊥1, u′

1), (⊥00, u′
00), (⊥10, u′

10), ..)
implies that the root u⊥ and the inner nodes u⊥0, u⊥1, u⊥00 and u⊥10 were updated after k

messages were modified at the leaves of the Merkle tree. We reference the updated inner
nodes using their indices (e.g., U [b0, b1 .. bj ] = v, when (b1 .. bj , v) ∈ U).

3.2.2 Proof Update
The Merkle proof πx for a message at index x, (b1, .. , bh) = bin(x), is the sequence
(ub1

, ub1,b2
, .. , ub1,b2,..,bh

). When k messages are updated, some of the inner nodes within the
proof might have changed. A user holding the Merkle proof for index x can find the new
values of these inner nodes by querying the update information with their indices.

3.2.3 Complexity
Upon receiving the update information U , each user can update its proof in Θ(log2 (N) +
|H| log (N)) = Θ̃(1) time by running a binary search algorithm to find the updated inner
nodes within U that are part of its Merkle proof, and reading the new values at these nodes.
Since modifying each new message results in h = log (N) updates at the inner nodes and some
of the updates overlap, |U | = Θ(k log (N/k)(log (N) + |H|)) = Θ̃(k)|H|, as each updated
inner node is represented by its index of size Θ(log (N)) and its new value of size |H| in U .
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3.3 Dichotomy of VCs
In the case of KZG commitments, |U | = Θ̃(1), and there is no information overhead on
top of the message updates. For Merkle trees with an efficient proof update algorithm,
|U | = Θ̃(k)|H|, thus there is an extra term scaling in Θ̃(k)|H| = Θ̃(k)λ, since |H| = Ω(λ)
for collision-resistant hash functions. In contrast, for KZG commitments, each user has to
do Θ̃(k) group operations to update its opening proof; whereas in Merkle trees, each user
can update its proof in Θ̃(1) time, which does not depend on k. Hence, KZG commitments
outperform Merkle trees in terms of the update information size, whereas Merkle trees
outperform KZG commitments in terms of the time complexity of proof updates. Table 1
generalizes this observation to a dichotomy between algebraic VC schemes and tree-based ones
favoring shorter runtimes for proof updates. The algebraic and tree-based ones outperform
each other in terms of the update information size and runtime complexity respectively.

4 Vector Commitments with Sublinear Update

We would like to resolve the separation in Table 1 and obtain a vector commitment, where
both the size of the update information and the complexity of proof updates have a sublinear
dependence on k. In particular, |U | = Θ̃(g1(k)λ) in the worst case, and the proof update
algorithm requires at most Θ̃(g2(k)) operations, where both g1(k) and g2(k) are o(k). We
say that such a VC supports sublinear update.

In this section, we describe a family of VCs with sublinear update, parameterized by the
values ν ∈ (0, 1) and characterized by the functions (g1, g2) = (kν , k1−ν).

4.1 Homomorphic Merkle Trees
We first introduce homomorphic Merkle trees where messages placed in the leaves take values
in a setM. We will use two collision-resistant hash functions f̃ : D×D → R and f : M→R,
where both M and D are vector spaces over some field F, and R is an arbitrary finite set.
We will also need an injective mapping g : R → D, which need not be efficiently computable.
We use g−1 : D → R to denote the inverse of g, meaning that g−1(g(x)) = x for all x ∈ R.
We require that g−1 be efficiently computable.

Now, for j ∈ [h], where h is the height of the tree, every node ub0,..,bj
∈ D of the

homomorphic Merkle tree is characterized by the following expressions:

a leaf node: g−1(ub0,bin(i)) = f(mi)
an internal node: g−1(ub0,..,bj ) = f̃(ub0,..,bj ,0, ub0,..,bj ,1) for j < h

The homomorphic property of the Merkle tree refers to the fact that there are efficiently
computable functions

hi,j : D → D for i ∈ [N ] and j ∈ [h],

such that every inner node ub0,..,bj
∈ D can be expressed as

ub0 =
∑

i∈[N ]

hi,0(mi)

ub0,..,bj =
∑

i : bin(i)[0:j−1]=(b1,..,bj)

hi,j(mi).
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We refer to the function hi,j as a partial digest function and refer to hi,j(mi) as the partial
digest of mi. In a homomorphic Merkle tree, every internal node is the sum of the partial
digests of the leaves under that node. We will show in Section 4.3 that each function hi,j can
be expressed as an iterated composition of the functions f and f̃ . Evaluating hi,j requires
evaluating the functions f and f̃ exactly h− j times.

Opening proof for a message consists of both children of the internal nodes on the path
from the message to the root (as opposed to Merkle opening proofs that contain only the
siblings of the internal nodes on the path). For instance, the opening proof for the message
mi at leaf index i, with bin(i) = (b1, .. , bh), is (i, (ub0,..,bj ,0, ub0,..,bj ,1)j=0,..,h−1). Opening
proofs are verified using the functions f and f̃ (not by using the functions hi,j). To verify
an opening proof (i, (ub0,..,bj ,0, ub0,..,bj ,1)j=0,..,h−1) for a message mi with respect to the root
ub0 , the verifier checks if the following equalities hold:

for the leaf: g−1(ub0,bin(i)) = f(mi)
for the internal nodes: g−1(ub0,..,bj ) = f̃(ub0,..,bj ,0, ub0,..,bj ,1) for j = h− 1, .. , 0.

If so, it accepts the proof, and otherwise it outputs reject.
As an example, consider a homomorphic Merkle tree that commits to four messsages

m0, m1, m2, m3. Then, its root u⊥ and inner nodes u⊥,0, u⊥,1, u⊥,0,0, u⊥,0,1, u⊥,1,0, u⊥,1,1
can be calculated as follows:

u⊥ = h0,0(m0) + h1,0(m1) + h2,0(m2) + h3,0(m3) ; u⊥,0,0 = h0,2(m0)
u⊥,0 = h0,1(m0) + h1,1(m1) ; u⊥,0,1 = h1,2(m1)
u⊥,1 = h2,1(m2) + h3,1(m3) ; u⊥,1,0 = h2,2(m2)

u⊥,1,1 = h3,2(m3)

The opening proof for m3 is given by (3, ((u⊥,0, u⊥,1), (u⊥,1,0, u⊥,1,1))), and verified by
checking the following equations:

for u⊥,1,1: g−1(u⊥,1,1) = f(mi)
for u⊥,1: g−1(u⊥,1) = f̃(u⊥,1,0, u⊥,1,1)
for u⊥: g−1(u⊥) = f̃(u⊥,0, u⊥,1)

It now follows that when a message mi is updated to m′
i, each inner node on the path

from the leaf to the root can be updated from ub0,..,bj to u′
b0,..,bj

using the functions hi,j as
follows:

u′
b0,..,bj

= hi,j(m′
i) +

∑
x̸=i :

bin(x)[0:j−1]=(b1,..,bj)

hx,j(mx) = ub0,..,bj
+ hi,j(m′

i)− hi,j(mi)

When the partial digest functions are linear in their input, the expression hi,j(m′
i)− hi,j(mi)

can be written as hi,j(m′
i)− hi,j(mi) = sign(m′

i −mi)hi,j(|m′
i −mi|). This lets us calculate

the updated internal node using only the knowledge of the message diff m′
i − mi. We

provide examples of homomorphic Merkle tree constructions in Section 4.3 with linear partial
digest functions hi,j . Homomorphic Merkle proofs in these constructions consist of the two
siblings of the inner nodes on the path from the proven message to the root and the vector
commitment itself is given by g−1(b⊥) (Section 4.3).

Unlike in Section 3.2, homomorphic Merkle trees enable calculating the new inner nodes
after message updates using only the new and the old updated messages, in particular using
only their difference. Hence, we can construct a tree that achieves the same complexity for
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the update information size as algebraic VCs, albeit at the expanse of the proof update
complexity, without requiring the users to keep track of the old messages or to calculate the tree
from scratch given all messages. This is in contrast to Merkle trees based on SHA256. The
update and proof update algorithms of such a homomorphic Merkle tree with no structured
update information and the same asymptotic complexity as algebraic VCs is described in the
full version of the paper [35, Appendix B]. Since the homomorphic Merkle trees can achieve
both extremes in terms of update information size and update runtime (Table 1), with a
smart structuring of the update information, they can support sublinear update. We show
how in the next subsection.

4.2 Structuring the Update Information

Algorithm 1 Algorithms for a homomorphic Merkle tree. Each user knows the total number of
leaves N . The recursive algorithm UpdateNode, parameterized by ν ∈ [0, 1], takes an index as
input, and checks if the new value of the node at that index is to be published as part of the update
information U . If so, it appends the new value to U , and recursively calls itself on the children of the
node. Not all of U and (i, m′

i −mi)i∈[N ] are passed to the proof update algorithm and its relevant
parts are read selectively to keep the runtime at a minimum.

1: algorithm Update(C, (i, m′
i −mi)i∈[N ], T )

2: U ← Empty()
3: algorithm UpdateNode(idx)
4: b0, .. , bd ← idx
5: S ← {j ∈ [k] : 1bin(ij )[0:d]=(b1,..,bd)}
6: if |S| > k1−ν

7: T [b0, .. , bd]← T [b0, .. , bd] +
∑

j∈S sign(m′
ij
−mij )hij ,d(|m′

ij
−mij |)

8: U [b0, b1, .. , bd]← T [b0, b1, .. , bd]
9: UpdateNode((b0, .. , bd, 0))

10: UpdateNode((b0, .. , bd, 1))
11: end if
12: end algorithm
13: UpdateNode((b0))
14: C′ ← T [b0]
15: return (C′, U, T )
16: end algorithm
17: algorithm ProofUpdate(C, πx, m′

x, x, U)
18: π′

x ← {}
19: (b1, .. , bh)← bin(x)
20: for d = h, .. , 1
21: if (b0, b1 .. bd) ∈ U

22: π′
x[b0, b1 .. bd]← U [b0, b1 .. bd]

23: else
24: S ← {j ∈ [k] : 1bin(ij )[0:d]=(b1,..,bd)}
25: π′

x[b0, .. , bd]← πx[b0, .. , bd] +
∑

j∈S sign(m′
ij
−mij )hij ,d(|m′

ij
−mij |)

26: end if
27: end for
28: return π′

x

29: end algorithm

We now describe the new update and proof update algorithms that enable homomorphic
Merkle trees to achieve sublinear complexity as a function of the parameter ν (Alg. 1).

4.2.1 Update Information
When the messages (ij , mij )j∈[k] change to (ij , m′

ij
)j∈[k], the update information U is gener-

ated recursively using the following algorithm:
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1. Start at the root ub0 . Terminate the recursion at an inner node if there are k1−ν or less
updated messages under that node.

2. If there are more than k1−ν updated messages with indices ≥ N/2, i.e., under the right
child, then publish the new right child of the root as part of U , and apply the same
algorithm to the subtree rooted at the right child, with ub0 and N replaced by ub0,1 and
N/2 respectively.

3. If there are more than k1−ν updated messages with indices less than N/2, i.e., under the
left child, then publish the new left child of the root as part of U , and apply the same
algorithm to the subtree rooted at the left child, with ub0 and N replaced by ub0,0 and
N/2 respectively.

The new values of the inner nodes included in U are again listed from the smallest to the
largest depth in the canonical left to right order.

4.2.2 Proof Update
When the messages (ij , mij

)j∈[k] are updated to (ij , m′
ij

)j∈[k], a user first retrieves the inner
nodes within its Merkle proof that are published as part of the update information. It
then calculates the non-published inner nodes within the proof using the partial digests.
For instance, consider a user with the proof (ub1

, ub1,b2
, .. , ub1,b2,..,bh

) for some message mx,
(b1, .. , bh) = bin(x). To update the proof, the user first checks the update information U and
replaces the inner nodes whose new values are provided by U : u′

b1,..,bd
←− U [b1 .. bd], d ∈ [h],

if U [b1 .. bd] ̸= ⊥. Otherwise, the user finds the new values at the nodes ub1,..,bd
, d ∈ [h],

using the functions hx,d:

u′
b1,..,bd−1,bd

= ub1,..,bd−1,bd
+

∑
j∈[k]

1bin(ij)[:d]=(b1,..,bd)

(
sign(m′

ij
−mij

)hij ,d(|m′
ij
−mij

|)
)

4.2.3 Complexity
Finally, we prove bounds on the complexity given by these algorithms:

▶ Theorem 3. Complexity of the update information size and the runtime of proof updates
are as follows: g1(k) = kν and g2(k) = k1−ν .

Proof. Let U denote the subset of the inner nodes published by the algorithm as part of U such
that no child of a node u ∈ U is published. Then, there must be over k1−ν updated messages
within the subtree rooted at each node u ∈ U . Since there are k updated messages, and by
definition of U , the subtrees rooted at the nodes in U do not intersect at any node, there must
be less than k/k1−ν = kν inner nodes in U . Since the total number of published inner nodes is
given by U and the nodes on the path from the root to each node u ∈ U , this number is bounded
by kν log (N) = Θ̃(kν). Hence, |U | = Θ(kν log (N)(log (N) + |H|)) = Θ̃(kν)|H| = Θ̃(kν)λ,
which implies g1(k) = kν .

For each inner node in its Merkle proof, the user can check if a new value for the node was
provided as part of U , and replace the node if that is the case, in at most Θ(log (N) + |H|)
time by running a binary search algorithm over U . On the other hand, if the new value
of a node in the proof is not given by U , the user can calculate the new value after at
most k1−ν log (N) function evaluations. This is because there can be at most k1−ν updated
messages within the subtree rooted at an inner node, whose new value was not published as
part of U . This makes the total time complexity of a proof update at most

Θ(log (N)(log (N) + |H|+ k1−ν log (N)Tf )) = Θ̃(k1−ν)Tf ,
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Figure 1 Homomorphic Merkle tree example. The new values of the inner nodes with solid blue
color are published as part of the updated information.

which implies g2(k) = k1−ν . ◀

To illustrate the proof above, consider the homomorphic Merkle tree in Figure 1 where k

messages are updated. Suppose there are k1−ν/2 updated messages among the first N/2kν

messages m0, .. , mN/2kν −1, another k1−ν/2 updated messages among the second N/2kν

messages mN/2kν , .. m2N/2kν −1 and so on. In this case, the algorithm identifies the inner
nodes within the subtree at the top of the tree (whose nodes are denoted in solid blue) and
publishes their new values as part of the update information. This is because there are k1−ν

updated messages under each inner node and leaf of this subtree, denoted by u′
i, i = 1, .. , kν ,

whereas under the children of these leaf nodes there are less than k1−ν updated messages.
Thus, each user can update its opening proof by downloading the new values of the top log kν

inner nodes within its proof from the update information. There are at most k1−ν/2 updated
messages under each of the remaining log N/kν nodes in the proof; hence, the user can find
their updated values in Θ(kν log N) time. Note that in this example, and in general when
the updated messages are distributed uniformly among the leaves, the size of the update
information becomes Θ(kν)λ rather than Θ(kν log N)λ.

4.3 Constructions for Homomorphic Merkle Trees
Homomorphic Merkle trees were proposed by [30, 29, 32]. They use lattice-based hash
functions, and their collision-resistance is proven by reduction to the hardness of the gap
version of the shortest vector problem (GAPSVPγ), which itself follows from the hardness of
the small integer solution problem. We next describe the construction introduced by [30],
which is similar to those proposed by later works [29, 32]. Its correctness and security follow
from [30, Theorem 4].

Let L(M) denote the lattice defined by the basis vectors M ⊂ Zk×m
q for appropriately

selected parameters k, m, q, where m = 2k log q. Consider vectors u ∈ {0, .. , t}k log q, where t

is a small integer. The (homomorphic) hash functions f : Zk log q → L(M) and f̃ : Zk log q ×
Zk log q → L(M) used by [30] are defined as f(x) = Mx and f̃(x, y) = MUx + MDy

respectively. Here, U and D are special matrices that double the dimension of the multiplied
vector and shift it up or down respectively. The remaining entries are set to zero. For
convenience, we define L = MU and R = MD.

Since the domain and range of the hash functions are different, to ensure the Merkle
tree’s homomorphism, authors define a special mapping g : Zk

q → Zk log q
q from the range of
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the hash functions to their domain. Here, g(.) takes a vector v ∈ Zq as input and outputs a
radix-2 representation for v. However, as there can be many radix-2 representations of a
vector, to help choose a representation that yields itself to homomorphism, authors prove the
following result: for any x1, x2, .. , xt ∈ Zq, there exists a short radix-2 representation g(.)
such that g(x1 + x2 + .. + xt mod q) = b(x1) + b(x2) + .. + b(xt) mod q ∈ {0, .. , t}k log q,
where the function b : Zk

q → {0, 1}k log q returns the binary representation of the input
vector. This equality enables the mapping g(.) to preserve the hash functions’ original
homomorphic property. Then, given an inner node ub0,..,bj as input, the homomorphic
Merkle tree uses the short radix-2 representation g(.) that enforces the following equality:
ub0,..,bj

= g(Lub0,..,bj ,0 + Rub0,..,bj ,1 mod q) = b(Lub0,..,bj ,0) + b(Rub0,..,bj ,1) mod q. Finally,
this enables calculating the value of each inner node as a sum of the partial digests hi,j(.) of
the messages mi under the node ub0,..,bj

(i.e., (mi)bin(i)[0:j]=(b0,..,bj)) as outlined in Section 4.1,
i.e.,

ub0,..,bj
=

∑
i : bin(i)[0:j−1]=(b1,..,bj)

hi,j(mi),

where hi,j(.) is expressed in terms of the bits bin(i)[j:h− 1] = (b′
1, .. , b′

h−j):

hi,j(mi) = fb′
1
(fb′

2
(.. fb′

h−j
(b(f(mi)))))

Here, f0(.) and f1(.) are defined as b(L.) and b(R.) respectively. Since b(.), binary expansion,
is a linear operation and matrix multiplication is linear, hi,j(.) is linear in its input.

4.4 A Concrete Evaluation
Suppose the Ethereum state is persisted using the homomorphic Merkle tree construction
of [29, 32] with the trade-off parameter ν = 1/2. We next estimate the size of the update
information and the proof update time after observing an Ethereum block with ERC20 token
transfers. Suppose the block has the target size of 15 million gas [4], and each token transfer
updates the balance of two distinct accounts stored at separate leaves of the homomorphic
Merkle tree. Since each ERC20 token transfer consumes approximately 65, 000 gas, there are
∼ 230 such transactions in the block, and the block updates k = 460 accounts.

Suppose the homomorphic Merkle tree has degree 2 and commits to N = 2563 = 224

accounts. For comparison, 2563 ≈ 16.7 million, matching in magnitude the total number of
cumulative unique Ethereum addresses, which is 200 million as of 2023 [3]. Each opening
proof consists of 2 log (N) = 48 inner nodes.

When 460 accounts are updated, in the worst case, the update information consists of
⌈
√

k⌉ log (N) = 528 inner nodes. To evaluate its size, we use the parameters calculated by
[32] for secure instantiations of the homomorphic Merkle trees from both their paper and
[29]. Since the parameters for [29] result in a large inner node size on the order of hundreds
of MBs, our evaluation takes the size of an inner node as that of [32], namely |H| = 0.21
MB (which is equal to the key size in [32]). This implies an update information size of
|U | = 110.88 MBytes and an opening proof size of |π| = 10.08 MBytes.

As for update time, in the worst case, each user has to calculate the partial digests
of 44 updated messages at each height of the homomorphic Merkle tree, i.e., the effect of
these updated messages on each inner node of its opening proof. Calculating the partial
digest of a message at height h measured from the leaves requires h evaluations of the hash
function. This implies a proof update complexity of 2

∑log N−1
i=0 i min(⌈

√
k⌉, 2i) = 11, 900

hash evaluations. To find numerical upper bounds for the update time, we use the hash
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Table 2 For different trade-off points between the update information size and proof update
complexity, parameterized by ν, the table shows the number of published inner nodes ⌈kν⌉ log (N),
the total update information size ⌈kν⌉ log (N)|H|, the number of hash function evaluations per
proof update 2

∑log N−1
i=0 i min(⌈k1−ν⌉, 2i) and the proof update time 2

∑log N−1
i=0 i min(⌈k1−ν⌉, 2i)Tf .

There are N = 224 accounts in total, k = 460 updates at the accounts, the inner nodes have size
|H| = 0.21 Mbytes, and a hash function evaluation takes Tf = 2.74 ms.

ν # inner nodes |U | (MBytes) # hash evaluations Time (s)

0 1 0.21 227, 972 624.6
1/4 120 25.20 52, 284 143.3
1/2 528 110.88 11, 900 32.6
3/4 2400 504.00 2750 7.54
1 11040 2318.40 552 1.51

function evaluation times, namely Tf = 26.84 and Tf = 2.74 ms, published by [32] for both
the hash function in [29] and their new and more performant function (these times are for
commodity hardware; cf. [32] for the details). This gives an upper bound of 319.4 and 32.6
seconds for the update time using the hash functions in [29] and [32] respectively.

Based on the benchmarks for the practical hash function introduced in [32], Table 2
compares the number of published inner nodes ⌈kν⌉ log (N), the total update inform-
ation size ⌈kν⌉ log (N)|H | (assuming that the size of each inner node is |H| upper
bounded by 0.21 MBytes), the number of hash function evaluations per proof update
2

∑log N−1
i=0 i min(⌈k1−ν⌉, 2i) and the proof update time 2

∑log N−1
i=0 i min(⌈k1−ν⌉, 2i)Tf (as-

suming that each hash evaluation takes less than Tf = 2.74 ms) at ν = 0, 1/4, 1/2, 3/4, 1.
The degree of the homomorphic Merkle tree and the opening proof size are fixed at 2 and 48
inner nodes (|π| = 10.08) respectively.

5 Updating Verkle Trees and Opening Proofs

We now describe the update and proof update functions for Verkle trees (see Algs. 2 and
3 in the full version of the paper [35, Section 5] for update and proof update algorithms
respectively). Since Verkle trees were proposed to support stateless clients, we describe
an update scheme that minimizes the runtime complexity of proof updates and does not
require the users to download the updated messages or have access to old inner nodes. As
Verkle trees do not support sublinear update, we numerically estimate the size of the update
information and the complexity of proof updates in Section 5.5.

5.1 Update Information
Suppose the vector (i, mi)i∈[N ] is modified at some index x, (b1, .. , bh) = bin(x) to be
m′

x. Since each inner node is the hash of a KZG commitment, the new inner nodes
u′

b0,..,bj
= H(C ′

b0,..,bj
), j ∈ [h], can be found as a function of the old commitments at the

nodes and the powers of the Lagrange basis polynomials as described in Section 3.1:

C ′
b0,..,bh

←− m′
x, C ′

b0,..,bj
←− Cb0,..,bj

[Lbj+1 ](u′
b0,..,bj+1

−ub0,..,bj+1 )

When k messages are updated, the above calculation is repeated k times for each update.
Update information U consists of the new values of the KZG commitments on the path

from the updated messages to the Verkle root akin to the Merkle trees, ordered in the
canonical top-to-bottom and left-to-right order.
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5.2 Verkle Proofs
Let πx denote the Verkle proof of some message mx at index x, (b1, .. , bh) = bin(x): πx =
((Cb0,b1 , .. , Cb0,..,bh−1), ([g(X)], π)). We define πf

x as the opening proof for index x within
polynomial f . We observe that the commitment [g(X)] and the proof π can be expressed as
functions of the opening proofs of the inner nodes ub0,b1 , .. , ub0,..,bh

at the indices b1, .. , bh

within the polynomials fb0 , .. , fb0,..,bh−1 , respectively. Namely, [g(X)] ish−1∑
j=0

rj fb0,..,bj
(X)− ub0,..,bj+1

X − bj+1

 =
h−1∏
j=0

[
fb0,..,bj

(X)− ub0,..,bj+1

X − bj+1

]rj

=
h−1∏
j=0

(
π

fb0,..,bj

bj+1

)rj

Similarly, the opening proof π = π
(h−g)
t for index t within the polynomial h(X)− g(X) can

be expressed as follows (for details, see the full version of the paper [35, Appendix E]):

[
h(X)− g(X)− (h(t)− g(t))

X − t

]
=

h−1∏
j=0

[
fb0,..,bj (X)− ub0,..,bj+1

X − bj+1

] rj

t−bj+1

=
h−1∏
j=0

(
π

fb0,..,bj

bj+1

) rj

t−bj+1

We assume that each user holding the Verkle proof πx for some index x, (b1, .. , bh) =
bin(x), also holds the opening proofs π

fb0,..,bj

bj+1
, j ∈ [h], in memory. As we will see in the next

section, the user also holds the KZG commitments at the children of the inner nodes on the
path from the root to the message mx, i.e. Cb0,..,bj ,i for all j ∈ [h] and i ∈ [c] in memory.
These opening proofs and KZG commitments are not broadcast as part of any proof; however,
they are needed for the user to locally update its Verkle proof after message updates.

5.3 Proof Update
When the messages (ij , mij

)j∈[k] are updated to (ij , m′
ij

)j∈[k], to calculate the new Verkle
proof π′

x, the user must obtain the new commitments C ′
b0

, .. , C ′
b0,..,bh−1

on the path from
the root to message mx, the new commitment [g′(X)] and the new opening proof π′ for
the polynomial h′(X) − g′(X) at index t′ = H(r′, [g′(X)]). Message updates change the
commitments at the inner nodes, which in turn results in new polynomials fb0,..,bj , j ∈ [h].
Suppose each polynomial fb0,..,bj

, j ∈ [h], is updated so that

f ′
b0,..,bj

(X) = fb0,..,bj (X) +
c−1∑
i=0

(f ′
b0,..,bj

(i)− fb0,..,bj (i))Li(X),

where, by definition, f ′
b0,..,bj

(i) − fb0,..,bj (i) = u′
b0,..,bj ,i − ub0,..,bj ,i = H(C ′

b0,..,bj ,i) −
H(Cb0,..,bj ,i). Then, given the new and the old commitments (Cb0,..,bj ,i, C ′

b0,..,bj ,i) for i ∈ [c]
and j ∈ [h], the table of Lagrange basis polynomials, and using the technique in Section 3.1,
the new opening proofs π̃

fb0,..,bj

bj+1
after the message updates can be computed as follows for

j ∈ [h]:

π̃
fb0,..,bj

bj+1
= π

fb0,..,bj

bj+1

c−1∏
i=0

[
Li(X)− Li(bj+1)

X − bj+1

](H(C′
b0,..,bj ,i)−H(Cb0,..,bj ,i))

,
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where
[

Li(X)−Li(bj+1)
X−bj+1

]
is the opening proof of the Lagrange basis polynomial Li(X) at index

bj+1. Once the new opening proofs are found, the new commitment [g′(X)] and the new
proof π′ become

[g′(X)] =
h−1∏
j=0

(
π̃

fb0,..,bj

bj+1

)r′j

, π′ =
h−1∏
j=0

(
π̃

fb0,..,bj

bj+1

) r′j

t′−bj+1

where r′ = H(C ′
b0,b1

, .., C ′
b0,..,bh−1

, u′
b0,b1

, .., u′
b0,..,bh

, b1, .., bh) and t′ = H(r′, [g′(X)]). Note
that both r′ and t′ can be calculated by the user given the new KZG commitments C ′

b0,..,bj ,i

for all i ∈ [c] and j ∈ [h].
Finally, to retrieve the new KZG commitments C ′

b0,..,bj ,i for all i ∈ [c] and j ∈ [h], the user
inspects the commitments published as part of the update information U : C ′

b0,b1,..,bj−1,i ←−
U [b0, b1, .. , bj−1, i] if U [b0, b1, .. , bj−1, i] ̸= ⊥ and C ′

b0,b1,..,bj−1,i ←− Cb0,b1,..,bj−1,i otherwise, for
all i ∈ [c] and j ∈ [h].

In Verkle trees, the user cannot calculate the effect of an updated message on an arbitrary
inner node without the knowledge of the inner nodes on the path from the message to the
target node. For instance, suppose U [b0, b1, .. , bj−1, i] = ⊥ for some i ∈ [c] and j ∈ [h], and
the user wants to calculate the effect of an update from mx to m′

x on C ′
b0,..,bj−1,i,b̃j+1,..,b̃h

,
bin(x) = (b1, .. , bj−1, i, b̃j+1, .. , b̃h) and b̃j = i. Then, for each ℓ ∈ {j, .. , h− 1}, the user have
to find

C ′
b0,..,b̃j ,..,b̃h

←− m′
x

C ′
b0,..,b̃j ,..,b̃ℓ

←− Cb0,..,b̃j ,..,b̃ℓ
[Lb̃ℓ+1

](u′
b0,..,b̃j ,..,b̃ℓ+1

−ub0,..,b̃j ,..,b̃ℓ+1
)
,

where C ′
b0,..,b̃j ,..,b̃ℓ

are the commitments on the path from the target commitment Cb0,b1,..,bj−1,i

to the message mx. Hence, the user has to know the original commitments on the path from
the message to the target commitment, i.e., keep track of inner nodes, which contradicts
with the idea of stateless clients. This shows the necessity of publishing all of the updated
inner nodes as part of the update information.

5.4 Complexity
Suppose each KZG commitment is of size |G| and each hash H(C) of a KZG commitment,
i.e. each inner node, has size |H|. Then, updating a single message results in one update
at each level of the Verkle tree and requires Θ(h|H|) group operations. Thus, when k

messages are updated, the new Verkle root can be found after Θ(kh|H|) group operations.
As U consists of the published KZG commitments at the inner nodes and their indices,
|U | = Θ(k logc (N)(log (N) + |G|)) = Θ̃(k)|G|, which implies g1(k) = k.

The user can replace each KZG commitment at the children of the inner nodes from
the root to its message in Θ(log (N) + |G|) time by running a binary search algorithm over
U . Since there are ch such commitments to be updated, i.e., Cb0,..,bj ,i, i ∈ [c] and j ∈ [h],
updating these commitments takes Θ(ch(log (N) + |G|)) = Θ̃(1) time.

Upon obtaining the new commitments C ′
b0,..,bj−1,i, i ∈ [c], j ∈ [h], with access to the

table of Lagrange basis polynomials, the user can update each opening proof πbj+1 (for the
function fb0,..,bj

), j ∈ [h], with Θ(c|H|) group operations. Since there are h such proofs,
updating them all requires Θ(ch|H |) group operations. Given the new proofs, computing the
new commitment [g′(X)] and proof π′ requires Θ(h|H|) group operations. This makes the
total complexity of updating a Verkle proof Θ(ch + 2h)|H |TG + Θ(ch(logc (N) + |G|)). For
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a constant c and h = logc (N), this implies a worst-case time complexity of Θ̃(1)|H|TG for
Verkle proof updates, i.e., g2(k) = 1.

5.5 A Concrete Evaluation
We now estimate the size of the update information and the number of group operations
to update an opening proof after observing an Ethereum block consisting of ERC20 token
transfers. As in Section 4.4, suppose the block has the target size of 15 million gas [4], and
each token transfer updates the balance of two distinct accounts stored at separate leaves of
the Verkle tree. Then, there are ∼ 230 such transactions in the block, and the block updates
k = 460 accounts. We assume that the Verkle tree has degree 256 (cf. [11]) and commits to
2563 accounts as in Section 4.4. Then, each proof consists of 2 KZG commitments, C⊥,b1

and C⊥,b1,b2 and a multiproof consisting of the commitment [g(X)] and proof π′. These
components are elements of the pairing-friendly elliptic curve BLS12_381 and consist of
|G| = 48 bytes [11]. This implies a proof size of (logc (N) + 1)|G| = 192 bytes (excluding the
message at the leaf and its hash value; adding those makes it 272 bytes).

When 460 accounts are updated, in the worst-case, the update information has to contain
k logc(N)(log(N) + |G|) = 460× 3× (24 + 48) Bytes, i.e., 99.4 kBytes. This is comparable
to the size of the Ethereum blocks, which are typically below 125 kBytes [2]. Hence, even
though the update information of Verkle trees is linear in k, it does not introduce a large
overhead beyond the block data. Note that the runtime of the proof updates are constant
and do not scale in the number of updated messages k, or the Ethereum block size.

On the other hand, in the worst case, an opening proof can be updated after c log (c)|H |+
2 logc (N)|H | group operations. Then, with |H| = 256, the number of bits output by SHA256,
as many as c logc (N)|H|+2 logc (N)|H | = (c+2) logc (N)|H | = 774×2256 ≈ 200, 000 elliptic
curve multiplications might have to be made. Following the benchmarks published in [1] for
the specified curve, these operations can take up to (c + 2) logc (N) 0.000665471 ns = 0.52
seconds on commodity hardware, given a runtime of 665471 nanoseconds per exponentiation
of a group element with a message hash value. This is again comparable to the 12 second
inter-arrival time of Ethereum blocks.

Table 3 compares the Verkle proof size |π| = (logc (N) + 1)|G|, update information size
|U | = k logc(N)(logc N + |G|), the upper bound (c + 2) logc N |H| on the number of group
operations needed for a single proof update and the estimated time it takes to do these
operations on a commodity hardware for different values of c, the Verkle tree degree, while
keeping the number of accounts and the updated accounts fixed at 224 and 460 respectively.
The table shows the trade-off between the Verkle proof and update information size on one
size and update complexity on the other.

Comparing Table 3 with Table 2 shows that the Verkle tree with any given degree c,
1 < c ≤ 256, significantly outperforms the existing homomorphic Merkle trees in Section 4.4
in terms of almost all of proof size, update information size and proof update time.

6 Lower Bound

Finally, we prove the optimality of our VC scheme with sublinear update by proving a lower
bound on the size of the update information given an upper bound on the complexity of proof
updates. The lower bound is shown for VCs that satisfy the following proof-binding property.
It formalizes the observation that for many dynamic VCs (e.g., Merkle trees [25], Verkle
trees [11], KZG commitments [19], RSA based VCs [8]) including homomorphic Merkle trees
(cf. the full version of the paper [35, Section 6]), the opening proof for a message at some
index can often act as a commitment to the vector of the remaining messages.
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Table 3 For different values of the tree degree c, the table shows the Verkle proof size which is
|π| = (logc (N) + 1)|G|; the update information size which is |U | = k logc (N)(log (N) + |G|); the
number of group operations for a single proof update which is (c + 2) logc (N)|H|; and the estimated
time for a single proof update. We use N = 224 accounts in total, k = 460 updates at the accounts,
a group element size of |G| = 48 bytes, and a hash size of |H| = 32 bytes.

c |π| (Bytes) |U | (kBytes) # Group Operations Time (s)

2 1200 794.9 24,576 0.064
4 628 397.4 18,432 0.048
16 336 198.7 27,648 0.072
64 240 132.5 67,584 0.18
256 192 99.4 198,144 0.52

▶ Definition 4. A VC scheme is said to be proof-binding if the following probability is
negligible in λ for all PPT adversaries A:

Pr

 Verifypp(C,mi∗ ,i∗,π)=1
∧Verifypp(C′,mi∗ ,i∗,π)=1 :

pp←−KeyGen(1λ,N);
π,mi∗ ,(m0,..,mi∗−1,mi∗+1,..,mN−1),

(m′
0,..,m′

i∗−1,m′
i∗+1,..,m′

N−1)←−A(pp);
(m0,..,mi∗−1,mi∗+1,..,mN−1)

̸=(m′
0,..,m′

i∗−1,m′
i∗+1,..,m′

N−1);
Commitpp(m0,..,mi∗−1,mi∗ ,mi∗+1,..,mN−1)=C;
Commitpp(m′

0,..,m′
i∗−1,mi∗ ,m′

i∗+1,..,m′
N−1)=C′


In the definition above, the opening proof while committing to the vector of remaining
messages, need not be of the same format as the original VC. For instance, for RSA
accummulators, the opening proof is itself an RSA accummulator, whereas for Merkle trees,
the opening proof is not a Merkle tree root, but contains a sequence of inner nodes and the
index of the opened message. Nevertheless, the proof and the message together act as a
commitment to the vector of remaining messages.

The proof-binding property is distinct from the position-binding (security) property of
VCs: whereaas position-binding states the difficulty of opening the VC to two different
messages at the same index, proof-binding implies the difficulty of creating two VCs with
different messages that open to the same message at some index i with the exact same proof.

We next state the main lower bound for proof-binding VCs.

▶ Theorem 5. Consider a dynamic and proof-binding VC such that for every PPT adversary
A, it holds that

Pr
[

Verifypp(C,m,i,πi)=1∧
Verifypp(C,m′,i,π′

i)=1 ∧ m̸=m′ : pp←−KeyGen(1λ,N)
(C,m,m′,πi,π′

i)←−A(pp)

]
≤ e−Ω(λ).

Then, for this VC, if g2(k) = O(k1−ν), then g1 = Ω(kν) for all ν ∈ (0, 1).

Proof of Theorem 5 is given in the full version of the paper [35, Section 6].
▶ Remark 6. Theorem 5 shows that the update information length scales as Θ̃(kνλ) when the
runtime complexity for proof updates is Θ̃(k1−ν) and the error probability for the security
of the VC is e−Ω(λ) for a PPT adversary. When the error probability is just stated to be
negligible in λ, then the same proof can be used to show that the update information length
must scale as Ω(kν polylog(λ)) for any polynomial function of log(λ).
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Abstract
We propose a model suggesting that rational consensus participants may play timing games, and
strategically delay their block proposal to optimize MEV capture, while still ensuring the proposal’s
inclusion in the canonical chain. In this context, ensuring economic fairness among consensus
participants is critical to preserving decentralization. We contend that a model grounded in rational
consensus participation provides a more accurate portrayal of behavior in economically incentivized
systems such as blockchain protocols. We empirically investigate timing games on the Ethereum
network and demonstrate that while timing games are worth playing, they are not currently being
exploited by consensus participants. By quantifying the marginal value of time, we uncover strong
evidence pointing towards their future potential, despite the limited exploitation of MEV capture
observed at present.
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1 Introduction

Consensus protocols are typically evaluated based on their ability to maintain liveness and
safety [11], referring to the regular addition of new transactions to the output ledger in a timely
manner, and to the security of confirmed transactions remaining in their positions within the
ledger. However, beyond liveness and safety, blockchain protocols require fairness of economic
outcomes amongst consensus participants to preserve decentralization. More specifically,
a protocol should be designed to maximize profitability of honest participation, defined
as adherence to the prescribed rules. Otherwise, a deviating participant may outcompete
their honest peers, leading to centralization of the validation set over time and security
implications for consensus itself.
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However, the advent of Maximal Extractable Value (MEV) frustrates such fairness goals.
MEV is defined as the value that consensus participants, in their duties as block proposers,
accrue by selectively including, excluding and ordering user transactions [14, 6]. This concept
has significant implications for the security of consensus protocols. For systems predominantly
based on transaction fee rewards, increased variance in miner rewards may result in consensus
instability [12]. Similarly, it was argued that a rational actor issuing a whale transaction
with an abnormally large transaction fee can convince peers to fork the current chain, further
destabilizing consensus [22]. As such, understanding and mitigating the impact of MEV on
the security and fairness of blockchain networks has become a central concern of protocol
designers [30].

Potential MEV accrues over time as users submit transactions and the value of the set of
pending transactions increases for the block proposer. As a consequence, time is valuable to
consensus participants, a feature obviated by the assumption of honest behavior in previous
models of consensus. However, we argue that protocols who wish to preserve properties such
as economic fairness amongst consensus participants must assume some share of rational
consensus participation. In particular, the effects of MEV on the consensus participants’
incentives must be better understood.

In this paper, we investigate the possibility for block proposers to delay their block
proposal as long as possible while ensuring they become part of the canonical chain, aiming to
maximize MEV extraction. The reader may note that in Proof-of-Work (PoW)-based leader
selection protocols, delaying a proposal bears the risk of losing to a competing block proposer.
PoW protocols exhibit an inherent racing condition that prevents these types of strategic
delay deviations, or at least make them unprofitable in expectation. Thus, we investigate the
implications of MEV on the incentives of consensus participants, particularly block proposers,
in a Proof-of-Stake (PoS) context. More specifically, we consider propose-vote type of PoS
protocols, where in each consensus round, one leader proposes a block, and a committee of
consensus participants is selected in-protocol to vote on the acceptance of that block. This
effectively grants block proposers a short-lived monopoly as the only valid proposer for some
given round. During this time interval they can attempt to strategically deviate from their
assigned block proposal time and delay the release of their block as long as possible in order
to extract more MEV, while still ensuring that a sufficient share of attesters see the block in
time to vote it into the canonical chain. This behavior leads to an environment in which
honest validators earn less than their deviating counterparts, resulting in stake centralization
and second-order effects for consensus stability.

Related Work

To the best of our knowledge, timing games have not been formally analyzed in previous
literature on Proof-of-Stake. Selfish mining [19], studied in the context of Proof-of-Work,
relies on appropriately timing the release of a block, in order to waste computation of honest
miners and earn an outsize share of the rewards. Our timing games are also concerned
with strategic behavior to capture a larger share of the total available rewards to consensus
participants, yet do not feature the same dynamics as selfish mining in Proof-of-Work, since
participants in many PoS-based consensus mechanisms are given a fixed time interval in
which to perform their duties.

The security of PoS-based mechanisms has been discussed in terms of chain growth [18]
or focusing on the safety and liveness properties of hybrid protocols such as Gasper [10, 24].
The economics literature has also examined Proof-of-Stake security with respect to particular
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attacks such as the double-spending attack [26] and 51% attacks [20]. Separately, incentive
considerations in the presence of MEV led to the discovery of severe attacks on the Gasper
consensus [28, 25] and protocol changes to address such attacks [15, 16, 17].

Our Contributions

Our work models the value of time to consensus participants and explores the potential
emergence of timing games in Proof-of-Stake protocols. By understanding the strategic
behavior of consensus participants within this model, we gain insights into how these dynamics
affect the robustness of consensus protocols to exogenous incentives, and ultimately fairness.

Despite initial pessimism regarding the existence of equilibria in timing games [23], we
formally show how to sustain equilibrium behavior, where it is individually irrational for
proposers to deviate from a schedule enforced by attesters, and reward-sharing is fair
among participants (Sections 2 and 3).
We then investigate whether such timing games might occur in real-world systems (namely,
the Ethereum network), using a large, granular data set recording the MEV offered to
block proposers over time. We show incidental deviations from the honest protocol
specification, highlighting the feasibility of timing games, yet we do not conclude on the
existence of intentional deviations from honest behavior (Section 4).

2 Model

We model an infinite horizon game among block proposers and attesters. Time is partitioned
into slots n ∈ N, each of time length ∆ > 0. Each slot n has a block proposer n and a unit
measure of attesters An = {A(i,n)}i∈[0,1] where A(i,n) refers to the ith attester within slot n.1

The game evolves as follows:
At the beginning of slot n, proposer n acts by deciding whether to build on top of the
block of proposer n − 1 and also when to release their own block. More formally, proposer
n selects ϕn ∈ {0, 1} and tn ≥ n · ∆ where ϕn = 1 (ϕn = 0) refers to proposer n (not)
building on top of the block of proposer n − 1 and tn denotes the time at which proposer
n releases their own block. Note that we specify that proposer n cannot release their
block before the start of slot n (i.e., tn ≥ n · ∆) but that they release their block after
the end of the slot.
After proposer n acts, all slot n attesters act simultaneously. In particular, attester A(i,n)
decides whether to attest to the block of proposer n and also the time to release their
attestation. More formally, attester A(i,n) select ν(i,n) ∈ {0, 1} and τ(i,n) ≥ n · ∆ where
ν(i,n) = 1 (ν(i,n) = 0) refers to attester A(i,n) (not) attesting to proposer n’s block and
τ(i,n) refers to the time that they release their attestation. Notably, attester A(i,n) can
attest to the block of proposer n only if they receive the block before releasing their
attestation. We let δn,(i,n) ∼ exp(θ−1) refer to the random time required for the block
of proposer n to reach attester A(i,n) where θ > 0 denotes the average communication
time across the network and we assume that the slot length is at least double the average
communication time across the network (i.e., ∆ ≥ 2θ). In turn, the action of attester
A(i,n) is constrained by ν(i,n) = 1 =⇒ τ(i,n) ≥ tn + δn,(i,n).

1 Note that we have a continuum of attesters, rather than a discrete set. In Ethereum, over 19,000
attesters emit a vote per slot (as of 2023-06-16).
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2.1 Block proposers
The pay-off for proposer n is given as follows:

UP (tn, ϕn) =
{

α + µ · (tn − tn−)+ if χn = 1
0 otherwise

(1)

where α, µ > 0 are exogenous constants while tn− corresponds to the time of the most recent
canonical block before slot n and χn ∈ {0, 1} corresponds to whether the block in slot n is
canonical on the blockchain. We introduce the conditions for a block to become canonical
in our model in the following, and delay until Section 3.2 its interpretation with respect to
established consensus models.

Note that we assume that the reward of proposer n increases linearly with time relative
to the most recent canonical block so long as block n eventually becomes canonical. This
assumption reflects that proposer n accrues incremental MEV over time by delaying the
release of their block but that they risk being skipped if they delay release for too long. The
time of the most recent canonical block, tn− , is endogenous where slot n− refers to the most
recent canonical slot and is thus given explicitly as follows:

n− = max{k ∈ N : χk = 1, k ≤ n − 1} (2)

For a block to be canonical, we require both that it receives sufficiently many successful
attestations and that the subsequent block producer builds on top of it. More formally,
letting Ãn denote the successful attestations for block n, χn is given explicitly as follows:

χn =
{

1 if ϕn+1 = 1, Ãn ≥ γ

0 otherwise
(3)

where the number of successful attestations for block n is given as the measure of attesters
in slot n voting for block n:

Ãn = |{i ∈ [0, 1] : ν(i,n) = 1}| (4)

2.2 Attesters
Attester (i, n) receives a pay-off if and only if two conditions are met:

Correctness: A vote by attester (i, n) is correct if their vote is consistent with the
canonical blockchain. Recall that the vote of attester (i, n) is given by ν(i,n) and the
eventual canonical status of the block is given by χn; thus, this condition is equivalent to
ν(i,n) = χn.
Freshness: A vote by attester (i, n) is fresh if it was received by proposer n+1 soon enough
that it could be included in the block in slot n + 1 and the block in slot n + 1 is eventually
made canonical. We let δ(i,n),n+1 ∼ exp(θ−1) denote the random communication time
between attester (i, n) and proposer n + 1, implying that the first part of this condition
equates with τ(i,n) +δ(i,n),n+1 ≤ tn+1. Moreover, the second part of this condition equates
with χn+1 = 1.

For exposition, we normalize the pay-off for attester (i, n) to unity, implying that their
pay-off function is given explicitly as follows:

UA(ν(i,n), τ(i,n)) =


1 if ν(i,n) = χn, τ(i,n) + δ(i,n),n+1 ≤ tn+1, χn+1 = 1

0 otherwise
(5)
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3 Analysis

3.1 Equilibrium analysis
There exists a multiplicity of Nash equilibria. In particular, attesters can coordinate to
implement proposers acting at any particular time ∆⋆ ∈ [0, ∆] within the slot. Formally, we
have the following result:

▶ Proposition 1 (Multiple Equilibria). For any ∆⋆ ∈ [0, ∆], there exists an equilibrium as
follows:

Proposer n selects tn as follows:

tn = n · ∆ + ∆⋆ (6)

and selects ϕn as follows:

ϕn =
{

1 if tn−1 ≤ (n − 1) · ∆ + ∆⋆

0 otherwise
(7)

Attester (i, n) selects ν(i,n) as follows:

ν(i,n) =
{

1 if (6) and (7) hold
0 otherwise

(8)

and selects τ(i,n) as follows:

τ(i,n) =
{

tn + δn,(i,n) if (6) and (7) hold
n · ∆ otherwise

(9)

Proposition 1 arises because a proposer receives a zero pay-off unless their block earns
sufficiently many attestations. In turn, if attesters coordinate on voting for a proposer’s
block only if the proposer releases their block at a particular time, then the proposer earns a
strictly positive pay-off only if she releases their block at that particular time. Thus, since a
proposer prefers a strictly positive pay-off to a zero pay-off, each proposer optimally releases
their block at the release time on which attesters coordinate.

As an aside, we emphasize that the referenced coordination by attesters is equilibrium
behavior. In particular, an attester receives a strictly positive pay-off only if their attestation
is correct, and their attestation is correct only if it agrees with the majority of attesters in
their slot. As a consequence, when all other attesters vote in one direction, each attester
optimally votes in that same direction to avoid a zero pay-off.

Proof. We begin by establishing that (8) - (9) are optimal responses for any attester (i, n).
Formally, we take as given that all attesters other than (i, n) follow the equilibrium actions
(8) - (9) and also that all proposers follow the equilibrium actions (6) - (7); in that context,
we demonstrate that (8) - (9) maximize (5) and thus these are equilibrium actions for each
attester (i, n).

If (6) and (7) hold, then ϕn = 1 follows directly for all n ∈ N. Moreover, if all attesters
other than (i, n) follow (8), then (6) and (7) imply ν(−i,n) = 1 which implies Ãn = 1 for
all n ∈ N. Then, since (6) and (7) imply ϕn = 1 for all n ∈ N and also Ãn = 1 ≥ γ, (3)
therefore implies χn = 1 for all n ∈ N. In turn, since ν(i,n) ̸= χn implies the lowest possible
pay-off in (5), we have that ν(i,n) = χn = 1 whenever (6) and (7) holds. If (6) and (7) do not
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hold, then (8) implies ν(−i,n) = 0 which implies Ãn = 0 for all n ∈ N. Moreover, (3) implies
χn = 0 for all n ∈ N. In turn, since ν(i,n) ≠ χn implies the lowest possible pay-off, we have
that ν(i,n) = χn = 0 whenever the conjunction of (6) and (7) do not hold. Thus, ν(i,n) = 1 is
an optimal response if (6) and (7) and ν(i,n) = 0 is an optimal response otherwise, thereby
establishing (8) as the equilibrium action for any attester (i, n).

To establish (9) as an optimal response for attester (i, n), note that (5) pointwise decreases
in τi,n and thus it is optimal to set τ(i,n) as low as possible subject to feasibility. In general,
τ(i,n) ≥ n · ∆ but ν(i,n) = 1 =⇒ τ(i,n) ≥ tn + δn,(i,n) = n · ∆ + ∆⋆ + δn,(i,n) > n · ∆. As such,
whenever ν(i,n) = 0, then τ(i,n) = n ·∆, whereas whenever ν(i,n) = 1, then τ(i,n) = tn +δn,(i,n).
Then, as per our proof of (8), (6) and (7) imply ν(i,n) = 1 which implies τ(i,n) = tn + δn,(i,n),
whereas if either (6) or (7) does not hold, then ν(i,n) = 0 which implies τ(i,n) = n · ∆, which
thereby establishes (9).

We conclude by demonstrating that (6) - (7) are an optimal response for any proposer n.
More formally, we take as given that all attesters follow the equilibrium actions (8) - (9) and
also that all proposers other than proposer n follow the equilibrium actions (6) - (7); in this
context, we establish that (6) - (7) maximize (5) and thus these are equilibrium actions for
each proposer n.

Due to (8), any deviation in (6) or (7) implies ν(i,n) = 0 for all (i, n) which further implies
Ãn = 0. Then, under such a deviation, (3) implies χn = 0 which implies a zero pay-off
as per (1). Finally, since pay-offs are bounded below by zero, not deviating from (6) and
(7) necessarily produces a higher pay-off than any such deviation and thus (6) and (7) are
equilibrium actions. ◀

3.2 Model justification
The model presented in Section 2 is an idealized description of a blockchain consensus
mechanism. A sequence of proposers is selected, each of which is given the right to produce
a block for the slot they are assigned to in the sequence. Once the block is released, a set of
attesters assigned for the current slot gets to vote for the presence or absence of the block.

When the proposer chooses to build on the previous block, they affirm its place in the
canonical chain. There is no block tree: either the current proposer recognizes the block
produced by the proposer before them as part of the canonical chain (ϕ = 1), or they
recognize that the previous proposer failed to produce a block which is part of the canonical
chain (ϕ = 0). With the assumption of a continuum of attesters, at equilibrium, sufficiently
many votes reach the following proposer, allowing them to make the call on whether or not
the previous proposer’s block is canonical.

This model resembles the Streamlet protocol [13]. A proposer submits a block for
consideration to the rest of the network. If γ = 2/3 share of attesters vote the block in, the
block is notarized. If attesters do not, e.g., because the block is unavailable, the chain height
is not increased, but the next slot starts, giving the opportunity to the next block producer
to submit a block for consideration. Leaders extend the longest chain of notarized blocks
they have seen.

The model also bears resemblance with the proposed (block, slot) fork choice rule of the
Ethereum Gasper protocol [1], specifically the dynamically available chain produced by the
protocol, when γ = 1/2. In this model of the fork choice, attesters submit a vote attesting to
the presence or absence of a block at some given slot. The canonicity of a block is however
complicated by the LMD-GHOST rule for block weight accumulation. Obtaining more than
half of the attesters’ vote may then neither be a sufficient nor a necessary condition to be
part of the canonical chain.
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Generally, we formulate the hypothesis that most Proof-of-Stake-based leader selection
protocols will be exposed to timing games. As long as duties are assigned according to an
absolute (wall-clock) time schedule, there exists no pressure to complete duties in a timely
manner comparable to the random arrival process of leaders in Proof-of-Work. For instance,
PBFT-based finalization protocols such as Tendermint [21] or HotStuff [31] do not perform
a view change until some timeout is reached, which a leader may use to time their release
appropriately. While a sufficiently decentralized committee of validators is an existing feature
of these protocols, our model further highlights its role in enforcing timeliness at equilibrium,
as described in Section 3.1.

4 An empirical case study: Ethereum

Following a formal analysis of the coordination game between proposers and attesters, we
now investigate the occurrence of such strategic timing games in real-world systems. To
this end, we examine Ethereum, an ideal candidate for the empirical analysis of potential
timing games, owing to its mature MEV market structure and the availability of accessible,
informative data points.

We show that timing games are indeed worth playing. However, we find that proposers
do not delay their block release with the intention to capture more MEV. Instead, we find
that delays are mostly due to latency in their signing processes. Thus, we can conclude that
timing games are rational to engage in, but do not yet occur to their full possible extent.

4.1 Consensus mechanism
The Ethereum consensus mechanism is a composite of two protocols: variants of LMD
GHOST [29] and Casper FFG [9], often referred to together as Gasper [10]. In this paper, we
focus exclusively on Ethereum’s available chain that is built roughly following LMD GHOST.
This is because timing games only occur on the available chain. Within this protocol, time
progresses in 12-second slots [3]. For each slot, one consensus participant, referred to as a
validator, is selected as the block proposer. According to the honest validator specifications
[4], which define the rules for honest protocol participation, a block should be released at
the beginning of the slot (0 seconds into the slot). Furthermore, the protocol selects a
committee of attesters from the validator set who vote on what they consider to be the latest
canonical block as soon as they hear a valid block for their assigned slot, or 4 seconds into
the slot, whichever comes first [4]. We refer to this 4-second mark as the attestation deadline.
This dynamic, in which block proposers must release their block early enough for attesters
to receive it via the peer-to-peer network before the attestation deadline, results from the
attestation deadline serving as a coordination Schelling point [27]. It is worth noting that
the honest validator specification prescribes block proposers to release their block at the
beginning of the slot, while attesters only attest 4 seconds into the slot (unless a valid block
is heard prior to the attestation deadline). This opens up room for block proposers to release
their block strategically – i.e., as late as possible while ensuring they accumulate a sufficient
share of attestations.

4.2 Block production process
To assess the potential benefits of timing games for block proposers, it is important to
comprehend the value of time and the process by which MEV opportunities are captured in
the block proposing process. In Ethereum, the MEV market structure evolved and matured
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significantly over time, turning the block production process into an intricate interplay
between specialized actors [30]. This division of labor enables validators to profit from
MEV without engaging in the complex process of identifying MEV opportunities themselves.
Instead, validators can outsource the task of building a maximally profitable block to an
out-out-protocol block auction process known as MEV-Boost [5].

Searchers look for MEV opportunities (e.g., arbitrages), and submit bundles of transactions
alongside bids to express their order preference to block builders. Block builders, in turn,
specialize in packing maximally profitable blocks using searcher bundles and other available
user transactions before submitting their blocks with bids to relays. Relays act as trust
facilitators between block proposers and block builders, validating blocks received by block
builders and forwarding only valid headers to validators. This ensures validators cannot
steal the content of a block builder’s block, but can still commit to proposing this block by
signing the respective block header. In the long run, Ethereum’s plans include enshrining
this currently out-of-protocol mechanism into the protocol [7, 8] to eliminate relay trust
assumptions. It is worth noting that MEV-Boost is an opt-in protocol, and validators can
always choose to revert to local block building. Finally, when a validator is selected to
propose a block in a given slot, they request the highest-bidding block header from the relay,
sign it, and return the signed block header to the relay, which then releases the block to the
peer-to-peer network.

In summary, searchers find MEV opportunities and express their transaction-ordering
preferences within a block via bids. Block builders aim to build maximally profitable blocks
using searcher bundles and user transactions, then submit their block content and bids to
relays. Validators ultimately request the highest-paying block header, sign it and return it
to relays, which release the signed block to the peer-to-peer network. Due to competition at
all levels in this block production process (except for the block proposing monopoly), the
block proposer is able to capture most of the MEV via this block auction.

MEV-Boost block auction

Here, we granularly outline the sequence of events that take place during the block construction
of MEV-Boost block auctions on the Ethereum network. Figure 1 illustrates these events
along with their corresponding timestamps, and is intended to serve as a reference for the
remainder of this empirical analysis.

The auction for the block of slot n begins in slot n − 1 (at t = −12000ms), during
which builders submit blocks alongside bids to relays. This competitive process between
block builders determines the right to construct the block for slot n and secures potential
MEV-derived profits (block building profit equates to extracted MEV minus bid value).
For each bid, the relay logs the timestamps of events at which the bid was received by the
relay (receivedAt). After some validity checks are completed by the relay, the bid is made
available to the proposer (eligibleAt). When the proposer chooses to propose a block 2,
the proposer requests getHeader to receive the highest bidding, eligible block header from
the relay. Upon receiving the header associated with the winning bid, the proposer signs it
and thereby commits to proposing this block built by the respective builder in slot n. The
signed block header is sent to the relay, along with a request to get the full block content
from the relay (getPayload). Finally, the relay receives the signed block header (signedAt)

2 An honest participant will request the block header shortly before slot n such that the block can be
released on time, at the beginning of slot n (t = 0ms).
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and publishes the full block contents to the peer-to-peer network and proposer. As soon as
peers see the new block, validators assigned to the slot can attest to it. This cycle completes
one round of consensus repeating every slot.

Figure 1 Logical representation of the block production process for slot n. Builder bids begin
streaming in during slot n − 1, after which the proposer and relay interact through requests and
responses.

4.3 Data sets
The analysis utilizes data provided by the ultra sound relay from March 4, 2023, to April 11,
2023. This covers just under 185,000 slots, interspersed from slot 5,965,398 to slot 6,282,397,
and includes all bids placed by block builders through this relay. There were over 800 bids per
slot, for a total of over 150 million bids. The winning block originated from the ultra sound
relay for nearly 85,000 of these slots, and so we measure timestamps and other properties for
those slots when investigating winning bids specifically. Finally, we augmented the winning
slots with various on-chain measures from the execution layer (EL) and consensus layer (CL),
such as attestations and aggregations, using a combination of analytical tools like Dune and
direct observation of the peer-to-peer network.

4.4 Are timing games worth playing?
Marginal value of time

Timing games offer potential for substantial profit due to the increased MEV opportunities
they provide. First, we assess whether timing games are worth playing for proposers, by
estimating the incremental MEV gained per second. We utilize all bids submitted by builders
from the ultra sound relay to examine the relationship between the timestamp at which the
relay received a bid (receivedAt timestamp relative to the slot boundary) and the bid value,
residualized against slot fixed effects to account for differences between low- and high-MEV
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regimes and other unobservable forms of heterogeneity. We then fit a regression line to this
relationship, obtaining a slope with a coefficient of 0.0065 ETH per second, an estimate for
the marginal value of time. Figure 2 depicts the linear increase in median bid values over the
slot duration on a point-by-point basis, and the distribution of bid receival times, indicating
that most bids are submitted between four seconds before the slot boundary to one second
after. This analysis shows there exists a linear positive marginal value of time, indicating
that a rational block proposer would participate in timing games.

Figure 2 Analysis of bid values and their distribution over slot duration. The histogram (in blue)
shows the distribution of bid counts across time. The dark green line represents the median bid
value in Ether (ETH) for each time bin (with its associated IQR in green), residualized against the
slot fixed effects that are estimated in a linear regression of bid on timestamp (dashed red line).
The x-axis shows time in milliseconds relative to the slot boundary, the left y-axis displays the
residualized bid value in ETH, and the right y-axis displays the count of bids.

4.5 Are block proposers playing timing games?
Having shown that timing games are worth playing, we turn our attention to whether
proposers are currently taking advantage of the opportunity to accumulate more MEV by
committing to a bid later than foreseen by the honest validator specifications.

Characterizing late block signing behavior

First, we investigate whether block proposers sign headers and associated bids later than
the slot boundary (t = 0), the time stipulated by the honest protocol specifications to
broadcast their block to the network. We observe that meadian winning bid is signed 774
ms after the slot boundary (t(111573) = 575.5, p < 1 × 10−20, using a two-tailed paired
Student t-test) and about 513 ms after the relay made the bid eligible (t(111573) = 472.6,
p < 1 × 10−20, using a two-tailed paired Student t-test). Figure 3a displays the distribution
of timings for winning bids, based on ultra sound relay timestamps for bid reception from the
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builder (receivedAt, median = 157ms), eligibility for proposer signing (eligibleAt, median
= 260ms), and the actual signing by proposers (signedAt, median = 774ms). To better
understand the reasons behind late-signing behavior by proposers, we map validator public
keys to their staking entities and CL clients, see Figure 3b and 3c respectively). Validator
to staking entity mappings were obtained via a combination of open source data sets 3,
and validator to client mappings were obtained using blockprint [2], an open source tool
assigning client labels to validators based on their attestation packing on the Ethereum
beacon chain. We found that staking entities such as Kraken (t = 38.9, p < 1 × 10−20) and
Coinbase (t = 67.6, p < 1 × 10−20), as well as proposers using the Lodestar client (t = 44.9,
p < 1 × 10−20) sign block headers significantly later than other block proposer types (results
were obtained using two-tailed unpaired Student t-tests). Notably, additional analysis is
required to differentiate the interdependencies between validator entities and clients. This
analysis shows that proposers are signing blocks significantly later than expected, but it does
not yet clarify the underlying reasons, which could include participation in timing games or
increased latency for independent reasons, e.g., longer signing processes.

We subsequently collected data for 1241 slots (slot 6,200,251 to 6,204,957 on April 11, 2023)
and used the time difference between getHeader and getPayload calls by proposers as an
approximation to estimate the duration of the signing process (see Figure 1). Figure 4 shows
that the median difference between getHeader and getPayload call is 418 ms. Interestingly,
this delay, attributable to the signing process, accounts for 75.42% of the overall latency.
This percentage was determined by calculating the difference between the signing time
and the moment the bid was deemed eligible by the relay on a slot-by-slot basis, using
the formula median(getPayload−getHeader)

median(signedAt−eligibleAt) × 100. We conclude that late signing behavior is
primarily attributed to latency caused by the signing process, rather than intentional delays
to incorporate more MEV in blocks. This finding aligns with the hypothesis that large
US-based staking entities, such as Coinbase and Kraken, may prefer utilizing sophisticated
remote secure signing mechanisms, resulting in a lengthier signing process compared to other
parties.

4.6 The impact of latency on the peer-to-peer network

Our prior results indicate that validators are largely not engaging in timing games to accrue
more MEV. Nonetheless, we assess the implications of late signing of consensus messages on
the peer-to-peer network. Specifically, we examine the relationship between relay timestamps
and the time at which (1) blocks and (2) attestations and aggregations are first seen by the
rest of the peer-to-peer network. The consensus layer data was obtained through nodes run
by the Ethereum Foundation, for 2643 slots (slots 6,357,601 to 6,363,807 on May 3 and 4,
2023). Figure 5a shows the sequence of these event timestamps over the course of a slot.
We subsequently assess the correlations between each of these event pairs, as depicted in
Figure 5b. Our analysis reveals high correlations between the time at which blocks are signed
by proposers (i.e., the signedAt relay timestamp) and the time at which blocks (correlation
coefficient = 0.986) and attestations (correlation coefficient = 0.971) are initially observed
by the peer-to-peer network. These findings underscore the significance of proposers signing
blocks promptly, as it considerably impacts the downstream processes at the consensus layer
in the network.

3 Dune Spellbooks: https://dune.com/spellbook, Mevboost.pics Open Data: https://mevboost.pics/
data.html
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3 Analysis of event timestamps and their distributions among Validator Clients and
Entities. (3a) Multiple Kernel Density Estimation (KDE) distributions of event timestamps from
the relay data, showing the probability density functions for three event types: receivedAt (blue),
eligibleAt (green), and signedAt (light green). (3b-3c) Violin plots comparing the distribution
of signedAt event timestamps for the top 7 validator entities and clients. The x-axis represents
time in milliseconds (ms) relative to the slot boundary, while the y-axis displays validator clients
and entities, ordered by the mean signedAt time. The width of each violin plot signifies the kernel
density estimation of the signedAt event timestamps, demonstrating the distribution and frequency
of the events within each group.

We evaluate the impact of the release time of block n on the share of attestations that
vote for block n and are included on-chain in block n + 1. As a reminder, attestations of
slot n are only included on-chain one or more slots later (slot ≥ n + 1). We use the time at
which blocks are signed by proposers (signedAt) as a heuristic for the block release time. In
our analysis, we focus on attestations included in the subsequent slot and compute a metric
next-slot attestation share. This metric refers to the share of attestations voting for block
n that are included in block n + 1, out of the total number of slot n attestations included
in block n + 1 that vote for any block other than n. The argument is that if a proposer
releases their block n too late, attesters will not receive it in time to vote for it before their
attestation deadline (t = 4000ms, see Figure 1, and [4]). Hence, in such scenarios attesters
vote for a different block (e.g., the parent block). This is captured by the next-slot shares
metric.

Figure 6 shows that late blocks do indeed cause a steep drop-off in the share of attestations
voting for that block that are included in the subsequent block. We observe that the next-slot
attestation share remains close to one for as long as the block is signed within the first
two seconds of the slot. Once the two second threshold is crossed, there is a substantial
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(a) (b)

Figure 4 Estimating the latency induced by the signing process. (4a) Histogram of getHeader and
getPayload call timestamps relative to slot boundary. The histogram displays the density of events
occurring at different times into the slot (in milliseconds) for getHeader (yellow) and getPayload
(blue) calls. (4b) Histogram of the time difference between getHeader and getPayload calls.
The histogram shows the density of time differences (in milliseconds) getHeader and getPayload
calls. Vertical lines represent the 50th (solid), 90th (dashed), and 99th (dotted) percentiles of the
distribution.

drop-off and many winning blocks earn fewer than half of the next-slot attestation share,
which continues to rapidly decrease towards zero as we approach the theoretical t = 4000ms
attestation deadline. These results demonstrate the impact of untimely block proposals on
the rest of the peer-to-peer network and highlight the importance of signing and broadcasting
blocks on time in order to prevent fair rewards for honest consensus participation, missed
slots and chain reorganizations.

5 Discussion

In this paper, we present an argument that consensus participants are subject to exogenous
incentives, primarily MEV, that exist outside the consensus mechanism itself. This highlights
the imperative for blockchain protocols to ensure economic fairness among all consensus
participants. Specifically, it necessitates a design where honest and rational consensus
participation become indistinguishable, and honesty within the protocol is the most profitable
strategy. This approach ensures that rational participants have no incentive to deviate from
honest consensus participation.

We present a model that highlights the time-dependent value for consensus participants
and probes into the strategic timing considerations that block proposers face. Our model
uncovers a spectrum of equilibria wherein attesters can enforce any deadline for block
proposals to achieve canonical status, thereby emphasizing the crucial role of Schelling
points as coordination mechanisms. For instance, in the Ethereum network we observe
the emergence of such Schelling points through the default settings of client software. The
widespread use of these default settings among consensus participants generally ensures their
effectiveness.

We support our theoretical findings by observations of the Ethereum network. Our
analysis demonstrates that timing games are indeed worth playing for block proposers,
enabling them to capture additional MEV by delaying their block proposals beyond the
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(a) (b)

Figure 5 Analysis of relay and consensus layer timestamps. (5a) Box plot of the time differences
between relay and consensus timestamps. The box plots display the distribution of time differences
for receivedAt, eligibleAt, and signedAt events, as well as blocks, attestations, and aggregations
first seen by the peer-to-peer network. The boxes represent the interquartile range (IQR) from the
first quartile (Q1, 25th percentile) to the third quartile (Q3, 75th percentile), while the whiskers
extend to the minimum and maximum values within three times the IQR. The horizontal lines within
the boxes represent the median values. (5b) Bar plot of Pearson correlation coefficients for each pair
of event timestamps. The bars represent the mean correlation coefficient for each relationship, while
the error bars represent the 95% confidence intervals obtained via bootstrapping.

timeframe prescribed by the honest validator specification. However, we observe that current
instances of delayed block proposals are primarily due to latency in the block signing process,
rather than a conscious strategy to maximize profits. The apparent lack of maximal MEV
capture by honest proposers could be attributed to either a lack of common knowledge or
existing social norms around this practice. It’s clear, however, that these are not sustainable
safeguards for maintaining economic fairness.

The implications of timing games are manifold and significant. An rational participant
who engages in timing games will outperform honest participants, leading to a centralization
of stake over time. Hypothetically, this could culminate in a breach of consensus security.
In a more practical sense, it may encourage individual stakers to delegate their stake to
professional entities adept at these practices, negatively impacting the network’s decentraliz-
ation. Moreover, timing games can overload the messaging system within a short time span,
potentially causing cascading failures at the peer-to-peer layer, particularly within client
systems.

Essentially, timing games are facilitated by the monopolistic right that block proposers
possess for a single round of consensus. Introducing competition in block proposing, similar in
effect to the exogenous randomness in Proof of Work (PoW) systems, emerges as a potential
solution. However, the challenge lies in deterministically selecting a winning proposer, or
reverting to peer-to-peer latency races, which in itself is centralizing. Alternatively, an
on-chain heuristic for timely block proposals could incentivize timely participation, yet the
allure of MEV rewards might still outweigh any in-protocol consensus rewards. Tackling the
root cause of timing games remains an open challenge.

In the Ethereum context, a late-block reorging mechanism has been adopted in the
fork choice, effectively imposing a 4-second deadline for block proposers. This constraint
significantly limits the extent to which block delays are possible. Looking ahead, the adoption
of (block, slot) type of attestations is likely, further refining the protocol. However, it
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Figure 6 Effect of block release time on share of attestations that vote for said block and are
included in subsequent block. The signedAt timestamps are used as a heuristic for release time.
Each point on the graph corresponds to the time (in milliseconds) at which the winning block was
signed within the slot and the average share of attestations voting for it that are included in the
next block.

remains challenging to address the root cause of timing games, as it is deeply intertwined
with the fundamental workings of Proof of Stake (PoS). Although limiting the length of the
proposer’s interval is feasible, completely eliminating the monopolistic market structure of
block proposers proves to be a difficult task.

Consequently, it may prove valuable to find a more general abstraction for PoS type
of protocols and further explore the implications of consensus participants being exposed
to incentives outside of consensus itself, such as MEV. More generally, assuming rational
as opposed to honest type of consensus participation should prove significant in designing
economically fair blockchain protocols. Revisiting the existing literature on consensus
mechanisms through the lens of rational as opposed to honest consensus participation should
prove valuable.
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Abstract
We present simple and practical protocols for generating randomness as used by asynchronous
total-order broadcast. The protocols are secure in a proof-of-stake setting with dynamically changing
stake. They can be plugged into existing protocols for asynchronous total-order broadcast and
will turn these into asynchronous total-order broadcast with dynamic stake. Our contribution
relies on two important techniques. The paper “Random Oracles in Constantinople: Practical
Asynchronous Byzantine Agreement using Cryptography” [Cachin, Kursawe, and Shoup, PODC
2000] has influenced the design of practical total-order broadcast through its use of threshold
cryptography. However, it needs a setup protocol to be efficient. In a proof-of-stake setting with
dynamic stake this setup would have to be continually recomputed, making the protocol impractical.
The work “Asynchronous Byzantine Agreement with Subquadratic Communication” [Blum, Katz,
Liu-Zhang, and Loss, TCC 2020] showed how to use an initial setup for broadcast to asymptotically
efficiently generate sub-sequent setups. The protocol, however, resorted to fully homomorphic
encryption and was therefore not practically efficient. We adopt their approach to the proof-of-stake
setting with dynamic stake, apply it to the Constantinople paper, and remove the need for fully
homomorphic encryption. This results in simple and practical proof-of-stake protocols.
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1 Introduction

State of the art. It is well known that Asynchronous Total-Order Broadcast (ATOB) cannot
be deterministic [25]. The necessary randomness is usually modelled as a common coin
scheme [33], informally defined as a source random values observable by all participants but
unpredictable for the adversary [10]. Common coins are most practically implemented using
threshold cryptography [11, 23, 32, 10]. This approach has many benefits. It is conceptually
simple and efficient, it achieves optimal resilience t < n/3, where n the number of parties
running the protocol, and it results in a perfect coin, meaning that it is uniformly distributed
and agreed-upon with probability 1. The drawback, however, is that it requires a trusted
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setup or an Asynchronous Distributed Key Generation (ADKG) protocol. Current state
of the art ADKG protocols [20, 1, 2] have communication cost of O(λn3), where λ is the
security parameter.

Given that state-of-the-art ATOB protocols have communication complexity O(λn2), or
even amortized O(λn), it is evident that the communication cost of ADKG becomes the
bottleneck. In a permissioned setting with a static set of parties, it is common to proactively
refresh the threshold setup [9]. In a Proof-of-Stake (PoS) setting, particularly, where the
stake is constantly evolving and parties may dynamically join or leave the protocol, the
ADKG protocol must be run periodically. Recent literature on asynchronous consensus
uses committees, which contain only a subset of the parties, reducing the communication
complexity of BA even further to O(λn log n) at the cost of tolerating only t < (1 − ϵ)n/3
corruptions for any ϵ > 0 [5, 18]. As the protocol run by the committee assumes an honest
supermajority, this paradigm comes with one of two significant drawbacks. Either the
sampled committee has to be very large, so that its maximal corruption remains below n/3
with overwhelming probability [22]. Otherwise, in order to keep the committee size small, the
corruption level in the ground population must be assumed lower than n/3 by a considerable
margin. Directly porting this idea to ADKG results in the same drawbacks. Finally, existing
DKG protocols support only flat structures, where every party has the same weight and in
total t < n/3 parties are corrupted. They do not readily work for a setting where every party
holds a different share of the stake.

Seeds in PoS protocols. PoS-based ATOB protocols and blockchains require, apart from
common coins, a second type of randomness, usually referred to as a seed. In PoS blockchains
there is the notion of accounts with stake on them, of roles, such as “produce the 42-nd
block”, and of a lottery, through which accounts win the right to execute roles. This is
typically [21, 26] implemented using a Verifiable Pseudo-Random Function (VRF) [30]: each
account has a private key for a VRF and applies it to the role, producing a pseudorandom
value. If this value is above a threshold then the account wins the right to execute the role.
However, for this approach to work the lottery needs as input not only a role but also a seed.
Without the seed, a party can operate with several accounts and move all its stake to the
luckiest account. By including a seed in the lottery and using the stake distribution from a
point in time when the seed was unpredictable one can mitigate this attack [21].

In practice one can use a common-coin protocol to produce the seeds. We remark, however,
that the two randomness-generation protocols have different requirements. A common-coin
scheme does not have to be always unpredictable and agreed-upon, but only with some
constant probability [31, 12]. It should, however, be efficient, as it is used in every agreement
instance within the broadcast protocol. On the other hand, the seed-generation protocol must
always be unpredictable and agreed upon, but it can be slow, as it is only run periodically
(e.g., once per epoch).

Related work. Multiple common-coin constructions without a trusted dealer have been
proposed in the literature. Ben-Or [4] presents a simple protocol, where every party flips a
local coin. As a result, parties agree on the value of the coin only with probability Θ(2−n), A
common-coin scheme from verifiable secret sharing has been shown by Canetti and Rabin [12],
but their resulting Byzantine agreement protocol has communication complexity O(n11).
Patra, Choudhury, and Rangan [31] bring this down to O(n3).

A different approach constructs common coins from publicly verifiable secret sharing. The
resulting protocols [13, 14, 19, 36, 38] are efficient, yet they all make synchrony assumptions.
RandShare [38] has been formalized in the asynchronous communication setting but it is
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not scalable, as it requires O(n3) communication per party. Another line of work is based
on time-based cryptography. Protocols in this category [29, 16] employ verifiable delay
functions [7] and rely on the assumption that certain functions (such as exponentiation in
groups of unknown order [35]) can only be computed serially. None of the aforementioned
works explicitly mentions the network assumptions. Overviews of random beacon protocols
are given by Raikwar and Gligoroski [34], and by Choi, Manoj, and Bonneau [17].

Multiple works that circumvent ADKG exist in the literature, but they either make more
assumptions, have non-optimal resilience, or result in inefficient protocols. Existing PoS
blockchains rely on the timely delivery of honestly generated blocks, hence make timing
assumptions. Ouroboros Praos [21] implements a randomness beacon protocol, used as seed in
their leader-election algorithm, by hashing a large number of VRF outputs. Partial-synchrony
assumptions assure that the honestly generated VRF outputs cannot be delayed arbitrarily
by the adversary. King and Saia [27, 28] propose a synchronous common-coin protocol that
makes uses of pseudorandomly selected committees, but achieves non-optimal resilience. This
is improved in the protocol of Algorand [26, 15], where each committee member applies a
VRF on the seed of previous block, and then the smallest valid VRF value sent by some
committee member is kept. The protocol is first described in the synchronous model [26] and
later extended to the partially synchronous [15]. Cohen, Keidar, and Spiegelman [18] extend
this idea to the asynchronous model, but their protocol achieves an n = 4.5t resilience. In all
these protocols the coins are not reusable and the whole coin-generation algorithm has to be
run repeatedly.

Blum et al. [5] also generate randomness without ADKG. Their ATOB protocol works
in the following way. Assume first that a trusted dealer publishes on a ledger all the setup
material required for one instance of Byzantine agreement and one instance of a Multiparty
Computation (MPC) protocol. Then, on every invocation of the agreement protocol, parties
use the Byzantine-agreement setup in the agreement protocol and the MPC setup in a
tailor-made MPC protocol that refreshes the whole setup. Finally, they replace the trusted
dealer with a standard MPC protocol, executed once in a distributed setup phase. This
blueprint solves the problem of dynamic stake elegantly, but, the proposed MPC protocol for
refreshing the setup, which has to be executed for every Byzantine agreement instance, is not
efficient: it employs Threshold Fully Homomorphic Encryption (TFHE), digital signatures,
and zero-knowledge proofs.

Contributions. In this paper we address all the aforementioned limitations of randomness
generation for the first time. We present asynchronous seed-generation and common-coin
protocols that

require no trusted setup,
support optimal resilience t < n/3,
employ small committees and are concretely efficient,
directly support the PoS setting and dynamic participation,
are modular and can be generically used in any ATOB broadcast.

Our methods. We are motivated by the question whether one can use the simple, practical,
and efficient approach of getting common coins from threshold setup without running
inefficient and complicated protocols whenever the stake has shifted. Building on the idea of
Blum et al. [5], we rely on the fact that there already exists a functional ATOB: we generate
the setup assuming that we already have the ATOB, and then use the generated setup to
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Figure 1 The high level idea of our protocols. A proposers committee is elected, and we wait
until w proposers broadcast a setup. Assuming 2/3 honesty in the ground population, a proposer is
honest with probability 2/3. Each proposer is assigned a holding committee of size n and creates an
(n, τ) threshold setup for it. A committee is hiding if it contains at most τ corrupted parties, and
live if it contains at most n− τ − 1 corrupted parties. A setup is good if its proposer in honest and
its holding committee is hiding and live. We set w so as to have enough honest proposers, and n

and τ so that each holding committee is hiding with constant probability β and live with all but
negligible probability. As a result, we get good setups with a constant probability γ.

keep the ATOB running. To maintain practical efficiency the crucial step is to avoid FHE.
We achieve this by generating weaker setups than Blum et al. [5], nonetheless still strong
enough for the continued execution of the ATOB.

A crucial observation is that coins consumed by Byzantine agreement do not need to be
perfect, i.e., always unpredictable and agreed upon [12, 31]. Hence, instead of generating a
single, perfect threshold setup, we generate several candidate setups, such that some constant
fraction of them are good. Many DKG protocols can be seen as doing this as their first step,
but their next step is to combine them into a single perfect setup. In order to be combinable,
the setups must be of a particular form, and the committee that holds the setup must be
good (that is, contain less than a threshold corruptions) except with negligible probability.
As our setups are not combined and our committees only need to be good with a constant
probability, our protocols are simpler and more efficient, and use smaller committees.

Both seed, our seed-generation protocol, and wMDCF, our common-coin protocol, follow
the approach depicted in Figure 1. They elect a proposers committee, each member of which
is expected to create a setup (a VSS setup or a coin setup, for seed and wMDCF, respectively).
Each elected proposer is assigned a holding committee, for which it creates the threshold setup.
For this, the proposer acts as a dealer, encrypts the private setup material under the keys
of the holding committee, and broadcasts these encryptions and the required verifications
keys with a single message on the ATOB. We use a VRF-based lottery to determine both
the proposers and the holding committees, where each party is elected with probability
proportional to its stake. To open a seed value in the seed protocol, each of the holding
committees reveals its shares and these are all added together. To flip a coin cid in the
wMDCF protocol we first open a new seed value and then hash cid with the seed to obtain a
pointer to one of the published setups, which is used to obtain the value of cid.

As we show in Section 7, we can have a proposers committee of size 653 and holding
committees of size 359, resulting in approx. 85K encrypted values posted on Ledger. For 60
bits of security and assuming optimal corruption 1/3 in the ground population, our protocols
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are live with all but negligible probability, and our common-coin protocol is unpredictable and
agreed-upon with probability approx. 31.8%. It is instructive to compare these results against
previous literature, particularly against the approach that runs the randomness-generation
protocols in committees with honest supermajority. Algorand [26, Figure 3] requires a
committee of size approx. 2000, assuming corruption 0.2 in the ground population, and larger
than 4000, assuming corruption 0.24, to get good committees with probability 5 · 10−9, or
approx. 28 bits of security. Extending this approach to a ground population with corruption
0.3, which is still sub-optimal, and 60 bits of security, the authors of GearBox [22, Table 1]
show that committees of size 16037 are needed. We remark that asynchronous distributed
key generation protocols, the state-of-the-art approach for threshold-setup generation, require
honest supermajority, hence one would require a committee of similar sizes and sub-optimal
resilience in the ground population.

Organization. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2.1 presents the formal
model used in the schemes and Section 2.2 presents the primitives used in our schemes.
Then, each of the seed-generation and common-coin protocols are presented in modular way,
in two steps. Section 3 presents wVSS, a weak verifiable secret sharing scheme, which is
then used in Section 4 to build the seed-generation protocol. Section 5 presents wHDCF, a
weak honest-dealer coin-flip protocol, which is then used in Section 6 to build the wMDCF
common-coin protocol. All of these schemes are parameterized over committee sizes and
thresholds, and secure bounds for these are computed in Section 7.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Model
We assume a model with asynchronous authenticated point-to-point channels. In addition
we assume an asynchronous persistent total-order broadcast channel. We denote by Ledger
the totally-ordered sequence of messages that have been delivered on the channel. We point
out that if a blockchain has a distinction between final and non-final messages, then Ledger
denotes the final messages. We assume that when a protocol is started all the parties taking
part in the protocol agree on a session identifier sid and an existing point on the ledger,
p ≤ |Ledger|. We think of p as the starting point of the protocol, which gives consensus on
the context of the protocol like stake distribution and lottery as discussed below. Protocols
can have public output which might not be explicitly posted on the ledger, but will have a
well-defined value and virtual point p at which they happened.

▶ Definition 1 (Public output). We say that PubOutF is a public output function if it
computes a public output from a ledger Ledger and a session identifier sid, where either
PubOutF(Ledger, sid) = y ∈ {0, 1}∗ or PubOutF(Ledger, sid) = ⊥. We require that if
PubOutF(Ledger, sid) ̸= ⊥ then PubOutF(Ledger∥m, sid) = PubOutF(Ledger, sid) for all m.
We say that sid gave public output y at position p if |Ledger| ≥ p and PubOutF(Ledger[1, p −
1], sid) = ⊥ and PubOutF(Ledger[1, p], sid) = y. Unless multiple sid’s are in scope, we omit
the sid parameter. Finally, we informally say that some protocol gives public output PubOutF
when additionally the ledger is implicit or when it is an eventual property of the ledger.

Dynamic Stake. We consider proof-of-stake defined via the ledger. For each Ledger there
is a stake distribution Σ(Ledger) : P → R0 which may change as the ledger grows, can be
computed in poly-time, and which gives for each party P its stake Σ(Ledger)(P). For each
point p there is also a stake distribution Σp, which is the stake distribution used by protocols
with p as starting point. It may be different from Σ(Ledger[1, p]), as discussed below.
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Lotteries. In PoS based protocol it is common that parties are selected at random for
carrying out a role in the protocol, like serving on a committee or producing the next block in
a blockchain. To keep the model simple we assume that this is done via a random oracle. To
keep the model simple we assume that for each point p on the ledger there is a random oracle
Γp : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}λ. We assume that Γp is sampled and made available to the parties at
some point after Σp can be computed from Ledger. This ensures that Γp is independent of
Σp. If Γp was made available before Σp was fixed, then corrupted parties would be able to
update Σp based on Γp (e.g., by moving their stake to parties “lucky” in Γp). We implement
this by iteratively generating random and unpredictable seeds, appearing as public outputs,
with our seed protocol. Then, for a given point p, let seedp be the latest seed on Ledger[1, p],
let Γp(x) = R(seedp, x), for a random oracle R, let p′ < p be the latest point where seedp

was unpredictable, and let Σp = Σ(Ledger[1, p′]).
Our protocols include steps where a party samples a committee cid of size n. We

model this as a function SampleCommitteep(cid, n) →
(
Hi

)
i∈[n] that uses Γp to sample

(with replacement) n parties from P with probability proportional to the stake Σp. As the
input is public, the output can be verified by a function VerifyCommitteep(cid,

(
Hi

)
i∈[n])

that reruns SampleCommitteep(cid, n) and verifies that it matches
(
Hi

)
i∈[n]. We assume

SampleCommitteep(cid, n) is locally computable by every party. Using our lottery abstraction
this could be implemented by calling Γp(cid, i), for some committee cid and for i ∈ [n], to
obtain a number ri ∈ {0, 2λ − 1}, and then deterministically mapping ri to a party Pi ∈ P
based on Σp. Observe that a party with relatively large stake can appear multiple times in
the committee.

2.2 Primitives
Our schemes make use of the following primitives.

2.2.1 Public-Key Encryption with Full Decryption
There are keys (dki, eki), for all Pi ∈ P, for an IND-CPA encryption scheme with full
decryption, PKE. Encrypting a message m ∈ PKE.M using randomness r ∈ PKE.R results
in a ciphertext c = Enceki

(m; r) ∈ PKE.C. Given a ciphertext c ∈ PKE.C the decryption
algorithm Decdki(c) returns both m ∈ PKE.M and r ∈ PKE.R. The triple (m, r, c) can then
be verified by anyone holding eki by checking if Enceki

(m; r) = c. Given an invalid ciphertext
a zero knowledge proof that the ciphertext is invalid can be obtained using the secret key.

Construction using El Gamal. We first show that we can obtain the properties above in
the random oracle model, as long as only encryptions of random messages are needed. This
can then be lifted to a complete encryption scheme by symmetrically encrypting the message
under a freshly sampled random key.

To encrypt a random value r, use El Gamal with H(r) as randomness. I.e. if dk = x

and ek = h = gx, then you encrypt r as c = (A, B) = (gH(r), r · hH(r)). To decrypt you first
compute r = B/(Ax), then check if re-encrypting using H(r) as randomness gives back c. If
verification checks out you can simply send r as proof. If the re-encryption does not match,
you provide a proof that r was obtained by decrypting c. Note that (A, B) decrypts to r

(under (g, h)) iff DLg(h) = DLA(B/r), so this proof can be constructed using the Fiat-Shamir
transform of the Σ-protocol for equality of discrete logarithms.

In the full scheme, in order to encrypt m using randomness r, you encrypt r as above and
additionally include a symmetric encryption of m using r as key. To decrypt you first use
regular El Gamal decryption to obtain r and verify it by re-encrypting. If it was encrypted
correctly you use it to decrypt m and return (m, r), otherwise return (⊥, r).
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2.2.2 Threshold Coin Flip
We use a (n, t)-threshold coin-flip (CF) scheme, where n is the total number of parties, t

is the corruption threshold, and the reconstruction threshold is t + 1. The scheme has the
following interface.

Setup(n, t) → (vk, sk1, . . . , skn): The dealer generates a verification key vk and secret key
shares ski of Pi. The secret keys can be used to create coin shares of multiple coins.
VerifyKeyShare(vk, i, ski) → b ∈ {0, 1}: Given the verification keys vk, it verifies ski.
Flip(ski, coin) → (si, wi): Given a coin identifier coin and secret key ski, it returns a coin
share si for coin and potentially a correctness proof wi, i.e., a proof that the coin share
has been computed correctly using ski.
VerifyCoinShare(vk, coin, si, wi) → b ∈ {0, 1}: It verifies coin share si for coin identifier
coin using the correctness proof wi and verification key vk.
Combine(coin, {sij

}j∈[t+1]) → s ∈ {0, 1}λ: Given t + 1 valid coin shares sij
, for j ∈ [t + 1],

it returns the value s of the coin identifier coin.
VerifyCoin(vk, coin, s) → b ∈ {0, 1}: It verifies s as the value of coin identifier coin using
the verification key vk.

Security properties. Assuming an honest dealer, i.e., that Setup() is correctly executed,
and that there are no more than t corrupted parties, the scheme satisfies the following.
Completeness If the dealer is honest then all key shares generated with Flip(ski, coin) will

verify with VerifyCoinShare.
Agreement For any t + 1 valid key shares the value Combine(coin, {sij }j∈[t]) is the same,

which define the value scoin.
Unpredictability The value scoin is unpredictable without honest shares, i.e., for a set C =

{Pij
}j∈[t+1] of corrupted parties, if a poly-time adversary has been given vk and ski for

Pi ∈ C for a random setup and has not been given Flip(ski, coin) for Pi ̸∈ C, then it
cannot guess scoin better than at random. This holds even if it has access to an oracle
giving Flip(ski, coin′) for all honest Pi for all coin′ ̸= coin.

Instantiation. Scheme CF can be instantiated with any non-interactive unique threshold
signature scheme, such as BLS threshold signatures [8, 6]. The dealer picks a random secret

key sk and shares it among all n parties using a polynomial ϕ(X) =
t∑

k=0
ϕkXk, such that

ϕ0 = sk. The only difference from threshold BLS is in Setup(): it runs the key generation
algorithm of the threshold signature scheme, but it does not return the verification keys in
the form gski

2 ∈ G2, where i ∈ [n] and g2 is the generator of G2, as in the original scheme.
Instead, it returns a vector (V0, . . . , Vt), where Vk = gϕk ∈ G2, for k ∈ {0, . . . , t}, i.e., it
returns Feldman commitments [24] to the coefficients of ϕ. This allows us to implement
VerifyKeyShare(), so Pi can verify that its key share ski is indeed a point on polynomial ϕ by
checking whether

gski
2

?=
t∏

k=0
(Vk)ik

. (1)

Observe that the original verification keys can still be obtained using (1) with input vk and
i, hence VerifyCoinShare() and VerifyCoin() need no modification. Algorithm Flip() returns a
signature share si on message coin using the key share ski of party Pi. Algorithm Combine()
creates the threshold signature s from t + 1 valid signature shares, which can then be hashed
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to get a value in {0, 1}. Algorithms VerifyCoinShare() and VerifyCoin() invoke the signature
verification algorithm, which, in the case of BLS, only takes as input the message coin and a
signatures share si or signature s, i.e., wi = ⊥, and uses a pairing function. Alternatively,
one can use the common-coin scheme of Cachin, Kursawe, and Shoup [10], but VerifyCoin()
would additionally need as input the t + 1 valid coin shares and proofs {sij

, wij
}j∈[t+1].

2.2.3 Secret sharing
We require a secret-sharing scheme TSS with threshold t with the following interface.
1. Share(s; r) → (s1, . . . , sn): It shares a secret s using randomness r to n secret shares

(s1, . . . , sn).
2. Reconstruct({sij

}t
j=1) → s′: Given t shares it reconstructs some secret s′.

The hiding property says that the joint distribution of t shares si is independent of s.
We can instantiate TSS with Shamir’s secret sharing scheme [37].

2.2.4 Digital Signature
Finally, there are keys (skP, vkP), for all P ∈ P, for a digital signature scheme DS with unique
signatures.

3 Weak Verifiable Secret Sharing

In this section we define a weak VSS protocol. It is weak in the sense that it is sometimes
not hiding. But it is always binding and live (allows reconstruction). There is a designated
dealer D, which is one of the participating parties. We assume D is given as part of session
identifier, sid = (D, sid′), and hence is known by all parties when the instance is created.

Syntax. The syntax of wVSS is as follows.
Commit On input (commit, sid, m) to D it starts running the commitment protocol and

may as a result help produce a public output (see Definition 1) PubOutVSSCommit. On
input (commit, sid) to a participating party P ̸= D it starts running the commitment
protocol and may as a result help produce a public output PubOutVSSCommit.

Open On input (open, sid) after PubOutVSSCommit(sid, LedgerP) ̸= ⊥, a party P starts
running the open protocol and may as a result output (done-open, sid, mP, π), where π

is a proof that mP is the output. The proof can be checked by any party P′ for which
PubOutVSSCommit(sid, LedgerP′) ̸= ⊥ using wVSSVerify(π, m).

Security. The security properties of wVSS are as follows.
Termination

(1) If D is honest and gets input (commit, sid, m), and all other honest parties get input
(commit, sid) then eventually there is a public output PubOutVSSCommit.

(2) If PubOutVSSCommit occurred and all honest parties get input (open, sid) then even-
tually all honest parties give an output (done-open, sid, ·).

(3) If any honest party gives an output (done-open, sid, ·) then eventually all honest
parties give output (done-open, sid, ·).

Validity If D is honest and had input (commit, sid, m) and some honest P gave output
(done-open, sid, mP, π), then mP = m and ∀m′ : wVSSVerify(π, m′) = ⊤ ⇔ m′ = m.
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Binding If D is corrupted, then the following holds. When the first honest party observes
public output PubOutVSSCommit then one can in poly-time compute from the view of the
adversary up to this point, a message m such that if later an honest party P gives output
(done-open, sid, mP, π) then mP = m and ∀m′ : wVSSVerify(π, m′) = ⊤ ⇔ m′ = m.

β-Weak Hiding If D is honest then for each session sid it holds with probability β > 0 at
a point in time t before any honest party got input (open, sid) that m is hidden in the
view of the adversary at time t, i.e., if m = mb for (m0, m1) picked by the adversary and
a uniformly random bit b, then the adversary cannot guess b better than at random.

Construction. The central idea of our wVSS construction is to have a dealer choose a
secret seed σ and secret share it unto a random holding committee and put on the ledger an
encryption of each of the shares under the public key of the holder, this vector of encryptions
is called the setup. If this was done correctly any t + 1 honest parties can decrypt their shares
and use them to reconstruct σ. All randomness for the secret sharing and the encryption will
be generated from σ using a PRG. This allows the committee to rerun the setup procedure
and check consistency with the published setup after reconstruction. This ensures that if
anyone t+1 parties can reconstruct to some value σ, then all shares are correct, and therefore
all subsets of t + 1 shares reconstruct to the same σ. We also use randomness derived from σ

to encrypt m and include the encryption in the setup. We cannot let the dealer pick the
holding committee as we need enough honest parties on it to avoid deadlock of reconstruction.
Therefore the holding committee is sampled pseudorandomly from the session identifier sid.

We use nvss and τvss to define the size of the holding committee sampled by the dealer,
and the reconstruction threshold in the holding committee, respectively. To ensure weak
hiding these parameters should be chosen such that the sampled committee has at most τvss
corruptions with constant probability at least β, and to ensure liveness less than nvss − τvss
should be corrupted except with negligible probability. The scheme makes use of a signature
scheme DS (Section 2.2.4), an encryption scheme PKE with full decryption (Section 2.2.1), a
threshold secret-sharing scheme TSS (Section 2.2.3), a pseudorandom generator PRG, and a
hash function H modelled as a random oracle.

Algorithm 1 Scheme wVSS, algorithm Commit, where an instance sid of wVSS is created at point
p on Ledger. Code for process Pi.

1: function commit_value(σ, C)
2: ρ = PRG(H(σ))
3: mmask

$ρ← {0, 1}λ

4: (s1, . . . , snvss )
$ρ← TSS.Share(σ)

5: for j in C do
6: rj

$ρ← {0, 1}λ; ej ← PKE.Encekj (sj , rj)
7: return ((e1, . . . , envss ), mmask)

8: upon input (commit, sid, π, m) where sid = (D, sid′) and Pi = D do // only dealer D
9: (H1, . . . , Hnvss )← SampleCommitteep(sid, nvss)
10: σ ← DS.SignskD

(sid)
11: ((e1, . . . , envss ), mmask)← commit_value(σ, (H1, . . . , Hnvss ))
12: broadcast (sid, π, (e1, H1) . . . , (envss , Hnvss ), m⊕mmask) on Ledger

We implement Commit in Algorithm 1. In order to commit to a chosen value m, D first
pseudorandomly samples a holding committee of size nvss (line 9). We say that the committee
is “assigned” to D, as D cannot influence it without getting rejected as public output. The
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dealer then computes a signature σ on sid, obtaining a unique and unpredictable value. Then
D commits to σ by secret-sharing it to the committee. This logic is extracted in an auxiliary
function commit_value. It computes a random tape ρ = PRG(H(σ)). This random tape
is used in all subsequent steps that require randomness. Specifically, in line 3 a random
message mmask is sampled, in line 4 the value σ is secret-shared to the members of the
holding committee C using an (nvss, τvss)-TSS, and in lines 5– 6 the shares of σ are encrypted
to the committee members. Each of these values are sampled pairwise independently from ρ.
Finally, D broadcasts its VSS setup on Ledger (line 12). This VSS setup serves as a public
output signalling that the message is committed and can at this point only be opened to some
unique value–which could be ⊥. We define the function PubOutVSSCommit(Ledger, (D, sid′))
as the earliest (in Ledger) message

(
(D, sid′), π, (e1, H1) . . . , (envss , Hnvss), m

)
which is signed

by D, where VerifyCommittee((D, sid′), H1, . . . , Hnvss) = 1. If no such message exists in Ledger,
then PubOutVSSCommit(Ledger, sid) = ⊥.

Algorithm 2 Scheme wVSS, algorithm Open, where an instance sid of wVSS is created at point p

on Ledger. Code only for process Pi is in the committee of instance sid, i.e., Pi is one of the Hj in
the VSS-setup (sid, (e1, H1) . . . , (envss , Hnvss ), mmasked) published on Ledger.

State:
13: validShares[sid]← [ ]

14: upon input (open, sid) such that PubOutVSSCommit(LedgerPi
, sid) ̸= ⊥ do

15: let ((e1, H1) . . . , (envss , Hnvss ), mmasked) = PubOutVSSCommit(LedgerPi
, sid)

16: let C = {H1, . . . , Hnvss}
17: (s′

i, r′
i)← Decdki (ei)

18: e′
i ← Enceki (s′

i, r′
i)

19: if e′
i = ei then

20: send (share, s′
i, r′

i) to parties in C
21: else
22: create zk-proof Wi that ei decrypts to (s′

i, r′
i)

23: send (complaintEncryption, sid, Wi, s′
i, r′

i) to parties in C

24: upon deliver (share, sj , rj) from Pj do
25: if ej = Encekj (sj , rj) then
26: append sj to validShares[sid]

27: upon |validShares[sid]| = τvss + 1 do
28: let

(
sj1 , . . . , sjτvss+1

)
= validShares[sid]

29: σ′ ← TSS.Reconstruct({sjk}j∈[τvss+1])
30: if DS.VervkD (σ′, sid) = 0 then
31: output (done-open, sid,⊥, validShares[sid])
32: ((e′

1, . . . , e′
nvss ), mmask)← commit_value(σ′)

33: if (e′
1, . . . , e′

nvss ) ̸= (e1, . . . , envss ) then
34: output (done-open, sid,⊥, validShares[sid])
35: else
36: output (done-open, sid, mmask ⊕mmasked, σ′)

37: upon deliver c = (complaintEncryption, sid, Wj , sj , rj) do
38: e′

j ← PKE.Encekj ((sj , rj))
39: if e′

j ̸= ej and Wj is valid then
40: output (done-open, sid,⊥, c)
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We implement Open in Algorithm 2. On input open, and after
PubOutVSSCommit(Ledger, sid) ̸= ⊥, a party in the holding committee of the sid in-
stance parses the output as a VSS setup. Party Pi then decrypts ei to get its share and
the randomness used for encryption, (si, ri) (line 17). It then re-encrypts (si, ri) (line 18)
to verify that the encryption was done correctly (line 19). If the encryption is valid they
send (si, ri) to the other parties, otherwise it sends a verifiable complaint (lines 22–23). The
complaint includes a that ei decrypts to (s′

i, r′
i).

Upon receiving a share from Pj (line 24), party Pi verifies that the share sent by Pj

indeed corresponds to the value ej published on Ledger. If this is the case, the share is
considered valid. Observe that the share the dealer created for Pj might be wrong in the
first place. This is detected upon reconstruction. Specifically, once τvss + 1 valid shares
are received (line 27), Pi runs the reconstruction of TSS to get back some σ′, which should
be a signature on sid computed by D. Party Pi first verifies the signature and, if valid, it
repeats the steps performed by D to secret-share σ′ (line 32). Observe that, given σ′, all
steps in commit_value() are deterministic. Hence, if the reconstructed σ′ is the same as the
σ computed by the dealer, then commit_value(σ′) will return the same values as the ones
posted on Ledger by D or we detect that the dealer cheated and output ⊥. This is checked
in line 33. Finally, upon delivering a complaint, sent by some party Pj , party Pi verifies
the complaint and, if valid, outputs ⊥. Note that no party can produce a valid complaint if
the check in line 33 goes through. The wVSSVerify check can simply be implemented by a
function that when given an encryption complaint checks if it is valid as in line 37, and when
given a set of shares checks that they are all valid and treats them as input to the activation
rule in line 27 to see that the same output is obtained. When the output of wVSS needs to
be distributed to the full set of parties, each party on the committee simply forwards their
(done-open, sid, mP, π) message to the remaining parties. Note that even though the proof
of the outputs can differ, an outside party only needs to receive one. Hence, in gossiping
networks the output messages can be deduplicated by only forwarding the first valid one to
lower communication complexity.

4 Generating an Unpredictable Seed

In this section we define a seed-generation protocol seed. A seed can be thought of as a
perfect coin flip: there is agreement on the output and its value is unpredictable before the
protocol starts.

Syntax. The syntax of seed is as follows:
Commit On input (seed, sid) in a session with session identifier sid a party starts running

the commit protocol and may as a result public output PubOutSeedCommit.
Open On input (seed-open, sid), which must be given after public output

PubOutSeedCommit, in a session with id sid a party starts running the opening pro-
tocol and may as a result output (done-seed, sid, c), for c ∈ {0, 1}λ.

Security. The security properties of seed are as follows:
Termination If all honest parties get inputs (seed, sid) then eventually all honest parties

get public output PubOutSeedCommit.
If all honest parties get correct inputs (seed-open, sid) then eventually all honest parties
give an output (done-seed, sid, ·).
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Agreement If two honest parties have outputs (done-seed, sid, cP) and (done-seed, sid, cQ)
then cP = cQ. Call the common value csid.

Unpredictability For each session sid it holds that csid is unpredictable before the first honest
party gets input (seed-open, sid).

Algorithm 3 Scheme seed, algorithm Commit, where an instance sid of seed is created at some
point p on Ledger. Code for process Pi.

41: upon input (seed, sid) do
42: C ← SampleCommittee(sid, mseed)
43: for j ∈ [mseed] such that C[j] = Pi do
44: r

$← {0, 1}λ

45: wVSS(commit, ((Pi, j), sid), r)

Algorithm 4 Scheme seed, algorithm Open, where an instance sid of seed is created at some point
p on Ledger. Code for process Pi.

46: State:
47: openings[sid]← [ ]

48: upon input (seed-open, sid) such that PubOutSeedCommit(sid, Ledger) ̸= ⊥ do
49: setups← PubOutSeedCommit(sid, Ledger)
50: for j ∈ [wseed] do
51: sidj ← setups[j]
52: wVSS(open, sidj)

53: upon deliver (done-open, sidj , r, π) do
54: if j ∈ [wseed] ∧ wVSSVerify(π, r) then
55: append m to openings[sid]

56: upon |openings| = wseed

57: output (done-seed, sid,
⊕

r∈openings[sid] r)

Construction. The protocol uses parameters mseed and wseed. The idea is to sample mseed
parties in P to contribute a wVSS setup, asynchronously wait for the first wseed setups and
use the XOR of them as a seed. We discuss in Section 7 how to set these parameters, such
that at least one good setup (that is, from an honest proposer and with a committee with at
most τvss corrupted members) appears on the ledger, except with negligible probability.

The protocol is started at some starting point p of Ledger, with associated stake Σp and
committee sampling mechanism SampleCommitteep(). We implement Commit in Algorithm 3
and Open in Algorithm 4. A party that is elected to contribute a wVSS setup (line 42)
picks a random r and starts an instance of wVSS to share r (lines 44–45). Once wseed wVSS
protocols with session identifiers sidj = (Pj , k, sid), where C[k] = Pj , have given public output
PubOutVSSCommit on Ledger, then we define PubOutSeedCommit to be the ordered tuple
of the session identifiers of the first wseed such outputs. After this point, the value of the
nonce is implicitly defined by the state of the ledger, and on input (seed-open, sid), parties
start running the Open algorithm on these wseed instances of wVSS (lines 48–52). By design,
the holding committee of each of these instances has enough honest members for wVSS to
terminate. The final seed value is defined as the XOR of the values output by each Open
(line 57).
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5 Weak Honest-Dealer Coin-Flip

In this section we define the weak honest-dealer coin-flip (wHDCF) protocol. In wHDCF
there is a designated dealer D, which is one of the participating parties. We assume D is
given as part of session identifier, sid = (D, sid′), and hence is known by all parties when
the instance is created. The scheme is weak in the sense that parties may output ⊥ as the
value of the coin, but if two honest parties output a value in {0, 1}, then it will be the same.
It is honest-dealer as the coin value becomes predictable for a corrupted D. The scheme
makes use of a committee verification mechanism SampleCommitteep() proportional to stake
at point p (Section 2.1), an encryption scheme with full decryption PKE (Section 2.2.1), and
an (ncoin, τcoin)-threshold weak coin flip scheme CF (Section 2.2.2). Here ncoin and τcoin are
protocol parameters, for which we choose specific values in Section 7.

Syntax. The syntax of weak honest-dealer coin-flip is as follows:
Deal On input (deal, sid) a participating party starts running the dealing protocol of CF

and may as a result produce a public output PubOutSingleDeal.
Flip On input (flip, sid, cid), for coin identifier cid, after PubOutSingleDeal(sid, Ledger) ̸= ⊥,

a party starts running the flip protocol of CF and outputs (done-flip, sid, cid, s, π), where
s ∈ {⊥} ∪ {0, 1}λ and π is a proof that s is the output of the coinflipping protocol. The
proof can be checked by any party P′ for which PubOutSingleDeal(sid, LedgerP′) ̸= ⊥
using wHDCFVerify(π, m).

Security. The security properties of wHDCF are as follows.
Termination

(1) If D is honest and all honest parties get input (deal, sid), then eventually
PubOutSingleDeal(sid, Ledger) ̸= ⊥.

(2) If, after PubOutSingleDeal(sid, Ledger) ̸= ⊥, all honest parties get input (flip, sid, cid),
then eventually all honest parties give output (done-flip, sid, cid, ·), except with
negligible probability.

Weak Agreement If two honest parties output (done-flip, sid, cid, cP, π) and
(done-flip, sid, cid, cQ, π), such that cP ≠ ⊥ and cQ ̸= ⊥, then cP = cQ, except
with negligible probability. The same holds if cQ ≠ ⊥ and wHDCFVerify(π, cQ) ̸= ⊥.
Moreover, if D is honest, then no honesty party P outputs cP = ⊥.

Honest-Dealer β-Unpredictability If dealer D of session sid is honest, then each coin flip cid
is independently unpredictable with some constant probability β > 0, where β is defined
when PubOutSingleDeal(sid, Ledger) ̸= ⊥ and is independent of cid.

In the full version of this work [3] we formalize the Honest-Dealer β-Unpredictability
property and show the proofs.

Construction. In a high level, the scheme works as follows. Dealer D is assigned a coin-
holding committee of size ncoin and creates a coin setup for an (ncoin, τcoin)-threshold
coin scheme CF for this committee. Termination is achieved by appropriately setting the
parameters and from the pseudorandom nature of the committee: if the dealer completes the
setup, there are at least τcoin + 1 honest parties in the committee, except with negligible
probability. The weak agreement property is achieved by verifiable complaints against a
corrupted dealer. Upon receiving a valid complaint, a party terminates the Flip protocol
outputting ⊥. If, additionally, D is honest, then our protocol guarantees unpredictability
with constant probability β, defined as the probability of having at most τcoin corruptions in
the committee, and depending only on ncoin and τcoin.
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Algorithm 5 Scheme wHDCF, algorithm Deal, where an instance sid of wHDCF is created at point
p on Ledger. Code for process Pi.

58: upon input (deal, sid) where sid = (D, sid′) and Pi = D do // only dealer D
59: (H1, . . . , Hncoin )← SampleCommitteep(sid, ncoin),
60: (vk, sk1, . . . , skncoin )← CF.Setup(ncoin, τcoin)
61: for j ∈ [ncoin] do
62: rj

$← {0, 1}λ; ej = PKE.Encekj ((skj , rj))
63: broadcast (sid, vk, (H1, e1), . . . , (Hncoin , encoin )) on Ledger

In Algorithm 5 we implement Deal. The dealer first (line 59) samples the coin-holding
committee of size ncoin and then (line 60) uses CF to create a coin setup for it. The coin setup
includes secret keys sk1, . . . , skncoin and verification key vk. Each secret key ski is encrypted to
party’s Pi long term private key eki using a fresh randomness ri (lines 61–62). The coin setup
is broadcast on Ledger. When a coin-setup is included in Ledger we define the public output
PubOutSingleDeal(sid, Ledger) as (vk, (H1, e1), . . . , (Hncoin , encoin)) if the included committee
verifies using VerifyCommittee. Otherwise the output is ⊥.

In Algorithm 6 we implement Flip. Only parties in the coin-holding committee run it.
When Pi gets input (flip, sid, cid) and PubOutSingleDeal(sid, LedgerPi

) ̸= ⊥, it first reads the
coin setup and tries to decrypt ei to obtain its key share (line 70). Scheme PKE returns sk′

i

and the randomness r′
i that D is supposed to have used at encryption time. Party Pi checks

whether D has indeed done so by re-encrypting (sk′
i, r′

i) and checking the result against ei. If
it is different, Pi sends a complaintEncryption message that includes a zero-knowledge
proof that ei decrypts to (sk′

i, r′
i) (lines 71–73) and stops handling the Flip event. Otherwise,

Pi can prove correct decryption of ei in a complaint message by sending (sk′
i, r′

i). Party Pi

then verifies its key share against the verification vector vk published in the coin setup, and,
if it is invalid, sends a complaintKeyShare message to C (lines 74–75) and returns. If
the check passes, it creates a coin share using the threshold-coin scheme CF (line 76) and
sends to the committee C. All complaints are verifiable: complaintEncryption is valid
if the zk-proof Wj , proving that the published ej decrypts to (skj , rj)), is valid, and the
re-encryption of (skj , rj) gives something different from ej (lines 81–84). complaintShare
is valid if the re-encryption of (skj , rj) gives the published ej and the key share skj is deemed
invalid by the CF scheme (lines 85–88). Party Pi outputs in two cases, whichever comes first.
First, upon collecting τcoin + 1 valid coin shares (line 89), in which case the value of the coin
is reconstructed using the underlying CF scheme. Second, upon receiving a valid complaint
(line 94), in which case a ⊥ value is output. The wHDCFVerify check can be implemented by
a function that when given a complaint checks if it is valid according to the activation rules
in line 81 or line 85, and when given a set of shares checks that they are valid and reruns the
activation rule in line 89.

6 Weak Multiple-Dealer Coin-Flip

In this section we define the weak multiple-dealer coin-flip (wMDCF) protocol. It is weak
as it inherits the agreement property from wHDCF: parties may output ⊥, but if two
honest parties output a value in {0, 1}, then it will be the same. It is called multiple-dealer
as there are multiple dealers, forming a proposers committee, selected pseudorandomly
using SampleCommitteep(). The protocol uses parameters mwMDCF and wwMDCF. Parameter
mwMDCF refers to the size of the proposers committee, i.e., the number of parties that are
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Algorithm 6 Scheme wHDCF, algorithm Flip (cid), where an instance sid of wHDCF is cre-
ated at point p on Ledger. Code for process Pi, Pi is one of the Hj in the coin-setup
(sid, vk, (H1, e1), . . . , (Hncoin , encoin )) published on Ledger.

State:
64: validShares[sid][cid]← [ ], for each sid and cid
65: justifiedComplaint[sid][cid]← ⊥, for each sid and cid
66: terminated[sid][cid]← 0, for each sid and cid

67: upon input (flip, sid, cid) such that PubOutSingleDeal(sid, Ledger) ̸= ⊥ do
68: (vk, (H1, e1), . . . , (Hncoin , encoin ))← PubOutSingleDeal(sid, Ledger)
69: let C = {H1, . . . , Hncoin}
70: (sk′

i, r′
i) = PKE.Decdki (ei)

71: if ei ̸= PKE.Enceki ((sk′
i, r′

i)) then
72: create zk-proof Wi that ei decrypts to (sk′

i, r′
i)

73: send (complaintEncryption, sid, cid, Wi, sk′
i, r′

i) to parties in C; return
74: if CF.VerifyKeyShare(vk, i, sk′

i) = 0 then
75: send (complaintKeyShare, sid, cid, sk′

i, r′
i) to parties in C; return

76: si = CF.CreateShare(sk′
i, cid)

77: send (coinShare, sid, cid, si) to parties in C

78: upon deliver (coinShare, sid, cid, sj) from Pj do
79: if CF.VerifyCoinShare(vk, cid, sj) = 1 then
80: append sj to validShares[sid][cid]

81: upon deliver c = (complaintEncryption, sid, cid, Wj , skj , rj) do
82: e′

j ← PKE.Encekj ((skj , rj))
83: if e′

j ̸= ej and Wj is valid then
84: justifiedComplaint[sid][cid]← c

85: upon deliver c = (complaintKeyShare, sid, cid, skj , rj) do
86: e′

j ← PKE.Encekj ((skj , rj))
87: if e′

j = ej and CF.VerifyKeyShare(vk, j, skj) = 0 then
88: justifiedComplaint[sid][cid]← c

89: upon |validShares[sid][cid]| = τcoin + 1 and terminated[sid][cid] = 0 do
90: let

(
sj1 , . . . , sjτcoin+1

)
= validShares[sid][cid]

91: s← CF.Combine(cid, {sjk}k∈[τcoin+1])
92: terminated[sid][cid]← 1
93: output (done-flip, sid, cid, s, validShares[sid][cid])

94: upon justifiedComplaint[sid][cid] ̸= ⊥ and terminated[sid][cid] = 0 do
95: terminated[sid][cid]← 1
96: output (done-flip, sid, cid,⊥, justifiedComplaint[sid][cid])

selected to act as a dealer in an instance of wMDCF. Parameter wwMDCF refers to the number
of parties in the proposers committee we asynchronously wait for. In Section 7 we show how
to set these parameters, such that at least one good setup appears on the ledger, except with
negligible probability, and a constant rate γ of the setups are good.

Syntax. The syntax of weak Multiple-Dealer Coin-Flip (wMDCF) is as follows:
Deal On input (deal, sid) a participating party starts running the dealing protocol and may

as a result help produce a public output PubOutMultiDeal.
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Flip On input (flip, sid, cid) for a coin identifier cid, after PubOutMultiDeal(sid, Ledger) ̸= ⊥,
a party starts running the coin-flip protocol and outputs (done-flip, sid, cid, s), where
s ∈ {⊥} ∪ {0, 1}λ.

Security. The security properties of honest-dealer coin-flip are as follows. For the agreement
and unpredictability properties we use a probability γ > 0, called the good-setup probability,
which depends on the parameter wwMDCF and on the hiding probability β of wHDCF, and is
constant and independent of sid and cid.
Termination

(1) If all honest parties get input (deal, sid) then eventually there is public output
PubOutMultiDeal(sid, Ledger) ̸= ⊥, except with negligible probability.

(2) If all honest parties get input (flip, sid, cid) then eventually all honest parties give an
output (done-flip, sid, cid, ·), except with negligible probability.

γ-Agreement For each session sid and coin identifier cid it holds that, if two honest parties
output (done-flip, sid, cid, cP) and (done-flip, sid, cid, cQ), such that cP ≠ ⊥ and cQ ≠
⊥, then cP = cQ, except with negligible probability. Moreover, with probability γ it holds
that no honest party outputs ⊥ as the value of the coin. All together, this means that,
if two honest parties have outputs (done-flip, sid, cid, cP) and (done-flip, sid, cid, cQ),
then cP = cQ ̸= ⊥ with probability γ.

γ-Unpredictability For each session sid and coin identifier cid it holds that the value of coin
cid is unpredictable with probability γ.

In the full version of this work [3] we formalize the agreement and unpredictability
properties and show the proofs.

Algorithm 7 Scheme wMDCF, algorithm Deal, where an instance sid of wMDCF is created at
some point p on Ledger. Code for process Pi.

State:
97: setups[wwMDCF]← [ ]

98: upon input (deal, sid) do
99: C ← SampleCommittee(sid, mwMDCF)
100: for j ∈ [mwMDCF] such that C[j] = Pi do
101: wHDCF(Deal, ((Pi, j), sid))

102: upon wwMDCF setups PubOutMultiDeal(((Pj , k), sid), Ledger) ̸= ⊥ where C[k] = Pj

103: Let setups contain the identifiers which gave public output sorted deterministically
104: seed(seed, sid)

Construction. On Algorithm 7 we implement Deal. On input (deal, sid), a protocol
instance is created with some starting point p. For each time Pi is sampled to be a dealer
in a wHDCF instance (line 99), it creates a new instance of wHDCF and runs the Deal
algorithm. Every party waits for wwMDCF instances of the wHDCF protocol (started by
the dealers sampled in line 99) to give public output on the Ledger. When this happens,
parties run an instance of the seed protocol (line 104). This seed will be later used in the
Flip algorithm of wMDCF to pseudorandomly choose one of the wwMDCF setups. We define
PubOutMultiDeal = PubOutSeedOpen, so the output of the seed protocol signals the end of
the dealing phase.
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Algorithm 8 Scheme wMDCF, algorithm Flip (cid), where an instance sid of wMDCF is created
at some point p on Ledger. Code for process Pi.

105: upon input (flip, sid, cid) such that PubOutMultiDeal(sid, Ledger) ̸= ⊥ do
106: j ← H(sid, cid, seed)
107: wHDCF(flip, setups[j], cid)

108: upon deliver (done-flip, sid, cid, s, π)
109: if wHDCFVerify(π, s) then
110: output (done-flip, sid, cid, s)

In Algorithm 8 we implement Flip. On input (flip, sid, cid) and after observing public
output PubOutMultiDeal every party Pi uses a cryptographic hash function H, to hash
(sid, cid, seed) into j ∈ {1, . . . , wwMDCF} (line 106). Then, the algorithm Flip of the wHDCFj

instance is used to compute the value of coin cid. We assume that each party on the committee
of the selected wHDCF instance disseminate the output to the ground population.

7 Setting the Parameters

▶ Definition 2 (Binomial distribution). Let X a random variable counting the number of
successes out of n trials, where success happens with probability p. Then X follows the
binomial distribution, i.e., X ∼ B(n, p) and the probability that exactly k successes happen is

Pr[X = k] = Pr[B(n, p) = k] =
(

n

k

)
pk(1 − p)(n−k). (2)

7.1 Sampling a holding committee for wVSS and wHDCF
Let n denote the size of a holding committee and τ < n/2 denote a number, such that
the holding committee has at most τ corruptions with a constant probability β, and more
than n − τ corruptions only with a negligible probability ϵ = 2−λ, where λ is the security
parameter. The idea is the following. If we use a (n, τ)-secet-sharing or common-coin scheme
in the committee, then the committee is hiding with probability β and live with probability
1 − ϵ. These capture the parameters of both the wVSS and the wHDCF schemes. In wVSS
we have n ≜ nvss and τ ≜ τvss, and in wHDCF we have n ≜ ncoin and τ ≜ τcoin.

As discussed earlier, we model a committee-election mechanism as a black-box function
SampleCommittee(), which samples parties with probability proportional to their stake at some
well-defined point on the ledger. As SampleCommittee() does sampling with replacement, it
can be modelled with a binomial distribution. Using (2) we have that β =

τ∑
k=0

Pr[B(n, 1−p) =

k] and ϵ =
n∑

k=n−τ+1
Pr[B(n, 1 − p) = k], for p = 2/3. In Table 1 we show various combinations

for n and τ , such that ϵ ≤ 2−λ for λ = 60, and the resulting hiding probability β.

7.2 Sampling a proposer committee for seed and wMDCF
In protocols seed and wMDCF parties have a chance to participate in the proposers committee,
i.e., to win the right to become a dealer in a wVSS or wHDCF instance, respectively. Parties
are again sampled using SampleCommittee (Section 7.1), which returns a committee of size
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m, but the protocols only wait for the first w setups to appear on Ledger and only use those.
In seed, we have m ≜ mseed and w ≜ wseed, and in wMDCF we have m ≜ mwMDCF and
w = wwMDCF.

Necessary conditions. As before, we need to make sure that, except with negligible
probability ϵ = 2−λ, there are at least w honest parties on the committee to ensure termination.
This is bounded as ϵ in Section 7.1 but with n and τ replaced by m and w − 1 respectively.
But now we additionally need to make sure that, except with negligible probability at least
one of the w setups that appear on Ledger is a good setup, that is, from an honest party who
sampled a committee with less than τ corruptions. This condition corresponds exactly to the
setup in Section 7.1 being hiding, but with the probability p changed to account for the fact
that we are interested in the probability of an honest party who provided a good setup. Since
an honest dealer has a β (which depends on the parameters of the subprotocol) probability

of providing a good setup, we set p = β · 2/3 and require
w−1∑
k=0

Pr[B(m, 1 − p) = k] ≥ 1 − 2−λ.

Good-setup probability. Finally, specifically for wMDCF, we calculate the probability γ,
defined in Section 6, that a setup published on Ledger is good, i.e., the probability of getting
an unpredictable and agreed upon value in each coin flip. We derive this from the expected
number of bad setups, which (by linearity of expectation) is m · (1 − β · 2

3 ), and from the fact
that the adversary can schedule the order of messages, causing all bad setups and, hence,
only w − m · (1 − β · 2

3 )) good setups, to appear on Ledger. This gives us the fraction of good
setups that in expectation appear on the ledger as

γ =
w − (m · (1 − β · 2

3 ))
w

. (3)

Putting it all together. We show the resulting parameters with λ = 60 bits of security
in Table 1. As an example, for a holding committee with size n = 259 and reconstruction
threshold τ = 103, we get hiding probability β = 98.7%. Then we can sample a proposers
committee of size m = 653 and wait for w = 327. This results in 84, 693 encrypted shares
being posted on the Ledger, and for wMDCF it gives a good-setup probability γ = 31.8%.

8 Analysis of Communication Complexity

To demonstrate the power of being able to sample concretely small committees, we analyze
the concrete complexity of our protocols. Note that a purely asymptotic analysis would not
show any gains over simply using a state of the art ADKG protocol with subset sampling
and near optimal resilience. We give all sizes in bits, but for simplicity we treat group and
field elements as λ bits. For instance, we use 3λ as the size of an encrypted share, which
(using Section 2.2.1) consists of 2 group elements and a symmetrically encrypted share of
a secret of size λ. This would not be precise for concrete instantiations, but it would only
change our estimates by a small constant factor which depends, for example, on the concrete
curves being employed.

We define ATOB complexity as the cost of including a message of a given size in Ledger.
In the following “broadcast” refers to broadcasting through the ATOB and “multicast” refers
to a party sending a message to all parties. As the communication cost of a broadcast and
multicast depend on the implementation, we keep these costs opaque and report results as
a number of broadcasts and multicasts required. For inter-committee communication we
assume point-to-point channels and give results in total number of bits sent.
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Table 1 This table shows possible values (subject to conditions in Section 7.1) for the holding
committee parameters, n and τ , and the resulting hiding probability β. For each obtainable β, it
shows possible values (subject to conditions in Section 7.2) for the proposers committee parameters,
m and w, and the resulting good-setup probability γ. In both seed and wMDCF schemes, each of
the w dealers encrypts keys for a committee of size n, which gives a total of m ∗ w encryptions.

n τ β m w γ n · w
653 320 > 1− 260 653 321 32.2% 209.6K

300 125 99.9% 653 322 32.3% 96.6K

280 114 99.6% 653 323 32.1% 90.4K

275 111 99.4% 653 324 32.0% 89.1K

271 109 99.3% 653 325 32.0% 88.1K

265 106 99.0% 653 326 31.9% 86.4K

261 104 98.8% 653 327 31.9% 85.3K

259 103 98.7% 653 327 31.8% 84.7K

257 102 98.6% 659 330 31.6% 84.8K

256 101 98.3% 672 337 31.3% 86.3K

254 100 98.1% 682 342 31.1% 86.9K

252 99 98.0% 692 347 30.8% 87.4K

The wVSS protocol has an ATOB complexity of 1 message of size nvss · 3λ + λ with
the encrypted shares and masked message in the setup. To distribute the output either
the secret of size λ is multicast or a complaint of size at most (τvss + 1) · 2λ (in case of
correctly encrypted shares reconstructing an inconsistent setup) is multicast. A priori, every
member of the committee needs to multicast the output, giving a multicast complexity of
nvss messages of size λ (or of size at most (τvss + 1) · 2λ, in which case the dealer can be
slashed). The remaining interaction consists of nvss committee members sending one message
with a decrypted share or a complaint of total size at most 4λ to the rest of the committee,
resulting in a total message complexity of at most nvss

2 · 4λ.
The seed protocol does not add any interaction besides running mseed instances of wVSS.

Only the first wseed of those to make it onto the ledger will result in interaction between
committe members, so the communication complexity is at most mseed ·nvss

2 ·4λ. The ATOB
complexity of the deal phase of seed is mseed messages of size nvss · 3λ + λ. To disseminate
the outputs there is an additional (wseed − s) · nvss multicasts of size λ and s · nvss multicasts
of size at most (τvss + 1) · 2λ, where s is the number of parties that can be slashed.

The wHDCF protocol has an ATOB complexity of 1 message of size ncoin · 3λ + λ and
no additional communication in the initial setup phase. The message complexity of each
coin flip is at most ncoin

2 · 4λ to reconstruct the coin (or ⊥) in the committee, and then
to disseminate the value to the ground population each committee member multicasts the
reconstructed coin or a complaint of size at most 4λ, resulting in at most ncoin

2 · 4λ bits
communicated in addition to ncoin multicasts of size 4λ. The deal phase of the wMDCF
protocol has the same complexity as mwMDCF deal phases of wHDCF and a single run of the
seed protocol. That is, an ATOB complexity of mwMDCF messages of size ncoin · 3λ + λ and
mseed messages of size nvss · 3λ + λ, and a multicast complexity of wseed · nvss messages of
size at most (τvss + 1) · 2λ, in addition to a communication complexity of mseed · nvss

2 · 4λ

bits. Whenever a coin needs to be flipped using wMDCF, the message complexity is that of
running the selected wHDCF protcol.
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To refresh the setup after the stake distribution has changed, one would need to first
run an instance of the seed protocol and then the deal phase of the wMDCF protocol. Using
the best parameters in Table 1 the concrete cost of refreshing the setup is 1959 messages of
size 778λ, and 169, 386 multicasts of size at most 208λ. The communication complexity of
flipping a coin and disseminating it to all parties is 2592 · 4λ in addition to 259 multicasts
of 4λ bits. Employing the optimizations in Remark 3 reduces the multicast complexity of
refreshing the setup to 654 messages of size at most (τvss + 1) · 2λ. Similarly the cost of
distributing a coin becomes the same as 1 multicast of size 4λ.

If we were to assume t < 0.3n in the paradigm of “subset sampling with almost optimal
resilience” [5], and need a committee with honest supermajority with probability 1−2−60, then
one would need to sample a committee with 16037 parties [22, Table 1]. If we then instantiate
a state of the art ADKG protocol with O(n3λ) communication using the committee, assuming
for the sake of an example the concrete cost is n3λ, then we get a complexity of > 4 · 1012λ.
It is then clear that our approach is far cheaper for all but extremely large values of n.

▶ Remark 3 (Deduplicating multicasts). Notice that each party only needs to receive a
single proof of output for each of the wseed wVSS setups. Since large-scale P2P networks
usually employ gossiping with deduplication of previously forwarded messages, each node
can consider different output justifications from the same wVSS as identical for the purpose
of decuplication. We conjecture that in most gossip-based P2P networks this results in a
communication cost which is less than that of a single multicast, as it can be seen as a
multicast from a single source which has gotten a headstart by being predistributed to O(λ)
nodes. With this instantiation the cost of disseminating the wVSS outputs from the seed
protocol becomes the same as multicasting wseed messages of size at most (τvss + 1) · 2λ over
the gossip network. The same deduplication trick can be employed when disseminating the
coin flips, reducing the cost of distributing the coin to the same as 1 multicast of size 4λ.

9 Conclusion

In this work we have presented protocols for generating randomness in an asynchronous PoS
setting with dynamic participation. They are practical and concretely efficient, employ no
trusted setup, and they make use of small committees. We have computed concrete numbers
for the committees. Specifically, we can have a committee of m = 653 proposers, each
generating a setup for n = 359 holders, resulting in approx. 85K encrypted values posted
on Ledger. For κ = 60 bits of security and assuming optimal corruption 1/3 in the ground
population, our protocols are live with all but negligible probability. Our common-coin
protocol is unpredictable and agreed-upon with probability approx. 31.8%, and, as it is based
on threshold cryptography, the setup can be used for a flipping a polynomial number of coins.
These committee sizes result from the fact that we require not all but only a constant factor
of our setups to be good.
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